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ADMINISTRATIVE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. The title of this document is Top Officials (TOPOFF) Exercise Series: TOPOFF 2 (T2) 
After Action Summary Report. 

2. lnfom1ation contained in this document is intended for the exclusive use of T2 Exercise 
Series participants. Material may not be reproduced, copied, or furnished to non-exercise 
personnel without wtitten approval from the Exercise Directors. 

3. This document should be safeguarded, handled, transmitted, and stored in a<;cordance 
wHh appropriate Canadian, U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S. 
Department of State (DOS), the State of Illinois, the State of Washington, and localJcity 
security directives. This document is marked For OfficLal Use Only (FOUO), and 
infonnation contained herein has not been given a security dassification pursuant to the 
criteria of an Executive Order, but this document is to be withheld from the public 
because disclosure would cause a foreseeable harm tO an int-erest protected by one or 
more FOUO exemptions. 

4. Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, without prior approval of DHS is 
prohibited. 

5. DHS, Office for Domestic Preparedness (ODP). and DOS, the Office of the Coordinator 
for CounteitetTorism, cosponsored the T2 Exercise Series. Mr. Theodore Macklin l<b)(6) 

(b)(6) and Mr. Corey Gruber (202-514-0284) are the ODP Points of Contact (POC) 
and (b)(6) j<b)(6) I~ the Office of the Coordinator for Counterten·orism, i.s 
the POC for international play. 

6. This report is inte,nded for the use of Federal, State, and local (FSL) officials responsible 
for homeland securHy. lt is intended to improve the FSL plans to prevent and respond to 
weapons of mass destruction by understanding the lessons learned from T2. 
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SUMMARY REPORT 

I. Introduction 

Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) was a Congressionally-mandated, national combati terrorism 
exercise. The exercise was designed to improve the nation's domestic incident management 
capability by exercising the plans, policies, procedures, systems, and facilitie of Federal, State, 
and local (FSL) response organizations against a series of integrated and geographic&Ily 
dispersed tenorist threats and acts. 

T2 was cosponsored by the U.S. Department of Homeland Se urity (E>RS) and the U.S. 
Department of State. The T2 After Action Report (AAR) provides t e findings{rom the analysis 
of the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), and also integrates the find)ngs {rom t~ pre-FSE seminars and 
the Large-Scale Game (LSG). 

The domestic objectives of the T2 exercise were to improve he nation's capacity to manage 
complex/extreme events; create broader operating frameworks of expert domestic incident 
management and other systems; validate FSL authorities, strategies plans, policies, procedures, 
protocols, and synchronized capabilities; and build a sustainable, systematic exercise process for 
advancing domestic preparedness. There wa also an international aspect of T2 that exercised a 
segment of the Canadian response to weapons of mass d~struction (WMD) attacks upon the 
United States. This cross-border play. focused on bifat~l goals in the areas of communication, 
preparedness, and response to WMD te orism incideyts. 

T2 was the largest and most comprehensive ten: ri~m response exercise ever conducted within 
the United States. The T2 exercise scenario depicted a fictitious, foreign tenorist organization 
that detonated a simulateo Fadiological '}t}spersal device (RDD) in Seattle, Washington, and 
released the Pneumonic Piagu (Yer-siniprpestis) in several Chicago area locations. There was 
also significant pre-exercise j n elhge ce play, a cyber attack, and credible terrorism threats 
against other locations. v 
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II. Background 

A. T2 Authorization 

Public Law 106-553 authorized T2, and Senate Report 106-404 outlined the concept. T2 
supported the National Security Council's Policy Coordinating Committee on Counter-terrorism 
and National Preparedness Exercise Sub-group requirement for a large-scale, counterterrorism 
exercise commencing in 2002 and finishing in 2003. While T2 planning began under earlier 
Presidential Directives, the Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-5 adi ulates the 
new federal incident management policy that ultimately guided the exercise. Participating FSL 
authorities were asked to submit exercise objectives to T2 planners at the stai;t of the T2 design 
cycle to ensure that the exercise design would support participant objectives \ hile als6 
addressing national priorities. 

B. Exercise Design and Concept 

The first TOPOFF Exercise (TOPOFF2000) was a single no-p~ce, ,.PSE co-chaired by the 
Department of Justice and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in May 2000. 
Unlike TOPOFF2000, T2 was designed as an "open" exercise i which participants were 
introduced to the exercise scenario prior to the FSE through cycle of exercise activity of 
increasing complexity that included: 

• A series of seminars that explored emergency public information, ROD response, 
biotenorism, and national direction anl:i control issues; 

• An LSG that explored intermediate and long-term recovery issues; 

• An Advanced Distance Learning Exe~ise, cemducted in conjunction with the National 
Direction and Control Seminar, ha employed distance education technology to 
disseminate information and pro iOe interactive training opportunities; and 

• The Top Officials t:[Ylinar that brought together top government officials from 25 FSL 
agencies and departments, ancLthe Canadian Government, in a round-table discussion to 
explore intergovernn~ental dqmestic incident management in response to WMD tenorist 
attacks upon the United States. 

These ac~vities<culrninated in_an FSE which was played out from May 12 to May 16, 2003. 

The p rpose of th open exercise design was to enhance the learning and preparedness value of 
the< exercise throughA "building-block" approach, and to enable participants to develop and 
streng en relations ips in the national response community. Participants at all levels stated that 
this approach has Been of enormous value to their domestic preparedness strategies. 
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III. Findings of the Exercise Analysis 

A. Special Topics 

The FSE exercised numerous critical aspects of the national response to radiological and 
bioterrmism attacks. This response cut across several predetermined areas of analysis, as 
decided by T2 participants in earlier exercise activities (see below). Specific special interest 
items included the fo llowing: 

• Alerts and Alerting: The Elevation of the Homeland Security Advisory Systeqt Threat 
Level to Red; 

• Declarations and Proclamations of Disaster and Emergency; 

• Department of Homeland Security Play in T2: The Role of th 

• Data Collection and Coordination: Radiological Dispersal Device P lume Modeling and 
Deposition Assessment in Washington; 

• Play Involving the Strategic National Stockpile; 

• Hospital Play in the I1linois Venue: Resources, Communications, and Information 
Sharing during a Public Health Emergency; 

• Decision-Making Under Conditions gt: Uncertainty: The Plague Outbreak in the Illinois 
Venue; and , 

• Balancing the Safety of First Responders ana the Rescue of Victims. 

B. Core Areas of Analysis 

Rather than evaluating participant ab"li:ey an;d performance or specific agency-by-agency 
objectives, the exercise ~valuation methodology focused on the objective analysis of decision 
and coordination processes that support tlie ation' s top officials and the broader system of FSL 
agencies. The exercise events were anaiyzed as they unfolded in light of six major areas of 
analysis, identified through a urvey pf TOPOFF 2000 findings, and other exercise or real-world 
lessons learned: 

• Em. rgency Decision-Making and Public Policy; 

• 

• 
• 

Communications, Coordination, and Connectivity; 

Jurisdiction; 

Resoufce Allocation; and 
~ 

Anticipating the Enemy . 
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IV. Artificialities 

Artificialities are inherent in every exercise and result from the simulated nature of exercises. 
False conclusions can arise if the natures and effects of artificialities are not accounted for during 
the analysis process. Some artificialities were essential in exercise design including the 
simulated RDD explosion, prescheduled top official play, limited public involvement, and 
notional road closures. Some artificialities were specific to the T2 design process, such as the 
known scenario and the lack of 24-hour play by some entities. Other T2 artificialities, while not 
preplanned, were nonetheless anticipated in the exercise, as it encouraged free play;. The 
evaluation team researched, documented, and factored all such artificialities into the analysis of 
the FSE. 
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V. Special Topics 

A. Alerts and Alerting: The Elevation of the Homeland Security Advisory System Threat 
Level to Red 

The FSE exercised the use of the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS); the decision to 
elevate the HSAS Threat Level to Red; and the actions associated with Threat Level "Severe," or 
Red. It also allowed examination of the implications of raising specific regions or localities to 
Red. The FSE highlighted that further refinement of this advisory system is needed. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• Following the local threat level elevations of Seattle and King County early, in the FS.E, 
there was uncertainty as to the status of the HSAS Threat Condition of otper jur~dictions. 
This situation was caused in part by a) a lack of awareness of local threa advisory 
systems; b) inconsistent or nonexistent formal notification protocol of threat elevations; 
and c) a lack of language clarity-elevations of the HS~S ar referred to as elevations of 
the "National Threat Level," even if applied to region, or tOtalities; 

• The FSL response to elevations of the HSAS need· to ke further developed and 
synchronized. Participants in the T2 After Action Conference (AAC) suggested the 
development of a tiered, operational response linked to the HSAS levels and based upon 
the nature of the threat. This system w.ould be aefined by a coalition of FSL agencies and 
would offer a comprehensive opera ·anal r sponse framework that jurisdictions at all 
levels could use to help define their response plans.ateach HSAS Threat Condition. DHS 
is leading an interagency effort to review these recommendations and make appropriate 
refinements to the HSAS; State~ local, and pr\Yate sector constituents are active partners 
in this process; and 

• Agencies are concerned about the lack of"specific intelligence accompanying threat level 
elevations and the cost of maintaining a raised threat level. DHS is currently examining 
ways to improve in:formation..flow. to and from State and local governments and the 
private sector regard\Pg,-ehange in alert level. Also, the DHS-led HSAS Working Group 
is currently addressing the economic and operational impacts of a raised threat condition. 

B. Declarations and Proclamations of Disaster and Emergency 

Durin the FSE, several declarations and proclamations of emergencies and disasters were 
issued. Local an1 State"jmisdictions in both exercise venues invoked their authmities to declare 
eme'rgencies and requested Federal assistance under the Stafford Act. These requests ultimately 
led to a~r~sidential Declaration of Major Disaster in Washington and a Presidential Declaration 
of EmergencyAD lllinois. The bioterrorism attack in Illinois was especially challenging as its 
impact invoFved multiple counties, the city of Chicago, and the state of Illinois. In addition, the 
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) declared a Public Health 
Emergency in the state of Illinois under the authorities of the Public Health Service Act. This 
occurred before the Presidential Declaration of Emergency, enabling the activation of several 
response assets. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 
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• Officials in Illinois requested a Major Disaster Declaration to obtain maximum Federal 
assistance for the growing bioterrorism disaster, out of concern for the perceived five 
million dollar limit and other limits to Federal assistance in declarations of emergency. 
Some were unaware that the President can approve an expenditure of funds in excess of 
that limit under the conditions where, as stated in the Stafford Act, "continued emergency 
assistance is immediately required; there is a continuing and immediate risk to lives, 
property, public health , or safety; and necessary assistance will not otherwise be provided 
on a timely basis." In addition, the nature of the declaration in Illinois led t0 concerns 
about whether some individual assistance programs, which are specifically authorized for 
a disaster but not for an emergency, would be authorized; 

• It is worth noting that during the FSE, the President did not declare the large-scale 
bioterrorism attack a Major Disaster under the Stafford Act. It is not clear from the FSE 
whether the difference in declaring an emergency or a major <Iisaster w' uld result in 
substantive operational issues given the exception clauses under declarations of 
emergency as previously described; 

• There was some uncertainty regarding the relatignshiP,s betweervState and local 
declarations of emergency. In Illinois there was som~uncertainty as to whether county
level declarations needed to be enacted in light of a Stat Cleclaration of emergency or 
whether a state declaration made these moot. Officials determined that in legal terms, 
county-level declarations needed to 15e enacted, even when preceded by a State 
declaration of emergency, to accessfund~ tha the State declaration made available; and 

• The relationships between the authorities 'illld resources brought to bear under the Public 
Health Act and the Stafford Act should contil)-ue to be exercised. Additional clarity 
regarding the authorities and resources brought to bear under both Acts is required . 

.... 

C. Department of Homeland Security Play in T2: The Role of the Principal Federal 
Official 

The FSE was the first major op ortunity ~tor the newly created DHS to exercise and experiment 
with its domestic incident anagement organization, functions, and assets. For example, the 
DHS Principal Federal Official (PFO) concept was first implemented during the FSE, which 
provided the ol!Portunity to examine the role of the PFO during an emergency response. During 
the FSE, the PFOs in both venues facilitated integrated communications and coordinated action 
planni -~ In additioa they both encouraged active communications with state and local 
authorities . 

Significant finding$ from the FSE include the following: 

• T e PFO was well-received and successfully integrated into the unified command 
structure in both venues. In Seattle, the PFO quickly instituted a unified command to 
manage the overall Federal response and coordinate integrated communications and 
action planning. The PFO in Seattle also helped to prioritize and adjudicate between the 
often-competing needs of the crisis and consequence management sides of the response 
phase. In Illinois, the PFO worked within the framework of a unified command to ensure 
that integrated communications were achieved and that action plans were coordinated; 
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• The PFO relationships with Federal officials differed in part due to the different problems 
that each encountered with the two different attacks. In Seattle, although an RDD was 
involved, the event unfolded in more of a traditional first-responder fashion with a 
relatively well-delineated disaster site. In Illinois, events unfolded more gradually, as 
would be expected in a disease outbreak. As a result, the PFOs in each venue had 
different relationships with the FEMA Regional Director (RD), the FEMA Federal 
Coordinating Officer (FCO), and the FBI Special-Agent-In-Charge (SAC). The roles and 
responsibilities of the PFO relative to FEMA and FBI officials have been clarified 
through issuance of the Initial National Response Plan (INRP); and 

• Both PFOs required additional technical support beyond their deployed adminis ative 
and security details. The FSE highlighted the need for the PFO to have a tledicated staff 
with the flexibility and expertise to support all emergencies, natural an1, tet orist-relafed. 
DHS has recently developed operational procedures for providing additi~m~ r~ources to 
the PFO to facilitate domestic incident management activitie:;. Fud:h_er delineation of the 
roles and responsibilities of the PFO, as well as PF<S> supp0rt requ· ements, will be 
included in the fi nal version of the National Response Plan (NRP. . 

D. Data Collection and Coordination: Radiological Disp s~l Device Plume Modeling and 
Deposition Assessment in Washington 

During the FSE, there were multiple FSL agencies t · at had responsibilities for collecting data. 
The data was then sent to one or more location to be compiled and analyzed. Once the analyses 

i -

were complete, information was provided to top officials to assist in their decision-making. 
However, there were critical data collection and coordination challenges that impacted the 
response to the RDD attack in Seattle, to include the provision of timely, consistent, and valid 
information to top officials. 

Significant findings from the FSE incluMe the following: 

• The coordination of on ite and off? e data collection by multiple agencies at FSL levels 
of government needs to o itnJ.mWed. The FSE highlighted the many radiological data 
collection assets tha exist at all levels of government. FSL agencies and departments, 
therefore, need to be educated about the importance of coordinating the data collection 
process, and to work ith the Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center 
(FRMAC~ to ensure tliat coordination takes place during radiological emergencies. The 
development o£ the NRP will more clearly delineate the data collection and coordination 
processes r thej uture; 

The development and distribution of multiple radiological plume analysis products
including plume model prediction overlays and empirical deposition/footprint maps-to 
decis' on-makers needs to be better coordinated. Different FSL agencies and jurisdictions 
used one or more plume models to generate predictions. Each jurisdiction also developed 
its own data products based upon separate and sometimes conflicting empirical data. As 
a result, Seattle, King County, and Washington State top officials had different or 
conflicting information upon which to base their decisions. In addition, several Federal 
agency and department headquarters developed their own plume predictions to make 
internal assessments concerning assets that might be required. Conflicting predictions 
were, therefore, presented to department and agency top officials; 
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• There is a need for additional education among both responders and decision-makers as 
to the timing and value of the different types of information following a radiological 
incident. The value and limitations of plume models and other analysis products are not 
widely understood. Importantly, it appears as though few decision-makers were 
informed of the limited usefulness and lifecycle of plume models. Plume models provide 
a prediction of where the material in the explosion will travel. They can be useful in 
assisting decision-makers in making preliminary decisions regarding likely areas of 
contamination. Once actual data from the incident is collected and evaluated, the value 
of plume models diminishes. Once responders learn what really is out there and where it 
is, predictions alone become less important. However, predictions updated with initial 
measurement data can be useful in estimating protective actions in areas that have ~t yet,. 
been surveyed, or in areas that have been contaminated below the measurement threshold 
of available instruments; and 

• The Homeland Security Council is leading an interagency effort to remedy the plume 
modeling process deficiencies noted during the exercise. 

E. Play Involving the Strategic National Stockpile 

The activation, requests for, deployment and distribution of tfi.e St~;ategic National Stockpile 
(SNS) were extensively played during the FSE. The exercise tested the ability of all levels of 
government to make decisions, allocate resourees, co rdinate and communicate, and inform the 
public regarding this critical SNS resource,.. The state of Illinois tested its ability to break down 
and secure the antibiotic stocks, and local jurisdictions tested their abilities to distribute supplies 
of antibiotics to their first responders and citizens. Overall, the request, receipt, breakdown, 
distribution, and dispensing of the SNS during the FSE were completed successfully. Some 
components of the SNS were not teste(! dunng t~;exercise. Some aspects of the requesting 
process exercised in T2 presented speci jc challenges. 

Significant findings from t . e FSE include the following: 

• Determining a propliylaxi dis_$bn"tion policy for fust responders and citizenry across 
local jurisdictions was challe ging. This was due, in part, to the enormous logistical 
challenges of distribll~ng medications to a large metropolitan area, as well as the very 
real limitation of the amount of medication that was immediately available. Determining 
a P,rophylaxis distribution policy was also challenging due to the need to factor in 
anticipatect public reaction if the general citizenry were not given access to the 
medicatioJ , 

{:ontradicto y information complicated decision-making with respect to the allocation of 
l)e SNS. Decision-makers experienced difficulty determining the amounts in local 

stmsiCpiles; how much the State had and how its amount would be allocated; and how 
much would be coming from the SNS, when it would arrive, and how much each 
jurisdiction would receive; 

• Inconsistent information was given by different jurisdictions as to who should seek 
prophylaxis and when, the locations of the suspected plague release sites, and whether 
one should stay home or seek medical attention; and 
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• The Homeland Secmity Council is leading an interagency working group to resolve the 
mass prophylaxis issues that arose during the exercise. 

F. Hospital Play in the Illinois Venue: Resources, Communications, and Information 
Sharing during a Public Health Emergency 

During the FSE, 64 hospitals in the Iliinois venue participated in the exercise, making it one of 
the largest mass casualty exercises ever undertaken. This aspect of T2 presented an 
unprecedented opportunity to examine the coordinated efforts of the medical and public health 
communities to react to and control the spread of a disease outbreak, specifically an outbreak 
initiated by a bioterrorism attack. Because of the large number of partiCiRating ho. "tals, 
challenges regarding communication and the management of resource req~irements wenf 
significant. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• During the FSE, the lack of a robust and efficient l0'Cal emergency communications 
infrastructure was apparent. Communications heavik re4ed u12on telep)10nes and faxes 
for data transmission. The unanticipated large call olu e was ille greatest problem. 
The phone system in at least one location was overwhel ed, requiring three amateur 
radio operators to maintain communications connectivit . Facsimile communications 
were also subject to transmission and receipt problems due to call volumes. "Blast fax 
transmissions" took up to two hours to con;tP,lete. In addition, information was often 
copied manuaiiy to a form. The ,fo m was then faxed (in some cases degrading its 
readability) to a collection point, where ·t as then·rnanually tabulated on another form, 
and then entered into an information system f0r transmission. This process significantly 
. . 1 d ~ mcreases potentia errors; an 

.... 
• Resource demands challenged hospitals throughout the FSE. These included short 

supplies of isolation and negati e press~re rooms, as well as staff and bed shortages. 
Hospitals employe a .number on sputions to these problems including activating staff 
phone trees to recall meaieau ersonnel; using extra conference rooms, lobbies, and 
Clinical Decision U it~ (clos¢ units) as isolation wards; and using same-day surgery, 
radiology, and endo €opy labs, as weii as an offsite tent, as negative pressure (i.e., 
disease-containment) rooms. 

G. Decisiqn-Mak'ing \}nder Conditions of Uncertainty: The Plague Outbreak in the Illinois 
Venue 

During a disease outbreak, whether naturally occurring or initiated by an act of terrorism, 
decision-makers must make effective response decisions. Officials rely upon scientists, medical 
doctors, an,d ~e public health system to provide them with the best scientific information. It is 
this information that decision-makers must use to formulate answers within the context of the 
logistical, political, social, public health, and economic aspects of a response. This is especially 
difficult following terrorist attacks due to the enormous media and time pressures that decision
makers wiii operate under. During the FSE, public health officials initiaiiy were uncertain as to 
the extent and possible duration of the plague epidemic. This produced an environment where 
officials had to make decisions without the benefit of positive-proof information. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 
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Coordination processes between agencies and across jurisdictions regarding 
epidemiological model predictions and patient data need to be improved. In fact, 
information about some modeling efforts was not provided to all operations centers 
during the FSE; 

There needs to be an enhanced understanding of the implications of long-term patient 
load during a biotenorism incident. Two issues of concern are: (1) a lack of confidence 
in the patient data, and no clear way to model the long-term effects in the f_lce of poor 
patient data; and (2) a lack of long-term exercise play-the FSE conclude before the 
extensive scale of the outbreak was apparent; 

During the early stages of an outbreak, decision-makers are likely to see report~bout? 
only the early presenters, not the full number of exposed persons. It is absolutely crit.ical 
to determine rapidly the scale of the outbreak. This is especially true in Gases of potential 
bioterrorism where traditional epidemiological curves coul~ be Jllllltiflied by multiple, 
continuing, or widespread initial exposmes; and 

The Homeland Security Council is leading an interagency effort..to resolve mass care and 
medical surge capacity issues that arose during the exerc· e. 

H. Balancing the Safety of First Responders and the Rescue of(Victims 

During incidents when victim survival is dependent upon the timeliness of medical treatment, 
first responders typically initiate victim ressue and removal as rapidly as possible, while incident 
commanders manage responder safety with an on~oing risk-oenefit analysis. However, when 
faced with an emergency that potentially involves WMD, first responders face a greater potential 
of becoming casualties themselves. BLven the uncertainty sunounding the simulated RDD 
explosion during the FSE, even when many of the responders artificially had the knowledge that 
it was a radiological incident, the incid nt<comm nder had to take precautions to ensure that the 
responders were safe. However, a number of public health officials and data collectors at the 
incident site, many of whom were subjec atter experts, expressed concern about the time it 
took to triage, treat, and transport viGtims. 

Significant findings from th~ FSE indude the following: 

• Respue 0perations at the RDD incident site highlighted the need for more frequent, 
informatior al communication between incident command and hospital control. Incident 
commanders may need to be more proactive in providing information. While hospital 
control was aware that radiation had been detected at the incident site, there is no 
indication i he data analyzed that incident command or the medical group at the 
incident site communicated with hospital control to explain the need to conduct a more 
detailed risk-benefit analysis before rescue operations could commence. In addition, 
hospital control was unaware of the petiodic halts to rescue operations that occurred 
during the initial hours of the exercise response due to both the suspected and simulated 
presence of secondary explosive devices; and 

• The public health and medical communities, the media, and the general public should be 
educated on the unique considerations that must be factored into rescue operations 
following a terrorist WMD attack. Considerations non-responder communities should be 
aware of are the need to balance responder safety and rescue efforts and the specific 
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practices rescuers employ when responding to critical situations, such as the potential for 
secondary explosive devices in or around an incident scene. The public health and 
medical communities should be made aware of the need for incident command to conduct 
a detailed risk-benefit analysis prior to the start of rescue operations. Finally, a consistent 
message to the public from incident command, public health, and medical communities is 
critical. 

VI. Six Core Areas of Analysis , 
A. Emergency Public Policy and Decision-Making 

Emergency Public Policy and Decision-Making encompasses the unique challer ges, difficul ·es, 
and nuances faced by top officials in the initial aftermath of a terrorist WMD attack" During"ihe 
FSE, top officials were faced with two critical decisions that have not Y-et octurred in the real 
world: (1) elevations of the threat status to Red by City, County, and Fetleral authorities; and 
(2) a request for and issuance of Presidential Declarations for RIS>D and'bioterr rism attacks. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• 

• 

• 

Making decisions under conditions of uncertainty, when inf r~ation is rapidly changing 
or unknown, remains a significant challenge. Decision-Il!akers experienced challenges 
obtaining reliable, validated, and timel~ info mation. In tl)e case of bioterrorism, the 
parameters are difficult to define, and the full extent of the effects from such an attack 
may be unknown. During a physiCal disas er, such as the case of an RDD blast, the 
parameters can often be roughly determined, but llfe-saving and public safety decisions 
may be required before perfe~~ information is av· ilable; 

Greater understanding is needed of the mid- to long-term impacts of multiple terrorist 
attacks. The FSE did not play ~t long enough for participants to face the long-term 
economic, health~ social, or political implications of the scenario. To more thoroughly 
examine long-term · ssues, the pr\vate sector should be encouraged to participate more 
extensively in futur TO OFF exercises and events; and 

The international aspect of T2'"and the active participation of the Canadian Government 
represented a significa t oew element of the TOPOFF Exercise design. The cross-border 
pll)y expanded the scope of decisions faced by domestic top officials during the FSE and 
enh .. anced the realism of the exercise. 

B., Emergency Pub I" c Information 

Emerg~cy Publi Information encompasses the unique public information challenges and 
implications faced by top officials and their support staff in the midst of a terrorist WMD attack 
Emergencx,t public information was a dominant issue of TOPOFF 2000 and remained one 
throughout the T2 seminars, LSG, and FSE. T2 provided a unique opportunity for jurisdictions 
at all levels to exercise, experiment with, and improve upon critical public information strategies. 
This exercise was an opportunity for participants to showcase the value of concepts, such as 
regional Joint Information Centers (JICs), that may be expanded for more comprehensive 
coordination at both broader FSL levels and in environments where people cannot be physically 
co-located. 
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Participants commented that future TOPOFF Exercises should continue to allow participants to 
experiment in the emergency public information arena, which should include an aggressive 
news-gathering element and a realistic mock-public response to further challenge exercise 
participants. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Speaking with one voice proved to be one of the greatest emergency public information 
cha11enges during the FSE. JICs were implemented in both venues and helped to unify 
messages, but not all information was coordinated through the JICs. In !5oth venues, 
however, the DHS PFO emphasized and worked for a consistent Federal message that 
was also consistent with the State and local messages; 

Official messages to the public regarding protective action guidelines were often 
incomprehensive or conflictive; 

Rumors abounded during the FSE. Determining which state~ents wer true proved to be 
a significant challenge for T2 participants. Imwoving offici 1 channels of 
communication would help to counter and confirm rumo'Fs. Ensuring accurate 
information depends upon having structured, well-defined, and robust information flow 
strategies, where information is accepted from preaeflneo ~alidated sources. Such 
strategies exist in numerous policies such as the INRP, but 'implementation of them 
remains a challenge. Although the exer_cis~did not play out long enough in either venue 
to establish how the long-term role., of the PF{) might affect infonnation flow, during a 
disaster, the PFO role has the potential to strengthen <y18 streamline the movement of key 
information between the State and local governments and Federal agencies; 

Even though the need for p e-COQ!_dinate.>J information packages was mentioned 
throughout the seminars and durin the LSG, many agencies lacked a full set of pre
coordinated, off-the-shelf packages prior , 'O the FSE; and 

D~S. has_ led an in.tera~ency effot;,t to successfully rem_edy the inci?ent communications 
deficiencies noted :9urm TOPOFF 2000. Results mclude an mteragency-approved 
incident communications st;:ategy, hotline, subject matter expert reach-back, and 
improved FSL incide t communications processes and protocols. 

C. Communications, Coordination, and Connectivity 

Communications, Coordination, and Connectivity encompasses the challenges that result from 
infohnation exchange across all levels of government, the information t1ow that supports 
Clecis·on-makers, d the electronic means by which information is shared. Communications, 
coordinatmn, and connectivity issues probably present the greatest challenges when responding 
to a mass csaSU'alty incident, especially one involving WMD. During the FSE, several challenges 
emerged in these three dimensions of information exchange. A lack of coordination was the 
primary communication challenge observed during the FSE. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• There were numerous instances when participants experienced difficulties obtaining or 
validating information. ln the absence of a commonly understood process for official 
notifications, agencies had difficulty confirming the status of the HSAS Threat Level for 
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several hours. Also, agencies spent substantial time confronting rumors regarding, 
among other misinformation, transportation closures, patient numbers in both venues, and 
casualty figures at the RDD scene. Some agencies attributed these problems to too many 
official reporting channels, where various agencies exercised not only their own 
independent procedures but also redundantly requested updates from agencies; 

• Inconsistent language was another communication challenge during the FSE. In 
Washington State, confusion arose as many participants interchangeably used the term 
casualties to mean fatalities or injured people, or both. Similarly, the nonspecific 
references to plague in internal agency communications resulted in at least one instance 
when a public health person gave advice that applied to Bubonic ~lague rathe than 
Pneumonic Plague; 

• Officials also remarked on the critical importance of having technical data translated into 
non-technical language to support decision-making and risk aommuni atjon ; 

• Data collection and coordination issues challenged both the Washi~~ton and Illinois 
venues. In Washington, the primary coordination challenge inYo ved t e collection and 
reporting of radiological ground data and the apparent lack> of a unified command 
structure during the early stages of the response at therRDD s·te. In Illinois, the greatest 
coordination challenges involved the collection of i!Jformation and the data flow 
requirements among the 64 hospitals, the five POD hospita (the five lead hospitals for 
coordinating disaster medical response in a specific region upon activation of the 
emergency medical disaster plan by lllinois 0J3erations Headquarters and Notifications 
Office (IOHNO)), and three separate o t interrelated statewide organizations: Illinois 
Department of Public Hea~h (lDPH), IQHNQ, and the lllinois State Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC); 

• The FSE provided opportunitie. for participation from some organizations not typically 
included in a resP.onse, and also encouraged some organizations to participate in new 
ways. For example th~merican Red Cross participated in the Federal Joint Operations 
Center (JOC) and Bank o Aruerica co-located an EOC with the Federal Reserve. 
Further, participants reptr"ted that the T2 building-block process was extremely valuable 
in helping them to evelop new or stronger relationships with their colleagues at all 
levels; nd 

• Connectivity challenges impacted the ability of technical experts, agencies, and 
jurisdictio s to ommunicate effectively. Hospitals and the medical system lack robust 
Intemet-ba~ed communications systems in many cases and overwhelmingly rely on 
phones andtfaxes for transmitting and tracking critical patient and resource information 
which is extremely inefficient. In Illinois, organizations reported their fax machines were 
unreliable due to mechanical breakdowns and an inadequate number of staff to monitor 
the~. Also some machines were reported to be in locked rooms. Likewise, the lack of 
verified phone numbers caused communication delays while emergency personnel spent 
critical time looking for the correct numbers to report emergency data. In Washington, 
the Department of Health Radiation Monitoring and Assessment Center (RMAC) and 
FRMAC experienced significant connectivity challenges that impacted their ability to 
distribute data and data products, respectively, to decision-makers, subject matter experts, 
and responders. 
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D. Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction encompasses the issues, conflicts, or gaps in authorities and the assumptions that 
may arise when policies and agreements are put into practice under the uniquely challenging 
conditions of a terrorist WMD attack. The FSE demonstrated that jurisdictional policies and the 
extent to which they are understood by various entities drive and influence every element of 
response. Participants at all levels of government continue to state that exercises such as 
TOPOFF remain one of the most effective means to explore the operational implications of these 
jurisdictional policies and refine authorities that may appear clear on paper but which lack clarity 
when implemented under the complex conditions of a disaster. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• Throughout the T2 cycle, the primary jurisdictional question evolved fro 
charge" to "who is in charge of what." During the FSE, the ·e was so e oo usion with 
the multiple, and sometimes overlapping, authorities that were driving the disaster 
response. For example, in Illinois there were many oiscussio~ concerning the 
jurisdiction over the decontamination process and the facilities where the biological agent 
was released (the United Center, O'Hare lnternationa ~0rt, and Union Station). 
Similar questions arose in the Washington venue regtp"aing e management of the long
term impacts of the radiological contamination; 

• The FSE provided an opportunity to e, plore jurisdictional issues involving DHS. For 
example, there was uncertainty bet~en the if,ransportation Security Administration and 
the Federal Aviation Administration regarding tfie aut 'Drity to close and reopen airspace 
and issue temporary flight restrictions. lssues also arose regarding the activation, 
requests for, deployment, an distribution of tlre SNS, where both HHS and DHS are 
involved in these processes. Furtlie more, ,questions arose regarding the relationship 
between HHS and DHS during a Pvb1ic Health Emergency, and how expertise and health 
and medical assets-which are now split between DHS and HHS-are used and 
managed. The FSE helJ2ed to hig light areas where the role of the PFO as it relates to 
FEMA officials needs addition clarification. Lastly, the Environmental Protection 
Agency noted the eed to Olarify its authorities relative to DHS, specifically noting 
development and maintenance of health and safety plans; and 

• The aut~ority to release information can be especially problematic when a disaster 
crosses jur· sdictional boundaries, as was the case during the FSE with both the RDD and 
bioterrorism attacks. Organizations at State and local levels repeatedly expressed 
concerns abo t Federal organizations releasing information that the State and local 
organizati~ns believed they should have released instead. 

E. Resom~ce Allocation 

Resource ~llocation encompasses the challenges that require decision-makers to weigh 
conflicting needs and determine how best to allocate limited resources. Conflicting resource 
needs can challenge decision-makers within a single agency, or can force decision-makers from 
different agencies and departments to work together under stressful and time-constrained 
conditions to decide how best to manage critical resources that are in short supply. Often the 
solution requires individuals and organizations to use unconventional methods. 
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While the scenario did not fully stress the Washington venue resources and the FSE ended before 
the number of plague patients overwhelmed the Chicago area medical and public health 
capabilities, a number of resource allocation issues and "best practices" emerged. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 

• State and local participants were often not aware of which Federal resources were 
available and how to access them. State and local emergency managers and responders 
would benefit from an "Emergency Response Knowledge Base," or Procedural Flow, that 
described all Federal assets, helped State and local officials identify those assets that 
would best meet their needs in an emergency, and explained how to request the re ponse 
assets; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A "one stop shop" for tracking the status of Federal assets that have bee activated or 
deployed during an emergency does not exist. FEMA currefill¥ t(acl<s ana rep,orts the 
usage of Federal assets in a disaster through its Mission Assignments and ituation 
Reports, but distribution of these reports is fairly ineffrcien . ~ We -based, searchable 
knowledge base of all available Federal resources artd thei · status (poteptially expanded 
to include State and local resources) may be helpfu i this regard, particularly when 
resources are stressed; 

Having a contingency plan for the receipt and distribution of the SNS contributed to a 
fairly smooth-running process in Illinoj . In contrast, shipment and distribution of the 
National Pharmaceutical Stockpile (t:lle previous name for the SNS) did not transition as 
smoothly in the TOPOFF 2000 exercise. I n part, this J:eflects the tremendous investments 
in planning and preparedness that have occurred in State and local public health 
departments since the fall of 200 1· 

Participants utilized unconventi nal strategies to meet resource demands. They did this 
by relying on unconventional sources of support and by intervening with executive orders 
that exempt individuals from repe~cussions that were often legal and which would 
otherwise prevent them from providing services; and 

Decision-makers anticjpfted future demand. In Washington, several assets were placed 
on standby in case hey were needed at another incident site. Illinois emergency 
managers and public ~ealth officials developed a plan to deal with the limited supply of 
medicatio . and antictpated potential hospital surge requirements that the growing 
ep,idernic would require. In Washington, D.C., the DHS Emergency Preparedness and 
Response Directorate worked on a plan to distribute the SNS to other states that requested 
it, recognizing the inevitable spread of Pneumonic Plague cases outside Illinois. 

F. Antici ating the Enemy 

Anticipating the Enemy encompasses the unique considerations that int1uence decision-making 
when there is a potential enemy threat. The existence of an enemy makes the response to a 
terrorist attack qualitatively different from the response to any natural or conventional disaster. 
For example, the desire to keep the terrorists from gathering information regarding response 
plans works against the desire to keep the public informed. 

Significant findings from the FSE include the following: 
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• There were a number of responder and top official activities that demonstrated a keen 
awareness of potential follow-on attacks. In Washington, the National Guard Civil 
Support Team was released from the incident si te in part so that they would be available 
to redeploy in the event of another terrorist attack. In the Chicago area, authorities 
increased surveillance and decreased parking and deliveries at likely terrorist targets after 
the RDD explosion in Seattle. At the interagency venue, HHS, DHS, the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, and others gave considerable thought to the need to 
reserve the SNS and other resources, specifically mentioning that Chicago might not be 
the only city to have been attacked with Pneumonic Plague; 

• Many agencies stated that they either were not playing against an enemy or that it was the 
responsibility of others (e.g., the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FB~ 'a.,nd the JOC) to 
consider the enemy. However, when participating in a response, agencies Should1be 
aware that their responders are at risk. The loss of respondefS i n additional attacks could 
seriously impair an agency's response capability, not to mention how such a loss would 
impact the morale of other responders and the public at lel{ge; and 

• While an active opposing force, known as a Red Team, was limited in scope during the 
FSE, even its limited presence was beneficial to empl more robust Red Team in 
future exercises. 

VII. Exercise Design and Conduct Lessons \ earned 
, 

The T2 AAC attendees and exercise participants itlentiJie several lessons learned relating to 
exercise design and conduct. Consiqerations for develo¢ng the following areas may benefit the 
success of succeeding TOPOFF Exercis_es: 1) plannin~ and participation, 2) exercise artificiality, 
3) scenario scripting, 4) the role the Virtual News Network (VNN), 5) a functional Web-based 
control capability, and 6) exercise securit · . 

Other considerations worth · nvestigating are the intelligence development and management 
processes, the guidelines for producing and publishing exercise documents, the standards for 
determining official exerc · se time, nd methods for empowering the venue design and 
coordination teams. 

VIII. Conclusions 

T2 was an inno ati:ve, useful, and successful exercise built upon the accomplishments of 
'JOPOEF 2000 ana as the first national combating terrorism exercise conducted since DHS was 
established. As a result, T2 provided a tremendous learning experience for both the new DHS 
and the Fe eral agencies now working with DHS during a response to domestic incidents. In 
addition, the experience in Washington and Illinois provided important lessons regarding FSL 
integration. These lessons are valuable to other states and localities as they work to train, 
exercise, and improve their own response capabilities. 

T2 involved the play of new agencies and entities within DHS (e.g., the Transportation Security 
Agency, the PFO, and the Crisis Action Team). 

• The PFO concept was tested in both exercise venues. While this position has the 
potential to assist greatly with the coordination of Federal activities across the spectrum 
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of the response, T2 results also indicated that the roles and responsibilities of the PFO 
need to be clarified with respect to those of the FBI SAC, the FEMA RD, and the FCO. 
In addition, the PFO requires an emergency support team with the flexibility and 
expertise to provide support across the full range of homeland security operations. 

T2 represented the first time (real or notional) in which the HSAS Threat Level was raised to 
Red. 

• Valuable experience was gained as the Secretary of DHS, in concert with theiliomeland 
Security Council, first raised selected areas of the country and then the whore country to 
Threat Level Red. In addition, local jurisdictions raised their own threat levels to ed. 

T2 involved an extraordinary sequence of two Presidential Declarations wrappeCI around a P bliG 
Health Emergency declaration by the Secretary of HHS. 

• The Presidential declarations were for a major disaster in the Wasfiington venue and an 
emergency in the Illinois venue. These two declarations illu trated some of the subtleties 
of the Stafford Act that may not have been fully appreciated before the exercise; for 
instance, a bioterrorism attack does not clearly fit t · e e~isting definiti@n of disaster as 
defined by the Act. The Secretary of HHS, acting on au orities tbrough the Public 
Health Service Act and in consultation with the regiOn, Cleclared a Public Health 
Emergency. This permitted HHS to authorize the use f Federal assets (with costs 
covered by HHS). 

Planning and development of the NRP and Na · onal Incident anagement System should take 
advantage of the TOPOFF Exercise Series. 

• Communication and coordination issues drove the course and outcome of critical public 
policy decisions, from raising the threat.., evel to the various disaster/emergency 
declarations, and from the determmatio of exclusion zones to the reopening of 
transportation systems. To t . e extent that there were problems in these areas, 
communication issues were likely the primary cause; and 

• T2 showed that ho~ pe pie believe communications and coordination should work as 
based upon policy is af en not how they work in reality. What may appear to be clearly 
defined processes- such as requesting the SNS- in practice become much more 
difficult, 

With the active participation of 64 hospitals in the Chicago area responding to the notional 
bioterrorism attack, )'2 represented one of the largest hospital mass casualty exercises ever 
eandu(>ted. 

• T2 represented a significant experiment in communications and coordination for the 
pubhc health and medical communities. In particular, the massive amounts of 
communication required to track resource status (beds, specialized spaces, and medical 
equipment), and the cumbersome procedures and insufficient electronic means to do so in 
many cases, taxed hospital staff; 

• T2 did not allow full exploration of the impacts of mass casualties on the medical system. 
Much less than half of the infected population was visible to the medical system at the 
conclusion of the exercise; and 
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• While there were a number of attempts to estimate the potential scope of the outbreak, the 
focus of most activities appeared to be on the cases that were presented to the health care 
system. It should be noted that HHS was working actively during the FSE to identify the 
resources that would be required to deal with the infected population. 

T2 111inois play also involved an extensive SNS request and distribution component. 

• 

• 

Although the actual distribution process appeared to go quite well , there was some 
confusion over the procedures and processes for requesting and receiving the ~NS. The 
SNS Operations Center coordinated the stockpile deployment through t~ FEMA 
Emergency Preparedness and Response Director. Additionally, senior..J.evel consultation 
occurred between DRS and HHS via Video Teleconference and dire(\:t communicatjon· 
and 

The jurisdictions in the Chicago area were forced to confro~t importa~ decisions about 
how the stockpile (and local assets) would be divided and who wo ld be among the first 
population groups to receive prophylaxis. The di cussions and decision-making 
involved, as well as the challenges in coordinating\pul:ih in{ormatio , are worthy of 
study by other metropolitan areas for the lessons they prm1ide. 

DRS should consider the integration of existing response pol~ie. anB Rlans into the NRP. 

• States are familiar with and have built their response plans to coincide with Federal assets 
and plans using similar agency and <Je artment structures and language; 

• Federal agencies are satisfied with the lang age;"authorities, and relationships outlined in 
existing plans such as the f'ederal Radiolog{cal Emergency Response Plan and the 

~ 

Federal Response Plan; and 

• As the NRP undergoes develop . en , the i fegration of response plans and policies merit 
consideration- particularly whelie existing plans are considered effective for emergency 
response. 

T2 involved more intense a d sustained top officials play than occurred during TOPOFF 2000. 

• Of particular note wa the involvement of DHS (which had been in existence for only a 
little more than ten weeks prior to the exercise), the DHS Secretary, and other senior 
civilians; 

• HHS operated the Secretary's Command Center for 24 hours per day throughout the 
exercise w th extensive play at the Assistant Secretary- and Operating Division Director
levels. TH~ Secretary was actively involved, and since one venue involved substantial 
).\Ublic health and medical play, the active participation of HHS was critical to the success 
of tQ.e efxercise; and 

) 
• In both Washington and Illinois, the offices of the mayors, county executives, and 

governors were well-represented throughout the exercise by either the elected officials 
themselves or high-level policy-makers in respective administrations. In particular, the 
Mayor of Seattle participated substantially in the FSE, providing local top leadership that 
greatly contributed to the realism of play and to a greater appreciation of the local 
challenges and perspectives in a national WMD incident. 
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T2 represents a foundational experience to guide the future development of the TOPOFF 
Exercise Series. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Because of the extensive data collection process and the effort to make T2 findings both 
well-documented and traceable through a detailed reconstruction of the exercise events, 
T2 represents a baseline upon which subsequent TOPOFF exercises can build and to 
which they can be rigorously compared; 

T2 demonstrated the value of the international, private sector, and nonprofit f 'erspectives 
and roles in response to WMD tetTorism. Future exercises will, no doubt, expand upon 
these elements by broadening the participation of all these sectors; 

Red Team activities during T2 provided ground rules for the involvement 0f a si~ated 
active enemy threat in future exercises. This play should also be expande · n future 
exercises, as it represents one of the fundamentally different cnallenge resp'onders face 
in a terrorist WMD disaster relative to any natural or conventional di&aster; and 

The success of the VNN and widespread participant feedbaek ~.;.egarding the desire for 
additional challenges in the area of public information suggest that future exercises 
should include a more aggressive mock-media elem~nt with a more aggressive news
gathering function that includes mock-press conferences. 
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PARTICIPATING AGENCIES LIST 

United States Federal Departments and Agencies 

American Red Cross (ARC) 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) ,..... 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 

"'""" Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) ('-. ~ 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) '""' Department of Defense (DoD) 

~ ~ >~<. 
Department of Energy (DOE) (\ "-".V v 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

" '' \.\ 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 'X~'-1 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) A }.."f 
Department of Justice (DOJ) ~' Department of Labor (DOL) A\ ~ 

Department of Navy (DON) A..\. JL -
Department of the Interior (DOl) "'~ Department of State (DOS) ........... "'.v 
Department of Transportation (DOT) '""~)" 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 

,, y 
Environmental Protectiqn Ag~ncy (EPA) 

Federal Bureau of lnvest1g,ation (FBI} -=.,.Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG) 

FBI - WMD Countermeasu!(s Unit Y 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

Federal Emerg~ncy Management Agency (FEMA) 

Ge'n'em1 Servic~s Ad~inistration (GSA) 

\lnstitute for Sec~rity Technology Studies (ISTS) 

Joif1$ Forces Co~mand (JFCOM) 

Natio~al ~efonautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

Nationa( Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) 

National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) 

National Security Council (NSC) 

National Weather Service (NWS) (Department of Commerce) 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
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United States Federal Agencies and Organizations (Continued) 

Postal Inspection Service (U.S. Postal Service [USPS]) 

Small Business Administration (SBA) 

Social Security Administration (SSA) 

Technical Support Working Group (TSWG) 

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 

U.S. Customs Service (USCS) 

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 

British Columbia Ministry of Health EOC (BCMOH) 

British Columbia Provincial Emergency Program (BCPEP) 

Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) 

Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA) 

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) , 

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) 

Government Services Canada (PWGSC) 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) 

Solicitor General (SGC) 

Transport Canada (TC) 
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State and Local Agencies 

American Red Cross of Greater Chicago (ARCGC) 

Chicago Department of the Environment (CDOE) 

Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) 

Chicago Fire Department (CFD) 

Chicago Office of Emergency Management and Communications (OEMC) A 
City of Bellevue "'"\._ 
Cook County Sheriff's Office (CCSO) ~ "' Cook County Sheriff's Office Emergency Management Agency (CCSO EMA) 

'"'"' A ' Cook County Department of Public Health (CCDPH) ~ )J"~ 
DuPage County Office of Emergency Management (DCOEM) (\ 

"'~ DuPage County Health Department (DCHD) " -'" \~ 

Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH) '\ .){ :-....._'-' 
Illinois Emergency Management Agency (lEMA) AX 
Illinois Hospital Association (IHA) ~~ 
Illinois Office of the State Fire Marshal ~\ 
Illinois State Fire Chiefs Association A." )L_ 

~ 

Illinois State Police (ISP) "~ Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC), ........ "\Y 
Illinois Department of Transportation (iDOT) ........._~ )" 

Illinois Department of Human Services ( ID~S) v 

Kane County Office of E{Tlerg~ncy Managel]),ent (KCOEM) 

Kane County Health Depar~men~(RGHD) " 
King County Fire Chiefs As~ociation (I{ CFCA) 

King Co~nty Government (K€G}, 

King C0unty Office of Emergency Management (KCOEM) 

l)ing 0 ot nty Po Ike Chjefs Association (KCPCA) 

~ut{lic Health - ~e~tti'e and King County 

Lake"' County E~{rgency Management Agency (LCEMA) 

Lake Ceunt{ Health Department (LCHD) 

Lake CoGnty Fire Department Specialized Response Team 

Metropolitan Chicago Healthcare Council (MCHC) 

Office of the Governor of the State of Illinois 

Office of the Governor of the State of Washington 

Office of the Mayor of the City of Chicago 
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State and Local Agencies (Continued) 

Office of the Mayor of the City of Seattle 

Port of Seattle 

Seattle Fire Department (SFD) 

Seattle Emergency Management (SEM) 

Seattle Police Department (SPD) 

Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA) 

Washington State Department of Ecology (WSDE) 

Washington State Department of Health (WSDH) 

Washington State Department of Information Services (WSDIS) 

Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 

Washington State Emergency Management Department (WSEMD) 

Washington State Ferries (WSF) 

Washington State Patrol (WSP) 
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ADMINISTRATIVE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. The title of this document is Top Officials (TOPOFF) Exercise Series: TOPOFF 2 (T2) 
After Action Report. 

2. This document should be safeguarded, handled, transmitted, and stored in accordance 
with appropriate Canadian, U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS). U.S. 
Department of State (DOS), the State of lllinois, the State of Washington, and local/city 
security directives. This document is marked For Official Use Only (POUO), and 
information contained herein has not been given a security classification pursuant to lhe 
criteria of an Executive Order, but this document is to be withheld from the public 
because disclosure would cause a foreseeable harm to an interest protected by one or 
more FOUO exemptions. 

3. Reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, witbout prior approval of DHS is 
prohibited. 

4. DHS, Office for Domestic Preparedness (ODP), and DOS, the Office of the Coordinator 
~~ .......... ~lten·Otism, cosponsored the T2 Exercise Series. Mr. Theodore Mackhn l._<b_l<_6) _ _J 

and Mr. Corey Gruber (202-514-02.84) are the ODP Points of Contact (POCs) 
and (b)(6) l<o)(6) l1he.,Office of tbe Coordinator for Countertenorism, is 
the POC for international play. 

5. This report is intended for the use of Federal, State, and local (FSL) officials responsible 
for homeland security. It is intended to improve the FSL plans to prevent and respond to 
weapons of mass destruction by understanding the lessons learned from T2. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) was a congressionally-directed, national combating terrorism 
exercise. It was designed to improve the nation's domestic incident management capability by 
exercising the plans, policies, procedures, systems, and facilities of Federal, State, and local 
(FSL) response organizations against a series of integrated, geographically dispersed terrorism 
threats and acts. The T2 exercise was co-sponsored by the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS), Office for Domestic Preparedness (ODP), and the U.S. Department of State 
(DOS), Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism. 

A. T2 Goals 

T2 was driven by four overarching national goals: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

To create broader operating frameworks of expert domestic i oident management and 
other systems; 

To validate FSL authorities, strategies, p)ans, policies, procectures, protocols, and 
synchronized capabilities; and 

To build a sustainable, systematic exercise process fer advancing domestic preparedness . 

As one of the first major projects witfiin DHS, T2 brqugl:ft together extensive inter-governmental 
and international participation. The D.S./Canadian aspect of T2 was designed to increase .... 
coordination and communication in esponse to a weapons of mass destruction (WMD) 
incident.1 This cross-border play focuse on several bi-lateral goals: 

• To improve U.S. ana Canadian top officials ' understanding of the international 
implications of a mu ti-facetea WMD terrorist incident; 

• To improve top of icials' capability to respond in partnership to the cns1s and 
conse uence management aspects of a WMD terrorism incident; 

• To build a sustainable U.S./Canadian joint exercise program in support of bi-lateral 
preparedness an<il response strategies for WMD terrorism incidents; 

To assess and strengthen partnerships between all organizations, including non-traditional 
partners, involved in responding to a WMD terrorism incident to improve overall crisis 
an G..onsequence management capabilities; 

• To Jexercise and assess Federal, State/Provincial, and local crisis and consequence 
management plans, directives, and processes for addressing cross-border WMD terrorism 
incidents; and 

1 Analysis of international aspects of T2 and U.S./Canadian play during the Full-Scale Exercise is provided in Annex 
B of this report. 
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• To conduct a joint exercise in accordance with the U.S./Canadian Smart Border 
Declaration and U.S./Canadian Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) 
Guidelines. 

B. T2 Open Exercise Design and Concept 

The first TOPOFF exercise (TOPOFF 2000) was a single, no-notice, Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) 
co-chaired by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the FEMA in May 2000. Unlike TOPOFF 
2000, T2 was designed as an "open" exercise in which participants were introduced to the 
exercise scenario prior to the FSE through a cycle of exercise activity of increasing comRlexity 
that included: 

• A series of seminars exploring acute response issues; 

• The Large-Scale Game (LSG) that explored mid- and long-term recovery, iss 

• An Advanced Distance Learning Exercise (ADLE) which t,Ised satellite networks to 
support first responder training nationwide; 

• A Top Officials Seminar designed to explore top offie~a 
involving WMD; and 

• An FSE that allowed top officials to join all players in re~onse to a simulated terrorist 
attack with a radiological dispersal devie.e (RDP) in Seattle, Washington and a simulated, 
deliberate release of Pneumonic ~lague (Y'ersinia pestis) at several locations in the 
Chicago, Illinois, metropolitan area. 

The purpose of the open exercise de ign was to enll,a: ce the learning and preparedness value of 
the exercise through a "building-block" apQroach, and to enable participants to develop and 
strengthen relationships in the nationw re ponse community. Participants at all levels have 
stated that this was of enormous value to tliem. 

C. Significant Aspects o~ T2 

The T2 exercise was much ~ore tHan cvlarge-scale, WMD training exercise for civilian agencies; 
as the name TOPOFF denotes, a major component of the exercise was the involvement of top 
officials. The top officials playing in T2 included elected officials, such as governors and 
mayors, as well as non-elected officials who are at 
the a ex of ho eland security decision-making: 
cabinet members and other agency heads at the 
Fi'ederal level; pol'ce, fire, emergency management, 
and p blic health chiefs, among others, at the local 
level; a:nd the directors of statewide agencies, 
including s te police and the National Guard. The 
top officia1s were involved not only for their own 

The TOPOFF process ... provides the 
nation an architecture upon which 
terrorism preparedness 
responsibilities can be played out, 
tested, and evaluated. 

-DHS Secretary Tom Ridge 

learning but also to make possible realistic multi-government-level play. At the T2 After Action 
Conference (AAC), DHS Secretary Tom Ridge stated that the Homeland Security Council, 
which met repeatedly during the FSE, "dramatically increased its awareness of the nature and 
complexity of top-level issues related to terrorist attacks." 

The following developments made the T2 FSE a significant national event: 
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• It was the first national exercise conducted since the establishment of DHS; 

• It was the largest peacetime tenorism exercise ever sponsored by DHS or DOS; 

• It involved the play of DHS and the new agencies and entities within DHS, such as the 
Transportation Security Agency, the Principle Federal Official (PFO), and the Crisis 
Action Team (CAT), as well those outside of DHS, such as the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) Secretary's Emergency Response Team (SERT); 

• It represented the first time-both real and within an exercise- that the Homeland 
Security Advisory System (HSAS) Threat Condition was raised to Red; 

• It represented one of the largest mass casualty exercises to incorporate hospital pial, and .. 

• It involved intense and sustained top official play. 

• It introduced the concept of a live opposing force (OPFOR) in an tional exercise which 
established ground rules for the involvement of a simulated active enemy threat in future 
exerctses . 

• 

As a result, T2 provided an unmatched opportunity to examine domestic incident management 
policies, procedures, and systems, as well as an opp~rtunity to review critical communication 
and coordination issues as they have evolved since TOPOFF 2000, the tetTOtist attacks of 9/11, 
and the anthrax attacks during the fall of 2001. 1'herefore, the results and findings of this 
exercise will allow agencies and organizations at all levels of government to identify problems 
and develop solutions. At the AAC, DHS Secretary To~ Ridge underscored the success of the 
T2 model as "a proven framework for bringing together all elements of DHS" and designated the 
TOPOFF Exercise Series as the lead ex roise within DHS. 

D. Overview of the AAR 

This After Action Report (AAR~ provitles the results of the FSE analysis, and integrates the 
findings from pre-FSE seminars and the LSG.3 The Background section provides a history of the 
exercise scenario and a brief, description of findings from TOPOFF 2000, other exercises, and 
real-world ,vents that have in enced both the design and evaluation of T2. It also outlines the 
exercise e:valuatio methodology, focusing in particular on how the events of the FSE were 
reconstructed an~ ana1):'zed. The Reconstruction section summarizes exercise events in the 
W shington and Illinois venues as well as interagency play in Washington, D.C.4 The next 
ecti0n details exe cise Artificialities. The Special Topics section examines a set of events or 

Issues (such as the elevation of the HSAS to Red) that have special significance to the response 
community an<l which fall outside of or have substantial overlap between the six, pre-determined 
areas of analysis. The Analysis of the Six Core Areas discusses the overarching issue areas 
identified from a review of TOPOFF 2000 and other exercise findings, FSL agency objectives 
for T2 submitted prior to the FSE, and real-world events such as 9/11. Included in this section is 

2 Sixty-four hospitals actively responded to the notional bioterrorism attack in the Illinois venue and 16 hospitals 
responded to the radiological event in the Washington venue. 
3 The findings from the seminars, the large scale game, and the ADLE were published previously. 
4 A searchable, detailed reconstruction of events from the WA, IL, and Interagency venues is provided in Annex A. 
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a summary of how the findings from the seminars and the LSG relate to the conclusions drawn 
from the analysis of the data collected during the FSE. The next section provides A Comparison 
of T2 to TOPOFF 2000. Lessons learned from the design and conduct of the exercise are 
described Exercise Design and Conduct Lessons Learned. In the final section of this report are 
the Conclusions drawn from the Special Topics and Analysis ofthe Six Core Areas. 

During the FSE, DHS and DOS invited representatives from the Stanford University Center for 
International Security and Cooperation Institute for International Studies to observe activities in 
Washington, D.C.; and the Washington State and Illinois venues. Their report is included as an 
appendix to Annex B. 

Two other exercises were conducted simultaneously to the T2 FSE: the TOPOFF.Z CyberE: and 
The National Capital Region Functional Exercise (NCRFE). The CyberEx W£\l a ~nctio al 
exercise intended to examine, in an operational context, the integrati.Qn of ~nte - ~nd intra
governmental actions related to a large-scale cyber-attack synchronizea with a terrori_st WMD 
attack against a major urban area of the United States. The NCRRE was designed to coincide 
with the FSE to assist the National Capital Region jurisdiction in assessing tl:Ieir preparedness 
and coordination in response to a general attack on the nation an change to the HSAS Threat 
Condition. The AAR for the CyberEx can be found in Annex , anct the NCRFE AAR in Annex 
D. 

This AAR, along with its annexes, is designed to support the accomplishments of the exercise 
series goals and objectives and to provide an accurate and comprehensive portrait of the exercise 
conditions. The data contained within the main body, of this report encompasses the direct 
observations of nearly 800 FSE data collectors, anCl the evaluation team's analysis of that 
infonnation, as well as input from official FSL participat).tS. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

Understanding the concept driving Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) requires a description of the 
Public Laws Authorizing the TOPOFF Exercise Series; Federal, State, and local (FSL) agency 
objectives for T2; TOPOFF 2000; related real-world events (such as the attacks 0f 9/11, the 
follow-on anthrax attacks, and other terrorist incidents); the T2 building block events_; and the 
exercise scenario. It is also imperative to understand the evaluation methodology used to 
achieve the findings from the data collected during the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE). 

A. Public Law Authorizing the Top Officials Exercise Series 

Public Law 106-553 authorized T2, and Senate Report 106-404 outlined the concept: 

order to ensure that the collective national p eparedness, -as tested for the first 
time by TOPOFF, is continuously improved add "deftattments and agencies know 
their roles and responsibilities, ( ... ) national-leve1 exercise series shall be 
instituted. 

This series of exercises, capitajiJing of the lessons ofTOPOFF, should include a 
regularly scheduled sequence of increasingly challenging exercise building
blocks. ( ... ) It will feature the participation of key top officials at the Federal, 
State, and local levels. (. .. ) This se'r-.ies of exercise components will also improve 
"crisis resistance" through. opportuni'fies to measure plans, policies and 
procedures required to (to , r.qyide an) effective response to a WMD terrorist 
incident. ( ... ) 

T2 ( ... ) will support then tiona[ strategy to combat terrorism, and include events 
that assess the ation 's C-risis and consequence management capacity. It will 
include the iryolvement Of' Federal, State, and local top officials. The lead agency 
for T2 will be the Department of Homeland Security, and the exercise will be 
designed, develap,ed and executed by Department of Homeland Security (DHS), 
(]fjicefor Domestic Preparedness (ODP/. 

T2 sup or ed the National Security Council's Policy Coordinating Committee on Counter
terrorism and National Preparedness Exercise Sub-group requirement for a large-scale, 
counterterrorism exercise commencing in 2002 and finishing in 2003. 

Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-5 articulates the federal incident management 
J 

policy that guided the T2 exercise. HSPD-5, in part, states: 
I 

To prevent, prepare for, respond, to, and recover from terrorist attacks, major 
disasters, and other emergencies, the United States Government shall establish a 
single, comprehensive approach to domestic incident management. In these 
efforts, with regard to domestic incidents, the United States Government treats 

5 The T2 effort was initiated under the auspices of the Office of Domestic Preparedness (ODP) formerly part of the 
Department of Justice. ODP was later transfen ed to DHS when it was established. 
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crisis m.anagement and consequence management as a single, integrated function, 
rather than two separate functions. The Secretary of Homeland Security is the 
Principle Federal Official for domestic incident management. 

B. Overview of Federal, State, and local Agency Objectives for T2 

Participating FSL agencies were asked to submit objectives to T2 planners at the start of the 
exercise design cycle to ensure the exercise design would support participant objectives while 
also addressing national priorities. Agency objectives covered such areas as unified command, 
mutual aid, law enforcement investigation, mortuary services and fatality management public 
information/education, surveillance, and epidemiology, among numerous qth~rs.6 Fig~e '!, 
demonstrates that the FSE design, as documented and executed through the M,aster Scenario 
Events List (MSEL), largely addressed FSL agency objectives. These objectiv1~s wer~inked to 
MSEL items (defined by participating agencies and described in the T2. Exer ·se Plan 
(EXPLAN)). Those objectives for which the associated MSEL item took pla~e during the FSE 
are noted in the figure as being "addressed at least once," during FSE play. Those for which the 
associated MSEL item did not take place are noted as "possibly n t addressed" during FSE play.7 

6 A detailed list of these objectives is provided as an appendix to the T2 Exercise Plan (EXPLAN). 
7 The word "possibly" is used because just because the associated MSEL item did not occur does not necessarily 
mean the objective was not addressed. Each agency has determined whether its objectives were accomplished and 
has documented this in their respective AARs. 
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Meeting objectives in the MSELs 

D Objectives addressed at least once ~Objectives possibly not addressed 
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Figure 1. FSE Addt·essed FSL Objectives 

C. TOPOFF 2000 

48 

Interagency (lA) 

T2 

Like T2, TOPOFF 2000 involv.ed simulated terrorist attacks against two metropolitan regions: a 
chemical attack in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and an intentional release of pneumonic plague 
in Denver, Colorado. Executed during May 2000, the TOPOFF 2000 FSE pre-dated the terrorist 
attacks of 9/11 . 

There were eight principle observations drawn from TOPOFF 2000:8 

• Multiple ditection and control nodes, numerous liaisons, and an increasing number of 
response teains complicated coordination, communications, and unity of effort; 

• Threat information and a common "threat picture" were not shared or coordinated in a 
timely manner; 

• Collaboration and methodologies in coordinating and sharing WMD hazard infonnation 
and analysis need to be strengthened; 

• Educating, exercising, and equipping crisis and consequence managers and responders 
remained a national priority need; 

8 TOPOFF 2000 Exercise Obsen1ation Report, page EX-l7. 
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• The response to a large-scale bioterrorism incident was significantly different from 
response to other WMD; 

T2 

• The fragility of the public health infrastructure, reluctance to invest heavily in preparing 
for a low probability event, and shortfalls in current bioterrorism preparedness increased 
the reliance on leadership, effective response, and information management at the federal 
level; 

• The respective and compassionate management of contaminated human remai,ns, 
including legal requirements, evidentiary controls, and evidence collection, ana their 
ultimate disposition required concerted analysis and planning; and 

• The importance of joint public affairs in a WMD incident could not be 0:Verstated. The 
interagency public affairs community needed to continue to demonstrate an · ncreasing 
capacity for joint public affairs following a WMD incident. 

The success of TOPOFF 2000 was instrumental in obtaining o nti ued funding for conduct of 
subsequent TOPOFF exercises. While the intent was to con uct a 'no-notice exercise, Congress 
realized the value of a building-block approach to preparedness an instructed :fOPOFF planners 
to develop a series of exercise activities of increasing comple i Y-. any elements developed in 
TOPOFF 2000, such as the Virtual News Network (VNN), were J.ietain:ed and expanded for T2. 
TOPOFF 2000 participants initiated numerous c rrective actions oased upon the lessons of the 
exercise, and these were evident in the managemen of the events surrounding 9111 and the 
anthrax attacks, as well as during the T2 FSE. 

D. Related Real-World Events 

1. 9/11 

The events of 9111 affected T2 planning, which was in the preliminary stages when the attacks 
occurred. In the aftermath of 9/11, the PJ;e. ident created the Office of Homeland Security, and 
the Administration and C0ngr-ess subs~uently established DHS. Though planning for T2 was 
well underway by the time DHS was-established, the participation of the new department became 
imperative, as many of the exercises ' objectives centered around determining how existing 
procedures would be change(;l_)ly a DRS-managed, federal response to incidents involving 
WMD, 

2. Anthrax 

were followed by mail-based anthrax attacks, These attacks served to 
underscore and reinforce some of the TOPOFF 2000 observations listed above in the 
Backgrouna a5~well as the need to exercise the nation' s bioterrorism response. 

J 
3. Other real-world events 

In June 2002, Attorney General John Ashcroft announced that Jose Padilla, also known as 
Abdullah al Muhaji, had been arrested in May, at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport, on 
suspicion of both association with the terrorist organization AI Qaeda and plotting with AI Qaeda 
to detonate a radiological dispersal device (RDD) somewhere within the United States. 
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In early 2003, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) began a nationwide 
program to administer smallpox vaccinations to healthcare workers. 

E. The T2 Building-Block Events 

It is important to understand that the T2 design involved a conscious decision to provide 
participants full access to the exercise scenario. This choice was made so that the scenario could 
be used in the T2 building-block events preceding the FSE and also to emphasize the learning 
process of T2. 9 

The building-block events began with the first T2 seminar, Public Communications d "f.:!g a 
WMD Incident, which was conducted in McLean, Virginia, from July 17 to 18, 2002. The 
seminar focused on both the issues that affect a government's abilities to communicate 
effectively with the public either directly or through the media, and also on the decisions fhat 
must be made to ensure that appropriate messages are delivered in a coordinated anft tinw-ly way. 

The second seminar, National Seminar on Bioterrorism, was held in t-lorthbro~k, Illinois, from 
September 17 to 18, 2002. This seminar brought together, homeland securitM functional area 
leaders from FSL departments and agencies, as well as the Canadian go er nent, to discuss 
issues involved in response to an unprecedented contagious biCJterror;ism attack. 

A third seminar, National Seminar on Radiological Dispersal.,.E>evic Terrorism, was held in 
Seattle, Washington, from October 16 to 17, 2002. q'he seminar as designed to both identify 
critical issues facing FSL, private sector, and mternational officials and also resolve key issues 
faced in such an attack prior to the FSE. e s inaF explored how FSL and international 
responders prepare for the unique problems created by an RDD scenario and the best approaches 
to resolve these issues. The part"ci~ants were 'iforn U.S. Federal departments, Canadian 
agencies, and State and local emergency res · ense ag~ncies from illinois and Washington . 

.... 
The National Direction and Control Sew. ·nar w_as conducted in conjunction with the Advanced 
Distance Learning Exercise (ADLE), which employed distance education technology to 
disseminate information ana J:3t:QVide inte~;active training opportunities. Overall, the seminar 
provided an interactive forum for discussing the nation's capacity to direct and control crisis and 
consequence management ot complex terrorist events. ADLE viewers were given the 
opportunity to pose questions to seminar panel members through the DHS, Office for Domestic 
Preparedness:.Extranet Secure Portal (ESP) website. 

The T2 Large-Scale Game (LSG) was developed to improve the nation's ability to manage the 
long-ten~ consequences of a terrorism attack. It focused on the mid- to long-term issues that 
cHallenge FSL an international top officials and responders in the unprecedented event of a dual 
radiological and contagious bioterrorism attack. Participants included senior officials from U.S. 
FSL departments and agencies, as well as representatives from the Canadian Government. 

~ 

The lesson~ learned from these seminars can be found in the after action reports posted on ODP's 
Extranet Secure Portal (ESP). 

The Top Officials Seminar brought together Cabinet-level officials from 25 agencies and 
departments in a round-table discussion that served as preparation for the T2 FSE through an 

9 While the scenario was widely known, the Master Scenario Event List (MSEL) which actually drove exercise play, 
was closely held and not provided to participants. 
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exploration of inter-governmental domestic incident management in response to WMD terrorist 
attacks on the United States. 

The T2 FSE was played out from May 12 to May 16, 2003. The information contained within 
this document reconstructs and analyzes the FSE and provides recommendations for refining 
future operations of integrated domestic incident management. 

F. Exercise Scenario 

The T2 exercise scenario depicted the fictitious, foreign terrorist organization GLOD010 

detonating an RDD in Seattle and releasing the Pneumonic Plague in several Chicago 
metropolitan area locations. There were also significant pre-exercise intelligen e play, a cyber
attack, and credible threats against other locations. Key events in the exerci e scenario are 
briefly described Table 1. 

The Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) national threat level was notionally raised 
from Yell ow to Orange before the FSE on D-6 in response t0 crepj.ble intelligence reporting 
suspected threat activities. 

The scenario was designed to demonstrate the tiered approach 

(1) Local first responder capabilities, 

(2) State emergency management ca abilit-ies, 

(3) State National Guard capabi!).ties, 

(4) Lead Federal Agency response, and 

(5) Title 10 military suppor. 

In the RDD scenario, the explosion took pia~ in t)'i Seattle, Washington, and the city was the 
first to respond. Seattle then called in tate resources, followed by federal resources where 
necessary. It was not designed to equire usage of Title X resources, but nonetheless 
demonstrated the value of\th tiered respo e. 
On D-2 in the Chicago metropolitan area, the plague agent was notionally released at three 
separate locations: l) O'Har nternational Airport, 2) Union Station, and 3) the United Center. 
Multiple people were infectea at each site. Some of the plague victims watching a Chicago 
Blackhawks versus Vancouvef Canucks hockey game at the United Center subsequently traveled 
to Canada. 

On -Day, the start o the FSE (STARTEX), the RDD was detonated in Seattle, killing a small 
number of individuals, injuring a larger number, and scattering radioactive materials around the 
bomb site and over a broad area as the material was transported by the wind. 

On D+ 1, the Kumber of admissions to Chicago metropolitan area hospitals made it clear that a 
major dise~se outbreak had begun both in the United States and in Canada (most notably in 
Vancouver, home of the Vancouver Canucks hockey team). By the end of D+l a clinical 
diagnosis of Pneumonic Plague was made. 

On D+2, with positive laboratory identification of the plague, counties in the Chicago 
metropolitan area mobilized their own pharmaceutical stockpile resources for distribution to the 

10 The acronym for the fictional Group for the Liberation r~f Orange/and and the Destruction of Others. 
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local first responder community personnel. Subsequently, the Strategic National Stockpile 
(SNS) was mobilized, arriving in Chicago at the reception site at O'Hare International Airport. 

On 0+3, the SNS was deployed from O'Hare International Airport to five distribution sites 
within the Chicago metropolitan area. 

Table 1. Overview of Scenario 

EXERCISE 

DAY 

D-6 

D-5 
D-4 

D-3 

D-2 

D-1 

D-Day 

D+l 

D+2 

WASHINGTON VENUE 

• 
• 
• 

• Credible threat against 
Columbia Generatin station 

• Truck bomb explosion in Seattle 

• Radioactive material confirmed 

• Terrorist Radiological 
Dispersion Device event 
declared 

• Safehouse takedown 11 

• 
• 

• Tabletop Exercise 
(Consequence Management) 

• 

• 

I LLINOIS VENUE 

Recognition of patient increase 
Clini a1 diagnosis of plague 
SNS r~uest 
Na~~l Disaster Medical System activated 
E idemiolooical investioation underwa 
Lab confirmation 
Establish Joint Information Center (JIC)/Joint Operations 
Center (JOC) and Regional Operations Center (ROC) 

• SNS breakdown 
• Illinois WMD Team Takedownll 
• Overwhelmin #s atients 
• SNS distribution begins 
• Midway Airport event II 
• Takedown in Chicago 11 
• Overwhelrnino #s atients 
• Hotwash 

11 These events were walled from the evaluation team, and therefore are not discussed in much detail in this AAR. 
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G. Evaluation Methodology 

This section provides an overview of the T2 FSE evaluation methodology.12 The process by 
which the exercise was reconstructed and analyzed is given special attention. The T2 evaluation 
goals were to 1) help agencies understand domestic incident management and WMD-related 
issues and develop solutions, and 2) support the establishment of a model for continuous 
learning. 

These goals are consistent with the T2 national goals and those of the T2 domestic venues. As 
such, the evaluation methodology focused on decision and coordination processes that support 
the nation's top officials and the broader system of FSL agencies. Rather than evaluating 
participant ability and performance or specific agency-by-agency objectives, the evaluali,»if 
methodology employed a detail-oriented data collection effort to reconstruct ']2 exercise events 
followed by an analysis focusing on six pre-selected areas of analysis: 

1. Emergency Public Policy and Decision-making ence>mpasses the unique challenges, 
difficulties, and nuances faced by top officials in the inittal aftermath ol\ a terrorist WMD 
attack. These differ from those of natural disasters or acejdents and from normal day-to
day operations. 

2. Emergency Public Information encompasses the uniqqe J:?Ublic information challenges 
and implications faced by top officials ani:l t eir support staff in the midst of a terrorist 
attack involving WMD, which may differ fro , that of normal day-to-day operations. , 

3. Communications, Coordination, an Connectivity encompasses the challenges of 
exchanging information across all levels of government, information flows supporting 
decision-makers, and the electronic.means by ~li1ch information is exchanged. 

4. Jurisdiction encompasses the i sues, co Diets, or gaps in authorities and the assumptions 
that rna~ arise ~h.en policies a'\<;:1 agreem_ents a~e put into practice under the uniquely 
challengmg cond1t1ons of a terrorist attack mvolvmg WMD. 

5. Resource Allocafon e compa ses the issues involving the allocation of scarce 
resources, as well a the mahagement of resources committed during the response to a 
terrorist attack involvi , g WMD .. 

6. An icipating the Enemy encompasses the unique considerations that influence decision-
fl~ng wh:en there is knowledge of a potentially active enemy threat. 

The fter Action Report (AAR) also includes the analysis of several special topics. These topics 
represent events t at attracted particular interest during the FSE and crossed multiple areas of 
analysis. 

Evaluation ofthe FSE consisted of a three-step process: 

Step 1 :J Observation and data collection during the exercise. 

Step 2: Reconstruction of events and activities. 

Step 3: Analysis of what happened in the exercise and why, in terms of the special topics 
and the six core areas. 

12 A detailed presentation of the methodology can be found in the Exercise T2 Evaluation Plan (EV ALPLAN). 
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This methodology was intentionally structured not to evaluate player petformance. Instead, the 
purpose was to deliver knowledge to players so that they, and non-participating agencies 
nationwide, can improve or create FSL policies and procedures based upon the lessons of T2. 

1. Observation and data collection 

T2 involved an aggressive data collection strategy.13 Hundreds of data collectors and controllers 
in the field collected data. Other data were obtained by collecting the paperwork (e.g., duty logs) 
kept by some players in the course of executing their duties, by having a central poin to which 
T2-related e-mails were to be sent, and by asking controllers- especially those in th~ control 
cells-to turn in their notes. In addition, the T2 evaluation team collected feedb~ck from ayers 
at all levels of government through the use of player feedback forms. A key element in all thi.s 
data-collection was time: each observation was annotated with a time at whic~ pl~ ers recorcled 
it to have occurred. An unprecedented volume of data was collected during the course of the 
FSE, and was thus a tremendously successful aspect of T2. 

2. Reconstruction 

T2 analysts collected and organized the data submitted by p ay:ers, da a collectors, and 
controllers to use in the reconstruction and analysis of FS& play. Figure 2 illustrates the 
reconstruction process. Analysts reviewed data from play sources (data collected through the 
course of T2 play) and control sources (data collected through T2 cop.trollers) for each venue and 
highlighted data points that could support analysil$ of what happened and why during the 
exercise. Play data included logs kept by players during the GOurse of the FSE, player feedback 
forms, e-mails, and data collector logs. Control data, which documented the occurrence of 
MSEL items and ad hoc injects d ' ring play, incluoed field controller logs, as well as data 
collected in the Master and Venue Control Cells dur~g the course of the FSE. 

The evaluation team received data from n~erous FSL agencies and non-government 
organizations. These include: The Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Department of 
Energy, Environmental Pro ection Agenq·, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, Federa Radiological and Assessment Center, Food & Drug 
Administration, Departmen of Heath and Human Services, Department of Homeland Security, 
Department of Housing an Urban Development, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Marshals Service, 
Department of Veterans Affairs, State of Illinois Emergency Operations Center (EOC), lllinois 
De artment of Public.r'Jfealth, IIlinois Operations Headquarters and Notifications Office, lllinois 
Joint 0perations C~nter, Chicago Metropolitan Area EOCs and Public Health Departments, 
particip~ting Chicago Metropolitan Area hospitals, State of Washington EOC, Washington State 
Department of Health, Washington Joint Information Center, Washington Joint Operation 
Center, Seattle and King County EOCs, Public Health Seattle/King County, Seattle Police and 
Fire Departments, participating Seattle and King County hospitals, and the American Red Cross. 

Where applicable, analysts tagged the data collected at the FSE, and from venue Hotwashes, the 
After Action Conference (AAC), agency AARs, and post-FSE interviews with exercise 

13 Also described in detail in the T2 Evaluation Plan (EV ALPLAN). 
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participants, for instances of potentially good practices14 or challenges in the Six Core Areas of 
Analysis and the Special Topics. The data were then entered into two distinctive databases for 
each venue: one containing the electronic record of play data tagged for the six core areas, the 
special topics, and artificialities; one containing the electronic record of control data (see #2 in 
Figure 2). The play database totaled more than 20,000 lines of data for the Washington, Illinois, 
and Interagency venues. The control database equaled the length of the MSEL and ad hoc 
injects, but also documented varying controller inputs on the times events took place. 

T2 Reconstruction Process 

1. Source data was collected 
from the FSE and physically 
organized for review. 

2. "Play" data was tagged for 
areas of analysis and special 
topics, and entered into 
spreadsheet. "Controller· data 
is assimilated and entered into 

3. Key events and decisions 
were identified in "control" and 
"play• data, redundancies 
eliminated, and time conflicts 
reconciled (documenting 
uncertainties and logic where 
judgment was used). A 
reduced set of play and control 
data on events/decisions was 
then integrated for each venue. 

4. All venues we integrated 
into the Master Reconstruction 
file and time·synchronized for 

(2) Venue (WA) 
Play Perspe<:tive 
Raw Data Mine 

(Spreadsheet #1) 

= = ~ 

Fields: 
* Venue 
• Event/ 
Decision 

(2) Venue (WA) 
Control (MSEL) Perspective 

Raw Data Mine 
(Spreadsheet #2) 

= = --

Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). r==========~==t;~;::~~r--!:::::::::\......,. __ 
5. Master Reconstruction product 
was distributed and Integrated (5) Master Reconstruction 
Raw Data archived. Product 

Figure 2. 11.'2 Reconstruction Process 

The.,analysts then !f.~iewed the databases for each venue and identified decisions and significant 
event that occurred during the exercise from both the play and control data sets (see #3 in figure 
2). The urpose was to filter out the innumerable events and decisions that participants faced on 
a daily basis, and to identify only those events that triggered top official decisions or actions. , 
For each data point identified as a significant event or decision, analysts researched the data to 
create a thorough event or decision description. For example, from one data point that read, 
"Susan approved the release," analysts were able to deduce from other data points recorded 
during relative time frames that Susan was from the Washington State Emergency Operations 
Center and approved a press release announcing the re-opening of local highways. Using this 

14 "Good" indicates that the intent ultimately is to objectively validate it as a "best" or "exemplary" practice. 
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process, analysts created a comprehensive list of significant events and decisions that 
participants experienced during the two scenarios that were played out in the Washington and 
Illinois venues during the FSE. This comprehensive listing of significant events and decisions 
was then transferred to a new worksheet, which became the foundation for the reconstructed 
timeline for each specific venue. 

As part of this research, analysts reviewed the various times that were noted in all the data 
gathered from players, controllers, and data collectors for each given event or decision and then 
reconciled differences. In some cases, participant records indicating when events or decisions 
occurred varied by hours. The analysts used their judgment to determine the most reasonable 
time to assign to an event when data was not available. For example, if eightY. percent of'peQple 
recorded an event occurring at 0900 CDT then the analysts went with the time reflected by th'af 
eighty percent and only noted the outlying times. Likewise, if accounts of when an event 
occurred were equally distributed with no indication of an aut oritative nipje t e analyst 
determined the average of the times. Despite widely varying accounts e.f When an event 
occUlTed, in some cases-such as the time of the RDD explosion in Seattle- the actual time is 
known because it was controlled; therefore, the actual time is entered and its tiasis documented. 
The specific times for events or decisions are less important · n he ov~rall reconstruction effort 
than the overall sequence and flow of events. The purpose o tli ree nstruction is to provide an 
objective context for the analysis and to provide a resource to BSL ag_encies that describes the 
types of events or decisions agencies could expeet to face in real-world responses to the types of 
tenorist WMD attacks depicted in T2. , 
Once the event/decision descriptions were co plete a a the times were reconciled for each 
venue, the reconstructed timelines for each venue were combined into one master reconstruction 
file and sorted by date and time to produce a fact-based, integrated, reconciled, objective, 
meaningful timeline of events for the ESE. his timy1i'ne is the basis for the analysis presented in 
the AAR, and is the timeline provided as Annex i'\,. 

3. Analysis 

The analysis process is depicted i~igqre 3. Analysts consulted the play and control databases, 
as well as inputs from participants obtained through the player feedback forms, the Hotwashes, 
the AAC, and Lessons Learned reports submitted by agencies during the analysis process. The 
AAC was desi~~d to allow p 4cipants and planners to provide additional input to the analysis 
process. or each special topic (described in more detail below), analysts consulted the collected 
data to c~eate a more detailed reconstruction of events and decisions occurring within that topic's 
frame of reference. Analysts identified and analyzed the artificialities that impacted play in these 
topic areas, weaving the varied, distributed, and complex pieces of each dynamic response into a 
single unified story. In many cases analysts followed up with participants through phone calls 
and email tol'clarify the data collected during events, decisions, and artificialities. To lay a 
foundationlfor development of objective qualitative and quantitative measures in the future as 
well as lessons-learned and best practices, the analysts identified instances of good practices or 
challenges in the six core areas in each special topic, reviewed additional instances that were not 
tied to special topics, and identified findings across the exercise 
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T2 Analysis Process 

1. Source data ware 
collected from the 
FSE arrd physically 
organized for review. 
2. "Play• data were lagged " 
for areas of analysis and !i_ ·- ______ . __ ., 
Special topics, and entered into- ·--- ·- ·- ·- ·-· -~ 
spreadsheet. "Controller'' data 
were assimilated and entered into 
spreadsheet. 

FOR EACH STORY.' 
3. Analysts reconstructed story 
and identified ·'instances" in 
the core areas of analysis. 

(6) Reviewo 
T2000 and 
Seminars 

4. Analysis drafted summaries of the 
stories, artificialities impacting on 
stories, and findings. 

THEN ... 
5. Analysts reviewed tagged data 
and stories, and drafted summaries of 

t 

(2) Venue (WA) Play 
Perspective 

Raw Data Mine 
ISoreadsheet #1! 

• 
(3) Identification 
ol"lnstances" 

I 

- (5) Draft summarie 
of core area 
findings across 
exercise 

Venue(WA) 
Control (MSEL) Perspective 

Data Mine 
(Spreadsheet lf2) 

l For ea~h story J 
• 
• 
• ~ ·~· : · ~ ·:· · 

' (4) Draft analysis of 
findings for stories 

• Develop analytic 
products 

the core areas of analysis across l f 
the exercise spectrum. p _____ ... ...., __ ..j-1-iio"""--------------1-1---------, 

C 
Draft AAR Product d '-

6, In parallel, analysts I I 
conducted comparative analys, 
of building-blocks across .J-. ----------------------------------'·-

T2 and TOPOFF series. 

Figure 3. T2 Analysis Process 
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III. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FSE 

The purpose of the reconstruction was to establish an objective, fact-based timeline of the events 
that unfolded during the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) as the foundation and context for analysis. 
The complete Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) reconstruction product is the result of reviewing 
approximately 400 data collector and controller logs; thousands of player feedback (orms and 
participant logs; many CD-ROMs; more than 2,500 emails; and hundreds o{ Master Scenario 
Events List (MSEL) items. These data sources were compiled into a spreadsheet amounting. 
approximately 20,000 lines of data. The spreadsheet was then sorted by time, taki,Ilg acco,unt 
each venue's specific time zone, and decisions and events were jeentified and 1ltered for 
redundancy. 

This reconstruction, and therefore the rest of this report, does not include c~rtain T2 activities 
that were partially or totally fenced off from both the analyst: ' view and from ot,her events in the 
exercise. These include various force-on-force takedown ilrihs· a eyber-attack exercise 
(CyberEx), the After Action Report (AAR) from which iS! pdbl" shed in Annex C; and some 
branch or sequel activities taking place wholly inside Canada ~n the ~ational Capital Region. 
Furthermore, this report does not include significant data on international or Canadian play, 
which were collected and analyzed by the Depart ment of State (DOS) evaluation team, the 
results of which are published in Annex B. ' 

The activities described in this reconstruction took place in three different time zones. 15 To 
report all in terms of their Eastern Daylight Time (ED~) equivalents would force readers with a 
Washington or 111inois perspective to adju-st their ve. ue's institutional memory or records with 
EDT; it might also distort the connotations borne by certain times (e.g., those participating in the 
very early hours, and those that come at the {nd or beginning of the workday, or at a shift 
change). Yet the goal is to create a unified timeline of events. Accordingly, events are presented 
in the order in which they happened, butlflarrated in terms of the local times applicable in each 
venue. 

Events that transcended partiq1lar time zones, such as Virtual News Network (VNN) broadcasts 
that were seen verywhere simuffaneously, are given EDT times. 

It is important to distinguish between events that were physically executed in the exercise and 
those" that were done notionally. The physical activities involved: 

• Participating top officials, and those top officials who were represented by somebody 
elS'e; 

• Partieipating agencies' personnel, numbering in the thousands; 

• The more than one hundred "injured" persons in Seattle, represented by role players, and 
augmented by a few mannequins; 

15 Seattle is in the Pacific time zone; Chicago in the Central time zone, and the Washington, DC-based Interagency 
venue is in the Eastern time zone. 
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• The hundreds of role players acting the parts of the Chicago Metropolitan area patients, 
augmented by paper patients; and 

• VNN broadcasts. 

While these parties' actions were affected to some degree by exercise artificialities, they were 
real in the exercise sense that somebody physically participated and performed an action or 
actions, thereby encountering some semblance of realistic time delays, possibility of errors, and 
the issues that real operations entail. 

All else-the closures of highways, airports, and ferry systems; orders to the p1opulation to 
shelter-in-place, elevations of the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) \fhreat 
Condition; the spread of Pneumonic Plague outside the Chicago metropolitan area; etc.- was" 
done in a purely notional sense. Also, all requests for emergency powers, changes 
and so on were granted only on an exercise basis. 

What follows is a reconstruction summary in a tabular format to lend context to the analysis. 
The table format affords the reader with the ability to view the events of one venue against the 
context of the others. Specific times are indicated based upon the data. "The~ are provided not 
for the purpose of pinning events or decisions down to the exact.rrnin te, since the vast volume of 
data and multiple observer/participant accounts do not allow for such precision, but rather to 
illustrate the overall sequence of key events and decisions. Acronyms are not spelled out in the 
table for abbreviated readability, but all may 15e fpilf d in the Acronym Guide provided as a 
glossary to this AAR. , 

A complete, searchable reconstruction product is provided in Annex A to this AAR. It enables 
agencies or other interested readers to understand exactly what happened in T2, and more 
importantly-what types of activities an decisions one could expect to encounter in a 
radiological dispersal device (RDD) o biotezyorism attack from various perspectives and all 
government levels. 
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Table 2. T2 Summary Reconstruction 

1200-1300 
PDT 
1400-1500 
CDT 
1500-1600 
EDT 

1300-1400 
PDT 
1500-1600 
CDT 
1600-1700 
EDT 

1400-1600 
PDT 
1600-1800 
CDT 
1700-1900 
EDT 

1600-1700 
PDT 
1800-1900 
CDT 
1900-2000 
EDT 

1700-2100 
PDT 
1900-'2300 
CDT 
2000-2400 
EDT 

ILLINOIS 

Bomb blast in Seattle. Seattle Tllinois EOC activates 
EOC activates to Level III. Chicago EOC activates 
Washington EOC activates and 
notifies FEMA Region X ROC. 
Seattle HAZMAT, responding 
to blast, detects radiation. FBI 
.TOC stands-up and 
investigation imitated. 

Air, rail, highway, and ferry 
closures in Seattle area. Seattle 
and King County announce Red 
Alert status. Discussions of 
plume modeling and shelter-in
place begin. Washington 
re uests DOE RAP assistance 

Chicago increases security at 
Likely terror targets. 

INTERAGENCY AND FOREIGN 

HHS receives message traffic 
from DHS, reporting the 
presence of Pu 229, Ce 137, and 
other radioactive materials in 
the bomb. 16 HHS reacts by 
officially activating the Region 
X REOC and sending the SERT 
there. SNS Operation C~ter 
activated. 

Seattle implements shelter-in- Lake Cou ty EOC activates. DOE sends Prussian Blue to 
place, declares State of Hospitals alte~jommand Seattle. 
Emergency. Governor declares relati~.·hips. Uovernor Deputies meet 1700; Principles 
State of Emergency, activates increases se urity atnucll ar meet 1730. 
National Guard. FRMAC power plants. DuPage County 
requested. Second bomb EOC begins 2 -hotir staffing. 
identified on-site. FBI HMRU 
arrives on-site 
Stafford Act 401 request by 
Governor of Washington for 
Declaration of M,ajor"Disaster. 
Shelter-in-place declared 

Port~ Marsee 3 per USCG. 
DES'fi nd PFO arrive. AMS 

RDD info faxed to hospitals by 
Chicago Deprutment of Public 
Health. Public transit stepped 

~up. Four SARS-li.k.e patients 
coughing up blood arrive at 
Edward Hospital .in DuPage 
Count . 

16 Knowledge of Pu 229 as part of the RDD this early in the exercise is an artificiality. It was not definitively 
identified by radiological experts in Washington State until late on May 12, 2003. 
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M fD T d M ormngo +1, ues ay, ay 1 3 
TIME 

2100-2400 
PDT 
2300-0200 
CDT 
0000-0300 
EDT 

0000-0300 
PDT 
0200-0500 
CDT 
0300-0600 
EDT 
0300-0500 
PDT 
0500-0700 
CDT 
0600-0800 
EDT 
0500-0700 
PDT 
0700-0900 
CDT 
0800-1000 
EDT 
0700-0800 
PDT 
0900-1000 
CDT 
1000-1100 
EDT 

0800-0900 
PDT 
1000-1100 

CJ.ll 
l00-12QO 

EDT 

0900-1000 
PDT 
1100-1200 
CDT 
1200-1300 
EDT 

W ASHINGTON ILLINOIS INTERAGENCY AND FOREIGN 

Formulation of plans to First Pneumonic Plague case 
evacuate workers and suspected. 
businesses west of T-5 from 
shelter-in-place and re-open 
highways. Rubble pile declared 
clear. Transition RDD site 
from rescue site to crime scene. ' More apparent cases of British Columbia QDC confirms 

pneumonic plague. Pneumonic Plague. 
CDC EIS team on-scene. 

"' Debate over I-5 re-opening. SERT to increase disease ffHSo ders SERT to increase 
Evacuation of workers and surveillance. 

~ 
l.\ urveillance 

businesses west of I-5 begins. 
Ferries resume service except 
to Seattle. II. 

~ 

Recovery and Restoration Task Public Health Emergency 

~ 
~ 

Force appointed. Presidential Phase I activated. Phase I 
I ~ Declaration of Major Disaster automati~ly ·n ·ludes 

approved. Acti;v'ation of POD hospitals. 
HHSISCC h<:>lds c'Qnference call with Region V (Chicago) to discuss 

biological event. 
State disagrees with Mayor 01 re ..J!.linois Dep~:~, py.blic health DOS stands up liaison with 
opening I-5. coilference cal~on clinical Canada. Border security 

picture..of disease. Hospitals heightened - decontamination 

\ tart to see connection to concern. Canadians intercepting 

~ 
Nnited Center, O' Hare Seattle ilights for possible 
I ternational Airport, Union decontamination, 
j tation, and Canada. VNN 
reports flu -like illnesses in 
Vancouver. 

~-
False rumors of National transition to Red Alert status abound. 

FDA to announce emb rgo on Chicago Public Health CDC Director warns against over-
foodstuffs. proposes to identify travel commitment to Seattle and 

' Americium 2li1, plutonium history of all Pneumonic Chicago. EST Levell activation 
238, a~ ces~um 137 confirmed Plague patients. JIC press 
in RDD. Problems with plume, release announces plague 
road re-opening, and confirmation. 
evacuation of those sheltering- SNS readied for release to Chicago area. 
in~place. 

United Center-Blackhawks-
Vancouver connection 
deduced. 

Authorities strive to o-et accurate counts of victims. 
Secretary of DHS gives threat update to nation via VNN, confirms terrorist attack in Seattle. 
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TIME 

1000-1100 
PDT 
1200-1300 
COT 
1300-1400 

EDT 

1100-1200 
PDT 
1300-1400 

CDT 
1400-1500 

EDT 
1200-1400 

PDT 
1400-1600 

CDT 
1500-1700 

EDT 
1300-1500 

PDT 
1600-1700 

CDT 
1700-1800 

EDT 

1500-1600 

PDT 
1700-1800 

CDT 

1900-0100 

EDT 
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W ASHINGTON 

FBI investigation of crime 
continues. 
FRMAC beginning to develop 
long-tenn assessment and 
monitoring plan with EPA and 
HHS. 
Disagreements over need for, and 
utility of, Prussian Blue in 
combating rddiation. 

ILLINOIS 

Environmental samples taken at 
O'Hare, Union Station, and United 
Center. IDPH Lab confirms plague 
bacterium samples from patient. 
Governor declares State of 
Emergency and requests activation 
of the SNS. IDPH declares Phase 
ll Public Health Emergency to 
ensure authorization of certain 
emergency procedures Emergency. 
Lake County declares disaster. 

INTERAGENCY AND FOREIGN 

State Department standing up JTF w/ 
CAN to work border and night issues. 
Need to inform receiving countries that 
there may be a health problem in 
Chicago. HHS ASPHEP suggests plague 
was intentionally released, and suggests a 
look at the ventilatorsituation. 

VNN has DHS Secretary in telephone interview. He announces preliminary 
"plague." 
VNN asks hin1 what eo le in Code Red cities should do. Secretary articulates "snowaa 

Teams of specialists search rubble. 

Agricultural precautions 
announced. Detailed plan 
developed for shelter-in-place zone: 
those east of I-5 are released; those 
remaining west of I-5 to be 
evacuated. 

King Co~mt/announces 
implementation of snow-clay like 
regime ithout specifically 
identifying or using the term "snow 
day." 1-90 is open; I-5 open to 
throu h traffic. 

Governor advised to request a 
National Medical Disaster System 
to get Federal assistance; mobilizes 
lEMA. Port of Chicago closed 

Chicago and Gook County sign 
joint Declaration of Emergency .. 

CDC contirms plague. All NOMS 
response teams been activated for 
possible deployment. DHS Secretary 
recommends lifting transportation 
restrictions on airports and ferries in W A; 
HHS, DOE, EPA agree. 

HHS Secretary declares a public health 
No emergency in the City of Chicago, 

allowing the department to provide 
Federal health assistance under its own 

Governor of lllinois sends letter to 
the President through FEMA 
Region V Regional Director 
requesting Major Disaster 
Declaration. All water, air, bus, 
rail, interstate traffic curtailed. 

FBI investigation initiated .. DHSIEPR/FEMA Headquarters 
recommends to DHS Secretary and the 
President that an Emergency Declaration 
be made in llliJlois rather than a Major 
Disaster Declaration. 
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Mornin and afternoon ofD+2, Wednesda 
TIME 

2200-0600 
PDT 
0000-0800 
COT 
0100-0900 

EDT 

0600-0800 
PDT 
0800-1000 

CDT 
0900-1100 

EDT 

0800-0900 
PDT 
1000-1100 

CDT 
1100-1200 

EDT 
0900-1000 
PDT 
II00-1200 

CDT 
1200-1300 

EDT 
1000-1200 

PDT 
1200-1400 

CDT 

13)>0~0 
EDT' 

W ASHINGTON ILLINOIS 

Steep 1ise in respiratory cases 
showing up at hospitals. 
Question arises as to whether 
pending local declarations are 
necessary given the IL Governor' s 
declaration of a State of 
Emergency. 

DHS Secretar oes on VNN and confirms the disease outbreak as 

SeaTac, King County, Renton, and 
Paine Field airports re-opened with 
restrictions. 

City confronts problem of 

police cars. 

Shelter-fn-place zone now 
evacuated, re-named "exclusionary 

' zone," inasmucb as it has been 

fully ev\ cuated. AMTRAK 
announces contamination of 
passenger rail cars. USCG lifts no
sail order. Misgivings and 
;' I . arguments over exc uswnary zone; 

some want to expand it, others to 
end it, Little radiation data. 
Agricultural control areas and 
check- oints established. 

IDPH director authorizes 
distribution of drugs to first 
responders. National Disaster 
Medical System (NOMS) 
requested. Governor recommends 
that non-essential workers stay 
home and that public gatherin&_s be 
cancelled. Counties declare \ 
emergency and "snow day." 
Plague's origin at O'Hare, Union 
Station, and United Center 
coulinned. DuPage County begins 
distribution of its pharmaceutical 

Licensing Act, and confidentiality 
of health stat~ics. SNS lands at 
O' Kare. 

Emergency approved. Concern 
about level of demand relative to 
antibiotic supply. Chicago Office 
of Emergency Management 
requests National Guard. Area 
counties and Chicago begin to 
receive and break down SNS 
shipments. Area State parks 
closed. Many hospitals have no 
beds and/or are locked down 
agai11st crowds. 

Casualt estimates develo ed. 
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FEMA conference call with 
Regions to discuss numerous State 
inquiries regarding SNS push 
packages. TSAIFRA/STB conflict 
over authority to shut down rai l 
traffic. 

Canada says that they have 
quarantined all those on flight from 
Chicago that brought plague to 
Vancouver. 
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TIME 

1400-1700 
PDT 
1600-1900 
COT 
1700-2000 

EDT 
1700-2100 

PDT 
1900-2300 

CDT 
2000-2400 

EDT 
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WASHINGTON 

New radiological readings indicate 
that DOH may recommend re
closing I-5 and 1-90. National 
Guard activates 500 troops to 
support law enforcement. 

ILLINOIS 

25 refrigerated trucks called up to 
be used as morgues. Counties 
begin prophylaxis of first 
responders. 

Some counties close dispensing 
down for the night. VMI begins 
arriving in-State. 

D+3, Thursda 
TIME 

2100-0500 

PDT 
2300-0800 

CDT 
0000-0900 

EDT 
0500-
ENDEXPDT 
0800-
ENDEXCDT 
0900-
ENDEXEDT 

WASHINGTON 

Transportation restrictions lifted 
except in vicinity of nuclear plant. 

Interstate transportation still 
closed. 
FBI t.akedown of terrorists and 

All S 'S distri~uV,on sites open to 
the-public. ~ed messages as to 
who shoula seek treatment. 
Plague bacteria>Jeported still 
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IV. ARTIFICIALITIES 

Artificialities are manifestations of the exercise's non-real nature. As such, they are 
unavoidable, and not indications of a problem. However, false conclusions can arise if their 
natures and effects are not appreciated. This section focuses on the key artificialities that need to 
be understood to draw the appropriate conclusions from the Top Officials (TOP®~) 2 (T2) 
Full-Scale Exercise (FSE). Exercise artificialities are placed in three broad categories: 

• Those that are inherent to the exercise design process; 

• Those specifically related to the T2 exercise design; and 

• Those that arose during actual exercise play. 

The net impact of artificialities can be difficult to assess. For ~ample consi~ rations must be 
taken into account for questions such as did a particular artifi.c.ialitjj ma"ke the response decisions 
or actions easier than they might have been, or did they unnecessarily complicate the response 
relative to a real-world operation? For their part, the T2 exe cise oesigners tried to strike a 
balance, compensating for one artificiality (e.g., a response team's need, absent a real 
emergency, to take a commercial flight) with another (e.g., the same team's seemingly premature 
departure). , 

Two questions to ask when considering an exerc·-se artificiality are: 

• What difference did it make t<i> the Qarticipants' y l'<ly; and 
... 

• What difference did it make to t<i>p officials' play? 

A. Inherent Exercise Design Artificialities 

Artificialities smface in an)\ exercise invol ing the response to a (WMD event. The fundamental 
issue is that it is often imposs'-k to exercise the full scope of a real-world event- ranging from 
an actual bomb detonation to shutting down transportation inti"astructure to commanding the full
time attention of top officia S.J The result is that many exercise events or actions must be 
notional, or slin lated, instead of actual. Despite the notional character of some events, 
government agencies and organizations played as though the events actually took place. This 
allo ed the T2 ev:alua ivn team to examine critical decision-making and communication issues. 
In summary, as long as they are understood and accounted for in the analysis process, these 
Vmitaf ons need no have a significant impact on interpreting the results of the exercise. 

1. Top offi ials' play 

By any standard, top official involvement in T2 was extensive. But in a real-life emergencies of 
the same magnitude of those portrayed in T2 top officials would be immersed in coping with the 
emergency, almost to the exclusion of all other activities, whereas even in T2, top officials were 
present only intermittently and largely on a schedule. In fact, the ability to schedule top official 
play was one of the reasons for pre-scripting some aspects of the exercise. Top officials devoted 
considerable personal time to the exercise. Some also designated individuals (e.g., a deputy) to 
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play their parts in the game when they were not available. The T2 evaluation team believes that 
top official play during the FSE was, on the whole, relatively unaffected by these artificialities of 
scheduling, availability, and substitution. 

2. Limited scope of play 

Many effects associated with a radiological dispersal device (RDD) explosion and the intentional 
release of Pneumonic Plague were not designed into or played in the exercise. Some of the most 
important include: 

• Transportation gridlock in both Chicago and Seattle; 

• Increased security manpower requirements resulting from the attaCK$, as well as the' 
elevation of the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) to Red; and 

• The potential for population disruption, movement, anxiety, and fe~r. 

Many of these are nearly impossible to simulate or would ha 
exercise participants. 

3. Notional actions 

Because of limits on the scope of play, the most apparent artificialities were those in which 
notional (or constructive) actions replaced real goes. Examples include the notional closure of 
I-5 near the Seattle RDD site and the use of paper; patients in the Chicago metropolitan area 
hospitals. ' 

4. Limited public involvement 

In a real event, the public reaction can include clal]lor for more information, crowds of people 
who have fled their homes, traffic Jam ·, or disruptive reactions at top officials' public 
appearances. Although T2 had people to role play patients in the Chicago metropolitan area 
hospitals and persons injured by the blast in Seattle, the general public was minimally 
represented, so reactions o th~R tt..of tHe public simply did not occur. 7 Neither traffic jams 
nor public demonstrations woulO 6e easible, from a practical standpoint. Inasmuch as these 
could have an impact on the top officials' decision-making, and perhaps even on the actions of 
emergency pers<;mnel at the G~ne, to preclude their existence was to introduce a necessary 
artificialitY,. 

The ashington venue did have a shelter facility set up at the White Center (a county recreation 
facility), through hich many people passed, and three other shelters (one in Seattle and two in 
King O;,unty) we operated on a constructive basis (i.e., no refugee role players), but these 
activities were scripted and did not entail the important aspect of responding to an emerging 
public reactiorl. 

) 
Many important considerations would include but not be limited to those regarding public 
information, heightened public anxiety, and other psychosocial factors. Such issues would 
expand beyond the immediate affected communities. For example, other cities in Amelica, not 
coping with an on-going emergency, would look for guidance regarding what might later happen 

17 Public awareness of T2 in Seattle did result in some outcry, such as some threatening-looking signs, of which 
nothing ever came. 
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in their cities. The lack of involvement from 48 non-affected states and hundreds of non-affected 
cities is an artificiality that must be taken into account when considering national top officials 
play. 

B. Artificialities Specific to the T2 Design Process 

The artificialities in this section either represent deliberate choices made dming the design of T2 
or are specific to this particular exercise (as opposed to exercises in general) . These choices 
were made wilh the understanding that they would have impacts on exercise findings. The T2 
evaluation team believes that these impacts are accounted for in the exercise analysis . 

1. The known scenario 

T2 was designed as a building-block process whereby the general exercise scenario w~ explored 
in a seties of seminars, a large-scale game, and an Advanced Distance Learning Exercise 
(ADLE). This process was designed to promote learning among the agencies and organizations 
involved in T2 and, indeed, participants felt that they had learned a great deal even without the 
benefit of the FSE. It is important to note, however, that while the scenatio was known, 
participants were not afforded access to the Master Scenario ~ent List (MSEL), which drove 
the FSE play. 

There was some post-exercise cliticism in the media about the overly scripted nature of T2 and 
the lack of free play. However, this turns out to be largely unfounded criticism. Figure 4 
compares the times at which events in the: MSEL were supposed to occur versus when they 
actually occun ed. The figure shows that there was a substantial amount of free play. 
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i - _ .., -. 
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Figure 4. Variance of Events from MSEL Times 

2. Scope of participation 

A number of important organizations and govemments were simulated. Two notable ones were 
the World Health Organization and the Government of Mexico. 
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3. VNN 

Prior to the FSE, the Virtual News Network (VNN) staff and director repeatedly made the point 
that during the FSE VNN would be a reporter of the news, not a news-gatherer. But the full 
import of this policy was not clear to many until after the FSE was underway: prior to that time, 
some players appeared to assume that VNN would in some fashion seek out news, as well as 
report it. 

VNN reporting was principally based upon assuming that MSEL events would happen as 
scheduled: reports (many of them included at the bottom-of-the-screen, known withJn the media 
as "crawlers") were put on screen straight from the MSEL, without any news-gathe ing to 
determine whether or not they had actually taken place. This practice resultea in at least <me 
instance in which an event was reported before it actually took place.18 Reaction to,these eve)ltS 
may have created some chains of anomalous events, but the effects do...not appear o nave been 
severe. 

Some VNN coverage (e.g., some top officials' interviews) was y necessi ty p e-constructed and 
indicative of the MSEL, and thus did not accurately portr~ how th~ scenario was unfolding. 
Again, this style of coverage was completely consistent witfi VNN' s prior self-characterization 
as "a news-reporting, not a news-gathering" organization. 

Finally, the players- particularly those involved with Pubirc Information-did not find 
themselves in a completely realistic media enprenment of reporte!'s demanding the answers to 
questions. Only in news conferences did any such Behavior occur, and even there it was not 
played to the degree of a real-world catastrophic eyetit 

4. Spread of the Pneumonic Plague 

Two key issues were not played in the 2 e'Xer_cise: the actual epidemiological investigation 
required to pinpoint the location whe e individuals were initially infected and the impact of 
counter-measures (propnxlaxis, populatjGn movement control measures) on the spread of the 
disease. In the former oa 'e, while the arge number of infected individuals who attended a 
hockey game at United Center woul~tiave been a strong clue, the much smaller numbers 
infected at the transportation nubs C(i)U1d have been a greater challenge. In the latter case, the 
exercise ended before the counter-measures could have had their full impact on suppressing the 
transmission o t e disease.19 

The se ondary pop,ulation in a real epidemic largely consists of people who were in close contact 
with the primary gopulation- family members, co-workers, and health care workers. In the T2 
scenario, the secdhdary population was constructed on a geographical basis: the numbers of 
secondary cases in.Ahe Chicago metropolitan area and in the collar counties were proportional to 
tne number' of primary cases in each of those areas, but the association was no closer and the 
secondary _Ropulation did not consist of close associates of the primary cases- family members, 
co-worker[ health-care workers, and other first responders such as Emergency Medical Services 
workers. 

18 The RDD explosion itself was one such instance: it was scheduled for 1458 EDT (1158 PDT) in the MSEL, and 
VNN began to report on it at that time, but it did not actually occur until ten minutes later. 
19 At any rate, the exercise epidemiological profile was not developed to allow for the impact of counter-measures 
even if the exercise had lasted longer. 
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T2 did not have a tettiary population of cases, principally because the duration of the FSE was 
not as long as would have been needed for a set of tertiary cases to incubate and be present. 
Were a tertiary population to have been played, the secondary population role of healthcare 
workers would have been of the greatest importance, since this large secondary population would 
be important to spread of disease to the tertiary population. To the degree that the disease would 
have been spread within the population of healthcare workers, it takes a double toll, by 
increasing the population of the sick and decreasing the population of those able to care for them. 

5. The radiological dispersal device and Seattle weather 

Real radioactive materials were not released in the exercise. For the emergency workers to be 
able to respond realistically to readings from their instruments, these readings 1\ad to be pte"' 
determined according to what the radiation levels would be, as functions of time a d space, Had 
an actual RDD been detonated. To predetermine these levels requjred atmosp,herie. dispersion 
models (see also the description of these in the Special Topics section) to run in advan& , which 
in turn required planners to make up weather prior to the FSE. FSBplay wa. based upon this 
simulated weather rather than the weather that Seattle would actually experience on May 12, 
2003. In addition, planners desired that the plume disperse mate ial to the west. 

6. Lack of 24-hour play 

In a real emergency, activity would have continued around the dock, especially in the first 
48 hours or so. During the FSE, some activj ties functjoned around the clock, but others did not 
(e.g., importantly, the Seattle-area Joint Ope ations €enter:}. As a result, participants were 
occasionally stymied when attempting to peifotm some function only to find that other 
participants were not playing at the time. These anific' ali ties, particularly those that impacted 
decision-making and response activities, have..been qrefully noted in the exercise analysis . 

.... 

7. Pre-positioning of responders 

Various assets (such as teams from DeP,~tment of Energy, Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), the Fe<J.eral Bureau or Investigation (FBI), and other agencies) were pre
positioned in the venues for reasons of"safety, logistics, and cost. The evaluation team was able 
to account for advance dep oyments and ensure they were accounted for in the subsequent 
analysis. 

8. Varying Participation Schedules 

Numewus city, c u ty, and State agencies participated in the FSE at different times during 
exercise p,lay. As a result some activities that would usually occur in a coordinated fashion were 
J isjointed. Tl)is resulted in agencies reaching differing conclusions and decisions at different 
times thereJY created some degree of confusion. 

C. Artificialities That Arose During Exercise Play 

A number of artificialities arose during the execution of the exercise. In an exercise as large and 
complex as T2, this is not an unexpected event, and they were properly accounted for in the 
analysis of the exercise. 
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1. Chicago hospital play and the Metropolitan Health Care Council 

Chicago area hospitals participated enthusiastically in T2 play. Participation counted towards 
their accreditations' exercise requirement. The Metropolitan Chicago Healthcare Council 
(MCHC) was to provide role players to be Pneumonic Plague patients in area hospitals. At the 
same time, MCHC was to provide other role player patients, separate and apart from those 
participating in the FSE, for drills to be done by the hospitals as part of maintaining their 
accreditation. 

The addition of the extra patients by MCHC was not matched by an addition of extra control 
personnel. Artificialities arose when safeguards put in place by the T2 designers to av0 d the 
blending of these two role player populations were not followed. The prinaiRal result was ,a 
distortion of the Pneumonic Plague scenario, with the unrealistic and unconttolled rtumbe~Y of 
additional cases that reduced the fidelity of play for those participants engaged in tr_,aeking the 
progress of the outbreak. The attempt to maintain two sets of records addecf"coQ.fusion and may 
also partly by the end of the day on May 13, 2003, control staff-s in ttie I11inois nd Washington, 
D.C. Control Cells implemented measures to mitigate the im act. 

2. Issues with control 

During the FSE, there were several instances in which controllers took it upon themselves to 
modify the scenario, and in which other exercises or events unrelatea, to T2 briefly were believed 
to be part of T2 play. Again, these instances were documented and accounted for in the analysis. , 
On D+2 somebody increased the threat posed By the ¥ersinia pestis plague bacterium, telling the 
Illinois venue players that their ne':(est samples f om the release sites contained live bacteria. 
Yersinia pestis does not survive for 1 ng outside of a hoS't, so the presence of live bacteria at the 
release sites would indicate either a re-attack at the arne site or a genetically modified Yersinia 
pestis that could survive lengthy exp su e ou~side a host. In that neither a re-attack nor a 
modified germ was par of the scenario, the spurious report to the players qualifies as an 
artificiality. It had the potential to be an important one because it could have altered (but did 
not) the course of play and the decision:making of top officials. 

The scenario contained an inCident in which investigators at the RDD site were to find a bomb
like object, which their notional investigation would then reveal not to be a bomb. These events 
occurred, but later another g,c>ntroller pronounced the device to be a bomb, leading to its 
explos·ve destruction by a remote-controlled robot. The on-the-spot creation of a second bomb 
repr~sen ed a depJrtm:e from the MSEL and-because of the implication that if there could be a 
second bomb, th&e may be a third- could have altered decision-making up the chain of 
command. 

Finally, there were several artificialities of control that occurred purely by accident, including at 
least two in which word of dire emergencies (e.g., the escape of a radioactive plume from a 
nuclear power plant in Ohio) actually leaked into FSE play from other simultaneously-running 
exercises, which were to remain separate from T2. 
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V. SPECIAL TOPICS 

During the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), several sequences of 
events attracted great interest as they unfolded. Many represented truly experimental and 
groundbreaking elements of the response to a radiological or bioterrorism attack. These 
elements of response tended to cut across multiple areas of analysis, and the T2 evaluati'Qn team 
decided that- given their salience- the best way to address them was to do f>O directl)'Nelling 
the story and what was concluded from it. Some aspects of these stories also appear ill'Oteit;, 
respective areas of analysis. 

These special topics are: 

• Alerts and Alerting: The Elevation of the Homeland SecuritY, Advisory System Threat 
Condition to Red; 

• Declarations and Proclamations of Disaster and Emergency; 

• Department of Homeland Security Play in T2: The Role of the rinciple Federal Official; 

• Data Collection and Coordination: Radiological Dispersal Devise Plume Modeling and 
Deposition Assessment; , 

• Play Involving the Strategic National StockJtile; 

• Hospital Play in the Illinois Venue: Resources, Communications, and Information 
Sharing during a Public Health~mergency; 

• Decision-making under ConditiOns of Uncertainty: The Plague Outbreak in the Illinois 
Venue; and 

ir:st Respp nders and the Rescue of Victims. 

Some of these topics overlap but eac account is written so that it may stand on its own. 
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A. Alerts and Alerting: The Elevation of the Homeland Security Advisory System Threat 
Condition to Red 

1. Introduction 

One of the most visible reactions to the events of 9/11 has been the 
creation of the color-coded Homeland Security Advisory System 
(HSAS). Real-world experience has included several transitions 
from Yellow to Orange, and back again?0 The national threat level 
has never been lower than Yellow or higher than Orange. Since a 
transition to Red has not yet occurred outside of exercise play, the 
Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) exercise provided an opportunity to 
implement and analyze the role and impact of the HSAS Threat 
Condition Red. The U.S. Department of Homeland Secmity (DHS) 
has initiated the HSAS Working Group to review advisory system, as 
directed by Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-3 and 
to examine the HSAS issues observed during the T2 Full-Sca)e 
Exercise (PSE), many of which are also discussed in this After 
Action Report (AAR). 

In the FSE the threat condition was elevated to Red on five occasions. The initial two were local 
elevations (King County and the City of Seattle, Washington) immediately following the RDD 
explosion. The others were HSAS elevatioJJs by DliS': The City of Seattle on May 12, 2003, in 
response to its local elevation; seven select cities late on May 12, 2003 (New York, NY; Los 
Angeles, CA; San Francisco, CA; Washington, D.C.; Houston, TX; Seattle, WA; and Chicago, 
IL); and finally, a nationwide elevation on May 13, 2003. On May 14, 2003, DHS downgraded 
the threat condition from Red to Orange natiouwide except for New York City and Chicago. 

T2 was groundbreaking in several areas with respect to the HSAS: It represented the first 
opportunity for agencies tQ experiment with the actions associated with an elevation to Red; it 
allowed for examination of the implications of elevating regions to Red; it included local 
jurisdictions raising their own threat conditions to Red; and it highlighted that additional 
refinement of the system is needed. This section attempts to document how these events 
unfolded quring the T2 FSE atrd what happened as a result. It is intended to promote learning 
and improvements with the continuing implementation of the system. 

2. Background 

l:lSPD-3 established the HSAS, which is " intended to create a common vocabulary, context, and 
structure for an ongoing national discussion about the nature of the threats that confront the 
homeland and the appropriate measures that should be taken in response." The system uses 
colors (from green to red) to define threat levels from low to severe. Table 3 shows the HSAS 

20 The fact that the National Direction and Control Seminar and the Full-Scale Exercise each took place during 
Orange alerts underscored to the players and others the urgency, re levance, and realism of 1'2, whose scenmio 
included a transition from Yellow to Orange and up to Red. 
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colors, labels, and the associated risks and the protective actions Federal departments and 
agencies should consider with each assigned threat level. 

Table 3. Homeland Security Advisory System 

Color Label 

GREEN LOW 

BLUE GUARDED 

YELLOW ELEVATED 

RED SEVERE 

Level of 
Risk 

Low risk of 
terrorist 
attacks 

General r isk 
of terrorist 
attacks 

Significant 
r isk of 
terroris t 
attacks 

Severe risk 
of terror ist 
a ttacks 

Protective Action Guidelines 

Federal departments and agencies should consider the following general measures in addition to the agency
specific protective measures they develop and implement: 

• 
• 

• 

Refining and exercising as appropriate preplanned protective measures; 

Ensuring personnel receive proper train ing on the Homeland Securit~ Advisory System and specific 
preplanned depanment or agency protective measures; and -"" 

lnstitutionatizing a process to assure that aU fac ilities and regulat~ secto are regular{y assessed for 
vulnerabilities to terrorist attacks, and all reasonable-measures are~ake o mitigate these vulnerabilities. 

In addition to the protective measures taken in the previuus Threat Condition. Federal depanments and 
agencies should consider the following generaldlleasures in addition to the agency-specific protective 
measures that they will develop and implement: 

• Checking communications with designated emergency<~nse or command locations; 

• Reviewing and updating emergency response procedures; and 

Providing the public with any information tha~uld'strengtben its abitity to act appropriately . • 
Tn addition to the protective measures taken in the previous Threat Conditions, Federal departments and 
agencies should consider th~pll wing general measures in addition to the protective measures that they will 
develop and implemettt: 

• 
• 
• 

, 
Increasing survetl lance of criticaJ locations; 

Coordinating emergenc.y plan::;s appropriate with nearby jurisdictions; 

Ass~ss~ng whether the pr~eise characteristics of the threat require the further refinement of preplanned 
protecttve measures;-and 

• Implementing, as appropriate, contingency and emergency response plans. 

In addition topl<;;rotective measures taken in the previous Threat Conditions, Federal departments and 
agencies shoul<iconsider the following general measures in addition to the agency-specific protective 
measures thalihey will develop and implement: 

06ordinating necessary security effons with Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies or any 
National Guard or other appropriate armed forces organizations; 

Taking additional precautions at publ ic events and possibly considering alternative venues or even 
cancellation: 

• Preparing to execute contingency procedures, such as moving to a11 alternate site or dispersing their 
workforce: and 

• Restricting threatened facility access to essential personnel only. 

Under most circumstances. the protective measures for a Severe Condition are not intended to be sustained for 
substantial periods of time. In addition to the protective measures in the previous Threat Conditions, Federal 
departments and agencies also should consider the following general measures in addition to the agency
specific protective measures that they will develop and implement: 

• 
• 

Increasing or redirecting personnel to address critical emergency needs; 

Assigning emergency response personnel and pre-positioning and mobilizing specially trained teams or 
resources; 

• Monitoring, redirecting. or constraining transportation systems: and 

• Closing public and government facil ities. 
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The original directive authorized the Attorney General to assign the threat condition. HSPD-5 
amended HSPD-3, such that: 

Threat Conditions shall be assigned by the Secretary of Homeland Security, in 
consultation with the Assistant to the President for Homeland Security. Except in 
exigent circumstances, the Secretary of Homeland Security shall seek the views of 
the Attorney General, and any other Federal agency heads the Secretary deems 
appropriate, including other members of the Homeland Security Council, on the 
Threat Condition to be assigned. 

The greater the perceived risk of a terrorist attack, the higher the threat condition. Acco ding to 
HSPD-3, risk includes both the probability of an attack and its potential gravity. Decisions a to 
what Threat Condition to assign should, therefore, take both of these fac ors into accou)l . 
HSPD-3 states that the evaluation of the Threat Condition is qualitative and shal in Jude, but not 
be limited to, the following factors: 

• To what degree is the threat information credible; 

• To what degree is the threat information corrobora ed; 

• To what degree is the threat specific and/or imminent· and 

• How grave are the potential consequences of the threat? 

HSPD-3, as amended by HSPD-5, also authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security, in 
consultation with the Assistant to the President for Homeland Security, to decide whether to 
publicly announce the threat condition level on a case-:by-Gase basis. Threat conditions may be 
assigned for the entire nation, or they may be set for a particular geographic region or industrial 
sector. 

HSPD-3 also directs Federal agencies an ilep(!.rtments to implement appropriate protective 
measures according to the threat condition. Each department and agency is responsible for 
developing their own pr teetive measures, and they also retain the authorities to respond, as 
necessary, with their specific jurisdiction&- as authorized by law. 

The HSAS is only binding o the executive branch of government. It does, however, encourage 
governors, mayors, and otHer; eaders to review their organizations and assign protective 
measures to 1lie threat conditions, in a manner consistent with that of the Federal Government. 
For examnle, some states, such as Illinois have developed formal guidelines with specific 
secu 'ty measures that are to be implemented under each of the HSAS color codes. In Illinois, 
the State Emergeqci Operations Center (EOC) determines the appropriate response actions and 
·ecmicy recommenClations after any elevation and transmits them to county and municipal 
agencies. The State of Illinois exercised this system during the FSE. 

3. Reconstruction 

The FSE scenario called for an elevation of the nationwide threat condition from Yell ow to 
Orange. It occurred as scheduled by controller inject at 1000 Eastern Standard Time (EDT) on 
May 6, 2003, in response to scripted credible and corroborated information indicating a grave 
and imminent terrorist threat. By contrast, the transitions that took place during the exercise 
from Orange to Red occurred as player actions, not as Master Scenario Events List (MSEL) 
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injects, and accordingly happened when the players decided it was appropriate. Figure 5 depicts 
the various alert elevations to Red during the FSE, including local elevations. 

Homeland Security Alert Status Timeline 

Seattle, WA 
-"Se~C~es connrmrng a en sta ~s --+ 

KC announces State EOC reports 
King Co. (I<C) EOC regional red alert on DHS elevation ol 1/lf./ECT: Con11oller 
email announces red Seattle Vinuai News HSAS lo red lor tells S(Jte EOC 

alert (13:00 PDT) elevates to red Network (VNN) Seattle - KC areas nation is at re~ 

t t (16:36t{DT) (17:20rT) (lrwasnt; 
(19:~ PDT) 

Chicago, IL +- - - Agencies confirriung alert status-. 
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Figure 5. Homeland Security Alert Sfatus Timeline 
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Shortly after the radiological dispersal device (RDD) explosion, King County and the City of 
Seattle effecti vely elevated the threat condition to Red in their respective jurisdictions. The City 
of Se(\ttle acti vated i{s EOC to Phase Til immediately in response to the blast. The King County 
EOC posted its elevated threat condition at 1240 Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) on May 12, 2003 
and dislritiuted an e-mail announcing the elevation al 13 19, stating, "The threat level is raised to 
Red." Local officials announced a regional elevation for Seattle and King County on the Virtual 
News Network (VNN) around 1630 PDT. 

Data indicates that DHS learned of Seattle and King County's intent to raise their alert levels as 
early as 1600 EDT. Several data points suggest that DHS responded to this by initiating an 
elevation of the HSAS to Red in Seattle. The only formal documentation of this was found in a 
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DHSffransportation Security Administration (TSA) log at 1935 EDT, which reported that DHS 
elevated the HSAS to Red in Seattle.21 

Substantial confusion followed these first elevations. Many participants in all venues assumed 
the first local elevations were initiated by DHS and that they applied to the nation. Uncertainty 
regarding the alert status of King County, Seattle, and Washington State ensued for almost 24 
hours as agencies sought to confirm the specifics. The confusion even spread to at least one of 
the exercise control cells. At 1940 PDT on May 12, 2003, a controller told the WA State EOC 
that the nation was at Red (which it was not at this time), fueling the confusion. 

Meanwhile, the City of Chicago and the State of Illinois expetienced brief, false elevations to 
Red. For example, around 1500 Central Daylight Time (CDT) on May 12, 2003, the Chicago 
Department of Public Health notified the Chicago Office of Emergency Mana&ement ~OEM~ of 
an unconfirmed Red Alert. The Illinois Department of Public ~alth (lDPH) notified the 
Chicago OEM of an unconfirmed Red Alert soon thereafter. This rr.ay have been ttiggered by 
the belief that the nation was elevated at the time of the Seattle7King Co nty elevation or 
separate elevation within the health alert system which is also color-coded. Over the next two 
hours, the HSAS threat status was ultimately confirmed as Orange: 

• At 1535 COT the Director of the Chicago OEM advj,sed that the elevation to Red was 
unconfirmed and gave instructions to "hold at Orange pending formal notification 
through the HSAS system"; 

• By 1600 CDT the Chicago and Stat~.E0Cs had confirmed the HSAS threat level was still 
at orange; and 

• At 1711 CDT, the Chicago EOC distribute<! a message that the HSAS threat level was 
still Orange. 

b. Seven-cities threat elevation 

Later in the evening of May 12, 2003, tfie ecretary of DHS decided to raise the HSAS threat 
condition for seven cities including Seattle and Chicago based upon intelligence that indicated a 
severe risk of terrorist attac~'S · n tnose areas. A DHS Crisis Action Team (CAT) situation report 
and e-mail distributed at 2030nDT noted that: 

DHS advised thtr( effective at 2130 EDT (1930 CDT/1830 PDT) on today's date, 
th-e, alert level will be raised to Code Red for the following cities: Seattle; San 
Francisco; Los Angeles; Houston; Chicago; New York; Washington, D.C. 

Mound 2145 ED~, t e Secretary of DHS announced on VNN that DHS had done an assessment 
of the-need to tak additional preventative action "throughout the country" and had "raised alert 
in the six cities along with King County (WA), and the City of Seattle." This appeared to be pre
coordinate(} by' DHS with other agencies, as many entities, but not all, knew before the formal 
announcenl'ent on VNN. Some were still confused about the status of Illinois and Washington in 
light of this, and there was some confusion in the WA State EOC as to whether this applied to 
the City of Seattle and King County as well. 

21 The analysis team attempted to confirm this information via phone calls but did not receive a response by the 
publication of this draft report. 
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Agencies were uncertain about the impacts of a DHS elevation of the HSAS to Red in 
Washington, and local jurisdictions and began inquiring about "what would DHS close" and the 
impacts on airspace and ports, among other systems. There were some breakdowns in 
communication: the Principle Federal Official (PFO) in Washington noted that there were no 
messages coming from DHS to the Joint Information Center (TIC) or Joint Operations Center 
(JOC) related to this elevation prior to the VNN announcement. Also, a Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) log referred to "breaches of protocol" in notification procedures. 

c. Nationwide 

On May 13, 2003, VNN reported between 1445 and 1545 EDT that the Secretary of DHS was 
considering raising the entire nation to Red. At 1530 EDT, a member of the ffi.is CAT nQtecl 
that: 

The CAT leader passed results of meeting with Secretary Ridge~he will 
recommend to President that all three Chicago airports ... rail/trains he closed, 
intercity buses be closed down, mass transit will remain open, highways will 
remain open. Also recommended red natiottwide, but tranSP.,Ortation systems 
nationwide will not be closed to keep supply chains op_en.. 

The DHS Office of International Affairs received similar information from TSA. 

At approximately 1600 EDT, the Secretary of DJ:!S .initiated a nationwide elevation to Threat 
Condition Red when it became clear that the entire country could be under attack. A DHS 
"ALERT AL-03-TOPOFF2-M" formal memorandum recorde this as follows: 

The Secretary of DHS, in consultatf;on with the intelligence community and the 
Homeland Security Council, raised natiofwl threat Level to Code red nationwide 
as of 1600, May 13 due to the, RDD detonation and the Pneumonic Plague release 
in Chicago and receipt of credi~le information that additional attacks may be 
planned ... Federal Departments and Agencies, and State and local authorities, are 
directed to immediately implement protective actions identified in Operation 
Liberty Shield ... 

The Secretary of DHS appeared on VNN at 1800 hours EDT to announce the elevation of the 
nation to Red. 

Following_
1 

this news, the Illinois State EOC initiated the State of Illinois alert system and 
provided. detailed instructions to the City of Chicago and collar counties. Using a standardized 
c~unications syste,;n and operating procedures, illinois' participating agencies initiated a 
response to the threat elevation. 

The DirectQr of the WA State EOC heard about this DHS action via VNN; he did not receive any 
formal notifi.9fition from DHS before the Secretary's speech. He also did not receive any written 
guidance about the impact on transportation systems or whether public events should be 
cancelled. As of 1900 PDT, top officials in the WA State EOC had still not received formal 
confirmation of the elevation. The Joint Operations Center (JOC) contacted King County 
looking for a copy of the speech or formal documentation. The Seattle and King County EOCs 
also learned about the elevation through VNN and expressed some frustration at the lack of 
formal notification. 
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The apparent lack of formal notification led to continued misunderstandings about the scope of 
DRS's action. There was some speculation in the Seattle EOC that perhaps the latest 
announcement applied to Chicago only: "Suspect this message was garbled and pertains to 
Chicago only. Request DHS fax us paper on condition of Red Statement. .. " At 1700, a Seattle 
EOC data collector noted a DHS acknowledgement that it did not follow proper notification 
protocols: "DHS agrees that they did not follow procedures to notify top officials ... " 

There was widespread confusion at all levels of government regarding the actions to take in 
response to the DHS elevations to Red, as well as confusion regarding the actions Federal 
agencies were expected to take (e.g. , closing airspace). Many Federal, State, andrl~al (FSL) 
agencies looked to DHS for specific guidance, as the following four examples ' ll~strate: 

1. From notes on a discussion among local top officials in the Seatt e 
nationwide elevation to Red on May 13, 2003: 

What is working and what is not ... what does stay a home..for '4 hours mean? 
Who maintains water, power, and hospital servi~s? eta .. . Will[eds shut down the 
airports? Interstate commerce, Ports? We are nf!l sure what go home for 48 
hours' means? ... We need to go back to the Feds, DHS an ask for clarification 
on what is key and essential personnel ... We need to determine what to say in a 
press release .. . 

2. Late the evening of May 13, 2003, tbe W. State EOC formally requested guidance 
through DHS/FEMA on what is req~irea under a the HSAS Threat Condition Red: 

Specifically, the State needs clarifjcatien.. on what Protective Measures are 
contemplated for Federal facilitieS< b'y Homeland Security ... " and "The State 
EOC is aware it need-s to notify the puJJlic of its position based upon the Ridge 
position, but is not clear}on what this.position is. 

3. From an Environmental Protection Agency EOC discussion on Condition Red at 0800 on 
May 13, 2003: 

Security guidance says p4ze are supposed to report to work unless otherwise 
notified. The guestiop is what we tell employees. We need a decision pretty 
quickly as the"re will be panic. Action would be to call DHS for guidance on the 

ederal area. 

4. -tr~m the ¥eteran's Affairs Central Office on May 13, 2003: 

Does S6ft Harbor address what to do when threat level increases in only certain 
place - clarification language to be added to op plan - we need to monitor other 
cities that have elected to raise threat level themselves & notify facilities ... 

Even within,E>HS there was some uncertainty of what actions to expect and guidance to issue 
under Condition Red: 

• "The DRS Emergency Preparedness and Response (EP&R) desk requested from agency 
as to what is expected of the States under Threatcon red"; and 

• From the Homeland Security Center Incident/InfOimation/Operational Response Report 
received from FEMA Emergency Support Team (EST) on May 14, 2003, at 0255 EDT: 
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The FEMA EST is requesting guidance as to what are the expectations of the states 
under Threat Condition Red. For the record, earlier tonight, upon notification that 
the entire nation was at a Code Red threat level, the EST followed the checklist 
included in the above referenced not~fication to simulate play in support of TOPOFF 
2. We have subsequently received an inquiry from the State of Washington as to what 
is expected of the states at level Red. With this e-mail, we are forwarding this to your 
attention as your input will be needed to best answer these questions! 

d. Downgrade to Orange for most of the United States 

At 1615 EDT on May 15, 2003, FEMA e-mail traffic noted that the DHS Secretary directecl,. the 
nationwide HSAS Threat Condition returned to Orange except for Chicago anp ew York ity, 
these two cities remained at Red.22 The first documentation of this notice withi Illinois was 
from the Chicago Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to the € hieago OEM at 
1515 CDT. The Chicago OEM received formal notification froJ.V FEMA ~egion V at 1550 
CDT. 

4. Artificialities 

• Some of the above data suggests an exercise control roblem. For example, a W A State 
EOC shift change briefing stated, "controller inputs are not being backed by operational 
inputs." This reflects a problem with the fR w of information through the control and 
play chains. There is at least one inst nee of controller interference with the W A State 
EOC' s understanding of the threat lev 1, whi ·h centributed to some of the confusion?3 

While players were expected to obtain information tlirough proper channels, some of the 
data did suggest controller interference at various locations and times in what may have 
been misguided attempts to helP. the_pTocess . 

.... 

• Not all agencies were fully staffed for the FSE as they would be under an actual threat 
condition of Red: FEMA Regional Operations Center (ROC) data collector log noted: 

In reality t~~i aster Field Office (DFO) and ROC would be fully staffed (at the 
Red threat le eV, we ould have discussions with the State, county, etc. about 
what they're aving to deal with ... 

• At 1515 € DT on May ¥, 2003, the Command Group at the JOC in Illinois was informed 
by FEMAJDHS that the threat condition had been downgraded to Orange except for 
Gh1cago and New York City. They began to implement the appropriate changes when 
this was retraeted and they were notified that the nation was still at Red. This may have 

een a situation where players were outpacing the MSEL. 

Th Illinois State and Chicago EOCs closed for the night at 1700 and 1800 respectively 
on May 12, 2003. This resulted in an artificial delay in formal transmission of the news 
to the collar counties of the seven-city elevation. 

• The absence of an active news-gathering mechanism, described in more detail in the 
Artificialities section of this AAR, may have contributed to some confusion regarding the 

22 The Washington venue was no longer playing at this time. 
23 From W A State EOC Data Collector log: "National Controller called EOC supervisor to tell him the national 
threat level went Red-Effective 1740. This was an inject. 
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elevations as well, specifically early on in local King County and the City of Seattle 
where local elected officials were not able to broadcast this message widely. 

• The FSE did not exercise FSL agency Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP), which 
some agencies may have implemented had this been a real attack or if they were under a 
real Red Alert. Such plans involve the emergency relocation of offices to alternate 
faci lities depending on the emergency and threat. If even a few key agencies 
implemented COOPs, the communications, coordination, and connectivity issues 
experienced by agencies during the FSE would have likely multiplied, as agencies are not 
familiar with other agencies' COOP procedures and these procedures are rar~ly exercised 
across the national response community. 

5. Analysis 

As the reconstruction makes clear, a number of critical HSAS i sues arose dwmg he FSE 
events. In particular, there was pervasive uncertainty over the statu of thlea't conditions in the 
various jurisdictions. While some confusion was controller-incluced this do~ not account for 
the principal impact. There was uncertainty over what actions ould. be taRen at Red. The 
rationale behind the elevations was not always clear to the pla~ers. Another issue apparent in the 
data was concern over the costs of maintaining a threat condition or Red. Finally, many critical 
public policy decisions were made during this period of uncert · ty of threat conditions and 
public information on the subject was not clear. 

a. Confusion about the threat condition stat s ofjurisdidi ns 

This is perhaps the most pervasive P.roblem and the '(sonfusion appears to have grown with each 
successive elevation. When King CouJ}ty and Seattle fifst raised their local threat conditions to 
Red, confusion began to spread in ""aSbington State. Many (including data collectors and, 
importantly, controllers24

) assumed that DHS }!ad raised the HSAS for the entire nation (the 
HSAS Threat Condition was elevated for just Seattle) . Others wondered if Washington State 
was at Red (it was not until tne nationwide elevation was initiated by DHS). Data suggest that as 
late as 0245 PDT on May 13, 20Q.3, the WA State EOC was still trying to confirm the threat 
condition status of Seattle a,t Red antl Washington State at Orange. The Washington National 
Guard log and JIC data col' ector logs finally confirmed a consistent understanding of threat 
status for thecc·t~, county, stat , and nation by 0737 PDT on May 13, 2003, (Seattle and King 
County were Red, and the state and nation were Orange). Many assumed again the entire nation 
was e evat! d to Red when the threat status of the seven cities was elevated . 

b. 6 onfusion as to :what actions to take under a red alert 

During the FSE, there was widespread confusion at all levels of government regarding specific 
protective actions to be taken under HSAS Threat Condition Red. This included actions that 
should be taken by a particular agency as well as what actions others were implementing. 
Federal agencies such as FEMA, Department of Transportation, HHS, and others have well
developed action plans for Threat Condition Red. FEMA has checklists that have been 
developed, and it simulated the usage of them during the exercise. However, Federal plans do 

24 This is relevant to the analysis to the extent that some of the data collector accounts were inconsistent as their 
interpretations of messages broadcast on VNN differed as did participants. Further, controller confusion resulted in 
at least one false inject. 
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not all carry the same level of detail, and may not be widely or consistently understood by other 
Federal agencies, State and local governments, the private sector and the general public. Many 
agencies looked to DHS for clarification as to what actions they should take, and what actions 
the Federal Government would be taking, under a Red Alert. 

The language in HSPD-5 states that the HSAS is only binding on Federal agencies and that those 
agencies are responsible for developing their own specific protection measures to meet the 
guidelines of the HSAS. Furthermore, HSPD-5 is not binding on State or local governments, but 
encourages them to develop their own protective action strategies. But this flexibility also means 
that no single agency at any Federal, State, or local level of government has a cJ ns1stent and 
comprehensive understanding of the protective actions that might be taken by other agen ies 
under Red. Further, the potential impacts of protective actions taken by an agem>y or jurisdiction 
on other agencies or jurisdictions are not well understood. The confusion is magni ed~hentfue 
Federal HSAS and State/local elevations intersect and are not s~fcfitonize<t Eor. example, 
Federal and State agencies in Washington were temporarily uncertain as to their status after the 
local Seattle and King County elevations to Red. When the nati0n wa elevate to Red by DHS, 
State and local agencies were uncertain as to the impact on them. 

Participants in the T2 After Action Conference (AAC) s ggested the development of an 
escalating scale of operational response linked to the HS.A:S le-V-els. This system would be 
defined by a federation of FSL agencies and would offer a compre ensive operational response 
framework that jurisdictions at all levels could use to help define their response plans for each 
threat leveL Such an operational framework would help to increase the consistency of measures 

~ 

taken across the nation, while preserving the flexibilit}': of th€-~' system overalL It would help to 
ensure that all jurisdictions, regardless of their poten ial specific decisions on how to respond to 
various elevations, are at least considering common families of protective measures in those 
decision processes. 

c. Some confusion may be due to unclear language 

While threat conditions under the HSAS may be set for a particular geographic area or industrial 
sector, it is generally refeni~d t as the- "national threat level," possibly contributing in some 
cases to assumptions that i applies to the entire nation rather than specific areas. During the 
FSE, the term national in re erence to the DHS Threat Condition appeared to be interpreted two 
different 'Yays: 

• It applied to the entire nation (which was not the case in initial HSAS elevations); and 

It referred to the national threat level recommendation system, which could apply to 
specific localities/jurisdictions/regions. 

The term regi~al was used and interpreted in as many as five different ways: 

• DHS had raised the threat condition for some regions which were not clearly specified, 
and which may not have been along clear jurisdictional boundaries; 

• DHS raised the threat condition for one or more local jurisdictions (e.g., King County and 
Seattle); 

• Local jurisdictions raised threat conditions on their own; 
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• DHS raised the alert level for certain, specific cities (e.g., when the alert level was raised 
for seven cities, some referred to this as a regional elevation); and 

• A regional Red Alert was instituted for Washington State, while the nation was still at 
Orange. 

d. Formal notification procedures were not consistently employed or understood 

Another potential source for confusion lies in the area of communications and coordination; 
formal notification procedures for changes to the HSAS Threat Condition, and State~} cal threat 
conditions were not consistently implemented or well-understood across FSL level§ of 
government. Many participants relied on informal communications. Wliile there is me 
evidence of formal communications, they were obscured in many cases oy the v.olume of 
independent informal communications occurring in parallel. Even organizations that are part of 
the formal notification chain found it difficult to confirm and vaUoate information tliey were 
hearing amid the volume of communications.Z5 Most participants (wjth th exception of DHS) 
received much of this information from VNN, and relied on thi. information · many cases. If 
agencies had shared a common understanding of a formal not~fication approacti, one might have 
expected to see similar approaches to validate the informal rep rts tHey were receiving regarding 
changes in the threat condition status. 

Some attempts were made to validate information, but many organizations acted on information 
they received through informal channels. The DHS fFO in Washington helped greatly to dispel 
confusion over alert elevations and to impr6ve Gommuoications overall once he was in position 
by acting as a direct conduit to DHS and helpingt·W streamline communications. 

e. Concern about the financial and ot e~ costs ass')ciated with implementing and 
maintaining High or Severe levels of the aleFlsystem 

During T2, many agencies attempted to uantify the costs of implementing Threat Condition Red 
and many raised this coneer-n at the AAK Some agencies sought to obtain reimbursement for 
these costs through various means. The ~ata show that DHS was concerned about the potential 
unintended consequences of threat ele ltions including new vulnerabilities that could be created 
by reallocating resources from one focus to another. Some of the issues being addressed by the 
DHS-initiated- SAS Workirig Group are the economic and social implications of an elevated 
threat level. 

f. U cer inty over rJ}tjonale for the various elevations 

Unc rtainty may 'e elated to both the lack of formal notification and the lack of understanding 
about fiat protective measures to take in response at red. Some agencies argued that specific 
information was needed to identify what actions to take. For example, the following comment 
comes from he WA State EOC: "People come in all alarmed because DHS wants to go to Red 
Alert nationwide. No one knows why but that requires Americans to stay home for 48 hours ... " 

The concern about the lack of specific intelligence accompanying many real-world threat 
elevations was also voiced at the AAC. Some of this is due to a lack of specificity or to 

25 At 2146 hours PDT on 1.2 May 03, a FEMA ROC Data Collector reports that "the State had received a message 
saying all of US on Red ... been trying to track where info came from and get right info." This same log also noted a 
belief that the entire nation remained at orange when by this time seven cities had been elevated to Reel . 
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information security in source intelligence, issues currently being addressed by DHS. But 
increased coordination between DHS and the states and localities on the nature of threats severe 
enough to merit increased elevations in the threat system to their jurisdictions, particularly to 
Red, are crucial to a response that minimizes unintended consequences and maximizes the use of 
limited resources towards an increased protective posture. 

g. Many public policy decisions were made during this time of uncertainty 

Numerous decisions were made during this period of uncertainty- some of which would have 
seriously challenged the agencies' abilities to maintain credibility and implement public policy 
objectives given the widespread lack of understanding of the threat condition status. Tlu's could 
have had dramatic impacts on messages to the public as well. For example, w~rd 0f an elevatiOn 
to Red that was later reported to be incorrect likely would have caused some alarm. De€isions- to 
re-open transportation corridors, such as the airspace in Seattle, would hax._e been confusing, in 
light of a national condition of Red or even a continued city-w,· de coR4itio of Red. The 
potential public policy implications of elevations to Red at all le:vels of government further 
underscore the importance of a coordinated, synchronized, operati_onal response to HSAS 
elevations. 

h. Public information was unclear 

Many of the issues highlighted above wouJ have had impacts on the effectiveness, 
comprehensiveness, and consistency of mes~ages qelivered to the public by top officials. 
Participants reiterated at all of the T2 ·emi ars the importance of consistency and 
comprehensiveness of messages for establishing a d maintaining top official and spokesperson 
credibility. Top officials' public announcements while limited, did not provide specific 
information to the public about what to do a Red or l).ew agency actions and protective measures 
differ at Red, as Threat Condition Red r" ates- to 0ne at Orange. The DHS Secretary's speech 
that elevated the national threat conditioil to Red did not explain why people in Topeka, Kansas 
(for example) could be a the same level of risk as those in the affected areas or other higher-risk 
areas, such as New York Gi1y. In their , ublic announcements, State and local officials did not 
clarify the local nature of the initial elevation to Red and the implications therein. Further, there 
was no mention in any of the public announcements of a synchronized FSL agency response to 
the elevations-( at present this is ~ issue as described in part b. of this section). 

A consist~nt and comprehens·ve operational response at all levels of government would be key 
to buil ing confidence in the overall protective posture. Public perception of a comprehensive 
a~d Gonsistent operatiqHal response would be especially important for top officials if, as was the 
case during the FS and the Large-Scale Game (LSG), an attack were to occur in a jurisdiction 
that was under an elevated threat condition. The HSAS system cannot ensure against all future 
attacks, and is""hot one hundred percent failsafe. Its value and goal is two-fold: (1) increase the 
overall protective posture to reduce the risk of a terrorist attack; and (2) build public confidence 
in the government's ability to protect the public and provide a sense of safety and security. 

Both the value and goal of the HSAS and the credibility of government top officials, depend 
upon a comprehensive operational response at all levels, as well as the public's belief that the 
government is indeed doing/has done everything in its power to effectively reduce the tisk of 
such an attack. DHS may want to consider joint press conferences in future announcements of 
local or regional elevations of the HSAS that include the top officials of those jurisdictions, as 
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well to reinforce the public's confidence that a comprehensive response is underway. Further, to 
the extent that any part of the country, much less the entire nation, is ever at a sufficiently severe 
risk of attack to merit an elevation of the HSAS to Red, top officials must explain the nature of 
this risk as clearly as possible without compromising national security. Such information is 
critical to maintaining the credibility of the HSAS system and to obtaining the desired public 
response to such an elevation, which is a key component (along with FSL agency protective 
actions) to minimizing both the likelihood and potential human consequences of an attack. 

A final issue with public information was the timing and delivery of the news regarding the 
unprecedented elevation of the nation to Red. This news was delivered at the end of the DHS 
Secretary's speech after numerous other general status updates and a recap of the previous oay's 
"seven-city" elevation. Many would expect an announcement of this magnitude and gravity t<f 
lead to such a speech. Additionally, the public was not fully engaged by the Federa Governn{ent 
during the exercise about what actions it should be taking as the ,HS: S wa incJeC:lsed. The 
American Red Cross, however, did post recommended actions the public shoulCI take under the 
different threat levels on its website, and established a call center for gilidance. 

6. Conclusions 

HSPD-3, amended by HSPD-5, specifically recognizes "the role.s a d responsibilities of State 
and local authorities in domestic incident management" and their ' · nitial responsibility" for 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS-
incidents. The HSAS is described as a 
"flexible" system with the purpose of r-..... ALERTS AND ALERTING: 
providing a "common vocabulary," and State"''l--------------------{c;J 
and local jurisdictions have been encouraged 
to adopt the system. It is further described as 
a "national framework," intended to help ... 
unify various sector-specific alert s, stems 
already in existence. 

The T2 FSE highlighted that additi'Onal 
refinement of this sys em i n~eded. 
Agencies at all levels were r¢t certai'n what 
actions to take in response Q Red, or what 
actions were. being taken 5y other FSL 
agencies. As participants at the AAC 
em_P.ha&'ized, and ~s th¥\ FSE demonstrated, a 
more common ana . stematic, but flexible, 
ffame ork for r. implementing protective 
measures ~ needed. Development of an 
"operational response" system, tied to the 
escalating 4llert levels of the HSAS, could 
help increase the overall protective posture 
taken at each level of government, and 
increase the overall situational awareness of 
top officials across a specific jurisdiction or 

HSAS elevations should be pre-coordinated and 
synchronized with affected states/localities. There 
was widespread uncertainty as to the HSAS status 
until the nationwide alert on May 13. 

Critical public policy decisions were made during a 
period of uncertainty on HSAS threat status. 

Top officials lacked "situational awareness" and a 
"common operational picture" of relative increase in 
civil protective posttu·e in response to condition reel. 
Agencies recommend development of a parallel 
system of operational response linked to the HSAS 
levels. 

Increased coordination is needed between DHS and 
states/localities on nature of threats, to minimize 
unintended consequences and cost-effectively 
increase the overall protective posture. 

Agencies do not have or share consistent understanding 
of fom1aJ notification approaches for HSAS status 
changes. 

Public information messages regarding HSAS 
elevations should be clear, consistent, and explain 
comprehensive FSL response actions, as well as 
recommended actions for the general public to take. 
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region. Such a common operating picture across all levels of government requires improved 
communication and coordination; standard terminology and pre-designated action plans or 
checklists for all agencies may help in this regard. 

Elevations of the HSAS should be synchronized (in purpose, place, and time) with States and 
localities, and their elevations in-line with the HSAS-specifically when alert conditions at these 
levels may differ, even if temporarily. Local communities will immediately implement Red
equivalent emergency procedures in the aftermath of any attack, as was done during the FSE, but 
coordinating these actions with DHS and the broader HSAS framework needs additional 
refinement. Further, elevations of the HSAS should be closely coordinated with the a ected 
State and local jurisdictions beforehand. An HSAS elevation to Red will have impacts pon 
affected States and localities- States and local jurisdictions may feel pressure to respond even if 
they don't perceive the threat to merit such an elevation in their particular jf.isdiction. Such 
consultation can help to ensure that protective actions are implemented in. ther m0.st cost
beneficial manner appropriate to the nature of the threat. 

Agencies did not share a consistent understanding of the HSAS st~tus of t~e nation or their 
jurisdictions until the nationwide elevation on May 13, 2003. T~ was due to communications 
issues- both the absence of a shared understanding of formal no tift af on procedures, as well as 
inconsistent language. In some cases, formal notifications occurred b~~ween DHS and the states, 
between states and local jurisdictions, and between State/local juri dictions and DHS. However, 
this was not always the case and it did not appear to occur with consi tency. 

While the media is sometimes the first means y which go~ent agencies will learn of major 
events and threat elevations, formal notifications ru;_e 1mperat1ve for transmitting information as 
critical as alert elevations, and certainly one to Red. gencies must all be fluent in formal 
processes and know to treat anything not received thiough them as unconfirmed. Periods of 
uncertainty could delay the impleme tat10n of some protective actions and impact public 
information. Not only might inconsi:tent messages and decisions impact the credibility of 
elected officials, it could~ndermine the effectiveness of public safety campaigns. Further, the 
extended time spent confit;ming t e threat (atus through multiple channels diverted energy from 
other agency priorities. 

Also, language must be clear and consistent. The term national threat level was assumed by 
some to refer"to any threat ele.vations regardless of their geographic scope or the source of the 
FSL action. When people heard the national level was raised, many assumed this referred to its 
geographic. scope and assumed the entire nation was at Red when it was not. In some cases 
eleva ions initiatetl by local or State jurisdictions were referred to as regional elevations and 
people were not 1 ar about the boundaries. Some described the seven-city elevation as a 
regional elevation. The precise scope and nature of threat elevations, since they may vary, need 
to be explicitly clear to reduce confusion. 

Finally, some implications of Red, such as agencies implementing COOPs, were not played and 
would have further complicated operations. In the event of an attack, many agencies would 
implement COOPs under the HSAS Threat Condition Red. This reinforces the need to have a 
tightly orchestrated set of procedures that all agencies understand. Future exercises should 
include continuity of operations and continuity of government objectives to address these 
challenges as well to ensure maximum realism. 
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B. Declarations and Proclamation of Disaster and Emergency 

1. Introduction 

During the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) 
Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), several 
declarations and proclamations of 
emergencies and disasters took place. Local 
jurisdictions in both exercise venues 
invoked their authorities to declare 
emergencies, and requested federal 
assistance under the Stafford Act (see 
below), These requests ultimately led to a 
P1·esidential Declaration of Major Disaster 
in Washington and one of Emergency in 
Illinois. In addition, the Department of 

T2 

Health and Human Services (HHS) declared a Public Health Emergency in Iflinois under the 
authorities of the Public Health Service Act. This section discYsses the events that led to these 
declarations, as well as related issues that arose during the FSE. 

2. Background 

a. The Stafford Act 

Stafford Act declarations generally start with a request from a governor. Requests for 
declarations of both emergency and major disaster must .. "be based on a finding that the disaster 
is of such sevetity and magnitude th~t effective response is beyond the capabilities of the state 
and the affected local governments and ~bat F ederal assistance is necessary."26 A Major Disaster 
is defined in the Stafford Act as 

... any natural catastrophe (including any hurricane, tornado, storm, high water, 
wind driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, 
muds/ide, snowstonn, or drought), or regardless of cause, any fire, flood, or 
explosion, in any parr of the United States, which in the determination of the 

7resident causes damage of sujficient severity and magnitude to warrant mc~jor 
disaster assistance under this chapter to supplement the efforts and available 
resources of states, local governments, and disaster relief organizations in 
alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or Sldfering caused thereby. 

States may be reimbursed for up to one hundred percent of qualifying expenses under a 
Presidential Declaration of Major Disaster. 

An Emergency is defined as 

... any occasion or instance for which, in the determination of the President, 
federal assistance is needed to supplement state and local efforts and capabilities 

16 The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, As Amended, 42 U.S. C. 5 12 1, et seq., 
http://www.fema.gov/library/stafact.shtm. 
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to save lives and to protect property and public health and safety, or to lessen or 
avert the threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States. 

Federal assistance under a Presidential Declaration of Emergency is limited to five million 
dollars except in circumstances where the President determines that: 

• Continued emergency assistance is immediately required; 

• There is a continuing and immediate risk to lives, property, public health, or safety; and 

• Necessary assistance will not otherwise be provided on a timely basis?7 

Other differences include limitations in public assistance (emergencies allow only. for emergency: 
debris removal and emergency protective measures, and not for permanent.. re,Pair a d 
replacement work), disaster unemployment assistance, and crisis counseling. Here again, 
exceptions may be made if the President determines that additional assistance i& rrecessary to "to 
save lives, protect property and public health and safety, and lessen or aYert the threat of a 
catastrophe." 

b. Public Health Service Act 

The Secretary of HHS is authorized under the Public Health er iee )\ct, 42 United States Code 
(U.S.C.) 201 , et seq., to declare a state of public health emergency. This declaration enables 
HHS to delegate its granted authority, release ftina and resources to prevent the proliferation of 
a communicable disease, and to plan an eme(gency medical response in the event of a disease 
outbreak. HHS is authorized to manage investi'gative anct::protective efforts, enter into contracts, 
assemble grants, disseminate information, and coordinate all other related actions reasonably 

~ 

necessary to respond to the emergenc· . 'Fhe Act gives HHS and its delegated authorities, such as 
the Centers for Disease Control and RreventiOn and the Food and Drug Administration, wide 
discretion and independence in the management 9 such efforts. 

A federal declaration by HMS allows for the release of federal resources, including both money 
and manpower. During the FSE, as a result of the Declaration of a Public Health Emergency in 
Illinois and in the absence of a Preside tial Declaration of an Emergency or Major Disaster there 
at that time, HHS enabled the activa ion of several DHS response assets, including the Disaster 
Medical Assistance Teams CQMATs) and Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Teams 
(DMORT$). 

prq~Iamations 

State and local authorhies under conditions of disaster and emergency vary by state and locality. 
Authorities for the jurisdictions that participated in the FSE are summarized here for context in 
understanding)low various declarations unfolded. 

J 
State of Washington 

In Washington, the Governor may declare a state of emergency pursuant to the Revised Code of 
Washington (RCW) 43.06.220. Through a "Proclamation by the Governor" the Governor is 
authorized to create curfews and curtail public gatherings; control the manufacture, transfer or 

27 Section 503 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, As Amended, 42 U.S.C. 
5121. 
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possession of flammables and explosives; prohibit the possession of firearms except within a 
personal residence or business; designate the dispensing of alcohol as illegal and subject other 
goods to similar control measures; determine the use and closures of roads and highways; and 
anything else the governor reasonably believes to be for the safety and welfare of the residents of 
the State. During the FSE, the Washington Governor authorized the Washington Emergency 
Management Division to establish food control areas around suspected areas, and for others to 
issue embargoes and perform specific kinds of inspections. In addition, the proclamation 
activated the National Guard. 

The Emergency Management Assistance Compact Act as codified in Washington' Stat RCW 
38.10.010 et seq., provides mutual assistance between states entered into the compa t in 
managing any emergency or disaster declared by the govemor of the af:fected state. The 
philosophy behind this compact is that few disasters remain within the nea 'confines of 
jurisdictional borders, and that many states have unique resource tliey. can contrjbute to a 
neighboring, compromised state in the event of an emergency. This :e-ct establishes the rules for 
such mutual cooperation in emergency-related activities. 

A county may, and in the event of a Presidential Declaration must, issue...a local proclamation of 
emergency. During the FSE, King County released a proclamation on May 12, 2003 at 1351 
PDT pursuant to RCW 38.52 and King County Charter (K.C.C.) ena'pter 12.52, stating that due 
to an explosion, the presence of radiation and other related hazaFtls, additional steps had to be 
taken to protect the life and property of the c~untY,'~ citizens. THis authorized the designated 
departments of King County to enter into c9ntracts amd incur obligations necessary to combat the 
emergency at hand. 

Finally, the Mayor of Seattle may declare a civil emergency through a local proclamation of civil 
emergency order and did so during the FSE on May 1~, '2003, immediately after the explosion, in 
accordance with the Seattle Municipa Cooe, Chapter 10.02, the Charter of the City of Seattle, 
Article V, Section 2, and RCW Chapter 3:8.52. It, too, serves the purpose of releasing funds and 
delegating authority in an emergency situation. During the FSE, the proclamation delegated 
authority to city departme\}t lieads (e.g., tli police chiet) so that the Mayor could coordinate the 
overall response effort. Additio ally, th~ proclamation notified the public of conditions where 
the exercise of certain rights may be curtailed, but only to the extent that the conditions make it 
necessary. A copy of the rder was both made public and delivered to the governor of 
Washington and to the King C unty executive. 

Stat oflllmois 

Rur~uant to the I linois Emergency Management Agency Act28
, Chapter 20 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes, section 330517 (20 ILCS 3305/ 7), the Governor may declare by 
proclama~i n that a disaster exists. Disaster means, in relevant part: 

/ .. . an occurrence or threat of widespread or severe damage, injury or loss of life 
or property resulting from any natural or technological cause, including but not 
limited to explosion, riot, hostile military or paramilitary action, or acts of 
domestic terrorism" (20 ILCS 330514). 

28 Illinois ratified the Emergency Management Assistance Compact Act and codified it as 45 ILCS 15115 (2203). 
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The Governor proclaimed a state of emergency for the greater Chicago area on May 13, 2003, at 
1230 CDT. Upon such a proclamation, the Governor may exercise designated emergency 
powers for 30 days. Among these emergency powers are the abilities to suspend provisions of 
any regulatory statutes or procedures for state business; to utilize all available state resources; to 
transfer the direction, personnel , or function of state departments facilitating disaster response; to 
take possession of personal pTOperty; to recommend evacuation, and so on. The proclamation of 
di saster also activates the state emergency operations plan. 

An Illinois county may declare a local disaster as determined by 20 ILCS 3305/11. A 
declaration may onl y be made by a principal executive officer of a po1itical subdivi si<:>n (i.e., a 
county) or by his/her interim emergency successor and cannot be continued in excess of seven 
days except wi th the consent of the governing board of the political subdivision. The effect of the 
declru:ation of a local disaster is to activate the emergency operations plan of that political 
subdivision and to authorize the furnishing of aid and assistance. The Jllinois data indicated that 
fom Illinois counties declared a local disaster at one point or another and decided to consolidate 
the announcement of the declarations into one. 

3. Reconstruction 

Figure 6 depicts the timeline of the various proclamations and declarations of emergency and 
disaster that occurred during the FSE. 
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Figure 6. Proclamations and Declarations 
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a. Washington venue (all times Pacific Daylight Time) 

In Washington State, local authorities initiated proclamations of civil emergency immediately 
after the explosion which occurred just after noon PDT on May 12, 2003. A primary purpose of 
the local proclamations was to bring in resources from outside the city and county, above and 
beyond those accessible through existing mutual aid agreements with emergency services 
departments in neighboring jurisdictions. 

Shortly thereafter, the governor signed a proclamation declaring a state of emergency · n western 
Washington, authorizing the establishment of food control areas and food embavgoes by the 
Washington State Department of Health and Agriculture. The State Emergency Op rations 
Center (EOC) received a copy of the proclamation at 1432 PDT, and it was forwarded t the 
Joint Operations Center by 1446 PDT. 

The W A Governor signed a request for a declaration of major disaster.---u der authorities of the 
Stafford Act at 1620 PDT on May 12, 2003. This request was received by the; White House at 
2330 EDT, and signed by the President (notional) at 0900 EDT n May 13, 2003. 

b. Illinois venue (all times Central Daylight Time) 

In contrast to the explosion in Washington, the disaster unfoldea s·1eQ.tlY in []]inois. Cases of a 
mysterious respiratory illness first appeared on May 12, 2003. 'I:h firs awareness of a potential 
pattern was observed around 1730 CDT on MaY- 12 when the Pro-Net surveillance system29 

noted a cluster of respiratory cases at EdW-ard Hosp)tal in DuPage County. The illness was 
presumptively diagnosed as Pneumonic P ag~e on the rnom·ng of May 13 as cases began to 
mount, and a bioterrorism attack was suspected. Il1inois Operational Headquarters and 
Notification Office soon thereafter activated Phase I o the Public Health Emergency Plan. 

Just after noon CDT on May 13, 200'3, tlie Chicago Director of the Office of Emergency 
Management (OEM) recommended a deelaratiop for a state of emergency in Chicago, which 
authorized the city to take necessary actions, such as ordering people to shelter-in-place. 
Meanwhile, Cook, DuPage !<ane, and Lake--Counties (the "collar" counties surrounding the City 
of Chicago) were initiating county-level oeclarations of emergency as well, and, together with 
FEMA, discussed whether to issue a j0int declaration of disaster. The collar counties agreed that 
news of the county declarations should be announced jointly. At about the same time the IL 
Governor signe the Procla ation of a State of Emergency for Illinois. There was some 
question as to whether this proclamation made local proclamations of emergency moot, though 
they ultimately nealized that local declarations were required to initiate local emergency 
authorities. A joi t Chicago/Cook County Declaration of Emergency was signed at 1500 CDT 
and the Chicago OEM issued a news release announcing a state of emergency due to Pneumonic 
Plague at 1510 CDT. 

At 1730 ED;r on May 13, 2003, after consultations with illinois officials and confirmation that 
the diseasl was Pneumonic Plague, the HHS Secretary declared a Public Health Emergency for 
Illinois. Meanwhile, the IL Governor sent a request for a Declaration of Major Disaster under 
the authorities of the Stafford Act to the President through FEMA Region V at 1700 COT. Upon 

29 The Pro-Net surveillance system collects syndromic information from hospitals in DuPage County using a Web
based interface. The data are evaluated by software to determine if there are any unusual clusters or trends 
occurring. If an unusual spike in cases is detected the system alerts the local public health responders via a pager 
system. 
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receipt of the IL Governor's request for a Presidential Declaration of Major Disaster, FEMA 
Region V advised: "Although the Governor requested a major disaster declaration, under the 
Stafford Act definitions, an emergency declaration is FEMA's most appropriate immediate 
action." Accordingly, FEMA recommended that the President (notional) issue an emergency 
declaration, with "Individual Households Program and Categories A and B under Public 
Assistance [being] made available in the following jurisdictions: Cook (including City of 
Chicago), DuPage, Kane, and Lake Counties." A Presidential Declaration of Emergency was 
approved at 1105 EDT on May 14, 2003. There was some confusion among participants as to 
whether the request for a Declaration of Major Disaster was approved, but it was not. 

4. Artificialities 

The FSE artificialities did not substantively impact participant play or the conclusions in tfiis 
topic area. 

5. Analysis 

The declaration of the public health emergency in the Chicago are 
confusion or difficulty in execution. However, it appeared hat t~ state ana local declaration 
processes in Illinois were at times confused. Members of tlte Illinoi , Emergency Management 
Agency and Illinois Department of Public Health for example, cliscussed whether a county-level 
declaration needed to be enacted in light of a state.de laration of emergency, and there was some 
confusion among the collar counties as to the status t the different jurisdictions' declarations at 
various points in time. Also, there was some confusiOn in the>' Illinois State EOC as to whether 
the request for a Presidential Declaration of Major Disaster under the Stafford Act had been 
approved, which it had not- a Declru:,ation of Emergency/ was approved. 

Furthermore, although the process of obtaining a Presidential Disaster Declaration went 
smoothly in Washington, it was not as wooth i :illinois. Officials in Illinois requested a major 
disaster declaration to obtain maximum Rederal assistance for the growing bioterrorism disaster, 
out of concern for the perceived...five mill'ion' dollar limit and other limits to Federal assistance in 
declarations of emergency. Some wer-e unaware that the President can approve an expenditure of 
funds and approve services lin excess of these limits under the conditions described above. For 
example, Illinois participants were not sure if the declaration authorized the Substance Abuse 
and Mental He th Services Administration (SAMHSA)/FEMA crisis counseling program. The 
FSE did n0t play out long enough to trigger the need for assistance in excess of those services 
allowe , o to allow for the Federal government to determine whether funds could be spent on 
prog ams not spec •tticaily named under Emergency Declarations of the Stafford Act. 

It is i teresting to ote that the outbreak of plague in Illinois did not qualify as a major disaster 
By definition in the Stafford Act; biological disasters are not referenced in the Act. It is not clear 
from the FSE<vhether the difference in declaring an emergency or a major disaster would result 
in substantive real-world issues given the exception clauses under declarations of emergency 
described above. 
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6. Conclusions 

Both of the simulated terrorist attacks in the 
FSE led to local declarations of emergency 
by multiple affected jurisdictions. The 
biotenorism attack in Illinois was especially 
challenging in this arena with a widespread 
impact involving multiple counties, the City 
of Chicago and the State of Illinois. 

Since there is no real-world precedent in 
which the Stafford Act has been applied to a 
biological disaster-or one involving non
explosive radiological, chemical, or 
biological weapons- it is noteworthy that 
during the FSE, the large-scale biotenorism 
attack did not qualify as a major disaster. 
Future efforts, including exercises, should 

S UMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
D ECLARATIONS: 

In Washington, the proclamation and declaration 
processes went smoothly during the FSE. In lllinois, 
however, there was more confusion. 

Future eff011s should continue to explore the 
applicability of the Stafford Act to biological and 
other non-explosive terrorist emergencies that do not 
qualify as a major disaster, as currently defined by 
the Act. 

While there was little confusion regarding the 
activation of the Public Health Act, the relationship 
between it and the Stafford Act, especially the 
authorities and resources that are brought to bear 
under them, should continue to be exercised. 

T2 

continue to refine the applicability of the 
Stafford Act to biotenorism and other non-explosive disasters ~·ot explicitly defined by the Act, 
to increase Federal, State, and local (FSL) agency familiarity with its application to, and 
implications for, such disasters. 

Finally, while the FSE did not necessarily inaica e co fusl.2n ~th activation of the Public Health 
Act, or the declaration by HHS of a Public Healtlii Emergency; the relationship between these 
authorities (and the resources that are brought to bear,. upder them) and those available through 
the Stafford Act should continue to be exercised for maximum clarity at all levels of government. 
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C. Department of Homeland Security Play in T2: The Role of the Principle Federal 
Official 

1. Introduction 

The Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) was the first opportunity for the 
newly created Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to exercise and experiment with its 
organization, functions, and assets. Figure 7 depicts the organization of DHS. 
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Table ~sts those DHS directorates, offices, and agencies for which the analysis team has data 
docy menting their activ\ ties in the FSE. Table 4 includes, when available, a summary of the FSE 
activities of these IDr&-anizations and the assets they deployed during the exercise. It is important 
to note that other DHS organizations, such the Office of Emergency Response, played important 
roles in tlie FSE, but data collectors were not present at their Emergency Operations Centers or 
Headquarter~. 

J 
A number of DHS emergency response assets were set up or deployed for the first time during 
the FSE. These include new entities that report directly to the DHS Secretary: the Crisis Action 
Team (CAT) and the Principle Federal Official (PFO). 

During the FSE, the CAT reported to the DHS Secretary or Chief of Staff. The CAT was the 
Secretary's assessment and advisory team, providing the information and recommendations 
needed to make decisions and advise the President. In addition to the DHS directorates, offices, 
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and agencies listed in Table 4 that had representatives in the CAT, liaisons from the White 
House, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Environmental Protection Agency, and Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission were also stationed in the CAT. The Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) and Department of Energy (DOE) liaisons were in the DHS Homeland Security 
Center across the hall rather than in the CA T?0 This is surprising given that DOE was the lead 
technical agency for the radiological response in Washington and HHS was the lead technical 
agency for the public health response in Illinois? 1 

The DHS Secretary designated PFOs and deployed them to the Washington and lllinois venues. 
The PFO's role in emergency response was first implemented during T2, and is n0 being 
codified by DHS. Based upon PFO activities during the FSE, the PFO will serve a pivotal role in 
the response capabilities of DHS. To further support the efforts of DHS to define the roles am:f 
responsibilities of the PFO, this section focuses on the PFO activities, interact" ons and lessons 
learned from the FSE. Because it is focused on the activities of in ividuals as opP.osed to 
organizations, the reconstruction presented in this section is much b iefer than that presented in 
other sections. It is important to note that the analysis team had an analyst wi the Seattle PFO 
allowing for a fairly detailed reconstruction of the PFO' interactions and activities. The 
reconstruction and observations for the Illinois PFO are based URO)l information from data 
collectors, and as a result, a detailed timeline for the PFO actjvitiesj the Illinois venue was not 
developed. 

30 HHS had personnel limitations during this exercise due to real-world commitments, including Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). This resulted in a choice to staff the Homeland Security Center full-time, but 
meant they did not have representation in the Crisis Action Team (CAT). 
31 For additional information about the CAT, see the Stanford Report in Annex B. 
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Table 4. Directorates, Offices, and Agencies within the Department of Homeland Security That 
Played in T232 

DIRECTORA TEIOFFICEI 

AGENCY 
Border and Transportation 
Security (BTS) Directorate 

Emergency Preparedness and 
Response (EPR) Directorate 

ACTIVITIES/ ASSETS D EPLOYED 

• Bureau of Customs and Border Protection (CBP) activated the 
CBP Command Center 

• The Transportation Security Administration activated its 
Crisis Action Center 

• Immigration and Customs Enforcement/Federal Protectif'e 
Services activated its Communications Center, Situation 
Room 

• Partici ated on Ctisis Action Team (CAT) 
• Activated the National Interagency Emergency O~rations 

Center, Emergency Support Team at EPRneadquatters 
• Deployed assets including Domestic Emergenczy Sueport 

Team, Federal Coordinating OfQcers, Mobile E eligency 
Response System, National Disaster edi , al System, 
Strategic National Stockpile, and U 15an Se eh and Rescue 
Incident Support Teams 

• Partici ated on CAT 
Science & Technology Directorate • 
Information AnalJ•sis and • 
Infrastructure Protection 
Directorate 

U.S. Coast Guard • 
• 

U.S. Secret Service • 
Office of International Affairs • 
Office of Legislative Affairs 
Office of Public Affairs 
Office of State and Local 
Government Coordination 
Office of National Capital Region 
Coordination 

32 The offices and agencies in this table represent only those for which the analysis team has data, 
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2. Background 

The concept of a PFO is laid out in Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-5: "the 
DHS Secretary is named as the PFO for the management of terrorist attacks, major disasters, and 
other emergencies in the United States'm. 

The duties and responsibilities of the PFO are further elaborated upon in the draft National 
Response Plan (NRP):34 

Principle Federal Official. The Federal official responsible for directit'l:,g 
Federal operations in the United States to prepare for, respond to, and 
recover from domestic incidents; for directing the application of Eederal 
resources in specific circumstances; and for managing any domestic 
incident when directed by the President. 35 

The draft NRP continues, stating that the DHS Secretary can name a seni0r Federal official as 
the Secretary's senior representative at the incident. This person oversees the federal response in 
the field. The responsibilities of the Secretary's representatiV-e include: 

• Coor~inating and synchronizing the activities of prim~y, Federal agencies and supporting 
agencies; 

• Overseeing the allocation of resources fo · esponse and recovery; 

• Coordinating the release and distribJ,Hion of information; and 

• Communicating with the Secretary.36 

The draft NRP gives the Secretary's reg_resentative somt authorities that traditionally were those 
of the Federal Coordinating Officer (F.CO) and the FBI Special-Agent in Charge (SAC) under 
the existing FRP and U.S. Government copcept of operations plan (CONPLAN)37

. 

3. Reconstruction 

a. Washington venue (all times are Pacific Daylight Time) 

Mike Byrne, the DHS Diliector of National Capital Region Coordination for Emergency 
Response, was appointed the fFO in Washington. Figure 8 lays out a reconstructed timeline of 
his activities in tfie Washington venue. He notionally deployed with the Domestic Emergency 
Suppor Te.am (DEST), prior to the radiological dispersal device (RDD) explosion in Seattle, in 
response to exercise in elligence citing a possible terrorist attack at the Columbia 

33 Homeland Security Presidential Directive/HSPD-5, February 28, 2003. 
34 T2 did not exercise the draft National Response Plan. 
35 United States Government National Response Plan (draft) 
http://www.nemaweb.org/docs/Nationai_Response_Pian.pdf 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
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Generating Station near Richland, Washington.38 Mr. Byrne was notified of the proposed 
diversion of the DEST from Richland to Seattle on May 12, 2003, at 1235, and he arrived at the 
Joint Operations Center (JOC) in the FBI Field Office in Seattle at approximately 1700. At the 
JOC, he worked closely with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X 
Director, senior DOE officials, and the FBI SAC. 

Upon arrival, Mr. Byrne established a unified command where all Federal agencies with 
jurisdictional authorities contributed to the process of determining overall incident objectives, 
selecting strategies, ensuring integrated operations, and maximizing use of all resou ·ces. To 
ensure that the federal response was coordinated and that action plans were consolidated, Mr. 
Byrne led regular briefings with his Command Group, consisting of the DES'5 and liaisons f om 
key Federal, State, and local jurisdictions and agencies. These briefings focusetl on the status f 
the response, assets deployed, consensus building, and the development of recom endations to 
present to the State and local authorities. 

Mr. Byrne also directed that all federal communications would be integrated o that there was 
one consistent voice speaking for the Federal Government. In a~ition, be wor ed to ensure that 
the integrated federal communications was consistent with coni:JU.unications coming from the 
State and local authorities. He instructed the FBI JOC to be mo(e fdrthcoming with information 
to both State and local authorities and with the JOC Consequen e Management Group (CMG). 
Mr. Byrne also initiated and led regular conference calls with top officials (or their 
representatives) from Seattle, King County, W shington State, and f'EMA. In these conference 
calls, he discussed cunent federal suppor5 offered recommendations, responded to questions 
concerning issues raised by the State, county, a o oity. official , and tried to assure Seattle, King 
County, and Washington State officials that they haa the same information that he had. 

He was also concerned about the app rent lack of integrated communications prior to his arrival 
between the Joint Information Center JIC) and DH and took steps to rectify the problem. For 
example, he discovered that DHS had rai ed the. threat level to Red in seven cities, closed roads 
and airports, placed restrictions at border crossings without a message ever coming to the 
Washington JIC or JOC. \E0...rectify the sit ation, he instructed the JIC to provide a liaison to the 
JOC CMG and to communi ate ptore regularly with DHS. 

Mr. Byrne also kept in toucli with DHS Headquarters through regular conversations with the 
DHS CAT. 

38 From the U.S. Government Inter-agency Domestic Terrorism Concept of Operations Plan: "The DEST is a rapidly 
deployable, inter-agency team responsible for providing the FBI expert advice and support concerning the U.S. 
Government's capabilities in resolving the terrorist threat or incident. This includes crisis and consequence 
management assistance, technical or scientific advice and contingency planning guidance tailored to situations 
involving chemical, biological, or nuclear/radiological weapons." Note that the DEST is now a DHS-managed asset 
that supports the Lead Federal Agency during a terrorist threat or incident. 
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1208: Explosion 
* 1800: PFO Command Group briefing 
* 1830: PFO briefs DHS CAT (approximate) 

"' 1930: Public Information briefing 
~ 2000: PFO tele-conference with Seattle, King County, W A State, & FEMA top officials 

* 2200: PFO Command Group briefing 
* 2300: PFO Command Group briefed by FRMAC Director 
••••• 2300-0700: JOC CLOSED 

* 0800: PFO approves release of FRMAC maps at morning 
command brief 

" 1000: PFO tele-conference with Seattle, King County, 
WA State, & FEMA top officials 

• 1130: Press Conference with PFO, FBI S;-\C, Seattle 
Mayor, King County Executive, WA State Patrol. 
FEMA Region X Director, & Seattle/KC Publ~c 

1220: Ad-hoc meeting between FRMAC Director, PFO, * Health Director 
Seattle Mayor, & Seattle/KC Public Health Director 

1330: PFO briefs Principles Committee * 
1500: PFO tele-conference with Seattle, King ., 

County, W A State, & FEMA top officials 
1800: PFO Command Group briefing "' 

2300-0700: JOC CLQSED ••••• 
0900: PFQ CQmrnand Group briefing * 

1000: PFO t.ele-conference with Seattle, King County, WA Stille, &.FEMA top officials • 
1100: PFOICommand Group hotwash * 

1330: PFO v,isited W A State E9C * 
---,-----r----+----------.---~----~----~---,----~. I I r-

1200 1600 2000 0000 0400 0800 1200 1600 2000 0000 0400 0800 1200 
12May 13May 14May 

T2 

Figure 8. Outline of Principle Federal Official Key Events in Washington State (all times are 
Pac~fic Daylight Time) 

b. Dlinois 

Wayne Parent, the Operations Coordinator for the Border and Transportation Security 
Directorate in DHS, was appointed the PFO in Illinois. In the lllinois venue, the PFO spent the 
first two days in the FEMA Regional Operations Center (ROC) and moved to the JOC when it 
stood up on May 14, 2003. At the ROC, he worked closely with the FEMA Region V Director. 
At the JOC, he worked with the Region Director (RD), the SAC, and the FCO. 

As PFO, Mr. Parent ensured that communications were integrated, action planning between the 
SAC and the RD wa~ coordinated, and that State and local officials that were actively involved. 
His approach was to foster consensus among the jurisdictions and agencies. To that end, a series 
of regularly scheduled teleconferences was held with Federal , State, and local (FSL) agencies. 
These cal1s featured briefings, coordination, de-confliction, and decision-making. Typically, Mr. 
Parent did not have to adjudicate among agenc ies; the teleconferences and follow-up discussions 
resulted in decisions reached through consensus. 

Mr. Parent kept in touch with DHS headquarters through regular morning and evening 
conversations with the CAT leader. He also contacted the CAT leader when issues arose, with a 
total of four or five contacts per day. He provided an encapsulated situation report to the CAT 
during the evening conversation. 
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4. Artificialities 

By design and consistent with the open book nature of the FSE, the PFO arrived in Chicago a 
week before the exercise and met in advance with many of the officials involved. In fact, HHS 
provided the PFO with a subject matter expert (SME) before he was officially appointed PFO. 
In addition, both PFOs had advance knowledge of the scenario. Thus, they had more situational 
awareness of the specific players and of the situations they would each be facing than a typical 
PFO would likely have in an actual incident. This is not a criticism of the PFOs; in fact, it likely 
enhanced the learning opportunity for DHS and all FSL agencies involved. 

5. Analysis 

a. The relationship between DHS and FEMA 

The relationship between the PFO and the FEMA officials was differe_nt.....in the two ~enues. In 
Washington, Mr. Byrne's activities were consistent with his concept for the PFO role. This 
concept involved the development of a Command Cell, consisting of the PFO, FCO, FBI SAC, 
and State and local counterparts for the response phase of an inc·den . As envisioned, the PFO 
would prioritize and adjudicate between the often-competing heeds qf the crisisfand consequence 
management sides of the response phase. This allowed the F.E}l SAO and the FCO to concentrate 
completely on their respective aspects of the response. Under thiS' concept, the PFO truly 
became the one voice for the federal response. Mr. Byrne's view of the PFO role was clearly 
observed during the FSE. As PFO, he quic~y instituted a unified command to manage the 
overall federal response and coordinate int~g ated communications and action planning, but left 
the FBI SAC to coordinate the crisis response, and left the-EEMA RD and the FCO to coordinate 
the day-to-day activities of the federal consequence man~ement assets. 

It is important to remember that in Washington, although an RDD device was involved, the event 
unfolded in more of a traditional first respondet: fa~nion with a relatively well-delineated disaster 
site39

. With the rapid discovery of radiation, federal assets quickly came into the exercise picture 
and, importantly, a JOC was CJ:licldy established. In lllinois, events unfolded more gradually as 
would be expected during a Qisease ouJbreak. There were no clearly defined disaster sites 
(although release sites were vetltually identified) and the JOC stood up a couple of days into the 
event. Mr. Parent worked ithin the framework of a unified command to ensure that integrated 
communica ions were achieved and that action plans were coordinated, but did so in a less overt 
manner tha,n'"M"r. Byrne. 

The different appniDaches to the role of the PFO suggest that DHS should take this opportunity to 
clea.-ly de-conflict and define the responsibilities of the PFO with respect to the FEMA RD and 
FCO in the final NRP. The relationship may differ depending on the circumstances, but general 
guideline need to be formulated and implemented. In addition, the PFO roles and 
responsibilfties' defined in the draft NRP may or may not be appropriate during the recovery 
phase of disasters. Since the recovery phase was not examined in much detail during the FSE, 
further exercises will be needed to shed some light on this issue. 

39 The uncertainties that responders faced at the ROD incident site are discussed in detail in the Special Topics 
sections: "Data Collection and Coordination: RDD Plume Modeling and Deposition Assessment" and "Balancing 
the Safety of First Responders and the Rescue of Victims." 
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b. PFO Resources 

During the FSE, both PFOs required additional technical support beyond their administrative and 
security details to accomplish their respective roles and responsibilities. In Washington, Mr. 
Byrne used the DEST and, in some cases, the JOC CMG to support his efforts. He informed the 
evaluation team that the DEST has the capability to support the PFO, FCO, and FBI SAC during 
the response phase of an emergency if they are all co-located as a Command Cell. This has the 
added benefit of reducing redundancy, as Emergency Support Function personnel would not be 
needed to staff both the JOC CMG and the FEMA ROC. 

In Illinois, Mr. Parent was provided with an SME from HHS after a meeting w"th the head of the 
HHS Secretary's Emergency Response Team (SERT). Mr. Parent reported o the evaluation 
team that this support was essential to helping him understand the specifics o the bioterroqsm 
event and the critical role that HHS would play in a real-world event. 

6. Conclusion 

The FSE presented DHS with an excellent 
opportunity to evaluate and exercise 
emergency response procedures, teams, and 
assets. During the FSE, both PFOs 
encouraged and facilitated integrated 
communications and coordinated action 
planning. They also both encouraged active 
communication with State and local 
authorities. While their leadership s(Y.les may 
have differed, the roles that each P 0 had 
during the FSE may have also reflected, lo a 
degree, differences in the problems that, ach 
encountered and that t._he terrorist attacks 
developed differently in th,e two venues. 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
PFO: 

The PFO was well received by Federal, State, and local 
authorities dming the T2 FSE. 

The roles and responsibilities of the PFO vice the 
FEMA FCO, FEMA Region Director, and FBI SAC 
need to be further clalified in the final National 
Response Plan. 

The PFO requires a dedicated staff with the flexibility 
and expertise to support all emergencies. 

While the concept of the RF was ell-received, the roles and responsibilities of the PFO 
compared to those of the FEM'A RD, the FEMA FCO, and the FBI SAC still need to be clarified. 
In addition, the-~0 requires . staff with the flexibility and expertise to support all emergencies, 
natural an(J terro ist-related. If the DEST is expected to support the PFO and the Federal 
response~ 'ij)HS should consider providing enough resources to staff at least one additional team 
in the event that more than one federal emergency occurs at the same time, as was exercised in 
theTI FSE. 
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D. Data Collection and Coordination: Radiological Dispersal Device Plume Modeling and 
Deposition Assessment In Washington 

1. Introduction 

During the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) 
Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), designers 
simulated the explosion of a radiological 
dispersal device (ROD) in Seattle, 
Washington. In the aftermath of an ROD 
explosion, the development of analysis 
products, including plume prediction models 
and radiological deposition maps, which 
show the potential impact of the radiation on • 
people, agriculture, and the environment, is 
vital. These maps provide policy-makers 
and top officials with the infonnation they need to make effe~tive decisions. 

In the initial hours following an RDD explosion, radiation expert rely on predictive plume 
models to give decision-makers a rough sense of how cu1Tent weather conditions affect where 
the radioactive materials are likely to spread. As responders learn more information about the 
explosion-such as an estimate of the amount of explosives and the type(s) of radiological 
material used-additional data can be entered into the predictive plume models. Model outputs 
can then be used to update the prediction maps. During the FSE, different agencies and 
jm·isdictions used one or more plume models to generate predictions, which led to both 
confusion and frustration among top officials in Washington State and Washington, D.C. 

As the response progresses and empitical data are colJected in the field, deposition or " footprint'' 
data products are developed. For these products to be useful to decision-makers, subject matter 
experts (SMEs) must first interpret the data to determine the impact on people, agriculture, and 
the enviTonment using Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guidelines 
(PAG).40 

All radiological data collecte~ by Federal, State, and local (FSL) agencies should be coordinated 
so that SMEs can develop the most up-to-date data products, and top officials in different 
locations have consistent information upon which to base their decisions. For Federal agencies, 
the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP)41 assigns data coordination to the 
Fedeial Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center (FRMAC). During the T2 PSE, 
however, coordinating data collection proved to be a significant challenge. As a result, FSL 
agencies that deve1oped data products and deposition maps used different and incomplete data. 
A further challenge dtning the FSE was the distribution of the many data products generated 
throughout the exercise. In addition, confusion was apparent over the differences between maps 

40 EPA is assigned the responsibility for developing Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs) under various authorities, 
including the Radiological Emergency Planning and Preparedness Regulation (44 CPR 351). EPA coordinates the 
interagency development of t11e PAGs tlu·ough a subcomm}ttee of the Federa·l Radiological Preparedness 
Coordinating Committee. 
41 

The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) (50 FR 46542), of 1 1-8-85, revised 1996. 
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generated from predictive plume models vice empirical data products and deposition maps. The 
impact on top officials was delayed decision-making or, in some cases, policy decisions that 
were made under conditions of uncertainty. Although decision-making under rapidly changing 
and ambiguous situations is always part of emergency response, overcoming the data 
coordination and analysis product distribution challenges can reduce the uncertainty observed 
during the FSE. 

Two critical issues had a significant impact on the response observed during the T2 FSE: 

• Coordinating the data collected by multiple agencies at FSL levels of government· and 

• Developing and distributing analysis products-including plume model prediction 
overlays and empirical deposition, footprint maps- to subject matter e perts (SMEs) ncf 
decision-makers by multiple FSL agencies. 

In real emergencies and during the FSE, these two issues interact to impact clecision7ruakers. 
Figure 9 shows what might be considered an ideal picture of t~e data collecf 011, coordination, 
and product distribution process. Under most circumstances, da a c llection will take place in 
multiple locations and involve multiple agencies. The chal1eng~ is for all of these agencies to 
coordinate their data collection efforts and send all of the dat to an agreed upon clearinghouse 
where it is interpreted, entered into a prediction model or deve opea into deposition maps, and 
then provided to SMEs and decision-makers. Again, for ~dera agencies, this is the 
responsibility of the FRMAC as described in the"FREf. 

However, if FSL agencies send their raw data to d ffeient locations, rather than a centralized 
location, and there is no coordination among the Cliffereii"t !gencies, then analysis will not be 
conducted with the complete data set. If the analysis and the resulting analysis products are not 
consistent, then top officials and pohcy-makers will have differing, and potentially conflicting, 
information. Such conflicts will impa9t ~cials' ability to develop consistent and agreed upon 
decisions. Follow-on legal implications and negafive public perception are also potential results 
of a poorly-coordinated RSL response. 
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This special topic begins with a d(scussion of the FS~ agencies and departments that have 
responsibilities or authorities under current SL coges and inter-agency agreements to collect 
and coordinate radiological data; conduct a alyses· and provide models, maps, and other analytic 
products in radiological emergencies. This background information is followed by a 
reconstruction of the events. that occurre<k during the FSE and an analysis of the reconstruction. 
Finally, the last section contains condusioffs based upon the analysis of the FSE and the existing 
codes and authorities. 

2. Background 

In the aftermath of an explosion containing radioactive materials, the detection of radioactivity 
will lea to a null)per of agencies being called to the scene. Some states, including Washington, 
have robust radiological incident management capabilities, and, therefore, provide State-owned 
assets to the incident. In addition, they can draw upon Federal assets from the Department of 
Energy (DOE), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Department of Health and Human 
Services (HH$), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Nuclear Regulatory 
Comrnissi<30 (NRC), and others to augment their efforts. 

Although capabil ities for radiological detection across the United States and territories vary, the 
issues that arose during T2 are likely too generalized for many localities across the country. 
Therefore, it is useful to understand Seattle and Washington radiological detection capabilities 
and how their terrorism response plans are designed to integrate resources to create a unified 
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response. A discussion of the primary federal assets that have radiological res~onse capabilities, 
focusing on agencies and departments that participated in T2, is also included.4 

a. City and state response capabilities 

Seattle capabilities 

Seattle Fire Department (SFD) Hazardous Materials (HAZMA T) vehicles and equipment have 
dosimeters that detect radiation. SFD HAZMAT personnel are likely to be the firs~radiation 
data collectors to arrive at a scene with suspected radioactive materials.43 

Washington State capabilities 

• Washington State Department of Health: 

In the Division of Environmental Health Programs, the Washingto ~tate Depru:tment of Health 
(DOH) maintains a Division of Radiation Protection. The di "sion includes xpert handlers of 
radioactive materials and incident management. DOH field team coerdination is conducted from 
the Radiation Monitoring and Assessment Center (RMAC). The R~.A:G has the capability to 
provide dose assessment for field teams, collect and coordinat rad"ological data, and develop 
protective action recommendations and sampling plans44

. 

In the event of a radiological incident, the W-ashing on State DOH Public Health Laboratory 
supports the efforts of the Division of Ra<jiatiqn Protection to determine the immediate health 
risk to the public. The mission of the laboratory is to provide information to health officials as 
quickly as possible so that they have the data they need to assess the level of hazard to the public. 
The Radiation Chemistry Group rapidly performs radiological analyses to determine what 
radioactive materials are present in sampler collecteg tan emergency site and can detect activity 
levels relevant to protective action guid lil}es~5 . 

• Washington State Department of'Ecology: 

Under the Spill Response Section in the Spill Prevention, Preparedness, and Response Program, 
the Washington State Department ~f Ecology maintains the Ecology Spill Response Team. 
While DOH has the avera 1 authority in Washington State for radiological incidents, the 
Department of Ecology is often called upon for assistance since the Ecology Spill Response 

42 Tli evaluation tea~ is unaware of any King County radiological data collection teams or formal modeling 
capabilities at the King 03~nty EOC. 
<¥.l There are nationwide efforts to increase the percentage of US jurisdictions with radiological detection capabilities. 
In July 20Q2, the U.S. Departments of Energy and Justice co-sponsored the Homeland Defense Equipment Reuse 
program (HE>ER). HDER provides surplus instrumentation and equipment to State and local fire, police and other 
emergency agencies to enhance their domestic preparedness capabilities. In FY 2003, deliveries to the pilot 
program cities included shipments to Philadelphia, Washington DC, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, and 
San Francisco. In June 2003, the program was scheduled to go nationwide allowing all US states, the District of 
Columbia, Puerto Rico and the four US Territories to participate in the program and receive equipment, training, and 
local long-term technical support. 
44 

Washington State Department of Health, Division of Radiation Protection Plan and Procedures for Responding to 
a Radiological Attack, DOHJDRP, March 2003. 
45 

Infonnation obtained from personal communication with DOH Public Health Laboratory personne l. 
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Team carries radiological monitoring instrumentation m all of their HAZMA T response 
vehicles46

. 

• National Guard Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Teams: 

The Civil Support Teams (CSTs) are congressionally-mandated units of the National Guard 
whose mission is to support State and local authorities at a domestic weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) incident site. The CST supports civilian authorities by identifying WMD 
agents, advising for response measures, short- and long-term consequences, and facilitating the 
request of additional resources. The CST is a State-owned asset that can deploy without a 
Department of Defense (DOD) authorization. The Adjutant General can deploy the CST to 
support the state's response or to support another state's response if requestea by that state's 
governor.47 

The CSTs are equipped with military standard radiation detection eguipment. 1 he survey team 
is also equipped with a handheld gamma spectrometer that provides the <(apaQjl!ty to identify 
specific gamma-emitting isotopes. The CSTs also have the ca1?-abilit~ to depl0y with a mobile 
analytical laboratory system (MALS) to conduct on-site radiologicalrisQtope anauyses.48 

b. Federal response capabilities and assets 

Department of Energy 

The National Nuclear Security Administratj0n (NNSA) administers the many DOE assets that 
can be activated to respond to a radiologicafin i<:ient. ~hese · elude: 

• Radiological Assistance Program.: 

In the event of a radiological incident, the "RadioLogical Assistance Program (RAP) provides 
radiological assistance when requested by other Federal agencies, states, local, or tribal 
authorities. A request for assistance 1,1ormally comes first into one of eight DOE regional 
coordinating offices, specifically the R;_gional Response Coordinator (RRC). The initial 
response is typically a regional t am of pecifically trained personnel and resources that support 
the local authorities. The RRGr-has the authority to request one or more of the DOE assets (e.g., 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability, Aerial Measuring System, FRMAC, Radiation 
Emergency Assistance Center'ffraining Site, and other RAP regions) to support the response and 
to facilitate'coortl_ination between the DOE assets and other responding agencies.49 

• Federal Ra'dioJpgical Monitoring and Assessment Center: 

~cc rding to the FR.)2RP,50 DOE is responsible for setting up and coordinating a FRMAC during 
{he crisis phase of any radiological incident. Specific procedures are used to collect, analyze, 
assess, an~ disseminate data products useful to decision-makers. The efforts of all FRMAC 

46 Information obtained from personal communication with Washington Department of Ecology personnel. 
47 In Washington the commanding officer of the WMD-CST has the authority to self deploy his unit. 
48 This information was obtained from communication with LTC Thomas Hook, Army National Guard, Chief, Civil 
Support Team Program, National Guard Bureau Homeland Defense Division. 
49 Department of Energy, Radiological Assistance Program, (DOE 5530.3). Other information found at 
http://www.doe.bnl.gov/RAP/rap.htm. 
50 The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) (50 FR 46542), of 11 -8-85, revised 1996. 
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members are coordinated through these procedures to maxuruze efficiency and mmuruze 
confusion in their advice to decision-makers. Without such a coordinated effort, conflicting data 
products and excessively technical information may complicate decision-making. Once the 
FRMAC is established, a11 activated Federal assets are incorporated, and State and local 
technical experts are invited to co-locate and provide support to the FRMAC. Following the 
emergency phase, at a mutually agreeable time corresponding to the requirements found in the 
FRERP, the NNSA will transfer the responsibility of coordinating the FRMAC to the EPA. 
However, the NNSA and other federal agencies continue to support and provide retwurces to the 
FRMAC.si . 

The FRERP also calls for the establishment of the Advisory Team for Environment, Food, and 
Health (Advisory Team, or A-Team), which, while not a DOE asset, is co~ located with the 
FRMAC. The A-team includes representatives from multiple Federal agencies and departments, 
including the EPA, USDA, HHS, and other Federal agencies, as warranted by tfue circumstances 
of the emergency. The A-team's primary responsibility is to provide the le~d Federal agency 
(LF A) with advice on environment, food, health, and safety issues thal atise during and from the 
emergency. The A-team provides direct support to the LFA bur does not nave independent 
authority.52 

• Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability: 

Through the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capabiliry (ARAC) program the DOE maintains the 
National Atmosphetic Release Advisory Center (NARAC) at Lawrence Livetmore National 
Laboratory (LLNL), NARAC provides atmospheric plume modeling tools and services for 
chemical, biological, tadiological, and nuclear airborne hazards (both gases and particles) using 
real-time access to worldwide meteorological observations and forecasts through redundant 
comn1unications links to data provided py the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), the U.S. Navy, and the U.S. Air Porce. NARAC supports the Nuclear lncident 
Response Teams, the regional RAP teams, the Aerial Measuring System (AMS), the FRMAC, 
DHS under a DOE-DHS Memorandum of Agreement, and 40 DOE and DOD on-line sites. 
NARAC operational suppQrt of five cities and 53 state and Federal organizations across the 
country has been successfuJ,)y tested under DHS and DOE support. NARAC can simulate 
downwind effects from a variety of scenarios, including fires, Tadiation dispersal device 
explosions, HAZMAT spills, sprayers, nuclear power plant accidents, and nuclear detonations. 
The NARAC software tools include stand-alone local plume modeling tools for end user's 
computers, and Web- at1d Internet-based software to reach~back to advanced modeling tools and 
expert analysis from the national center at LLNL. Initial automated, advanced 3-D predictions of 
plume exposure limits and protective action guidelines for emergency responders and managers 
are avajlable in five to ten rojnutes. These can be followed immediately by more detailed 
analyses by 2417 on-duty or on-call NARAC staff. NARAC contjnues to refine calculations as 
measurements are taken, until all airbome releases have stopped, and until the hazardous threats 
are mapped and impacts assessed. Model predictions included the 3-D and time-varying effects 
of weather and tetTain. NARAC provides a simple Geographical Information System (GJS) for 
display of plume predictions with affected population counts and detailed maps, in addition to 

51 Department of Energy, FRMAC Operations Manual Emergency Phase, (DOE/NV 11718-080 UC-707). May 
1997. Other information found at http://www.nv.doe.gov/programs/fnnac/default.hlm. 
52 The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Phm (FRERP) (50 FR 46542), of 11-8-85, revised L 996. 
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the ability to export plume predictions to other standard GIS systems. NARAC products can be 
distributed through a password-controlled and encrypted website, e-mail or fax. 

The Environmental Protection Agency 

The EPA responds to radiological incidents under both the National Oil & Hazardous Substances 
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) and the FRERP. EPA can serve as the LFA, or can support 
State and local governments and the lead Federal agency by: 

• Conducting environmental monitming, sampling, and data analysis; 

• Assisting responders in ensuring protection of Health and Safety; 

• Assessing the national impact of any release on public health and the environment 
through the Agency's Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring__ System; 

• Providing technical advice on containment and cleanup of the radiolo~ieal contamination; 
and 

• Assisting in site restoration and recovery. 53 

EPA's On-Scene Coordinators maintain emergency response re tliness, including survey and 
sampling equipment, for chemical and radiological incidents. In a dition to a region' s response 
capability, EPA Headquarters can also der.loy its Radiological Emergency Response Team 
(RERT) to the accident scene as part of/its r,adiological response. EPA's RERT provides 
additional specialized monitoring, sampling, anQ. both mobile and fixed laboratory capabilities. 
As part of the A-Team, EPA's RERT members ca provide State and local authorities with 
advice on protecting local residents from exposure to elevated radiation levels. Once the FRERP 
is activated, EPA radiological assets are exgected to i~tegrate with the FRMAC.5455 

c. Requesting federal assets 

State and local governments, as well as tribal governments and private organizations, can request 
support from a number of Fede~J a sets fo support their response and recovery efforts following 
an explosion that includes rad·oactiv,e materials. For example, the EPA receives their authority 
to respond to any release f a hazardous substance from the National Oil and Hazardous 
Substance Pol ution Contingency Plan (National Contingency Plan)56 and the Public Health 
Services Act, among others. The DOE has similar authority to respond to a radiological incident 
as outJined in DOE 5530.357 to be superceded by DOE 0 151.1A.5 

3 Environmental Protection Agency, Radiological Emergency Response Plan, January 2000. More information 
found at Iittp://www .epa.gov/radiation/ret11index.hrml. 
54 EPA's regionaf responders provided support to the local Incident Command System during the FSE. In addition, 
EPA deployed the Advance Units of its RERT. However, given the limited timeframe of the exercise and limited 
funding, EPA did not deploy RERT members who would have realistically only been able to arrive at the incident 
scene as the exercise drew to a close. 
55 Information specific to the EPA RERT is found at http://www.epa.gov/radiation/rertlrert.htm. 
56 Title 40 Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) 300, National Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency 
Plan. 
57 Department of Energy, Radiological Assistance Program, (DOE 5530.3). Other information found at 
http://www.doe.bnl.gov/RAP/rap.htm. 
58 Depat1ment of Energy, Comprehensive Emergency Management System, (DOE 0 151.1 A). 
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In combining the responsibilities and authorities defined in the FRERP,59 Concept of Operations 
plan (CONPLAN),60 HSPD-5,61 and the Federal Response Plan,62 the following command and 
control functions-relevant to data coordination and plume modeling-were followed for 
Federal agencies during the FSE: 

• DHS was designated the LF A, and coordinated the response from all Federal agencies; 
and 

• DOE and EPA were technical support agencies to the LFA for the radiologioaJ aspect of 
the response; DOE was further responsible for coordinating the activities of the FRMAC. 

d. Coordinating the data 

There are many responders that can collect on-site and off-site radiological tlata foll0wing an 
explosion containing radioactive materials. To develop reliable f .e. consistent~ and valid 
information for decision-makers, it is important that the data collection effor1(. be coordinated 
both on the ground and in tenns of how the data flows and is turned iuto use ul information for 
decision-makers. Coordinating the data flow can ensure that SMEs.,ha e 'lll of the available data 
to use for analysis. This is one step to ensuring that the outfl t-the information provided to 
policy makers and top officials-is consistent and valid in terQlS of the empirical data. 
Coordination on the ground also helps to minimize the likelih00Cl t~t multiple agencies will 
perform redundant tasks or repeat tasks because of conflicting ata reports. This is vitally 
important in an incident where responders face a high-risk environment. 

The Washington State DOH Division ~f ~adiah n Pre ection Plan and Procedures for 
Responding to a Radiological Attack describe how the DOH should coordinate their 
radiological response on-site and wit~ the FRMAC. Prior to the arrival of the FRMAC, the State 
Health Liaison (SHL) facilitates communic tien between the DOH staff at the Washington State 
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) nd incide ( command regarding appropriate protective 
measures and decisions. The SHL prmides the W A State EOC with radioactive release data, 
weather data, radiological data collectea by field teams, predictive plume maps, and dose 
projections. Once the FRNfAG.is establisned, the SHL or Deputy State Health Liaison (DSHL) 
relocates to the FRMAC and as -umes the role of FRMAC liaison. The W A State DOH response 
plan leaves the details of tHe coordination effort up to the SHL (or DSHL) and the FRMAC, 
which provides for the flexibility needed for each individual response. The FRMAC liaison is 
responsible for cpordinating the State's response with the Federal response and for maintaining 
communication with the RMAC, the WA State EOC, and the Joint Information Center (JIC). 
Furthermore, the FR , C liaison is responsible for determining when and how Washington 
Stat 's response wi 1 ee integrated with the Federal response.63 

'fypica ly, upon arrival at a crisis, the FRMAC Director works to coordinate with State and local 
agencies throu"'gh an advance party meeting. The goals of the advance party meeting are to 
ensure tha Federal representatives in the FRMAC are up-to-date on the crisis, identify points of 

59 The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) (50 FR 46542), of 1 1-8-85, revised 1996. 
60 United States Government Interagency Domestic Tenwism Concept of Operations Plan. 
61 Homeland Security Presidential Directive/HSPD-5, February 28, 2003. 
62 Federal Emergency Management Agency, Interim Federal Response Plan, January 2003 (9230.1 -PL). 
63 Washington State Department of Health, Division of Radiation Protection Plan and Procedures for Responding to 
a Radiological Attack, DOHIDRP, March 2003. 
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contact for state representatives, and develop protocols for providing data products to top 
officials and SMEs at state and local EOCs and relevant agencies. The advance party meeting is 
a critical step providing unique information during each emergency-different states have 
different relationships with county and local governments; the FRMAC representatives need to 
understand these relationships to provide effective support. The Federal response effort relies on 
state representatives to help facilitate these relationships. State and local radiation experts are 
also invited into the FRMAC to provide a liaison between the Federal response assets and the 
state and local governments. By having state, and potentially local, represent'ltion at the 
FRMAC, local decision-makers are still relying on their own people for recommendatrQns. These 
SMEs, however, have additional support from the Federal Govemment.64

•
65 

e. Plume Modeling and Deposition Maps 

In an RDD explosion, the bomb throws radioactive material into the air; the resulting radioactive 
debris cloud is called a plume. In the early hours following the ex losion, the National 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), and the Defense Threat Reduction .A:gency (DTR ) can generate a 
prediction of the plume boundaries using sophisticated moael . There are also several less 
sophisticated models available to develop a plume projection. 'Fo ; enerate predictions, agencies 
need some basic information about the explosion and the radiological material involved (defined 
as the source term), the weather, and the topography surrounding the incident site. As more 
information about the explosion becomes availaole, 'the source term and the initial prediction are 
refined. Top officials can use these predictions to make y~minary decisions involving fiTst 
responder safety, safe transit routes, and protective action guidelines for the public. The first 
plume prediction generated for SFD on May 12, 2003 by the Lawrence Livermore Atmospheric 
Release Advisory Capability (ARAO) model overlaid on the map of the Seattle region affected 
by the RDD explosion is shown in Figu e 1() 66 

... 

64 The Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) (50 FR 46542), of 11-8-85, revised 1996. 
65 Infom1ation obtained from personal communication with FRMAC personnel. 
66 For a detailed discussion of plume dispersion models, see the Stanford Report, an appendix to Annex B. 
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Figure 10. NARAC-Predicted Contaminated Areas 

T2 

The plume predictions, al<:me. decrease .in value after the first few hours following an RDD 
explosion. Knowledge aoout the type and amount of rad.ionuclide released (as well as the 
physical form and chemical composition of the substance used) limit the modeler's ability to 
generate a pJume prediction map that accurately ret1ects the release. The radioactive particulate 
matter th<;it deposits on the surface during the passage of the plume can be measured by 
collecting empirical data with field-team and aircraft-based. sensors. As more data are colJected, 
a more accurate picture of the amount of radiological material deposited. is developed.. Initial 
measurement data; can be used to update model predictions and produce a better prediction for 
areas that have not yet been surveyed.. (For example, this was done during the FSE in the 
FRMAC usin$ NARAC models to project areas that may have had low levels of food crop 
contamination in western Washington State.) Predictions updated. with measurement data can 
also be used. to make estimates of areas that have contamination below the measurement 
threshold of available instruments. When detailed measurement surveys are completed and the 
data analyzed, they can be used to determine the most accurate picture of the amount of 
radioactive material deposited.. With these data, accurate assessments of protective actions can 
be made and used by top officials to confidently make informed decisions. 

To be useful in managing the safety of victims or responders, the numbers characterizing the 
deposition of radioactive material on the ground must be turned into numbers characterizing the 
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dosage that a human would receive, and of more importance to top officials, into 
characterizations of the health impact of such a dosage. Figure 11 is a FRMAC data product that 
shows the radiological deposition on May 14, 2003 in terms of EPA PAGs. This product was 
generated based on a FRMAC assessment of measurements of the deposited radioactivity, and 
used the NARAC model to determined EPA PAG levels in between measurement points. 
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Figure 11. ERMAC Data Product Showing the Deposition of Radioactive Material in Terms 
of the Environmental Protections Agency's Protective Action Guidelines 

Figur.e~ 12 describes th~ processes involved in developing plume predictions and deposition data 
products. It also highlights the differences between plume predictions and deposition, footprint 
data products and what each can provide the decision-maker. 
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Figure 12. Processes for the Development-o]Plumi Prediction and Deposition Maps 

3. Reconstruction 
, 

The following teams all collected I;.fdiologjeal data during the T2 FSE:67 

• City assets 

o Seattle Fire Department HAZMAT 

• State assets 

o National Guard 101
h WMD CST 

o Wa · , gton State DOH RMAC and Field Teams 

o Washington State Department of Ecology Field Team 

T2 

67 The evaluation team learned that the A TF Bomb Squad carried radiation detectors that they used to collect data 
for their personal use. It is possible that there were other agencies whose personnel were also wearing radiation 
detectors. US Navy personnel from the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard were also tasked during the FSE to collect 
radiological data for the FRMAC. It is possible that the evaluation team is unaware of other agencies that collected 
radiological data during the FSE. 
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• Federal assets 
o DOE RAP Region 8 Team 
o DOE Aerial Monitoring System (AMS) 
o EPA Field Team 
o FRMAC Field Teams 

As shown in figure 13, no single agreed upon agency served as a central clearinghouse for all of 
the radiological data collected by the different teams. Data were collected and sent to multiple 
agencies for analysis, but no one agency received all of the data. 

SFDHazMat 

EPA Field 

---.... 

FBI 

*DOH Lab also sent results to the WA State EOC 

Figure 13. Data Coordination during T2 FSE 

-----.. .. 

Incident Command: 
Operations 

RMAC 

DOE HQ 

--~·~ Data transfer on May 12-14 

---- ~ Data transfer on May 13-14 
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The following agencies/organizations generated and distributed plume predictions and/or 
deposition maps during the FSE: 

• State and local 

o SFD/Seattle EOC 

o Seattle/King County Public Health EOC 

o King County EOC 

o Washington State DOH RMAC 

• Federal 

o FRMAC 

o HHS Headquarters 

o NOAA 

o DOE Headquarters 

Figure 14 indicates that many data products were produced by many tlifferent organizations. The 
distribution of these products also proved to be a challenge during the FSE.68 

68 According to a Washington DOH controller after the FSE, data was sent from the RMAC to the Seattle EOC, but 
the evaluation team could not confirm that information. 
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Figure 14. Data lnterpre(qtion and Disttibution during T2 FSE 

a. Seattle 

T2 

Soon after the explosion, SFD generated a prediction of the plume using the ARAC model.69 It 
is not clear however, if the initial plume prediction generated by SFD ever left the incident site. 
All other plwne predictjons were generated by NARAC upon request and made available to 
agencies via the N:ARAC secure Internet site. Distribution of NARAC predictions to other 
agencies (beyond Seattle) required approval by the DOE Senior Energy Official , who was 
responsible for coordinating the use of DOE assets (such as NARAC) with other agencies. 
Agencies that bad access to the NARAC secure Internet site inc1uded SFD, Seattle Police 

69 Seattle is the frrst city to pilot the Local Integration of N ARAC with Cities (LIN C) program. The program was a 
pilot project of the NNSA, and is now in DHS. It enables local responders to access NARAC's plume modeling 
capabilities. Using the system, the Seattle Fire Deprutment (SFD) can receive NARAC plume model predictions 
using previously installed computer systems. The NARAC predictions can easily be distributed to multiple 
recipients. For more infonnation, refer to NNSA 's Livermore Lab Partners With Cities and Counties to Track 
Biological, Chemical Releases. Lawrence Li vennore National Laboratory News Release, NR 02-05-08, May 22. 
2002. 
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Department (SPD), Seattle EOC, Public Health Seattle/King County (PHSKC) EOC, King 
County EOC, W A State EOC, W A DOH, DHS, Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), DOE, DOD, Department of Transportation (DOT), HHS, (NRC, and EPA. 

b. Washington State 

T2 

The Seattle EOC notified the WA State EOC that SFD responders detected radiation at the 
incident site at 1225 Pacific Daylight Time (PDT). TheW A State EOC deployed the following 
assets: 

RMAC 

The W A State DOH deployed their mobile RMAC to the incident site shortly af e 
EOC received notification that radiation was detected. By mid-afternoon on May 12, 2003, he 
RMAC gleaned enough information off the radio to develop a sourc term and generate its own 
plume projection using a modeling program called HotSpot. The RMAC alS:o deployed field 
teams that were collecting data by 1530, and obtained off-site readings by 1900.70 

The RMAC had considerable communications problems throughemt the exercise- that could 
have just as easily occurred in a real incident. During the afternoon and evtning of May 12, 
2003 and the morning on May 13, 2003, the RMAC was only ableito transmit data points to the 
W A State DOH staff at the W A State EOC via telephone. ThoJ;e data points were plotted on a 
map at the W A State EOC. The RMAC also us '(1 tiD EPA's wireless Internet capability to send 
graphics to the DOH staff. However, the fil as not recognized as containing graphics and was 
not opened immediately. At 1455 on May 13, t e RMAC used the DOE Region 8 RAP Team's 
fax machine to transmit three pages of field team data. ecause of the lack of resources at the 
WA State EOC to plot data and the considerable lagt time to receive data, the Division of 
Radiation Protection Director began iaentif~ing signi,:ficant data points and briefing them directly 
to decision-makers during conference callsfi .... 

The RMAC also sent data to the King County and PHSKC EOCs and to the FRMAC during the 
exercise. The DOH liaison at: the King Ceunty EOC began sending a courier to the RMAC to 
pick up their radiation da a on the morning of May 13, 2003. Plotters in the King County 
Geographic Information System (GIS) section then plotted the data points on a map and 
forwarded it to the W A DOH ·taff at the W A State EOC. The DOH liaison at the PHSKC EOC 
received data over the telephon(fand plotted it on a map. By late afternoon on May 13, a DOH 
liaison went to the FRMAc' to initiate a protocol for transmission of data. Because of 
commu ications Rroblems, the FRMAC did not begin to receive DOH RMAC data until May 
14.72 The Seattle EOC does not recall ever receiving data or products from the RMAC or the 
W 1\. tate DOH. 

DOH Public Health Laboratory 

The DOH Public Health Laboratory was activated to analyze soil samples. They received soil 
samples from the DOH field teams, EPA field teams, and FRMAC field teams. To test their 

70 RMAC teams were likely on site earlier but there are no data to confirm this assertion. 
71 The reconstruction of events at the DOH RMAC was obtained through conversations with Washington DOH staff 
who participated in the exercise. 
72 Information regarding data transmission from the RMAC was reconstructed from conversations with Washington 
DOH and FRMAC staff who participated in the exercise. 
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internal policies and radiation analysis capabilities, the lab arranged to receive radioactive soil 
samples prepared prior to the FSE. For purposes of the exercise, these samples were tagged as 
though they came from SFD HAZMA T, EPA, and Harborview Hospital. The results were sent 
to the RMAC and to the W A State EOC. 

Department of Ecology 

At 2000 on May 12, the WA State EOC was prompted by exercise control to contact the 
Department of Ecology and have them deploy their HAZMAT team resources to survey the 
surrounding area. At 2312 a data collector observing incident command recorded th'e Operations 
Chief instructing the Ecology Field team to do off-site monitoring. The Eco ogy Fiel(l 'Fearn 
data were sent to the RMAC. 

National Guard I dh WMD CST 

The W A State EOC notified the National Guard lOth WMD CST to go on standby at 1230 on 
May 12, 2003. They were instructed to deploy to the Ci'fy of, Seatac and await further 
instructions. At 1345, the CST received notification from the W.§. State EOO to deploy to the 
incident site.73 The CST advance team arrived at the incident site at a~proximately 1415, and the 
CST commanding officer met with the Incident Commander at 1420. The CST commanding 
officer was instructed to check in with the SFD Operations Chief and report directly to the 
HAZMA T Chief. After an initial assessment, th~CST commandin~ officer brought in the rest of 
his team at 1445. The CST sent their data Q the FD HAZMAT Chief and to their MALS. 
They also collected ground samples that the EP sent to-tpe W A State DOH Public Health 
Laboratory for analysis. The CST was redeployed at approximately 1230 on May 13, 2003 and 
told to remain on stand-by in case the e. were follow-on attacks. 

c. Federal data collection and modeling 

The following Federal assets were deployed to Seattle and the surrounding areas: 

EPA 

At 1318 on May 12, 2003, EfA regiohal field personnel were dispatched to the incident site. 
When they atTived on scene, EPA personnel communicated with incident command and were 
tasked with~o 1toring the peuimeter and taking air samples. EPA personnel began monitoring 
and sampling at approximately 1430; they continued to take air and soil samples throughout the 
exercise. EPA resr,onders provided their data to incident command through the Incident 
Command System~(le ) reporting chain. EPA responders also provided data back to EPA 
Regio 10 Regional Response Center (RRC). While EPA has procedures to provide off-site data 
fo the Fl\M.AC during a fixed-facility incident, procedures for integrating on-site data into the 
FRMAC wer not been provided to the EPA field teams during the FSE.74 As a result, while 
EPA personnel knew to send their data to the FRMAC, no data were sent to the FRMAC until 
May 14. 

73 The CST deployed to the exercise staging area prior to the start of the exercise. They waited there for the 
appropriate amount of time as if they were following the deployment orders described above. 
74 As will be discussed later in the section, EPA data was not provided to the FRMAC until May 14 because no 
advance party meeting was held during the FSE. 
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DOE Region 8 RAP Team 

At 1335 and 1336 respectively on May 12, 2003, the Region 8 RAP received calls requesting 
assistance from the W A DOH and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Within two hours, 
the team completed their pre-deployment activities and was en route to the Seattle area by 1458. 
Through discussions with both the FBI and W A DOH, it was agreed that RAP would initially put 
all their resources and effort to support the FBI. Upon arrival at the scene, RAP teamed up with 
the FBI Hazardous Matetial Response Unit (HMRU) Commander, informed him of team 
capabilities, and received a safety brief prior to commencing survey onsite. RAP su~zyorted the 
FBI until 2400 on May 12 and continued to support the FBI on May 13 until 1100. RAP 
received numerous requests for assistance from the Environmental Protecti<i>n Agency (:EPA), 
who were conducting on-site surveys, and the Disaster Mortuary Operatiomil Response Teap1 
(DMORT). RAP fulfilled these requests and supported W A DOH with their regueste priori ies 
into the evening of May 13. On May 14, RAP was able to fulfill a re~uestto joi, th RRMAC. 

DOEAMS 

A data collector at the W A State EOC recorded that the deployment order for the AMS was 
received at 1425 on May 12, 2003. The DOE AMS arrived o~er Seattle at"'approximately 1900 
and flew a serpentine pattern to collect notional radiological oat . ~he data were transmitted to 
the FRMAC at 2056. The AMS flew several more times over targeted locations during the FSE. 

FRMAC , 
After some discussion among Washington Stat , top officials concerning the need for the 
FRMAC, the DOH made a request to FEMA to d~loy !he FRMAC at 1434 on May 12, 2003. 
DOE Headquarters in Washington, Ii).O:, age·oved th FRMAC deployment at 1549 that same 
day, and they departed from Nevada at 1600. At.2000 the WA State EOC received confirmation 
that the FRMAC was in place at Fort La ton. 

Upon establishment of the ERMAC, FieHd Monitoring Teams were deployed. At 2056 on May 
12, 2003, the FRMAC beg:;tn to receive siclulated empirical aerial sampling data from the DOE 
AMS. The ground monitorin data ootained indicated the presence of an alpha emitter in 
addition to the gamma emitteP identified earlier in the day .75 With data still limited, the FRMAC 
Director briefed the initial results to the PFO at around 2300 on May 12 and recommended to the 
PFO that the affected people tie evacuated. However, EPA advised the PFO that the Seattle 
Mayor's sbelter-i~-place order should not be revised, and that the decision could be re-examined 
in the morning 1ased upon additional monitoring data. The PFO' s final decision was to 
recommend to the Seattle EOC that they maintain the shelter-in-place until morning when a more 
thorough analysis would be completed. Before the PFO could pass his recommendation to the 
Seattle EOC, however, he learned that a decision had already been made by the Seattle Mayor to 
release those workers who had been sheltered within their businesses, and for residential citizens 
already she tering-in-place to remain doing so. 

The FRMAC did not have the time to complete a radiological deposition map that showed the 
health impact of the radiation dose on the public in terms of EPA PAGs before the Joint 
Operations Center (JOC) closed at 2300. FRMAC protocol required approval from the FRMAC 

75 Data collector logs show that the DOH Public Health Lab also identified the presence of an alpha emitter at 
around the same time. 
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Director, the Senior Energy Official (SEQ), and the PFO-all of who were stationed in the 
JOC- before all analysis products could be distributed. Because the JOC was closed, the 
FRMAC could not obtain necessary approval to distribute the maps showing the radiological 
deposition to the other FSL operations centers until the following day. 

At 0800 on May 13, 2003, FRMAC briefed the most up-to-date deposition map to the PFO. A 
more rigorous analysis revealed that an evacuation was not necessary, but a targeted relocation 
would be required. The PFO approved the release of the deposition map to the DRS Crisis 
Action Team (CAT). At 1000, FRMAC participated in a conference call with the PFO; the 
Seattle, King County, and WA State EOCs; and the FEMA Regional Operations Center (ROC). 
During that call, the FRMAC Director provided the EOC representatives with · summary f the 
data collected thus far. With this knowledge, in addition to the determination by Vi A DOH th'af 
the areas east of Interstate-S (l-5) were contaminant-free, the Seattle Mayor was c<P'ufortable 
moving forward with his decision to release those residents shelte ·ng,Jn-plao~ p as f I-5 and 
relocate affected residents west of l-5 for three days. Later that day, at 1220, the Seattle Mayor 
and the Public Health Seattle/King County Director met with th FRMAC Di:r.ector and the PFO 
at the JOC to review the FRMAC deposition map. 

After that meeting, the distribution of a consistent data produe app ared to Improve. Requests 
started to appear in the FRMAC activity log from the Seattle EOG-and the W A State EOC for the 
most recent maps. The FRMAC responded to these requests any.where from immediately (to 
DRS) to five hours, 38 minutes later (see Tabl 5). This timeframe provides a realistic sense of 
how long it takes for information to get oyt of the E RMAC once the contacts are established. 
Top officials and SMEs need to remember that the ERMA is inputting data collected from 
many sources, and that before they distribute updated information, they need to input the data 
into their system, conduct an analysis of the data, and get approval from the appropriate 
authorities. This process takes time an<fis often sho! tened during training exercises. 
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Table 5. Request and Delivery of FR1l1AC Data Products 

REQUESTING AGENCY FRMAC PRODUCT FRMAC PRODUCT TIME DIFFERENCE 

REQUESTED DELIVERED 

DHS May 13 0851 May 13 0851 0:00 

DOE Headquarters May 13 0911 May 13 0920 0:09 

FEMA ROC May 13 0919 May 13 1239 3:20 
A 

DHS May 13 0954 May 13 1359 4:05 "'" Washington DOH May 13 1.137 May 13 1715 5:38 ~ " ~ SFD May 13 1143 May 13 1607 4:24 

'"'"' A 

Seattle Mayor May 13 11 47 May 13 .1402 1.):15 ~ )J"~ ~ .... 
Washington May 13 1222 May 13 1735 

,,~ 
5:12 

~~ 
v 

Department of 
I" Agriculture 

WA State EOC May 13 13 18 May 13 1723 v 4':05 .... ~ 

Food and Drug May 13 1901 May 13 2206 

~ 
3:05 

Administration , 
EPA May 13 1909 tvjay ''\ 2026 I :17 

., ' 
King County EOC May 14 1055 May lf~' 1247 1:52 , -

' ... ..__ 7 
Many agencies and departments out ide of WashingtQn State contacted the FRMAC directly for 
maps and other data products on May 13 and 14, 2003. The FRMAC Event Log shows requests 
for deposition maps from DHS, Food ana Drug Adfunistration, EPA, and DOE Headquarters. 
These examples suggest that the Feder~ agencie participating in Washington, D.C., understood 
that the FRMAC would coordinate the rahliation data and distribute the updated deposition maps. 
However, even though they fiad,represen tives in the A-Team- which was co-located with the 
FRMAC- deposition maps could ot bet sent to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) and the HHS operations centers~6 

d. Federal agencies and dep~rtment headquarters 

The folio ing Federal agencies used their own internal models to develop maps at their 
headquar ers: 

JJO 

DOE Heaaquarters in Washington, D.C., accessed the same NARAC plume predictions as those 
used by age oies working in the Seattle area (such as in the Seattle EOC and the FRMAC), using 
the same secure Internet site as used by other agencies. As DOE was assigned initial 
management of FRMAC for radiological response, it is likely that their plume map was used to 
brief top officials. 

76 The evaluation team does not know if this was because of technical problems or if the Advisory Team did not 
have the permission to distribute the FRMAC products. 
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HHS 

On May 12, 2003, HHS Headquarters in Washington, D.C., developed a plume prediction using 
DTRA' s Hazardous Predicting Assessment Capabilities model. They used an unknown scenario 
to generate their inputs for the model. Observations by data collectors suggest that they 
developed the plume projections to identify HHS assets that might be required and eventually 
deployed. These maps were used to brief the HHS Secretary and DHS Secretary during the FSE. 
Since the model used to generate the HHS plume prediction differed from the one used to 
generate the DOE plume prediction, it is likely that the outputs differed as weH.77 

NOAA 

NOAA also generated plume predictions during the exercise. They too used unRnown scenario 
estimates to input into their model. In addition, NOAA used real weather patterns for their 
model rather than the canned weather planned and used during the 1'2 FSE. NO~J:\ in ended to 
run their model for training purposes only, and the resulting plume pr,edictio was to be walled 
off from inter-agency play. Nonetheless, copies of th maps e e fa~ed to the DOE 
Headquarters during the exercise. The addition of another plume ~rediction generated with yet 
another model and resulting in a different output from the two others may have added to Federal 
top officials' frustrations.78 

EPA 

The evaluation team does not have any data to indicate that )Pe EPA Headquarters generated a 
plume prediction during the exercise. However, there are data that indicate that the White House 
contacted EPA Headquarters for a plume map. 

4. Artificialities 

A number of exercise artificialities con ributed to the data coordination and analysis product 
distribution challenges were observed during T2. These included: 

• The JOC was closed)from g300 0 11 May 12, 2003, until 0700 on May 13, 2003; 

• There was an insufficient number of controllers to provide injects to agency personnel 
collecting radiological d;tta at the RDD incident site. This was especially problematic 
during the overnight hours of May 12 to May 13, 2003. In addition, the W A DOH 
RMAC diCit not have an exercise controller located in their facility; 

The FRMAC expected the affected area to become smaller over time due to the re
etting of contaminated material. However, exercise controllers did not have the pre

scriQted data to support there-wetting process; 

• The ocation of the FRMAC was unrealistic, as it was located in a contaminated area; 

• While there will always be security at an incident site, particularly if WMD are 
suspected, security during the FSE was slow and cumbersome; and 

77 The evaluation team does not have sufficient data or plume prediction maps to compare the results from the 
different models 
78 Again, the evaluation team does not have sufficient data to compare the results from the different models. 
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• The events leading up to the RDD at the Columbia Generating Station would have caused 
most State assets to be deployed to Richland. This would have delayed their response to 
the ROD incident in Seattle by hours. 

5. Analysis 

a. Plume modeling 

As described in the reconstruction, the Seattle EOC contacted NARAC soon after tqe explosion 
to have them generate a prediction for where the plume would travel. The resultingjp oduct was 
made available to the King County and W A State EOCs as well as the FEM ROC a other 
Federal and State agencies. To add to the confusion, the State DOH RMAC g nerated another , 
plume prediction using the HotSpot modeling program, once they obtained enough data to input 
a reliable source term.79 As described in the reconstruction, the RMAC use EPA's wireless 
Internet capability to send their plume prediction to the W A State EOK ~s a ~esult, Seattle, 
King County, and Washington State top officials all had different itl(orma ion from which they 
could make their preliminary decisions. The evaluation team oes ot have sufficient data to 
determine whether each jurisdiction had multiple plume predictio, maps or whether they simply 
had different plume prediction maps. In recognition of the faG:!:! that clata availability is likely to 
be very limited early in an RDD response, W A State DOH, PHS KG, and EPA developed default 
PAGs, based on the existing PAGs, to use dming an ROD even. THe Seattle Mayor applied 
these "default" PAGs during the early hours of the incident, as Mecision-makers awaited the 
collection of the data required to effective!)' !UPdel the release. Therefore, it is not clear if the 

~ 

presence of different plume predictions affected locaL a State top official decisions in the early 
hours of the exercise. 

In addition to the confusion in Seattle several Feae~ agency and department headquarters 
developed their own plume predictiops to make. iifternal assessments concerning assets that 
might be required. These Federal age eies and aepartments all used an unknown scenario to 
generate input data and used different models to generate plume predictions. So even if the input 
data were the same, the outplJ! may well have differed. As noted earlier, the evaluation team was 
told that many of these age cie genera;ted the predictive maps for internal purposes-either for 
training purposes or to provia_e themmith some insight into what Federal assets might be needed 
for the response. Nonethele s, during the T2 FSE, multiple maps from the predictive models 
were presel)ted to departmen artd agency top officials in Cabinet-level meetings. This led to 
some con£ sian and frustration by top officials in Washington, D.C., as to which output was the 
corr~ct one to use. Although the evaluation team did not identify that the existence of multiple 
m ~~reduced any direct consequences upon decisions made during the FSE at the Federal 
interagency level o in Washington State, the issue may have contributed to delays in decision
making. This underscores the role of the FRMAC as the single place to coordinate and analyze 
data, and provide authoritative data products to support decision-makers, in accordance with 
the FRER~ Decision-makers need to understand that this process takes time, and that the 
empirically-based data products provide more accurate information than initial plume predictions 

Furthermore, it is easy to imagine the possible consequences of FSL governments producing 
many different maps, particularly if they have used different measurements and standards. 

79 The evaluation team does not have sutficient data or plume maps to compare the results from the different models. 
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While it didn't happen during the FSE, the media could have questioned the FSL governments' 
expertise and ability to make decisions. 

In the region close to the incident site where protective action decisions are most important, 
estimates based on atmospheric models are very uncertain. For very large-scale decision-making 
(e.g., identifying the ingestion pathway), models may be more useful but are generally applied 
with conservative assumptions that reduce their usefulness. In the case ofTOPOFF 2, projections 
exceeding FDA criteria out to 150 miles from an RDD in downtown Seattle were not credible 
and potentially could have resulted in unnecessary food protection actions. 

Finally, and possibly most importantly, it appears that few decision-makers were informed f the 
fact that a plume prediction has a limited useful lifetime. As discussed in the introduction o this 
section, model predictions need to be continuously updated using real meas rement data, and 
will be replaced by products generated primarily from measured data, once enough data are 
collected, interpreted in a manner understandable to top officials, and tfie resulting products 
distributed. During the FSE, top officials emphasized their frustration regarding the different 
plume maps. However, they did not ask for (or in some cases receive) Uj)dated information that 
relied on empirical data. This suggests there is a need fo additional education among both 
responders and decision-makers regarding the timing and valu of the different types of 
information following an RDD explosion. 

b. Data collection and coordination 

As described in the reconstruction, there was minimal coordination of radiological data 
collection between FSL agencies at the incident ite or at off-site locations until the third day of 
the exercise. Many FSL agencies with vatious data collection capabilities arrived to the incident 
site at different times. As in any ..{!lass casualty f~cident, Incident Command has many 
responsibilities, including the primarx rms-s ·on of tescuing victims, all of which require the 
Incident Commander's attention. This an easil)( stress incident command capabilities, and limit 
attention to many tasks-p~ticularly relatively specialized or complicated tasks. 

During the FSE, there is e idence to su 1 port the fact that the Incident Commander tasked the 
EPA field team and the CS\f. to ork together to coordinate monitoring and sampling at the site, 
and report their data to the HAZMA T Chief. While there is evidence that W A DOH RMAC was 
in contact with Incident Commapd, it is unclear what information was shared. However, there is 
no evidence to iqqicate that WA State DOH RMAC coordinated their collection efforts with the 
Incident C<Dmmander or with the HAZMAT Chief. Rather, the data indicate that the Washington 
DOH'RMAC, DOH field teams, and the Washington State Department of Ecology field team 
o_por:dinated with each other on May 12, 2003, but not with the other local or Federal data 
collection agencies at the incident site. By May 13, 2003, the EPA and DOE RAP teams were 
also coordinating with the DOH RMAC. 

The result of the on-site coordination failure is that no one agency at the incident site had all of 
the data. In addition, some responders entered contaminated areas to collect data that another 
agency had already collected, which meant they were exposed to more radiation than necessary. 
As a consequence, FSL responders, collecting data for different purposes, duplicated on-scene 
efforts. As an example, during the on-scene Hotwash, EPA learned that a bomb squad had sent 
robots into the most contaminated areas armed with radiation meters, which were then read from 
a distance using cameras. Because this data was not integrated in the incident command system 
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and shared with all responders, EPA field teams later collected these same data points again, 
resulting in perhaps unnecessary exposure of personnel to radiation. In addition, as the 
uncoordinated data left the incident site, different jurisdictions (i.e., Seattle, King County, and 
Washington State) had different data from which they developed information to make 
recommendations and decisions. 

While coordination challenges on the ground and among agencies are to some extent expected 
early during the incident response, the arrival of the FRMAC (2000 on May 12, 2003) is 
designed to facilitate at least more organized off-site data coordination. As discussed in the 
Background of this section, one of the first steps the FRMAC typically takes upon arrival at a 
radiological incident is to hold an advance party meeting with representatives rom the Sta e and 
other Federal agencies. The advance party meeting is designed to facilitate Ielationships with 
relevant Federal, State, and local officials, and to put processes in place to acilitate 'the 
coordination of data and the distribution of information to all relevant,.ageneies. 

During the FSE, the advance party meeting did not occur. DOH staff at ttl~\ W A State EOC 
made the decision to not send a liaison to the FRMAC based on ow busy DOn personnel were 
in the opening hours of the FSE and a lack of understanding. of tlie impor-tance of the advance 
party meeting and co-location with the FRMAC. To further co plicate issues, that decision was 
not communicated to the RMAC; so they were unaware that e R&MAC had even arrived. The 
lack of an advance party meeting meant that neither State nor Federal agencies had the 
opportunity to develop and agree on procedures•to send data to a single analysis location-which 
presumably would be the FRMAC. As are ult, the OI;tly data the FRMAC had on May 12, 2003 
was from the AMS and from their field monitoring teams. "s described in the reconstruction, 
the FRMAC did not receive data from the RMAG, EPA, or the DOE RAP Teams until May 14, 
2003. The lack of on-site coordination also makes it WIClear if the FRMAC ever received data 
collected by the SFD HAZMA T Team. 

EPA participants suggested a possible m ans of supporting coordinated data collection efforts. 
They suggested that it would have been beneficial if all of the technical agencies collecting data 
at the incident site had come togethe' to present unified recommendations on roles and 
responsibilities to the Jnc·dent 6omrnander. They also suggested that it would have been 
beneficial for one of the tesflnical agencies to volunteer to coordinate all of the data being 
collected on the site. Although this might have helped coordinate the data, it would require one 
of these support agencies to take the lead in coordinating the effort. A potential middle ground 
would be for Inci?.ent Command to track which teams are on-site collecting data, and task one of 
the support agencies to coordinate the effort. This would provide Incident Command with both 
the unified front t~e · lacked during the T2 FSE, and an SME to coordinate and possibly provide 
expe advice. Rurther, this would give these critical SMEs greater visibility with Incident 
Command than they had during the T2 FSE, where they were working for the HAZMA T 
Chief-t o ~evels below the Incident Commander. 

J 
Data collection, management, and distribution continue to be a challenge at nationally significant 
incidents. FRMAC procedures, which were developed primarily for radiological releases from a 
fixed nuclear facility, should be re-examined to ensure that they are effective in handling non
fixed facility incidents involving on-scene response by FSL responders. Although the plan was 
modified since its original inception, the procedures remain modeled on response methods 
appropriate for nuclear reactor disasters. Fwther, the Washington State DOH Procedures for 
Responding to a Radiological Attack is written to integrate into existing FRMAC and other DOE 
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plans. When applied to terrorist events, like that simulated during T2, there are differences that 
may impact the effectiveness of these procedures. These include: 

• Disasters at nuclear facilities are likely to involve known radiological materials and 
estimates of quantities involved, whereas the materials and quantities used in terrorist
sponsored RDD explosions are not known until analyses can be completed, as was the 
case in the T2 FSE; and 

• Terrorist activities are more likely to occur in major metropolitan areas with high profile, 
politically powerful, and well-equipped local governments; whereas nuclear 'facilities 
tend to be in rural communities with fewer response assets. In Was~ngton, the DOH 
Procedures for Responding to a Radiological Attack only ackno\Vledges a loca 
jurisdiction's leadership role at an incident when "command shifts or transitions to lc.teal 
jurisdiction," rather than assuming that the local jurisdiction is in chwge ana that the 
State is a support agencl0

. This may stem from their exp~Jiience Of resP,onsibilities for 
nuclear power facilities, or their internal expectations. 

As DHS develops its plans for responding to radiological (and ot~r) emergencies, 1t IS 

imperative that they build in processes that allow State and local government capabilities to be 
coordinated with the federal capabilities. This is particularly imP,ortant because state and local 
resources are likely to arrive on the scene and begin using their as ·ets before the federal support 
arrives. 

Another issue that deserves further attentio~ is h_etlie the -R AC should release raw data sets 
to different agencies, or to continue to send out onlx data products. In T2, the FRMAC policy 
was to co11ect and analyze data loca ly, and only send out data products. A number of Federal 
and State agencies suggested that they need'"the raw data to conduct their own analyses, and that 
the FRMAC policies do not allow them to meet therr missions. However, were data to leave the 
FRMAC, there is greater potential for many agencies to have incomplete or out of date data. This 
could further complicate t11 coordinatio ~a11enge and increase the likelihood of inconsistent 
decisions and public information. 

c. Data analysis, distributi , and · pact on decision-making 

Developing the ~ost valid defiosition maps possible requires that all data be sent to the SMEs 
who are interpreting the data. As far as the evaluation team has discerned, the radiological data 
collecte<:L by the FD HAZMAT never left the incident site, and might not have been used to 
deve\_op depositio maps. In addition, there is no evidence that any of HAZMA T data were sent 
to the"'RMAC or tW'e--FRMAC to support their analyses. Therefore, it is quite likely that none of 
the agencies analyzing radiation data were using all available data. This is one reason that 
different analyses could result in different information being sent to top officials. As described 
earlier, the WA DOH, Public Health Seattle/King County, and EPA recognized the likelihood of 
limited data reaching decision-makers early in an RDD response and developed default PAGs 
prior to the FSE. The Seattle Mayor used these default PAGs during the early hours of the 
incident. 

80 Washington State Department of Health, Division of Radiation Protection Plan and Procedures for Responding to 
a Radiological Attack, DOH/DRP, March 2003. 
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However, even if the data coordination challenges did not exist, analysis product distribution was 
another challenge for responders during the FSE. Prior to the arrival of the FRMAC, the W A 
State DOH, King County EOC, and PHSKC plotted rough deposition maps using data collected 
by the WA DOH field teams.81 As noted in the Reconstruction section of the AAR, lack of 
resources made it difficult, if not impossible, for these maps to be interpreted and reach decision
makers in a timely fashion. Therefore, significant data points served as key discussion points 
during conference calls to help top officials make decisions. 

The impact of the lack of clear information led to significant frustration among top officials. A 
number of T2 data collectors observed the frustration and noted players' attempts to reso ve the 
frustrations on their own. For example, at 2100 on May 12, 2003 a data collector at the 'Seattle 
EOC recorded that the Mayor's representative told the WA DOH that they wanted to make-up 
their own data to develop the information they needed to define an evacuation r ute. A data 
collector recorded similar statements at the W A State EOC. Altho~ghtne eva l!lation team does 
not know whether Seattle or Washington State followed up on its quest to make up radiological 
data, these observations do illustrate the problem. 

The evaluation team identified four potential contributing factprs that may have led to the 
frustration experienced by the State and local top officials during the overnight hours of the 
exercise: 

• It is likely that there was insufficient scenario data duni'lg the ovemight hours (see 
artificialities); , 

• Controllers in the W A State EOC gave conflicjjng-iriformation to DOH personnel and 
also withdrew information that had been pFov· ded earlier in the exercise; 

• As described in the reconstruction and in the previous section, there was also a lack of 
effective coordination, until the hir clax of. the exercise; and 

• It is possible that top officials did not recognize the real amount of time that it takes to 
collect, coordinate and analyze a~ and present it in a meaningful fashion. Many top 
officials are used to participating in tabletop exercises where the data and information 
they request are mad~ available much more quickly than would happen in real 
emergency-in tabletops, data and information are often available instantly. 

The timing of the statements snowing top official concerns on May 12, 2003, suggest that some 
of this fru ·tration might have been alleviated if the EOCs had received the FRMAC analysis 
product sometill)e during the first night of the FSE. In a conference call at 2000, the PFO 
a sured the State and ocal officials that the DOE would provide them with AMS data once they 
were eceived anC\ analyzed. However, as described in the reconstruction, it took longer than the 
PFO ex ected for the FRMAC to complete the analysis of the AMS data; the analysis products 
were not comPleted until after the JOC closed for the night. This exercise artificiality may have 
led to, or possibly exacerbated, frustrations because local and State officials then had to wait a 
minimum of eight hours to receive the information they needed. 

Although the JOC re-opened at 0700 on May 13, 2003, the FRMAC did not deliver their 
deposition map to the Seattle or W A State EOCs until mid-day on May 13. As a result of not 

81 The evaluation team does not know whether Seattle EOC or incident command were plotting data in a similar 
manner, or whether the various EOCs shared their deposition maps. 
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having the advance party meeting on May 12, 2003, the FRMAC did not have the appropriate 
contacts within the various EOCs. If the FRMAC had the contact information and the clearance 
to provide maps directly to Seattle, King County, and WA State EOCs, the FRMAC might have 
supplied them with the deposition data product map as early as 2330 on May 12, 2003. It is 
highly likely that had the JOC remained open throughout the night, the FRMAC would have 
received clearance to distribute the deposition maps and would have identified the appropriate 
contacts at the Seattle, King County, and State EOCs, as each jurisdiction provided liaisons to 
the JOC. 

It appears that after the FRMAC deposition maps were distributed to State and local EOCs, there 
was less confusion over which information to use for decision-making. The diStribution pwcess 
was t1owing well by the end of play on May 13, 2003, and continued rather e~fectively onMa( 
14, 2003- at least in Washington State. Regionally, the players' were well aware of tfue 
problems, and found ways to resolve them. However, the concerns· W shing on, 1).0., did not 
seem to end, even after the exercise was 
over. Nonetheless, there is no evidence that 
activities at the Federal inter-agency level or 
the different data products provided to these 
top officials had any impact on the response 
in Washington State. 

6. Conclusions , 
Several lessons can be learned from the data 
coordination and analysis product 
distribution challenges faced by res enders 
and top officials in Washington State and 
Washington, D.C. Plume models prov:·de a 
prediction of where the material in the 
explosion will travel. They can be useful ~ 
assisting decision-makers in ..making 
preliminary decision regarcling,. likelY, areas 
of contamination. Once actua( data from the 
incident are collected and eYaluated, the 
value of P. ume 1 odels dimiriishes. Once 
responders learn what really is out there and 
where it is, predf tiong.. alone become less 
important. However, predictions updated 
with initial measurement data can be useful 
in estimating protective actions in areas that 
have not yet been surveyed, or in areas that , . 
have been contammated below the 
measurement threshold of available 
instruments. During the FSE, W A State 
DOH and Federal SMEs could have 
provided top officials with this information. 
Additional educational opportunities might 
have been available in many months leading 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
DATA COLLECTION AND COORDINATION: 

On-site and off-site data coordination during the FSE 
was minimal at best. As a result, no one agency at 
the incident site had a complete operational picture, 
and multiple agencies were performing redundant 
tasks. The development of Nationallncident 
Management System may help to facilitate the data 
collection and coordination processes in the future. 

There was much confusion during the FSE about the 
multitude of plume prediction maps among agencies 
and across jurisdictions. While it did not happen 
during the FSE, if agencies and jurisdictions produce 
inconsistent and conflicting maps, the media could 
question the govemments' credibility and ability to 
make decisions. 

Officials at all levels of government need to be 
educated about the differences between plume 
dispersion prediction models and data products 
generated from empirical data. Officials need to be 
aware of how each can aid decision-makers and the 
limitations of both. 

FSL agencies and departments should be educated 
about the need to coordinate the data collection and 
distribution processes and the implications of a lack 
of coordination. 

Plans and procedures for radiological incidents were 
initially developed for emergencies at nuclear power 
facilities. To be etlectively applied to terrorist 
events, these plans and procedures may need to be 
modified. 

On-site data collection may also benefit from the 
designation by the Incident Commander of a support 
agency to lead the coordination effort. 
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up to the FSE. 

On-site and off-site data coordination was minimal at best. For SMEs to develop the most up-to
date information and provide the highest quality recommendations, it is critical that they receive 
data collected from all relevant locations. During the T2 FSE, the coordination to send all of the 
data to one place was lacking. One aspect of the response that became clear during the FSE was 
that there are many assets with radiological data collection capabilities at FSL levels of 
government that need to be accounted for in the data collection process. In planning responses to 
terrorist attacks, procedures need to recognize all of the possible responders, and worl(..to ensure 
that they are coordinating effectively. The development of the National Incident Ma agement 
System (NIMS) may help to facilitate the data collection and coordinatio~ R_rocesses in the 
future. 

In addition to the FRMAC, many State and local government agencies have t eir own 
capabilities and responsibilities to generate plume predictions ana depositi0n maps In an 
emergency, State and local governments are likely to rely on their asset 'before Federal 
assistance arrives, and to continue to rely on them throughout t e response a a recovery. The 
Federal Government cannot prevent other FSL agencies fFom using thejr wn models and 
developing their own predictions for internal planning purposes. However, FSL agencies and 
departments can be educated about the importance of centralizing the data collection and 
analysis product distribution processes and lear.qj.gg to work with the FRMAC to coordinate 
efforts during radiological emergencies and the..consequences if that Cloes not happen. 
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E. Play Involving the Strategic National Stockpile 

1. Introduction 

[n Illinois, during the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2), the arrival, breakdown, distribution, and 
dispensing of the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) was played in unprecedented detail during 
the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE). It culminated in the 
dispensing of thousands of doses of simulated 
medication to role players at five separate sites, in 
five jurisdictions. However, perhaps of even greater 
interest than the actual distribution were the 
discussions and decisions leading up to the 
di stribution acti vities. Officials had to determine: 

• How to request the SNS; 

• Who should receive the medications; 

• How much was available; 

• When and where to distribute it; and 

• How to announce it to the public. 

This account focuses on how the local municipalities dealt with the issues of providing 
prophylaxis to both first responders and the public. It also examines decisions made about the 
SNS at the inter-agency level. 

2. Background 

Created in 1999, the SNS is a national Tepository of medications and other supplies and 
equipment that can be deployed in the event of a terrorist attack. Formerly known as the 
National Pharmaceutical St0ekpile, the SNS was renamed upon its transfer to the Department of 
Homeland Security (DRS) in 2003, The SNS is a multi-agency resource, with responsibilities 
split across DHS, the Department ef Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Veterans 
Administration. According to a recent Memorandum of Agreement among the tlu-ee 
departments: 

The DHS Secretary shall, in coordination with the HHS Secretary and the 
Secretary of Veterans Affairs, maintain the Strategic National Stockpile. 

The DHS Secretary shall be responsible for the overall strategic direction, goals, 
objectives, and performance measures for the Stockpile. 

The DHS Secretary shall be the owner of the Stockpile and the assets (excluding 
personnel) of such Stockpile shall transfer to the DRS Secretary. The Stockpile 
shall remain in the physical custody of the HHS Secretary until deployed by the 
DHS Secretary. 

The DHS Secretary, in consultation with the HHS Secretary, shall direct the 
deployment of the Stockpile, determine pre-position locations and shall have the 
responsibility .for authorizing the transfer of custody of Stockpile contents to State 
or local authorities. 
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However, while giving ownership of the stockpile to DHS, the Memorandum of Agreement 
assigns management responsibilities to HHS: 

In consultation with the DRS Secretary, the HHS Secretary in managing the 
Stockpile shall determine for the Stockpile the appropriate and practical numbers, 
types, and amounts of drugs, vaccines, and other biological products to provide 
for the emergency health security of the United States.82 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) maintains the SNS within HHS. 

The SNS consists of two parts: the 12-hour push package (push pack) and Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI). CDC maintains 12 push packs strategically distributed at t n sites around the 
nation. Upon release by the CDC, the SNS can deliver a push package to the site o an' 
emergency in 12 hours or less. Thus, it can be deployed before the specific infecti ms agent Has 
been confirmed. Each push pack contains more than 50 tons of sup;>lies. Degendm upon the 
infectious agent, a push pack can treat from several thousand to sever«tl Jmpdred thousand 
people. In a large bioterrorism incident, the VMI can also be qeployed. It' , tailored to contain 
the specific medications to treat victims of a known agent. Jh~VMI can arriv.e in the affected 
area within 24 to 36 hours. Either the VMI or the push-package can be shippea first, depending 
on the situation. 

Illinois also maintains its own pharmaceutical stockpile, known as the Illinois Pharmaceutical 
Stockpile (IPS), and some localities maintain tbei own stockpiles 0f medications. The IPS is 
designed for use by immediate responders.83 lQse of tnese stockpiles was also played during the 
FSE. ' 

3. Reconstruction 

a. Overview 

The SNS Operations Center (SNSOC) as activated at 1500 EDT May 12, 2003, based upon a 
directive from DHS. In a conference eall at 2000 EDT, HHS Secretary's Command Center 
(SCC) directed that two SNS sites nearest to Chicago be readied for loading onto planes. It is 
not clear, however, wheth~( the SNSOC received this directive. The SNSOC did receive a 
directive from DHS to pre-deploy a push package to the Chicago area, which it did. The City of 
Chicago, follGwed closely by the State of Illinois, requested the SNS early on the afternoon of 
May 13, 2003, immediately Stfter a bioterrorism incident involving the release of Pneumonic 
Plague was confirmed. The next morning, officials pubUcly confirmed that there had been a 
release of plague t the'united Center, O'Hare International Airport, and Union Station, and only 
a tbese three sites. At 1025 Central Daylight Time,84 the push pack arrived at O'Hare. It was 
distrib ted to the local jurisdictions that afternoon, after which most jurisdictions issued 
prophyla xis to their first responders. The follow-on VMI supplies began to arrive at 1937 on 
May 14, 2003. The distribution sites were opened to the target population at 0800 on May 15, 
2003, at the same time that the Virtual News Network (VNN) announced the distribution 

82 Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of 
Homeland Secutity concerning cooperative arrangements to prevent, prepare for, and respond to terrorism and major 
disasters, signed February 28, 2003 and March 5, 2003. 
83 Illinois Department of Professional Regulation State Board of Pharmacy, [Newsletter] Feb 2003. 
84 All times provided are Central Daylight Time, unless otherwise noted. 
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locations and listed the target population. Figure 15 depicts the timeline of events related to the 
request for and distribution of the SNS. 

Chicago, U.. 

HHS sec directs 
SNS push pack 

be readied 
(19:00) 

SNS Operations 
Center activated 

(14:00) 

Strategic National Stockpile 

Poshive FCR test for 
plague recorded 

(12:18) 

Villllal News Network airs 
!ootage of Goverf\Or 
declanng slate of 

emergency and requesting 
delivery of SNS 

(I:M9) 

Three plague 
release sites 

confirmed in p!ess 
conference 

(09:30) 

Supplies begin 
arriving at local 
fulislictlons 

(13:30) 

Pusll pack arrives 
at O'Hare 
(10~)) 

R>llow-on VMI 
suppli,s begjn to 

arrive 
(19:37) 

Figure 15. Timeline of Events Related to tlze SNS 

b. Initial discussions 

SNS sites·cij!ened 
to target populaoon 

(8:00) 

jOint media 
release gives 

locations of SNS 
sites (06:49) 

Decisions and activities relating to the SNS took place at all levels of government. On the 
morning of May 13, 2003, b~fore diagnosis of plague, discussions began at local and State 
departments of'public health (DPHs) about the need ro provide prophylaxis and to request and 
activate pharmaceutical stockpiles~local, state, and national. The SNS also came up in 
disoussions at the FedeJal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region V Regional 
Operations Center (ROC); the HHS Region V Regional Emergency Operations Center (REOC); 
the Coynty, City, and State Emergency Operations Centers (EOC); HHS Headquarters; DHS 
Headquarters; and the Strategic Information OpeJations Center (S lOC) in Washington, D.C.; and 
the CDC in~tlanta. 

HHS had already alerted CDC to have the SNS ready to go. On May 12, 2003 at 1900, 
anticipating a rise in the threat condition to Red, HHS directed CDC to put the stockpile on 
planes, with the two closest to Chicago ready to go. At 1946, having heard that threat condition 
was raised to Red in seven cities, the HHS Assistant Secretary Public Health Emergency 
Pmparedness told his staff to notify CDC to load the planes- a standard operating procedure for 
the CDC upon Red being declared. 
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At 0800 on May 13, 2003, CDC reported that the SNS was being deployed to Chicago. At 1030, 
the CDC Director reiterated public health priorities. One of these was to focus on the immediate 
needs of Chicago, as well as Seattle which had just experienced the detonation of a radiological 
dispersal device (RDD), but not to over-commit CDC resources, as there was a potential for 
multiple tenorism events in other parts of the country. In an 1100 conference call with HHS, the 
ROC, and the REOC, CDC reported that the SNS could be delivered to Chicago within an hour. 
At 1228 the Chicago, Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH) lab recorded a positive 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) test for plague. However, it wasn't until 1415 that CDC 
received notification of the positive PCR; at that same time the confirmation of plague was 
announced on VNN. 

On May 13, 2003, at 1730 EDT, HHS Secretary Thompson declared a public health emergeqc( 
in the City of Chicago, allowing HHS to provide federal health assistanae unoe its own 
authority. 

c. Requesting the stockpiles 

In illinois during the afternoon of May 13, 2003, local jurisd'ctions ana die stat declared a state 
of emergency and requested the SNS. There was some confu_s\on as to when declarations were 
officially declared by the individual jurisdictions. At 1253, the EEMA ROC log noted that the 
City of Chicago was requesting the SNS; a similar entry regarding an urgent request from the 
state was logged at the ROC at 1325. Discu sions about requesting the SNS occuned at the 
DPHs starting about 1330. At the DHS Cris·s Action team (CAT) at 1430, there was discussion 
of deploying the SNS. A request from the City of Chicago ·or a push pack showed up in the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Home1an Security Center (HSCenter) at 1528 and at 
the CDC around 1600. 

At 1250, VNN aired footage of the Dliqois Governor eporting that that he had declared a state of 
emergency in illinois, requested a disas e Cleclaration from the President, and requested delivery 
of the SNS. At 1410 the Illinois Operational Headquarters and Notification Office (IOHNO) 
reported that the Illinois State EOC would request the SNS (push pack and VMI) through the 
Governor' s office; at the same time Co0) County DPH checked with the state for procedures. 

At 1515, IDPH notified the SEOC to ask for surgical masks and ventilators as part of the VMI 
request. Later that afternoon:t!~ a conference call at 1655, discussion ensued about procedures 
for reque ting t e SNS. wPH went directly to CDC, whereas the Illinois Emergency 
Managemept Agency ~lEMA) went to the ROC. On May 14, 2003, at 0935, IOHNO logged 
speeific requests fromtne VMI for Doxycycline, Ciprofloxacin, masks, and ventilators. 

d. W o should receive antibiotics 

Internal tlebates about a prophylaxis distribution policy for first responders, including non
governmeq,taf organizations such as the American Red Cross, and the public occuned in all local 
jurisdictions. These discussions were necessitated not only by the enormous logistical 
challenges of distributing medications to a metropolitan area whose population exceeds seven 
million, but also by the very real limits of the amount of medication that was immediately 
available. 

In the end, all jurisdictions except Chicago decided to provide prophylaxis to all first responders. 
Chicago was unable to do this due to the sheer size of their first responder population, estimated 
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at 96,000, and because officials felt it would be politically untenable to provide medications to 
all of the first responders before the providing the same for the general public. 

The distlibution of simulated local pharmaceutical stockpiles was demonstrated in Chicago and 
DuPage County. Chicago DPH administered prophylaxis from its own stockpiles to Chicago 
DPH staff (on May 13, 2003, at 1640). DuPage County followed its protocols and administered 
its stockpile to its first responders and their immediate families (a decision made at 1326 on May 
13, 2003) and County employees (distribution began at 0914 on May 14, 2003). 

Within the Lake County EOC, there was a discussion as to how many people in e c category 
should receive prophylaxis. They also discussed who would make the decision about how many 
people to provide prophylaxis for. In the end, they decided on all first responders J?er protocol. 

Both Cook County and Lake County issued prophylaxis to first responders at IJ.6'00 oft>May-14, 
2003; it is unclear whether they used the IPS or the SNS. Chicago, however, i §Ued medications 
to a single shift of first responders only: those on duty during the ealily morning hours of'May 15, 
2003. They did not distribute the antibiotics earlier due to a fl\!scommunication; they believed 
that all jurisdictions had agreed to delay distribution of the SNS fu anyone until 0800 on May 15, 
2003. Chicago learned that the other counties had already distr.buted to first,responders via an 
email at 1926 on May 14, 2003, stating that all Cook Count,y ~st responders had received 
prophylaxis. At that point they began to make plans to do their o n, 2artial distribution to first 
responders. At 2039 on May 14, 2003, a broadcast fax advisetl the Chicago district watch 
commanders to pick up prophylaxis packages; they ere distributed to police officers beginning 
at 0032 on May 15, 2003. , 

As far as prophylaxis for the general public, there was also a city/county divide. The counties 
initially decided to offer prophylaxis o their entire communities. Chicago, again, differed. In a 
conference call at 1300 on May 14, 2003, he counties and IDPH discussed the situation. That 
morning, the plague outbreak had been pul5licly ljriked to three locations: a terminal at O 'Hare 
International Airport, the United Cent r, and Union Station. Ultimately, all realized that a 
common policy had to be adoP.ted to pre· ~tone jurisdiction from potentially being overrun by 
citizens of another that had decided u~n hmited distribution. That realization was helped along 
by a recommendation from IDRH, w'"oh called for a distribution targeted at the following: 

• People who were in the United Center, O'Hare Terminal 385
, or Union Station on May 

10, 7003;and 

• Re<:>ple wli9 had household contact with any presumed or diagnosed cases. 

AltHeugh some o' tlfe counties were unhappy with this policy and discussed overriding the 
oecis·on, all eventu lly agreed to it. 

Later that fte91oon, at 1445, IOHNO noted that IDPH recommended and the counties concurred 
that an indi ii:iual could pick up medications for other family members if he/she provided the 
required iriformation. 

Chicago's final decision, based upon a Chicago DPH recommendation, was announced at a 1730 
EOC briefing: the first people to receive antibiotics were those in contact with cases, attendees at 
the venues, and first responders likely to be in contact with contaminated people (those on shift 

85 The release was later determined by consensus to have been Terminal 2, not Tenninal 3. 
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when the drugs were distributed). They anticipated a quick backfill of antibiotics for the 
remaining first responders and their families. 

e. How much was available 

Confusion and contradictory information complicated officials ' decision-making. First was the 
difficulty of determining the amounts in local stockpiles. Second were the issues about how 
much the state had and how the medication would be allocated. Finally, there were questions 
about how much would come from the SNS, when it would arrive, and how much each 
jurisdiction would receive. 

An account of the confusion is documented here, focusing on the largest jurisiliction, the Gity of 
Chicago: 

At 1715 on May 13, 2003, Chicago EOC requested 1.1 million doses Q[ prophylactic antibiotics 
from lEMA, including 96,000 for first responders. Other jurisdictions requested (esser amounts; 
for example, Lake County requested 15,000 for its first respond rs a · d their families. 

During a conference call starting at 1730, which included the FE A RGC, lEMA, IDPH, and 
Chicago Office of Emergency Management (OEM), the OEN:f :Director asked how many doses 
would be coming. lEMA replied, "enough, and will continue to re- upply ." The city pressed for 
a number. lEMA said it was still determining the number. Chicago asked if this would be an 
open faucet, noting that its distribution schedru would depend upon the number of doses 
received. The ROC replied that the supply dian't syem to be a problem. Shortly thereafter, at 
1818, the Chicago OEM director reported to hi: ta~he c'ty was getting one million doses. 

On May 14, 2003, IDPH decided that the stockpile would be broken out by jurisdictional 
populations. The lDPH Chicago office came up with tfiese numbers for the initial distribution (a 
total of 45,800 doses86

) for the entire region: 

• City of Chicago 12,400 do ef 
• Cook County 

• DuPage County 

• Lake County 

• Kane County 

12,500 doses 

1Q,50Q d ses 

~,000 doses 

4,400 doses. 

At 0917, tHe county health departments received a fax with these numbers. 

Aoout an hour later, however, Chicago DPH reported to the EOC that lEMA and IDPH said the 
city would receiv 30,000 from the Illinois stockpi le and 30,000 from the SNS. The Chicago 
DPH reported this again at 1150. They were expecting 60,000 doses available for Chicago. 

; 
At 1030, the Chicago OEM requested clarification during a conference call that included lEMA, 
the IL State EOC, and the Joint Operations Center (JOC). lEMA replied that the city would get 
30,000 from the IPS and 12,400 from the SNS. However, at 1154 IDPH told Chicago DPH that 
the total of IPS and SNS doses was 30,000. 

86 It is not clear whether by "doses" they meant regimens (i.e. pre-packaged 10-day treatment courses). Each push 
pack contains pre-packaged regimens of Ciprofloxacin and Doxycycline. 
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The crisis over amounts of antibiotics available was definitively over at 1937 on May 14, 2003. 
At that time the IL State EOC announced in an exercise inject that VMI had arrived and that 
local health departments and hospitals would continue to be supplied for the length of the event. 

The lack of clarity over available amounts illustrated by the above sequence of events can at least 
partially be traced to agencies sometimes co-mingling state and federal supplies, and also to a 
failure to separate out, in number and timing, the relatively small amounts in the push pack 
compared to the continuing flow of VMI. 

f. When and where would the supplies be available 

At 1730, on May 13, 2003, during a teleconference between FEMA, CD<E, lEMA, and the 
governor's office, it was announced that the SNS would an·ive at 1000 on May 14 2003. 

According to an exercise inject, the stockpile arrived at O'Hare airport at 1025 on May 14, 2003. 
It was transfen-ed to a warehouse at 1055, at which time CDC signed it over to loeal authorities. 
The supplies were broken down and started an-iving at the jur.isdictions at 1330. Jurisdictions 
had pre-planned sites for distribution of the SNS to the tar.get po?-ulatton, antl an agreed-ufon 
time for opening them. The distribution sites opened to the pil~li at 0800-.-.on May 15, 2003.8 

g. How were these decisions conveyed to the public 

The public was informed that the SNS was availabl if needed by the Assistant Secretary Public 
Health Emergency Preparedness in HHS. At 1':322, on May 13, 2003, the Secretary reported via 
VNN that the SNS was in the Chicago area a dread tQ be deployed. At 1527, VNN reported 
that the SNS was being rushed to Chicago. 

A press release from the Office of tlie Governor earl uring the afternoon of May 13, 2003, 
indicated that antibiotics from the SNS woul be distributed by local health departments to those 
with symptoms or those exposed. Peop,le With symptoms were told to go to the nearest hospital. 
Those exposed to the symetomatic were told to receive antibiotics. 

In a press conference at the JomtJnfonnation Center (0930 on May 14, 2003), the three release 
sites, O'Hare International Airport, Union Station, and United Center, were confirmed. 

On May 14, 2003, at 0940, IGHNO suggested on VNN that anyone who was at the three release 
sites should..-get prophylaxis. {n a 1030 press release from the Governor's office, the Director of 
IDPH gav the same advice. At 1230 on May 14, 2003, the DHS Secretary on VNN advised all 
emplo,r.ees at the three sites to go to their doctors to get antibiotics. Chicago DPH, however, 
isstr d a press release stating "insisting that all Chicagoans stay at home until further notice, 
e c~pt for those adulfs considered to be essential to public safety .... [and] those experiencing 
ympto s." 

At 1259, on May 14, 2003, VNN announced that the SNS had an-ived in Chicago. 

At 1345, vNN announced that only 30,000 doses were coming to the Chicago area, whereas at 
1745, a HHS official on VNN stated, "Once the faucet is turned on, the t1ow [of medication] 
doesn't stop." 

At 1407, on May 14, 2003, there was a conference call that included the JOC, as well as the City 
and State EOCs about how to use the media to encourage people to stay home instead of rushing 

87 The Lake County site opened at 0832. 
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to the distribution centers. The message would be: "Stay home unless you're in the exposed 
target groups; otherwise, going to the distribution site will increase your risk of infection." 

At 1425, in a conference call between IOHNO and CDC, consensus was achieved that a release 
would be issued that evening stating that distribution sites would be made public on the morning 
of May 15, 2003. 

At 0800 on May 15, 2003, VNN issued details on distribution, identifying the locations and the 
target populations, including a change in who should go for medications. Symptomatic people 
were told to seek medical attention. Persons exposed to people with symptoms, those who had 
been at the three release sites, and those exposed to them were advised to go to thei local 
distribution center. 

At 0830 May 15, 2003, VNN reported that SNS had plague treatment for 115 millie 

4. Artificialities 

None of the pharmaceutical stockpiles were actually deployed. SNS provided their training, 
education, and display package at the request of Illinois Stat~ to allow Tiimois to test its ability to 
receive and distribute a push package. It is an exercise artificiality that the push packages were 
deployed at all. In a real event, the SNS reaction to request· for S ~ would have been to send 
VMI, since pneumonic plague was already identified. It is unqiear what the public reaction to 
the targeted distribution scheme would have bee 88

• 

For reasons of space availability, the T2 sc~nario required that the SNS to arrive on the May 14, 
2003, and be distributed at 0800 on May 15, 2003. :rJ:lls schedule gave decision-makers the 
luxury of time to discuss and determine in concert how to distribute the medications, and they 
didn't even have to coordinate the tim of distriouti~; it was given to them. In real life, 
pressures for a faster distribution would have made such coordination more difficult. With a 
compressed timeline and during a rea1 emergency, jurisdictions might have made different, 
independent decisions and chaos could have been the result. In fact, discussions during this time 
period in the HHS SCC indica ted continuing concern about the delays in opening the distribution 
centers. 

Ultimately, the VMI was declared sufficient for the State's needs. The health departments 
discussed offering mass prophylaxis after they were told that the amount of antibiotics was no 
longer an issue. 

5. Mialysis 

Tiie S S story spans five of the areas of analysis and the inter-agency and Illinois venues. It is 
t·rst a d Joremost the story of emergency public policy and decision-making regarding the 
allocation of a scarce resource. It involved jurisdictional issues at the Federal and local levels. It 
is also the tory of local jurisdictions corning to separate decisions and then coordinating them 
(with some help from the state) to reach a common policy. Successful distribution required a 
coordinated, well-thought-out and accurate public information campaign. 

88 Dr. Henry W. Fischer, TIT, in his book, "Response to Disaster: Fact Versus Fiction and Its Perpetuation- The 
Sociology of Disaster," predicts that panic would not ensue in a bioteJTorism attack, but there is thankfully no data to 
draw upon to validate this prediction. Dr. Fischer does not specifically address the complications that could arise 
with the distribution of prophylaxis. 
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a. Decision-making 

The key decisions regarding the SNS were who should get the antibiotics and in what order. To 
make those decisions, officials needed different types of information: 

• Which antibiotics would be effective; 

• How quickly would they need to be administered; 

• How much was available; 

• How long would it take to get the antibiotics; and 

• How quickly could they be re-supplied? 

During the FSE, decision-makers received conflicting information regarding t e amoun of 
antibiotics in the stockpile. Knowing the answers to the following que-stions wovld el officials 
better plan their strategy for distribution: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Was there enough medication to provide prophylaxis to all first res~onders or would 
it need to be done in stages; 

If done in stages, would it be best (or possible) to pr vide Rrophylaxis to all those on 
duty and keep them on duty until sufficient supplies arrived for the rest; 

Or would it be better to give partial ceur,ses out to all firs responders so that all could 
get started and then receive the ;:est of the course as more supplies became available; 
and 

How many sites should be set up for 4istr"bution to the citizens, considering the 
tradeoff between number o distributors (who also need prophylaxis) and number , 
served? ~ 

Decisions made by the City of ChicagQ typify the importance of good information. Chicago, 
with its huge population, was the most ad-pressed jurisdiction.89 It requested 1,063 million 
doses and waited for information from tHe state as to how much they would actually get. The _, 
state came back and said they could have 40,000 doses; however, it ended up with only 12,400. 
The city made distribution plans based on the 40,000 number. It chose not to provide 
prophylaxis o all first responders before reaching out to the public because it was concerned 
about adverse public reaction. Chicago decided instead to take a parallel approach, giving 
medications to current shifts of first responders, and at the same time providing medications for 
peogle who were at the three venues and the primary contacts of symptomatic patients. It is not 
clea i\._ the city could actually have accommodated all of these people with the medications 
availab e to them a the time. 

b. Resource allocation 
; 

The various pharmaceutical stockpiles constituted a scarce resource, at least until the VMI 
portion of the SNS began flowing. Some of the local jurisdictions had their own stockpiles, 
which they used to provide prophylaxis to different parts of their population: Chicago DPH gave 
antibiotics to its own staff; DuPage County administered its supply according to its phased plan, 

89 Cook County is almost equally large, but less data was available on their decision-making. 
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providing medication to first responders and their families and County staff and their families. 
The other jurisdictions apparently did not have their own stockpiles. 

These differences raise policy issues. If some jurisdictions have their own stockpiles, should that 
be taken into account in allocating the supplies from other stockpiles? Such calculations 
appeared not to have been made, as the amounts provided to the localities from the state and 
local stockpiles were based upon population. 

In addition, if the state issues guidance to medicate only first responders in adva ce of the 
general public, can a locality provide antibiotics to other segments as well out 0 its own 
stockpile? Would it then receive less from state and national stockpiles? Questions s ch as 
these become increasingly relevant as States and localities debate the advisabirty of establisfiing. 
local stockpiles, given the difficulty of maintaining them.90 

• 

c. Emergency public information 

Public information play regarding the SNS had successes and ailures. Some pronouncements 
were made that could have caused some measure of conce n ancl coQ[usion among the public. 
Several of these may have been due to erroneous VNN statetnents effie .not inappropriate 
judgments on the part of the officials releasing the informatio~. wever, a story such as the 
one describing the 30,000 doses that would be corning to Illinois (when originally there was 
believed to be 60,000 doses) could have caused chaos at m~dical facilities. And early 
recommendations from IOHNO, IDPH, and HHS that people at the release sites should obtain 
prophylaxis could have caused serious prob1ems.91 j hese were made before the SNS had arrived 
and distribution sites had been set up. Tens, if not hundreds., of thousands of people who fit that 
description could have descended en masse upon medical facilities and pharmacies to get 
antibiotics that were not yet availabl_e. However, this problem is, at least in part, an exercise 
artificiality, as the consensus is that SN:_S play was artificially delayed. 

In addition, conflicting advice was given about staying home and going out to get prophylaxis. 
Whereas IOHNO, IDPH, and HHS recommended that people at the venues obtain prophylaxis, 
Chicago DPH went on record "insi_sting, that all Chicagoans stay at home until further notice, 
except for those adults conside eo to t5e essential to public safety . . .. [and] those experiencing 
symptoms." 

The crafting of· joint press release about the SNS distribution at 0649 on May 15, 2003 was 
crucial to tile success of the distribution and ultimately to containing the plague. Officials had to 
do therr best to draw out those people who needed prophylaxis, while discouraging those who 
didn' t from com·ng out and taking the limited supplies and/or unleashing unrest at the 
distrio .ion sites. T ey agreed not to release the SNS distribut.ion locations until the morning of 
May 15, 2003, to minimize the potential for civil unrest and chaos at the distribution sites. The 
release described who should seek prophylaxis (those at the release sites on the dates indicated, 
and those Within six feet of someone displaying symptoms); where they should go; and when 

90 In June 2002, then TDPH Director John Lumpkin spoke against local stockpiles. When DuPage County asked 
about receiving reimbursement for the thousands of dollars it had spent on its stockpile, the Director of TDPH replied 
that, "Counties should not keep individual stockpiles because Illinois has an arrangement with a pharmaceutical 
company that keeps a current supply available that could be distributed to a county within a short period of time" 
[from the minutes of a DuPage County Board of Health meeting (6 June 2002)]. 
9 1 In the HHS statement, employees were singled out in the recommendation to receive antibiotics as they were 
presumed to have been exposed for a longer period. 
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they should arrive. It dissuaded those who hadn't been exposed from coming by reminding them 
that they would be safer at home, and stated that people with symptoms should go to the hospital, 
not the SNS sites. 

However, this press release contained a flaw: it miss-stated one of the plague release sites. 
Confusion persisted throughout the FSE about which terminal was the release point at O'Hare 
International Airport. At various times, it was called Terminal 2, Terminal 3, and most 
frequently the International Terminal, which is Terminal 5. On May 14, 2003, around 1000, 
consensus was reached among public health departments that Terminal 2 was the correct 
terminal (which it was), but this information apparently was not passed on. Wheri announcing 
who should get prophylaxis, the press release listed the international terminal <as one of tHe hree 
release sites. This may have been in part an exercise artificiality, as the myriatl of reporters \\(h<f 
would have covered this incident in real life would presumably have identified the iscr epaneies 
in public statements. But had they not, thousands of potentially ex~osed indivi ua s could have 
been without drugs. 

In addition, press releases about the SNS on May 14 and 15, 2003, contajned conflicting 
information on the target population. There were several set~ of somewhat differing guidance. 
The first concerned the dates of exposure. There were three variatio 

• People who were at the sites on May 10, 2003; 

• People who were at the three sites from May 10 to May 13, 2003; and 

• People who were at the United Center from 

The second set concerned the description of who would receive prophylaxis. This set contained 
both internal inconsistencies and differences among jurisClictions. There were two variations. A 
press release from the DuPage County:'Board at;)81J on May 14, 2003, listed those exposed at 
the sites or those exposed to people , ith sympto-ms, and their entire families; however, this 
release also stated: "only people who ha e had direct close contact with infected patients should 
obtain antibiotics." A Chicago DPH press release at 0651 on May 15, 2003, listed those who 
were exposed at the sites and their closeJcontacts, but only those household members who had 
been exposed to a person w·th symptoms. It' s unclear whether these statements were actually 
released and whether the diffi rences in them represented differences in distribution policy or not. 

d. Coordinatio and communfcations 

As noted earlier, miscommunication among the local jurisdictions caused the Chicago OEM to 
delay prophylaxis~to ·ts first responders while the counties went ahead with theirs. Had this 
glayetl out in reallli e, it might have caused serious problems with the Chicago first responder 
l:ommurtities. The Chicago OEM believed it had been told during a teleconference that none of 
the jurisdictions were distributing any prophylaxis until 0800 on May 15, 2003. This had 
financial repercussions as they had planned to dispense to first responders that evening; 
consequently, Chicago had police officers earning roughly one million dollars in overtime pay 
and doing nothing. When the OEM found out via routine e-mail that other jurisdictions had 
completed their first responder prophylaxis in the late afternoon of May 14, 2003, it put into play 
a partial distribution to first responders later that evening. 

This misunderstanding can be traced to the medium of the conference call. Without written 
documentation of decisions reached, the potential exists for miscommunication. This was 
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observed throughout the FSE. During many teleconferences, roll calls were not taken, and it was 
unclear as to who was on the teleconference. In addition, on several instances different people 
heard different things and reached different conclusions about the outcome of the calls. 

The conference call was useful as a means of coordination among agencies located far from one 
another and scattered among the EOCs. However, it was far from ideal as a reliable means of 
communication. These issues in the public health community were observed in TOPOFF 2000 
as well, and were cited by the General Accounting Office in its September 2000 Report to 
Congressional Requestors titled, "West Nile Virus Outbreak: Lessons for Public Health 
Preparedness," and in which many officials reported problems in this area as the investigation 
into the outbreak grew. These problems could be ameliorated through strict adherence to roll 
call procedures and by designating one party to document any decisions reache and distribute 
them rapidly back to the participants via e-mail for confirmation. 

e. Jurisdiction 

The procedures and processes for requesting and receiving the 8NS were a source of confusion 
throughout the exercise. Different jurisdictions took different route to request t · s resource, and 
different agencies in the State also pursued their own patHs. IE>PH went directly to CDC, 
whereas lEMA went through the FEMA ROC; both of these are acceptable channels to request 
the SNS.92

•
93 It is unclear precisely what initiated the flow of pfophylaxis. The two directives, 

one from DHS and another from HHS, re~~din~ the deployment of the SNS provide one 
example of a jurisdictional challenge raised after the creation of DHS. 

~ 

As noted in the background section, responsibilitY · or this ..r_esource is shared between DHS and 
HHS. According to the Memorandltp1 of Agreement, th~ decision to deploy the SNS is made by 
DHS in coordination with HHS. Dt,ring.-tbe FSE, both HHS and DHS were giving directives 
regarding activation and deployment of' tbe SNS. The SNSOC coordinated the stockpile 
deployment with the CDC and the FE.MA EP&R Director. There is no data to indicate that 
senior-level consultation occurred betwe~n DHS and HHS. This issue was complicated when 
HHS declared a Public Health Emergency rwhich would allow it to deploy resources on its own 
authorities and at its own c0st. 

The following questions specific to tHe SNS were brought out during the course of T2: 

• What is the process for requesting phannaceuticals from State and Federal stockpiles; 

• Does each jurisdiction have to submit its own request; 

• Through hom do they issue the request; 

<San they request from multiple sources; and 

• HO\V much does one jurisdiction's request affect those of others? 

The questi~n of process arose despite the fact that there is a well-defined process for requesting 
the SNS (that should be a patt of every public health agency's SNS distribution plan per CDC 

92 It would be useful for DHS and HHS to clarify policies on how to request the SNS and educate the states on these 
~rocedures. 
3 Jurisdictional issues related to the SNS are discussed further in the Core Area on jurisdiction. 
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guidance). The official process involves a request from the governor or the mayor to the CDC, 
which then consults with DHS. There is no requirement for a disaster or emergency declaration. 

6. Conclusions 

The SNS was extensively exercised during the 
FSE. Local jurisdictions tested their ability to 
distribute supplies of antibiotics to their first 
responders and citizens. The state tested its 
ability to break down and secure the antibiotic 
stocks. Receipt, breakdown, distribution, and 
dispensing were completed successfully. But 
the SNS problem was far greater than the 
physical breakdown and dispensing of the push 
pack. It tested the ability of all levels of 
jurisdictions and agencies to make decisions, 
allocate resources, coordinate and communicate, 
and inform the public. 

It is clear that work remains to be done in all of 
these areas. Pressures to make decisions under 
emergency conditions and tight timelines can be~ 
partially alleviated through thorough re-
planning and advance coordination am~ngs 
jurisdictions. The challenge is to figure out in 
advance the procedures for ge ting good 
information, sharing it widely, and making and 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
STRATEGIC NATIONAL STOCKPILE (SNS): 

Overall, the receipt, breakdown, disttibution, and 
dispensing of the SNS dming the FSE were 
completed successfully. 

The SNSOC coordinated the stockpile It 
deployment with the CDC and the FEMA 
EP&R Director; there are no data to indicate 
that senior-level consultation occurred between 
DHS and HHS. 

Miscommunication among local jurisdictions 
caused Chicago OEM to delay prophylaxis to 
its first responders while the counties went 
ahead with theirs. 

Different agencies chose different avenues to 
request the SNS; this was a source of confusion 
throughout the FSE. 

Conflicting and confusing information was given 
to the public regarding who should seek 
prophylaxis and when, the plague release sites, 
and whether one should stay home or seek 
medical attention. 

documenting decisions in a coordinated way~'--c:================~ 
when operating under severe time pressure. 
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F. Hospital Play in the lllinois Venue: Resources, Communications, and Information 
Sharing during a Public Health Emergency 

1. Introduction 

In the event that a highly contagious and lethal disease is spreading 
throughout a population, hospitals and other health care providers will 
become the first line of defense against a J<u·ge-scale health 
catastrophe. How hospitals work with each other and the State and 
local public health authmities is critical to determining whether they 
will be successful in caring for patients and limiting the spread of the 
disease. Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) presented an unprecedented 
opportunity to examine the coordinated efforts of the medical and 
public health communities to reacl to and control the spread of a 
disease outbreak. Because of the large number of participating 
hospitals, cornmuojcation and resource requirements were significant. 

During the T2 Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) an outbreak of Pneumonic 
Plague was simulated in the JJlinois venue. Hospitals from the City of 
Chicago and the surrounding region participated in the exercise by rece1Vmg patients, and 
sharing infom1ation about resources. Hospitals coordinated, or neeCled to coordinate, in the areas 
of staffing and personnel, patient accession, the numbers and types of disease cases, diagnostic 
and treatment information, and diagnostic and treatment resources. 

Hospitals used a range of technologies to share 'information about patients and resources. These 
technologies included fax, voice, Internet, phone hotlines, and call trees. 

This special topic examines two critical issues- surrounding hospital play during the FSE: 

• How the hospitals communicated resource and patient infom1ation eluting the exercise; 
and 

• What resources the hospitals had available to respond to the outbreak. 

2. Background 

In the Illinois venue94 64 hospitals95 participated in T2. These hospitals exercised the lllinois 
Departmet;Jt of Public Health (TDPH) Emergency Medical Disaster plan by responding to both 
simulated paper and actual patients that arrived at their emergency rooms or were reported to 
iu;fectious disease personnel. Afler seeing the patients, the hospitals reported syndromic and 
other information to the IDPH command center, and the illinois Operations Headquarters and 
Notifications Office (IOHNO), located during the exercise in Springfield, lllinois. lOHNO in 
turn worked With the IDPH and the lllinois State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) (also 
located in Springfield) to develop an overall picture of the medical situation. 

The IDPH disaster plan set up a hierarchal reporting structure for hospitals in the affected 
counties . Hospitals do not report directly to IOHNO dUiing a disaster. Instead, hospitals within 

94 City of Chicago, DuPage County, Kane County, Lake COlmty, and Cook County. 
95 The evaluation tem11 has data from 60 of the 64 hospitals. 
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a designated region report to a "POD96
" hospital. The POD hospital consolidates information 

from the regional hospitals and then forwards it to IOHNO. Figure 16 illustrates this reporting 
process. 

IDPH Operations Center State EOC 
'-----------.·"='""· ___ __, ··············' 

··-········...... .. ········ .... ............. 

Hospital 

Figure 16. Reporting Architecture 

The medical disaster plan was~irst activa ed at 0830 Central Daylight Time (CDT/ 7 on May 13, 
2003, in response to report~d cases of!'Pneumonic Plague in DuPage County. The trigger was 
the result of an alarm on t~e DuPage County Pro-Net syndromic surveillance system. This 
system collected syndromic infGrmation from hospitals in DuPage County using a Web-based 
interface. The Clata collected are evaluated by software to determine if there are any unusual 
clusters qr trends <l>ccurring. If an unusual spike in cases is detected the system alerts the local 
pub] c health resp0nders via a pager system. The initial alert on Pro-Net occurred at 1729 on 
~ay 12, 2003, du 0 an increase in respiratory patients at Edward Hospital, the first hospital to 
~ceive the simulated plague patients. In addition, the IDPH had sent a fax at 1545 to all 
hospitals on the subject of the TOPOFF Pulmonary Syndrome (TOPS). The fax was actually 
marked 2290 but was sent at the earlier time due to a contro11er miscue. 

The detection of an unusual number of respiratory cases in DuPage County triggered Phase I of 
the Public Health Emergency Plan. Upon declaring a Phase I Emergency the POD hospitals are 
to contact hospitals within their regions and request information for the Phase I Disaster POD 

96 "POD" is not an acronym in this usage. 
97 All times referenced are CDT unless otherwise noted. 
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Worksheet. Table 6 lists the data elements collected on this worksheet. After collecting this 
information, the POD hospital is to transmit it to the IOHNO via telephone and fax. 

Table 6. Data Elements from Phase I Worksheet 

Emergency Department Trauma Center Adult Beds 
Pediatric Beds Total Other Beds Total Units Blood 
Ventilators Adult Ventilators Pediatric Ventilators Both 
Field Bags Decontamination Decontamination litter!Pou · 

Walking/hour -, 
~" The Emergency Med1cal D1saster plan data flow through the hospital emerg ncy departments 

(EDs) then to IOHNO. During the FSE, patient data also reached IDPH through the infecti'6us 
disease reporting system. By law hospitals have to report certain communicabl~ diseases to their 
local health departments. This is usually done by the hospital's Infectious D"sease Control Nurse 
who is to report incidents of diseases directly to the local (city/county,) heal h departments. In 
turn the local health departments report to the IDPH Infectious Qiseas Control. During the 
FSE, the Infectious Disease Control personnel co-located itfl IO~O in order to facilitate 
coordination. 

Activation of Phase II of the Emergency Medical..Disaster plan occurred at 1235 on May 13, 
2003. Phase II activation was based on diagnosis of Pneumonic Plague in the suspicious 
respiratory cases. The Illinois Governor <jeclru;.,ed a statewide emergency at 1230 on May 13, 
2003. In addition to the LDPH and state declaratiems, umerous city and county emergency 
declarations occurred during this time period. 

Phase IT activati.on requires additional, -specific, info?Uation be reported by hospitals within the 
POD regions. Upon notification participating hospitals report information on the number of 
patients currently in the hospital, the ty:pe of conditions these patients have been admitted for, 
and the number of available beds of different types. The data are documented in 
Table 7. 

Table 7. Phase II Resource~ vailability Worksheet. Hospitals Report the Number of In-patient 
Beds CurrentlJJ, Available for the Following Types of Hospital Care Beds 

Surgery Orthopedics 

Pediatrics Negative Air Pressure 
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These bed totals are reported to the POD hospitals by telephone and fax, collected, and in tmn 
reported by the POD hospitals to the IOHNO. 

3. Reconstruction/ Analysis98 

a. Communications and information flow 

Throughout the exercise hospitals conununicated with each other and the public health system 
to: 

• Determine the status of beds, rooms, and supplies; 

• Recall additional personnel as needed; 

• Clarify the specifics of the exercise agent, including appropriate protection and treatment 
protocols; and 

• Request assistance in the handling of the dead. 

A variety of communication methods were employed during the exercise including phones, fax, 
in-hospital public address systems, pagers, radios, human runners, and amateur radio operators 
(HAM). These communications are summarized in Figure 17. The vast majority of all 
communications (eighty-six percent) were by either phone or fax. These transmissions included 
both those within each hospital and conversations/faxes to other hospitals and agencies within 
the emergency response community. 

Hospital Communications 

Overhead/PA: 6% 

Page: 5% 

Radio: 2% 

Other: 1% 

Figure 17. Hospital Communications (all transmissions, all targets) 

Problems were noted with most of these communications routes. Telephone calls were 
hampered by problems with inc01rect phone numbers, changes in contact phone numbers (at both 

98 This topic does not lend itself to a chronological reconstruction of events. The reconstruction is effectively an 
account and analysis of various dimensions of hospital response to the bioten·orism attack. For this reason. the 
Reconstruction and Analysis sections are combined. 
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the Illinois and Chicago Depattments of Public Health) necessitated by extremely high in-bound 
call volume, and outbound call volume that caused difficulties in obtaining outside lines. 

These problems caused delays in reporting resource information and also made it difficult for 
hospitals to recall staff through the use of phone trees. Call volume was the greatest problem; 
even exercise traffic exceeded some call switching capacities. For example, exercise traffic 
overwhelmed the phone system in south Kane County on May 14, 2003, necessitating the use of 
three HAM radio operators in order to maintain communications connectivity. 

Faxes suffered from their own transmission and receipt problems due to ca11 volumes. '~Blast fax 
transmissions" from IOHNO, used to provide a wide variety of information and exercise 'updates, 
took up to two hours to complete. Some fax transmissions early in the exercise weren't reviewed 
immediately because the receiving fax was in an office locked for the evening Of'IQ.Ot easily r~a(i 
by ED staff. Because of this, some hospitals designated individuals to ·taff the rax achine. 

Radios were used primarily to communicate within a single hospital or between hospitals and 
incoming Emergency Medical Service (EMS) units. In addition, radios we e used for backup 
communications at both St. Therese and LaGrange Hospitals-dming phone outages in the ED. 

A great deal of effort was made during the exercise to obtain anti update fhe listing of available 
resources reported by phone or fax. As shown in Figure 18, at' leas twenty percent of hospital 
exercise communications consisted of this type of reporting. It is important to realize that not 
only do these reports take time to send, but it a so~e~uires a great amount of time to obtain the 
information contained in these reports. Tfie information consists primarily of bed counts, 
ventilator counts, and the number of roo~s availa e at e"'ch hospital. Those counts were 
obtained either through additional phone calls to tloors throughout the hospital or via walking the 
hospital floors to obtain the counts. T-his type of inveptory effort was repeated throughout the 
exercise - usually at three- to four-hour intervals-at-each of the 64 participating hospitals . .... 

The remaining hospital communication eonsistecl of notifications, mostly those associated with 
deaths. In addition, normal ED operations required a wide variety of contacts inside and outside 
of the hospital. A partial list Of; the individuals or departments called from the EDs includes: the 
hospital Chief Executive 0 ice a a V"{;e President for Medical Affairs, the Command Center, 
floor nurses, the Intensive <?are Unit, Infection Control, the Pharmacy and Blood Bank, 
housekeeping, and transportation. 

Communiqttions f ere also required among numerous agencies and organizations outside of the 
hospital including, among others, the coroner, the American Red Cross, the Poison Center, the 
IDBR, and the county Department of Public Health (DPH), and the county's Office of 
E-fuergency Management (OEM). 
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Bed, Resource Reports 
By phone: 10.5% 

ByFAX: 9.5% 

Figure 18: Hospital Resource Reporting 

b. Beds 

Twenty percent of all communications involved asking for and sending resource information. 
Counts of available patient beds were needed to determjne if patient loads required additional 
resources, up to and including field hospital deployment. Therefore, as part of normal 
emergencies, individual hospitals provided bed counts to their coordinating POD hospitals, 
where the infom1ation was consolidated and sent to IOHNO. 

During the exercise, a number of observations indicated that this process was difficult, at best. A 
data collector wrote, "An observation is this hospital is dealing with a large amount of 
paperwork- dealing with bed availability of POD hospital" 

Some confusion existed as to rhe "why" of bed counts and the 1'which" of bed counts. For 
ex~unple, a data collector observed: "Discussion with physician about ful l disaster mode and 
purpose of meetings to know what oeds available and sending patients as fast as possible to keep 
ER [emergency ro'Om] ftee." 

The nursing supervisor talked to hospital staff about requesting a federal count, but there was 
confusion as to exactly which beds were to be included in the count. 

At least six nospitals did experience maximum capacity situations, when either the entire hospital 
was full, or all the critical care beds or intensive care beds were in use. One hospital reached 
capacity at noon on May 13, 2003, two additional hospitals reached Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 
capacity shortly thereafter on the same day, and a fourth later that same evening. The next day' s 
play filled the fifth hospital's ICU beds by noon. By early afternoon on Wednesday May 14, 
2003, the sixth hospital' s ED doctor indicated, "We're coming to the breaking point." At the 
same moment, the bed placement nurse commented to Hospital Admitting, "We are running out 
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of critical care beds." Since Pneumonic Plague can cause severe respiratory disease, critical care 
and ICU beds will be at a premium if such a bioteiTorism attack were ever to occur. 

Types of beds needed to treat patients (as played during exercise) 

During the exercise, a variety of bed types were specifically requested as part of normal medical 
treatment of the exercise patient population. These types included intensive care beds (ICU, 
Thoracic ICU, Mobile ICU, Pediatric ICU, and Surgical ICU beds), critical care beds in the 
Critical Care Unit (CCU), medical-surgical beds, other general medical floor beds, and pediatric 
beds. In addition to beds, monitoring capabilities were required for a portion of t e patient 
population, and were requested as deemed medically necessary. The need for resp· tory 
isolation and negative pressure rooms during the outbreak of a contagious respiratory disease 
was noted; the details of those specific requirements are discussed in the next section. 

Bed use strategies and coordination 

The FSE hospital play demonstrated the flexibility and creativit~of hospital staff- as they 
juggled bed requirements for a significant influx of Pneumom Plague pa ients. Different 
strategies were used to maximize the number of beds available to erve patient needs. For 
example, a wide variety of "other" beds were located througbo t the hospitals and used for 
exercise patients. Throughout hospitals extra beds were found 'in Occupational Health, 
Ambulatory Care, Psychology, and Labor and Delivery. In at least five hospitals, additional beds 
were placed in the Endoscopy laboratory. qfue Pfiy~icians Treatment Center associated with 
another hospital was used for additional beds. {)ne ospitaLalso considered the suggestion that 
an entire wing be emptied, a suggestion that was not notionally implemented. 

Significant numbers of personnel were directly involveo in bed coordination efforts during the 
exercise. These included, but were not limite o, th~following staff positions: 

• Nursing Supervisor; 

• Bed Coordinator; 

• Bed Control; 

• ED Charge Nurse; 

• Nurse Manager; 

• 

• Admitting; 

• Mai tenance; 

• Registration; and 

• Administration . 

The coordination of this information was done through phone calls, fax, and hard copy tracking 
using dry erase boards throughout the exercise. 
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c. Staff 

In addition to other resources, considerable staffing is required to respond to a major outbreak. 
The staff is required to treat and support the patient load, as well as support the administrative 
and command and control workload that will be placed on the hospital to support various 
coordination requirements. The FSE response proved to be no different. Staff phone trees were 
activated on both days of hospital play to recall doctors, nurses, and other staff to assist in the 
response efforts. 

Staff recalls included not just doctors and nursing staff, but also receptionists and a m.i.nistrative 
personnel to handle paperwork requirements, housekeeping staff, technicians, com('uter 
personnel, and security, if lockdown procedures proved necessary. These indiviOuals formechhe 
basis for an emergency labor pool. 

During the FSE, there were also other functions to which hospitals did not always assign a 
particular staff member. These jobs included persons to staff the radio full-t' e, staff' the fax 
full-time, staff phone hotline(s) for the public, and assist in making phone cans. 

Other infectious disease needs also require coordination to permit mer: ency P.ersonnel to work 
during an outbreak or a bioterrorism attack. These include chDdcare for"'the staff during the 
outbreak; one hospital 's childcare facility notified the ED that they would stay late to 
accommodate staff needs. In addition, extended hours also mean fuat additional food and 
cots/beds are necessary during the outbreak. 

d. Isolation rooms 

Because of the recent Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak, the need for 
isolation and reverse pressure rooms has been highlithted, especially in the context of an 
unknown respiratory disease that may mimic SARS in its infectivity. These two types of 
requirements also played a role in the ho~gitals' ~esponses to the T2 exercise epidemic. 

Isolation Strategies 

Three types of isolation levels were' used in the participating hospitals. Initial patient 
presentations indicated the probableYneed for respiratory isolation and/or maintenance of the 
patient in a negative air press·ure room. In addition, IDPH sent out an isolation directive on the 
evening of May 12, 2003. Later during the exercise, when the agent was identified as 
Pneumonic Plague, these isolation requirements were revised to the appropriate droplet 
proteetion l evel. 

ec use isolation ooms were in short supply, and at least two hospitals used up their supply of 
isolatio (ooms during the exercise, a number of alternatives were employed to provide patient 
isolation. Hospitals used lobbies, extra conference rooms, and Clinical Decision Units (closed 
units) among other spaces. , 
Negative pressure rooms are also normally in short supply. At least three hospitals used up their 
supply of negative pressure rooms at various points during the exercise. Again, hospital staff 
developed a number of alternatives to deal with the short supply including the use of spaces in 
radiology, same day surgery, the Endoscopy lab, and an off-site tent with negative pressure. 

In addition, at least six hospitals contacted maintenance/facilities personnel to request additional 
reverse pressure rooms. Lastly, because both isolation and negative pressure rooms were in short 
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supply, at least eight hospitals placed their Pneumonic Plague patients in either isolation rooms 
or reverse pressure rooms. 

Changeover to droplet isolation 

As soon as the causative agent in a respiratory epidemic is determined, it should be possible to 
downgrade the isolation levels to droplet/contact precautions. The downgrading to the lower 
precaution level, however, did prove to be somewhat confusing and required confirmation. As 
seen in the following group of observations from May 13, 2003, one hospital took almost ten 
hours to be convinced; even after a number of checks, the Vice President for Medica1 At:fairs had 
to convince the hospital ED staff that contact and droplet isolation was, in fact, s~fficient. 

• 1047: Nursing supervisor informed "we don't need reverse flow. We'r..e assigning 
by unit for droplet and contact isolation," as per the Vice Presiden for M_edical 
Affairs; 

• 

• 

• 

1138: Infection Control manager here-confusion about whether patients need to 
be in negative flow versus contact and droplet <isolation froll) ED staff/medical 
doctor (MD); Infection Control Manager leaves to go o CS::o trol Center to verify; 

1140: Call from Control Center-"Dr. .... says we i:Iowt need reverse flow. We 
can do contact and droplet isolation" stated an ER Charge RN to staff/MDs in ED; 
and 

2040: the Vice President for Medical A:ffair,t_ cl~fied with ED staff!MD that 
reverse airflow isn't needed-contact~nd oroplet isolation is sufficient. 

e. Resources: masks, and Personal Protective Equi_P.ment 
)" 

The recent outbreak of SARS has also generated a~reat deal more emphasis on the importance 
of respiratory protection for patients anCl about 'fugher levels of Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) for hospital persot)nel who come in contact with them. For an outbreak of Pneumonic 
Plague, masks are likely t<'> represent an i,mportant means for infection control. During the FSE, 
the following hospital personnel were identified as potentially vulnerable to infection and thus 
required some form of droplet protection: doctors, nurses, triage and front line ED staff, X-ray 
technicians, security, registrar, and volunteers. 

Figure 19 provides a breakdown of the various types of PPE worn by hospital personnel as noted 
durin_g the exercise. Each category indicates, at a minimum, that particular pieces of equipment 
wer being worn 1)Ie category PPE does not specify any one piece of equipment; the 
observations in t s category likely range from masks up to mask, gown, goggles, and gloves 
Worn I) the staff member(s) being observed. 

Figure 20 provides a breakdown of the various types of personal protective equipment worn by 
the exercise patients as noted during the exercise. The same categories were used for this plot as 
for Figure 19. 

Both graphs note small, but important percentages of persons who were not wearing any masks. 
For the hospital personnel it is likely that this six percent is somewhat of an overestimate, 
because some notations in the data indicate staff and some notations call out a single individual. 
The patient number is a more reliable figure, since patients were not grouped using a similar 
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staff-like term. Regardless, it is important that the numbers in this category, whether hospital 
staff or patients, are as few as possible. 

N-95masks 

During the exercise, both N-95 masks and surgical masks were used for PPE. Some EDs started 
the exercise using surgkal masks then swi tched over to N-95 masks as the outbreak progressed. 
Others used the N-95 masks, but required some amount of additional instructions to use. One 
hospital was observed as having had all their nurses fitted for N-95s. The hospital also had 
adequate supplies of these masks throughout the exercise. Another hospital commented tbat not 
enough sizes were available. Other hospitals ran out and bad some di fficulty re-stocking. In 
DuPage County, it ultimately fell to DuPage County's EOC to coordinate a re-sppp1y of masks to 
their county hospitals. 

Wearing 

+Gown/Gloves: 6% 

+Gown: 5°/o 

+Gloves: 5% 

+Goggles: 5% 

No Mask: 6% 

r (Hospital Staff) 

Figure 19. Wearing of Protective Gear by Hospital Staff (Clean Up?) 
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+Gown: 2% 

No Mask: 8% 

Figure 20. Wearing of Protective Gear (Exercise Patients) 

f. Resources: handling of the dead 

The FSE play included handling of the deceased and mortuary affairs. During the full five days 
of the exercise, 1,521 persons died as the result of the outbreak. Fewer exercise victims died 
during the three days of hospital play, but these casualties stil1 stressed the morgue capacity for a 
number of participating hospitals. In fact, on the evening of May 13, 2003, three hospitals had 
reached their maximum morgue capacity. 

Alternative morgues 

A number of alternative morgue options· were developed over the course of the exercise. These 
included other hospital sites (hospital garage, hospital bam, and a local ice rink) in addition to at 
least two different sizes of refrigerated trncks (truck capacity: 40 bodies; truck capacity: 108 
bodies, based on exercise data). 

These alternative morgues also required a morgue leader to set up and coordinate body storage 
and subsequent transport, as well as supplies such as body bags and duct tape. As part of this 
process, while su<;:h alternative morgues were being selected and established, temporary body 
storage was also ptovided for the hospital in the preliminary storage areas, which included: 

Increased tacking levels in the already full hospital morgue; 

• Procedure Room; 

• Urgent Care Area; 

• ED; and 

• Hazardous Materials Room 

Some of these preliminary storage areas might have been refrigerated (one doctor ordered 
portable cooling units for this purpose) but the majority likely was not. 
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In DuPage County actual contact was made with the Union Pacific Railroad requesting 
refrigerated box cars to be used as temporary morgue facilities. Located immediately north of 
the county campus, the Union Pacific Railroad simulated the closing of a mainline track, and 
provided three reftigerated cars to expand the county's morgue capabilities. 

Notifications/reporting of the dead 

Deaths were counted and repo1ted to the POD hospitals and then to IOHNO. This significantly 
increased the reporting requirements placed upon the hospitals. Along with a number of internal 
notifications, hospitals also sent this information to the County EOC, the County OEM, the 
Coroner, the Medical Examiner, the American Red Cross, the Funeral Director Association, and 
Funeral Homes (for the transport of non-infectious remains). 

g. Antibiotics 

Antibiotics were used as soon as the initial exercise patients arrived at hospitals. Figure 21 
provides the percentage breakdown of antibiotics used to treat the patients throughout the three 
days of hospital play. The Antibiotic category includes all notations of abx in the data, where the 
data collector did not identify the specific prescription. The ~.>ategory Other consists of 
prescriptions of Chloramphenicol, Zithromax, and Amoxici11ih, which were grouped for clarity. 
In addition to these prescliptions, eight percent of patients received two antibiotic prescriptions, 
primarily because medical personnel were suspicious of terrorism early in the exercise. Later in 
the exercise, two prescriptions were given becaose the centers for Disease_ Control and 
Prevention expressed concern that this strain of Pneumonic Plague may be resi stant to traditional 
antibiotics. 

Gentamicin: 
20% 

Antibiotics Prescribed 

Levofloxacin : 4% 

9% 

Rifampin: 6% 

Other: 4% 

Antibiotics: 40 
% 

Figure 21. Antibiotics Prescribed during the Three Days of Hospital Play 

In addition to both intravenous (IV) and oral antibiotics required for patients, hospitals provided 
either Ciprotloxacin or Doxycycline to their personnel once Pneumonic Plague was suspected 
and positively identified by IDPH. One hospital used Employee Health to manage the 
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distribution effort. Another hospital tasked Hospital Infection Control to determine the amounts 
of antibiotic supplies needed. A third tasked their Isolation Nurses with notifying the pool of 
personnel exposed prior to the discovery of the outbreak. 

Per ED requests, hospital pharmacies determined the on-hand supplies of antibiotics for both 
patients and staff. For patients, stocks of the IV /oral supplies of Gentamicin, Streptomycin, 
Vancomycin, Ciprofloxacin, Levofloxacin, Chloramphenical and Doxycycline were checked. 
Pharmacies were also tasked with additional orders of Ciprofloxacin and Doxycycline. In 
addition, at least one pharmacy was tasked to call the EOC to request the activation of the 
county's stockpile of antibiotics. 

h. Additional space requirements 

In addition to the previously mentioned requirement for additional beds isolation rooms, reverse 
pressure rooms, and increased morgue capacity, and other space was vo·ced duripg . These 
needs also included additional space to triage patients, space to enable the ER to be segregated 
by plague patients versus non-plague patients, and a separate site to h'andle the~orried-well. 

Hospitals utilized various spaces to meet the additional triage re~uirements, including break 
rooms, hallways, the entrance outside the ED, pediatrics ER, minor are, and the catheterization 
lab. For the wonied-well, at least one option considered was the lielicopter hanger. The Family 
Medical Center department of at least one hospital w s used for seg~ gating the ER. 

i. Ventilators 

Responding to a large outbreak of a severe respiratoryctisease will require the use of respiratory 
support for the most critically ill pat~-ents . As was true with the other resources examined in this 
reconstruction, ventilator supplies were also counted and their numbers provided to POD 
hospitals and then IOHNO. On the orning of May 14, 2003, IOHNO requested additional 
ventilators from the Vendor Managed Inv,entory of the Strategic National Stockpile. This request 
was based upon patient n,umber projections, not upon the number of ventilators currently in use 
at the time. During actua hospital play i~ fact, the supply of ventilators appeared to remain 
adequate. Only one of the seve)1 hose·tals, for which ventilator data were available, indicated a 
need for more ventilators earl on the evening of May 13, 2003. 

4. Artificialities 

Several artificialities or artifacts of exercise play affected the analysis of hospital play: 

Multiple repe> ting chains, the plethora of patient statistics available (reports from the 
media, control injects, the hospitals, etc.), and the number people in the reporting chain 
all complicated patient reporting. In many cases, individuals were able to obtain patient 
stat\sP.t s from sources not anticipated or known by exercise control. During an actual 
event, patient counts would be generated through the reporting, not from the interaction 
of the reporting chain with exercise control; 

• In a real event the reporting system would be more complex, with requirements to report 
on the evolution of the patient population as well as the general statistics (affected, dead, 
etc.); 
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• The Metropolitan Chicago Health Care Council (MCHC) injected additional, unscripted, 
patients into the exercise during the early phases of the exercise. These patients were 
intended to assist MCHC hospitals maintain their accreditation. However, these patients 
were inadvertently configured to resemble T2 FSE scripted patients, resulting in a 
distortion in the numbers of patients reported; and 

• During the FSE, some media play was scripted. This meant that in some instances the 
reported patient numbers were based upon exercise injects, not the actual numbers of 
patients reported to decision-makers. One example of this type of reporting occurred 
with the Office of the Governor of Illinois. Ground truth patient counts had been given to 
the Governor prior to the start of the exercise. Using these numbers tfie Governor ped 
several interviews or reports incorporating those numbers. However, when they w re 
broadcast, the ground truth numbers were significantly different from the patienr num1:5ers 
held by the State and local governments and public health au~orif es. 

5. Conclusions 

During a crisis like the one simulated in the Illinois venue, communicating data and information 
is critical to developing an accurate and comprehensive Ricture of wnat is happening. 
Communications require both a robust ..------~--=--" ------------, 

. . · d ff" · 1 · d SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONs-
transmiSSIOn system an SU ICient Y. tra~ne HOSPITAL PLAY IN THE ILLINOIS VENUE: 
personnel to ensure that the commumcat10ns 
occur and that the results are verified, t~en 
passed to the appropriate locations within th~ 
rece1vmg organization. T2 illustrated the 
diversity and complexity of mana~ 
response resources in the public hea~n an(l ... 
medical environment. With 64 hospitals, five 
POD hospitals, and three separate but 
interrelated statewide organizations (IIDEH, 
IOHNO, lL State EOC) all collecting data and 
attempting to coordinate ac ions, inf,9rmation 
and data flow requirements l:Jecame intense. 

Hospitals and public healtli departments 
generally do not have the experience or the 
extra staff trained to handle large volumes of 
emergency communications. While 
personnel may be ~ined to operate particular 

The T2 FSE exercised 64 hospitals in the Illinois venue 
making it one of the largest mass casualty exercise 
ever undertaken. 

Hospitals still rely on telephones and faxes for data 
transmission vice electronic transmission. This 
manifested itself as a significant challenge during the 
FSE due to mechanical problems, inadequate 
staffing, and loss of data. 

Hospitals should consider implementing a system in 
which data is entered digitally then transmitted 
electronically. This would eliminate many of the 
manual steps observed during the FSE and has the 
potential to minimize errors. 

Because of the dual communications chains that exist, 
there is a need for organizations to coordinate the 
receipt and processing of information. 

fax or vo~ce circuits, the existing infrastructure may not be adequate to sustain robust 
communicati®s during a crisis of the type simulated during T2. Thus, as was the case in this 
exercise, problems develop when the system is activated. 

During the FSE, the lack of a robust emergency communications infrastructure was manifest by 
a reliance on telephones and faxes for data transmission versus electronic transmission of data. It 
was also manifest in the loss of fax machines due to mechanical breakdown, inadequate staff to 
monitor them, or loss due to after-hour rooms that were locked. Likewise the lack of verified 
phone numbers for communications caused delays while emergency personnel looked for the 
correct numbers to report emergency data. 
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At the most basic level, it is possible to establish some principles for developing an effective 
emergency data communications system, which is essentially what was occurring as the hospitals 
reported syndromic, patient, and infrastructure information: 

• Communications need to be robust and verifiable. It is critical that communications are 
being directed to the correct personnel or organizations (i.e. , e-mail or telephone numbers 
must be correct) and that the receiving organizations received the right information. A 
record of the transmission is also required; 

• Data should ideally be communicated over data lines, not voice or fax. Voice systems 
are good for person-to-person coordination (not necessarily organizati0n to organt,z-ation 
coordination), but neither voice nor fax are optimal ways to communicate numerical data. 
Using data communication techniques (e.g., e-mail, Internet transmission) leav~ · the 4hta 
in machine-readable formats upon receipt; 

• After they are generated, as few human hands as possible sliould touch Clata to minimize 
errors. For example, if information is copied down man ally on a form, then the form is 
faxed (possibly degrading its readability) to a collecfon ~t, where it IS then manually 
tabulated on another form, as is consistent with the IDPH emergency plan, and then 
entered into an information system for transmission, the po ential for errors increases 
significantly; and 

• Whether using data lines, voice, or fax, care, ust be made o ensure the security of the 
information being transmitted. , 

One way to overcome difficulties in the collection ana repor ing of data is to have data entered 
digitally at the point of origin, then transmitted electr~ically in digital form to all those who 
require the data. This would elimiJ\~te many of th manual steps currently involved in data 
generation at the hospital level, and provide for a more robust and verifiable set of data once it 
was received by one of the POD hospitals and IOHNO. 

A larger issue, that was mor difficult to document, was the movement of information within 
organizations once the informat' on wasi >btained. The dual communications chain observed in 
the FSE, wi.th the IDPH Infeetious Di ease Control receiving reports from local public health and 
IOHNO receiving reports from emergency departments at hospitals, is an example of the need 
for coordination within organi2:ations for the receipt and processing of information. 

The FSE resour e requirements illustrated both the diversity of resource types required to 
resp_ond t:o thousands of sick, dying, and dead, as well as the diversity of organizations looking 
for and providing r-esources. With 64 hospitals all looking for essentially the same set of 
resou ce , a wide r~nge of potential solutions were developed to address the problem. 

However, wit out adequate resource tracking it will be impossible to effectively allocate, 
expand, o~ acquire resources that address specific needs. Instead a general diffuse and 
untargeted effort to acquire resources will evolve as a result. 
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G. Decision-making under Conditions of Uncertainty: The Plague Outbreak in the Illinois 
Venue 

1. Introduction 

During a disease outbreak, whether naturally occurring or initiated through an act of terrorism, 
decision-makers must rely upon scientists, medical doctors, and the public health system for the 
information needed to make effective response decisions. Examples of such information include 
the progress of the disease, the behavior of the disease in vatious populations, and as~e sments of 
how the disease might be spreading. Often the early science on these questions is ambiguous or, 
in the case of historical diseases, open to various interpretations.99 

Decision-makers must work to formulate the right questions, and then interpret the. answers 
within the context of the logistical, political, social, public health, and econo~c a ~cts of the 
response. This is difficult under the best of conditions, and made even more aifficult during a 
telTorism response operation due to the enormous media and ti e pressures t a decision-makers 
will be operating under. 

The Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale Exercise (FSE)Jl)mvjded a unique environment 
that can be used to examine decision-making under conditions o{ information uncertainty. 
During the FSE, public health officials initially knew neither the extent nor duration of the 
telTorist-induced epidemic of Pneumonic Plague. These facts permit an examination of several 
questions related to decision-making under uncertaint~, such as: , 

• How was the extent of the epidemic estimatea; 

• What were the estimates; 

• What techniques were used to {l>rovicle t 

• Did these estimates subsequent!)! affect Clecisions (requests for resources, other teams, 
and capabilities)? 

This Special Topic examines tHese questions in the context of events that occulTed Illinois venue 
during the FSE. During thee rly ph~ses of the exercise, participants were only seeing the tip of 
the iceberg in terms of the eventual numbers of patients that would develop. How they oriented 
themselves to tli evolution on tlfe disease and what impact that had on planning were aspects of 
the exercise in which science and policy-making interacted. 

2. Background .Rneumonic Plague 

. Defining the in ormation iceberg problem 

During the F.SE, a simulated outbreak of Pneumonic Plague occurred in the Chicago 
metropolita area. To illustrate the challenge of estimating the long-term consequences of the , 
outbreak, the plot graph in Figure 22 shows the T2 scenario's patient population broken down 
into five potential pools: Not symptomatic, mildly ill, severely ill but not in a hospital, severely 
ill and in a hospital, and dead. 

99 Science: P. Anand; "Decision-making when Science is ambiguous" 8 March 2002, Volume 295, page 1839. 
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The plot shows the number of cases of Pneumonic Plague increasing along the negative y-axis, 
with time increasing along the positive x-axis. The figure is constructed this way to simulate a 
metaphorical iceberg, with x = 0 symbolizing the waterline. As the days of play continue from 
May 11 through May 14, 2003, only small fluctuations are seen in the number of persons 
diagnosed with plague. However, after May 14, 2003, the number of cases increases 
dramatically from less than 1,000 to more than 20,000. 

This is termed the information iceberg, as the early presentation of the disease does not really 
foreshadow the potential size of the epidemic. The patients who present symptoms early in the 
epidemic are seen as the tip of the iceberg with their numbers appearing above the waterline, as 
they bring themselves into the hospitals for assessment and subsequent treatment, The rem ining 
pool of patients remains under the waterline of the iceberg, where the graph ena-& on the last da:( 
of the exercise. 

Understanding and successfully predicting the effect of the iceberg is critical to decision- nakers. 
During the early stages of an outbreak, decision-makers are likely to see reports about only the 
early presenters, not the full number of exposed persons. It is ab olutely cri.tical to determine 
rapidly the scale of the outbreak. This is especially true inc ses 9 potenhal bjoterrorism where 
traditional epidemiological curves could be multiplied by m ltiple, continuing, or widespread 
initial exposures. 

Public health officials, and other decision-makeis, may determine the scope of the problem by 
employing epidemiological models based upon data Feported by physicians, hospitals, and the 
public health infrastructure, as well as developing a clear understanding of the nature and 
transmission mechanisms of the disease; but tliey musr also.tfactor in additional assumptions in 
the case of bioterrorism. 
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Figure 22. The Iceberg of Patient Population 
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b. Decisions using estimates and models 

How do epidemiologists estimate the size and behavior of the disease 

A common approach for approximating these elements is to use models to estimate the progress 
of the disease. However, incorrect, incomplete, or inaccurate data or assumptions and 
information input to a good model can result in sub-optimal results for decision-makers. It is 
important for decision-makers to understand that even with good data, models are only an 
approximation of reality. In the case of a disease outbreak, data on the disease does ~ot appear 
instantaneously at exactly the right time for decision-making. Instead it may be delayed and may 
contain inaccuracies. Mechanisms may not be in place to collect the right data in timely 
fashion. Finally, the models themselves are approximations of the actual ~recess by w ich 
diseases spread. It is also important to note that models are even less reliable wfien dealing with 
di seases like plague, particularly Pneumonic Plague for which there is a paucity of data. 
Additional complications occur with diseases that are deliberately iQtroduced and optimized by 
terrorists to achieve high mortality and morbidity. 

The estimates that models provide may well change over tim€t as 0re'{lata become available. A 
number of T2 After Action Conference (AAC) participants md·.cated "neither decision-makers 
nor the American public understands models and, in particu ar'> \J;-O 't accept the fact that the 
answers keep changing." Continuous changes in estimates cal) be <:Itsconcerting to decision
makers, and the general public. 

c. T2 Chicago venue scenario and patient'b eakdown 

The FSE Illinois patient population consisted of an initial group of 3,100 individuals exposed to 
Pneumonic Plague. This group would ultimately i~fect an additional secondary population of 
18,434 persons. When exercise bre ity five days) is compared with the designed epidemic 
length (eleven days, from original exp.9s-ure to D+9), the impacts of the 21,534 affected 
individuals were not fully explored. 

The affected population aes-ign was Initially divided into five separate categories: Not 
symptomatic, mildly ill, severely ill but not in a hospital, severely ill and in a hospital, and dead. 
Subsequent changes to thi& origina Clesign were accomplished in consultation with Illinois 
Department of Public Health (IDPH). These changes were designed to provide a reasonable 
representa io of the responses-individuals would have to becoming ill with Pneumonic Plague. 
The additional breakdown laid out twelve separate tracks that determined when the patients 
would-a rive at hospitals, or if individual patients would avoid hospitals and seek medical care 
elsewhere or not at al~ The breakout of these tracks is provided in Figure 23, which is color
coded to indicate those patients who would be captured as part of normal hospital reporting 
protocols. The red script indicates those infected individuals who would remain largely 
uncounted by the hospital system playing in the exercise but who would eventually require care 
nonetheless. 
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I L Patient Breakdown 

Category 1: PT to Doctor Track 1: Assess, w/o prescription 

Track 2: Assess, w/ prescription 

Track 3: Assess, to hospital 

Category 2: PT to Urgent Care Track 4: Assess, w/o prescription 

~Track 5: Assess, w/ prescription : 

Category 3: PT to Hospital 

Track 6: Assess, to hospital 

Track 7: Assess, w/o prescription 

Track 8: Assess, w/ prescription 

Track 9: Assess, admission 

Category 4: PT to Distribution Ctr Track 10: Prescription 

~Track 11: Assess, to hospital : 

Category 5: PT w/o Medical care Track 12: Dies (in community) 

Black = Counted by system Red = Not counted by system 

Figure 23. Illinois Patient Breakdown 

T2 

Figure 24 summatizes the number of victims who were infected (both the primary and secondary 
exposures) and those who would be so severely ill a& t <{ require hospital treatment for the days of 
the exercise. 
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Figure 24. Total Exposed Population Compared With the Hospital-Counted Victims (All 
times Central Daylight Time (CDT)) 
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3. Reconstruction (all times CDT) 

a. How accurate was the data reported by hospitals 

Patient counts reported by hospitals and physicians were lost during the exercise for a number of 
reasons. Patients may not have been counted because they did not report to hospitals or because 
the counts were corrupted somewhere along the way. This section discusses how information 
was lost to epidemiological modelers, public health officials, and other decision-makers during 
the exercise. 

The data used to estimate the epidemic spread during the FSE suffered from three problems: 

• Some data were simply not observed at the point of origin; 

• If the data were observed, they may not have been reported accurately. Fo~ example/an 
accurate count of patients was incorrectly entered into a data reporting SY,stem; n_d 

• The data may have been incorrectly defined. Even with accu .ate numbers, not all of the 
patients were placed in the correct category. 

Figure 24 illustrates the problem of unavailable data: Some patients were ne( entered into any 
data system. These patients could not be added to any hospitfl)"Ratie counts because they either 
never went to a hospital or they were released upon assessment in the Emergency Department 
(ED) and not counted. 

Table 8 summarizes the percent of victims who were eventually seen at hospitals but who 
remained out in the community until they r~cei ed tre tment a hospitals or from their doctors, or 
died from the disease. At the end of the exercise, approximately seventy-five percent of the 
exposed population remained unseen because they had not yet become more than mildly 
symptomatic. 

Table 8. Percent of Infected Population 
..... 

TIME TOTAL SEEN TOTAL INFECTED % 
~ / ., 

13 May 0800 2813 
r 

5656 5 
13 May 20QO 460 - 6634 6.9 
14 May 0800 2566 16885 15.2 
14May 2oo(i) ~ 2977 21534 13.8 

( 
1 ~15 May 080Q) /.) 3546 21534 16.5 

15.May 200d~ / 4084 2 1534 19.0 
16.,May 0800" 5322 21534 24.7 

Inaccurately reported data can be detected by comparing patient numbers reported and logged at 
the 11linois Venue Control Cell (VCC) with the ground truth scenario patient population. The 
patient data for the 1700 - 2400 timeframe on May 12, 2003,100 is provided in Table 9. The 
numbers vary considerably from the ground truth, depending upon which source is consulted 

100 This is the time period during the exercise where the Metropolitan Chicago Health Care Council did not inject 
additional patients into the patient population. 
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(both hospital patient numbers and public health numbers were logged on vee wall charts and 
the vee controller log has also been reviewed). 

As can be seen in Table 9, none of the logs of patient counts maintained by the vee agreed 
completely with the ground truth patient numbers from the scenario. This may be the result of 
the complex way in which patient data was exchanged. Communications took place over fax, 
landlines, and cell phones. This led to a number of ways to log the data as well as a variety of 
different people reporting the data. Variance in the reporting source and the method of reporting 
probably represents part of the reason why patient counts vary. 

It is also important to note that the 1700- 2400 timeframe on May 12, 2003, re,r.resents data from 
the earliest part of the exercise. After this time, patient numbers climbed copsiderably If 
reporting wasn't accurate early on, during a low volume of patients, it might Be xpected to J ag 
behind actual counts under the more stressful conditions of )ligher p,atie t volumes. 
Unfortunately, due to the problems encountered with patient numbers later in the e~ercise, it was 
not possible to determine whether the variance in patient counts actually increased as the 
exercise progressed. 

Table 9. Reported Patient Numbers Logged at VCC as Compared lo Actual Scenario Numbers 
(May 12, 1700- 2400) 

CITY/ HOSPITAL HOSPITAL HOSPITAL ,I)UBLIC PUBLIC HOSPITAL DEATHS 
COUNTY PATIENTS PATIENTS P ATIENl'S H~A,LTH HEALTH DEATHS LOGGED: 

(GROUND LOGGED: LOGGED: (GROBND OGGED: (GROUND vee 
TRUTH) vee vee ~RUTH) vee TRUTH) CHART 

CHART LOG CHART 

Chicago 22 11 10 5 () 0 

COOK 38 15 29 26 2 0 

DuPage 0 5 16 5 1 0 

Kane 6 0 9 6 0 0 

Lake 13 0 0 12 0 1 0 

TOTALS 102 43 29 76 42 4 0 

Another reason why the counts in Table 9 do not match is that the definitions of what was being 
reported do not necessarily match. As noted earlier, the ground truth scenario divided the 
patients into pools of those who would visit the emergency department (ED), those would 
subsequently be admitted, those patients sent to the emergency room by their doctor or by 
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another medical faci lity, and the dead. These specific definitions, however, were not adhered to 
by reporting hospital personnel and resulted in patient reports that, while counted in the totals, 
would not have accurately reflected the scenario. 

b. Estimating the course and scale of the epidemic 

During the FSE, participants used a number of approaches to produce estimates of the 
Pneumonic Plague epidemic. The results of these efforts helped determine strategies for 
antibiotic distribution, the need for additional antibiotics from the Vendor Manageel Inventory, 
and the need to identify additional sites for patient treatment and handling of the dead. 11 should 
be noted that in the case of a terrorism attack, the progress of the disease would likely exceed 
that which would be encountered in a natural outbreak, suggesting that decisioo-making w0uld 
need to be guided by a broader understanding of the threat environment. 

The following sections describe several of the different approaches that were used~ es~mate the 
affected population during the FSE. These approaches are compared o the ground truth 
numbers for patient counts in the scenario, not for the purposes of critiquing tliem, but to indicate 
the ways organizations approached these types of problems. 

Example 1 (Patient estimate). Illinois Operational Headquarters and Notification Office 

Based upon the reported patient numbers at 1600 on May 13, .Z003, (338 cases, 154 dead)101
, 

Illinois Operational Headquarters and Notification Qffice (IOHNO) personnel used a simple 
approach to estimate the numbers that might be presented to their hospitals over the next few 
days of the exercise. They chose a multiplicafv factor (initially 5-6). This factor was a means 
to estimate how many additional cases each initial case could produce. This resulted in an 
estimate of 2,000 cases with 1,000 dead for a total ~roughly 3,000 affected persons. The 
multiplicative factor was almost immediately doubl~a, producing estimates of 4,000 cases with 
2,000 dead, for a total of 6,000 affected individuals . .# 

The factor was doubled because IOHN felt that the patient numbers were being significantly 
underreported. It is interesting to note that: this rough estimate was within fifteen percent of the 
final actual total patient populati !11 at 1200 on May 16, 2003, (5,349 cases, 1,521 dead, total of 
6,870), which overestimated the dead and underestimated the survivors. 

Because the State of Illinois has a total of 8,263 beds statewide, some of which would be not be 
used for elague patients, this IOHNO estimate suggested that hospital facilities would be 
severely\...strained by downstream patient numbers. More significantly, this estimate was used to 
requ st two Disaster Medical Assistance Teams and one Disaster Mortuary Operational 
Response Team. OHNO' s approach depended heavily upon the expertise of those making the 
estimates. 

101 Note that this is out of the range of the May 12, 2003, data presented in Table 9. However, as was argued in the 
previous section, inaccurate early data counts are likely indicators of inaccurate counts throughout the exercise 
period. Thus, it is likely that these initial numbers, and all those quoted in these examples, differ from ground truth 
by an unknown but significant amount. 
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Example 2 (Patient estimate). Data obtained from the Chicago-area FEMA Regional 
Operatiom Center 

Data from the Chicago-area FEMA Regional Operations Center (ROC) indicated that an estimate 
of the epidemic was provided during a briefing on May 16, 2003. The graph shown in Figure 25 
is a copy of the graph used in the ROC. The numbers used were those reported by the IDPH. 
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Figure 25. Chicago-area FEMA ROC Patient and Dead EstimatesA significant problem is 
apparent from an exa.min(ltion of this graph. The data on the x-time axis are plotted at equal 
intervals. However, the actual time intervals on the plot are not equal even though they are 
portrayed that way. As a result, the straight hne fit through the data is incorrect. Once the data 
are correctly plotted with respect to time (see figure 26), they are more correctly seen as 
clustered groups of data, not equally spaced in time. 

The plot in Figme 26 indicates a patient population of 8,200 at 1200 on May 16, 2003, that 
would increase to 11,000 persons on May l7, 2003, (compared to 7,200 in the previous figure). 
Sim.ilady, the estimates of the dead, 1,700 increasing to 2,200 on May 17, 2003, are significantly 
different than the miginal estimates shown in figure 25. In fact, if the estimates in figure 25 had 
been used, they would have underestimated both the patients and dead by approximately fifty 
percent for May 17, 2003, the day following the conclusion of the exercise. While this approach 
overestimates the number of sick and dead patients compared to ground truth at 1200 on May 16, 
2003, it does give a better sense of the developing scale of the outbreak that would have become 
apparent if the exercise had continued passed May 16, 2003. 
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Figure 26. Con·ect Plot of Patient Numbers and Dead Numbers Versus Time 

Example 3. DuPage County Emergency operations Center 

T2 

The DuPage County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) called in a Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) analyst to help estimate the number of.DuPage County citizens who could have 
been at each of the three release sites in the Chioago area. The EOC suggested that this 
infonnation could provide some indicators of which Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) 
distribution sites (located around the c,ounty) trlight be busiest and which hospitals might be 
seeing more patients. The first set of estimates was based upon raw numbers of people from 
specific areas of the county who were at the United Center during the Saturday night game. The 
GIS analyst got this information from the United Center ticket box office based upon zip codes. 
Next, the analyst collected data for the numbers of county resident who ride the single lTain line 
corning out of Union Station that passes through DuPage County. The analyst used the average 
Saturday traffic on that line aod counted the number of people who got off at each station in the 
county. 

DuPage County accounted for one percent of the people who attended the hockey game and for 
fifty~two percent of the people who left Union Station via the train line. Estimates of DuPage 
County-O' Hare traffic were not developed because of limited time and the greater number of 
variables. An estimated seventeen percent of the total people infected at the first two sites were 
from DuPage County. Following his presentation to the EOC, the DuPage County Office of 
Emergency Management said that while GIS is not usually tapped in an emergency response, 
that would have to change based upon how seemingly valuable their skills and data could be. 
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The final report by the DuPage count analyst discussed the methods and results and is quoted 
here in full: 

J 

During the exercise, it came to light that the State of Illinois 
pharmaceutical supply was limited, and we needed to identify the 
approximate number of DuPage County residents exposed to the 
biological releases and what portion of the county they reside. 

There were three biological releases in the City of Chicago; Union Station 
(released 8:00am, United Center (during a Blackhawk's playoff gam~). 
and O'Hare International Airport (International wing) 

For the Union Station data collected we asked Metra to provide us with 
train ridership information on the Burlington Northern Line jot: the total 
trips leaving Union Station to DuPage County on an -zrver:age Saturday. 
Metra provided the totals as well as the breakdown per trqi'\ tation in 
DuPage County. The Burlington Northern Line is also the only. wmmuter 
line in DuPage County that leaves from Unim Stdfion. 

The United Center data was provided by th\ illackllawk'. Director of 
Ticket Operations. The data reflected the last game of the season, a 
month prior to Top0ff2, and was a sold out el!en,t. This event would 
provide us with the most accurate information we could have hoped 
possible. The attendance count was provided to us for each zip code 
contained in DuPage Countf_ 

Information was not available for O'Hare International Airport in the time 
frame available. 

These numbers were tabulare.,a ~and mapped out displaying the 
concentrations of potenti~~y infected residents. 

These estimates were calculated to provide the State of Illinois with a 
percentage of potentially infected residents so DuPage County would 
receive the bare minimum amount of pharmaceuticals from the 
underestimate(/, Illinois stockpile. 

11ie data gather,ed here reflects DuPage County residents only. Intended 
to rovide rough estimates for pharmaceutical acquisition, and to provide 
a general overview of the concentrated areas in DuPage County. For an 
actual tatistical analysis, this information would have been passed along 
to an epidemiologist for rate of spread calculations and probability 
imodeling. A 3 hour window was given for data collection, tabulation, and 
display. 

Given the parameters analyzed-the final estimate of the total exposed population, of which 
nineteen percent would have been DuPage County residents-was 25,706 persons. The actual 
scenario numbers totaled 21,534 persons, 3,100 in the initial population and 18,434 in the 
secondary population. The advantage to this approach was that it avoided all the significant 
problems in the patient population data and, in addition, provided an estimate not based upon 
projections, merely on normal use data-which is likely to be a better data set, unaffected by 
either exercise play or unannounced real-world attacks. 
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Other efforts 

In addition to the efforts described above, two other efforts were identified that attempted to 
model the epidemic spread. There were also isolated events where decision-makers attempted to 
deal with the uncertainty involved in the response. This section covers all of these isolated 
events. 

Statements were made at the T2 AAC that indicated the Illinois Crisis Action Team (IL-CA T) 
modeled the epidemic. Further information about the results of this modeling is not available, as 
the data collectors in the Joint Operations Center did not capture it. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) apparently also estimated the soope of 
the epidemic on the second or third day of the exercise. At the AAC, it wa. reeorted that the 
CDC modeled the epidemic using the number of reported cases (from IOPH), tfte known 
incubation period (two to seven days, normally two to three days), and a rate of tr ,smission of 
three secondary cases per primary case. In actuality, the rate of tran mission u eeL in the scenario 
depended upon the site of exposure: seven secondary cases per primarY case at he United Center 
and eight secondary cases per primary case at Union Station and 0 'Hare International Airport. 

Unfortunately additional data were unavailable to the evaluation team other than what was 
discussed at the AAC. Thus at the time of preparation of thiS draf rep,ort, there is no indication 
about the methods used, the results obtained, or whether decisions were made based upon the 
information. The report indicated, however; tha the resulting predictions were within 
approximately ten percent of the final patient1mmbers. 

r 

In addition to modeling the epidemic outbreaK:, otlfer estima es were made by officials. These 
"back of the envelope" calculations were impartant in several decisions, particularly for 
decisions regarding resource allocation. 

At 0915 on May 14, 2003, the Chicago PH de ermjned that the SNS would be distributed 
according to the city 's and county's population. The initial planned distributions were: Chicago-
12,400 doses; Cook- 12,500 doses (6,2SO Doxycycline, 6,250 Ciprofloxacin); DuPage- 10,100; 
Lake-6,000; Kane-4,400. 

The reason that public healtli 0 ficials decided to distribute according to population, versus actual 
number of cases, was they lacked confidence in the accuracy of the number of cases being 
reported. Lik wise they did not have a clear understanding of how many patients would 
ultimately be affeGted in each county. They did, however, know how many potentially affected 
persons liv~d in each county and saw that as a way to estimate the vulnerable population versus 
thelnfected or exRose~ population. 

On May 4, 2003, Cook County DPH needed to know how many persons working at hospitals in 
Cook Cou ty would need prophylaxis. Instead of attempting to determine the potentia11y 
exposed population at each of the 22 county hospitals, Cook County DPH simply took the two 
largest Cook County hospitals, averaged the number of persons who would need prophylaxis, 
and then applied these numbers to the rest of the 22 hospitals. This over-estimated the need for 
prophylaxis, but resul ted in a quick answer that would allow the prophylaxis to be distributed. 
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4. Artificialities 

Several artificialities affected the analysis of this subject: 

• The Metropolitan Chicago Health Care Council injected additional, unscripted, patients 
during the early phases of the exercise. These patients were intended to assist hospital 
accreditation. However, they were inadvertently configured to resemble T2 scripted 
patients, resulting in a distortion in the numbers of patients being reported. Because these 
patient numbers were not recorded, it complicates an understanding of how patient counts 
and epidemiological models played into the scenario; and 

• During the exercise some media play was scripted. This meant fhat some patient 
numbers were repmted based upon exercise injects, not the actual n ~ers of patients~ 
being reported to decision-makers. One example of this type of reporting ccun-ed with 
the Office of the Governor of 111inois. Ground truth patient coun s bad ee given to the 
Governor prior to the start of the exercise due to an exercise artificialit-y necessitating the 
pre-taping of top official statements. Using these num ers, the Governor taped several 
interviews or reports incorporating those numbers. However, whe n theYJ were broadcast, 
the ground truth numbers were significantly differen&'rom the patien numbers held by 
the State and local governments and public health authoritiesr: 

5. Analysis 

During the FSE there was significant uncertamty in the patient numbers. Indeed some of the 
artificialities discussed in the previous section may ave inc eased the uncertainty. While the 
artificialities were unrealistic, the chaotic and uncer a· n environment they produced was realistic. 

Decision-makers and those attempting to estimate the exposed population reacted in a variety of 
ways to the problem of uncertainty in theJ>atient nd'mbers. The methods used by the DuPage 
County GIS analyst attempted to resolve41le fundamental conflict they were facing which was 
that the patient data were ROtentially ina~curate but that they needed accurate predictions of the 
number of infected persons ·n th_e county. 'By knowing the day, time, and place of the release 
and combining this information wtrh sJemographic, economic, medical, and law enforcement 
data, the analyst was able tC} make a reasonably accurate estimate without knowing the detailed 
progression of the actual case of the disease. Participants who chose to use the actual numbers 
of reported cases could be sai (o be ignoring the uncertainty inherent in the data. Even if they 
knew that be data were suspect, they still used them, as there was no other apparent alternative. 
In these examples, repQited caseloads were used in various approaches to develop an estimate of 
how many patient . would need treatment. 

Finally some participants focused on other measures in order to move decisions forward. For 
example, the Chicago DPH decision-makers lacked confidence in both the data they were 
receiving and their ability to use the data to predict how to allocate resources. Instead they 
focused th~ir decision upon the vulnerable population, instead of focusing on the infected or 
exposed populations. 
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6. Conclusions 

This section provides three sets of 
observations and conclusions: 1) one relating 
to uncertainty and how participants dealt 
with it, 2) the information iceberg problem, 
and 3) a more general set of observations of 
how epidemiology played in the various 
EOC operations. 

a. Uncertainty 

From the preceding reconstruction, 
following was observed: 

the 

• Uncertainty in the patient population 
numbers existed during the FSE. 
Most of this uncertainty was due to 
exercise artificialities, but it is not 
clear that during a real event the 
magnitude of the uncertainty would 
be less, even if the causes were 

S UMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
DECISION-MAKING: 

The extent of the aiiected population will always be 
uncertain in a bioterrorism incident. Public health 
officials and decision-makers use epidemiological 
models, informed by the threat environment, to help 
determine the scope of the problem. 

During the FSE, few attempts were made to understand 
the affected population. The DuPage County GIS 
analysis was the only documented effort that 
examined how large the problem might be. 

To alleviate some of the inherent uncertainty, model 
predictions and patient data should be coordinated 
among agencies and across jurisdictions. In 
addition, data collection should be better executed 
than was observed during the FSE. 

By finding data, systems, and methods that allowed 
them to work around the uncertainty, some officials 
were able to make more informed decisions. 

• 
different; and ,) -v 

It is not the fact of uncertainty that affected exercise decision-making but how 
participants dealt with the uncertainty. By finding data, systems, and methods that 
allowed them to work around the problems wi th patient reporting data, some participants 
were able to deal with the uncertainty and make-informed decisions. 

b. The information iceberg 

There were apparently few attempts to understand the long-range patient load. It is unclear why 
so few attempts were made. Two 12._0ssible reasons include: 

• Lack of long-term exercisepla~. Participants may have simply ignored what they did not 
need to worry about; and 

• Lac of c nfidence in t e patient data, and no clear way to model the long-term effects in 
the face 0' r oor patien data. 

The last reason may l> the most important for developing a general lesson learned about the 
iceberg problem. he DuPage County GIS analysis was the only documented effort that 
examined how large the problem might be. This analysis was not accomplished using patient 
data but r the~ relied on an estimate of the number of people who might be exposed in the 
county. J 

Finally, decision-makers should be knowledgeable of the information iceberg problem for 
contagious diseases such as plague and especially in cases of potential bioterrorism. It is 
important for them to expect it, look for it, and question their advisors when it is not brought to 
their attention. 
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c. Other issues 

These is a set of observations that arose from the work di scussed here, but do not relate to either 
the problem of uncertainty or the epidemic profile. 

Information sharing 

Once model predictions and patient data are acquired they should be shared with everyone 
involved in the operation. In fact, information about some modeling efforts was only shared 
among all the participants during the AAC. There is no evidence that any of the re~u ts of these 
models were provided to other operations centers during the FSE. 

The DuPage County EOC felt it would have benefited from model prediction oy using them t$) 
predict the requirements for and deployment of ambulances throughout the county. A senior 
DuPage County EOC watch-stander noted (speaking to a member of tQe Illinois CA. during the 
AAC), "Why didn' t I know that those predictions were available?" 

Data collection. 

One way to reduce uncertainty and improve the overall fidelity, of'the data is ro do a better job of 
collecting it. There are systems available, such as the State o{ l 'qois' Phase I and Phase II 
di saster reporting system, which could be used to collect pati cQt data as well . This system 
collects bed counts, ventilators, blood supplies, among other supplies, during a disaster. 
However, the accurate collection of even th existing data requires considerable numbers of 
personnel, personnel that may not be availa5le'\Cim:ind an eme,?ency. 
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H. Balancing the Safety of First Responders and the Rescue of Victims 

1. Introduction 

Historically, first responder rescue agencies have 
demonstrated high competency and experiential knowledge in 
managing traditional rescue situations: natural disasters, fires, 
and technical rescue challenges. In the hazardous materials 
(HAZMA T) environment, hazard identification is assisted by 
placard systems, knowledge of shipping contents, pre
planning at fixed facilities, and field-testing processes to 
identify common hazardous substances. In such incidents 
when victim smvival is dependent upon timeliness of medtcal 
treatment (refen·ed to as the golden hour), fiJTst responders are 
typicaUy attempt to initiate rescue and remov:al of victims as 
rapidly as possible, while Incident Commanders manage 
responder safety with an ongoing risk-benefi~ analysis. 

However, when faced with a pqtential weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) emergency first responders encounter a 
greater risk of becoming casualbies tliemselves. For example, 
in Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2000, the first responders to arrive 
after the explosion in Portsmouth, New HampshiTe, were 

incapacitated by a persistent chemical agent used ·in the attack During the 9111 World Trade 
Center attack, many New York City police and ftre fighters died when the towers collapsed. In 
addition, first responders may be faced with delayed identification of toxic substances, the 
potential existence of secondary explosive devices, and other unknowns. Under these conditions 
of additional danger and uncertainty, consideration of 1isks and benefits in the development of 
action plans becomes more challenging. If victims are in immediate need of rescue, tne initial 
action plan may reflect best guess/best practices information, placing responders in a rescue 
mode. However, as more Information becomes available, plans can change and rescue 
operations may come to a halt. This ~s the scenario that was observed at the Seattle radiological 
dispersal device (RDD) site during the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale Exercise 
(FSE). 

During the FSE, a number of public health officials and data collectors at the incident site~ many 
of wllom were sullject matter experts (SMEs), expressed concern about the time it took to tliage, 
t}'eat, and transport victims. Commentators on the Virtual News Network (VNN) also raised this 
concern. Given the uncertainty surrounding the explosion, particularly when many of the 
responders artificially had the knowledge that it was a radiological incident, the Incident 
Commander had to take precautions to ensure that the responders were safe. This Special Topic 
focuses on the issues surrounding the balance of responder safety and victim rescue. 

2. Background 

a. Interagency communication 

Ln large-scale incidents and exercises, communication between agencies is typically the largest 
command and control challenge. Command decision-making and development of an integrated 
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incident action plan are enhanced by effective communication links between the various agencies 
on the ground. The ability of a local Incident Commander to use information (e.g., radiation 
exposure levels, plume modeling, and toxic agent identification) provided by State and Federal 
responders depends on rapid and effective communication. With more detailed information, the 
incident action plan and the related risk-benefit analysis evolves with increasingly greater 
accuracy. 

During the 9/11 terrorist attack on the Pentagon, the Arlington County (Virginia) Fire Chief 
managed his resources on the scene with a number of local and Federal agencies. He stated, 
"They [the other agencies] understood their role, which was to help the fire departm~nt move the 
incident through its various phases."102 Avoiding duplication of effort, the Arlington County 
Fire Chief put the Federal responders to work assisting the Fire Department. For example, he 
used Federal resources to set up chain-link fencing and scene security in order o i olate the 
scene. These types of decisions allowed local and Federal agencies to work t0~~tfier a d solve 
incident problems rapidly. He also stated, "Having a relationship with key offlcjals prior to the 
incident does make a difference. We worked regularly with ou mirtary personnel, our Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Federal Emergency Mana·geme.nt A:~hcy (FEMA) rersonnel. 
You have to work on those relationships before the incident, notdufing the incident."10 

b. Risk-benefit analysis 

The use of risk-benefit analysis is common i f" t responder incident command systems for 
routine responses, and is likely even more;.. necessaliy when responding to a possible terrorism 
event. With the potential use of WMD and econdarr e-~P.losive devices, it is imperative to 
maximize the safety of first responders to avoid liaving thffii'become victims themselves. 

Fire departments typically maintain a definite pos u e towards life safety and rescue. For 
example, Montgomery County (Maryland) Fire Rescue (MCFR) has a systematic approach to 
risk-benefit analysis. Their policy states, "Saving live victims is the rescue mission, while 
minimizing the risk of harm to the rescuers."104 This does not mean that fire and rescue 
operations are suspended until all possibl isks are defined in detail; the objective of the first 
responders remains saving s man._y lives as possible. In the event of a chemical attack, MCFR 
policy cautions first res~onqe_~;s "not)to ' automatically' assume that the incident involves super 
toxic chemical agents." 05 P: r the Phoenix Fire Department (PFD), risk-benefit analysis means 
that when v·Gtirrts are presen all first responders are to move forward with standard operating 
procedures unless a secondary device is present. However, if no apparent victims, life hazards, 
rescuCYsitu\ tions, or tl'!reatening fires exist, fire department personnel should not be exposed to 
risk. PFD polic)'l states that in this situation "first arriving units should secure a ferimeter, 
evaluate.,.. the situation, and await the arrival of the Hazardous Materials Technicians."10 

102 Elliott, Timon thy. "First Responders, Feds Join Forces." Fire Chief. December 200 l. Fire Chief Magazine. 
July 8, 2003. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Montgomery County. Montgomery County, Maryland Fire and Rescue Service. Managing the Consequences of 
a Chemical Attack: A Systematic Approach to Rescue Operations. Montgomery County: Maryland, 200 I. 
105 Ibid. 
106 City of Phoenix. Phoenix Regional Standard Operating Procedures. Hazardous Materials Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Chemical. Biological. Radiological. Phoenix: Arizona, 2000. 
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The first step in conducting a risk-benefit analysis involves assessing the disaster scene and 
gathering vital information. The early stage of information collection can include field 
reconnaissance (recon). Initial recon is viewed as a key factor when deciding if the rescue is a 
"Go" or "No-Go" situation. Ongoing data collection through recon provides the Incident 
Commander with the information needed to make accurate decisions regarding risk and 
resources. In a presumed WMD situation, the recon team is not sent to help victims; instead, 
their mission is to establish how many victims, the type of incident, and the level of risk involved 
with the incident. This information helps guide commanders in determining how to address the 
incident, and best save lives. However, it also means that the response time to triage, treat, and 
transport is necessarily longer than during a non-WMD incident. 

c. Personal Protective Equipment 

A significant component of an initial action plan is the determination: of appr.opriate Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) for responders. Because time, distance, and shield4Jg'are Important 
means for protecting responders from the exposure to gam~a raaiation, training is also a 
necessary pre-cursor to the response to incidents involving radiation. 

The recon team is the first to move into an operational area. ]heret: re, it is imperative that they 
are equipped to handle any level of risk so that they can safely repor back to the command post. 
MCFR policy is that the recon team wears the best available protective clothing with standard 
firefighting breathing apparatus: 

For initial on-scene quick r:.ise,ue of live victims, first responders should 
wear their turnout gear, self-contq,ined br-eafhzng apparatus (SCBA), and 
butyl gloves. HoweveJ;, later into the incident and where rescue may still 
be required, first resf?:onders should wear Level B Protection or the 
appropriate chemical su "t as inaicated by the site safety plan. 107 

The Boston Fire Department has similar guidelines regarding PPE. When Boston's first 
responders arrive on the scene of a presumep chemical attack, guidelines require them to don all 
PPE equipment available before entering the contaminated site.108 

There has been much contro~ersy o,n the best way to protect response units, especially when 
dealing with unknown agents in the opening hours of a response. In 1999, the Soldier and 
Biological Che~cal Command,1:SBCCOM) issued guidelines for Incident Commanders' usage 
of PPE. While ome departdients felt these guidelines were useful, more than half of the fire 
service survey respondents said they would not sanction SBCCOM guidelines and would have 
deve oped their o !} PPE guidelines. 109 Some departments, including MCFR, have adopted 
~elected SBCCOl'f!,techniques into their own guidelines. For example, MCFR instituted the 

'tlsage o~ portable fans to help ventilate buildings where chemical agents may be present. 110
•
111 

107 Montgomery County. Montgomery County, Maryland Fire and Rescue Service. Managing the Consequences of 
aChemical Attack: A Systematic Approach to Rescue Operations. Montgomery County: Maryland, 2001. 
108 City of Boston. Standard Operating Procedure No. 61. Operations and Response to Terrorist Incidents. Boston: 
Massachusetts. 
109 Peterson, David F. "Terrorism and Turnouts: The Controversy." Fire Engineering. March 2002. Fire 
Engineering Magazine. 
1 10 SBCCOM test results showed that 50-70% of chemical concentration can be decreased when the portable fans 
are used. 
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Specialized protective equipment matched to hazardous substances is ideal but is currently not 
likely to be available in a timely manner or in quantity enough to accomplish victim rescues in 
most hazardous environments. 

d. Secondary explosive devices 

Terrorists can employ a number of tactics to inflict as much damage as possible. One strategy 
used by terrorists is the use of a delayed secondary explosive device. The purpose of such a 
device is to injure or kill first responders. Typically, these devices are hidden near 'the original 
incident. 

Secondary explosive device awareness has become policy and is accounted for during first 
responder training throughout the world. Most first responder units understand The need to watch 
out for these devices. A review of several fire rescue policies indicates that even i secondary 
explosive devices are suspected, rapid intervention and victim remo:vm stiJ.l remai the ltimate 
goal. If secondary devices are found, response units are directed to immeC:liately pull back and 
wait for specialized explosive ordinance disposal assets. For exampl~, the PFD has a simple yet 
precise procedure addressing awareness of such devices. The. first arriving unit are expected to 
establish command and begin sizing up the situation. While responding, they are to: 

... be aware of secondary devices designed to injur:e ad'Jitional victims and/or first 
responders. Upon sighting a device that appear~ operable, [personnel are 
instructed to withdraw] until ~alice Bomb Squad has inspected/rendered safe any 
suspicious appearing device 1 2 

MCFR and the Denver Fire Department both have Similar re ponse methods. 113
J

14 

It is also useful to examine the eme~ency, response p0 icies of Northern Ireland and England. 
Their use of incident command and risk-benefit analysis has proven successful over decades of 
domestic terrorism response experience. The Northern Ireland Fire Brigade maintains an 
awareness of potential secondary device placement, avoiding command post locations near 
dumpsters and parked car·, wlJtre such d.evices may be hidden. Arriving bomb technicians 
sweep the command post areas ijrsl, eliminating the possibility of additional explosives. 115 The 
United Kingdom Home Offi e Strate.gic National Guidance also emphasizes the need to sweep 
command post and support areas for the presence of secondary devices.116 

3. Reconstruction 

The evaluation te· m did not obtain specific data describing the incident commander's risk
benefit analysis Pli ' cess. However, it did obtain data describing the response, which is the focus 
of this reconstruc · n. Figure 27 depicts a timeline of the key events during the rescue phase at 

1 1 1 MontgomeryCounty. Montgomery County, Maryland Fire and Rescue Service. Managing the Consequences of 
a Chemical Attack: A Systematic Approach to Rescue Operations. Montgomery County: Mm·yland, 2001. 
1 12 City of Phoenix. Phoenix Regional Standard Operating Procedures. Hazardous Materials Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Chemical, Biological, Radiological. Phoenix: Arizona, 2000. 
1 13 Montgomery County. Montgomery County, Maryland Fire and Rescue Service. Managing the Consequences of 
a Chemical Attack: A Systematic Approach to Rescue Operations. Montgomery County: Maryland, 200 I. 
1 14 City of Denver. City and County of Denver Emergency Operations Plan. Denver: Colorado, 2002. 
115 Langtry, John. Assistant Divisional Officer. Northern Ireland Fire Brigade. Telephone Interview. July 16, 2003. 
1 16 United Kingdom Home Office. Strategic National Guidance. The Decontamination of People Exposed to 
Chemical. Biological. Radiological or Nuclear (CBRN) Substances or Material. United Kingdom. February 2003. 
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the RDD site. It was constructed using the observations from data collectors at the incident site. 
All times are noted in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) unless otherwise specified. 

"" 1208: Explosion 
1 1210-1212: First response asset~ arrive 
I 1213-1225: SFD &SPD gather walking wounded 

• 1~20-1235: SFD & SPD initiate rescue 0perations 
* 1225: Triage station b~ng set up 
- 1230-1300: Lots qf confusien and complaints among injured about Jack of help 
* 1236: HazMat Unit 17 confirms radiatiqn at the site 
I 1237-1245: Gross decontamination area set up 
11253-1255: First viCtim through gross tlecon 

t 1300: First victimj at treatment area 
* 1305: Gross decontamination overwlhelmed; advised m ical gr9up 

+ 1320; First redjvictims ~en to hospital I 
•••• 1320-1430: Rescue operations continue-+ many victims unajJended anti askin$ for help 
* 1333: Manp6wer arrived and tasked to assist medi9al group 

1430·1615: Mu}tiple borrlb threats cause rescUe operations to pC\uSe 
I 1615-1625: Decontatnihation an~ rescue effons restaned I 

* 1635: First patient e~tracted from rub~.J~ pile 

1 
* 1644: Triage started at the rubble P,ile 

1111 1630-1700: Severjil unauended victims tn the open and in vehicles 
"' 1715: Rubble extraction learn making plan to breach ~oncrete 

1800: First resc?e in breached concrete hole ~~' 

1~50: Still15 patien!s to be e~~acted * 
1930: Rubble extraction continues; 4 victims remaiilin&; * 

2020: Three victims remain 1n' rubble- pile ·• 
2101: One victim remains in rubble pile "' 

2111: Ll!St victim; recovered • 

2250: fearch opratiODS 17 cease " I 

Figure 27. Reconstruction of Rescue Operations at the Radiological Dispersal Devise Site 

Incident site observations indicate that within minutes after the simulated RDD explosion on 
May 12, 2003.., police cruisers, fire engines, and ambulances arrived at the scene. The 
responder~. in particular Seattle Police Department (SPD) personnel, first gathered a11 walking 
wounded ~nd removed them from the scene. SFD repeatedly made announcements over the loud 
speaker instructing any<:me who could walk to slowly approach Engine #2 and that help was on 
the way. SPD WqS observed searching through the rubble and vehicles, administeling :first aid, 
and di recting victims to Engine #2. SFD was also observed using ladders to get victims out of 
buildings. All of these events occurred within 14 minutes of the explosion. 

Observatioms of the response took on a different tone after 1222117 when the first reports of 
radiation reached the incident site. HAZMAT arrived at 1227 and immediately started to take 
readings. There was much confusion at the incident s.ite with several accounts of victims crying 
for help with no response from rescuers. 

117 AU times Pacific Daylight Time. 
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At the same time that HAZMAT was taking initial readings, SFD was also setting up triage, 
treatment, and decontamination stations. According to logs from data collectors observing the 
incident site, a triage station was being set up by 1225,118 a treatment station was set up by 1243, 
and a decontamination station was set up between 1237 and 1252. The first victim was moved 
through the decontamination station at 1253, and the first victim was observed at the treatment 
station at 1300. 119 At 1305, the decontamination station reported that they were overwhelmed 
with victims. There was no indication that they got any assistance until 1333, when additional 
personnel arrived and were tasked to assist the medical group. 

During a typical mass casualty incident, victims are tagged with colored tape or papef. based 
upon the extent of their injuries. Victims with red tags have life threatening i juries and require 
immediate care. Victims with yellow tags need treatment but could sustain a short delayt 
Treatment of victims with green tags can be delayed until the more seriously injured victims 
have been cared for. Figure 28 shows the times that victims with rea, ellow ancl green tags 
were transported from the incident site to a hospital according to data obtained from hospital 
control. The first two red victims were taken at approximately 1315Y° From 1315 to 1508, a 
steady stream of victims was taken to area hospitals. From 1315 to 1424, onl~ tbe more serious 
red and yellow victims were transported, and then from 1424 tQ 1:"508 mostly green victims were 
taken to the hospital. This suggests that there was a lull in th~ respo se and no seriously injured 
victims were rescued and taken to the hospital. In fact, rescue GR_erations had periodically been 
delayed due to reports of sniper sightings and otential secondaey explosive devices prior to 
1430 and were halted at approximately 1430 because a secondary explosive device was found at 
the incident site. ' 

Rescue, treatment, and decontamination operation started again between 1615 and 1630, and as 
shown in figure 28, victim transport ~was estarted at 1638. Mostly red and yellow victims were 
taken to area hospitals between 1638 ano 18 4, at ~hich time hospital control ended operations. 
The data show that prior to the pullba I._< a 1430, a red or yellow victim was transported every 
3.4 minutes; after rescue operations resumed tJie transport rate increased to one red or yellow 
victim transported every J .6~nutes. Itc is not clear what led to an increase in rate of victims 
transported. 

118 The evaluation team has no data indicating the level of activity at the triage station at this early stage of the 
response, and no data indicating when the triage station was operational. 
119 The evaluation team has no data indicating the severity of injuries for the victims moving through the 
decontamination and treatment stations at this early stage of the response. 
120 Note that the data do not indicate if these patients were the first patients to go through decontamination or if the 
red patients went through decontamination at all. 
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Figure 28. Transport of Victims from Incident Siti21 

According to data obtained from Harborview Hospital, which was hospital control during the 
exercise: 

• A total of 109 victims were transported to area hospitals during the time that hospitals 
participated in the exercise: 48 red, 43 yellow, and 18 green victims; and 

• At the beginning of the exercise, 150 volunteers were placed in the incident site. 
Therefore, 41 victims remained on the incident site when hospital play ended. 

However, the log kept by hospital control diJfers with the tracking data kept by exercise controL 
According to exercise contliql: 

• A total of 115 victims were transported to area hospitals: 34 red, 46 yellow, and 35 
green~ 

• Responders rescued an additional 13 victims too late to be processed by the hospitals. 
These victims were still loaded into ambulances, but taken directly back to Union 
Statiorr; and 

An additional22 victims were not rescued until after hospital exercise play ended. 

The evaluation team was unable to determine why there was a discrepancy in the two logs. 
Possible explanations include: 

121 
Data from H<trborview Medical Center Mass Casualty Incident Patient Tracking Log and Seattle King County Public Health Incident 

Log. 
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• Exercise control assigned an injury status to each of the victims at the start of the 
exercise. Responders may have re-classified victim status during the course of the 
exercise; 

• It is possible that there were additional victims transferred to area hospitals from 1511 
to 1608 when hospital control was temporarily transferred to Overlake Hospital; and 

• It is possible that the 13 victims recorded by exercise control that were processed and 
transported to Union Station after hospital control ceased operationS' were not 
recorded by hospital control. 

4. Artificialities 

During the FSE, a number of artificialities affected how players responded to the RP, incident, 
as well as some players' perceptions of the response and are, therefore, factored into t e analysis. 
The artificialities included: 

• Responders were at an advantage because they knew that the see ario involved an 
RDD explosion. Furthermore, many responder were aware of dle concerns that 
came out of TOPOFF 2000 and other real world or exercise even s- that responders 
went into an incident site so quickly they became casualties themselves. Therefore, 
during the FSE, many first responders did not rush into the scene when rescue 
operations began. 

• Exercise control expected to have 200 moulaged victims for the exercise. Based upon 
initial planning for the exercise, hospitctls expeete ninety percent of all victims to be 
transported by 1800. Thi translates to 1 SO vj..ctims transported. However, there were 
50 volunteer no-shows on the morning q_f May 12, 2003, so there were only 150 
moulaged victims. Hospital covtro was not aware of this change. So they were 
expecting more patients tha~ were aV-ailable; this may have exacerbated medical and 
public health ~oncerns about the overall rescue. 

5. Analysis 

Observations from the incid_ent site from the first hour after the explosion indicate that after 
radiation was detected, responde-rs were held back while HAZMA T teams conducted an initial 
assessment ofthe s ituation. While hospital control was aware that radiation had been detected at 
the incident site, there ._is no indication in the data collector logs that incident command or the 
medical group at he incident site communicated with hospital control to explain the need to 
aonduct a more de ~ailea risk-benefit analysis before rescue operations could commence. 

After t · e fi rst hour, the response became more typical-victims were pulled out of the incident 
area, asses ed .J'and transported to the hospital based upon the severity of their injuries. However, 
rescue and tlecontamination operations were periodically halted and eventually ceased for almost 
two hours due to secondary bomb threats. 122 This caused a similar delay in the transport of 
victims to area hospitals. There is no evidence in the data collector logs that indicated hospital 
control or the individual hospitals were aware of this delay. Similarly, there are no data from 
data collectors at the incident site indicating that the medical group or incident command 

122 This delay would likely have been even longer if exercise control had not injected that the secondary explosive 
device was far enough away that it would not impact rescue operations. 
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communicated with hospital control about the discovery of a secondary explosive device. After 
the FSE, a hospital controller confirmed that the hospitals were unaware of the secondary 
explosive device. 

6. Conclusion 

Rescue operations at the RDD incident site 
during the FSE highlight the need for 
incident command and hospital control to 
communicate with each other during an 
emergency, especially one involving WMD. 
The public health and medical communities 
should be made aware of the need for 
incident command to conduct a detailed risk
benefit analysis prior to the start of rescue 
operations. These communities also need to 
be aware of the actions rescuers will take if a 
secondary explosive device is found and the 
impact that will have on victim rescue and 
transport. In addition, incident command 
must communicate with the public health 
and medical officials so that they understand 

S UMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

BALANCING THE SAFETY OF FIRST RESPONDERS AND 
THE RESCUE OF VICTIMS: 

Operations at the RDD incident site highlighted the 
need for robust communications between hospital 
control and incident command. 

The medical and public health communities need to be 
educated concerning the activities that first 
responders will take when faced with a potential 
terrorist incident involving WMD. 

Public information personnel from the first responder, 
medical, and public health communities should also 
be educated about expected emergency response 
procedures so that the media and, therefore, the 
public are given one consistent message during an 
incident. 

the situation. , ·"-:...:::::--J 
While it didn't occur during the FSE, it is extremely likely that in a real-world emergency the 
media would have become aware of the delay in t ransp>orting victims to hospitals. Without a 
concerted message from the public health and.,respcmder communities concerning the need to 
balance responder safety and victim rescue, a public outcry could have ensued. Therefore, 
public information personnel from both of these communities need to be educated about 
expected emergency respon-se procedmes during a mass casualty incident, especially one 
involving WMD. In addition, tliey also need to be kept informed by their respective leadership 
to ensure a consistent message is presenfed to the media and the public. 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF THE SIX CORE AREAS 

1. Introduction 

These six core areas of analysis were identified early in the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) 
planning phase by reviewing the TOPOFF 2000 After Action Report (AAR), less ns learned 
from 9/11 and the following anthrax attacks, Federal, State, and local participant ohje(Stives for 
T2, previous weapons of mass destruction (WMD) exercise AARs, and WMD training ma'te ials. 
Although the issues differed somewhat in content and presentation, they displayed.._ consideraBle 
underlying similarity, and naturally clustered into six core areas of analysis. Whi e tfrese areas 
are closely interrelated, they are distinct. Viewing the exercise in light o ·these areas rovides a 
useful organization of observations and ideas. 

These areas of analysis include: 

• Emergency public policy and decision-making; 

• Emergency public information; 

• Communications, coordination, and connectivity; 

• Jurisdiction; 

• Resource Allocation; and 

• Anticipating the Enemy. 

Because emergency public information}playea such a central role in each of the pre-Full-Scale 
Exercise seminars, as well as the Full-SO'ale Exercise (FSE), particular emphasis is placed upon 
this area. 

2. Instances of challenges and:::good ractices 

In the various building-block se)llinars and the Large-Scale Game (LSG) leading up the FSE, 
several issues, or challenges, emerged that are relevant to the six core areas of analysis. In 
addition, a numbe of ~otential good practices were identified by seminar and LSG participants. 
During and subseguent to the FSE, the evaluation team identified instances of these challenges 
and good practices at occurred during the exercise. Instances are defined as occurrences that 
playeet out during the FSE. In several cases, challenges and good practices arose during the FSE 
that were not anticipated by the seminar and LSG participants. These were identified and 
catalogued y the analysts as well. 

For each core area, a brief introduction and background are provided. This allows for an FSE
based context, such as key events and challenges that occurred within the areas, for discussions 
of the area. This is followed by a discussion of the key challenges and good practices in which 
feedback from the seminars and the LSG is examined and compared to the issues that arose 
during the FSE. Finally, conclusions are drawn and suggestions are made as to how these issues 
could be tested in future exercises. 
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A. Emergency Decision-Making and Public Policy 

1. Introduction 

Public policy and decision-making during an emergency differs from day-to-day policy and 
decision-making. The difference is even more significant during an emergency as a result of a 
terrorism attack. In such emergencies, top officials face especially difficult, political decisions 
under conditions of uncertainty characterized by unknown, or changing, information-baselines. 
For example, public health considerations might make quarantine a seemingly ob~ · ous choice. 
But, as was observed regarding Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2000 by Biodefense Quarterly m 
September 2000: 

Decisions regarding patient isolation, travel advisories, home cu{!ews, the 
closure of airports and highways, and attempts to "quarantine" cities and 
states must be balanced against the practical feasibility of su h measures, 
and their implications for civil liberties. 123 

This area examines the unique challenges, difficulties, and. nuances f decision-making and 
policy-making in the initial aftermath of a terrorist weapons of mass destruction (WMD) attack. 

2. Background 

Despite foreknowledge of the scenario by so91e bur not all, top officials and other decision
makers faced numerous challenging decisip:ns throughout the course of the exercise. Some of 
these decisions are provided in Table 10.124 

123 Inglesby, Thomas, Grossman, Rita, and O'Toole, Tara, "A Plague on Your City: Observations from TOPOFF," 
Biodefense Quarterly, Volume 2, Number 2, September 2000. 
124 Decisions shown do not necessarily represent every decision made by top officials in these jurisdictions, but 
rather a sampling of the primary emergency public policy-related decisions. 
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Table 10. Examples of Emergency Public Policy Decisions Faced during T2 

W ASHINGTON V ENUE 

• Determination of shelter-in-place 
order. 

• Issuance of mayoral and county 
proclamations of civil emergency. 

• Issuance of mayoral and county 
delegations of authority. 

• Issuance of governor proclamations 
of state of emergency. 

• Governor's request for Presidential 
Declaration of Major Disaster. 

• Implementation of exclusionary 
zone by city officials. 

• Closure/re-opening of road system 
by Washington Department of 
Transportation (WDOT) and city 
authorities. 

• Implementation of food control 
zone by state officials. 

• Determination of protective actions 
under condition Red by all affected 
jurisdictions. 

• Evacuation from shelter zone by 
city, county, and state officials. 

• Controlled re-entry to exclusion 
zone by emergency workers and 
members of public. 

• "Initial return" by state officials tQ 

allow people to return home in are\} 
t11at did not appear to be affected by, 
blast. 

• Radiological remediation and 
recovery criteria 

li.LINOIS V ENUE 

• Determination of protective action guidelines 
(PAG) for containing the plague (shelter-in
place) by state officials. 

• Issuance of mayoral and county proclamations 
of civil emergency. 

• Issuance of mayoral and county delegations of 
authority. 

• Issuance of govemor proclamations of state of 
emergency. 

• Governor's request for Presidential 
Declaration of Major Disaster. 

• Closure/re-opening of the road system by 
Illinois Department of Transportation (IL 
DOT). 

• Executive Order #3 - suspended pham1a'tiy 
practice act to let non-pharmacist to disp,e~e 
prophylaxis and to do so outside of 
pharmacies. 

• Executive Order #4 - authorization to 
implement quarantine. , 

• Detern.ine"p~ies for distr'butfon of th~ . 
Strateg~e\Natt~l Stockptle SNS) by llltnots 
State. ... 

• Re-opening_ of roads by lL DOT. 

• Medical deci;rs: 

-wliere-t~ove critically ill, versus exposed, 
versus worried-well, versus other patients. 

- whether to convert specific rooms or an 
entire building to negative pressure, if the 
capability exists. 

-determination of how long patients should 
stay at hospitals. 

-determining how patients would get home 
when discharged under condition Red. 

3. Discussion of challenges/good practices 

FEDERAL A GENCY/EXECUTIVE 

• The elevation of the seven-city alert 
level to Red by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) based 
upon the radiological dispersal 
device (RDD) attack and 
intelligence. 

• The elevation of the national alert 
level to Red by DHS based qeon 
the RDD and bioterrorism attack. 

• Presidentia'i~eclarations of Mj.ior 
Disaster an~~me~gency i.n the 
tares..of Washington and Illinois, 

respectively. 

• Closure of airspace by 
DOT/Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). 

• Federal restrictions on food 
distribution by regional Federal 
Drug Administration. 

• Re-opening of airspace by FAA. 

In the seminars leading up to the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) 
participants identified numerous challenges and some good practices related to Emergency 
Decision-making and Public Policy. Almost all of the challenges and good practices were 
observed during the FSE. This is additional evidence that foreknowledge of the scenario in an 
exercise does not necessarily result in foregone conclusions. While all the core areas of analysis 
in T2 are interrelated, the area with the greatest impact on emergency decision-making is that of 
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Communication, Coordination, and Connectivity. The ability of decision-makers to obtain or 
discern reliable, validated, timely, and understandable information to inforn1 their decision
making emerged as a primary challenge throughout the exercise. 

Table 11 depicts the challenges, and good practices relevant to Emergency Decision-making and 
Public Policy that arose in the seminars, as well as the instances that show how these issues 
played out during the FSE. Instances are occurrences experienced by participants during the 
FSE that indicate challenges or good practices associated with particular issues. In the table, a (
) is used to indicate challenge, and a ( +) indicates a good practice. A ( ) is used to indicate a 
neutral observation in the FSE-one that is neither a good practice nor an issue. GJod p'tct.{tices 
are those practices that players felt were effective, or which the data indicate worked well.;125 

these practices could potentially be explored further or promulgated on a broader scale. 
Challenges are examples of the T2 response that were difficult for the responder community and 
that had significant impact on decision-makers. Challenges do no imply · ro-!)g\actions or 
inconect responses by any organization or the community at large- this fter Action Report 
(AAR) and the analysis as a whole did not focus on evaluating tight ana wrong actions. 
Challenges require the continued attention of the national respifns comm nity to facilitate 
smoother responses in the future. 

125 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants' opinions or did not happen. 
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Table 11. Emergency Decision-Making and Public Policy Issues dwing T2 

I SSUES 

a . Understanding what decisions need to be 
made and by whom. 

b. Making decisions under conditions of 
uncertainty: accuracy versus timeliness of 
decisions. 

c. Handling in:ernation<\.1 imp~ations of 
decision (transportation, sec 1rity, etc.) and 
liaving-.co ~istency in decisions across 
borders. 

d. Making the eGble, politically charged 
decisions (quarantines, Strategic National 
Stockpile (SNS) distribution, etc.) and how to 
handle them. 

SEMINARSILSG 
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FSE I NSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

See "Jurisdictidn" c=;,ore Area "\,' 

(+)Washington State Emergency ) 
Operations Center (EOC) · ttempted to 
use defiQ.ed decisf n processes. 

(-r Seattle EOC representatives cross
fe~ized decis"ons. 

(1f SorQ_e uncertai,nty in road re-opening 
authorities. 

(y orne uncertainty in airspace re
opening authorities. 

~ So~e uncertainty in authorities to re
open facilities where plague was 
released. 

(+)Radiological dispersal device (RDD) 
site leaders recognized that decisions 
needed to be made without all 
information. 
()The shelter-in-place zone had to be 
expanded in Washington. 
() Discussion on size of exclusion zone. 

() Road openings in Washington would 
likely have had to be re-closed due to 
plume. 

() First responders in Washington held 
back on victim rescue pending 
preliminary risk-benefit analysis. 

(+) Numerous instances of Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) and other 
agencies interfacing with international 
authorities. 

0 Officials in Chicago suggested 
requiring proof of presence at one of the 
release sites to receive prophylaxis. 

( ) Quarantine was considered in Illinois. 

( ) Whether other countries could access 
the stockpile was considered. 
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I SSUES 

e. Management of economic impacts of 
increased security measures. 

f. Understanding the extent to which the 
Threat Condition Red changes every aspect of 
decision-making. 

g. Handl.ing/understanding long-term 
restoration impacts. 
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T2 

FSE I NSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

(+)Information Analysis and 
Infrastructure Protection Direc orate in 
DHS examined eco~omic impacts o'f 
nationwide alerts. 

(+) Agencies at all levels documented the 
projected economic j.mpaets of security 
me~sures. 

o'st agencie · vere uncertain what 
\etions to take in response to an 
elevjiPn oflh~omeland Security 
A(ivtsory System to Red. 
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a. Understanding what decisions need to be made and by whom, and knowing who to have 
at the table 

This issue is inherently related to the core area of Jurisdiction (See the "Jurisdiction" Core 
Area), but it has significant implications in the arena of emergency decision-making. Emergency 
policy decisions in the aftermath of a terrorist WMD attack are challenging enough, but not 
knowing who has the authority to make what decisions adds tremendously to the challenge. 
Such uncertainty not only impacts public relations (to the extent it increases the chances of 
inconsistent messages going out, or messages that may need to be altered later) but it also 
multiplies the inter-agency coordination burden as agencies feel their way througli tHe process 
under the pressure of an unfolding disaster. 

The Jurisdiction core area examines the jurisdictional uncertainties that partici!pan,ts experie~ed 
during the exercise, almost all of which arose in the context of decisions TJan~portation 
emerged as a primary area where many were not aware of the various autlior1ties for closing and 
re-opening elements of the nation's transportation system, including roads, eirspace, the rail 
system, and ports. Other issues where decision-making was unclefU· included ~o;neland Security 
Advisory System (HSAS) threat elevations (see the "Alerts a d ~lerting" Special Topic), and re
opening the facilities in Illinois where plague was released. 

Another issue faced by decision-makers is not always having tlJi rigl!t people involved in the 
decision-making process, and sometimes not knowing who the right people are. Both of these 
factors can make the unique challenges of this core area- making difficult policy decisions 
under conditions of uncertainty-more challenging. Like~e, improvements in the decision
making process can help reduce the uncertainty in orne decisiOns, and increase the credibility of 
difficult decisions faced during such times. There were instances of the FSE during which 
decisions were not coordinated with all relevant parties. Perhaps the most dramatic example of 
this was when decision-makers at Fede,ral, State, ancl1ocal (FSL) levels were challenged to make 
policy decisions based upon the potenti ,1 radiological contamination in the Seattle area. Setting 
aside the difficulties they experienced confirming the extent of the contamination (See the "Data 
Coordination" Special TopJc}, top official needed experts who could translate detailed technical 
data into plain-language to ~id t em in the policy decisions they faced. 

Not all agencies had the needed technical expertise on hand. In the words of a King County 
Emergency Ope~ations Center (EOC) participant, "translating technical data on radiation into 
meaningful 'so hat' terms and coordinating this was difficult. It took us three days to find 
someone [decision-makers] could understand." The Washington State Department of Health 
acknowledged in t e venue Hotwash: 

Our biggest policy issue was around data-we were data rich and 
information poor. We did not have one place where highly technical 
data were being analyzed in one place. The result was that different 
policy rooms were making decisions based upon the data they had, 
which were probably right based upon the data they had, but not 
consistent with others. 

Federal resources designed to assist decision-makers in translating technical data into meaningful 
terms were often not effectively utilized during the exercise. For example, the Advisory Team, 
which provides Protective Action recommendation support for decision-makers under the 
Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP), was not accessed by local decision-
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makers. This struggle to understand the implications of detailed technical data, despite 
knowledge of the scenario by some, demonstrated that decision-makers were not assisted in this 
particular area by knowledge of the scenario. 

The City of Chicago and the collar counties also noted in their Lessons Learned Reports from T2 
the importance of having the right people in decision processes, stating that EOCs must be 
staffed with decision-makers, not just information gatherers. They also noted the importance of 
configuring seating arnngements in the EOC to have similar disciplines grouped together. One 
example of a good practice is that W A State EOC staff appeared to have defineo decision 
processes that they used in their decision-making. Designed by the emergency managers who 
work there, the W A State EOC facility floor plan and building design prontotes collabo ative 
decision-making and information flow with its open floor structure, video teleconference 
capability, and electronic information sharing systems. In addition, a data collecto ·n ple Seattle 
EOC remarked that the EOC appeared to have substantial representafonJio1p vario s disciplines 
on hand to cross-fertilize decisions, and there appeared to be proces~es by men desigi?ted staff 
was empowered for emergency decision-making when the Mayo · wa absent. 

b. Making decisions under conditions of uncertainty: accm:acy ~e~us timeliness of 
decisions. 

The spokesperson for the City of Seattle at the venue Hotwash summadzed this issue well when 
he said to the audience, reflecting on his experie · Ge from the FSE, ''Nothing is static-the plume 
changes, evacuation zones change, etc. Ar-Solved problem is maybe only temporary-a final 
decision this hour may be a different decisiont he ne# o11r." 

Top officials are routinely challen~d in real life to make decisions under conditions of 
uncertainty. In both the Washington art.d Illinois, decision-makers were faced with the challenge 
of making decisions under conditions of ..imperfect information. In some cases, needed 
information was forthcoming in time't.:esuch as knowledge about whether an outbreak of 
Pneumonic Plague is naturally-occurrine> or an act of bioterrorism). In others, the information 
was unknown or may be basefr-upon impe feet data, still requiring interpretation. In both cases, 
decision-makers must weigh the relative costs of time- the delay while waiting for the 
information base to improve-against·the costs of less-than-perfect information. 

T2 provided opportunities for decision-makers to explore these tradeoffs. The role of the 
Department of ~omeland Security (DHS) is to assess the risk of terrorist attacks (a very 
imprecise task by definition), and to implement preventative measures designed to prevent or 
thwart attacks. 1: is i an exceptionally difficult task replete with uncertainty. However, the 
s~cretary of DHS oam10t afford to wait for certainty to act-certainty for the Secretary of DHS 
is defined as an attack. 

Perhaps the most dramatic decisions that were made during the FSE were those by the DHS 
Secretary to elevate the national alert system to Red first in seven select cities, and then 
nationwide (the City of Seattle and King County both elevated their jurisdictions to Red in the 
wake of the radiological dispersal device (RDD) blast- this is discussed in more detail in the 
"Alerts and Alerting" Special Topic). Of course in the exercise this was notional, and based 
upon notional intelligence. Likewise, in the exercise the real implications of a nationwide red 
alert could not be played. But the decision process and decision tradeoffs that the DHS Secretary 
and the Homeland Security Council (HSC) considered were real. And agencies' responses, if 
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only to express great concern at the cost of maintaining a condition Red posture given a 
nonspecific threat, were also real. They challenged leaders to refine the HSAS system so that it 
achieves the intended goal of preventing future attacks in a way that, if possible, is more specific 
to localities at greater risk and minimizes unintended consequences. 

In Washington, many policy decisions were made under conditions of uncertainty. The shelter
in-place parameters, the size of the exclusion zone, boundaries of the food zones, and road 
closures all depended on information regarding the size and nature of the radiological 
contamination. In anticipation that decision-makers would receive limited data in the early hours 
following the RDD incident, the Washington Department of Health, Public Health Seattle/King 
County, and the EPA developed default Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs~ p,rior to the SE. 
The Seattle Mayor implemented these default PAGs during the early hours of the incident, as" 
decision-makers awaited the collection of the data required to effectively model th radiological 
contamination. During T2, as in reality, information changed over time, anct som ecis:ons had 
to be re-examined. Decision-makers in the W A venue, for examQle, exparrd&l the snelter-in
place parameters once, and held heated discussions regarding the si'ze of the exclusion zone. 
They also confronted the political issues of opening and then ~<Jtentially having to re-close 
transportation systems based upon the recognition that they d"o ot have all the information 
needed for these decisions. Operational decisions at the inc4Jen,t s" te were made in the midst of 
uncertainty, such as how long to wait for confirmation of radiation ,readings before rescuing 
victims, although it was somewhat inf1uenced b): artificiality. During T2, there is evidence to 
suggest responders held back from rescuing viet" until a preliminary risk-benefit analysis 
could be done. ' 

In the bioterrorism attack in illinois, decision-makers were constantly challenged to make 
decisions under uncertainty. For reasons both of exerCise artificiality as well as coordination 
challenges between agencies, tracking patien numbers was extremely difficult. Hospitals and 
the public health community were challenged to

1 
anticipate and plan for surge issues that would 

likely overwhelm the public health system within seven to ten days under the scenario. 

And of course, throughout the exercise the e was some uncertainty as to whether there would be 
additional follow-on attack , tll0ugff this was not aggressively played by most and was not 
specifically designed into the exercise. 

c. Handling in e national implications of decisions (transportation, security, etc.) and 
having eonsistency in decisions across borders 

The trernational scope of T2 was another ground-breaking element of T2 design. Represented 
through Canadian play and notional international injects, this expanded the scope of decisions 
and im I" cations fiaced by top officials. On the domestic side, there were numerous instances of 
DHS an~ other agencies intetfacing with international authorities in decisions such as 
transportation, food and import restrictions, border security, economic impacts of decisions, 
threat intelligence, and protective action measures. In the National Direction and Control 
Seminar, Canadian representatives stated that they would be interfacing with the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention on epidemiological data and tracking. They did just that during 
the T2 FSE. In addition, Canadian officials worked with DHS to place liaisons in Washington 
and Illinois. The DHS Office of International Affairs also coordinated extensively with 
Canadian counter-parts in all aspects of play to include the elevations of the threat condition to 
Red and addressing potential international economic implications of security measures and job 
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furloughs. Interestingly, in the seminar on bioterrorism, participants stated they did not think 
that cancellation of international flights would be likely once the plague epidemic spread 
internationally. This is another example of things not happening as expected during the FSE: 
the first cases of a mysterious illness were being reported from Vancouver as early as May 12, 
2003. Within two days international (and domestic) flights were suspended as the U.S. 
transportation system was temporarily shutdown in Chicago. The Department of State (DOS) 
and Canadian AARs address international implications of the scenario and the lessons learned 
from the FSE in detail. 

d. Making the difficult, politically charged decisions (quarantines, Strategic National 
Stockpile distribution, etc.) 

During T2, decision-makers at all levels faced difficult decisions. The DHS deeis10 to raise the 
red alert was surely a difficult one, and was discussed previously. In another example of a key 
decision, the Governor of Illinois requested a Presidential Declaration Q,I !v{ajor Disaster to 
obtain federal assistance through the Stafford Act for the escalafng bj terrorism disaster that had 
its epicenter in Chicago. This request was first denied, likel because ·t did not qualify under the 
language of the Stafford Act 126

. In the end, this reques w s approved 1ls an emergency 
declaration-and while purely notional, is nonetheless groundbrea · g to the extent it challenged 
traditional interpretations of the Stafford Act. 

Decision-makers in illinois faced two difficult oecis·ons: The potential need to implement a 
quarantine and how to distribute the limited initial upplies of the Strategic National Stockpile 
(SNS) before the arrival of the Vendor-Managed I ventoF~ (VMI). 127 While officials never 
publicly used the term quarantine and did not notionally enforce it, the decision was made to 
close down air, sea, and rail transportation and to instrutt the public to take a voluntary "snow 
day." By May 14, 2003, the IL Governo had issue(:l an Executive Order authorizing this and 
other emergency measures, such as lieleasmg patient information to law enforcement and 
allowing licensed medical practitioners to operate outside of normal areas. Another Executive 
Order allowed non-pharmacists to dispense rophylaxis. 

An interesting decision in CB:icago was one where authorities required physical proof of 
exposure to one of the three known release sites as a prerequisite for receiving SNS medications, 
to ensure that only the initial exposed population (and its close contacts) received what were 
originally limited numbers of medication. This policy appeared to ignore the problem of 
secondary infections that the city and counties were beginning to deal with at that point, not to 
mention th1 possibjlity that other releases were still underway. 

In an example oii a good practice, city and state officials proactively acted to implement 
lmtho "ttes to enab e them to take extraordinary measures such as the ability to implement 
quarantine and to let non-pharmacists dispense prophylaxis and to do so outside of phatmacies 
should it be needed. DHS appeared to be researching legal authorities to implement a national 
quarantine should it be necessary. 

126 The Stafford Act was developed to address natural disasters or those with physical infrastructure damage. 
127 As described in the "SNS" Special Topic, it is an exercise artificiality that the push packages were deployed at 
all. In a real event, the SNS reaction to requests for SNS would have been to send the Vendor Managed Inventory, 
since Pneumonic Plague was already identified. Nevertheless, during the FSE top officials in Illinois had to make 
decisions as if they had a limited supply of prophylaxis. 
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e. Management of economic impacts of increased security measures. 

The FSE did not play out long enough for players to have to manage the economic implications 
of increased security measures, with the exception of potential impacts relating to the various 
alert elevations to Red. There are numerous instances in which agencies at all levels actively 
considered such impacts. The Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection Directorate 
within DHS examined economic impacts of the nationwide alerts on May 14, 2003. Concerns 
related to this were a dominant theme in the Alerts and Alerting session at the AAC. 

These issues were front and center at the post-FSE tabletop exercise held in the Washington 
venue on May 15, 2003, and also at the LSG (see LSG AAR) held in December 200212 iF the 
tabletop, participants recommended the involvement of the private sector to end insights into 
this critical aspect of recovery and restoration. The Di1·ector for Econo111-ic Consequence 
Management at the Homeland Security Council was in attendance and stated that a Working 
Group would be established to initiate economic analysis using the Depar ent of Commerce to 
evaluate the magnitude of the incident, and later develop two-week and two-mpnth assessments 
to better understand the impacts. The Working Group would ·d:;tify what federal resources 
might be available, but would work through local and State offic" als an<:l the private sector to 
develop a local economic recovery plan and to make recommendations to ffie White House on 
needed resources. 

During the LSG, participants in the economics gmup cited the need to conduct micro- and 
macro- economic disruption analysis; develop a long-term recovery plan; and catalogue available 
federal support across agencies. The Canadian delegation at the game predicted an increased 
focus on protecting national critical infrastructme £d expectations that the private sector would 
start spending more on security, rathe than waiting..for ~vernment help. During T2, the private 
sector was minimally represented. Numerous particili>ants suggested expansion of private sector 
participation in future TOPOFFs and he centinuance of events such as the LSG to examine 
longer-term issues such as this. 

f. Understanding the ext~nt to which condition Red changes every aspect of decision-
making 

This issue was difficult to ssess during T2, partially because many of the broad-reaching 
increased security measures op.e might expect under Threat Condition Red were already 
implemented (or, in the process of being implemented) by the two participating venues as direct 
prote~ve action responses to the specific attacks they were facing. Another reason this is 
difficult o assess is, as was discussed under the Special Topic section on alerts and alerting, 
there as widesprea ;uncertainty on the part of most agencies as to what actions they should be 
taking in response to Threat Condition Red. This topic, for this reason alone if nothing else, 
merits continued attention and refinement by agencies at all levels. Future TOPOFF exercises 
might consider inviting States or cities that are not directly affected to participate in the FSE to 
gauge this ~nd other national issues. 

g. Handling/understanding long-term restoration impacts 

Long-term restoration impacts were not played during T2 due to the duration of the exercise. 
They were addressed in the LSG where participants from FSL and international agencies, as well 

128 The LSG examined longer-term impacts in the aftermath of terrorist WMD attacks. 
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as the private and non-profit sectors spent three days actively discussing long-term restoration 
challenges in the aftermath of teiTorist WMD attacks in three post-attack "moves:" Move I, 30 
days out; Move II, 30 days through 6 months out; and Move III, 6 months out and beyond. 

In Move II of the LSG, the issues centered primarily on the areas of decision-making and public 
information as participants cited ripple effects of security measures on the economy and 
international communities, the lack of a tax base to support needed revenue streams, continued 
issues in maintaining public confidence, managing economic impacts, managing calls for 
bureaucratic reorganizations, and managing growing accountability/liability issues with 
government actions. In Move III, participants were very cognizant of the fundam{ntal shift in 
the national psyche that would have occun·ed by a campaign of terrorism , ftacks, and which 
would affect every sector, particularly the economic sector. They cited the tre endous draih o:n 
personnel and budgets in many localities, but specifically those directly affecte by the:RDD and 
bioterrorism attacks. They raised the issue of the continued and e et=-present ~ea of future 
attacks, and how to improve prevention. Finally, they cited the numerous economic measures 
that would need to be taken by corporations and citizens to supp emenMhe economy. Long-term 
remediation of a radiological incident site was not fully addressed durmg T2, nov even during the 
LSG. In reality, it would receive heavy state, local, congresstonal, and meaia attention and 
would be one of the most critical aspects of response. The r~ponsi i ~ ty under existing plans for 
canying out clean up activities is not clear under existing polieies antl should be examined in 
future exercises. Further the FSE did not play out long enough to fully exercise the public health 
implications of a biotenorism attack. Participants unanimously cited the value of exercises that 
force them to confront and explore long-term es ora ion issue· and impacts. The building-block 
structure of the TOPOFF Exercise Series lends itse) to examining these issues. 

4. Conclusions 

Two groundbreaking decisions were a , dre sed duriilg the FSE that have not yet occuned in the 
real world: 

• Elevations to red by City, County ana Federal authorities (DHS); and 

• Request for and issuanee of' a residential Declaration of Emergency for a biotenorism 
disaster. 

Decision-maker at all levels stfuggled with these and other difficult emergency public policy 
decisions, demonstrating that foreknowledge of the scenario by some participants in no way led 
to fo egone conclusions. 

T,he ability of deqsi -makers to obtain or discern reliable, validated, timely information, and to 
translate complex technical data into information that informs policy decisions, emerged as a 
primary cliallep ge that underpins this entire core area. Quality decision-making does not mean 
that the deGisions do not change or are permanent. Quality decisions are based upon the best 
informatio{ available at the time-information that sound processes help to ensure is valid. As 
the information-baseline evolves and decisions must be re-examined, there is a solid basis for the 
new decisions that emerge. Quality decision-making is marked by a thorough understanding and 
assessment of the tradeoffs at stake, which is only possible by having the correct expertise and 
decision authorities at the table. 
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The international scope of T2 and active participation of the Canadian Government expanded the 
scope of decisions faced by domestic top officials in the exercise. It represented a significant 
new element of the TOPOFF exercise design and participants have stated that it should be 
expanded upon in the future. The international implications of domestic decisions made during 
T2 are addressed with the T2 AARs produced by DOS and the Canadian Government. 

While the economic impacts of terrorist attacks and resulting security measures and long-term 
restoration and recovery issues were not exercised during the FSE, participants throughout the 
exercise expressed continued interest in exploring these issues. Future TOPOFFs should expand 
on the concept of the LSG, which addressed long-term issues such as these in-depth. Finally, 
public response was not aggressively played during T2 and may be another element worthy of 
consideration to further challenge decision-makers in through branches and sequels in fUture 
exercises. 
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B. Emergency Public Information 

1. Introduction 

By definition, the term emergency public 
information reflects an understanding that 
public information during an emergency 
might differ from business-as-usual public 
information. Further, the task of those 
responsible for public affairs might vary 
according to the type of emergency-natural 
disaster or terrorist attack. For these reasons, 
those responsible for public information may 
fmd that despite the fact that they do their job 

T2 

every day, it becomes different, and very possibly more important, d.uring a set of events like 
those that were simulated during T2. 

The 9/11 attacks and the Maryland/Washington D.C./Virginia snjper attacks of 2002 
demonstrated another unique aspect of terrorism regardless of scale: The acts may have been 
local in nature, but they were national in impact. These challenges caused emergency public 
information to emerge as a top issue in TOPOBF 2000 and in T2. T2 provided a context in 
which emergency public infonnation strategies could be tested, examined, and refined under the 
chaUenge of dealing with two different, simultaneous attaeks (with more potentially in motion). 

The T2 design did not include an aggressive news~gathering function with multiple reporters 
calling the offices of top officials; it did not include substantial injects of simulated public 
responses to information; and it did nor involve print or radio media outlets. Also, many of the 
most likely spokespeople in real emergencies- top officials- were not able to play at a level to 
truly simulate round-the-dock, real-world public information involvement. Special mention 
should be made though of those federal officials such as the Secretaries of DHS and HHS, as 
well as local officials such as the Mayor of the City of Seattle, who played extensively. 
However, these design elements, while potential considerations for future exercises, are not 
necessary to explore and exercise emergency public information issues. During T2, public 
information officers (PIOs) participated; media was simulated in some cases through the use of 
the Virtual News Network (VNN); and press releases were developed that, had this been a real
world event, would have been broadcast. This area of analysis examines those sources, as well 
as available bro(\pcasts of real -time interviews by phone or in person through VNN, to 
understand what messages were (or would have been) delivered to the public, by whom and 
when. 

2. Background 

The first emergency public information challenges during the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) arose in 
the wake of the unexplained explosion around noon on May 12, 2003, in the South of Downtown 
district of Seattle. The Mayor of Seattle, the Fire Cnief, the Police Chief, and the Public Health 
Seattle/King County (PHSKC) Director held their first press conference 60 minutes after the 
explosion. The Mayor confirmed the presence of radiation in the explosion area and the PHSKC 
Director issued guidance to shelter-in-place in the central business district and other areas in the 
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vtctmty. They instructed the public who may have been exposed to radiation to remove clothes, 
shower/bathe, lather, and not to consume food or water in the affected area. 

Thirty minutes later a Seattle spokesperson announced the activation of the Seattle Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC). The public was urged to avoid areas within one mile of two cross 
streets in the affected area. Although it was not broadcast on VNN, Washington State released 
an announcement in this same timeframe noting the activation of the State EOC, outlining the 
State's role to monitor the situation, and reminding the public not to call 911 except for life
threatening emergencies. 

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) did not make a public statement about the 
explosion until nearly eight hours after the attack when DHS Secretary Ridge announced the 
elevation of the Homeland Security Advisory System Threat Condition to Retl f'O seven cities. 
This may have been artificiality, but it is noteworthy. 

In Illinois, public information challenges arose when the first patie ts began Jtporting to area 
hospitals with mysterious flu-like symptoms. The Mayor of Ghicago addressed the city in the 
aftermath of the radiological dispersal device (RDD) explosion and iQ tructed the city that the 
government was on higher alert. However, the bioterrorism at aek haa already occurred with 
releases in three locations on May 12, 2003. The Governor was the irst to address the state and 
the nation regarding the outbreak of plague on May 13, 2003. 

During the T2 building-block activities leading up to the FSE, but particularly in the seminar on 
emergency public information, participants identified numerous issues regarding public 
information. Many of these played out dU'ring the B. E amples include speaking with one 
voice, the need for more coordination on publi he.alth messages at all levels of government, 
finding the right contact in an organizatipn, and the need for cross-border communications and 
coordination. 

Participants in the building-block activities also cited concerns with public information related to 
the HSAS threat level. They mentioned the need to better understand what type of threat 
information to give to tHe public, the ne'ed to provide protective action guidance with threat 
levels, the need to balance threat fati&.ue with heightened anxiety, and the need to effectively 
handle the first hours of an attack before a Joint Information Center (TIC) can be established. 
Other concerns included managing rumors, the importance of clear and consistent messages from 
multiple sp kespersons, the neetl to provide credible explanations for restrictive public policy 
decisions such as quarantines, and the need for accurate information to support decision-makers. 

Table 12 depicts the challenges and good practices relevant to Emergency Public Information 
that arose in the seminars, as well as the instances that show how these issues played out during 
the FS . Instanoes are occmTences experienced by participants during the FSE that indicate 
challenges or;~ood practices associated with particular issues. In the table, a (-) is used to 
indicate challenge, and a ( +) indicates a good practice. A ( ) is used to indicate a neutral 
observatio~ in the FSE-one that is neither a good practice nor an issue. Good practices are 
those practices that players felt were effective, or that the data indicate worked wel1; 129 these 
practices could potentially be explored fwther or promulgated on a broader scale. Challenges 

129 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants' opinions or did not happen. 
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are examples of the T2 response that were difficult for the responder community and which had 
significant impact on decision-makers. Challenges do not imply wrong actions or incorrect 
responses by any organization or the community at large-this After Action Report (AAR) and 
the analysis as a whole did not focus on evaluating right and wrong actions. Challenges require 
the continued attention of the national response community to facilitate smoother responses in 
the future. 

Table 12. Emergency Public Information Issues during T2 

ISSUES 

a. Managing rumors, conflicts, 
and misinformation. 

./ 

b. "Speaking with one voice"-
one message/multiple 
spokespersons. 

./ 

c. Maintaining spokesperson 
credibi li ty. 

SEMINARS/LSG FSEINSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTTCF.S AND CHALtENGF.S 

(+)State and local agencies in Washington and 

./ ./ ./ ./ 
lllinois contacted fhe Virtual News Network to 
dispel rumo1l 

(+)City of Seattle appeared to give hourly press 
conferences. 

(+)The Principle Federal Officials in Washington 
and Illinois emphasized the need for one message, 
and consistency with State and locals. 

( +) City/County/State joint press conferences were 
held in Illinois and Wa~hington. 

(+) Regional Joint Informat ion Center (JIC) in 
Washington and "joint" releases in Illinois. 

(-)Multiple phone numbers given for information 
in both venues. 

(-) Conilicting messages given by different officials 
./ ./ ./ and agencies . 

(-)Little coordination between Federal agencies 
and State/local JICs. 

(-)Inconsistent messages from City/County on 
safety of perimeter zone and food/water safety in 
Washington. 

(-)City/County and Federal messages had different 
themes about the radiological dispersal device. 

(+)Agencies in both Washington and Illinois used 
information provided by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention's (CDC) Health Alert 
Network (HAN) and other CDC sources. 

./ ./ 
Not exercised. 
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ISSUES 

d. Providing consistent Protective 
Action Guidance (PAG) for threat 
elevations and explanations of 
rationale for both PAGs and threat 
elevations. 

e. Handling early post-attack 
information whe;{information is 
limited (pre-JIC). 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY T2 

SE.MlNARSILSG FSE INSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

(+)~onsi tent messages in Washington regarding 
the shelteJ-in-place rae,rs. 

( +) Chic;:ago Mayor/Office Emergency Management 
explaine~~otect~ve actions for Red, and why more 
info could not be shared (security). 

(-)Very little guidance was given to the publ.ic in 
both national elevations to Red. 

H bitfle explanation for why entire country was 
elevated to Red. 

• (-) Radiation guidance to public in W A was to 
shower, bag clothes, stay inside; but health workers 
were told to wear masks. 

(-)Plague guidance to public in Tllinois was to stay 
inside and avoid those with symptoms, but health 
workers were told to wear masks. 

(-)Inconsistent treatment guidance for plague 
transmission: Illinois Department of Public Health 
(IDPH): Surgical masks; the CDC: Masks may not 
be necessary; the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS): N-95 masks, goggles, glasses for 
healthcare workers. 

(-)Inconsistent messages on transmissibility of 
Pneumonic Plague (Ridge: "not contagious person 
to person"; CDC: "extremely transmissible," CDC 
and lDPH: six feet; Canada: three feet. 

( +) Top Officials at all levels appeared forthright 
about what wasn't known. 

(-)Some statements were made prematurely and 
were changed later. 

130 
As used duri ng T2, the phrase "snow-day" was to indicate that the publ ic was to stay at horne as if they were impacted by a major snow 

storm. 
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ISSUES 

f . Having pre-coordinated 
information packages. 

g. Ensuring accuracy. 

h. Coordinating cross-border 
messages. 

i. Handling intense media 
pressure. 

j. Balancing public information 
needs with natio!!'!Ltecurity needs. 

k. Minimizin t~i~~~ed 
consequences: (i.e. , the 

1
\vorried-

well). L
1 

<( 

I. NEW: Unclear language. 
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SE.MlNARSILSG FSE INSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

(-)Shelter-in-place zone haf to be expanded\ 

(-)Some agencies (e.g., C~~; City f Seattle) ll!ld 
pre-packaged material to disseminate er upload 
onto their we~site, b t these pack~es e ·e not 
coordinated '1'ith other ~enc ' Agencies 
acknowledge~n.Hotwashes {lzm this would have 
been helpful. \ \ 

(+I~ Publi ffairs<.<Jtaff in t"t lllinois State EOC 
Office fHuman Services worked aggressively to 
anticjpa~~quesuons the public would ask to 
coordinate answers. However, this coordination 
occurred aftc\.plague had broken out. 

( ) Attempts were made to ensure accuracy of 
...,i!_1formation but coordination was extremely 
... difficult. 

(+)Seattle/King County coordinated with City of 
Chicago for information sharing. 

Not played enough to assess. 

NA: Not played. 

Not sufficiently played to assess. 

(-)Washington information was not sufficiently 
clear to avoid potential floods of worried well
especially since radiation is invisible. 

(+)Clear messages in l!Iinois on potential infected: 
At release site or person-to-person contact with 
symptomatic people. 

(-)Attempts to require proof of presence at release 
sites (Chicago/DuPage County). 

(-) Different techJlical terms used by spokespeople 
with no explanation. 

(-) Confirmation of diagnosis of non-specific 
"plague" by top officials. 

(-) Unclear distinction between essential/non
essential workers. 
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a. Managing rumors, conflicts, and misinformation 

The artificiality of VNN, coupled with both 
the standard and large-scale information 
coordination issues experienced during any 
crisis, combined to create conditions where 
participants were able to exercise this 
challenge during T2 play. Rumors abounded 
during the FSE as they would in any real life 
crisis, and determining which rumors were 
true during the FSE proved no less 
challenging in many cases. For reasons that 
can be attributed to both the artificiality of 
VNN and information coordination issues, 
VNN canied information that was not always 
accurate. For example, on May 14, 2003, at 
0945 Eastern Standard Time, the Department 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 
occurred between the State health department 

of Health and Human Services (HHS) was 
concerned that VNN was running numbers on 
plague casualties that were inconsistent with ~ 8. 
those given by their Secretary's Emergency 
Response Team (SERT). HHS public aff:ir~ 
contacted VNN to correct this. Coordination 

10. and Interagency JIC, and the City of ~fiieag 
held a press conference to attempt to correct 

"Top Ten" Rumors in FSE Play* 

There was a secondary explosion. 
Air samples detected Strontium in 
the RDD. 
There are staff absences in 
Chicago hospitals. 
The Chicago airp01t is closed. 
1 8 Chicago hospitals are on virtual 
closure. 
T2 exercise temporarily stopped in 
Chicago area on 5/14. 
Prussian blue was delivered to 
Seattle. 
The threat level was elevated for 
the nation at 1600 hours EDT on 
May 12. 
Prussian blue is a protective paint. 

The RDD explosion occurred at 
noon on May 12. 

this inconsistency. In the end, the explanation 
for the erroneous numbers wa an artificiality: *Bolded rumors were true and others were false. 

VNN stated that it was instructed to only 
report numbers that the Master Control Cell 
(MCC) gave them. But th~ exercise in rumor control was a valuable one. In Illinois, the 
Chicago Office of Emergency Management (OEM) contacted VNN to correct the address of one 
of the distr'bution ites that had been broadcast incorrectly. 

In ccmtrast, another rumor that was broadcast on VNN proved to be due to player actions-the 
rull.!O that Prussian Blue was being delivered at the request of the state. In fact, the state did not 
request Prussian Blue; the origin of this rumor was DHS, the Federal Drug Administration 
FDA), ~nd Federal agencies that were arranging for the delivery of this treatment through the 

Strategic Nr tM'nal Stockpile (SNS). Participants at the Interagency JIC and the State EOC acted 
to dispel this rumor by contacting VNN, as well as Federal agencies in Washington, D.C. 

The Washington State EOC called VNN to correct erroneous reporting that hospitals were 
overwhelmed. Seattle and King County attempted to dispel rumors on VNN regarding Marshal 
Law being considered (it was not). Finally, some organizations held hourly press conferences 
that would have been effective in helping to maintain a constant stream of "official" messages to 
the public. One agency, the Environmental Protection Agency, even had a rumor board to track 
down and validate rumors. 
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h. Speaking with one voice- one message/multiple spokespersons 

Not surprisingly, speaking with one voice proved to be one of the greatest emergency public 
information challenges experienced by participants. Table 13 depicts the many public 
information voices of various organizations over the course of the FSE.131 

Table 13. Active Voices in Public Information during T2 FSE 

ORGANIZATION 5/12/03 5/13/03 5/14/03 5/15/03 

Washington Venue 

Washington Slate Emergency 

11. '\; t 
Operations Center (EOC) 

Seallle EOC II II t ,~r. 
Seattle-King County Regional 

.. "'' ~~~· Joint Information Center (JIC) 

King County JJC Y'\\.j -.:/. 

Washington Department of 
v 

)(·~ 
Public Health (DPH) .---... 

/(~ 
~ 

Washington State Feny 

~ 

~·-t 7' Seattle Police 

Harborvicw Medical Center ~ 
Federal Bureau of ~· Investigation (FBf) .TIC 

Federal/Interagency Venue 

Headquarters Department of 

\~· Homeland Security (DHS) 

DHS/f'ederal Emergency 

~ Management Agenc;y (FEMA) 

lle;tdQl!arlers Department of • Heah~ and Human Servic;.:s 
(HI-lS} 

HHS/Centers fot Disease 
Cdmn>l :lnd Prevention (CDC) 

HHS/Federal Drug 
Administration (FDA) 

T2 

131 This table presents representative set M organizations that prepared or delivered messages for the public based 
upon press releases submitted at the close of the FSE and the VNN interview record. It does not necessarily reflect 
all organizations preparing such messages nor necessarily account for every day the depicted organizations were 
preparing such messages. 
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0RGAN1ZA'I'l0N 5/12/03 5/13/03 5/14/03 5/15/03 

FBl 

Depat1ment of Stale 

FDA • 
Deparuuent of Labor/ 

~ Occupational Sllfery and 
Health AdminisLTatlon 

State of Illinois Venue 

OilS-Chicago 
.. l ~ 'V't 

FBI-Chicago !_ ._ ]r~ 
Office of the Governor II \~ \\ ~\~ 
Illinois Emergency II \X~~ J Management Agency 

illinois Department of Public ' ;( Health 

fllinois State Police /\ ' 
Regional JlC ~~'~J 7' 
City of Chicag(l/Office of •'\ Emergency Management ......_ 

Chicago Depa11menl of Public ~· II 
Health 

Cook County Depart1n~nt of 

~ Public Health 

Kane County Depanmem of \(~ 
Public Health 

DuPagc County Department "'I • of Publ.ic Healtl\ 

Lak$>County Department ¢f 
Pub!l · HeHlth ,- l.r 

-"' 

While both venues implemented regional JIC concepts, the organizations shown in the table 
produced at least one independent press release. As many participants pointed out in the 
seminars, multiple spokespersons ate to be expected in an event of the magnitude any weapons 
of mass destruction (WMD) attack would produce, and that is not necessarily problematic. In an 
emergency of the scale and psychological impact of a terrorist WMD attack, it is critical that 
government spokespeople speak with one voice and have a consistent message. But having one 
government voice is usually easier said than done and is an issue of coordination as much, or 
more, than one of politics. 
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During T2 there were instances of good coordination between Federal, State, and local 
government organizations in both the radiological and bioterrorism public infom1ation 
campaigns. In Washington, leaders were consistent with the public guidance to shelter-in-place 
following the radiological attack. They were generally consistent with protective action 
guidance to remove and bag clothes, take a warm shower, lather, and remain indoors. 
Jurisdictions were consistent with messages regarding transportation closures. In Illinois, leaders 
were consistent with messages telling people to seek emergency medical care immediately if 
they believed they were exposed to plague or were symptomatic. The leaders in l)rnois were 
also consistent with transportation closure messages. Leaders at all levels attempted to reassure 
the public that the communities would get through this difficult and frightening time, nd to 
remain calm. 

There are numerous instances of organizations coordinating within and between JICs and 
reaching out from local to State to Federal levels. In both venues, t~eJ>4inciple EeCJeral Official 
(PFO) from DRS emphasized and worked for a consistent federal message that was consistent 
with the State and local messages. In some cases, joint press c nferences were held with 
representatives from the Washington State, the City of Seattle King;County, the IC, and others. 

However, there were a number of occasions where different voice were providing different 
messages- a fact that likely would have caused confusion. Tables 4 and 15 highlight messages 
that were conveyed via press releases from various organization in Washington and Dlinois. 
The messages were in five areas: relative danger, where to obtain information, protective action 
guidance, guidance regarding the red tpreat condition, and how to know if you were 
contaminated. 

In Washington, the public was give~- five different~hone numbers and at least two websites at 
various times for information relating to the RDD attack by organizations including the 
American Red Cross, the City of Seattle, f'e eral Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 
King County, and Washington State. While eac. number may have served a distinct purpose, it 
was difficult to know for sure what number to call for what purpose, and they were not released 
as a coordinated "joint" set. 

Finally, the Regional Disaster lan signed by numerous agencies in the City of Seattle and King 
County designates the City of' Seattle as the lead agency for a regional JIC. The City established 
a JIC at its EOC to which iiJg County sent a representative. King County however, also 
established at lea t one JIC antl proceeded to release messages independent of the City of Seattle 
that were not alwa s coordinated. This contributed to inconsistent messages to the public. 
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Table 14. Public Messages in the State of Washington 

l\•ICSSJ~ge R egional City or King County IC WA Stale FIHJIC FEMA DITS CDC' ' FDA 
Categories ,J]C Scattl.e 

Re.lative Low Modium Low Medium 
Dangcr13J 

NA NA High NA NA 

Where to get ~ General Generallnformatiou: ~77-940- www.fema. NA NA NA 
infonnation Information; lnfommtion: 

81\ti-4CKJSTS 
4700 (tips) gov. 

866- ~ 
4CRISIS Information: Crisis CliOtic: 

206-4() I -3200 
800-555 
HELP King County 

Emplovecs: 

206-205-8600 

Road Conditions: 

206-296-8100 

800·695-ROAD 

Schools: 
httQ:/Iwww.schoolreg 
ort.org 

www.govlin!!,.org 

Sound Transit , 

888-&8?-6368 

www.soundtranslt.or 
g 

Waterfaxi 
lnformatinn: 

(2U6J55J·JOO(J 

8~8-808 -7977 

Pl'Oh.lcti ve Shelter-ill- Shelter-ill- Shelter-uo-plaeo Shelter--itt- ~A NA NA Prussh\0 Po'Ussiao 
Action place place place Blue Blue 
Guidance Sht>wer 

Shower Showeo· Shower 
B;tg clothes 

Bag clothes Bag d otl\es 
.Don' t..consmue 

U:og clothes 

Don' t Don'l fo9dfwat~r Don't 
consume ~onsume consume 
foud/ wateJ food/ water ftx>d! water 

Guidance on Avoid 
Conrlifion Red public 

gathel'iogs 

l)on·t go lo 
scllooV 
~hurch. 

How to " '"' "' Y111l'dhe You'd he You'd he ;belle ring~ You 'd be 
if you might be sheltering. shelteri ng, shellering. 
contaminated 

131 The Centers for Disea5e Control and Prevention (CDC) provided notional support to the states via its HealtJ1 Alert 
Network (HAN) and their website. HAN messages do not go directly to the public; rather they are provided to State and 
local health departments, other government agencies, and medical organizations to support public information by those 
agencies. The T2 analysts did not have data from CDC's website. 
m "Relative danger" refers to the relative ovenill danger of the RDD explosion that was conveyed to the public through 
various agencies/organizations. 
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American 
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Cross 

866-GET-
INFO 

206-:123-
2545 

www.reclc 
r<)Ss.nrg 

866-GET-
INFO 

www..redc 
ross.org 

866-GET· 
fNFO 

www.rede 
r·nss.org 
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The PHSKC Director stated at 1715 Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) on May 12, 2003, in a press 
conference that there are "little to no long-term health risks from this type of bomb" and that this 
was "not a health emergency." Twenty minutes earlier, however, a Washington State 
Department of Health (DOH) spokesperson stated in a VNN interview that it was "too soon to 
tell" if there is danger in the downtown area. The type of bomb was not known yet (he had 
previously stated that officials were still trying to determine exact "radiological isotopes") so the 
risks were still unknown. In another example, citizens were at first advised that the water was 
not safe and to only consume water in closed containers. Later that day, the Mayor cleclared the 
water system was safe. But more messages followed from the PHSKC, again instru ting the 
public to only drink water in closed containers and to not let pets drink water from outside. 
Concerns regarding runoff of contaminated water were raised by health and environmt<nta,l. 
agencies, concerns which were later determined not be an issue. 

In addition, Federal agencies such as the FDA appeared to be releasing messaJes r~arding 
Prussian Blue, a radiation treatment for Cesium exposure, that were not coor~inated with the 
State and locals officials in Washington. At 1800 PDT on May 12 , 2003, tl,le DHS Secretary 
announced on VNN that Department of Energy (DOE) would be delivering unspecified 
medications from national stockpiles. Federal agencies began !WQ.'.t;dinating the deployment of 
Prussian Blue by around 1300 PDT on May 12, 2003. While i s deployment may be automatic 
with DOE as a resource for first responders, neither the local resQonde~s nor the State expected 
to need it or use it for the general public. To that extent, public ann uncements regarding it were 
not synchronized with other messages coming in from State and locals regarding the severity of 
the radiation contamination. The Washington '>State &:OC and the Interagency JIC expressed 
frustration about DHS "making local announcement-s." 

During the first six hours of the RIS>D ·n Seattle, messages from the City, County, State, and 
Federal spokespeople effectively carried different} liemes. The city's messages conveyed a 
disaster of a serious enough scale t at a number of emergency public policies had been 
implemented, yet they conveyed the ide' that sneltering-in-place was sufficient protection. The 
county ' s messages attemP,ted to reassure the public that there was nothing to worry about and 
that there were little to no long-er heath risks. Finally, DHS Secretary Ridge reported on 
VNN, six hours into the cl'isaster, tba1 "we're sending the National Stockpile" conveying a 
potential disaster of a sufficie tly large scale that local resources were already overwhelmed. 

In Illinois, messages appeared (o be closely coordinated between State and local governments. 
The collar counties and the City of Chicago produced regular joint releases. Independently 
prod ceo press releases by jurisdictions were rare. Overall, this resulted in consistent messages 
t;pgarding instructton to the public and key themes: seek immediate treatment if symptomatic, 
rema· n calm, and Pneumonic Plague is contagious and serious but highly treatable. They 
releas~ a set of information numbers for the public to use, with one number for each 
jurisdiction. However, there were some inconsistencies among jurisdictions regarding which 
antibiotics would be effective. The City of Chicago stated that Doxycycline was the treatment 
being used, Illinois mentioned the same medication and Ciprofloxacin, and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) mentioned four other antibiotics but not Ciprofloxacin or 
Doxycycline. The dominant guidance to the public, however, was to seek emergency treatment 
immediately if individuals believed they were exposed, so these inconsistencies might not have 
had dramatic effects. 
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Table 15. Public Messages in the State of Illinois 

Message Cit~· of SUite Qf TI , 
Categocies Chicago (IDPH) 

Prognosis Deadly but 
treatable 
with 
antibiotics 

Where iO get 3 12-743- www.State.i 
iJtfommlio•l !NPO l.us!idph-

Animal 
dr/topoff 2 

Bealth; 866-
TOPOFP2 

~ 1 7-7S2-

4944 

Protective Amibiotics: Antibiotics: 
Action Doxycvcline 
Gwdwtoc Doxycyclin~ 

Cover mouth /Cipro 
wben 
cough/sne~7. Who should 

e w 
Antibiotics: 

Who should 
~ 

(5/l.l) 
Exposed to Antibiotics: 
symptomatic 

(5/14) Only pei'I>M S. 
those 
exposed to (5/1 4) 

rele<~,~e site Exposed to 
(prnof site or to 

symptomatic required) 
person, 

(5/15) 
Bxposed to 
site or close 
contact wiU1 
those 
di rectl y 
exposed to 
site 

OuidruJtc ou St3y i ntloors. 
Condition Rtd 

How to know 12xpc~•ure to Exposure to 
if you nligbt one of one ofTelense 
be release sil~'j ~ites 
contalilfnaleiJ ITenninal 3: 

(Tenniual3: Jatcr2: 
later 1: Jate.r lnt' l, 
1at.::r lnt' L wltidh is 
whicT> is tennlnal :i} 
tcrm[nal5) 

I> feet of 
6fee[ of 

S}mj)tomatfc 
sympt!lmatk 

y 

' '.)oint"' Cook ·ouPage Kane Lake 
City/ Cmmty County County County 

County 

888-555- 630-682- 800-555- 847-377-
CUR6 7000 63~7 8\30 

Who should See ·'Joint ." t5fl2) (51J 4) See 

w Who Who '1oinL" 
Antibiotics: .<h(lU id should 

get Anti- get Anti-

' 
(5/14) Onl)' biotics: biotics: 

!hose With 
~ymptoms Exposed Exposed 
should seek to sit~ or to site or 
medical to lo 
trc.illmt.•nr. sympro- sympl(>· 
othcrwi . .;;c matic matir 
monitor person person 
condition. 

(5/15'1 

I~ b Exposed to 
site or lo 

~ symptomatic 

11" person 

~ ~ 
~S~ 

\~}r 
NA 

~ 
,.,. Exposure 

to lm'l 
tenninal 
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VB£ FEMA Americ;m CDC 
Rod Cr oss 

NA NA NA Deadly but 
treatablewitll 
~tibiolics 

877- 800- 866-GET-
940- 621- U-IFO 
470 PEMA 
0 www.rcd~ro 

(tips S!'),org 

l 1"-

NA NA NA Antibiotics: 

'j 
lr 

Sireprom~·cill 

~ 
Gttntamidn 

T<'trllc,Vcline 

Fluoro-
!lll ill lli l>llt' ,. 

\ Disposable 
surgical 
masks 

NA NA 866-0ET-
INFO 

www .redcross 
.org 

Exposure to 
release site/6 
feet (>f 
symptomatic 
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Also, there is some evidence of inconsistent guidance to the public as to who should seek 
antibiotic treatment, as there were up to four different messages given to the public: 

• Only those directly exposed to the release sites or to symptomatic persons should seek 
antibiotic treatment; 

• Only those who are symptomatic should seek antibiotic treatment; 

• Only those who were directly exposed to release sites, or in close contact with those who 
were; and 

• Pre-exposed persons considered at high-risk should seek antibiotic treatment (only one 
organization referenced this). 

There was further inconsistency in messages cttmg the release sites re ativ t O'Hare 
International Airport. Some organizations cited the affected Terminal as llermin~l 2, later 
changing it to Tetminal 3 and later calling it the International Terqlinal (wh'icli is Terminal 5). 
At least one organization referred to the International Terminal as Termina\ \3. At one point 
controllers advised at least one organization to use Terminal 2. Th&-e was also inconsistency in 
the guidance as to what information people should bring with tilem to<ttie-sNS dispensing sites. 
Only the City of Chicago and DuPage County appeared to ~u~sh such guidance, advising 
people to come prepared with personal and family identificati0n, a:nd information on drug 
allergies, pregnancy status, and use of contrace , tiv (City of Chicago only), weight and age of 
children, whether women are breastfeeding ~Ci y oq :hicago only), and current medications and 
general health status (DuPage County only) One would e- pect to see this comprehensive 
checklist widely and consistently disseminated. 

One message that did not appear to come out strongly o 'Consistently was that of the potential 
need for surgical masks. Medical community eom111unications reflect the critical importance of 
N -95 masks 134 in reducing the transmis ·~o 6f' plague, even specifying that other commercially 
available masks would not be effective. owever, masks were rarely mentioned in the press 
releases, and the specific -~§..mask was not mentioned at all. Medical communications also 
reflected concern that there might ~ shortage of this type of mask due to the recent Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrom { ARS) outbreak, but this did not appear to be addressed in the 
media. In DuPage County, the EOC eventually arranged for a large order ofN-95 masks for 
county hospitals. 

The PEOs~i~ venues observed the lack of Federal agency coordination of messages with 
State ana "J.ocal governments when they arrived, and acted to improve this. The PFO in 
Washington note concern about "unilateral messages from D.C." and that no messages had 
come to the TIC despite critical decisions such as the seven-city elevation to Red, road/airport 
closures-; and the restriction of border crossings from U.S. Customs. The exercise did not play 
out long enough in either venue to see how the PFO affect this infonnation flow, but the PFO 
role has the potential to strengthen and streamline the flow of key information between the State 
and local governments and Federal agencies during a disaster. 

134 N-95 masks are fitted surgical masks that provide protection against particulate inhalation of contagious 
biological agents . 
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c. Maintaining spokesperson credibility 

Mr. Frank Sesno, former Washington Bureau Chief for CNN, alerted participants during the 
Direction and Control Seminar to be aware that the media will "follow you down your own dead 
ends" and report it. Fortunately, participants did not have to contend with this reality during FSE 
play since there was no active mock-media. For this reason, there was not sufficient data for this 
area to be addressed. 

d. Providing consistent Protective Action Guidance and threat elevation guidance 

Determining how much information to release regarding the rationale for threat elevation· is a 
particularly challenging for decision-makers. Balancing the public's neetl to know and 
understand certain information to ensure the overall protective posture is indee ele~ted, r;a{ 
risk compromising national security. At the After Action Conference, Qarticipants voiced strong 
concerns regarding the lack of specific intelligence from official Fede{al to State apd local 
channels regarding the nature of the threats or the rationale for threat elevations. In many cases 
specific information may not be known, but sufficient genera intelligence exists to merit an 
increase in the nation's threat posture. In other cases, cla sificatio re uirements limit 
information that can be transmitted from the intelligence eomtnunity ro State and local 
governments. DHS is currently examining this issue. 

During T2, little public information was given to ex-plain the rationale for the threat elevations to 
Red. In fact, public announcements regardin- the threat elevations were fairly confusing (See 
the "Alerts and Alerting" Special Topic) eften lea ing even government officials uncertain 
about the alert status of their jurisdictions. 

The rationale for the regional Seattle-King County elevation to Red was probably self-evident 
because terrorism was formally suspectec[ by the tirpe of the announcement. In the seven-city 
elevation, DHS Secretary Ridge ex~lairretl ~e decision as an action to take additional 
preventative action, based upon both tfie RDD attack and intelligence that suggested the listed 
cities may be at extreme Q.sk. On May 13, 2003, when the DHS Secretary elevated the nation to 
Red, it was in response to th~mounting cases of plague in Illinois and Canada. The public was 
advised to avoid public gathering plaees, such as churches, schools, and work for 48 hours. 
However, there was no mention as to why people in Topeka, Kansas, were at as great of a risk of 
attack as those-i.n perceived higb;risk areas such as Chicago or New York City. 

In examining the Protective Action Guidance (PAG) messages that were prepared for public 
release-, one issuetthat emerged was that the recommendations provided to the public were not 
comp,rehensive. Jlos after 1300 PDT on May 12, 2003, in a joint news conference held by the 
<tity of Seattle ana .-·ng County, the public was advised that food and water in the area or that 
• may have been exposed" should not be consumed. No guidance was given at that time as to 
what food or water sources may have been exposed or how the public could tell. Later it was 
clarified that food or water in sealed containers, or food that was indoors, was safe to consume. 
A news release from the City of Seattle at 1330 PDT on May 12, 2003, advised that "most 
people" will not experience long-term health effects, but it also advised people to "not take in 
additional radiation." It did not clarify who might be at risk for such effects or what it meant to 
"take in radiation," which could appear to imply ingestion or inhalation. It advised people to 
follow the directions of officials who might decide to evacuate people from the immediate area, 
arrange medical treatment for those injured by the blast, and decontaminate those who were 
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contaminated, but it did not specify how one would know if they were contaminated. In fact, 
other messages stated that exposed people (even at the site) would not necessarily feel sick and 
noted that radiation cannot be seen. This could have led to an increase in the numbers of worried 
well and undermined the credibility of the spokespeople trying to reassure the public. 

The news that evacuations were potentially being considered could have been problematic at a 
time when people were also being advised to shelter-in-place without the additional clarification 
that evacuations were intended as a safe and structured means to move those sheltering-in-place. 
Also, initial messages instmcted the public not to call 911 except to report lif);threatening 
emergencies; however, an alternate number was not offered until almost 90 minutes af er the 
blast. Similarly, the public was instructed at first to shelter-in-place, take a warm shower and 
bag potentially contaminated clothes. Ninety minutes after the first message, they we e 
instructed to close windows and turn off ventilation systems, and bring pets inside and bathe 
them. 

In Illinois, people were advised that Pneumonic Plague was potentially higbly contagious 
through the inhalation of respiratory droplets. People could con,tract t e illness if they were in 
close contact, which was defined as within six feet of an infec ed and sym_etomatic person. They 
were advised to stay home if possible, though essential workers w re instructed to report to 
work. But only one jurisdiction specifically advised people to cover mouths when 
coughing/sneezing, and, during the first day of play, no jurisdioti ns mentioned wearing masks 
as an additional protective action measure. Whe the additional protective measure to wear 
masks was mentioned the next day, the C091ffiercial surgical masks were recommended, though 
health community e-mails indicated that only t e N-95.m sks were considered effective. 

e. Handling early post-attack information when infor~ation is limited (pre-Joint 
Information Center) 

In any disaster, particularly one involvmgJ a possible terrorist WMD attack, there is much that is 
unknown in the early hOUfS after the inciaent, including: , 

• Whether the event is indeed a terrorist attack; 

• Whether there will be other attacks; and 

• The extent of the dam ge-particularly from radiological weapons or bioterrorism. 

In the seminars, Rarticipants emphasized the importance of early and visible leadership from top 
offic·a s. fn Washington, the Mayor of Seattle was on the news within 60 minutes of blast. He 
confirmed radiation early on and issued shelter-in-place guidance to those in potentially 
Gontaminated areas/'fhose outside the defined area were told that they did not need to shelter-in
place. ~ eombination of factors, such as confusion among agencies in determining the range and 
types of ra<:J,iation (see the "Data Coordination" Special Topic), as well as changing 
environmental factors, changed the parameters of the contaminated area over time. This caused 
decision-makers in the Washington venue to enlarge the shelter-in-place and exclusionary zones. 

In Illinois, the Mayor of Chicago addressed the city after the threat condition was raised to Red 
(the address was pre-taped), and the Governor addressed the State the same day that the epidemic 
of plague became evident. However, some key messages were delivered much later. For 
example, the news that plague can be transmitted through symptomatic people was given 24 
hours after the first announcement. The public was not advised until May 15, 2003, about the 
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transmissibility of Pneumonic Plague through cats and about prophylaxis options. Also, 
immediate guidance was given instructing people to seek medical treatment if symptomatic, but 
specific antibiotic options were not formally mentioned. 

f. Having pre-coordinated information packages 

The suggestion for pre-coordinated, agent-specific information packages was made numerous 
times in the various seminars and the game preceding the FSE. While some agencies appeared 
to have some fact sheets, neither Illinois nor Washington appeared to have a robust set of pre
coordinated, agent-specific, off-the-shelf information packages. The City of Seattle did direct 
the public to its website (www.seattle.gov), where it later clarified that fact sheets on qirty 
bombs, radiation, self-care in times of crisis, and disaster planning and personal preparedness 
were made available; no public official or press release ever referenced these fact sheets or the 
availability of fact sheets in general. Public Affairs staff in the lllinois State EOC Office of 
Human Services worked aggressively to anticipate questions the public wouta ask and to 
coordinate a set of answers. However, thi s coordination occurred after the plague had broken 
out. The City of Chicago did produce a fact sheet on Pneum9nic Plague that was sent out. Some 
Federal agencies, such as the CDC and the FDA, do maintain fact sheets but it was not clear 
which State or local agencies utilized them. 

g. Ensuring accuracy 

Ensuring complete accmacy of information in the midst of a crisis is extremely difficult. 
Decision-makers are constantly challenged to make decisions based upon imperfect information, 
and information that is changing (See the "Emergency Pub11c Policy and Decision-making" Core 
Area). This is partly due to the rate at which a crisis unfolds, specifically those involving 
terrorist WMD, and partly due to issues· with coordination and communication (See the 
Communications, Coordination, and Connectivity Core Area). However, as participants pointed 
out in the seminars, the importance of having as accurate an information-baseline as possible in 
an unfolding event cannot be understated. 

Duting T2 there were challenges_ in maintaining accuracy of information. An example is tbe 
casualty counts at the RDD scene in W A. Casualty counts were mounting; yet a King County 
Public Information Officer, speaking for the regional JIC repeated twice in a May 12, 2003, press 
conference; at 1600 PDT that there were "no casualties." By this time there were more than sixty 
casualties and two deaths were reported in the EOCs. In Illinois, this challenge was equally 
difficult, as the sirze of the plague epidemic was growing daily. Leaders in lllinois bad a very 
difficult ti"me contirming accurate infonnation regarding patient counts and fatalities (See the 
"Hospital Play" SJJeeial Topics). 

Confirming patient numbers in the unfolding bioterrotism event in lllinois proved to be a 
tremendous challenge for a number of reasons, not the least of which was the artificiality of 
VNN having been instructed to use pre-scripted numbers from the MCC, which conflicted with 
the numbers being confirmed by players in the Chicago OEM. While this was an artificiality, the 
resulting challenge for players was probably emblematic of what happens in the real world with 
the media and its influence on perceptions of reality. 

Ensming accurate information depends upon having structured , well-defined and robust 
information flow strategies, where information is accepted from pre-defined validated sources. 
Such strategies exist in numerous policies such as the Interim Federal Response Plan, but 
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implementation of them remains a challenge. Regional JIC concepts are a critical element of 
such a strategy. Twenty-first century communications technologies both enable and challenge 
these strategies as they eliminate limits of time, distance, and hierarchical structures. 

h. Coordinating cross-border messages 

There was not sufficient data on the U.S. side to analyze this issue. 

i. Handling intense media pressure 

Because news-gathering and public reaction were not played during the T2 FSE, this issue could 
not be analyzed. 

j. Balancing public information needs with national security requirements 

This issue was not played in enough sufficient detail to be analyzed. 

k. Balancing public information needs with national securitymeeds 

Because the intelligence process was notionally played durin the q'2 FSE, ~nis issue could not 
be analyzed. 

I. Minimizing unintended consequences 

Minimizing unintended consequences is challenging by definition. Thorough coordination and 
clear, comprehensive, and consistent messages certainly he p in this area. Because public 
reactions were not heavily played during the FSE, this ar a is difficult to assess based upon 
empirical data. However, there are some insta ces..,fworth examining as they could have 
potentially resulted in unintended consequences. 

On May 14, 2003, the Chicago DPH i ·sued a pre s release announcing its distribution plan for 
antibiotics. It stated that proof of preseQpe at one of the three suspected release sites would be 
required as a condition for receiving prophylaxis to prevent the lines from being too long. This 
seemed strange under the circu stance$ where a) theoretically other unknown releases could 
have occurred or could ha e still B~en occurring at that time-the nation was under Threat 
Condition Red; b) the majori~ of the infected victims by then were second generation cases who 
were in conta t with people t the initial release sites. While this message was not formally 
retracted in thee ercise, all jurisdictions in the Illinois venue had agreed by May 15, 2003, that 
anyone whb showed up for treatment would not be turned away. 

Tnvbo'th the ROD ttack and the bioterrorism attack, managing the worried-well could have been 
a huge challenge (or the public health and medical communities and public information officers. 
Clear and consistent guidance from credible spokespersons would be key to minimizing issues of 
the wonied-w~ll. Also, in the State of Washington, the exercise ended before officials were able 
to say with certainty what the potential long-term implications of any, or specific, radiation 
exposure might have been, thus limiting the ability to analyze this issue. But, little-to-no 
guidelines were offered to help people who believed they may have been exposed to radiation 
determine with assurance that they had not been exposed. This could have resulted in a flood of 
people to medical centers wanting to confirm whether they were contaminated. 
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m. Unclear language (new) 

Language is critical in a time of crisis. Simple messages are especially important when seeking 
to maintain calm and invoke specific responses from the public. During T2, the use of technical 
language with little-to-no explanation proved to be a potential challenge for the audience. In 
Washington, terms such as multiple alarm response, instrumentation to protect citizens, 
habitability check, external hazard, and not a health emergency were used by various State and 
local spokespeople on the first day. 

In contrast, the greatest language challenge for officials in the bioten·orism attack as one of 
being too vague. The IL Governor's initial speech confirmed the diagnosis of the my erious 
respiratory illness as plague. The DHS Secretary, in his speech to the nation on VNN on MaJ~.. 
13, 2003, opened by confirming that the mysterious illness in Illinois was plague, but did pot 
specify the type of plague. Some Americans might have assumed he was referring to Bubonic 
Plague- the "Black Death" of the Middle Ages. In fact the participants at the Uar$e-S'"oale Game 
assumed just that when the type of plague was not specified. 

3. Conclusions 

Emergency Public Information was a dominant theme in j QPOF,F 2000 and emerged as a 
dominant issue during T2. It merited its own seminar, and participants raised concerns and 
identified issues in this area in every other seminar-. It is not su rising that it emerged as an 
issue during the T2 FSE- unlike everyday publtcinformation, leaders in the midst of a disaster, 
especially one involving WMDs, are throw into ;an. environment of chaos where time and 
certainty compete, and the public's attention a~ demand for information are high. Often the 
public's safety is dependent on the effective commu ·cation and receipt of emergency messages. 
This produces an environment of grea pressure on top officials to speak to the public and to 
release information- this may result in releasing information that could change, that has not 
necessarily been thoroughly coordinatea, and tbat may not be consistent with other messages 
being released at the sa~e time. The lllessages given to the public by officials are competing 
with a flood of non-official messages apwell. Establishing consistent messages across all 
official spokespersons is key to aintaiaing credibility of official spokespeople and is one of the 
most effective ways to reta·n the pt.tbfic's attention regarding messages that may be critical to 
their safety. 

Participant~ statea that the VNN element of the TOPOFF exercises was extremely valuable in 
simulating the realism of the media element. They have also said that they would like to 
continue o be challenged in the area of emergency public information through elements such as 
a rooust news-gatHering function and simulated public reactions. Many assumed that VNN was 
playing these fun<!:tions during T2 when in fact it was not contracted to do so. It was intended 
primarily 0 l~nd an environment of realism to T2-not substitute for information sources. 
Interesting} , however, it is a parallel to the real world in which participants have acknowledged 
that they often rely on network news for information because formal channels are slow or 
nonexistent. The reconstruction of T2 illustrates the information validation issues that are 
multiplied when any media outlet substitutes for official channels of information. 

The dominant issue that emerged from this area in the seminars and during the FSE remains one 
of coordination. Creating mechanisms that can suppmt this coordination, in the midst of the 
chaos, is imperative. Ensuring accuracy of information is extremely difficult, and the 
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information will change. A consistent and comprehensive message that is based upon the best 
information available at the time should be the goal of top officials and their PIO staffs. The 
message should be consistent both within any jurisdiction or organization, and with all official 
public messages. The message should be delivered on a consistent and regular basis; this 
strategy appeared to be effective in the Maryland/Washington D.C.Nirginia sniper incident and 
9111, and appeared to be effective in T2. These three elements- consistency, 
comprehensiveness, and the best information available at the time-are all required, and should 
be goals of future emergency public information campaigns. 

The ability to achieve these goals in emergency public information depends upon having 
structured, well-defined, and robust information flow strategies, where information is acceP.ted 
from pre-defined, validated sources. Such strategies do not exist currently in the national 
response domain, though regional JIC concepts are a critical element of sudi a strategy. :But 
twenty-first century communications technologies make adhering to tliis critica strategy difficult 
as they eliminate limits of time, distance, and hierarchical structu es. Ensurjng accuracy of 
infonnation, or at least as best as possible, depends on a comprehensive sys em whereby only 
information from identified sources is accepted as var d, regardless of whatever other 
information is received. A shared electronic information s~s em could help to streamline 
information flow, and potentially reduce conflicting information Ideas were raised in the 
seminars such as a regular news center concept and town hall meetings that may offer value as 
well. 

The TOPOFF Exercise Series provides a ,unique opportunity for jurisdictions at all levels, to 
exercise, experiment with, and improve upon these critical strategies. T2 provided an 
opportunity for participants to showcase the value of concepts, such as regional JICs, that could 
be expanded for more comprehen,slv~ coordinati ¥ at broader levels and in distributed 
environments (i.e., when people cannot be phy:si~ally co-located). Future TOPOFFs should 
continue to allow participants to experimen in th. area and should consider expanding on mock 
media functions and mock public response to fur(her challenge participants. 
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C. Communications, Coordination, and Connectivity 

1. Introduction 

Nobody questions the importance of communications, coordination, and connectivity in a 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) emergency response, and few would question that there are 
challenges that need to be overcome in this important area. These challenges are relevant in the 
everyday activities of Federal, State, and local (FSL) authorities, but take on critical ·mportance 
during an emergency, especially one that involves WMD. While there were go d practices 
during the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), communications, 
coordination, and connectivity challenges emerged as dominant, if not th:e most dominant, 
challenges and pervaded almost every element of the response. For the purposes of tlUS 
discussion, communications is defined as the exchange of information between a encies 'fnd 
jurisdictions, coordination is defined as agencies and jurisdictions worKing toge er to meet a 
common goal or to solve a common problem, and connectivity is de ined as the means by which 
communication and coordination takes place. If communication describes the "what," 
connectivity describes the "how." The special topic areas pr0vide extensive detail about many of 
the communications, coordination, and connectivity challenges in hfding Row they occurred, 
and, where possible, why they occurred. 

2. Discussion of challenges and good practices 

Table 16 depicts the challenges, and good,_practices relevant to communications, coordination, 
and connectivity that arose in the seminars, as ell as tfie in fances that show how these issues 
played out during the FSE. Instances are occurrences experienced by participants dming the 
FSE that indicate challenges or good practices associated" with particular issues. In the table, a(
) is used to indicate challenge, and a ~+) in icates a good practice. A ( ) is used to indicate a 
neutral observation in the FSE-one that · s neithe a good practice nor an issue. Good practices 
are those practices that players felt were\effectiVe, or that the data indicate worked well ;135 these 
practices could potentially be..explored further or promulgated on a broader scale. Challenges 
are examples of the T2 response tfiat were difficult for the responder community and which had 
significant impact on decisio -maK'ers. Challenges do not imply wrong actions or incorrect 
responses by any organizatio or the community at large-this After Action Report (AAR) and 
the analysi a a whole did not focus on evaluating right and wrong actions. Challenges require 
continued attention of the national response community to facilitate smoother responses in the 
futureA 

135 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants' opinions or did not happen. 
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Table 16. Communications, Coordination and Connectivity Issues during T2 

ISSUES 

a. Communication: 

• Processes are needed for distribution of 
critical infom1ation between agencies 
and jurisdictions and for communication 
of data and lab infonnation to Incident 
Commander. 

• Communication of State and local 
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) 
with hospitals. 

b. Coordination: 

• Integration of agencies to provide unified 
response is not clear. 

• Coordination across multiple agency and 
jurisdiction EOCs. 

• Lack of integration of private sector and 
non-profit organizations i11 response 
plans. 

• Cross-border/international coordination 
needed. 
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FSE I NSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

(-) Lack of consistent understanding of 
formal, validated s~rces for information. 

(-) In some cases, lack of formal 
pr~s/channels c?t' under +anding of 
them) for official information. 

(-) Inco~istent use of terms/unclear 
technical language. 

(-)~urdensome{edundant reporting 
gp cesses for hospitals. 

~ Multiple agencies 
couecting/disseminating radiological 
ground data in Washington. 

( +) The Principle Federal Official in both 
venues. 

( +) Video teleconferences (VTC) were an 
effective means of coordination. 

( +) In Washington and Illinois, there 
were several examples of EOCs working 
together to solve a problem (procedures 
for re-opening closed roads in 
Washington, identification of additional 
security personnel in Illinois). 

( +) American Red Cross participated in 
the Federal Joint Operations Center 
Consequence Management Group in 
Washington and at the Interagency level. 

( +) In Washington, preliminary 
relationships developed between 
businesses and emergency response 
community. 

( +) In Washington, Canada requested to 
place a liaison in the Region X Regional 
Operations Center (ROC). 

( +) The Department of Energy requested 
help from Canada on health radiation. 

( +) In Illinois, numerous examples of 
conference calls between EOCs and 
regional Federal agencies (typically the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services Regional EOC and the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency ROC). 
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(+)In the Interagency, many examples of 
Federal agencie.s communicating. with 
each other. 

(- )Multiple EOCs stretch liaisons tliin 
and ca n complicate coortlination 

(+) Prlono the FSE, Washipgton 
Department. of Health (DOH), Public 
Hoalt)l SeattJe Kiog County (PHSKC), 
anJ El> A developed default Ptotectl ve 
Action Guidelines for use in an RDD 
event 

c. NEW: Connectivity. 
(-) I11 Washington, Radiation Mon.i tOJ'ing 
nnd Assessment Center couldn't transmit 
data electronically: forced to used phone, 
fax, and courier. 

H In Washingwn. Federal Radiological 
Monitoring and Assessment Center used 
56k modem to transmit information and 
courier to deliver maps to Joint 
Operations Center (JOC). 

(-) In fllinois. many hospital fax 
machines were unreliable, and there was 
no guarantee of successful data transfer. 

(-) Hospital data were largely paper-
based and disparate reporting processes 
were burdensome. 

(-) In Washington, inadequate VTC 
capability at JOC 

~-

f .\ )/ 

a. Communication 

To the extent that effective coordination depends on a common information baseline, communication 
issues are addressed. The volume of information exchanged by players during the T2 FSE was 
extensive. More than 2,500 e-mails alone were courtesy copied (as requested of participants by the T2 
evaluation team for use in suQsequent analysis) to the T2 @amti.net address, and this is likely a fraction 
of the total volume of e-mails exchanged. This number does not include information exchanged by fax, 
phone, radio, video teJeconference (VTC), in person, or obtained by participants over Websites. In 
response to a disaster, agencies produce multiple levels of information of various types: technical data 
that are assimilated into Information from multiple sources, individual logs kept by staff at most 
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs), organizational situation reports produced at regular intervals, 
summary briefings, and press releases to name a Jew. 
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Analysis of T2 communications affords a rare opportunity, albeit a limited one due to time constraints, 
to examine this critical element of national response in an objective and relatively comprehensive 
manner. Such an examination is only possible through the artificiality of an exercise that permits 
collection of the information flow that would be impossible to implement in a real disaster. This 
analysis represents the highest-level assessment of this critical area. Further examination of this area is 
strongly recommended to help the national response community understand the existing information 
system upon which their situational awareness depends, including the key information nodes, along with 
redundancies, gaps, or efficiencies. 

During T2, there were two overarching communication issues: 

• Lack of formal processes/channels (or understanding of them) for ofticial information 
and lack of consistent understanding of formal, validated sources for informatiQn; and 

• Use of inconsistent or technical language. 

Lack of formal processes/channels (or understanding of them) for of.f(cial infprmation 

A prevailing issue that emerged during T2 was the lack formal proeesses o channels for official 
information. In an environment of instantaneous information access through e-mail, pagers, 
instant messaging, and cell phones, adhering to a structured recess fur exchanging information 
is difficult. Structured processes may be slower than informal processes; however, they are a far 
more effective way of validating information than numerous informal processes. When 
validated information is critical, it is equall~ critical that mechanisms exist for exchanging it. 

During T2, this played out in numerous ways. Ag ncies experienced difficulty in validating the 
status of the alert level for nearly 12 hours due in part to the absence of a consistently understood 
process for official notifications in this arena. As j :J-escribed in "Alerts and Alerting" in the 
Special Topics section, many agencies learned about the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) elevations through the Virtual Ne Network rather than through official channels. This 
led to substantial efforts to confirm and alidate this information. 

Some agencies attributed information proplems to too many official reporting channels-various 
agencies having their own, independent procedures and redundantly requesting updates from 
agencies. Public health auttimities 'in Illinois required updated resource reporting every three 
hours in the midst of the outDreak. In many cases, different agencies [(e.g. , illinois Department 
of Public , ealth llDPH], Illinois Operations Headquarters and Notifications Office [IOHNO])] 
requested &imilar information in various formats from hospitals. These cumbersome reporting 
proeesses appearetl to divert resources from other priorities. 

The ederal Bure u of Investigation (FBI) Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) is 
staffed oy liaisons from other Federal agencies. They are there to field questions, receive 
information f~om the FBI to pass back to their agency headquarters, and provide information to 
the FBI from their agency headquarters. However, in many cases during the FSE, agencies 
directly contacted the FBI information control officer for information rather than their own 
liaisons. This was particularly true of DHS. 

T2 provided an unprecedented opportunity for traditional government response agencies to 
interact and work with the public health and medical communities. Hospitals reported that they 
established many positive working relationships with many FSL agencies. However, they 
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reported that numerous calls from a variety of people from the same Federal agencies caused 
some confusion. 

Agencies spent substantial time validating rumors about transportation closures, patient numbers 
in both venues, casualty figures from the radiological dispersal device (RDD) scene, and others 
due in part to a lack of understanding of validated sources. For example, in the Washington 
venue, on-scene responders were repeatedly asked about the number of fatalities. Partly because 
of the "fog" and urgency of a disaster, responders attempted to provide what they knew, rather 
then defer to the Medical Examiner, 136 leading to inconsistent estimates of the number of dead. 
In other cases there was a lack of understanding by official sources as to the complete ist of 
information consumers. Both contributed in to a "whisper down the line" phenome o as 
information was passed from primary recipients through secondary channels to others wh<f 
passed it along, unintentionally altering the information along the way as in the childhood game 
"Telephone." 

Finally, there is some evidence to suggest that although many agencies, includi~g DHS, initiated 
regular reporting intervals, not enough agencies did this . Those t~ requested "on-demand" 
reports often did not allow staff sufficient time to gather ·_ ormation. For example, a 
Department of Health and Human Services email notes that: 

A request was made by the FBI Consequence Management Group 
Leader to have each agency provide talking points j()r a report to 
the Principle Federal Official, ho wil update the President of the 
United States. We had about J() minutes to ~ll this information 
together, so I contacted ROC [Regwnal Operations Center] and 
REOC [Regional Emergency OperatiQnS Center] for assistance. 

While this individual sought out offici(\1 sources for information, a ten-minute notice for updates 
across all major elements of a disaster response is :/recipe for potential information issues. 

Inconsistent use of terms/unclear technical language 

The use of inconsistent language proved, to be another communications challenge during the T2 
FSE. In the Washington venue, confusion arose with the interchangeable use by many of the 
term casualties to mean ooth fatalities and injuries, or both. The "Emergency Public 
Information"' ' discussion in the eore Areas section details some additional issues with the usage 
of language for public information. Some of these same examples were issues in internal agency 
commu ications. Specifically, the general reference in internal agency communications to the 
plague resulted in at least one instance of a public health person giving advice that applied to 
Buoonic Plague (I? eparing information to reduce transmission through rodent population) rather 
t11an Pneumonic Plague. Officials remarked about the critical importance of having technical 
data translated · nto plain language to support decision-making and risk communications. 

J 
b. Coordination 

In the illinois venue, the greatest challenge involved the coordination of actions, information, 
and data flow requirements among 64 hospitals, five POD hospitals, and three separate but inter
related state-wide organizations (IDPH, IOHNO, Illinois State EOC). In Washington, there were 

136 In Washington, the Medical Examiner is the formal source for confirming deaths, 
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many agencies collecting radiological ground data to assist in the determination of the extent and 
type of contamination caused by the RDD explosion. Early on, these agencies transmitted their 
data on-demand to numerous other agencies-in many cases by-passing the coordination 
processes and mechanism of the Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center 
(FRMAC). In some cases, these agencies were measuring slightly different things, though such 
differences were not necessarily understood by the recipients of this information, many of whom 
were not technical specialists. This proved to be problematic later on when these data were used 
by several different agencies to create inconsistent plume and deposition models. 137 

At the RDD site in Washington, there were some issues with the apparent lack of a nified 
command structure during the early stage of the response. Although, there :were a number of 
briefings attended by the Seattle Police Department (SPD) Incident Commander, t e Seattle l)ire 
Department (SFD) Incident Commander, the FBI, and the Federal Emergercy Management 
Agency (FEMA), there was no mention of a unified command to £ cilitate coordinat" on efforts 
until 0915 on May 13,2003. 138 However, even that briefing did not ·ndude representatives from 
health or emergency medical services, leaving full coordination n..,early impossible. 139 A data 
collector commented after the exercise: ' 

While all disciplines were present, there was no ini![cation that 
they were truly working together. In fact, except .for th-e_ briefings, 
the only interdisciplinary coordination occurre~ by "chance 
meetings ... " 

An additional coordination problem arose' with the tional Operations Center and the 
Washington State EOC regarding deployment of the DHS Prepositioned Equipment Package 
(PEP). On the second day of the FSE, the Incident Gommander requested deployment of the 
PEP. Per the guidelines in the DHSt0'pP PEP Bri~f.i-ng Book, a request for deployment of PEP 
from the Washington Governor, was processed through the Washington State EOC. The data 
show that attempts were made to follow established PEP guidelines; however, the guidelines 
were vague and did not provide sufficien detail. For example, the request for deployment must 
come from the Washington Governot~u~ it was not specified if a verbal request is sufficient or 
if the request should be in writing. The request was eventually routed through the FEMA liaison 
in the Washington State EOG:. However, once the request reached the DHS National Operations 
Center, it was not processed beeause the responsible individual(s) or PEP Program staff could 
not be located. Additionally, the staff in the DHS Homeland Security Operations Center 
(HSOG') appeared not to be familiar with the PEP program or process. Thus, a major delay in 
deployment of the PEP was encountered, while the National Operations Center tried to locate 
someone who knew about this program. More detailed procedures employing the HSOC as the 
request,point of entry and training from DHS for requesting deployment of the PEP could help to 
ameliorate 'this1in the future. 

/ 

137 For more information, see "Data Collection and Coordination" in the Special Topics section. 
138 It is possible that a unified command was established before this time, but the evaluation team does not have any 
such data. 
139 It is also likely that this briefing or any other at this level did not include representatives from the technical 
agencies collecting radiological data since they were working for the Hazardous Materials Chief, not the Incident 
Commander. For more information, see the Special Topic on data coordination. 
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The presence of the Principle Federal Official (PFO) in both venues, but particularly in the 
Washington venue, proved to be an effective conduit for improving coordination among the 
multiple agencies and multiple governmental levels of response. Other good practices in 
coordination during the FSE included the following: 

• There were several examples of agencies and jurisdictions coordinating to solve 
problems. For example, in Washington, the Seattle EOC worked with the Washington 
Department of Transportation and the Washington State Patrol to develop and implement 
a plan to decontaminate and re-open highways. In Illinois, the EOC structure proved 
valuable when the State EOC activated 111inois law enforcement mutual aid to provide 
Chicago additional security personnel in anticipation of a shortage of c·ty; workers; 

• There are numerous examples in both Washington and Illinois of State, county and lg_eal 
EOCs conducting conference calls and VTCs. In many cases, these con erences included 
regional representation of Federal agencies, including the regi nal F~ Regional 
Operations Center (ROC). In both venues, the PFO also,.initiated regWar conference calls 
with State and local top officials.140 In the Interagency Yen e, both e SIOC and the 
DHS collected information from and distributed informatien to other Federal agencies. 
Federal agencies and departments also participated !r conference calls and VTCs 
involving many different departments and agencies and c mnwnicated between agency 
headquarters in Washington, D.C., and theiuegional counterparts; 

• During the FSE, there were several good practices of standardized information sharing. 
All FSL agencies with permission fo . ccess the Department of Energy (DOE) National 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capab·li ·es secure Internet site could download 
predictions of the radiologic 1 plume. Also in Washington, the Seattle and State EOCs 
shared infotmation through an Internet-based ystem. However, neither the King County 
EOC nor Federal agencies had acce s to the"system, which limited its value. In Illinois, 
DuPage County utilized the P o-Net surveillance system to track hospital calls and 
admissions and to provide early a\erts to possible disease outbreaks; and 

• The FSE provided unus al opportunities for the inclusion of some organizations not 
typically included in respons~ organizations. In Washington, the American Red Cross 
staffed the Seattle, King County, and Washington State EOCs, which is not unusual; 
however, they also staffed the Federal Joint Operations Center (JOC) which was 
unprecedented. Their national headquarters was also involved at the interagency level. 
Also in Washington, the Bank of America co-located an EOC with the Federal Reserve. 
Finally, the .Jl)Onths of planning allowed Seattle businesses to develop or broaden 
relationships with the emergency response community. They are now in the process of 
establishing the Business Emergency Network (BEN) to increase the business 
community' s awareness and involvement in emergency response. 

• The' need for advance coordination among agencies, such as the CDC and FDA, on the 
availability of medical countermeasures for humans and animals for other potential threat 
agents is critically important. The TOPOFF Exercise Series offered numerous 
opportunities to do this. 

14° For more information, see the Special Topic on the Principle Federal Official. 
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Exercise activities that took place in Canada are beyond the scope of this AAR, but there were 
several examples of U.S. communications and coordination with Canadian authorities. The 
International Office within DHS communicated regularly with Canadian government officials as 
well as government officials from other nations. In addition, after the RDD explosion, DOE 
Headquarters requested radiological assistance from Canada. As a result, Canadian officials 
asked to place a liaison in the Region X ROC. 

c. Connectivity 

A variety of means were used to communicate during the FSE. While there was an increasing 
use of Internet-based transmissions, there continued to be heavy reliance on fa~es particularly in 
the case of the Illinois hospitals. Table 16 provides examples of some of the tY,p,cal connecf i¥ity 
issues that arose during the exercise. An issue of concern at the federal level not indicated in the 
table was the difficulty some agencies had receiving and passing clas_sifie'd infOli@J.ati 11. 

One issue that was not identified during the seminars or the Large-Scale Game was the potential 
for technical challenges. During the FSE several such challenges ar0se. In Washington, the 
Department of Health Radiation Monitoring and Assessment Center had poor connectivity and 
was forced to distribute data primarily via phone, fax, and with a courier. The DOE FRMAC in 
Washington communicated with and transferred information to geir servers in Nevada through a 
56K modem, which they reported as much too slow and unrelial5le-, Tlie Advisory Team141 also 
had technical limitations-they had one phone ne, wr ich was also their Internet connection. 142 

In addition, the Federal JOC in Washington had inadequate VTC capabilities. All of these 
connectivity challenges had an impact ~n tlie.. ab]i of technical experts, agencies, and 
jurisdictions to communicate effectively .143 

In lilinois, the lack of a robust emergenGy communications infrastructure was manifest by a 
reliance on telephones and faxes for patient data trans'rnission. Often, however, the fax machines 
were unreliable and there was no ce tainty tbat the transfer was successful, or there was 
inadequate staff to monitor them. In aedition, if the phone lines were compromised, then the 
distribution of data would be severely compromised. 144 While in some cases, these connectivity 
issues may have been due to t , f iscal and physical constraints of the exercise, this was not 
always the case. Many o ganizati0ns referenced the critical need for better, more robust 
connectivity (i.e., internet ace ss) in their Lessons Learned reports. 

3. Conclu ion 

As <;tescribed in detail ; n the Special Topics section, the communications, coordination, and 
connectivity chall~nges had an impact on the information available to top officials, which in turn 
affected their ability to make decisions. In all three venues, top officials made decisions based 

141 The Advisor-y Team consists of representatives from Federal agencies and provides the lead Federal agency with 
advice on environmental, food, health, and safety issues that arise during and from a radiological emergency. 
142 The Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center and Advisoty Team informed the evaluation team 
that these technical limitations are real-world-not exercise artificialities, as they set up wherever they find 
appropriate space. They reported working toward a mobile, high-speed system, but they have to be sure that it 
meets their technical and security needs. 
143 Because of a lack of coordination observed during the FSE, the connectivity challenges discussed above are the 
not the primary cause of the communication challenges observed during the FSE. For more information, see "Data 
Collection and Coordination", "Hospital Play", and Decisions Under Uncertainty" in the Special Topics section. 
144 For more information, see the Special Topics section on hospital play. 
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upon inconsistent and often incomplete information. Such inconsistencies also made it to the 
public (see the Core Area on public information), which has the potential to compromise the 
credibility of top officials. While better coordination and communications may not lead to better 
decisions, top officials should be confident that they are basing their decisions upon the most up
to-date and valid information available. Although it is doubtful that communications, 
coordination, and connectivity will ever be perfect, exercises, including the TOPOFF Exercise 
Series, can serve to identify areas where communications, coordination, and connectivity can be 
improved. 

Although there were significant communications, coordination, and connectivitf chiHlenges 
during the FSE, players and planners reported that the building-block process allowed t em to 
develop new or stronger relationships with their colleagues. Many hav.e developed am:f 
implemented processes based upon their T2 experiences to improve their COIJWlUnications, 
coordination, and connectivity capabilities. 
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0. Jurisdiction 

1. Introduction 

Metropolitan-area providers of emergency services typically · 
have interlocking mutual-aid agreements or emergency 
assistance compacts that clarify jurisdictional issues. But 
terrorist attacks using weapons of mass desu·uction (WMD) 
bring into play entities and considerations not normally 
encountered and not necessarily provided for in these 
agreements. Authorities that seem clear on paper are not 
always as clear in practice as real-world experiences and 
exercises repeatedly demonstrate. Previous exercises, such as 
Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2000, and real-world events, such as 
9/11 and the anthrax attacks in 2001 , highlighted such 
challenges. In this section, we examine the issues, conflicts, or 
gaps in jurisdictional authorities and the assumptions that arose 
when policies and agreements were put into practice under the 
uniquely challenging conditions of simulated terr01·ist WMD 
attacks. 

2. Discussion of challenges and good practices 

T2 

-~ -

Participants raised and examined jurisdictional issues througn out the cycle of T2 including the 
FSE. Table 17 depicts the challenges, and good practices relevant to Jurisdiction that arose in 
the seminars, as wel1 as the instances that show how tbese issues played out during the Full-Scale 
Exercise (FSE). Instances are occuntences experienced by participants during the FSE that 
indicate challenges or good practices associated with particular issues. In the table, a(-) is used 
to indicate challenge, and a ( +) indicates a good practice. A ( ) is used to indicate a neutral 
observation in the FSE-one that is neither a good practice nor an issue. Good practices are 
those practices that players felt were effective, or that the data indicate worked well ; 145 these 
practices could potentially be explored further or promulgated on a broader scale. Challenges 
are examples of the T2 response that were difficult for the responder community and which had 
significant impact on decision-makers. Challenges do not imply wrong actions or incorrect 
responses by any organization or the commtmity at large- this After Action Report (AAR) and 
the analys.is as a whok did not focus on evaluating tight and wrong actions. Challenges require 
continued attention of the national response community to facilitate smoother responses in the 
fu ture. 

During the T2 FSE, there were many successes in the jurisdictional arena; however, the issues 
that were experienced emerged in two overarching areas: 

• Confusion over who bas authority for what actions/decisions; and 

• Authority for the control and dissemination of information. 

145 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants ' opinions or did not happen. 
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Table 17. Jurisdiction Issues during T2 

ISSUES 

a. Confusion over roles and authmities. 

Some agencies seem to have duplicative 
roles under certain circumstances. 
Plans are sometimes duplicative, or in 
conflict. 

Some authorities are unclear in 
bioterrorism response. ../ 

b. Authorities to release information. 

·-

.. ~ 
I( '\ 

a. Gomusion over roles and authorities 

SEMINARSILSG 

T2 

FSE INSTANCES 

GOOD I'RACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

l .... 

() Issues during tile-Full-Scale 
Exercise were less abo"u Clispute. 
over wlio's in cHarge but rather 
wlu,J is in chat;ge, r4-what. 

(-) Questions arose concerning the 
~depa tment of H0meland Securi ty 

nd its relationship with other 
age cies. 

~)Some questions with 
i~plications of bioterrorism and 
th'?dedaration of a public health 
emergency. 

(-) Some unce1tainty regarding 
transportation authorities. 

( +) Regional Joint Information 
Center concepts implemented. 

(-) Frustration at Federal agencies 
releasing " local" messages. 

(-) Control of infmmation can have 
an impact on other activities. 

See "Emergency Public 
Information" core area . 

The primary ques ·o relating to jurisdiction during the T2 series of activities evolved throughout 
the exerci e cycle from who is in charge to who is in charge of what. Participants increasingly 
clarified that the issue in emergencies is often not turf battles, but rather uncertainty among the 
various entities involved in response to multiple, sometimes overlapping, authorities that are 
driving the numerous actions being simultaneously and urgently addressed. From a 
jurisdictional perspective, many things went more smoothly during T2 than participants 
expected. For example, during the post-FSE tabletop held in Seattle, the spokesperson from the 
City of Seattle stated: "During T2, I expected to see a chaos of power that would hamper the 
response effort- these expectations were profoundly unmet as all levels of government and 
agencies came together to respond to this crisis." This was exemplified by the transfer of control 
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of the RDD site in Washington, first to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) once Seattle 
Fire Department completed rescue and recovery operations, and then through the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) back to the local authorities when the FBI completed 
the crime scene investigation. 

However, beyond the RDD incident site there were instances of agencies not knowing who had 
what authority to make certain decisions (see the "Emergency Decision-making and Public 
Policy" Core Area). For example, in Illinois there were multiple discussions regarding who was 
in charge of the decontamination process, who had the authority to re-open the facilities where 
plague was released (the United Center, O'Hare International Airport, and Union Station) and 
who had the authority to define the requirements that must be met to re-open t{le contaminated 
sites. This last point is particularly troublesome since it involves both an assessment of when i ( 
is scientifically "clean" versus be perceived as safe by the public. This issue was al o relevant in 
Washington as long-term remediation and restoration of areas with radio ogical\con ami ation is 
a significant public health and environmental protection challenge. These, and other long-term 
issues, were discussed among Federal, State, and local (FSL) age cies and dep~tments in W A at 
the post-FSE tabletop on May 15, 2003. 

Jurisdictional authorities related to transportation were also uno-lear during tlie FSE. Dming T2 
some confusion arose among participants as to who had wh'at authorities to close and re-open 
airspace, rail systems, and road systems. In the case of airspace, t}\ere was some confusion as to 
whether authority to close and re-open airspace a d temporary flight restrictions lay with the 
newly-created Transportation Security .,.Administration (TSA) or the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). TSA and Veterans Administrati_on logs indicate that TSA implemented a 
shutdown of airspace in the Seattle area, restricted fli&hts, and closed airspace within 30 miles of 
the three area airports. Other logs from~MA, De~artment of Transportation (DOT) Crisis 
Management Center, and FAA indicate ttiat only PAA had this authority. There was also 
confusion regarding the authority to close airports. Some participants, including those from 
FEMA, believed that only DHS had His autli'Ority. In fact, the local airport authority has 
jurisdiction over the status of their local dir orts. 

Discussions occurred within DOT.. a bc;mt the legal authority of TSA to close rail systems 
(currently only private rail operator have this authority for freight, while DOT has some 
influence ove Amtrak). In addition, FEMA reported to DHS that the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 
had closed down the Port of <jh{cago, and a DHS Crisis Action Team (CAT) log noted that the 
Customs a d Boliger Patrol had closed the Port of Seattle- when actually, only the Captain of 
the Po1t has this authority (a USCG log notes this). The USCG clarified the authorities of the 
Captain of the or -at the Washington venue Hotwash noting that "knowledge of these 
autboti ies would be very helpful to emergency responders." These USCG authorities- to close 
the por , stop all work at all waterfront facilities, control all vessel movement including freezing 
them in pl ce-; to order vessels to leave, and require significant increases in security at private 
waterfront properties- take on potentially national and international significance within the 
context of a terrorist WMD attack. 

There were also some issues about who could re-open road systems. In Washington, the City of 
Seattle's Mayor was anxious to restore the city to normalcy as soon after the attack as possible, 
and publicly announced that the roads would be opened at a specified time. However, this 
announcement had not been coordinated with the W A DOT, which has the statutory authority for 
these decisions. Based upon the guidance of the W A State Department of Health (DOH), W A 
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DOT did not agree with the Mayor's decision. The issue was coordinated and resolved in the 
end but led to hours of confusion by many agencies as to the status of major highways in the 
area. 

The FSE provided a valuable opportunity to identify and explore potential jurisdictional 
questions relating to DHS' the newly merged federal assets. For example, in Illinois, some 
issues arose with the declaration of a public health emergency by the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). Such a declaration gives HHS the authority to deploy resources on its 
own initiative and at its own cost. This led to some confusion among agencies concerning the 
status of the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS). The decision to deploy the SNS is made by 
DHS in coordination with HHS. During T2, the HHS headquarters and DHS officials both gave 
directives regarding the SNS; SNS deployed based on DHS directives. There was no apparenf 
coordination between DHS and HHS headquarters regarding activation and depl(.')yrqent of'fue 
SNS; rather, coordination occurred between senior CDC and FEM-A official . 'This Jevel of 
coordination limits the ability of both departments to effectively manage t e full scope of assets 
available for the response effort. 

DHS now maintains many of the medical response assets fo merly. maintained and managed by 
HHS such as the SNS and the NDMS. HHS is the lead techi cal agency for public health and 
medical emergencies, yet retained few operational assets to respond to such emergencies 
following the creation of DHS. Furthermore, the medical exR rtise required for effective 
management of these assets is split between the two departments. It is not clear from the FSE 
whether this would impact HHS' ability to manage a response following a declaration of a Public 
Health Emergency in the absence of a pr~sidenti;;p. disaster declaration-given that it doesn't 
retain operational control of response assets. Fulther, the FSE did not stress the federal system 
enough to analyze how difficult de~isiGns regardinf a11ocation of health and medical assets 
would be made. .... 

FEMA Headquarters was challenged to refi e their relationship with their new parent 
Department, DHS, during the FSE. 0~ email suggested that the FEMA Emergency Support 
Team (EST) was not included in--a teleconference with the DHS CAT and therefore was kept out 
of the loop regarding the r_espopse_ Iw~ddition, the EST felt that DHS was deploying assets 
without going through th,e proper notification channels. Furthermore, the roles and 
responsibilities of the new DHS Principle federal Official (PFO) are not well-defined relative to 
the FEMA: Reg· anal Directors and the Federal Coordinating Officer (see the "PFO" Special 
Topic) . ~e En~'ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) also noted in the Washington venue 
Hot ash tlie nee~to wmk through and define EPA and DHS authorities and to define who has 
jurisdictional resp@ns 'l>ility to take leadership of developing and maintaining health and safety 
plans fo all of the different entities involved. EPA also noted that the process and jurisdictional 
1-oles in t sking partners for support was unclear at times. EPA can respond to a local fire 
department u · Cler the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, but 
during the'FSE, the regional EPA office felt pulled by the national command structure to 
coordinate their response with the Federal response 

Finally, while these were not played out dming the FSE, some agencies did highlight potential 
jurisdictional issues that may have been faced in the longer-term recovery phase. EPA raised 
concerns at the Washington venue Hotwash in regards to balancing crisis and consequence 
management, especially in the context of ensuring worker safety at the site, and the potential 
safety of citizens on/near site. In the aforementioned tabletop exercise in Washington on May 
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15, 2003, agencies noted uncertainty as to who makes "large, expensive" decisions regarding 
restoration of infrastructure such as waste-water system and roadways that cross jurisdictional 
boundaries. In another example, local police acknowledged during the Washington venue 
Hotwash that while jurisdiction went well overall , there were some questions relative to FEMA 
in the recovery stage, such as "would FEMA be in charge [of] the field?" 

b. Authority to Release Information 

The authority to release information and the "authoritativeness" of that information was a 
dominant issue during T2. Leading up to the FSE, participants had focused largely on this issue 
with respect to public information, noting concern in numerous seminars about jurisdi'Gtions 
"speaking" beyond their jurisdictional boundaries. This is especially proo ematic ~en a 
disaster crosses jurisdictional boundaries, as was the case in both the RDD an,d bioterroq srn 
attacks. As DuPage County pointed out in its Lessons Learned report, "p0litioal problems 
existed with multi-jurisdictional release of information, especial~y wit varying .Jevels of 
government." DuPage County noted that these issues were awplified whe~ f_ ashington State 
issues came into play. As participants at the After Action Cotlfe enee noted, tlif public will not 
know which source to believe when government officials release co flicti g infOrmation. 

Regional Joint Information Center concepts can help to mitigjlte the ~ issues, as was seen in the 
Illinois venue and as was implemented on a more limited soale in the Washington venue. 
Broader joint information systems concepts offer the potential to strengthen this public 
information coordination to proactively include geogmphically disparate partners. During T2, 
there were some instances of Federal ,_agencies apP.earing to release messages without 
coordinating fully with State or local officials. lfhese issues are discussed in more detail in the 
Emergency Public Information core area. 

An additional issue not discussed in these ·nars or Earge-Scale Game (LSG) arose during the 
FSE and concerned the "authoritativeness' of info'i-mation. This issue refers to the reality of 
multiple agencies collecting and exchanging numerous types of information in any response 
effort, and the critical ability of agencies ~0 understand who the authoritative sources are for what 
information. 

In the Washington venue, tpere was confusion with the coordination of radiological data by 
multiple agencies- all of whom had some authority for the data they were collecting, but the 
result was co s\on among tHe many agencies that received these data and were uncertain which 
information was correct or ' authoritative." Similar confusion was experienced by agencies 
sending anti recei\li ng the various plume models and projections that were developed during the 
FSE; orne of which was caused by a lack of understanding as to who was the authority for this 
information. Interestingly, numerous data collector logs suggest that those agencies that 
generated tpeir own models knew that the DOE was the lead technical agency in Washington. 
But, when asJ(ed whose model everyone should be using, most agencies answered simply that 
theirs was the valid one. 146 

fn another instance, agencies experienced frustration obtaining ground truth on numbers of 
injuries and fatalities at the scene of the RDD blast. Multiple organizations were requesting 
updates on this information from public health authorities and incident command, which were in 

146 For a more detailed explanation of the multiple plume models, see the data coordination story in the Special 
Topics section of this After Action Report. 
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turn receiving updates from on-scene responders. But these various sources all had conflicting 
information. Public Health Seattle/King County (PHSKC) noted at the venue Hotwash the 
importance of defining key, credible sources of information that they can rely on since people 
look to PHSKC for answers. It noted that it is only Medical Examiners who can officially 
declare deaths, but official certification may not come for days in the event of an RDD 
explosion. PHSKC highlighted the need to find an appropriate way to provide messages about 
death counts that are yet to be confirmed by the medical examiner.147 

3. Conclusions 

The FSE demonstrated that jurisdictional policies and the extent to which they are underst od by 
various entities drive and influence every element of response. They define what actipns 
agencies believe they are supposed to take. T2 demonstrated the critical importance of cleaf-ly 
defining and understanding informational authorities as well. 

Participants at all levels of government continue to state that exercis s such as,_ OPOFF remain 
one of the most effective means to convey these understandings and to clarif~ authorities that 
may appear clear on paper but which are not as clear when imp erne ~ed unoer the complex 
conditions of crisis. The W A State Adjutant General summa~;ized jur;isdictional challenges and 
solutions at the post-FSE tabletop held in Seattle, when he sta ed, "our issues are multi
dimensional, and not confined to any single jurisdiction- ou recovery architecture must 
recognize non-traditional partners." 

Reiterating the critical importance of con · nuing to refine the collective understanding of 
jurisdictional authorities, the W A State Adjutant Genera encouraged all jurisdictions to "do 
serious introspection on TOPOFF, use it as stage, and pull together multi-jurisdictional 
functional areas to talk about what wod<eEl well througliout that pulsing system and take a hard 
look at the gaps at the seams." 

14 7 Mass fatality management and casualty tracking was a real world problem during the response to the Oklahoma 
City bombing and the 9/ II attacks. The Department of Homeland Security, Office for Domestic Preparedness, 
produced a document that discusses these issues. 
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E. Resource Allocation 

1. Introduction 

Resource Allocation challenges require 
decision-makers to weigh conflicting needs 
and determine bow best to apportion limited 
resources. The conflicting needs can 
challenge decision-makers within a single 
agency, or can force decision-makers from 
different agencies and departments to work 
together to decide how best to manage 
critical resources that are in short supply 
relative to the demand. Often the solution is 
unconventional. 

T2 

A weapons of mass destruction (WMD) event producing mass casualties cou1d put enormous 
demands on scarce medical and public health resources. Resource issues would likely have 
become a concern in the Washington venue as part of the long-term recovery, post-Full-Scale 
Exercise time period. 

2. Discussion of challenges and good practic~s 

Table 18 depicts the issues, challenges, and good practices r~Jevant to Resource Allocation that 
arose in the seminars, as wel1 as the instances that show how these issues played out during the 
Full-Scale Exercise (FSE). Instances ru;e occunences experienced by participants during the FSE 
that indicate challenges or good practic€s associated with particular issues. In the table, a (-) is 
used to indicate challenge, and a ( +) indicates a good practice. A ( ) is used to indicate a neutral 
observation in the FSE-one that is n9 'ther a good practice nor an issue. Good practices are 
those practices that players felt were effective, or that the data indicate worked wel1;148 these 
practices could potentially be explored fl1irther or promulgated on a broader scale. Challenges 
are examples of the T2 resp,on. e that were difficult for the responder community and which had 
significant impact on decis~on-makers. Challenges do not imply wrong actions or incorrect 
responses by any organizatioq or the community at large- this After Action Report (AAR) and 
the analysis as a, whole did not focus on evaluating right and wrong actions. Challenges require 
continued attention of the national response community to facilitate smoother responses in the 
futLJre. 

148 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants' opinions or did not happen. 
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Table 18. Resource Allocation Issues during T2 

I SSUES 

a . Lack of consistent understanding among 
Federal, State, and local (FSL) agencies of 
what federal resources are available, how to 
request those resources, and how much is 
available. 

SEMINARSILSG 

b. Planning for effective use of resources in 
emergencies. 
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T2 

FSE I NSTANCES 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

(-)Confusion O'<er. of(icial channels to 
acquire the Department of Health and 
Human Services ( -IHS) assets now at the 
De~artment of HQI,l1eland Security 
(DHS). \' 

(~Officials elicited actual requirements 
t.llrough teleconferences. 

( Corit'usion over the process for 
declarations and in some cases the 
federal assistance they trigger through 
the Stafford Act. 

(+)Coordination of resources in the State 
of IlliJlois to secure sufficient security 
personnel via Emergency Operations 
Centers. 

(+)Pre-planning the Strategic National 
Stockpile distribution sites. 

( +) Supplementing medical personnel 
with school nurses. 

(+)Prep Ianning stockpiles of antibiotics. 

(-) Multiple agencies reserved a key 
djstribution site. 

( +) Illinois Governor's emergency orders 
opened up sources of volunteers. 

( +) The American Red Cross tapped 
supplemental sources to offset shortages. 

(-)In the Washington venue, FSL 
resources would have been stressed 
during the recovery phase, but weren't 
played out during the exercise. 

(+) DHS concerned wi th the long-term 
impact of nationwide red alert on 
resources. 

( +) HHS concerned with the long-term 
and widespread impact of pneumonic 
plague. 
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a. Lack of consistent understanding among Federal, State, and local (FSL) agencies of what 
federal resources are available, how to request those resources, and how much is 
available 

During the Full-Scale Exercise (FSE), confusion was observed at local and state levels about 
federal assets and the processes for obtaining them. A few examples are highlighted here; more 
details on this particular issue are explored in the "Proclamations and Declarations" and the 
"Strategic National Stockpile (SNS)" Special Topics sections in this AAR. 

There currently is no single source to help state and local emergency managers or res onders to 
determine which federal resources would best meet their needs during an emezgency' a d there 
are many methods by which State and local governments can request federal resources. During. 
the T2 FSE, States often requested specific assets-sometimes requesting inap~r,qpriate or 
unnecessary assets in error. For example, in Illinois a request was made for Disaster Medical 
Assistance Teams (DMATs), although assistance from mortuary services an epidemiologists 
was desired. On a positive note, this disconnect was identified and o nected during a conference 
call among the city, state, and regional Federal operations centers. 

In the State of Washington, the evaluation team did not identifl)' an~ examples of such confusion. 
There are a number of possible reasons for this. One possibilitY~ is tbat Washington has its own 
radiological emergency experts, as well as experience with adiol9gical emergencies and 
exercises involving nuclear power plants. Thus, Washington Sta e emergency responders are 
able to draw upon existing knowledge, experience, an~ relationships. 

In both the States of Washington and Illin~is, e~ w s evitlence that State and local agencies 
made requests to the Federal Government base upon what and who they knew, and, that State 
and local governments do not kno all of the federal resources that are available. These 
informal methods are not the most ef(icien way to obtain the necessary resources, and in some 
cases did not result in the most appropriate esource! for the task. 

There are many methods bX, which feder~l assets can be requested. Requests can go directly to 
agencies , or federal departments including the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) once 
they are involved. 149 Because res urc~s are requested and deployed from different sources, it 
can be difficult for the FedeFa\,Govet;nment to track and coordinate the many federal assets in the 
field. This can make it challenging, if not impossible, for decision-makers to weigh all of the 
available infoooation about uesources as they become depleted because the decision-makers 
might not h,ave cqmplete information on what remains available. 

This is not to suggest that the many processes for requesting assistance be replaced with a 
centralized system. -n fact, these multiple avenues for requesting assistance are critical for a 
numoer of reasons, mcluding situations for which disasters are not declared, and for ensuring that 
assets arrive at. disaster scenes before official Presidential Declarations are signed-the latter of 
which occurred during T2 (e.g., Seattle Fire Department requested assistance from EPA not long 
after the e~plosion, and Washington State made a direct request to DOE to deploy the Federal 
Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center (FRMAC)). FEMA currently tracks and reports 
the use of federal assets in a disaster through its Mission Assignments and Situation Reports, but 

149 It is currently unclear, or possibly undetem1ined, whether such requests should go through Federal Emergency 
Management Agency and the Federal Coordinating Officer, or through the designated Principle Federal Official 
(PFO) or delegate. See the Special Topics section on the PFO for more infonnation. 
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distribution of these reports is fairly inefficient-usually transmitted through e-mail or fax. 
There does not appear to be a "one-stop shop" where FSL agencies can obtain information 
regarding the range of assets that are available, how to obtain those assets, or the status of assets 
once deployed. A web-based, searchable database of all available federal resources (potentially 
expanded to include state and local resources at some point), including their names, acronyms, 
capabilities, and request processes- a distributed yet coordinated knowledge base- may be 
helpful and may also minimize personnel requests based solely upon "what and who" an 
individual knows. 

b. Planning for effective use of resources in emergencies 

Planning prior to the FSE150 appeared to facilitate some of the FSE act1v ttes. In Illinois, 
planning for receipt and distribution of SNS medications resulted in a fairl~ srn,ooth-running 
process. In contrast, shipment and distribution of the Strategic National Stock:Rile1

B
1 Bid not go 

as smoothly in the TOPOFF 2000 exercise. This reflects in part the tremendous' inves{ment in 
planning and preparedness that has occurred in state and local public health departments since 
the fall of 2001. In particular, bioterrorism preparedness grants awarded by HHS to state public 
health departments in 2002 spurred the development of SNS distributio plans among many 
other activities. The success of the SNS distribution during T2 provides one of many examples of 
how potential improvements in the nation 's emergency response ':YSte can be examined in the 
TOPOFF Exercise Series. 

c. Handling shortages of limited resources 

A shortage of prophylaxis for first responders couple w ith a concern for unusually high 
absentee rates led Chicago area offic; als to predict a ihortage of personnel available for security. 
When the City of Chicago requested security suppprt from the illinois National Guard, they 
learned that this resource was unavailable-th troops were deployed in Iraq. Fortunately, the 
city was able to obtain the needed secufity personnel from neighboring jurisdictions through 
existing mutual aid agreements. While this met Chicago's short-term needs, it is not known 
whether this solution woul be ·ustainable over a greater time period, as the outbreak spread and 
as neighboring jurisdictions recognized their own needs for security. T2 did not evolve to this 
level of play to allow greater insight. 

Responders obtai~ed via mutual aid agreements also supported Seattle's response. For example, 
the State Rire Services Mobilization Plan was mobilized to support local firefighters. In addition, 
Seattle-had 14 engines four ladders, and 21 police cars that were contaminated and impounded. 
This equipment -was expected to be replaced by neighboring jurisdictions using mutual aid 
agreements. The mutual aid partners, however, were concerned about the length of time that 
Seattle would neetl the loaner equipment. This concern was especially relevant because unions 
told Seattle (notionally) that they would suggest their members not use previously contaminated 
equipmenu They were concerned that "clean" wouldn't really be clean. 152 

150 The evaluation team is not privy to whether this planning was specific for the T2 exercise, or whether it is 
consistent with real-world planning for emergencies. 
151 The National Pharmaceutical Stockpile was renamed the SNS when it became part ofDHS. 
152 Note that the definition of clean/decontaminated was brought up in seminars, the LSG, and in the Washington 
venue tabletop exercise. In these discussions, players were not convinced that the public would be comfortable with 
places and equipment deemed "safe" after decontamination. 
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In some cases, it is possible to circumvent potentially limited resources by expanding the 
resource pool. During T2, this circumvention was done in two ways: 1) by relying on 
unconventional sources of support, and 2) by intervening with executive orders that exempt 
individuals from repercussions (often legal battles) that would otherwise prevent these 
individuals from providing services. For example, the American Red Cross requested mental 
health counselors from the Chicago Public School system to fill in for its predicted 20 percent 
absentee rate. Also in illinois, the Governor signed several emergency executive orders that 
restricted liability and provided immunity to people supporting the response. One was 
particularly valuable for SNS distribution: it allowed non-pharmacists to dispense prophylaxis. 

One of the many challenges in managing limited resources is working to maintain enough 
resources to handle other yet-to-occur situations- predictable or otherwise. To meet this" 
challenge, those who make allocation decisions need to decide what, if anything, they should 
hold back from immediate requests to ensure there are resources to upRort ot er e ds~ should 
they arise. Such planning requires a risk assessment, and, in the case of bioterrorism, expertise 
on how and how quickly the disease can spread. Such planning requires difflcult choices, as it 
could lead to unfortunate illness and even death. However,~ can"al:So avert nation or worldwide 
spread of epidemics. There is evidence of such planning during T2. In one:example, the DHS 
Emergency Preparedness and Response Directorate was working n a plan to distribute drugs 
from the SNS to other states that requested the stockpile, reco$nizing the inevitable spread of 
cases outside Illinois. In addition, public health offic· als in Illinois anticipated potential hospital 
surge requirements that the growing epidellllc woultl require (see "Decision Making Under 
Conditions of Uncertainty" in Special Topics). 'Fhe Severe Ac te Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
outbreak has caused public health authorities to t;!t~ink about how to provide surge capacity. Of 
course, in the event of biotenorism, an outbreak could be much more severe. In Washington, 
the National Guard Civil Support Ttfa was relea~ed from the incident site and placed on 
standby in case they were needed to re~ondto another incident. Thus, officials at all FSL levels 
were developing plans to handle the unpredictable. 

3. Conclusions 

For a variety of fiscal and OP.erational easons, play in Washington was limited and did not fully 
stress the system. For examP.le, field play ended after two days, and exercise play ended after a 
command posr-exercise on th tlJj rd day (D+2). The result was that many resources that are often 
exhausted early ·n the response either did not need replacing or were not exhausted. In addition, 
prior to the, FSE, t9e Washington venue chose not to play the plague scenario- which meant that 
the · wo incidents oid at interact, except in terms of the criminal investigation. 153 In fact, during 
tl:'ie e ercise HHS se t at least one inject via fax to Public Health Seattle/King County (PHSKC) 
Depart ent regarding plague patients. PHSKC responded that it was not playing the plague 
scenario eca se of real-world resource limitations on public health workers stemming from 
SARS and Jhe smallpox vaccinations. 154 Players in the Washington State Emergency Operations 
Center commented that they would have been very challenged if they had played the plague 
scenario. Fmthermore, levels of radiation were designed to be relatively low to impose relatively 

153 Note that early incamations of the scenario had plague coming to Washington State, but the radiation from 
Seattle was never conceived of as being transferred to Tllinois. 
154 Near the end of the exercise, participants at the King County and W A State EOCs took actions related to the 
plague outbreak. 
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minimal impact upon the community. Nonetheless, Washington resources were stressed and 
requests were made for assistance from mutual aid partners and federal resources. Furthermore, 
some federal assets, such as the FRMAC, reported that they were having difficulty meeting all 
requests. 

In Dlinois, issues of limited resources were anticipated, discussed, and planned for, often with 
creative and unusual solutions. Federal resource managers also predicted and planned for 
resource depletion through decision-making that would likely be unpopular. This type of 
planning suggests that the Federal Government was prepared to make difficult decisions that 
might be needed following terrorist events. 
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F. Anticipating the Enemy 

1. Introduction 

The existence of an enemy makes the response to terrorism attacks qualitatively different from 
the response to any natural or conventional disaster. For example, the desire to keep terrorists in 
the dark regarding response plans can work against the desire to keep the public informed. 
Nature is morally neutral and indifferent to its own effects. Terrorists, however, can exploit 
government and public reaction to an attack, and this consideration must be taken into account. 
Media reports, some of them quite detailed, describing adjustments being made y the 
Government in the wake of 9/11, were criticized for making too much information available to 
the terrorists. While an active Red Team during the Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) Full-Scale 
Exercise (FSE) was limited in scope, the actions of responders and top o[ficia s can still 
demonstrate awareness of potential follow-on attacks. This area of analysis focuses on those 
actions discussed in the seminars and observed during the FSE hat related o the need to 
anticipate the enemy. 

2. Discussion of issues: challenges and good practices 

Table 19 depicts the issues, challenges, and good practices relevant t0 Anticipating the Enemy 
that arose in the seminars, as well as the instances that show how these issues played out during 
the FSE. Instances are occurrences experien~ea by participants during the FSE that indicate 
challenges or good practices associated ~iih partidular issues. In the table, a (-) is used to 
indicate challenge, and a ( +) indicates a good practice. f1r. ( ) is used to indicate a neutral 
observation in the FSE-one that is neither a goQ_d practice nor an issue. Good practices are 
those practices that players felt were effective, or tha the data indicate worked well; 154 these 
practices could potentially be explored further or promulgated on a broader scale. Challenges 
are examples of the TZ response that we~e aiffic,91t for the responder community and which had 
significant impact on decision-makers. Challenges do not imply wrong actions or inconect 
responses by any organization or the com unity at large-this After Action Report (AAR) and 
the analysis as a whole did norfocus on evaluating right and wrong actions. Challenges require 
continued attention of the l\,ational response community to facilitate smoother responses in the 
future. 

154 References in the table are based on specific references in the data. Just because something is not specified as a 
good practice does not mean it did not go well in participants' opinions or did not happen. 
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Table 19. Anticipating the Enemy Issues during T2 

ISSUE 

a. Balance public information with security 
needs. 

b. NEW: Recogni tion by decision-makers 
that an active malevolent enemy may seek to 
exploit response strategies. 

SEMINARSILSG 

... 

T2 

FSE 

GOOD PRACTICES AND CHALLENGES 

I 

(+) Shl:n ·ng caut· n i1 resru:> ding to an 
event that mi_gh have a terrorist origin. 

(+)Proactively !flsing defenses over a 
~w·des~read area after one area has had a 
confirmed or strongly suspect terrorist 
att cK. 

~ D velopment of plans to manage 
~'imited resources in the event of another 
attack. 

(-) Several agencies suggested that 
anticipating the enemy is not their 
concern or that it is the responsibility of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation . 

Top officials have to weigh competing aetors when deciding to release information that could be 
used by terrorists. These include: 

• The need to anticipate 1he enemy s use of available information, and sometimes limiting 
the content of information about the response or other emergency-related activities (e.g., 
shelter locations) that · s released to the public; and 

• The neeq to retain tliie public 's confidence or even to enl ist their cooperation, and 
sometimes~ake statements indicative of what is known about the enemy, including their 
potential whereabouts, plans, etc. 

b. Recognition by, decision-makers that an active malevolent enemy may seek to exploit 
response strategies 

~ 

During the SE, there were a number of responder and top official activities that demonstrated a 
keen awareness of potential follow-on attacks in other U.S. locations and in the already targeted 
locations. Some examples include: 

• Soon after the explosion in Seattle, the Seattle Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) field 
office and FBI Headquarters counter-terrorism division initiated an initial threat 
assessment, examining the possibility of other explosive devices in the Seattle area; 
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• The City of Chicago and surrounding counties increased surveillance, and decreased 
parking and deliveries, at pre-selected, likely terrorist targets after the RDD attack in 
Seattle incident; and 

• Nationwide, there were various closures, and increased guards at facilities, such as 
nuclear power plants. 

In Seattle, the National Guard Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil Support Team was released 
from the RDD explosion site at 1230 Pacific Daylight Time on May 13, 2003, in part so that they 
would be available to re-deploy in the event of another terrorist attack, at another place, and at 
another time. Similarly, considerable thought was given to this by the Department of Health and 
Human Services, the Department of Homeland Security, the Centers for Disease Control and, 
Prevention, and others to the need to deploy the Strategic National Stockpile anCI other resourges, 
with explicit mention that the Chicago metropolitan area might not be the only area.,attacked with 
Pneumonic Plague. 

Finally, the increases of the Homeland Security Advisory System Tfireat Cond,ihon from Yell ow 
to Orange, and then to Red, whether nationwide or onl)" in attioulat:,..citiefi coast-to-coast, 
represented the ultimate in proactively raising defenses over a widespr~ad area. 

However, many agencies and jurisdictions acknowledged that they; either were not playing 
against an enemy or that it was the responsibility of others (e.g., th FBI and the Joint Operations 
Center) to consider the enemy. The former likely represents an e ercise artificiality. Further 
Red Team play was limited to tactical support to the Seattle Police Department Special Weapons 

; 

and Tactics (SWAT) team, the U.S. Coast Guard, and FBJ SWAT activities in the state of 
Washington, as well as to the I11inois State Police ana FBI Hostage Rescue Team activities in the 
state of Illinois. These events did not..impact the broader T2 FSE, and therefore Red Team 
activities did not directly impact allY. decisions !]lade by top officials. Yet, agencies and 
jurisdictions must be aware that their espemder,.g will be at risk by nature of being part of the 
response. The loss of responders in atlditional attacks could seriously impair an agency' s or 
jurisdiction's response capabi-lity, not to mention how such a loss would impact the morale of 
other responders and the p blic at large. 

3. Conclusions 

Despite the fact that the exe e1se contained limited Red Team play, many partiCipants did 
consider t e possibility of further terrorist attacks. Examples of their doing so exceed the few 
cited liere. 

T,he question of how to respond to an event that seems to have been an act of terrorism, but is 
lackin~ c~nclusive"Proof, is problematic. This was faced on 9/11 and in the wake of the anthrax 
attacks in. 200} . Officials need to strike a delicate balance among all the competing demands of 
protecting the public in both response and prevention. 

; 
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VII. A COMPARISON TO TOPOFF 2000 

This section compares Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) to the earlier TOPOFF 2000 Exercise. 
TOPOFF 2000 resulted in a substantial and valuable Exercise Observation Report, which should 
be consulted for further details on TOPOFF 2000 findings. 

A. Design 

The Full-Scale Exercises (FSE) in both TOPOFF 2000 and T2 featured: 

• Top official participation; 

• A city with a pneumonic plague event; 

• Another city with an explosion/hazardous materials (HAZM~a' event: in TOPOFF 2000 
a bomb was detonated releasing a persistent chem·cal ~gent in PortSmouth; in T2 a 
radiological dispersal device (RDD) was detonated in Seattle; and 

• Interagency play at the command post level in Washingto 

Despite the simjlarities of design between the two TOPOFF exercises, there were major 
differences. T2 added an international element, not pr sent in TOPOFF 2000, by including some 
international elements in the scenario and through Canaaian government participation. 

The designers of T2 responded to some of the TOPORF 2000 participant feedback, most notably 
by: 

• Facilitating the increased invol ement of t<)p.i officials; 

• Eliminating TOPOFF 2000's "no-notice" character in favor of an open exercise in which 
participants were iotr..oauced to the eXercise scenario through a cycle of exercise activities 
of increasing complexity that inc-)uded seminars and a large-scale game (LSG); 

• Introduction of a limited opposing force, or Red Team, to develop the concept and rules 
of ~ay so that a more robust Red Team could be employed in future exercises; and 

• Giving inG: eased attention (via the LSG) to long-term recovery issues. 

Exe ctse planners in the venues actively participated in the design of the scenario. The full
n-otice, "open-booR" ature of the T2 FSE also helped to allay participants' concerns that they or 
their per ormanc would be evaluated. However, these changes brought about some post
exercise criticism in the media that the "open book" nature of T2, including extensive exposure 
of the partie·pants to the scenario in the seminars, minimized free-play decision-making. In fact, 
the designers deliberately chose to maximize continuous learning rather than sequestering the 
scenario. 

This early involvement in design paralleled another path of continuous pre-FSE participation, 
namely that of the seminars and the LSG. These used the same scenario as the FSE (more 
precisely, each seminar used the FSE scenario as it stood at the time of the seminar), and had the 
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effect of making the participants and the designers more aware of the details of each topic treated 
in the seminars. 

B. Participants 

Despite its designation as a top officials ' exercise, ("TOPOFF," based upon the term Top 
Officials), TOPOFF 2000 was assessed to have suffered from insufficient top official 
participation. Likely reasons include the conflict between the no-notice nature of TOPOFF 2000 
and the heavily pre-scheduled commitments of top officials. In T2, top officials at ,all levels of 
government participated actively during the FSE. 

The participating T2 organizations in the Washington and Illinois venues- including local, s te, 
and regional federal entities, as well as private organizations such as the Ametdca Red Cros}-
are too numerous to list here, but special mention must be made of the remarkable level of 
participation by Chicago area hospitals. Far in excess of the number noped for, h,9s'Pit~s in the 
metropolitan Chicago area volunteered to participate in the demanding T2 exercise, and did so 
while maintaining their caseload of real patients, who required real care at the same time. For 
this reason, T2 represented an unparalleled opportunity to examine the operation of the public 
health and medical communities in the face of a bioterrorism atlt~k Tni was in significant 
contrast to the limited medical play which occurred during TOP0EW:iOOO. 

C. Evaluation, and the Data to Make It Possible 

T2 employed a significantly different app~oacf\ to exercise evaluation in TOPOFF 2000. The 
TOPOFF 2000 Exercise Observation Report is a compilation of the after-action reports of the 
individual participating entities, and the results of ~n after-action conference held some months 
after the exercise where perspectives on the exercise er~ obtained and exchanged. Such reports 
and conferences are extremely valuable, and T2 has benefited from having received such reports 
and having had a similar post-exercise onferenc one month after the FSE (held on June 17 and 
18, 2003); but such information and perspectives, while valuable, are not data. 

During the T2 Full-Scale Hx-ercise (FSE) data collectors worked side-by-side with participants 
to document a time-based record of: gl yer actions and decisions. These, and other logs kept by 
exercise controllers as well l i1:hose reated in the course of play by participants including emails 
whose wor~{and therefore whose FSE play), were combined and sorted by time. Entries were 
tagged f01; relev nee to the si~ core areas of analysis and to several of the special topics whose 
importance emerged only as the FSE unfolded. From these records, analysts working on any 
partio1lar area of analY. ' is or topic could quickly find all relevant occurrences and compile a 
comprehensive look at the events sorted according to time. This allowed analysts to view the 
·nterconnections that no single participant or observer would have been able to perceive. 
fmportantly, this process traces T2 findings back to the events that actually took place during the 
exercise. A· , uch, T2 effectively represents the baseline exercise from which all future exercises 
can be systematically compared. 

D. Findings 

The following sections present a brief comparison of the results from T2 to the findings of 
TOPOFF 2000. In the interest of brevity, the latter are taken entirely from the TOPOFF 2000 
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report's 14 major areas of observation155 and re-arranged to conform to T2's six core areas of 
analysis. 

1. Emergency public information (EPI) 

TOPOFF 2000 resulted in the following observations regarding public information: 

• "Confusion on EPI roles, responsibilities, and appropriate public messages"; and 

• "Confusion was evident in the chemical venue regarding the role of Joint filformation 
Center (JIC) and Joint Operations Center (JOC) responsibilities." 

Confusion as to EPI roles and responsibilities for messages emerged as well in 1'2. For example, 
in Seattle a Public Information Officer (PIO) speaking for the King County Regional J C said irf 
a press conference that there are "no casualties" from the Seattle RDD blast whe;Jl in fact the 
King County Emergency Operations Center had a casualty couyt that was over si~ty, and 
included two fatalities. Other examples included inconsistent themes in puolio"messages from 
top officials in the Washington venue regarding the relative danger from r_,adiation; varying 
guidance from agencies regarding antibiotics in Illinois; and at lea t o e press release from the 
City of Chicago requiring proof of presence at the suspected expo me sites as a condition for 
receiving prophylaxis. 

The confusion of JIC and JOC roles does not see91 to have been repeated. 

2. Emergency public policy and decision-making 

In TOPOFF 2000: 

• 

• 

• 

.... 
"Authorities and guidance for popu1ation control and movement restnctwns (e.g., 
quarantine) for a large-scale public health emergency are uncertain and not widely 
understood"; 

"TOPOFF 2000 higRJ-igpted 111 need for improved public health sentinel surveillance 
capabilities"; 

"Theca acity to gaug€ the scope and consequences of a catastrophic WMD incident and 
cotwey th t information to senior officials must be improved to facilitate timely and 
a~propriate deci~ion-making"; 

"Lack of, or limited use of, detection equipment was a significant impediment to early 
recognitioq. of chemical, biological, and radiological. . . WMD attacks"; and 

• "Updates on mitigation efforts must be widely transmitted to both responder communities 
and,.~tlie public." 

The contrast between TOPOFF 2000 and T2 m this regard IS interesting and deserves 
considerable attention. 

155 Note that TOPOFF 2000's usage of the term "observation" does not necessarily conform to the definition applied 
to that word in this T2 After Action Report. 
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As a result of substantially increased public health funding in the wake of the anthrax attacks, 
planning efforts directed towards a possible intentional smallpox release by tenorists, and 
actions taken to prepare for a potential Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in 
the United States, considerable thought has been given to the issues of population control and 
movement restrictions. Despite these activities, implementing them in the event of a real-world 
requirement would most likely be a difficult problem. T2 did not exercise this aspect of the 
public health response to a disease outbreak, although policies such as shelter-in-place and snow 
day/56 were implemented to protect the population and legal authorities to restricl movement 
were invoked. 

T2 did not fully provide an opportunity to test the efficacy of sentinel surveillance of disease ~nd 
radiological detection systems. Given the large number of initially exposed individuals, the 
onset of the plague in Illinois was sufficiently dramatic that it prevented such a test. 15

] At 6ne 
point there had been discussion of having a more subtle disease onset'rnthe Illi.Qo · s ~enue to test 
surveillance systems, but other objectives could only be served by having a \iarge number of 
patients, and those objectives were deemed more important. There were a number of attempts to 
estimate the scope of the plague outbreak in Illinois but this was not ful y pla~ed out during the 
FSE. Had the exercise continued for one or two more days, the seale of. the outbreak would have 
become a significant issue. Even so, at the federal level in the IS)epavt ent of Health and Human 
Services, efforts were underway as the week went along to determine the scope of the disease 
outbreak in order to assist resource planning. 

In TOPOFF 2000, the responders entere,d the blast site and became contaminated by the 
chemical agent; in T2, by way of contrast, respo del1 safetY. wa clearly balanced against the need 
to rescue victims. However, officials may have bee challenged if the public complained about 
seeing responders "hanging back" frop1 the incident siteJ 

The TOPOFF 2000 report cites national pl~ns (e.g1', the Federal Response Plan (FRP), and the 
Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan) as needing reconciliation with Presidential 
Decision Directive (PDD)-39, the Dom~stic Guidelines. T2 took place in the transition to 
Home~and Security P~eside tial Directi)Y (HSPD)-5 from the existing ~p and concept of 
operatiOnS. The creatiOn o DHS and the attendant development of a Natwnal Response Plan 
(NRP) and National Incident Manageihent System (NIMS) mean that the next TOPOFF exercise 
will be conducted under different doctrine and policies. As such, further analysis of the exercise 
data can p,rovicle additional valu, ble insight into communications, coordination, and connectivity 
issuev hat will be important in the development of the NRP and the NIMS. 

Finally, since the e is o real-world precedent in which the Stafford Act has been applied to a 
biological disaster-or one involving non-explosive radiological, chemical, or biological 
weapons-it is noteworthy that in both TOPOFF 2000 and T2, the widespread impacts of the 
biologica attaGks did not qualify as a "disaster," under The Stafford Act. In T2, this led to a 
declaration of "emergency" in lllinois, when a declaration of disaster was requested by officials. 
The distinctions between the assistance that can be obtained through these two types of 
declarations were not always understood by patticipants. Future exercises should continue to 

156 During the T2 Full-Scale Exercise, the phrase snow days indicated to participants that they were to stay at home 
as if they had been impacted by a major snow storm. 
157 Although as noted in the special topic on hospital play, the initial indicator of the plague outbreak appeared to 
have come from DuPage County's Pro-Net surveillance system. 
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refine the applicability of the Stafford Act to bioterrorism and other non-explosive disasters not 
explicitly defined in the Act, in order to increase Federal, State, and local (FSL) agency 
familiarity with its application to, and implications for, such disasters. 

3. Resource allocation in TOPOFF 2000 

The TOPOFF 2000 report cited shortages of medical and other supplies, and the ensumg 
competition over these supplies on the part of multiple jurisdictions. 

The T2 scenario was designed not to stress resources to the breaking point, so short~ge concerns 
did not generally arise. However, there was a potential prophylaxis shortage in the I11inoi ·venue 
that was quickly averted by the introduction of Vendor Managed Inventory. \fhe RDD incident 

.i 

was not large enough to exhaust the region's resources at least in the near term. Si1 ilarly, the 
exercise ended in the Illinois venue before the most challenging resource demands jmpacted'the 
medical system in terms of resources such as beds, ventilators, and staff. 

4. Communications, coordination, connectivity in TOPOFF 2000 

The TOPOFF 2000 report recorded the following 
coordination, and connectivity: 

• "Improved interaction is required among U.S. D~partmeJltS and agencies and 
international organizations ... regarding alerts, notifications, and warnings"; 

• "Roles and responsibilities in notifieation (e.g., the National Response Center) were not 
clear"; and 

• "There was no ability to broadeast collective warp.ings." 

These issues remain among the most dominant challenges faced by the national response 
community. The creation of DHS an~ tl:ie development of the Homeland Security Advisory 
System have helped to provide communication frameworks, but numerous challenges remain. In 
T2 these challenges manifested themselve in numerous instances such as the elevation of the 
HSAS to red for the first ~jme in 1m exercise or the real world, tracking patient numbers and 
casualties both in the Washing on apd Illinois venues, and coordination of public information 
messages in both venues. Issues remain in the areas of information access, formal and informal 
communications channels acroS:.:; multiple EOCs and with substantial use of internet-based 
communications, insufficient e1ectronic communications infrastructures in some domains such as 
the meoic.al communitX'\ and common language, to name a few. 

In TOPOFR2000, it was observed that: 

• "R0les and responsibilities for operational direction and control... were blurred by the 
proliferation of response teams." 

Despite the creation of DHS, this observation might resonate with some T2 participants. In 
particular, the role of the PFO in regard to the previously existing response structure needs to be 
clarified. The proliferation of federal response teams remains an issue- there appear to have 
been more teams in T2 than there were in TOPOFF 2000. Coordinating and effectively using 
these federal assets is an area requiring attention. 
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Plume modeling and deposition analysis problems in T2, and associated data collection and 
coordination issues, can also be viewed as jurisdictional issues. Furthermore, there were 
jurisdictional uncertainties over who had the authority to shut down and re-open the 
transportation infrastructure (e.g., highway, rail , and air systems). 
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VIII. EXERCISE DESIGN AND CONDUCT LESSONS LEARNED 

The Top Officials (TOPOFF) 2 (T2) After Action Conference (AAC) attendees and exercise 
participants identified several lessons learned relative to exercise design and conduct. After 
assembly and review, comments were compiled into the following eleven subject area'S: 

• Planning, Participation, and Coordination Considerations; 

• Intelligence Development and Management Processes; 

• Exercise Document Guidelines; 

• Exercise Time Standards; 

• Exercise Artificiality Considerations; 

• Consideration of a Functional Web-based Control Capabirty; 

• Additional Exercise Event Considerations; 

• Scenario Scripting Considerations; 

• Virtual News Network Considerations; , 
• Exercise Security Considerations; and 

A. Exercise Design and Conduct Comments 

T2 

This section addresses exercise design and conauct comments as they pertain to each subject 
area. 

1. Exercise planning, coo~~ination, and participation considerations 

The Secretary of Homeland Security should continue to solicit participation in the TOPOFF 
Exercise Series by formal invita$ion, encouraging the direct involvement of top officials at every 
level of Federal, tate, and loaa1 response, including appropriate non-government organizations. 

T2 Af.G participants commented that invited senior officials should commit themselves and their 
or anizational resources as early as possible. While T2 gained substantial top official 
involvement, futur events would hugely benefit from even greater support from senior leaders. 
Their early and significant commitment immediately increases process relevance and the 
potential for exercise success. The Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
direction in establishing a national exercise program to be administered by the DHS Otiice for 
Domestic Preparedness (ODP) will aid participants in scheduling and scoping participation in 
TOPOFF and other national-level exercises. 

The T2 seminars included many senior officials. Comments suggested the complex process for 
forwarding invitations and coordinating participation requires improvement. Invitations were 
often forwarded within an organization's executive channels and bypassed the primary exercise 
planner. This process should commence well in advance of suspense dates to ensure that 
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exercise planners are aware and informed. Primary exercise planners play key roles in preparing 
senior officials for meaningful event participation. 

Many T2 participants were concerned about the relatively late identification and commitment of 
participating organizations. Commitments to scope of participation and statements of support 
requirements must take place earlier in the planning process. T2 planners developed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to codify and identify participating organizations, their 
commitment levels, and their administrative and logistical support needs. The T2 MOU was 
completed too late in the planning process to be fully effective. Future TOPOFF E~er<i:ise event 
planners should formalize this document as a binding Memorandum of Agreement completed 
prior to significant exercise planning and staffing expenditures, preferablYfby the Mid-term 
Planning Conference. 

Participant comments suggested that T2 data collector and controller_roles and 1equirements 
were not clearly defined. Qualification guidelines and more specific information regarding their 
duties would enable more appropriate personnel selection and application. Rec{uitment needs to 
occur early enough to permit sufficient opportunity for their training, 

Several individuals and organizations suggested including past T0PrF venue participants in 
future TOPOFF Exercise planning processes. Individuals wit first-hand venue experience in 
past TOPOFF events could contribute an important depth of COJ.;Rorate memory and insight to 
future events planning. 

T2 included substantial international play, rimarily with Canada, reflecting the international 
scope of potential weapons of mass destruction (W D eve rts. It was recognized that future 
TOPOFFF exercises should emphasize more international involvement. Consideration should be 
given to inviting key international b~Ciies such as the World Health Organization, in addition to 
other governments. 

2. Intelligence development and managemen~processes 

T2 intelligence play was urposefully designed to provide background support to drive the 
exercise scenario. For simplicity T2 did not provide an opportunity for analytical review and 
intelligence development. Several cqmments suggested including enough depth and complexity 
of notional intelligence processes to allow for analysis in real time. Such intell igence play 
should en"!ble nd promote the it1telligence buildup at exercise commencement and continue as a 
robust element <i>f play throughout the event. The intelligence community should provide 
answers to reque ts fo information, including the production of "tear-lines" so that DHS can 
pr0duce press rei ase$ based upon them. This would support the concept of prevention, an 
important aspect of homeland secmity. 

Further c:omments suggested that all exercise intelligence data should be handled within actual 
controlled c:h/nnels, as it would in the real event. 

J 

3. Exercise documents guidelines 

Many participants were unclear about T2 scenario control with respect to injects. There was 
confusion as to which were official, and how official requests for information or injects would or 
should be received and processed. Most agreed that participants should use preexisting 
organizational document formats during exercise play just as they would in reality. These 
documents must include appropriate exercise caveat markings that clearly identify them as 
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notional so they are not confused with actual document traffic. The exercise control group 
should use standardized exercise document formats, recognized by all participants as exercise 
control documents. Establishment of the National Exercise Program and collaborative 
management processes will improve available tools and templates. 

4. Exercise time standards 

Confusion sometimes existed as to time references, particularly as the Master Control Cell was 
in Washington, DC (Eastem Daylight Time), and the venues were in the state of Illinois 
(Central Daylight Time) and Washington (Pacific Daylight Time). Comments suggest 
eliminating such confusion with the mandatory use of Coordinate Universal Time, or U ·versa! 
Time, previously known as Greenwich Mean Time, for all exercise transmissions_. 

5. Exercise artificiality considerations 

Exercise artificialities occur simply because many aspects of a real -situation cannot be 
effectively simulated. The scope of exercise play is limited by fundi'n$, logistical and 
geographical constraints; therefore, some artificialities are beyond ~lanner control and others are 
choices specifically made to enable specific exercise goals and ot>jectives. Each artificiality 
should be the product of a conscious choice and provide tH~ ~e'ans to demonstrable ends. 
Exercise planners should clearly identify and consider each ar{ificiality for its necessity in 
achieving exercise objectives. 

Overall, planners must weigh real exercise factor against versus notional ones. A robust 
"" firewall between artificial scenario information and real world information must be established 

and maintained at all costs. Realistic deployment\ · . elines and parameters must be maintained 
in cases where assets are positioned administratively ~ s1mplify logistics and costs. 

Comments suggested nationalizing ~ditiona elements of future events by including first 
responder casualties, more aggressive exercise press coverage and media pressure, Web-based 
news formats, extension of play to ~nclude more long-term consequences and recovery 
considerations, and challe ges to Continuity of Operations and Continuity of Government plans 
and processes. 

6. Consideration of a functional Web-based control capability 

A serious s~ortc ming cited iJ T2 was the failure of planned controlled access communication 
channel and the u eo£ a Web-based Master Scenario Events List (MSEL) tracking tool. In 
short, the Extranev Secuye Portal and the on-line MSEL tools did not achieve performance 
expectations. Sue on-line exercise control tools must be fully functional and all controllers 
must have ready access and confidence in the tools' reliability. 

~ 
7. Additio al exercise event considerations 

While the T2 Full-Scale Exercise (FSE) ended as planned on May 16, 2003, there may have been 
significant utility in a post-FSE event focusing on remediation and long-term recovery aspects 
leveraged from the FSE scenario and play. To exploit similar future opportunities, planners 
should consider the potential of post-FSE events to produce a more comprehensive learning 
experience. Other smaller spin-off precursor or successor events could emphasize prevention 
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and protection aspects of a WMD terrorist incident as well as response, and engage all potential 
players during a notional intelligence buildup. 

8. Scenario scripting considerations 

Future exercises must closely balance scenario scripting against free play. It is important that all 
controllers clearly understand the definition and function of the MSEL and Procedural Flow 
(PROFLOW) processes. To avoid the premature disclosure of MSEL information that 
occasionally occurred during T2, future events should re-emphasize limited access and 
distribution of MSEL/PROFLOW information, and establish voluntary yet firm non-di closure 
policies. An organizational exercise planner is a "trusted agent" with regard o the 
MSEL/PROFLOW and as such must protect the data as privileged information, guard* g agains( 
its disclosure to organization members, or players, actually responding to the e~ercise cliallenge. 

9. Virtual News Network considerations 

Virtual News Network (VNN) accomplished many successe.s durj.ng 1:2. Future exercises could 
benefit from some changes and augmentation of VNN operations Tlie Q. design process can 
improve to ensure VNN announcements and interviews faithfully ~orrelate with exercise play. 
Another consideration is the cost of VNN play. Though t any ecommended that VNN 
operations continue around the clock, planners must weigh tlie value of extended VNN play 
against cost. To add further realness to a simulation, VNN could record and play back its 
broadcasts during off hours, or provige a 24- our Web-based news source such as 
www. VNN.com. Future VNN efforts shoul e targeteo at aggressive news gathering that 
actively seeks sources for stories. 

10. Exercise security considerations 

Awareness of exercise participant safety security concerns need to permeate exercise 
planning and operation. The possibility that sensitive information or closely-held responder 
procedures might fall into the wFOng han(ts needs to be minimized. Enhanced physical, as well 
as electronic, security in the venues a d the master control sites should be priorities in future 
events. 

11. Exerci~e coordination an$Jv enue design team empowerment 

Exercise ~enue tlesigp teams could be empowered to make recommendations regarding 
egurpment and traV!ing preparedness needs, based upon their subject matter expertise and insight 
'nto existing domestic preparedness programs. The smaller, building-block events leading up to 
the FSE can be used as tools to enable or increase FSE success. These challenges also present 
continuou opportunities to identify State and local training, procedural, equipment, and 
preparedness shortcomings prior to the FSE. Closer linkage to statewide, multi-year Homeland 
Security strategies under DHS/ODP grant programs will improve the ability to identify needs. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 

Following on the success of TOPOFF 2000, TOPOFF 2 (T2) was truly a groundbreaking 
exercise. It was particularly noteworthy as the first national exercise conducted since the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) was established. As a result, it provided a ,tremendous 
learning experience both for DHS and for the Federal agencies that will now be wor-king with 
DHS during the response to domestic incidents. In addition, the experience in Washingto and 
Illinois provided important lessons regarding Federal, State, and local (FSL) integration. Tbese 
lessons are valuable to other states and localities as they work to train, exer ise, and impmve 
their own response capabilities. 

A. T2 involved the play of new agencies and entities within DH (e.g., th Transportation 
Security Agency, the Principle Federal Official, and the Gfisis ction Team) 

• The Principle Federal Official (PFO) concept was teste in both exercise venues. While 
this position has the potential to assist greatly with the coo tlination of federal activities 
across the spectrum of the response, T2 results also "ndicated that the roles and 
responsibilities of the PFO need to be larified with resp,ect to those of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation Special Agen m Charge, the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) Regional Direetm, and the Federal Coordinating Officer, and 
potentially others. In addition, the PFb regmres--an emergency support team with the 
flexibility and expettise to provide support ae>ross the full range of homeland security 
operations. Other areas requiring clar.i[ication include transportation and medical assets 
now administered through DHS. .... ' 

B. T2 represented the .first time (Iieal or exercise) in which the Homeland Security 
Advisory System Th eat Condition was raised to Red 

• This was a beneficial e~periment in that the Secretary of DHS both raised selected areas 
of the country and th n the whole country to Red. In addition, local jurisdictions raised 
thei): own threat condi ions to Red; 

• T2 revea ed considerable confusion about the notification process and notification 
channels from the Federal Government to state and local governments. Local efforts to 
raise their ow threat conditions produced confusion elsewhere in the country as to 
whether t~ statuses of the local conditions were DHS-driven actions. There was also 
confusion at all levels of government about what actions should be taken at Red, 
parfcufarly in the case of selected locations; and 

• Finally, although it was not fully explored during the exercise, concern was raised about 
the costs of being at Threat Condition Red-particularly in the absence of specific threat 
information. 

C. T2 involved an extraordinary sequence of two Stafford Act Declarations wrapped 
around a Public Health Emergency Declaration by the Secretary of Health and 
Human Services 
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• The Presidential declarations were for a major disaster in the Washington venue and an 
emergency in the Illinois venue. These two declarations illustrated some of the subtleties 
of the Stafford Act that may not have been fully appreciated before the exercise; for 
instance, a bioterrorism attack does not clearly fit the existing definition of disaster as 
defined by the Act. ; and 

• The Secretary of Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), acting on authorities 
through the Public Health Service Act and in consultation with the region, declared a 
Public Health Emergency. This permitted HHS to authorize the use of federal ssets (with 
costs covered by HHS). It appeared to lead to some confusion about where aut1)'ority to 
deploy certain assets really lay, with HHS or DHS. 

D. Planning and development of the National Incident Management System should take 
advantage of the T2 experience 

• This comment from the TOPOFF 2000 report bears r~peating: "Multiple direction and 
control nodes, numerous liaisons, and an increasing n1mber or response teams 
complicated coordination, communications, and uni~y of effort." If anything, T2 may 
have been characterized by even more teams and comm icaticm nodes; 

• Communication and coordination issues drove the course and 0utcome of critical public 
policy decisions from the elevation of the Threat Condition, to the various 
disaster/emergency declarations, the aeternp ation of exclusion zones, and the re
opening of transportation systems. To the extent that there were problems in these areas, 
communication issues were likely the primary cmrse;--and 

• T2 showed that how people pelie:ve communications and coordination are supposed to 
work is often not how they work--in practice. What may appear to be clearly defined 
processes-such as requesting t9 Strategic National Stockpile-in practice become 
much more difficult. The National IIicident Management System process needs to 
leverage the T2 expenence. 

E. T2 represented one of the larges hospital mass casualty exercises ever conducted, as 64 
hospitals in the greater. Chicago area participated in response to the bioterrorism 
attacks, and 123 hospitals either received faxed patients or participated in the 
communications of the exercise 

• 

• 

• 

As such, Ti _ represented a significant experiment in communications and coordination for 
the publicJ9:eal h and medical communities. In particular, the massive amounts of 
eommunic tion required to track resource status (e.g., beds, specialized spaces, medical 
equipment) taxed hospital staffs; 

T2 ~era not last long enough to fully explore the impacts of mass casualties due to 
bioterrorism on the medical system. Much less than half of the infected population was 
visible to the medical system at the conclusion of the exercise. This remains an area to 
explore in future exercises; and 

While there were a number of attempts to estimate the potential scope of the outbreak, the 
focus of most activities appeared to be on the cases that were presented to the health care 
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system. It should be noted that HHS was working actively as the week went on to 
identify the resources that would be required to deal with the infected population. 

F. In the Illinois venue, T2 play involved an extensive Strategic National Stockpile request 
and distribution component 

• 

• 

G. 

• 

• 

• 

Although the actual distribution process appeared to go quite well, there was some 
confusion over the procedures and processes for requesting and receiving the stockpile. 
The SNS Operations Center coordinated the stockpile deployment with the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the FEMA EP&R Director; however, there is 
no data to indicate that senior-level consultation occurred between DJIS and HijS. In 
addition different jurisdictions in lllinois took different routes (for exam le, through D S 
FEMA and the CDC) to request the SNS; and 

The jurisdictions in the Illinois venue were forced to confro t inworta~ d isions about 
how the stockpile (and local assets) would be divided ana which population groups 
would be the first to receive prophylaxis. The discussions and decision-making involved, 
as well as the challenges of coordinating public info(rnation, provide valuable lessons to 
any metropolitan area. 

The Department of Homeland Security should con ider integrating the existing 
response policies and plans into the National Response Plan 

States are familiar with and have bl}ilt their response plans to interact with federal assets 
using similar agency and department str cture and language; 

Federal agencies are satisfied with the langu~ge, authorities, and relationships outlined in 
existing plans such as the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan and the 
National Oil and Hazardous Substan~es Pollu(!on Contingency Plan; and 

As the National Response Plan continues to be developed, the surrounding issues merit 
consideration- particularly where e isting plans are considered effective for emergency 
response. 

H. T2 involved more intense and sustained top official play than occurred during 
TOPOFF2000 

• Of particular note was the play of DHS (which had been in existence for only a little 
more than ten weeks prior to the exercise), including the Secretary and other senior 
civilians; and 

HHS operated the Secretary's Command Center, non-stop, throughout the exercise with 
extenstye play at the Assistant Secretary and Operating Division Director level. The 
Secretary was actively involved in T2 play, and since the I1Iinois venue involved 
sub{rantial public health and medical play, the active participation of HHS was critical to 
the success of the exercise. 

• In both the Washington and Illinois venues, the offices of the mayors, county executives, 
and governors were well represented throughout the exercise by either the elected 
officials themselves or high-level policy-makers in respective administrations. In 
particular, the Mayor of Seattle participated substantially in the FSE, providing local top 
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leadership that greatly contributed to the realism of play and to a greater appreciation of 
the local challenges and perspectives in a national WMD attack. 

I. T2 represents a foundational experience to guide the future development of the 
TOPOFF exercise series 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Because of the intense data collection process and the effort to make T2 findings 
traceable through a detailed reconstruction of the exercise events, T2 now represents a 
baseline upon which subsequent TOPOFF exercises can build and to which they can be 
rigorously compared. In addition, continued analyses of T2 data can be emp{oyed to help 
guide the design of the National Exercise Program. 

T2 demonstrated the value of the international, private sector, and non-I?rof:it pe\spectiv.es 
and roles in any response to WMD terrorism. Future exercises will, no doubt, expand on 
these elements by broadening the participation of these sectors. 

The use of an opposing force (OPFOR), or red team, during 2 J?;ovidef\ground rules for 
the involvement of a simulated active enemy threat in futur~exercises. :rhis play should 
also be expanded .in future exercises, as it represents Qne of\ the fundamentally different 
challenges responders face in a terrorist WMD disaster relative to any natural or 
conventional disaster; and 

The success of the VNN, and widespre (l 'Participant feedBack regarding the desire for 
additional challenges in the area 9f public i,nformation, suggest that future exercises 
should include a more aggressive mock-meCiia elem nt, with a more aggressive news 
gathering function. 
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X. GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

A 
AAC 

AAR 

ADLE 

ALS 

AMS 

AMTRAK 

ARAC 

ARC 

ASPHEP 

ATF 

B 
BEN 

BDC 

BLS 

BTS 

c 
CA 

CAN 

CAT 

CBP 

GBR 

CBRN 

CBRNE 

ccu 
CDC 

CDC EIS 

CDPH 

CDT 

After Action Conference 

After Action Report 

Advanced Distance Learning Exercise 

Advanced Life Support 

Aerial Measuring System 

National Railroad Passenger Corporation 

Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability 

American Red Cross 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms ano Ex'{Jlosives 

Bomb Data Center (FBI) 

Basic Life supP,ott 

Border and Tran . portation,Security (DHS) 

Canad 

Crisis A.etfon Team 

Customs and Border Protection (DHS) 

Chemical, Biological, Radiological 

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear 

Chemical , Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, Explosive 

Hospital Critical Care Unit 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

CDC Epidemic Intelligence Service 

Chicago Department of Public Health 

Central Daylight Time 
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CEO 

CFR 

CIRG 

CMC 

CMG 

CMT 

co 
COG 

CONPLAN 

COOP 

CPX 

CST 

CT/NP-ESG 

CYBEREX 

D 
DC 

D-Day 

DEST 

DFO 

DHS 

DHS CAT 

DHS CBP 

DHS EP&R 

DHs;ICE 

DHSIODP 

DHS/OE~ 

DHSITSA J 

DMAT 

DMORT 

DOD 

DOE 

DOE RAP 
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Chief Executive Officer 

Code of Federal Regulation 

Critical Incident Response Group (FBI) 

Crisis Management Center 

Consequence Management Group 

Crisis Management Team (Kane County, IL) 

Colorado 

Continuity of Government 

United States Government Interagency Domestic Terrori m 
Concept of Operations Plan 

Continuity of Operations Plans 

Command Post Exercise 

Civil Support Team (National Guard WMB _(CS)') 

Counter-Terrorism and National Preparedn.,es E ercise Sub-Group 

Cyber Exercise 

District of Co\umbia 

D-Day (-/+) (T2 Full Scale Exet:cise Start Date) 
.... 

Domestic Emergency Supgort Team 

Disaster Field Of~c~FEMA) 
Department of l;!QPieland Security 

DHS C1risis Aotion Team 

DHS Bure;m of Customs and Border Protection 

DHS Emergency Preparedness and Response 

DHS Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

DHS Office for Domestic Preparedness 

DHS Office of Emergency Response 

DHS Transportation Security Agency 

Disaster Medical Assistance Team 

Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Team 

Department of Defense 

Department of Energy 

DOE Radiological Assistance Program 
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DOEAMS 

DOEARAC 

DOENNSA 

DOH 

DOH/DRP 

DOl 

DOJ 

DOL 

DOS 

DOS S/CT 

DOT 

DOTCMC 

DPH 

DSHL 

DTRA 

DTRAHPAC 

E 
ED 

EDT 

EIS 

EMnet 

EMS 

EOC 

EPA 

EPARRC 

EPARERT 

EPl 

EP&R 

EPR 

ER 

ERT 

J 
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DOE Aerial Measuring System 

DOE Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability 

DOE National Nuclear Security Administration 

Department of Health 

"Washington State Department of Health, Division of Radiation 
Protection Plan and Procedures for Responding to a Radiological 
Attack" 

Department of Interior 

Department of Justice 

Department of Labor 

Department of State 

Department of Transportation 

DOT Crisis Management Center 

Department of Public Health 

Deputy State Health Liai:son CW'pshington State) 

Defense Threat Redtfction Agency 

DTRA Hazard Prediction and Assessment Capability 

Eastem.Daylight Time 

CDC Epiae.mic,,Dtelligence Service 

Emergency Management Network 

Emergency Medical Services 

Emergency Operations Center 

Environmental Protection Agency 

EPA Regional Response Center 

EPA Radiological Emergency Response Team 

Emergency Public Information 

Emergency Preparedness and Response (DHS) 

Emergency Preparedness and Response (DHS) 

Hospital Emergency Room 

Emergency Response Team 
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ERT 

ESF 

ESMARN 

ESP 

EST 

EXPLAN 

F 
FAA 

FBI 

FBIBDC 

FBI CIRG 

FBIERT 

FBIHMRU 

FBIHRT 

FBI SAC 

FCO 

FDA 

FE 

FEMA 

FEMAEST 

FEMA NIEOC 

FOUO 

FPS 

FRP 

FSE 

FSL 

G 
GIS 

GLODO 
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Evidence Response Team (FBI) 

Emergency Support Function 

Emergency Services Mutual Aid Radio Network 

Extranet Secure Portals 

FEMA Emergency Support Team 

Exercise Plan 

Federal Aviation Administration 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FBI Bomb Data Center 

FBI Critical Incident Response Group 

FBI Evidence Response Team 

FBI Hazardous Materials Response Unit 

FBI Special-Agent in <2 arge , 
Federal Coordinating Officer 

Food and Drug--Administratio 

Functional Exercise .... ~ 

Federal Emergenet'.t.tanagement Agency 

FEMl\ Emergency Support Team 

FEM». National Interagency Emergency Operations Center 
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Federal Wfotective Service 

Federal Railroad Administration 

~ederal Radiological Emergency Response Plan 

Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center 

Federal Response Plan 

Full Scale Exercise 

Federal, State, & Local 

Geographic Information System 

Group for the Liberation of Orangeland & the Destruction of Others 
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GMT 

GSA 

H 
HAN 

HAM 

HAZMAT 

HDER 

HHS 

HHS ASPHEP 
HHSSERT 

HHSSCC 

HIPAA 

HMRU 

HPAC 

HQ 
HRT 

HSAS 

HSC 

HSCenter 

HSPD-3 

HSPD-5 

HUD 

I-5/I-90 

IA 

IAIP 

IC 

ICE 

ICS 

ICU 
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Greenwich Mean Time 

General Services Administration 

Health Alert Network 

Amateur Radio Operator 

Hazardous Material 

DOE/DOJ Homeland Defense Equipment Reuse prograf 

Health and Human Services 

HHS Assistant Secretary Public Health Emerge~y Preparedness HHS 
HHS Secretary's Emergency Response Team 

HHS Secretary's Command Center 

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

Hazardous Materials Response Unit (FBI) 

Hazardous Predicting Assessment Capabilities 

Headquarters 

Hostage Rescue Tea~ (RBI) 

Homeland Security Advisory System 

Homeland Secmti-ty Council 

Homeland Securi~~ (tenter (DHS) 

Homeland Security, Presidential Directive-3, 

"Homeland'Securipy Advisory System" 

Home and Security Presidential Directive-S, 

"Management of Domestic Incidents" 

Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Interstate Highway 5/ Interstate Highway 90 

Interagency 

Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection (DRS) 

Incident Commander 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (DHS) 

Incident Command System 

Hospital Intensive Care Unit 
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IDPH 

lEMA 

IL 

ILCS 

ILDOT 

IMERT 

ING 

IOHNO 

IPS 

ISO 

IST 

IUSAR 

IV 

J 
JIC 

JOC 

JTF 

JTTF 

K 
KC 

KCC 

KCOEM 

KLERN 

LINC 

LNO 

LSG 

M 
MALS 
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Illinois Department of Public Health 

Illinois Emergency Management Agency 

Illinois 

lllinois Compiled Statutes 

Illinois Department of Transportation 

Illinois Mobile Emergency Response Team 

Illinois National Guard 

I11inois Operational Headquarters and Notification Officr 

Illinois Pharmaceutical Stockpile 

Incident Safety Officer 

Incident Support Team 

Tllinois Urban Search and Rescue Tea~ 

Intravenous 

Joint Information Center, 
Joint Operations Center 

, 

King County, ~Wa,Snington) 

King 00unty Gharter, (Washington) 

King Cqunty Office of Emergency Management 

Kane Local Emergency Radjo Network (Kane County, IL) 

Lead Federal Agency 

Local Integration to access NARAC with Cities program 

Liaison Officer 

Large Scale Game 

Mobil Analytical Laboratory System 
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MCC 

MCFR 

MCHC 

MD 

MERRT 

MERS 

MOA 

MOU 

MSEL 

N 
NARAC 

NASA 

NCP 

NCR 

NCR FE 

NDMS 

NIEOC 

NIMS 

NNSA 

NOAA 

NRC 

NRP 

NSC 

NSCP~ 

NWS 

NY 

0 
ODP 

OEM 

OER 
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T2 Exercise Master Control Cell 

Montgomery County (Maryland) Fire Rescue 

Metropolitan Chicago Healthcare Council 

Medical Doctor 

Medical Emergency Radiological Response Team (Veterans Affairs) 

Mobile Emergency Response System (National Guard) 

Memorandum of Agreement 

Memorandum of Understanding 

Master Scenario Events List 

National Atmospheric Release Advisory Oapathlity 

National Aeronautics and Space AdminiStrati~n 

National Oil & Hazardous Substances Pol ution Contingency Plan 

National Capital Region 

National Capital Region, Functional Exercise 
~ 

National Intera-gency Emergen,cy Operations Center 

National Incident Ma agement System 

National Nuclear · ecurity 'Administration 

Nation Oceanic and .. Atmospheric Administration 

National Security Council 

National Security Council, Policy Coordinating Committee 

National Security Council, Policy Coordinating Committee, Counter 

Terrorism and National Preparedness Exercise Sub-Group 

National Weather service 

New York 

Office for Domestic Preparedness 

Office of Emergency Management 

Office of Emergency Response (DHS) 
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ONCRC 

OPFOR 

OSHA 

p 
PA 

PAG 

PCC 

PCR 

PDD-39 

PDT 

PFD 

PFO 

PHSKC 

PIO 

POC 

POD Hospital 

PPE 

PRO FLOW 

PRO-NET 

Q 

RDD 

REOC 

RERT 

RN 

ROC 
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Office of National Capital Region Coordination 

Opposing Force - Opposition Force 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

Public Address system 

Protective Action Guidelines 

Policy Coordinating Committee 

Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Presidential Decision Directive-39 

" U.S. Policy on Combating Terrorism" 

Pacific Daylight Time 

Phoenix Fire Department 

Principle Federal Official 

Public Health Seattle/King County 

Public Information Of:f(cer , 
Point -of-Contact 

Illinois Disaster EOD Hospita~ Term used by the IDPH disaster 
plan for hospitals designated to)eonsolidate and coordinate regional 
hospital medical 'nfotmation for further transmission to IOHNO. 

Personal Protective Equipment 

ProGedural Flow Synopsis 
~ 

Professional Reporting Network (DuPage County) 

Radiological Assistance Program 

Revised Code of Washington 

Region Director (FEMA) 

Radiological Dispersion Device 

Regional Emergency Operations Center 

Radiological Emergency Response Team (EPA) 

Registered Nurse 

Regional Operations Center (FEMA) 
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RMAC 

RRC 

s 
SAC 

SAMHSA 

SARS 

sec 
SDS 

SeaTac 

SEO 

SEOC 

SERT 

SFD 

SHL 

SIOC 

SIRT 

SME 

SNS 

SNSOC 

SODO 

SPD 

S&T 

STB 

T 
TOPOFF 

~OPS" 
T2 

T2FSE 

T2LSG 

TFR 

TOPS syndrome 

TSA 
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Radiation Monitoring and Assessment Center (Washington State) 

Regional Response Center (EPA) 

Special-Agent in Charge (FBI) 

The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

Secretary' s Command Center (HHS) 

Same Day Surgery 

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

Senior Energy Official 

State of Illinois Emergency Operations Center 

Secretary's Emergency Response Team (JtHS) 

Seattle Fire Department 

State Health Liaison (Washington State) 

Strategic Information ana Ope ations Center , 
The State Interagency Res~onse Team~Illinois) 

Subject Matter Expert 

Strategic National St0cRpile .... 

Strategic National sfockpile Operations Center 

Surface rrtansportation Board 

TOP OFFICIALS EXERCISE SERIES 

TOPOFF Pulmonary Syndrome 

TOPOFF2 

TOPOFF 2 Full Scale Exercise 

TOPOFF 2 Large Scale Game 

Temporary Flight Restrictions 

TOPOFF Pulmonary Syndrome 

Transportation Security Agency 
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TTX 

TV 

TX 

u 
us 
USAR 

USCG 

USDA 

USGS 

UT 

UTC 

v 
VA 

VAMERRT 

vee 
VMI 

VNN 

VTC 

w 
WA 

WADOH 

WADOT 

WD0T 

WHO 
WMD 

X-Y-Z 
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Table Top Exercise 

Television 

Texas 

United States 

Urban Search and Rescue 

United States Coast Guard 

United States Department of Agriculture 
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TOPOFF l Electronic Reconstruction Product 

NOTE TO USERS: 

Background: This f ile provides an electronic, searchable reference of significant 
domestic (United States) events and decisions that occurred in the TOPOFF 2 (T2) Full 
Scale Exercise (FSE) between May I 2-May 16, 2003. The events in this reconstruction 
took place in 3 venues: the State of Washington (W A), State of Illinois (IL) and 
Washington DC (referred to as the "Interagency~" and abbreviated as "IA"). It was 
developed through the reconstruction process detailed in the T2 After Action Report 
(AAR) and distilled from more than 20,000 lines of raw data entered directly from aata 
collector logs, controller records, participant and agency logs, situation reports, and 
emails. This file is NOT data. It reflects analysis and follow-up work by analysts to 
deconflict data within and between venues. Its purpose is as a reference..to participating 
and non-participating entities to provide them a sense of the signlfieant events, activities, 
and decisions that were faced by the national response community in response to the 
events in the T2 FSE scenruio- a perspective no single agency c.%mld have an its own. 
This does not provide a detailed account of any particular agency.'s actions. 

Additional Notes: 

Note that all times reflect Eastern Daylight Time 'EDT), which was the official exercise 
time. Original times have been converted in order to provide an integrated and time
synchronized perspective. 

Note that the "Source11 Column refers to the organization or organizations which 
.submitted data to supp(i)rt the event/a<;-tivity/decision listed. There may have been 
additional organizations that documented any given event/activity/decision. 

An Acronym list is provided for the entire Reconstruction as well as for references 
specific to each venue. 

All events/activities/decisions are associated with the venue of their occurrence in the 
"Venue" column. 

The Reconstruction ends with the last event/activity of significance in the FSE at 204 
hours on-15 May. 



f OR Offlei:AL tiS!! OI~L) 7/17/2007 9:22 AM 

DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
Source 

lEOTI lEOTI Oraanization 

I INJECT: The OEST departs Andrews Air Force Base in response to a credible threat against the Columbia I ... 
lA 12-May-03 14:00 

Generating Station in Richland. WA. (MSEL # 3042) 
Event was notional so time is notional OOTCMC 

IAI 11:58 Virtual News Network (VNN) begins coverage ol an explosion in the South ol Downtown (SOOO) 
Time ranges lrom t 1:58 to 12:03 PDT (14:58 to 15:03 J MSEL; TopOff Log;Data ~ollector WA Stal e EOC: KC 

lA 12-May-03 t 4:58 EDT). Time choosen was tram WA VCC Official time and 
bogs: Data Collector Log: Analys EOC: ROO site; 

IDistric.t in Seattle, WA. 
MSEL Team log. l log: Data Collector Logs: Data VNN; FEMA Region 

Collector Log >lROC: KC RJIC 

12-May-Q3 1 
I ll SEOC reports that there has been a reported explosion in Seattle. At this point, it is not certain what the 

1\\ Jr IL State EOC IL 15:00 cause of the explosion was. Agency liaisons to be contacted to report to the IL SEOC. Advised to noti1y ~EOCEve Log 
lEMA Director. 

I Time taken was from data collector at lheJOF, oilier 

~~ 
./ ~ 

timeswere recorded at 14:02 and {3:10 PDT ( l7:02 and 
Upon watching the initial VNN report, FEMA Region X Regional Operations Center (ROC) Director notilied 

16:10 EDT) by the MSEL team from unknown soO rces. 
WA 12-May-03 t 5:00 Emergency Support Function (ESF) lead agencies and requested they send liaisions to staff the ROC 

Action initiated from VNN report In fact many ESF 
Data Collector Log FEMA IOF 

(corresponds to MSEL # 2052). 
representatives actuall~ came to ttle EOC that morning. 
be lore STARTEX. •' 

tA 12-May-03 15:00 I SNS Operations Center activated ' .. .... ·~ \ CAT team operations report l oHS CAT 

IL 12-May-03 15:03 Chicago OEMC elevates local alert level from Yellow to Orange \. I Data Collector Log I Chicago EOC 

I 

l:'me was taken~rom lirsljeport to KC EOC bY. Seanle j ( 
I I Upon watching the initial VNN report, Seanle EOC notifies the King County EOC of an explosion in the 

EOCat 12:03 PST ( l 5·oy oT) Otl>er tim,s>s are 12:0 
Seanle EOC: KC 

WA 112-May·03 15:03 
POT ( t 5:04 EDT) f~om ttie MSE~ preadsheet, 12:10 POT 

MSEL; Data Collector Logs EOC; WA State 
SOOO District ol the city (corresponds to MSEL # 2023). 

1

: 15:10 EOT) from-the ~data collector reporting t 2:03 
EOC 

PDT (15:03 EDJ), and 2:2~0 (1 S:2t EOT) tram the 
MSEL spreadsheet. 

Based on VNN report, Seattle FBI Field Office Operations Coordinator notffies SIOC (corresponds to MSEL # 
Time was chosen lrom j at collector log" af WA State 

WA 12-May-Q3 15:04 EOC. SIOC OPS Cooroinat~ l:og recordsliotilication at Oata Collector Log WAState EOC 
2017) 

the same time 

lL 12-May-o3 l 15:05 IL SEOC activated I Data Collector Log IL StateEOC 

. . . . . . . .~ h~ ~rme used was obtained lrom WSF Lead Controller at 

WA 12-May-Q3 t 5:05 
I After watchtng the lnthal VNN report, the Seattle EOC no~fles Washington State Ferr~(WSF) EOC of the WSF EOC. Other times were 12 :06 PDT (15,06 EDT) lrom 

MSEL Team explos1on 1n the SOOO 01stnct olthe c1ty. They acknowledge that they are awar"Jf he problem and have a Seattle EOC DC and t 2,10 PDT (15:I O EDT) from the 
ac11va1ed thell EOC (corresponds to MSEL # 2015). '. MSEL Team (unknoll'n source). 

I ~ - STAfll:Elt was delayed by VCC Director lor 10 minutes 

STARTEX: At 12:08 an explosion occurs at the intersection ol 8th AveS and South Hanford Stre t (MS~ 
due to placement of victims. Time taken was from WA 

WA 12-May-03 15:08 VCC Official time, analyst on site at ROO and MSEL Team MSEL Team: Analyst Log ROD site 
( 005). \ log. Otherrepotted times ranged tram 12:081o 12 :t0 POT 

I ' 
(l;;osco 15:10 EOT). 

I INJECT: Seattle Police and Fire dispatch simulate getting 911 ca11s1 Sealtle..Polioe notifies nearby units to 
~alice and Fire dispatch were part olthe exercise 

WA 12-May-Q3 15:09 
SIMCELL. The initial dispatches that were sent out were 

MSEL MSEL I respond and investigate. Based on the simulated call volume and call descripti/ eanle Fire sends ':P done as injects not as reactions to 911 calls. There were 
appropriate response (MSEL # 2006). l, 

no simulated 911 calls. 

WA 12-May-03 1 15:10 !Seattle EOC Oi1ec1or begins the EOC's notilicatlon chains (corresponds\)1MSEL # 2014). , Time taken I rom Seattle EOC OC log. Data Collector Log Seattle EOC 

112-May-03 
I First responding units arrive on scene, including SFO Engine #2, ambula"l'" and 9 SPD patrol cars. All ol 

tn formation taken from several DC log entries tha1 occur 

I 
I ROD site; KC EOC: WA 15:10 these uni1s initially still alarmed or o,n·viewed (self·dispatched) based on hean' g the explosion (corresponds Data Collector Logs 

I to MSEL # 20101. ..._ 
between 12:08 and t 2:13 POT (15:08 and 15:13 EDT), Harbo!View EOC 

I Public Heafth-Seattle&King County (:HS~C) E~cftvates tn response to the ,:::cation by the Seattle 

No data points suggest that PHSKC EOC was notilied by 
Hospial Control as was called for in the MSEL. At 12: t 0 

WA 12-May-03 15:10 POT (15:1 0 EDT) Seattle EOC notllied PHSKC EOC. At Data Collector Log Seattle EOC 
EOC of the explosion (corresponds to ~~# 2018) - t2 :25 PDT (15:25 EDT) the incident commander notified 

~· ., / PHSKC EOC as well. 

I .. r Time notes when WA SEOC was notified. not by whom 
(MSEL called for the WA SEOC to be notilied by the 

WA 12-May-03 15:10 WA SEOC notilied ol the explosion and activated to Phase Ill (corresponds to MSEL # 2025) Seattle EOC). Time as taken from data collector at WA Data Collector Log; MSEL Team WAStateEOC 
SEOC. Other times collected by the MSEL team were --- 12:11 and 12:30 POT (15:11 and 15:30 EDT). 

112-May-oJ I FEMA Regi~-X 'l:'lormed that the WA SEOC is activated (corresponds to MSEL # 2039) 

~~ime taken was from OC in WA SEOC. WA SEOC made 

EOC Supervisor Log; MSEL Team I WA 15:10 
call based on VNN report, not actual detonation. Other 

WAStateEOC 
times reported were 12:36 by the MSEL team and 12:00 by 

~ ~ I 

k May-Q3 

I Message sent by HHS Secreta?''s Command Center (SCC) to COOP Notification. through Roam Secure I 
fA 15:11 Alert Network: A~J'?,.P/on in the SOOO Olstnct of Seattle, WA, unknown source ol explosion. unknown 

IOJUOe$. 

wf 12-May{l 15:12 
I SFO announced that • ictims who can walk should slowly approach Engine #2; those who need help are 
Instructed to stay where they are 

WA 12-May-03 15:12 !seattle EOC act~ated to Phase Ill operations 

WA 12-May-03 1 5:1~ 
Washington State Emergency Management Division (WA EMO) Director calls the WA SEOC and orders a 
Phase;J11 (Full Operations) activation. 

lA 12-May-Q3 15:12 1 EPA Region 10 On Scene Coordinator deplOyed to incident site I 
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the FEMA vee Rep. 

I Agency Log I OHSIHS Center 

Announcement started at12:12 POT (15:12 EOT) and was 
Data Collector Log ROO s~e 

continuous to at feast 12:18 POT (15:18 EDT). 

I Seanle EOC Log Seanle EOC 

I Data Collector Log WAStateEOC 

I Data Collector Log EPS Aux. Ops Ctr 
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Venue 
Date 
ED 

IL 12-May-03 

IL 12-May-o3 j 

lA l t 2-May-03 1 

lA 12-May-03 

WA t 2·May-03 

WA t 2-May-03 

WA 112-May-03 

fA t2·May-03 

lA j t 2·May·03 

WA t2-May·03 

WA t2-May·03 

WA 12-May-03 

WA t 2-May-03 

fOR Offlei:AL tiS!! OI~L) 
DRAFT 

I Description 

15:15 jc hlcago EOC Activated 

t 5:t 5 

15:20 

Report to SIOC that the FBI SAC has been notified. the ERT and SWAT recalled. and an on-scene 
commander dispatched 

FEMA EOC receives call from FEMA Region X ROC reporting a bomb blast in SeatUe 

I 
Based on the report trom the City ot Seattle Emergency Operation Center regarding a large explosion in the 

t 5:2t vicinity ol 2700 Airport Way, the King County Emergency Operation Center (EOC) has been activated at 
Level Ill. The cause of explosion is unknown: no other details are available at this time. 

I 
INJECT: Seanle Fire Department Unit 77 (HAZMAT) simulated responding lrom Station 2 (SFD HQ). This 

15:22 would have brought them through the plume, so as they were responding controllers inlonned players that 
, there radiation pagers alarmed (MSEL # 2013). 

15:25 

15:25 

15:25 

t5:29 

15:30 

15:30 

lA traige station is being set up near Ladder 7 and multi casualty units, 150 yrds south of bomb site 

I SIOC receives report from DHS that radiation was detected in Seattle 

j vNN update: unconfinned report of detection of radiation 

At 1230 the city of Seattle lead PIO authorizes a press release acknowledging the 
activation of the EOC and response of the city's first responders to an explosion. 

Text: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE t230. t2 May 2003 

SUBJECT: FOR MORE INFORMATION ,0)NT(ICT: 
Seante EOC Activated City ot Seattle EOC Media Line: (206) 233·5072 

http://www.seatde.gov 

City of Seallle Activates Emergency Operations Center to 
respond to emergency south of downtown Seattle 

The Seante Police Chief activated the City of Seattle's emergency operations 
center just past noon today in response to an explosion south of downtown Seattle. 

Police and Fire personnel are on scene to determine the nature of the blast 
Citizens are urged to avoid the area within a mile of Airport WayS. and r· Hinds Street= 

I The Seattle Mayor is being briefed and will address the public as soon a,s pod. 

The Washington State Ferry EOC locked down alllerried and shut down service (corresponds to MSEL # 
2026). 
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Analyst Comment 

Time came I rom Fire Alann Cent~'s call log. U it 7 
(HAZMAT) immediately called in wtien there radiation 
pager alarmed. Data Collector logs ~ad the time at t ~29 
POT (15:29 EDT) from the KC EOC. t2:22 PDT ( t 5:22) 
EDT from radio traffic<bO~rheard atp>e R OD Site. and 
t 2:21 POT (15:2t EDT) from the SFO FAC. 

Time taken was from FBI SAC Log, but where the 
notification came from is not noted (MSEL called for 
notitication to come from the Seattle EOC). Other time 
t 2:35 PDT (15:35 EDT) from MSEL Team - source 
unknown. 

Time was taken from WA SEOC data collector observing 
WSP. Eartiest time reported that Ferries were shut down. 
This entry was recorded later, but specifically mentions 
12:32 PDT {15:32 EDT) as shut down time. Other entries 
merely not time call was received or are time update was 
given. not time ferries were shut down. Other reported 
times · t3:25 POT (t6:25 EDT) from a DC at the KC EOC. 
MSEL team times 12:34 PDT ( 15:34 EDT) reported to the 
MSEL team from an unknown source. and t 2:40 POT 
( t 5:40 EDT) reported to the MSEL team from the WSF 
Lead Controller. 

Type olllata 

Data Collector l:oo 
Data Collector ~og 

Data Collector Logs 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Press Release 

EOC Supervisor Log 

SAC Log Data; MSEL Team 

Data Collector Log; MSEL Team 

7/ 17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Or anization 

Chicago EOC 

Springlield IL EOC 

SIOC 

FEMA EOC 

KC IC 

KC EOC; ROD Site: 
SFO FAC 

ROD site 

FBISIOC 

CDC EOC Atlanta 

Seattle EOC 

WAStateEOC 

I FBI WA Field Office 

KCEOC 
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fOR Offlei:AL tiS!! OI~L) 
DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
lEOTI lEOTI ... 

The detection ol cesium was injected to the Incident j 
INJECT: The detection ol cesium was injected to the Incident Commander. The MSEL item represented was 

Commander. The MSEL item represented was the time 
that the FBI thought they would detect it. The IC controller 

WA 12-May-03 15:32 
the time that the FBI thought they would detect it. The IC controller saw the time come and pass and injected 

saw the time come and pass and injected this informat.ion MSEL Team 
this inlormation without permission lrom the VCC. Other times recorded lor this occuring were 13:30 and 

without permission lrom the VCC. Other times recorded l\r 14:15, captured by MSEL team, source unknown (MSEL # 2031). 
lor this occuring were 13:30 and t 4:1 5 PDT (16:30 and 

I 17:15 EDT), captured by MSEL team. source unknown. 

""" 
lL 12-May-03 15:33 

I DuPage County EOC notilied IL SEOC ol explosion in Seattfe; moving to initiate EMNet (satellite based point-
to-point secure communications network of all EOC's) ~ I\\ Data collector Log 

l l 12-May-03 15:35 
lEMA notified CCSEMA about an explosion in Seattle with possible detection of radiation. Also notified that (~ ~ '{ 1~ Message & E~nt Log lEMA has opened its EOC 

lA 12-May-03 15:35 INJECT: HHS SCC notifies HHS SERT of the incident In Seattle (MSEL # 3106) I ~ \\. ~- \ 
ll 12-May-03 15:36 lc hi<:ago EOC holds Radioactive Dispersal Devices (RODs) consequence briefing I (\ \\..+ '\. ""- I' J 

This is the time in the MSEL that SFD HazMat andlor SPD Arson!Bomb Squad was to receive radiation alerts )()(~~ WA 

1

12-May-03 t 5:36 
on their monitoring devices. There are no clear observations from data collectors. Many report HAZMAT or 
ABS showing up on scene and some ol their activities, but there are no clear descriptions of them confirming 

1 

the radiation readings (corresponds to MSEL # 2024), 

lA 12-May-03 15:37 
I Message sent by HHS sec to COOP Notification, through Roam Secure Alert Network: Radiation has been 
detected in the explosion in the SODO District of Seattle. Unknown radiological type and level. J\ ~ I 

I I WA EMD Director approves the first press relase acknowledging an event in the City of Seatjien~~~' \,1 V 
describing WA State's current response to the situaton. 
Press Release: CAMP MURRAY, WA- The State Emergency Operations Center (E,9C) at Camp Murray was P 1 1 DC 

1 
b 

WA 12-May-03 15:38 activated at 12:10 p.m. today in response to an explosion in the south. The WA Governor has been informed fe~~ re ease was rom notes. may no e exact 
of the incident. Representatives from the state departments of Military (Emergency Managemenq: Health: wor rng. 
Transportation; Ecology; Agriculture; and the Stale Patrol as well as the American Red Cross are reporting to ::.:::::;/ 

, the State EOC. 

WA 12-May-03 15:40 I Decontamination area being established at incident site 
"-'I I 

WA 12·May·03 1 t 5:40 WA Governor has been informed of the incident. ,-~ ..... ~~ ""-~" I 
lA t 2·May-03 1 t 5:40 CDC EOC Emergency Response Coordinator prepares message ~ rlotHy ~DC's c011te~s, institutes & o llie"] 

of the radiological incident in Seartle I 
lA 12-May-03 t5:40 I FDA receives phone call lrom HHS sec confirming radiation of unkno~ {o~f Seattle ,/ I I 

WA 12-May-03 15:41 King County EOC posts notificalio~.!~at security level is RED I I 
l l 112-May-03 15:42 IChi<:ago EOC notilled BOMA, Searl ',. Aon Gente"'!;!_ancock Buildings regarding po~ntial terrorist threat I 

\\ ...... _ I 
I I lA 12-May-03 15:42 FDA EOC activated 

l 4 
lA 12·May·03 15:42 ITsA desk at DOT CMC receives phone call from tf,A represenia'tive, at DHS confirming radiation in Seattfe I 
lA 12·May·03 1 15:44 l vACO receives confirmation from DHS that •ra~iation has been detected in Seatlfe I 

ll 12-May-03 15:45 1.9i cago oe reports HAN is looking for unulf~ls::e clusters 
I I 

IL 112-May-03 15.45' f~PD feels ~at;~. attack by terrorist group "GLOD<f is imminent: looking at nuclear targets. Chicago is at a 

I I · ·c "'heightened~ a_,le "status. increasing awareness and vigilance at possibte targets 

~ l While this did occur in the exercise, there is no way that 
the three radioactive components could have been 

lA 1 2-May-0~15:50 I Reports coming r to HHS SCC lrom OHS about Pu 229, Ce 137, and Americium identified this early in the exercise. HHS liaisons in WA 
discounted this information and it did not impact play. 

WA t 12.;,Ma 4l~ ~ 15:51 I No chemical ag+J~4ed at the incident site 
Actual time was between 12:51 and 12:59 PDT (15:51 and 

15:59 EDT) 

lA( 1 2·May~3 ~:57 HHS sending S~RJ>lo Region X REOC I 
IA"f 1 2·May·03~ I Region X REOC officially activated 

I 

I 15:57 

lA 12-May-03 15:57 
HHS receives request from OHS to identify HHS assets that are available to deploy- need for briel to OHS I Secre(ary 
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Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

MSEL Team 

Agency Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Press Release 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

SEOC Event Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

7/ 17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Oraanization 

) ;"''" 
DuPage Co. EOC 

CCSEMA 

I FOAEOC 

Chicago EOC 

WAVCC 

DHSIHS Center 

WAStateEOC 

RDDsite 

WAStateEOC 

CDC EOC Atlanta 

FDA, EOC 
Rockville. MD 

KCEOC 

Chicago EOC 

FDA. EOC 
Rockville, MD 

DOT CMC 

VA Central Olfice 

Chi<:agoOPH 

ILState EOC 

HHS 

ROD site 

HHS 

HHS 

HHS 
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fOR Offlei:AL tiS!! OI~L) 
DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I lEOTI lEOTI 

WA 12·May-Q3 15:59 I Hospital Control contacting all western WA hospitals with exception of Monroe County 
I 

I 
WA 12·May-Q3 16:00 ISFD advises SPD to set up a command post next to SFD command post for communication purposes. SPD 

Incident Commander directs arriving SPD personnel to set up perimeter ~ 
WA 12·May·03 16:00 

I At 13:00 FEMA ROC Region X received notifiCation that the Consequence Mangenemt Group at the JOC 
was stood up. ~\" ~ 

lA 12·May·03 1 16:00 I INJECT: DOS task force stands up in response to the explosion In Seattle (MSEL #4040) 1\\ 
lA 12·May·03 1 16:00 

I ~HS sec requests that CDC assemble team of SMEs that can potentially deploy to Seattle (corresponds to 
MSEL#3111 ) ~ \\ 

lL 12·May-o3 1 16:01 
~ Chicago EOC receives information from Chicago OPH that the HSAS has been elevated to RED. Chicago 
EOC hoJds at ORANGE until the information can be confirmed. 

.A \\ ~1' 
WA l t 2·May·03 1 16:02 

IFEMA Liaison repons that OHS Secretary dispatched a Forward Coordinating Team to assist the IC with 
jdetermining resource needs. 

I (\ ~'"' \) 
lA 12·May-o3 16:02 I OHS CAT Situation Report contains update that Greater Seattle is Threat Level RED I '\AV~# 

WA l t 2·May·03 t6:03 I SFD receives plume prediction trom NARAC showing cloud moving N x NW (corresponds to MSEL # 2038) 

I ~~ I 
WA 12·May.03 16:04 

I Law Teaon preparing Mayoral Proclamation of Civil Emergency Order Delegation of Authority. This was done ~ ~ I in consuttation with Mayor's general counsel ...._ 

112·May-o3 I ~hicago EOC contacted METRA. RTA. and CTA and briefed them on the snuation; 'sell·evacuZ ' \I 
v 

I 
l l t 6:05 

ocomotives back in town: decide to have CTA start "Rush Hou(· earlier Jl 

WA 12·May-o3 16:05 IWA SEOC policy group asked staff to start on Governor's proclamation ~'Li- """ I 7 

WA 112·May·03 16:05 Air Space closure had been requested by IC and the WA SEOC. 5 mile radius and up to 1000 feet. 'I 
lA 12·May-o3 l 16:05 I INJECT; FBI S tOC to Issue warning order to Crisis Medical Resj\f"~et {eouesponds to MSEL # 3673) ~ 

WA l t 2·May-Q3 16:06 
1:iscussion at IC ensues about the NARAC model which leads to a rllc:bmmendatioo to set up a 10 mile area 

1 

where citizens should remain in doors. They can recommend this but'\~re is , e,!)Ough anpowert 
enforce 11. 1.\ 

WA 12·May-Q3 16:07 IWA SEOC policy group asked staff to start on request for a presidential d. st.:'., declaration. ; 

I 
lA t 2·May·03 t 6:08 

I FAA reports to DOT Chief of Staff: t fmporary Flight Restriction (TFR) has been issued for 30 mile radius 
around SEATAC airport air traffic contr~ to~r up to 20~0ft. All in bound tra0ffi~as been re-directed. 

I 

WA 12·May·03 1 16:09 I King County Executive instructs EOC sta\ to notif;Ki;,g.Cpun~to7s worl<ing in Seattle · tell them to 
shelter in place. but prepare tor them to mo~e 

IL l t 2·May·03 1 16:t0 
l : hicago EOC displaying Shelter· ln·Piace Jt ities in Seattle; enfcied vehicle parl<ing prohibition near target I 
areas in and around Chicago 

lA 112·May-o3 l 16:10 ICE Situatio Room and ICE HO Reporting Ceni er activated. I 
I l I (l;oc NCEH convenes the Preliminary Assessment Team (PAT) to discuss the radiological event. The PAT 

agrees to activ~te, the EOC · meaning response operations and associated support will center in the EOC. 
~ ~Additionally, the PAT discussed the potential radiological elements being reported··Ptutonium 2381239, 

lA , ... "'] ' ' "'~ ""~ .... ., ...... ~·="~ '-~~·~-· _,..,. .... _ 
1
reported to have been dete<:ted~iven the detectors available on-scene at this time. CDC's lead tor radiation 

J I indicated the only detection devices of a pMable nature detect gamma emissions and therefore would not be 
" able to detect thr e elements. CDC staff also alerted to be prepared to deploy to Seattle to support FRMAC 

w1 12·May-Q3 16:14 I Seattle EOC PIGs ;ssue press releases on multi· languages I 
lA 12·May·03 16:15 

! EPA Auxiliary Operations Center receives report that radioactive materials have been detected in fiek:l at 

I j.Seattle. 

l l t 2·May-o3 16:t f to"r>H~vises Chicago OEMC of change in alert status from Orange to Red: but not confirmed. I 
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-
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

7/17/2007 9:22 AM 

Typeolllata 
Source 

Oraanization 

Oat! Colleclo~ ~ Harborview EOC 

Data Collector Log 
1 

RDDs~e 

0-{'a Collector Log 
~ 

FEMA Region X 
ROC 

D!!.l,a Collector Log ~ HHS 

~Coll~rLog CDC EOC Adanta 

SEOC Event Log IL State EOC 

Agency Log 

I 
WAStateEOC 

Situation Report OHS·CAT 

MSEL MSEL 

Agency Log 
WAState 

EOC/Seattle EOC 

Data Collector Log 

I 

Chicago EOC 

EOC Supervisor Log WAStateEOC 

I 

WAState 
Agency Log 

EOC/Seattle EOC 

Data Collector Log FBI SIOC 

Data Collector Log I ROD sne 

Data Collector Log WAStateEOC 

Data Collector Log 

I 
DOTCMC 

Data Collector Log KCEOC 

Data Collector Log I Chicago EOC 

Situation Report DHS·CAT 

Data Collector Log CDC EOC AUanta 

Agency Log I Seattle EOC 

Data Collector Log EPS Aux. Ops Ctr 

Data Collector Log Chicago EOC 
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DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
lEOTI IEDTl 

WA 12-May-03 16:17 Seattle DOT inlonned SPD ol their recommendation to halt all traffic coming into downtown. They are 

I I Seattle EOC., L~ developing a traffic plan. 

ll 12-May-03 16:20 I ARC ol Greater Chicago received message that radiological activity detected in Seattle I ~ Data Collector Log 

lA 12-May-03 16:20 I FEMA EST receives request lor 3 WMO task lorces lrom ESF-9 1'- Data Collector Log 

lA t2·May·03 16:20 INA WAS carried a message that the NCR had gone to RED. The NCR had not gone to RED at this time l\1 D'al<l Collector Log 

I \~ HHS EOC inquiring as to source of Seattle weather data {e.g., wind direction). CDC radiation division is 

Daui~~Log lA 12-May-03 16:26 working on short /long term ellects at the radiation release and will get inlormation to hospitals on the 

~ isotopes. 

~' 
lA 12-May-03 16:28 I DHS HS Center received calllrom OSLGC Homeland Operations Center saying that the Federal Protection 

~ ~ ~ HSC OSLGC Incident Log . Se.vices reported that the City of Seattle raised threat tevet to Red. 

\ 
I Update on WA DOT Road Closures: 1-5 at 1-405 north bound (Tukwilla) at 1-5 at 1-405 soundbound I '\j\\)·~. I ~,_-.., WA 16:29 (Lynnwood), thus 1·5 is closed down. 1·90 and SR 520 are closed west bound into the City of Seattle, and the 12-May-03 west bound lanes have been opened to Emergency routes east bound from the city of Seattle. Washington 

State Ferry EOC has shut down all routes and Ferry operations 

WA 12-May-03 16:34 SPO SWAT and SPO EOD agree to link up together before either go into target area +'){\ 
I /)J ~ 

lA 12-May-03 16:34 FBI SIOC and DHS are considering redeployment at DEST 

lL 12-May-03 16:35 "'"''"~"--"""""''~"'-"'"' ~·--·""". :::-. ~:::~ 
11. 112-May-OJ 16:35 , ,_., <>-o~o ,....., •• ~..., • ,~ • • ~\ ~•"o""""""' '"' ~···~'- ' 

WA 12-May-03 16:35 FBI ASAC: DEST assets redeployed; Ce137 identilied; TSA closed ai.l~s ~space; upco;:"ng press 
conference·not releasing anything of substance/no video 

""" 
I 

, 
I lA 16:35 INJECT: At the request olthe Seani'\SAC~IOC requests DHS redirect t~e p esT to Seattle from the 12-May-03 Columbia Generating Station in Hanfo~d. WA. 

,.,~ "' 
WA 12-May-03 16:35 I""-"" <Qm.-•~• ~ _.,_"'"w"" <-~~'""'a o ''" 

lA 112-May-03 16
.
36 

~DOT CMC'Update: Washington State Ferry syJJ:m $ ut down, FHWA reports l-5 is closed. 1-90 is closed 
· westbound I open eastbound near blast site. I 

lA 12-May-03 ~ 16:3~ ll OHS has activ~ted NOMS I 

lA t2·May·03 16:37 DHS moving a~,ets lorward. On alert: 4 DMATs. NMRT·C. Region 10 DMORT. DPMU team, MST. DMORT 

··~ 
WMO, IMSURT. 

lA t 2·May-o3J 16:37 IHHS sec noted; r at .t'yeHhere had been no Federal declaration- hence, OER advised against activation 
of ESF 8. I 

W/i. 12·May"6'3 r 16>39 lsPO mobile co~mand van now colocated with SFD mobile command van and SFD ICP I 
lA 12-May-03 16:40 ls1oc received report: Estimated 25 dead in Seattle blast area; blast zone is "hot" I 

J 
DRAFT T2 AAR Annex A · T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 

T2 Reconstruction FOFI OffleiAL tfSE ONLY 

Time taken is tram DOE RAP review oomments. Other 
times recorded are from a WA SEOC data collector at 
13:56 POT (16:56 EDT); other times reported to the MSEL 
team are 13:00 and 13:57 PDT (16:00 and 16:57 EDT) 
from unknown sources. 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

Analyst log 

I TSA Oail'y Watch Log 

AAR Review Comments 

Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

7/17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Oraanization 

Seattle EOC 

ARC of Greater 
Chicago HO 

'- FEMAEST 

HHS 

4 

I 
HHS 

OHS/HS ~nter 

I 
WAState EOC 

ROO site 

I 
FBI SIOC 

ARC ol Greater 
Chicago HO 

I 
Chicago EOC 

FBI Command 
Group Mtg 

I 
OHSICAT 

DOE RAP 

DOT CMC 

HHS 

HHS 

HHS 

ROD site 

FBI SIOC 
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Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Typeolllata 
lEOTI lEOTI 

12-May-03 1 
I Decision between SFD plans and SPD to combine both agencies planning processes together into a unifoed I 

... 
WA 16:42 

system 
Data Collector Log 

lA 12-May-03 16:45 INJECT: DEST diverted to Seattle, WA. (MSEL # 3048) I 
..1 

0NCRCIUSSS/DHS ActivityJ_og 

INJECT: CDC & HHS ASPA craft an appropriate public health announcement in consuHation with FBI JIC I 
1\ lA 12-May-03 16:45 

(MSEL # 3110) Da~ Colle~r Log 

lA 112-May-03 16:45 
NNSA/HQ calls the NNSAINV EOC to notily the CMRT Phase I and Phase II and the AMS (llxed-wing only) 

I I ~\ o; Colle~r Log (corresponds to MSEL # 3 132) -
The time used was from a post~e~(rc;;e conversation with j ',L 

WA t 2·May-03 16:45 At 13:45, the CST received notilication from the WA SEOC to deploy to the incident site 
the CST Commanding Officer. The National Guard 

Analyst Notes 
Component Log in the WA State \ OC recorded this a~ 
14:00 POT (17:00 EDT_J. 1\ 

WA 112-May-03 1 16:51 King County issued disaster declaration ~\Y~ )) Data Collector Log 

WA 12·May·03 16:54 
I FBI ASAC (Assistant Special Agent in Charge) and SPO IC have a discussion: There is no armed threat; 
SWAT and Bomb squads conducted secondary sweep. SFD cleared to go into hot zone lor aid and rescue JU( I Data Collector Log 

lA 12-May-03 16:58 1,_,.,. , .. ,,,,. ... "' ..... ·- ,_ -~ A Public Heahh Emergency was uHimately'NOT declared 
lor Washington 

Chicago EOC notilies Chicago DOT, Streets & Sanitation Dept., BOMA, Aon Center,J;ansunion build i~~L ( 
IL 12-May-03 17:00 Hotel & Lodging Assoc. , North Michigan Avenue, Sears Building, Hancock Building rchandise Mart to 

suspend deliveries into buildings. ~ ' --- .., 
t 2-May-03 1 ~ 

----../ 
lA t 7:00 INJECT: Consequence Management Agencies are notilied to report to the SIOC (MSEL # 3401) 

_i 

lL 

1

12-May-03 1 17:02 IL SEOC conlirms alert status still at Orange \~)/ 
WA 12-May-03 17:02 

City employees are advised to stay at work and sheHer in place until Se~e-,.lc'reoeives lurt!Jer direction 
lrom the SFO 

.... 

12-May-031 

... 
lA 17:03 DOT CMC receives call from the Captain of the Port ol Seattle: passenger felt); c!.d down as of 1515 EDT 

L 4 

lA 12-May-03 17:05 
CDC Office of Communications begins c~~inalion with HHS. Inter-agency JIC. and local/State public affairs 
offices to craft health communication mess, es. " 

[lutfclreds o~doses of Prussian Blue are en ro3te to Seattle from DOE. They will arrive at 2 100. Discussions 

lA 

1

12·May-Q3 17:05 
al HHS SCC ppinted out the facts that 1) this amountwould only treat 250 people lor one week. and that 
' tHerefore o~htjo be limited to exposed responders , and 2) Prussian Blue only counters the radiation coming I 

c from the Cesium. 

lA 

~ l, 
12-May'03 r 7:05 in Oakridge St ile wont get ~ere in time. 

DOE detiberatr ending DTi>A to Seattle. DTPA is only useful in the first 6 hours after exposure. So OTPA 

·r r.;~. "~ 1 . ... ·--!\"'·'· ..... ~-· ·-~ - ··~"" .. 00 ... -~ ... , ..... ,, they are located fSOU')I of Royal Brougham - west of Rainier Street - north of S. Alaska - east of Ouwamish 
Waterway incluqing Harbor Island 

j 

I 
WA 12-May-03 17:08 ISeatt!tY_,Mayor declares State of Emergency 

J 
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Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I 
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Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I 
Agency Log 
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Source 
Oraanization 

ROD site 

l DHS/CAT 

rY 

~,. HHS 

HHS 

CST Commanding 
Ollicer 

I FEMA Region X 
ROC 

I 
ROD site 

HHS 

Chicago EOC 

FBI SIOC 

1 

ARC • Chicago HQ 

WAState 
EOC/Seattle EOC 

USDOT HO 

CDC EOC Atlanta 

HHS 

HHS 

Washington State 
EOC 

WAState 
EOC/Seattle EOC 
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Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
lEOTI lEOTI ... 

lA 12-May-03 17:10 
I EPA OSC report to EPA HQ: EPA responders to start perimeter monitoring; also suggests monitoring and 

Data Collector ~ g 
tracking or 1st responders. 

I 

lA 12-May-03 17:10 
I 
INCEH is notified that FEMA Region X ROC had become operational as of 1100 EDT. 

I ]\\ Data Collector Log 

IL 112-May-03 1 t 7:11 Chicago EOC distributes information that HSAS level is still ORANGE ~\\ Da~.Coii~'Log 

lA 12-May-03 17:17 FBI SIOC reports radioactive plume moving toward or near SeaTac Airport lrom downtown Seattle. 

I \ \\ " 0 Data Collector ~og 

lA 12-May-03 t7:t9 I FBI update: 4 male suspects -one suspect in custody by Seattle Police Department; 3 at large 

I '\1\\,~l Data Collector ~og 

lA 12-May-03 17:20 
DHS Secreta!)' receives toner from WA Governor requesting release of pre-positioned equipment package ~X\ 

I 
Agency Log 

(PEP) in Seattle; letter is forwarded to CAT. 

lA 12-May-03 1 17:21 HHS sends blood donation coordinator to talk to VNN and rectify the story on need for blood,- ::y ~ 
Data Collector ~og 

lAMS (Aerial Monitoring System) deployment order issued ~v --- """ I 
WA 

1

12-May-03 t7:25 ~ Data Collector ~og 

Washn>gton Stale Governor declares a State of Emergency 1n Western Wash1gnton 1n response to lhe 

-'~ I 
explos1on 1n SeatUe (corresponds to MSE~ # 2074). 

Text. 

I. Gary Locke. Governor of the state of Washington, as a result of the ~orementio"d s1tuafion a(!!! und; r 
1T1me taken was from WA State EOC ~og. Additional limes 

Chapters 38 08. 38 52, and 43 06 RCW, do hereby procta1m that a State ot Emerg~cy exists 1n the Western 
include 14:22 POT (17:22 EOn from State EOC's EMACS Procfamation WA 12-May-03 17:32 Wash•ngton, and d1rect the supporting plans and procedures to the Wa hmgton ) tate Comprehens1:ve 
Section log, 14:40 and 15:00 POT (1 7:40 and 18:00 EDT) 

Emergency Management Plan be implemented. 1 also hereby order into,_activ&<state seNice t~e Washington 
from MSEL Team logs 

I I 

National Guard. I do hereby authorize the Washington Emergency Man~ement Division to establish Food 
Control Areas around the areas that may be contaminated above protecti"t ~ction guidelines. The 
Washington State Departments oJ~eaUh and Agriculture are authorized to.JSfue food embatgoes for the 
Food Control Area to redue the possib<lity of adutturated food form leaving tl1e Food Control Area. Law I 
enforcement agencies are authorized to s~ and inspect vehicles departing an identified Food Control Area 
and to direct the vehicle operators to ret~m food_produce(l or grown to its poin~of origin within the Food Contro 

WA 12-May-03 1 17:34 I DOH Representative at WA SEOC makl~{equest p~ct to FEMA tor F~M;C team I Data Collector ~og 

DHS-CAT situation update repon: FPS de~oyeo (o ROC, JOC, ~'311 major federal locations in Seattle. 

I 
lA 12-May-03

1 

17:35 FPS San Francisco is ready to send additional police officers to Seattle. Police officers were deploying with Situafion Report 
radiation detection devices to facilities north'\est ot the blast site and tracking prevailing winds. 

l l 12-May-03 1 f7:36 j K~~ EOC reports that the Chicago Eb C\yp and running due to a possible attack in Chicago. I I 
Data collector Log 

lA 12-May-03 17:3! (l vNN report: Red Cross activates blood donor system. I I Data Collector ~og 

1 2-May~ "' IL 17:46 Kane Co. reoeived EM7 ergency Message that Lake Co. EOC has been partially activated because of 
Seattle bombing:! 

I 
I Data collector Log 

wy r1 2·M~3~7:46 IWA Governo(s r~o~m'n of a State of Emergency totwarded to JOC I Washington National Guard Log 

' 12·May·031 
I lEMA notified CCSEMA that the IL SEOC made a decision to shut down as ot17:00, lacking any delinitive 

tl \8:03 information or credible threat 
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I 
MeS-sage & Event Log 

7/17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Oraanization 

EPA EOC HQ D.C. 

.. 
poe EOC AUanta 

I ARC - Chicago HO 

I 

FBI SIOC 

FBI SIOC 

OHS/HS Center 

HHS 

I 

WAStaleEOC 

WAStateEOC 

WAState EOC 

DHS-CAT 

Kane County EOC 

HHS 

I Kane County EOC 

WAStateEOC 

CCSEMA 
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DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Typeolllata 
Source 

lEOTI lEOTI Oraanization I seattle EOC requests OHS pre·posUioned equipment package (PEP) located at Boe<ng Field I I 
... 

WA 12·May.03 18:08 Data Collector Log Seattle EOC 

lA 12·May·03 18:10 
I Report to SIOC that Federal Hazmat teams, including first Federal radiatjon detection team, have arrived on· ' Data Collector Log :J FBI SIOC I site in Seattle. 

I' "' 
WA 12-May-03 18:11 

I Hospital control transferred to Overtal<e Hospital Medical Center lrom Harborview Medical Center due to Time chosen is when Overlake continned transfer of 

1\\ atli'Collect~ Log ~arborview EOC 
1 broken water main at Hart:>orview hospital control 

IL 12-May-03 18:15 VNN reports tMt IL Governor has ordered increased security at nuclear power plants 

I ~ I\\ s(qc vent~og IL State EOC 

WA 112·May·03 18:t 5 FRMAC authorized to deploy; estimated time of arrival in SeaHie at 18:00. 
I \\ "''h" FRMACLog FRMAC 

.A 

WA t 2·May·03 18:t8 I FBI Seattle ERT arriving at incident site I (\ ~'"' \~ Data Collector Log ROD site 

WA 12-May.03 18:18 I FBI Calilornia/San Francisco HMRT arriving on site I V\V~# Data Collector Log ROO site 

lA 112·May·03 18:20 IVNN report: Seattle hospitals receiving an overwhelming number of patients. 

I F\\A I Data Collector Log 

I 
HHS 

IL 12·May·03 1 18:29 
I Pro-Net alerts OuPage County Heahh Department to an increase in admissions or patients with respttory 

I ~ 
\) 

I Detailed Incident Report 
DuPage County 

complaints to Edward Hospnals EOC 

I FBI HMRU arriving on site ~)I 
v 

I WA t 2·May·03 18:40 Data Collector Log ROD site 

lA 112-May-03 1 18:45 I sec receives Seattle casually update: 2 fatalities and 92 hospitalized. ~' /_1-- """ I 
Data Collector Log I HHS - 7 

IL 112·May·03 1 18:46 ~~hicago OPH decides to send out dirty bomb information to the public, but will wait to send out i~orma~\.. Data Collector Log 

I 
ChicagoOPH 

on the alert status .. 
IL 12·May-03 t 8:49 

I Blast lax senl to 34 hospitals on inlorrnation about radiological di~pers1on"" devices and lor hospitals to 
increase sutveillance; took 49 minutes to transmit } .7 I Data Collector Log Chicago EOC 

WA 12·May·03 t 8:55 I Hospttal control transferred back to Hart>orview Medical Center \\f'-~ I I Incident Log Harborview EOC 

lA 12-May-03 19:02 
I HHS sec set up the CDC Emergency Comms System, and modified its .ts:te to highlight r~iation 

information. ......_ ,- I I Data Collector Log HHS 

WA 112·May·03 19:20 I WA Governor signed the request lor P'esid~iSaster D~aralion \Y Operations Section Activity Log 

I 
WAState EOC 

l in the FBI SIOC, presentation ol DHS's li~ol seven _lpreatened_cities (S:,, Ie, Chicago, New York. Los 
lA 12-May-03 t 9:23 Angeles. San Francisco. Houston. and th7, Oistrlcr,ot Columbia) resu)ted In a d iscussion of whether these 

, cities were close to nuclear power sites. If ~o FB would recomlllJnd transition to Red. 

tA 12·May·03 19:35 I DHS Secretary declared HSAS RED in Seatt1e\ 

WA 12·May·03 19:36 ~ ~ H~~cre~rY, and OHS Secretary discuss the•depl.orment of additional health physicists to WA 

t2·May·03 l 
(j; hicago OE"4C sends message to RTA. CTA,iMETRA to bring trains down and start rush hour early. 

II. 19:40
1
l Contacted SOMA, Transunion building, Sears. Aon Center, Hancock Towers. Streets and Sanitation: no 

parking, etc. 

" 12Ma'-'f ~5 I King County empibyees whoS~ job site is located inside the effected zone are to shelter in place until 
WA lotheMise adVIsed. King Countfaempfoyees who live inside the zone cannot return to their homes. 

Employees are encouraged J9 allow the transit plan set out by King County Metro Transit. 

wr f, 2·May" J. 19:45 
I Global message to Kin~ Coun1y employees · King County employees are allowed to leave anytime but are 
encouraged to c eel< me Employee Hotline, a1206·205·8600, the King County Web site, and watch the local 
news tomorrow f110r'i1ing for updates and information about reporting to work. 

IL 12·May·031 19.
47 

Jrdward Hospital reports admission of family ol lour suspected ol SARS. but with unusual coughing up ol 
· bl9od:..l,JVPage Counly Health Dept. called IDPH and other five hospitals to alert them. 

T2 AAR Annex A · T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 
T2 Reconstruction 

DRAFT 
FOR OFFICIAL tfSE ONL t 

I 
Data Collector Log FBI SIOC 

I I TSA Daily Watch Log I DHS/CAT 

I I Data Collector Log REOC 

I I Data Collector Log Chicago EOC 

I I Press Release KC IC 

I Press Release KC IC 

I I Detailed Incident Report I OuPage County 
EOC 
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Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment Typeolllata 
Source 

lEOTI lEOTI Oraanization 

12-May-03 1 ISPD cequesting FBI assistance at scene of explosion. 
Briefing oCCtJrred at 17:30 PDT (20:30 EDT}. Action took 

... 
WA 19:50 place sometime betweent6:50 and 17:30 PDT (19:50 and I Intelligence Summary Rep~ (ISR) 

WAStaleEOC 
20:30 EDT). when the briefing look place. Seattle OivisiGQ 

lA 112-May-03 1 20:00 IHHS SCC ordecs two SNS sites nearest Chicago to be readied lor loading onto the airplanes. I ~ Data Collector Log 'J HHS 

WA 12·May·03 20:20 I DHS Secretary, in consuttation with SeaUie Mayor, has declared HSAS Red for the Sea«teiKing County area Also recorded by a data collector at the FEMA IOF If FEMA activity Log 

lL 112-May-03 20:21 raised the alert status from Orange to Red. While awaiting confirmation b Fax· all Chicago OEMC •s ac ua re ects c ange'" •cago ea a 
' Director ol Chicago OEMC reports that a telephone call lrom Chicago Dept. ol Health & Human Services has ~~h- t tty 11 h . Ch' H lth nd 

personneVagencies wilt implement Red Alert. Y ' Human Serv~ces alert status _ I\ D' Colle~r Log 

lA 12-May-03 1 20:27 
DHS-CAT reports that DHS has advised that eltective at 2t30 EDT, the alert level will be raised to RED lor rt- ""I ~l .S•tuation Rep~ 
the loltowing cities: Seattle, San Francisoo, Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago, New York, Washington. D.C. 

IL 112-May-03 20:32 I chicago area EOCs notified of elevation of HSAS to RED for seven high-risk cities. I (\ \\ "\j\ " Detailed Incident Report 

WA 12·May·03 20:40 I FBI announced that inciden1 is a terrorist event I {\ \~'"' I ) Component Log 

lA 12-May-03 20:46 HHS SCC gets word of the seven-city Red; will notify CDC to load the planes. I V\V~ Data Collector Log 

WA 12·May·03 20:50 
l sFD requested the release of DHS pre-posijioned equipment package (PEP) located at Boeing lield. I F\~ 1 Request passed to FEMA 

lL 112-May-03 20:56 
~Chicago Fire Dept informed by FBI Chicago that Chicago is listed as a "probable' target. Increase securijy 
tor senior elected o1ticials - Governor and Mayor. Specific threats have been identified. I ~ ~ 

IL 12-May-03 1 20:57 
ICPD recommend cancellation of While Sox baseball game and McCormick Place conventiol)iE mergency 

I 

\) 
Management Coordinator concurs. 12 hour shifts for sworn personnel; all in uniforms. Co~~W, special"'' 
details al O'Hare and Midway for Code Red protocols. Increased se<:urity for city larQel Ct.; a inas. 

112-May-03 1 
I L WA 21:00 iWA Hospital Control ceases operations 

"" .A 

lA 12-May-03 1 21:00 
I CDC operations center receives message from HHS sec lhal7 cfties are now allhreat level ed .... EO~Iafl 
notifies associated CDC stall members ---../ 
HHS, conferring with Chicago health officials, wants to pre-deploy the SERT now; it will be there by morning. L; 

lA 12-May-03 21:02 In another malter . HHS will work with with RHA to pre-posijion S~S s~pile near Chicago. based on 
information from British Columbia. ~ 

WA t2·May·03 21:10 l sPo IC meet with Mayor and Chiefs al police oommand post; spol~advised thai this was a terrorist event 
1 

I FBI SIOC learns thai 7 cities will go to Red al 2130. \\/ -
lA 12-May-03 21 :10 1/ I 

l t 2·May-03 
\ / 

.., 

I lA 21:30 USSS DirectQ(s Crisis Center activated .........__ 

' 
lA 112-May-03 21:41 

CDC putting out health alert to Chicago area doctors and hospitals. Plague ~;~,iidded lo watch list, I 
based on intelligence. But CDC is not suggesting an outbreak of this disease I tfi~alert says to took for flu, or 
similar resoiratorv illness. -.. 

I Seattle Shelter-in-place press release alf~ved ........ 
-~ I WA 12-May-03 21:44 

lA 112-May-03 21 :45 IHHS sec received notification from OER '~~t No"Ms teams wer@.'!ctivated (notionally) in response to HSAS I 
jelevation to RED for the seven cities. 

WA 12-May-03 1 22:00 
l US Coast Guard Seatlle is al MARSEe 3 (high est level of security) - this means certain parts of the Port of 
Seattle areclosed and port traffic IS being directed-to other locations 

112-May-03 22:0~ f 1 DEST arrive~! r e FBI Seattle Field Office (corresponds to MSEL # 3052). 
1r me taken from JOC analyst tog, Other times reported 

WA 21:00 and 17:05 PDT (0:00 and 20:05 EDT) by MSEL 
Team from unknown sources. 

, I' 
7 
··1 From EPA HO: ,DOE designated as lead for radiological matters: other Federal agencies are to take DOE's 

lA 1 2-May~ -~7 direction on m~;;;:r,.ring requests. DOE is to receive all data now, through the FRMAC. but data can be 
shared ooncurre ltv with Stale and local officials. 

lA ~May,-03 22:30 FEMA EST and if" t~rdinale an inter-agency health & safety plan I 

•1 1 2-May~ 22:30 
I First SNS situation report was issued by CDC. Primary area of coordination is supply of Prussian Blue, Ca 
DTPA or Zn DTPA. 

WA 112-May-031 22
,40 J~ational Controller catted WA SEOC Dire<:tor to inje<:t that the national threat level went Red. effe<:tlve 1740 

"<;' PDT. + I 
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I 
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I Harborview Hospital 

CDC EOC Atlanta 

I HHS 

ROD sne 

FBI SIOC 

DHS·CAT 

I HHS 

Seattle EOC 

HHS 

WAState EOC 

I JOCCMG 

EPA EOC HQ D.C. 

I EPA EOC HO D.C. 

CDC EOC Adanta 

I WAStale EOC 
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Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Typeolllata 
Source 

lEOTI lEOTI Oraanization 

12·May·03 1 
I I 

Data Colleitor ~ lA 22:46 I NRC alerts FBI inlormation control that it is going to highest level security at nuclear power plants. FBI SIOC 

Time taken was lrom MSE~ Team log (source ROD Site j 

~ _;sEL 
WA 12·May·03 22:58 

~~BI has completed trail vehicle evidence investigation. FBI identilied G~OOO involvement (corresponds to Controller). Additional time 21 :30 POT (0:30 EDT) trom 
MSEL Team ~og 

MSEL # 3051 } ROD Site Data Collector, identifying more actions than l' completion of vehicle evidence collection. 

IL t 2·May·03 23:00 
IOPH put out fax atM regarding signs and symptoms (definitions of) of respiratory illness. fever, pain in the \\ ~ ~~~·ll. Jr IOPH 
chest; 60 suspected cases 

lL 12-May-03 23:00 
DuPage County Public Health gets notification from IDPH of a TOPS cluster and passes this notification on 

~ I\\ /''~ Notes fL VCC 
to all offices and hospitals 

WA 12·May-03 23:00 
I King County EOC talked to JOC: confirmed event designated as a terrorist incident and FBI assuming 
investigative lead. I H ""J \' [ompone~ Log King County EOC 

IL 12·May·03 23:00 
Last night al2200 • OuPage County notified lrom IOPH · notified ol "TOPS" cluster · to all PH offices and 

(\ \\ '\\ Data Collector Log I OuPage County PH 
hospitals 

Conference call with key stale. county, and city players to update status of current situation: PHSKC EOC 

~'Y~ ~ 
recommending: safe to remove shelter in place, but unsure how to transport those people out of Exclusion 
Zone. Will bring in buses from outside the Exclusion Zone to evacuate the public··· tell them to go home. bag 

WA 12·May-03 23:10 clothes. put in garbage. shower with water and soap, and await further instructions and info. Final Data Collector ~og SKCPH EOC 

I 
Recommendation: risk of continuing to shelter in place is greater than contamination threat of leaving the I area. But, want to transport people out of area using non·contaminaled vehicles brought to perimeter of I incident area 

lA 12-May-03 23:23 iUSMS reports Federal courthouse in Seattle is closed, bu1 a magistrate remains on duty. I \W '' I Data Collector Log FBISIOC 

WA 12·May-03 23:30 !Incident has been declared a criminal act: FBI has assumed control of the incident site I ~\ '> Data Collector Log ROO Site 

.- .......... I 

~ lA 12·May·03 23:30 Washington State request tor Federal Disaster Declaration submitted to White House Federal Response Briefing DHS·CAT 

~,-...... ,,,.~~-_ .. oo~~·~,, •• ,.oo ...... -·~·-· .. -L 
I 

WA 12·May-03 23:34 
,going; new tents and lights being erected in command post area for night operations SPO and SFD 

Data Collector ~og ROO site 
I command posts side by side but separate. Still no unifired command. Federal a~ncies on scene include 
FBI and EPA in command post area. ' ~ 

WA I 12·May·03 23:50 
agency role. Investigation has associated a Maroon Honda & a blue GMC pick-up truck with th~Sciden1. 
I FBI has declared event a terrorist incident effective 20:00 POT (23:00 EDl) & assumed tead'iovestig~ve - ---..../ 

Honda recovered near scene after crash with one non·identlfied suspect dead-on-arrival. Blue pic ~p I 
I King County OEM Event Log I KCEOC 

believed headed north-bound towards Canada. 

WA 12·May-03 1 23:56 I Dal a from AMS received by FRMAC. 17 ..... 
WA 13·May·03 0:00 

I King County Situation Report · King County Metro Transit has madelarrangemenls to provide Water Taxi I 
seNice from West Sealtle to downtown Seattle at5:15 POT (8:15 EDl) Tuesday. 

IL I 1 3-May-03 1 0:14 I Central Oupage Hospital alerted Health Dept. of a suspected plague cas: , y The evaluation team does not know if Health Dept. refers 
to the OuPage County Health Dept. or to IOPH (or both) 

WA 13-May-03 0:15 All patients have been rescued. rubbJe'J)ile~~ar of ljye victims 

• 
WA 13·May·03 0:1 6 

I Ongoing discussions between WA SEOC, Kiog eo:7nty EOC. and Seattle Edc, and public health officials 
about shrinking the exclusion zone. There ware rep11ated conce~s about a<[ack ol data. 

I I 
I Conference Call between WA SEOC (incltlding WA DOH). King County,..EOC. Seattle EOC. and PHSKC 
EOC to develop evacuation plan for people she I ering··in·place in ndustrial area of exclusion zone: First 
wash down evacuation route(s), coordinate buses into the inciden! area. SFD. SPD. and DOT available to 

WA 13·May-03 0:25 
support the evacuation. Evacuated people wilt be taken to a holaing area. where relatives can come get 

! them or they can go to shelters. AI holding area. directions will be given to people about how to 
!decontaminate at home {remove clothing, bag tliem, shower with soap and water). There is an unknown 

I number o(~ople in industrial area. Buses C3J\tra~ort 60 people at one time. All in area West of 1-5 will 
,be evac~J_ated~will wait on more lab data before\ev') ating those East of 1·5. 

WA 13·May·03 0:3q J FBI has ov~'ll! c,l'mmand and SFD has rescu/ command; FBI will be on scene all night I 
WA 1 3·May·~ ~ 0:30 ~./unified meeting,nl ade up ol \"0, SPO, and FBI, to discuss overall situation at incident site 

~~I 
....... I FBI HMRU Leader's decisio? to have joint entry teams was based on number factors: Desire to facilitate 

I WA 1:00 
interagency cooperation; evidentiary concerns with jurisdiction· ... the mixed teams would allow for a 
representative from agencies..t~at claim to have jurisdiction or the evidence; levels at experience· some 
agencies have more experience with blast analysis. 

wf 1 3·May-~3 ,!.:05 
IWA SEOC Ust of Prt9f~ty Actions: 1) Radiation Footpnnt and impacts. 2) EST Recovery and Restoration 
Task Force. 3) Critfcal lnfrastructure Protection. 4} Re-opening of 1·5 5} Presidential Declaration 

w~ 13·May·03~ 1:09 WA SEOC reports: SFO HazMal confirms detection of Americium 24 t and Cesium 137 and relays to IC/ CPS 

DRAFT T2 AAR Annex A · T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 
T2 Reconstruction FOFI OffleiAL tfSE ONLY 

I Data Collector ~og FRMAC 

I Press Release KC IC 

Detailed Incident Report I DuPage County 
EOC 

I 
Data Collector Log WASiateEOC 

I Data Collector Log KCEOC 

Data Collector ~og SKCPH EOC 

Data Collecte< ~og ROD site 

I Data Collector ~og WAStateEOC 

I 
Data Collector ~og ROD Site 

I Data Collector Log WAStateEOC 

Data Collector Log WAState EOC 
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DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
Source 

lEOTI lEOTI Oraanization 

!Global a·mail to King County Employees: Only essential King Counly personnel who's job site is within the 
... 

I following boundaries--Royal Brougham to the North. 1-5 to the East. S . Alaskan Way to the South, and Elliott 
WA t3·May-03 1:30 Bay to the West--are being told to report to worl< tomorrow. Tuesday, May 13. Employees are advised to Press Release 

\1 
KC IC 

check with the King county employee hotline. at 205-8600, and the King County Website. at 

I ~ \VWw.metrokc.gov for department -specific information 

WA 13-May-03 1:37 
lwA PFO priorities lor night: dalining the affected area, developing protective actions. and constructing a 
!consistent message to the communities. I f\ ~OCCMG Log 

1 13·May·03 I 1\\ 

... 
WA 1:48 SFO determined no viable victims left at incident site: switching from rescue mode to recovery mode. FBI Log 

1 
Data lrom DOE AMS idenlilied an alpha emitter. FRMAC therefore believes that the shelter in place zona is 

~~/AA·~~ too small. Seattle's initial assessment was based on data from only a gamma emftter (Ce 1 37) at relatively 
low levels. FRMAC recommends to WA PFO that Seattle evacuates all people in exclusion zone, but need 

WA 13-May-03 2:00 ground samples to determine exact measures. EPA's makes recommendation to wait until morning (since 
people are sleeping) when more data has coma in- State and locals made the best decision they could with 

~ the information they had at the time. WA PFO's decision is to recommend to the city to maintain shelter in 
place until mace data comes in; not to evacuate. 

WA 13·May·03 1 2:02 
WA PFO learns that Seattle is planning to evacuate those civilians who have been sheltering in p1ace in 

I ~ )V"-~ 1)/ Analyst log 
jindusttial area 

IWA seoc faxes a request for the OMATto the FEMA Region X ROC. They want a medical team to do 

I 'Jf\V I WA 13-May-03 2:1 0 enhanced primary medical care to augment overwhelmed local emergency departments due to potentiaJ Fax 

1
anected population zone & "worried wen· and screening for emergency reserve. 

WA l t 3·May·03 2:t 2 WA DOT: City of Seartle recommended opening of state highways, but they lack the authority to do so. I This occurred between 23:f 3:40 P~\(f:t2·2:40 EDT) Data Collector Log 

WA 13-May-03 2:50 
I Discussions ensue at the Seattle EOC about plans to decontaminate the streets by washing them down: 
concerns are raised about the sewage system, potential legal issues, and environmental imp~ct... """ 

, This occurred between 23:50-00:t S PDT (2:50·3:1 5 EDT) Data Collector Log 

WA 13·May-03 3: t2 
I KC EOC reports that Seattle has put out a press release asking people to stay out of contaminated area~but 
people can go to wotk downtown. I I Data Collector Log 

lL 13-May-03 3:58 LaGrange Hospital evaluated current patients and identified a possible case ol pneumonic plag~'\... ,. i---- """ Data Collectot Log - "/ 
WA I 13-May-03 4:00 I Decision is made for the SFD to remain in charge ol incident scene until 6:00 POT (9:00 EDT) T~esday~ I This occurred between 01 :00 and Ot :30 PDT (04:00 -

Data Collector Log 
lull FBI returns 04:30 EDT). 

WA 13-May-03 1 4:35 I Plans to go forward with the evacuation of those sheltering-in-ptJ'' in ]hdustrial area of exclusion zone i~ 
1 
hampered by a lack of data. v 
1•• "oc-~""'• ""'G' """ •- """'"~ ..lo-~~ "''" -• 

I 

WA 13-May-03 5:00 
Washington State Ferries: vehicle and passenger service only on the A~cortes·S~m'Juan, Edmonds~ 
Kingston. and Faunderoy-Vashon-Southworth; Passengers-only servi<:e on the· ukilteo-Ciinto~ Keystone-

I 
Port Townsend, and Port Defiance~ Tahlequah routes. Recommend sea.trity;t'easures in place lor walk·on 

I I passengers to remain In elfect. ~ "' 

WA 13-May-03 5:00 IWA SEOC recommends that all eXt~~ighwa.r:osures remain in effect ' I ., 
WA SEOC Press release: WA DOH to ~in evacuation of'immediate blast afe{ People will be notified by 

WA t 3·May·03 5:42 
radio and by direct phone calls into the area west of 1·5 using telephone Qumbers listed on business license.s 
in the c,ity finance department. The area to be evacu,i'ted is bounded bJVRoyal Brougham Way on the north, 
1·5 on the east, S. Alaska St. on the south\ and tho/)eattle watertrpn~on the west. 

WA t 3-May·03 1 6:28 lwA SEOC notified that Seattle Mayor decid~ \ 5 will re-open at 05:00 PDT (08:00 EDT) I 
t 3·May-03 1 

~ 
Pe[..WDO;-;adiological data has not been conl~ed. Therefore 1·5 will remain closed. I WA 6:28 

' 

WA 13·May-03 6:3 1
1

1 l,lseattfe EOC: ~:lracted opening of 1·5 until additional data from DOE AMS fly over comes in. I 
lA 

1 

l)May~7:t 0 I HHS ASPHEP rt~uests cor! to contact SEAT leader in Chicago and tell him to request increased 
surveillance. C~~ agrees1o call Chicago. I 

WA( f3·~y·03 J 7:t5 ISFD IC & Operaf~n!chi,meat face to face with NMRT. NMRT tasked w~h force protection I 
WA\ t 3·May-03 7:37 JwA SEOC requests Fire Mobilization Authorization on behalf ol SFD I 
WA 13·May·03 1 7:45 

1
w"J::-sfoc News Release: WA State Ferries to resume full service except lor Seattle runs. I 

DRAFT T2 AAR Annex A- T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 
T2 Reconstruction FOFI OffleiAL tfSE ONLY 

I Data Collector Log 

I 

Protective Actfon Decision Wksht 

Protective Action Decision Wksht 

I 
Press Release 

I Data Collector Log 

I EOC Supervisor Log 

I Agency Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

Public Information Office(s Log 

Public Information Officer's log 

~ _,Jbc CMG 

1 WA State EOC 

FRMAC briefing 

FRMAC briefing 

FEMA Region X 
ROC 

WAStateEOC 

Seattle EOC 

KCEOC 

LaGrange Hospital 

ROD site 

WAStateEOC 

WAStateEOC 

WAState EOC 

Seattle EOC 

WAStateEOC 

WAState EOC 

Seattle EOC 

FBI SIOC 

WAStateEOC 

WAStateEOC 

WAStaieEOC 
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DRAFT 

Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I Type olllata 
lEOTI IEDTl 

I NCEH. lead CDC center responding to radiological event, conducts conference call with Seattle & King I I 
... 

lA 13-May-03 8:05 
County EOCs. Regional X REOC, and CDC's A-team representatives. 

Data Collectot Log 

I ARC of Greater Chica90 received a phone call from IL SEOC: confirmed Red Alert for IL became effective at (".. 
JL 13-May-03 8:1 0 

19:00 COT (20:00 EDT) on Monday. Also inlormed that IDPH has reported about 100 patients with SARS-tike 

1\ 
Data Collector Log 

symptoms have reported to Chicago hospitals. Due to this, ARC will discontinue blood collections in this 

1

area. All chapters will be notified of alert status. National ARC "Get lnlo Public" info line has been activated 

WA t 3-May-03 8:30 
IWA SEOC News Release: WA Governor appointed a Recovery and Restoration Task Force to guide and 
coordinate state government recovery ellorts In areas of King County and Seattle affected by the explosion .--=--.... I \\ ; ress Release 

lA t 3·May-03 8:38 IFEMA HQ calls for a CDRG meeting at 0900 on May 13, 2003 
I (( ""J \' Data Colle')or (og 

IL t 3-May-03 8:45 I DuPage County Public Health Dept. goes on 24/7 ops I ~ \\ "4\ Data Collector Log 

IL t 3·May-Q3 8:45 
I Highland hospital received clarification from IDPH that it wasn't the alert level that went to red; it was the 
infection alert level I ~ \V"'' I 

,, 
Analyst Notes 

l l t 3-May-031 8:58 DuPage County Public Health to get surveillance teams up and going I \V'V~ Data Collector Log 

WA t 3-May-03 9:00 
WA SEOC was nolilied by FEMA Region X Uaison that the POD was signed at900 EST on May 13. WA v~ I Situation Report 

ISEOC is trying to obtain a copy of signed declaration at this time. Disaster number will be DR·432t ·WA. 

I HHS sec hotds a conference call with Region v to discuss biok>gical event. Key discussion points: NCIO is 

~ 
\) 

I 
lA t 3-May-03 9:t 2 I the lead CDC center supporting the bio event: needs to engage State & local health officials to c~vey EP&R activity log 

prophylaxis strategies. Communications staff coordinate wrth locals to develop message/ ildia and I 
public. ...., \I 

IL t 3-May-031 9:t 5 ICCOPH begins active surveillance. Contact Chicago hospitals by l ax, but don't d' ss d:Oase with pub!~ 
yet. J I Data Collector Log 

~ ~ Time taken was from a ROO site controller log. Other 

WA t 3·May·03 9:t5 FBI locates two salehouses (corresponds io MSEL # 3053) 
~imes listed by MSEL Team were 21:40 and 22:30 PDT on 

Controller Log 
May t 2 (0:40 and t :30 EDT on May 13) lrom unknown 
sources. 

WA t 3·May·03 9: t 5 
Seattle Mayor signed a general exclusion order. which restricted public acces.s.l[l an area bounded by S 
Horton St. on the South, SR99 on the West, Royal Brougham on t~ North, and AlrpOJl. Way on the East. r Seattle EOC Situation Repon 

IL l t 3-May-03 9:23 
DuPage County DPH alerts pre-selected prophylaxis dispensing srtes t}tr' 7 red to be aCiivat91f in the 
event that the IL Stockpile or SNS is requested. ; 

I 

IL t 3-May-03 9:30 I Chicago Dept. ol Public Health dispatches :emiology teams to 34 Chica~~ c9 ospitals 

I 
IL t 3-May-03 9:30 I Lake Forest hospital received lax conlirm\ g pne~::;.ic plag~Fax ~so received regarding patient ltow. 

lA t 3-May-03 1 9:30 
l DOS stood up task Ioree to liaison with Canada\ Border security heightened ; Canadians are intercepting 
SeatUe fl ights for possible decontamination. 

t 3-May-03 l 

{c;,icago ~C has received only three reports Jam 3 hospitals; Chicago DPH to send staff out to hospitals to 
IL 9:37 l / o face-to-face t~ emphasize increased reporting. Chicago DPH advising M-95 masks and infection control 

1 procedures for emergency responders. 

hM(o:l 
~ 

I Chicago EOC pre-posltionjs~alized teams (hazmat, dive, rescue): locked down firehouses; activated 
ll 9:39 

secondary comlf"')os/ fre Academy. 

ll l t 3-May·Or it:39 IDPH activates ~ase I of IL Emergency Medtcal Disaster Plan. POD hospitals activated. 

I 
"....Y 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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Venue I Date Time I Description I Analyst Comment I lEOTI lEOTI 

tl 13-May-03 9:40 I Loyola University Medical Center activated as a POD Hospital 

I l 
13-May-03 1 t\ tl 9:43 

:c hicago EOC notilied Mayofs Chiel of Staff and brought Mayor up to date: in contact with the IL Governof s 
!Office; more senior staff reporting to EOC: preparing Chicago Declaration at Emergency draft. 

IL 113-May-03 9:45 
I Highland Park hospital received call lrom IOHNO to go to Phase I oi iL Emergency Medical Disaster Plan -
must report back to IOHNO 10:30 COT (1 1 :30 EDT) that plan is implemented. 

I 
~ I\\ 

IL t 3·May·03 9:45 Masonic ER reported to IDPH mat Phase I of IL Emergency Medical Disaster Plan activated. 

I ~ \\ ~>~ 
lL 13-May-03 9:50 IIDPH has reported two cases of pneumonic plague in the Chicago area I ~X~ 

IL SEOC Director spoke with ISP Director and reported to IL SEOC: Based on intelligence inlormation last 

~\{\ I night the North and Central (with the Southern team in reserve) SWMDT. National Guard 5th Civil Support 
11. 13·May-03 9:51 Team, and IMERT are being activated. ISP will contact their members and lEMA to make remainder ol 

contacts. They are to report to the College ol DuPage. IL SEOC Director also authorized the activation ol 
, these special teams. 

I t 3·May·03 

IL SEOC notifies ARC Chicago Distric t Operations Center ol 2 cases ol pneumonic plague. in addftiolilO' ~ ll 9:55 SARS • like patients presenting at hospitals over-night. Also notilies that IL SWMDT has,~n s.et.u~ 

\. Dupage County 

ll t 3·May·031 9:55 
I Good Samaritan called Efmerst Memorial Hospital ER to telt charge nurse that Phase1 of ILEmergency ' I 1 Medical Disaster Plan was implemented. 

IDPH conlerenoe call with IDPH Lab: Top Pnority for hospital labs is il they see bipolar staining u~hg Gram --.:::::7 
I 

IL t 3·May-03 10:00 stain and patients fit clinical picture; sputum samples, Bronchoalveolar Lavage, lung aspiration. ntibiotic 
susceptibility. \.. 

WA 13-May-03 t O:OO I Threat update: State ot Washington. orange. Cijy of Seattle, re'\ Ring,County, red·based on local policy~ .. .._; I 
lA t 3·May·03 1 10:00 

IHHS Homeland Security Center Incident Report: All NOMS assetsl''\"'·been put on alert per the EP&R 

1 
1 

Response Division; Additional information from Chicago indicates aqeast 100 patients with--SARS·Iike illness 
in Chicago: Epidemiologist in the Chicago area and has deployed to ll'i.t.lllinois Depa~ment of Health. 

lA 13-May-03 10:00 
I NRC has increased security at power plants in their 4 regions as a result ~f D.{s going code r$vThey will 
give any appropriate information to SIOC information control if necessary. 

fA 13-May-03 10:00 I C~nadians requested that they be ~!lowed to send a liaison to Region X R())O~S Government has no I 
abtectrons. , ·............ _, 

I Lake County DPH reports: Hospitals have said tll,at pat ients who went to Unit~r!'center are being reported 

ll 13·May-D3 10:02 
as suspect SARS. Some cases were aJso at O'Hare Airport. DuPag.e Hospffa1 suspects plague at 23:42 I COT on May 12 (0:42 EDT on 13 May). ?qme patient from Canada. DuPage: 13 suspect cases respiratory 
illness Unrted Center Connection, O'Hare Connecpn. and Canadf 1 onnection 

IL 13-May-03 10:04 
Illinois Masonic activates Phase I of IL Emerg i ncy Medical Disaster Plan. Illinois Masonic taxed Swedish 
I Covenant Phase I information sheet because.;;(Y did not have it, though they are supposed to. 

IL 13-May-03 10:05 
I IDPH !axed ~aGrange ER to implement Phase11 ol-li<fimergency Medical Disaster Plan - charge nurse 
9lling unijs arid departments to determine beds, blood, vents · etc. 

lL 13·May-o31 t 0:15 , 1central DuPage ~ospftal activates Phase I ol it. Emergency Medical Disaster Plan I 
11. 13-May-03 ~ 11o.1 0:20.J VNN reporting ~nusual number of ltu-like illnesses in Vancouver I 
lA 13-Ma; ;03 t0:20 I NRC member of ~AT reque}i}copy of ARAC plots 

IL 13-M\ y-03 10:25 
1 Northwest Com'1'unity Hospilaheported to Good Shepherd Hospital via radio that Phase I of IL Emergency 
Medical Disaster 111anAmplemented. 

JL ( 113-Mal',-03 \.. t 0:25 IL Governor haslf pppf'ed the deployment of the National Guard CST I 
WA'\ 1 3-May-~ 10:27 WA SEOC: PIOs instructed to NOT disseminate plume data to the media as it is nol confirmed 

IL I t 3·May·03 1 10~ 1~erican Red Cross ot Greater Chicago PIO receives request tram FEMA to go to the tL JIC I 
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ll 13-May-03 10:30 IIDPH (Springfield) : all lab specimens need to be expedited to IDPH Lab lor delinitive diagnostic testing I 

113-May-03 
I Homeland Security Center update: CDC recommends starting with Ciprolloxacin and then switching to 

lA 10:30 Doxycycline later il advisable 10 do so; Several people have arrived in ec with have flu-like illness. on a llight I 
originating from Chicago: HHS working to get SNS moved on a minute's notice. 

l l 13-May-03 10:32 I DuPage County OPH suggests dispatch IL State Police or local police as couriers to expedite lab analysis 

I Lake County Health EOC advises Lake County EOC: 89 cases in Chicago area - 1 death lrom respiratory 
IL 13-May-03 10:36 illness. Samples sent to IOPH lab · preliminary results by noon · possible outbreak of plague per CCDPH. 10 

may have been at United Center. 

Debrieling meeting with IC: Transitioned trom rescue to recovery at 06:00 PDT (09:00 EDT). FBI taking over 

WA 13-May-03 10:40 
responsibilities lor incident management. Scene monitoring (contaminants) still being perlormed by SFD 
HazMat Decontamination responsibility transferred to NMRT. Jurisdiction over deceased discussed. OMORT 
on site by 11 :00. 

tl 113-May-03 10:41 IIDPH: Prioritize specimens by bipolar staining or connection with United Center 
I 

l l 13-May-03 10:47 
I Finalized "TOPS" case definition describing signs and symptoms of inlectious disease trend beginning to 
apPear. I 

l l 113·May.03 t 0:54 
I:DPH nomied ARC Chicago they have activated Phase 1 ot their Emergency Medical Disaster Plan - IDPH 
collecting data and checking hospital space I 

tl 13-May.Q3 10:56 
!ARC ol Greater Chicago reports that the early clinical diagnosis lrom the IL SEOC is incorrect; there is not 
enough information to confirm Plague 

lA 113·May·03 10:57 I Seatle FDA office preparing an advisory tor consumers; blanket embargo ot all loodstuffs/~tume area. ~~ 

WA 13-May-03 10 :59 
l AMS lly over readings: Ki1sap County (WA) readings are above tood control limi1; 1·5 is clean, but people 
could drive into unsale areas - so not ready to open. City requests making residential area . , of 1-5 a 
,priority for measurement. , 1 
HHS! sec holds conlerence call ~h CDC and other ESF-8 partners; key discussion point's. NCEH (~C 
radiation lead) has posted wor1<er salety radiation literature on CDC's website (some intormatio is actlJally 

lA 13·May·03 11:00 
on the site, while other information is notionally posted). HHS SEATs sent to SeaHie and Chicago. 
Reviewed current mission assignments/requests lor assistance lor the states. Seattle has requested.jhe 

l lollowing ESF-8 assets: DMAT. NMRT, DMORT and the WMD ~OAT. Additionally, CDC provided A· earn 
I members to support FRMAC. 

CCOPH: indications that additional cases were presenting with sym~ms and specimeos consistent with 

1 ll 13-May-03 11:05 plague. but no clear indication that's what ~ is. Cases showing lrom :1\ are and Union Station in addition to 
Un~ed Center. 

113-May-03 
Chicago EOC update: FBI is at the EOC; 2 hoSPitals (Gottlieb and lngaq~ re~·ctinical plague cases at 

I IL 11:09 hospital - the cases oome from lar south and lar west ol Chicago. but both a'ttended recent event at the 
Un~ed Center; the HAZMAT Chiel and C~y ol Chicago notrtied. 

~ 

IL 113-May-03 1 11:10 CCSEMA receives lEMA SitRep: at 0'9:15-CDT (10:1 5 eon IL State WMD' e'ar' ~EAT were activated and I 
ordered to assemble at College ol DuPage ......._ 

lA 13-May-03 11:13 I 2nd SEAT team is arriving soon in Illinois~ wiii9'et a!l!;!ijion'iil-epid,t;miologicatJ,(p'port lrom CDC. 

I 
1r rector CDC public health priorities: Focus on immediaten~ of Chicago and Seattle - but do not over-

I commit CDC resources, as we need to consider therpotential tor mul ·pte events in other parts of the country. 
lA 13-May-03 11:20 Ensure the public health community stake~k:l rs'have the requisite information to stay informed as to what 

I is happening. NCID stall needs to stralegiz~ on the potential diag nosis ol plague, and be ahead il in tact the 
agent proves lobe plague. 

l l 13-May-03 11:30 ~VN annov~es patients ~h llu-like symptoms - p~ble SARS cases - in Chicago; unconlirmed deaths 

IL 113·May·03 
-

11:32 ~At IDPH La~ suggestion made to utilize "poli"'"' to get specimens lrom hospitals to IDPH lab. I 
ll 

t 1
)l.IBriefing at Ch/.;ago 911 : confirmed pneumonic plague at Gottlieb HoSPital in Melrose Park, Ingalls - Harvey 

13-May-03 1 1:40 and Childrens Hospital-Chicago. FBI notilied Chicago Fire Department tllat the commonality is the Chicago 
l ... -

1 
Unrted Center. Chicago Fire pepartment is sending teams to identify it bacteria still present. 

WA _. 13-Ma{ 03 11:40 
Red Cross reprJ~ntaiiVe ;rfwf'I JOC CMG: King County Parks Dept. with suppo~ trom ARC opened 3 
shelters at 20:00 PDT on May12 (23:00 EDT) for individuals unable to return to their homes. I 

lA r13'May-~J.j 11:40 I INJECT: FBI Chk:'!,Qo"Fi!'ld Ollice notified thai CDC deploying assets to area (MSEL 31 29) 

t{ 1 1 3-Ma~~~ 11:56 TSA liaison to F~l SIOC: New TFR will be announced with 5 mile radius, 18,000 teet (reduced lrom 20,000 h) I 
l L 13·May.03 12:00 VNN conlirms GLODO has claimed responsibility lor Seattle attack 

IL 13-May-03 ! 12:00 C~go DPH looking to identity travel history of all patients. 
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lA 13-May-03 12:00 
1
ESF 10 reports missing shipment of nuclear material Also reported to FBI SIOC I Oaulcotlec~or Log FEMAEST 

'CCOPH Conlerence call with Chicago and Collar Counties: Reports coming tram hospitals, but do not have 
IL 13·May-Q3 12:04 I active surveillance. EIS officers will be going out in the field following conference call. State recommends 

that interviews should ask whether they have had exposure to O'Hare. Union Station, or United Center 

IL 13·May-Q3 12:04 ICCSEMA receives Sillep tram CCOPH: at 10:20 COT (1 1 :20 EDT), IOPH has made a presumptive diagnosis I 
of 2 cases of pneumonic plague. OHS notified & SNS placed on standby. 

ll 13-May-03 t2:05 I VNN: IL Governor press release announcing confirmation of pneumonic plague cases and that state disaster 

1ptan has been implemented 

IlL Governor announces respiratory illness clusters in Chicago area. No evidence that illness is related to 
IL 13-May-o3 12:07 SeatUe anack, but IOPH and other public health departments are warning to determine cause of illness • 

urges citizens to take precautions. 

WA 13-May-o3 12:09 "There are no confirmed dead" · per King County Medical Examiners office, who received intonnation directty 
from the IC 

113-May-03 
Chicago EOC: Plague is strongly suspected. looks like plague under microscope; several cases known~ 

I l l 12:12 many cases comiJlQ in right now. IOPH has 109 cases. Chicago had 5 cases. other counties have more. 
, Chicago OEMC wants real numbers as soon as possible. 

13-May-031 
I Director Chicago OEMC: Via FBI Chicago, respiratory patients from O'Hare and Union Station at Linooln 

I 
ll 12:13 

1 
Hospital. Chicago Fire Dept. to do investigative bio survey at O'Hare and Union Station. Plague presumed 

1
until further notice. 

13-May-03 1 
IL SEOC received EMNet message. Information that IDPH has made a presumptive diagnosis of 2 I IL 12:14 pneumonic plague cases. The Department of Homeland Security has been notified; the national 
pharmaceutical stockpile (SNS) to be on standby. 

IL 113-May-03 1 12:15 I Chicago EOC received EMNet Emergency Message: IOPH has made presumptive diagnos~ of 2pneumon~,~ 
plague cases. Chicago Dept of Health & Human Services has notified SNS to be on sta~oy for release, 

l l 13-May-03 12:17 I Lake County EOC: IOPH has made p<esumptive diagnosis of pneumonic plague/ I 
IL 13-May-03 12:18 I Lake County EOC notified emergency stockpile (SNS) to stand by "'/., I 
IL 13-May-03 12:20 Ill J IC oontirms reports of plague. I 
!L 13-May-03 12:36 CCOPH directed staff to develop public information message and get a phone bank ready and notify,t~ '- l 

Bridgeview distribution site. red cross. sheriff, public health cliniCs. and_Jhe PIO at the IL JIC 

I Chicago 9t 1 Briefing: City of Chicago putting together Disaster O~cla ation base~ their activities deali'!; 
with health symptoms. 53 yr. female and 57 year male United Flight auend t both oonfirmed dead by Cook 1 

l L 13·May-o3 12:40 County medical examiners. Chicago in communication with Vancouver because Vancouver plaY-ed Ch' go i Black Hawks this past weekend. Chicago Fire Department Chicago Bomb Squadtand-E!JI are ctiecki;; 
Untted Center, Union Station, and O'Hare Airport. Considering a reques~for CST team. 

!Chicago EOC update: Slate of Emergency to be declared in in Chicago. recfm'mend public Sht ter-ln-Piace, 
IL t 3·May-03 t2:45 Strategic National Stockpile <equested. Final trigger was a message from 'va~couve< saying that their initial 

cases all came from Chicago and that their microbio~gistsJiabs had confirmed Pneumonic Plague. ' ,........._ ., 
ll 13-May-031 12:46 I Kane County EOC received an e-mail\fro;;;,-OHl\10 • WMO Civil Support tea.Js,fnd IMERT activated and are 

1 to stage at college of OuPage L ~, 

ll t 3-May-o3 12:58 I cook County EOC preparing proclamatlo~f disaster I 

~rs reported 2 cases with presumptive plague diagnoSis and 1 oo additional sick with flu-like symptoms in 
lA 13-May-03 12:59 hicago. CDC is at the scene with an investigat e team. OHS is oonducting oonference calls to confer on 

eparation·~tivities. 

WA 113-May-03 l 
~HS Region X REOC (WA) developing regisllyAor people who were exposed. The Agency for toxic 

13:00 l ubstanoes and aisease registry (ATSDR) estimated t20.000 exposed people, Region X REOC (WAJ 
efleves this is pr\Jbably too high 

I 

WA ~~~ 13:00 Incident site upda\e from w r/SEOC: 21 dead on site, injured 51 Red. 43 Yellow, and 45 Green; Working wi th I 
Seattle EOC to v,~idate ']'mbers. 

WA ~-May-o3 j 13:05 I FBI determined /J., lomtt:.nt off accidently; may be some other targets or explosives enroule I 
} I Oireclor Chicag.loEMC made big announcement · Declaration of Stale of Emergency in Chicago 

t3·May·03 t3:0r- recommended; Chicago will order shelter·in·place; Chicago Law Department says: declaration of emergency 
:gives authority to take necessary actions immediately. Press Conference will make announcement. 

[l 13-May·03 1 13:09 )IOPH approved memo describing treatment guidelines I 
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lEOTI lEOTI 

13-May-03 1 
I From DHS liaison to SIOC: NRC reports employees ol a nuclear facility near Chicago are calling in sick. All ol 

l~ Data Collect6r ~ lA 13:20 the employees had attended the Chicago Blackhawks game on May 10th. The Blackhawks played 
!Vancouver. In addition 10 percent of the NRC Region Ill staff called in sick.. 

ICFD Chiel says, "Field tested al O'Hare. Union Station, and the United Center." Not located any devices: will 
~ 

lL 13-May-o3 13:20 
send swab sample to IDPH tab lor culture. Swabbed HVAC system and oommon areas. Samples to be sent 

1\ 
Data Collector Log 

to IOPH laboratories; 48·hour turnaround. CSTs asked to be available to come in and support; on stand-by 
basis right now. CST has relocated from Peoria to College of DuPage. 

13-May-o3 1 
I Chicago EOC talked with IDPH laboratory: They feel that outbreak started on Mothefs Day: hazmat unit ran 

I\' lL 13:20 field tests: these field tests compromised by good housekeeping. Also. 48-hour turnaround for samples can 

~ 
Data Colle or Log 

be reduced to 3 hours. 

IIDPH lab tokt that HazMat would organize site checks but based on clues thus lar sounds like aerosol 

~ "\ v-
.., 

!exposure. IDPH tab advising HazMat to look lor possible devices and to collect perhaps l ~!le samples. 
JL 13-May-03 13:20 !HazMat believes based on clues/don't expect to find anything · will sample both ends ot ventilation system 

~ 
Data Collector Log I for residual material. Will not do field analysis/will send samples direct to lab. Interagency teams will scour 3 ~-

sites for devices. 

WA 113-May-03 1 13:20 
I Federal JIC (WA) determines that VNN put out erroneous information; VNN announced that DHS was 

I \A~l Data Collector Log I providing Prussian Blue at request of state, but state did not request from Oak Ridge: Oak Ridge 
automaticalty brings it. 

IL t3-May-031 13:21 I Cook County Epidemiology field teams are out and sending case reports to the state 
I A-\\ ):._( I Data Collector Log 

lA 13-May-03 13:21 
HHS ASPHEP wants pape.work lor declaration of Public Health Emergency ready for the HHS Secretary to h\ '\ I 

Data Collector Log 
sign during briefing with President. 

JL 13-May-03 13:27 IDPH lab reporting Yersinia pestis positive samples to IOHNO then to IDPH Springfield. ~I \\ I Data Collector Log 

113-May-03 l tDPH receives confirmation from lab · PCR tests completed: positive lor Y pestis (3 pati4 ) ""\ \ ,1 

y 

I l t 13:28 Data Collector Log 

IL 13-May-03 13:30 
IIOHNO receives confirmation from Chicago IDPH Lab- positive lor plague ( Yersj,_nfSpestls) based on POR L.__ 
test ol3 specimens from Edwards Hospital. No press release yet! ' .., I Data Collector Log 

JL 13·May-o31 13:30 IL Governor declares state of emergency, requests activation of the SNS, mobilizes lEMA & IDPH. ~-~ I Data Collector Log 

lA 13-May-03 13:30 
HHS ASPHEP: Based on the evolving numbers and a conference call with the DHS Secretary. the II ess'\.. L 
should be assumed to be plague and intentionally released. .._ ~.; 

IL 113-May-031 13:34 
Chicago EOC received taxes from EMNet Emergency Message "!\larding aclivation of Strategic National 
I Stockpile. ~/ 

IL 13-May-03 13:35 IIDPH activates Phase II oi iL Emergency Medical Disaster Plan in res,~nse to /~r's Emergency ,..-
Declaration. I 

IL t 3-May-o3 1 t3:36 I Plague confirmed · gram (·) rods '/ , I 
IL 113-May-03 13:40 Elmhurst HoSPital received fax lro' Good Samaritan Hospital instructing t~m to complete the Phase II 

worksheet. .,, I 
IL 13-May.Q3 13:40 l tDPH notified Ingalls Hospital of code 99 (P~se lloflb-Emergency Medical Disaster Plan) 

IL 13-May-03 1 13:40 
I Northwestern Memorial Hospital and th~ University of Chicag.;:associa, ospitals activated Phase II of IL 
Emergency Medical Disaster Plan ' ' 

lA 13-May-03 13:40 I HHS ASPHEP asks CDC to look at ventiJ\~s~art ol their mo~trzation strategy. I 
lA 13-May-03 13:40 HHS SCC tasking ASPA to dral! talking poi~~egarding shelter-in-place, clarifying that they are NOT I 

~QOmmending shettering·in-place nationwide. 

lA 13-May-03 1 13
.
40 

' Bfitlsi>,Columliia & CDC confirms pneumonic pla~e(unconfirmed reports say that all of the sick people were 
· i 

1
&1 Air Canada flight 783 from Chicago. Legal wil confirm and report back to FBI Chicago 

lA 
t 1 

( IVNN report: D~~Secretary. o n phone interview. was asked what should people in Code Red cities should do-
13-May-03 t3:41 -urged people to rpinimile pur e activity and keep children at home. HHS ASPHEP recommends that people 

r .;· ,· take a snow day~· 

IL _. 13·M~·03 13:45 Loyola Umversit~redicat c"~ter activated Phase II of IL Emergency Medical Disaster Plan I 
~~May-oo J 

I 
Sherman Hospit~fu.c"tivated Phase II oi iL Emergency Medical Disaster Plan I l t 13:45 

IL \ 113-Ma;o3, 1:3<46 Declaration of diL ster signed by Lake County Board Chairman I 
lA 13-May-o3 l {'3;,19 ~Coast Guard closed all vessel traffic in the Port of Chicago. I 
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Lake County EOC PIO tells the Lake County PIO at the IL JIG not to Issue a press release of declarations of 
IL 13-May-03 13:50 

emergency until all counties release a declaration 

[L 13-May-03 1 13:5 1 
I Universily of Chicago called lo notify Soulh Shore Hospital of activation of Phase II of IL Emergency Medical 
Disaster Plan . Phase II worl<sheet filled out by ED supervisor. 

lL 13-May-03 13:55 VNN report: IDPH says pcobably plague & Canadian officials conlirm plague I 
lA 13-May-03 13:55 . CDC issues Health Advisory #3, suspect pneumonic plague cases repMed in IL. I 
lA 13-May-03 13:55 I HRTIBOC deployment approved by FBI HO in accordance with HRT deployment directives. I 
IL 13-May-03 13:58 l vNN report: DHS Secretary terms preliminary diagnosis of Flu·like symptoms as "plague" 

!ARC ol Greater Chicago observes DHS Secretary on VNN announce that IDPH has a preliminary finding of 

IL 13-May-03 13:59 
I plague-like illness - urges residents to restrict movement and stay inside. Vancouver has confirmed plague 
so Chicago must work on assumption of plagu-e. ARC administration discusses the mismatch between the 
information in the Secretary's speech and other sources confirming plague. 

IL 13-May-{)3 14:00 
1200 National Guard personnel requested to assist the Medical Examiner in morgue duties: report to Police 
Areas Centers 1 through 5, First Police District, O'Hare Airport, Midway Airport. 

[L 13-May-03 14:00 
!vNN report: DHS Secretary announces plague in Vancouver and also probably in Chicago: recommends I 
1 public treat it as a "snowday". 

IL 113·May·03 14:10 
I :OPH Springlield: Recommend IL Governor request National Disaster Medical System {NOMS) and DMA T 

1 
(need epidemiologic specialists to assist with disease investigations). I 

IL 13-May-03 t4:t2 !VNN report: 14 confirmed dead in Chicago. A--...... \I 
IL 13·May-D3 14:17 IDPH arranging web posting ol memos on treatment and prophylaxis /~ ' II 
lA 13-May-03 14:22 I HHS confirms 14 dead in Chicago from SARS-Iike illness ~ '\.. JQ 
IL 13-May-03 14:30 I FBI Chicago confirming Pneumonic Plague 'v--L. 

WA 13-May-03 14:31 OHS is working on a FRMAC transition plan for lead to shm to EPA from OOE " ' 

ll 13·May-D3 1 14:38 I DuPage County DPH: Plague identified; next steps are to get inl~ma~ out and do contact tracing ,'l.; 
WA 13-May-03 1 14:40 

IWA SEOC looking to verify casualty numbers from incident stte: n~mbe Seattle-is.putting out is dfflerent 
, 

than what King County is putting out 

lA 113·May·031 t4:50 
CDC EOC: Sea«le update -Two conlinned latalities; 1,200 people eva~ate/;eoontalll.!,nated. 41 tn 
critical condition in area hospitals. 

1 

IUnttied Command Brief: Hazmat teams following ERT in rubble. Cadaver d' s on site. Evidefce collection 
WA 13-May-03 15:02 to begin soon. FEMA. EPA, and DOE still in support. After bodies have been cleared. will shift focus to long 

range remediation , ......_, ~ 

I ' Federal Radiological Monitoring and As'Sess~t Center ~RMAC) has advised hat they completed aerial 
measurements and ground samples of radiatio . The rad1a6on does not pos;, an immediate threat to life or 

lA 13-May-03 15:08 
safety; people within the shelter· in·pla'1 'l(ea could s)ay ·n place lor up to a year without exceeding EPA 
protective action guidelines for radiation dosages: FPS'has already ev~cuated the Federal facilities that had 
sheltered in place. GSA & FPS did devel~ a list of people that were shellered in the Federal buildings as a 
precaution for future medical review. 

lA 13-May-03 15:09 icoc (NCID) receives nolification lrom Chicago of PCR confirmation of plague 

IL 13-May-03 15:11 ElUp:-ge-couf tY begins distribution of their pharmaceutical stockpile based on Governor's request for SNS. 

I l 
f~:.-vs release from KC Regional J IG: The State

1
Department of Agriculture has announced that precautionary 

measures are recommended for the areas: East of the King County /Kitsap County border between N.W. 
85th Street a~ S.W. Admiral Way; South and west of 85th Street to 24th Avenue N.W. to 65th Avenue 

IN.W. to 15th Avenue N.W. tt ighway 99 to Denny Way to Interstate 5 to Interstate 90 to Highway 900; 

13-May·' 
North and west of South Col rljbia Way from Highway 900 to 15th Avenue to South Nevada Street to 4th 

WA 15:15 Avenue to Dawson Street to Higr way 99 to Spokane street to S.W. Admiral way to the King/Kitsap County 
Border. Specific' precautionary measures include the following: Avoid purchasing or consuming products 

f ~' 
stored in open·air~arkets after 12:1 0 pm on May 12, 2003; Fruits, vegetables or grain should not be picked; 
Shell fish harvesfed.a'ner12:10 p.m. on May 12. 2003 should not be harvested or eaten: Agricultural 

I 
products should not be hansported uncovered through the advisory area; Pets should be restricted to water 
sources that are •. ; swered or are from enclosed underground storage. 

lA 13-May-03 1 15:t5 COG EOC confirming 3 cases of plague tn Chicago. conlirmed by PCR from CRN lab in Chicago. I 
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1 

Elmhurst Memorial Hospital receives lax from IDPH regarding signs and symptoms of infectious disease l 
... 

Elmhurst Memorial IL 13·May.03 15:20 trend beginning to appear. Emergency management coordinator and charge nurse notified by ER staff who Data Collector Log Hospital +also notified infectious control nurse. 

I I I Mayofs decision: those east of 1·5 can leave home with certain precautionary measures, safe for them to 
I 

~ ),: "'CIW'I 
resume dally activities. still need to be monitored, send message that they shouldn't eat home grown 

WA 13-May-03 15:20 I vegetables. let their kids play in lhe dirt, and avoid dust: those west of 1·5 will be relocated for 3 days. Very Apalyst log few people remain West of 1-5 since 1200 people were evacuated last night. Use outdialer to contact them. 

~ I 
gel them out wilh reception points, and decon shaker run by PHSKC. Possibility ol hot spots so they may 

I need to be kept lor more than 3 days 
~ /~" 

WA 13-May-03 1 15:30 Meeting between HAZMAT IC and CST commander· indication is that CST is no longer required. CST to (\ ""'{ \' DataColl~og redeploy. 

I I I Agriculture advisory lrom WA Dept. of Agriculture: The following precautionary measures are recommended 

\)(~~ in the alfected areas: Do not purchase and or consume products that were stored in open-air mark.ets alter 

WA 13·May·03 15:34 
12:10 PDT (15:10 EDT) on May 12. Do no pick or harvest truits, vegetables or grain. Do not harvest or eat 

Advisory shell fish harvested after 12:10 PDT (15:10 EDT) on May 12. Do not transport uncovered agricuttural 
products through the advisory area. Restrict pets to water sources that are covered or are from enclosed 

I underground storage 

WA 113-May-03 1 15:35 IWA Disaster Field Office scheduled to open May 15 I #\\ ./h\ I Data Collector Log 

IL 13-May-03 15:38 I Cook County Health Department reQ<Jests SNS: formal request to be made within several minutes. I "':!'+' \\ I Data Collector Log 

IL 113-May-03 1 15:58 Cook County Soard chairman signs joint Cook County and Chicago emergency declaration. I ~ 
v 

Data Collector Log 

I DHS ALERT AL-03-TDPOFF2-M: *The Secretary of DHS, in consultation with the intelligence oommuni\ and\1 
y' 

I 
lA t3-May·03 16:00 

the Homeland Security Council, raised the national threal level to Code red nationwide as of 1600, May 
DHS formal memorandum 13 ... Federat Departments and Agencies, and State and local authorities, are direcy o im~diately 

1 
implement protective actions identified in Operation Liberty Shield ... " I 
I News Release: The City of Chicago declares a State of Emergency due to Pneumonic PlalJue. Cltes r---:::7 I 

IL t3·May-03 16:10 probable release sites of O'Hare Airpon. United Center, and Union Station. Chicago Fire Departmen bas Data Collector Log 
determined that no further releases are suspected. 

lA l t3·May·03 16:19 City ot Chicago requests push-pack trom Strategic National St~ile to ~eat outbreak of plague·like illnqss._ y I Dala Collector Log 

lL 13-May-03 16:20 St. Joseph's Hospital receives fax from IL Poison Center confirming ~. pestis.. 
1 I Data Collector Log 

lA t3·May·03 1 16:21 
l iCE Situation Command notified its field offices that the British ColumbiS'Cen{..i ~(Disease ~tr<;~-had 
contirmed that individuals admitted to the Vancouver General Hospital on ~a 1·2 with flu·like syr)lptoms had 

Situation report tram BICE HO 

pneumonic plague. ¥ 

lL 13-May-03 16:27 I VNN report: Canada Health confirm cases of plague: all cases originated through Air Canada tlight 783; 
currently tracking individuals. , '-..::. _ ""' I 

IL 113-May-03 16:28 IVNN report: rapid response team has
1
d8l,erminedlhr;target sites for plaguJl; hicago . Union station, 

United Center and O'Hare Airport lnte~\onal Terminal ~, · I 
IL 113-May-03 16:32 I Fax message to Chicago EOC: tL Goverr\~anr)Ounces IDPH Laboratory confirmation ot Plague I 
IL t3·May·03 16:33 I ~ax received at CCDPH • IDPH Lab confirm~'\lague but not confirmed terrorism. Fax sent out to provide 

reportlng.~mbers for IOHNO io '. 

IL 13-May-03 16.35 fs~S Surveillance for April30. 2003 through May 13. 2003 showed an increase In respiratory tract 
·-~ symptomology w~th patients beginning on/about May 12 and increasing through May 13. I 

IL 13-May-03 16:37' ~~ DuPage Count~ EOC received official fax from IOPH - PCR confirmation of pneumonic plague I 
WA 1 3)'~-03 16:45 lwA SEOC receiv~d report frtm Seattle EOC: confirming 20 dead and 1171njured I 
l L ;~- .. ~ 

't)3·May-03 16:50 I Fax of IL Gover+{s.Jmergehcy declaration arrived at Lake County EOC. I 
If( 113-W.y-o3 ""16:54 ITrucl< with Cobaft 60 that was reported missing located. cargo intact. I 
iA ~ 13-May-03] 1~0 ISNS Operations Center has not received any reqests from the IL Governor for the SNS, even though the IL 

Governor already announced on VNN that he•d requested SNS 

lL 113-May-031 17:01 1 C~k ~nty EOC: Cook County has tiled and recorded a disaster declaration to ensure authorization ot 
cert~ emergency procedures I 
' DRAFT T2 AAR Annex A · T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 

T2 Reconstruction FOFI OffleiAL tfSE ONLY 

Reporting Center 

I Data Collector Log 

I 
Detailed Incident Report 

I Data Collector Log 

I Dala Collector Log 

I 
Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

I EOC Supervisor Log 

I Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

It is not clear from the Situation Report when this I Situation report #4 happenned, but it was no later than 17:00 EDT 

I SEOC Event Log 

ROD site 

WA Dept. of 
Agriculture 

I WAStateEOC 

Chicago EOC 

CCDHP 

DHS 

Chicago EOC 

FBt SIOC 

St. Joseph's, 
Chicago 

DHS-CAT 

IL VOC 

I DuPage County 
EOC 

Chicago EOC 

CCDHP 

Chicago EOC 

I DuPage County PH 

WAStaleEOC 

Lake County EOC 

I USDOT CMC 

SNS Operations 
Center 

I ILState EOC 
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lEOTI lEOTI 

I Evidence collection at the ROD site: ROD s~e broken into 4 quadrants to establish radiological reading per 

I 
... 

WA 13-May-03 17:05 Data Collecto( Log quandrant EPA will lollow FBI on site, then SFD will lollow- 21eams ol 2 to mark GPS coordinates. 

113-May-03 
I Lake County EOC received lax lrom IL JIC stating there will be no press release relerring to county disaster 

I 
(".. ' fL 17:21 declarations. Data Collector Log 

,.. 

lA 113-May-03 1 17:30 lA Task Force ol250 Army National Gua.rdsmen has been activated and will be deployed at 06:00 PDT 
Wednesday morning to relieve Washington State Police troopers manning road closure checkpoints. I '\ FE~NE~·EST 

lA 113-May-03 17:30 (II air traffic into O'Hare Airport has been suspended by order ol DHS, in coordination with FAA and TSA. An 
exception was made to accommodate the transport ol shipments lrom the SNS. I ~-

,f EMA NEOC-EST Situation report 

lA 13-May-03 17:30 ~ ~HS Secretary declared a Public Health Emergency in the City ol Chicago, allowing the department to 
provide Federal health assistance under its own authority, I (~ "'{·~ FEMA NEO~rST 

13-May-03 1 
I VTC discussion across EOCs regarding conllicting inlormation over road openings: WA State Police says 

\A\~ \\\ WA 17:32 highways are open, but WA DOT has the authority not the police. WA DOT wants to wait until conlirmation Data Collector Log 
lrom WA DOH that irs sale. 

~ 

WA 13·May·03 17:35 I FBI repons that the Seaule port has reopened I ~A A~# Analyst log 

IL 13-May-03 1 t 7:40 l : hicago EOC obtains Chicago OPH's own stockpile; clinic set up at Westside to prophylaxis Chicago DPH 
stall; Logistics chiel lo epidemiology· EOC staff have PPE. ~V\\ Data Collector Log 

13·May-Q3 1 
I OMORT arrived at the incident site. A meeting with FBI. SFD HAZMAT, and DMORT ensued to determine 

~ ~ I 
Data Collector Log WA 17:40 !when and where the OMORT should set up their equipment in the hot zone. It was decided that in about an I hour, FBI would allow DMORT to set up alter FBI was finished. ... 

IL 13-May-03 17:45 IVNN report: HSAS raised to red for entire nation. all transport in Chicago closed, 48 hou, alt to alt public \;I v I Data Collector Log gathering 'I 

IL 13-May-03 t 7:47 VNN report: CDC announces health alert in Illinois ,L. ' 1/1 I Data Collector Log 

113-May-03 
.. ..... 

' 
¥'.......___ 

""" I IL 17:49 Signed request tor NOMS and DMAT sent to FEMA Region V ROC SEOC Event Log ., 
II, 13-May-03 17:50 lvNN report: DHS Secretary announces plague in Illinois; ports, trains. and airpons all closed; urge p/ople to r --...,-

jstay in place; Hollywood celebrtties says stay in place ' I 
Data Collector Log 

!'"''"" ___ , '"' --· ""' '~'""· "" """"'"""'""""' "'' o..li., y 
lA t3-May-03 17:50 

confirms plague in Illinois; announces UN invocation of UN Charter Miele , announces elevation of HSA~ 
Data Collector Log level to Severe (Red) nationwide lor 48 hours, associates the Seat~RDQ and the Illinois plague with 1 

GLOOO, and says that he has asked Mayors and Governors to imp)ement Operation Liberty Shield-like 
protective actions. ' 

I 
Seattle EOC evacuation overview: Implementing plan to let people East Of 1-5 to1eave home with •nstrucbon 

I on how to do so. West of 1·5 we will use the same protocol as last night to YlVacuate all peop~ exclusion 
area. Military will be providing bus drivers tor metro busses. Will use out diafer to call allloc residents. 

WA 13·May·03 17:57 Peopte will be told to take possessions for 3 days. Leave pets with three dav.s of food and water. People will Data Collector Log get screened at the airport; It will be volur>tary screening but we highly reccomended they get screened. We I will nol mandate the evacuation, especially lor seniors. Buses will run from ~-1 2 PJJl today. We will evacuate 

I in an orderly manner so that no one ls out._stal)(frng and waiting lor a bus to come along. SPO will monitor 
perimeter and keep out strays. \\. "-- ....._ 

IL 13-May-03 t8:00 Chicago EOC adVised that SNS had b~~~ctivated; surveillance staft ' -1l,ss clink staffing - decide to use 
existing model with plans for up to 6 d•stribution sites. I Data Collector Log 

JL 13·May·03 1 18:00 Ill Governor sent a letter through FEMA R:Oi.Ji,"V requesting a Declaration ol Major Disaster under the I I SEOC Event Log 
Stallord Act ' 

WA 13-May-03 t8:00 ~~NN report· OHS Secretary announcing HSAS, rais~ nationwide RED. PFO, who is now at the WA 
i S~StiJust recieves confirmation that HSAS rafsed red. 

This event oCCtJrred between 15:00 and t 5:30 POT (t 8:00 Data Collector Log and 18:30 EDT) 

lA 113-May-03 18:0~ r 1 Regional F~ d~ector reports restriction of all food supplies within plume area 
li he evaluation team could not conlirm when this was DHS CAT Brieling on the Federal 

WA 1 1 3-May-o3rs:p~ I USAR team arri'(ing now and will be operational al 20:00. Another notional team will be arriving at 08:00. I 
WA r 3-May-031 18:10 I Seattle EOC gr-fh~ sMnking contaminated zone based on new "analytic information" I 

w{ 1 1 3-Ma~~ 1'8:17 KC EOC policy ro~ wants a copy of that press release - we want confirmation before " we roll that hand 
grenade out into tlie EOC". I 

DRAFT T2 AAR Annex A · T2 MASTER RECONSTRUCTION 
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mplemented. bot it was no later than 18:00 EDT Response to Seattle ROD 

I Data Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

Data Collector Log 

7/17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Oraanization 

ROD sfte 

l Lake County EOC 

} DHSICAT 

OHS/CAT 

OHSICAT 

KCEOC 

JOCCMG 

Chicago EOC 

ROO site 

IDPH 

IL vee 

ILState EOC 

I 
tL vee 

MCC 

Seattle EOC 

I Chicago EOC 

IL Stale EOC 

WAS!ate EOC 

OHS-CAT 

I ROO site 

KCEOC 

I KCEOC 
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lEOTI lEOTI 

I Seattle EOC Policy room: People come in all alarmed because DHS wants to go to Red nationwide. No one 
... 

knows why btJI that requires Americans to stay home lor 48 hours. The Mayor was not asked about this and Th' 1 ed be 15.20 nd 15.
35 

PDT 
118

.20 J 
WA 

1

13-May.03 18:20 this g_oes againsthis plan to retum to normalcy. Conference in EOC Directions office on about statemem: 

1 

IS even oocurr a:~~~35 ED~ · · Data Collector Log 
Why IS DHS making th1s statement Without contacting state county or city top othc&als? Recommendat•on IS 

1that we treat this as an unconlirmed rumor and get them (DHSJ to back off. ' 

WA 13-May-03 1 18:30 I FEMA Region X ROC deputy director -directing staff to activate their "REO" plans and procedures I !f Data Collector Log ... 
WA 13-May-03 18:30 

~~A EMD Director requests guidance from DHS Secretary on steps to take wllen HSAS raised to RED. We 

I \' E5 Superv~or Log need hard copy of recommended restrictions form DHS. .....-...... 
WA 13-May.03 1 18:31 lwA DOH determines that 1-5 can be reopened: WA DOH passes information to WA DOT I {( "'-..'-I\~ Data Coll~ol).og 

Follow-up calls by anaiY.SI confir~ the deployment was 

1\ lA 13-May-03 1 18:40 SNS Operations Center received request lor SNS and approval to deploy 1 push-pack to Chicago approved by FEMA O{recJor, EP&R, OHS in conference Situation Report 
with CDC Deputy Chief~Staff 

I I 

)(u~l 
HHSISCC conference call - key discussion points: Prussian Blue availability and the tack of specific I guidance on targe·scale use; primarily used with people exposed affer they are decontaminated. Diff~ulty of 

lA 13-May-03 18:58 assessing internal exposure within individuals Injured in the blast. Public Health olficiats recommend that Data Collector Log 
, travellers be alerted and a "lever watch" instituted for those people potentially exposed to plague. Chicago 

I 
. asked non-essential employees to stay home. That might impact avaUabilrty of healthcare personnel . 
I 

I I 

~~ Memorandum for the President: Request for an Emergency Declaration for the State of Illinois From: Under 
Secretary, EP&R (Michael D. Brown). Event: On May 12.2003 Governor Btagojevlch requested a major 

lA 13·May·03 19:00 disaster declaration due to an outbreak of Pneumonic Plague in the City of Chicago (Cook County).and four 

I 

Data Collector Log 

I 
surrounding counties. The Governor does not specify a specific type or assistance but rather requests 

I 
supplemental Federal assistance to preseNe lives and property and protect public peace,j e lth ancts~ty. 

I I Director ol Chicago OEMC briefing: Press release provided declaring State of Emergency: Closing schoofs. L__ 
O'Hare and Midway Airpo~s are closed by DHS Secretary. SNS estimated to be arriving at 10:00 COT 
(1 1 :00 ED1) on May 14 at O'Hare Airport with 1 million doses for first responders and thos:';;hrst altectel. """' 

fL t 3-May·03 19: t 8 
this is enough meds to treat a single person for a week and is enough for Chicago and surro ding coonftes; ~ Data Collector Log 

there will be a lag period tor breaking down SNS and distribution· hopefully. will begin the distrib~on on May 
J 15. ' 

WA 13-May-03 19:20 
I WA SEOC reviewed air space closures: because of REO alert status, Oecision was made that restrictions-
I would remain in place ""''III. ~ I 

Data Collector Log 

WA 13-May-03 t9:20 
I Road status: 1·5 reopened, btJI not exn to downtown Sea«Je or West si~ of 1-5; 1-9~ SB 520, and Wes; 
Seattle bridge all reopened; SR 99 closed until sampling is completed,~~lult~x~ected in 2 hours. I I 

Data Collector Log 

1 Chicago EOC reports EMS volume increased by 1 0%; 6 ready reserve al]lb!llances placed in ' Nice; private 

I 
IL 13-May-Q3 19:25 I ambulance contractor notified for~~ activation; 15 spare ambulance\ will require waiver trom JOPH to Data Collector Log 

place tn serviCe. "\ 

WA 13-May-031 t 9:30 IWA SEOC News release: Washing:~;iSlate ·e~ wiU resume their full public s '(;;ce schedule beginning 
at 4:30a.m.on May 14. with some exc~tl~ns I 

News Release 

WA 13-May-03 t9:42 
Deputy Mayor advises Mayor of 1-5 open~~' Ftu~h'lhg has already tate::' place. 
significant delays; encourage public transp'Ortation. # 

Public message to indicate 

I 
Data Collector Log 

13-May-03 1 ' I 
I 

WA 19:54 SPO SWAT arrives at suspected GLODO safe ouse Data Collector Log -
WA 13-May-03 l 

1At 1500 ho0s. Vo(ashington Department of Health provided preliminary Jab tests. These results showed the 
19:55 l!presence ol fo~r1solopes: cesium 137, plutonium 238, plutonium 239 and americium 24 1. Soil samples are 

1 
being forwarded tb DOE for ~ore thorough analysis. 

Intelligence Summary Report 

..1 13-M.!'"' 

~ 

ISPO SWAT coite/k~~ of suspected GLOOO safe house I WA 19:58 

r{ 1 1 3-May·~ 20:00 
I lEMA reported J,~W,!'Y and O'Hare airports are closed by OHS: curious if Amencan Red Cross will attend to 
needs ol strand~~traveters 

WA 13-May-03 20:16 ~PO JC states crime scene part is done so SFD is in charge. 
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I 
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Oraanization 

1 
Seattle EOC 

t:•E~ Region X 
ROC 

WAStateEOC 

WAStateEOC 

SNS Operations 
Center 

HHS 

CDC EOC Atlanta 

I 

Chicago EOC 

WAState EOC 

WAState EOC 

Chicago EOC 

WAState EOC 

ROO sne 

ROO Sfte 

I WA FBI Field Ottice 

ROD She 

JL Siate EOC 

ROO site 
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WA 13·May·03 1 20:17 ISFO requested mutual aid tor HazMat to continue recovery operations 

I l Data Collectar,~ 

I 

.... 

WA 113-May-Q3 20:18 KC EOC policy room receives report that 1-5 and West Seattle Bridge will reopen at 1800 tonight. ;\ Data Collector Log 

The NRC reported yesterday evening at approximately 1800 (MST) the Palo Verde Generating Station \ " lA 13·May·03 21:05 
received an anonymous bomb threat against the facility. The caller said the environment has been damaged 

Data Collector Log enough through radiation poisoning and he and Allah will take revenge. The caller did not claim to be part of 

~ ~ any terrorist organization and there is no evidence to corroborate the threat. 

113-May-o3 l 
I Unified command meeting: 1) FBI advised their assets are pulled out. 2) FEMA advised they are in charge I ~\ ""'t" " WA 21:14 
·under FBl: FEMA has given command to locals ~ SPD and SFO have unified command now together. 

Data Collector Log 

I I 
1 King County Executive in keeping wtth DHS Secretary request lor all people to remain at home made the 

:~~ 
following announcements regarding County services ellective through Thursday. May 15: Essential County 
services will be maintained such as public health and safety, however. onty essential personnel will be on 
duty; The District and Superior Court Judges have suspended all scheduled hearings at all court locationjs. 
Scheduled jurors should not report untillurther notice; The Regional Justi(:e Center in Kent Jail Division will 

WA 13-May-o3 22:40 continue as it has this week: Metro Transit will be operating on a modified holiday schedule. The Downtown Press Release 
Seattte Transit Tunnel will be closed; All King County transfer facilities and Cedar Hills landfill will be closed 
until further notice. Residents that have garbage should bag their garbage put in a secure place until service 

I I 

resumes; KiBg County is asking all essential personnel to report for work. King County employees should 
check with their supervisors: Updates on this and other information can be found on our Web site at 
lwww.metrokc.gov or by listening to local news. 

lA 113·May-Q3 22:50 ISIOC: recommend that Chicago should stand-up a JOC ~I \\ I Data Collector Log 

lA 113-May-03 22:50 1 HHS convenes Emergency Policy Support Group. ~\I .... I Data Collector Log 

WA t3·May·03 23:22 lwA SEOC received call from Seattle EOC that lield play concluded ~· l Jl I Data Collector Log 

Consider this a formal request from the State of Washington: City of Seattle is requesting release of ~ -""' I WA 14-May-03 0:25 propositioned equipment package being held at Boeing Field by DHS. ·~ 7 Email -... 

fA 14-May-03 1 2:55 
I HS Center report from FEMA EST: The FEMA EST is requesting guidance as to what is the expectations of 
the States under treat condition •Red." E ;od Covered: 0200 May t4, 2003to 1300 May 14, 2003 Region X ROC input to EP&R 

T ' ..... ' 
lA 14-May-03 8:10 I FEMA conference call with Regions to discuss numerous State iJuir~s rtlgarding SNS push packages. 1~~riod covered: 0700 hours EDT May 13 to t 730 EDT May 

15 

II. 14-May-03 8:18 I DuPage County DPH Director authorized the release of antibiotics to ~~ staff. " -...... 
.. 

fA 14-May-03 8:23 I INJECT: DOT FRA activates the Regional FRA COOP plan in Chicago •' , J/ I 

I Phone conversation between tOHNO and IDPH: per fL Gov's press release. ~nited Center and Union Station 
IL 14-May-03 8:25 I was not listed to close down • IOPH recommends those venues be closed un il FBI/Law enforcement 

1
determines terrorist related and m"'\5 those venu~ as crime scene. f' 

I I 
IDuPage County DPH morning briefing: ! t 15-;s-CDT (16:25-Eo~n May t /. ~PH released information 

1 

about plague. requested the SNS, and aull>orized distlibution of antibiotics1o those who may have been 
IL 14-May-03 8:35 I exposed; at 17:42 COT (t8:42 EDT) on May t3, IDPH reported plague confirmed: people who were at United 

1 Center. Union Station or O'Hare on May lo 'l.r late may be exposed and recommended lor prophylaxis; a 
local declaration is no k>nger needed as the sl'te declaration is sUfficient. 

IL 114·May.03 8:40 ~uPage County DPH dire<:ted the staff to pr~re for the delivery of the SNS. I 

lA 114-May.03 1. 
8:45 r r SA and FRA l cuss potential rail shutdown. FRA clarifies that STB in tho only authority that can shut down I r rail. 

If. t4·May,03 9:00 ARC agrees to sr~pon stran(kld travelers with mass care, health seiVices, and mental health. I 
IL ' p May·03 9:05 DHS Secretary J!vi!. ~te on VNN: terrorist attack, plague confirmed. bioterrorism event. 

J 
I 

,A 114-May-03 9:1 
MST tasked to come up with recommendations lor disposing of contaminated bodies. CDC working with 

I MST to do this. 

" 
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IL 14·May·03 9:1 7 l iD PH Director authorized distribution of prophylaxis to first responders. 

I I 
14·May·03 1 'Chicago DPH Situation report: NOMS requested. I I 

IL 9:30 

:"-.. 
IL 14-May-03 9:30 

Ch~go DPH Situation Report. O'Hare and MidWay airports and Union Station in Ch~go have been closed 

I' 
by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

114-May-03 1 

Chicago OPH Situation report: IL Governor has recommended that non-essenfial workers in the affected aiea 

1 ~I\\ lL 9:30 stay home. Schools in Cook. DuPage. Kane and l.ake counties have been closed. DHS has recommended 
that all non-essential large pubtic gatherings be cancelled. 

l t 14-May-03 9:30 IVNN report: DHS Secretary has closed O'Hare. Midway airports and Union Station 
I (\ \\ ~ .\ 

I I !Department of Veterans Affairs update to HS Center: VA has informed alltacilities of increase in National 

~~~ 
IThreal l.evello RED and initialed the implementation of level red protective measures for all VA facilities. In 
response to alert level RED. VA's pre-COOP team is on alert to deploy (notionally) to VA's primary COOP site 

lA t 4·May·03 9:45 at 15:00 this Wednesday afternoon. A Secretarial successor will be on·site. 20 Plague patients presented to 
IVA Medical Center Hine. lllinois: 10 patients were admitted to isolation beds and t O died. VA provided the 

I 
White House and HHS inventory of pharmaceutical assets, apporpriate for use in the treatment and 

I 
1
management of Plague. located in the Chi<:ago area. 

IL t4-May·031 9:48 I DuPage County DPH notified DuPage County EOC to tell first responders to come for prophylaxis. I )t ~ I 
IDPH requesting: 5 IL DOT vehicles and drivers; 5 1L Corrections vehicles and drivers; 27 ll StatOPolicem~\ ~ I lt 14-May-03 9:57 and 6 cars: and 40 IL National Guard members to be at the FedEx Terminal at O'Hare Airportby 10:00 COT 

(1 t :00 EDT). ' 

I La Grange Hospital received fax from ll. Governor warning employees of non-esp at busin' to stay 
, 

I IL t4·May-03 t O:OO home unt1l further notice. 

""" 
II, t 4-May-03 tO,OO I City ol Chicago shut down all passenger transportation in and out of Chicago. including airports. \r---' I 

Ill Governor signs "Executive Order" considering this to be a possible bloterrorist, suspended HIPAA and 'Y 
Blood Banks ... allow state to share communicable disease information wtth law enforcement; suspended 

tl t 4·May·03 10:03 li<:ensing act so that physicians can practice in places where they are r ol'licensed ... hJmporarity supend legal 1 I constraints on other professionals so that others can dispense medica: \ ns. an~ disseminate-at other places 
other than pharmacies (distribution and administration ol antibiotics). l, 

lA t4-May·03 1 10:05 
· · · . . K . o e: a,or 1saster ec arattoo was requeste y t e I The President (notional) granted an emergency d~aration (FEMA-4322-EM,IlYto Illinois Ma~.4:'lo address N 

1 
AM • 

0
. 

0 1 . d b h IL 
the health cnsts 1n the Ch1cago area. The declaration covers Cook, DuPag\ ane and lake <Sount•es. An G but E 

0 1 
f 

1 
d 

FCOwasappointed. ovemor. an mergency ecara1onwasgrane . 

lA t4-May·03 1 10:06 
I The White House, FBI and DHS a10 'k:oking to HHS for leadership in crafting P.U; health message 

1
concerning events in Chicago and se,attlt ....... I I 

lA t 4·May.03
1 

10:06 lcoc called SIOC: Deployed SNS pus\p;~ck~ re~deptoyoo teams 
I I 

lA t4-May·03 1 10:06 
FPS has deployed police officers to su~o11 CDC .l'~fation;"Jn Chtcago to augment security operations since 
deaths and plague cases are increasing d\ast'lally today. I 

IL t4-May-03 t 0:14 Ill SEOC reports that DuPage County has b\~~n the prophylactic distribution process. I I 
J rol':ke Couoty Government Employees from ~?~.m~oard Cha1rman: Lake County joined several other l govemment entities "in declaring a disaster situation In parti<:ular jurisdictions ... as part of the disaster 

IL 1 4~M "'03 10.1? declaration, lake County Government offices ~n6e closed beginning tomorrow, Wednesday, May 14th 
ay · l f xcepl for those personnel required lor the continuation of critical government functions. This is in 

I I concurrence :j;: US DHS Secretary's advice that people "take a snow day" in order to remain isolated and 

I 
./ !---'\... safe In their ho es." 

I /r"' I jCCDPH notified
1
ot meeting ear~r this morning between Cook County Chief Counsel and ll Governor: 

I 

t 4-May-OJ 

considering this to be a posstble bioterrorist. suspended HIPAA and Blood Banks ... allow state to share 

I L 10:30 
communicable dkease in ormation with law enforcements; suspended licensing act so that physicians can 

{ 
practice in places where they are not licensed ... temporarily suspend legaJ constraints on other professionals 

~ 
so that others can dispense medications, and disseminate at other places other than pharmacies {distribution 

I and administratiQ,fOf antibiotics) ..• 

Press conference at IL JIC: confirms release of plague at United Center, O'Hare and Union Station · only at 

I 

IL 14-May-03 10:30 these 111?ee sites. Governor actions: requests SNS deployment. State ol Emergency in IL. deployment ol 
WMO team and IMERTTeam to increase security. 
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lL 14-May-()3 10:30 I ~ake County EOC report to ~ake County Health Department Incident Command Post: OuPage County 
beginning prophylaxis of first responders 'Nith DuPage County Department of Heahh stockpile. I 

IL 114·May-o3 l 10:35 IIOHNO requests Deoxycycline, Ciproftoxacin, surgical masks, and ventilators from VMI I 

WA 14-May-03 11:00 

I 
handle ROO-related issues 
I FEMA Region X ROC transferring management of recovery operations to DFO tomorrow at 12:00 and will 

IL 114-May-03 1 11:03 IDPH ~b receives !~executive orders suspending privacy rights, etc .. 

I 

FEMA Region V ROC reports to IL SEOC that t 8 hospitals in Chicago & suburbs are at maximum capacity. 
ll 14-May-031 11:03 I FEMA needs to know the names of the hospitals to support. Regarding the NOMS request - please report 

intormation to FEMA liaison at I~ SEOC for transmitlal back to FEMA Region V ROC 

lL 114-May·03 11:08 
shut down; an bus systems in and out of the city are suspended. 
Chicaoo EOC confirmed: O'Hare airport is closed; midway airport is closed; Union station and all railways are 

1 

tl 14-May-03 11:10 IOPH has established an 1nlormation hotline 1-877 867 6332 

I 
WA l t <~-May·03 11:20 

~~ased on new information, SeaTac is outside the TFR; air tralfic controllers can reroute t' ic to avoic;l 
waivers f \ 

lL 14-May-03 11:25 Ill DOT liaison at O'Hare Fed Ex terminal reported to ll SEOC that SNS has arriv( ~)!_-:-::_ 
IL 114·May-03 11:30 

Chicago EOC received d arificalion of Chicago Transit Authority service: service continues within city limits· l_; 
no service to suburbs or airports. \ ...._ -.,. 

WA 114-May-03 11:30 NMRT arrived at VA Hospital (WA) \0~J1' 
IL t 4·May-o3 11:32 ICCSEMA received lax lrom DHS/FEMA · IL granted Federal Emergency Der-~n y 

I 

IL 14-May-03 11:33 
I vancouver officials acknowledged ~~eir j)lague victims came lrom Air C~a~ight #783 on May 10 from 

Ch1cago. \\ ....,._ ..._ 

L 

~7 IL 114·May-o31 11:35 CDC has arrived at IOHNO to assist with SNS. ,, 
IL 14-May.03 11:40 ['L SEOC advised that the SWMDTs are atter pting to rescue a security guard who has been shot behind 

building 32 at Nalco Chemical Plant I 

114-May-03 [ 11:4I 
j '""'"' '"''""·· "'' -·-~ ..... ~~-···-· I suspected plague release sites. Three sites in the Chicago area have been idenlilied as likely exposure snes 

IL based on the initial epidemiologic informalion. The sites identified are the United Center, Union Station and 

I ,. 
O'Hare lnternal~nal Airport. ~ersons who have been in these venues tor the period May 10 through May 13 I 

-j are advised to seek antibiotic rophylaxis. 

", [' ...,.,j 11:45 
IIOPH and CDC lia1sons .;HNOI note that Federal SNS assets are being released w~hout a federal 
disaster declaration. 

I 
IL\ 114-May.:: 11:47 1 NS being loaded onto semis lor movement: scheduled lor actual move at 12:30 COT (13:30 EDT) 
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I IL 14·May·03 11:56 !CDC formally signs over entire SNS package. 

~ 

II. 14·May.03 11:56 IIDPH Lab hears about shooting in at Nalco Chemical Plant. I \\ 
lL 14-May.03 12:00 

I Ingalls Hospital received lax from IDPH: p<esumptive plague exposure at Chicago Union Station and O'Hare 
Airport International Terminal limited to May 10. ~I\\ 

IL 14-May-03 12:03 IVNN clarifies plague casesand deaths in Chicago: 333 dead and 1.676 suspected cases. Presidential 

I ~~ '\ ~~ declaration made. FBI confirms terrorist attack 

A \ 
114-May-03 1 

IFEMA Region V ROC reported toIL SEOC: at 10:05 COT {11 :05 EDT). the President signed an Emergency I ~v~~ IL 12:15 Declaration lor IL ; as ol 10:55 COT (1 1 :55 EDT), FEMA Region V ROC did not have a copy ol declaration 
nor assigned disaster number; not known it declaration applies to entire State or just specific counties. 

Is . . . . . . . I 
<T )(\ I II. 14·May.03 12 :15 

I ecunly guard has been rescued and transported to local hosp1tal: 1nvest1gations to conduct mlervrew ol 
guard . 

114-May-03 ~} ~ I lA 12:25 FEMA and TSA discuss obtaining waivers tor emergency ltights through restricted airspace. 

,. 

""''f --- """ I IL 

1

14-May-03 12:30 Lake County EOC learns that IL granted Federal Emergency Declaration ~ 

I King County update regarding Airports: Seatac is open and on normal 0 

.. 
'7 WA 14-May-03 t 2:30 

rations. FAA restrictions: TFR 

1 

reduced 1o an elevation of 2,000 h. King County Airport open Reo on and Pame F-ield Airports open. 

-

fl. t 4-May·03 12:35 I ""'" ""-~"~ · ..,~ OO<'W 0 •oo• '< ~- ,,J~ .. ,, . ~ ""f"' • 00 
opened at Hines VA ; 

114-May-03 
DuPage County EOC requested all coonty emergency management agencies~ City of Chicago, IL JOC, and I IL 12:43 IL SEOC 10 join a conference call at 13:00 CD1 (14:00 EDT) to discuss SNSf opbylaxis strategy. It is 
suggested that the county board chair'~~toi'"siti~~ossible. I 

IL 

1

14-May-03 12:50 
IDPH now has 30K • 30K doses availabl: ~ ChiCjlQoJ<Public m:Ssages t ube clear about risk groups and 
not to abuse system. Those who have bee in co lact with know cases {family members. etc) to be ssued 
coupons for identification. 300K doses to be 'defyered by per day.,_ I 

ll 14·May·03 1 t 2:50 
lPress Release that Plague outbreak linked t)~ree Chi cago area locali<ms from May 10: International 
Terminal at O'Hare Airpon, United Center, and1Union,Station. I 

WA 14-May-03 t 3:0Q r l wA SEOC r~eived casualty status from Seattre EOC: 20 Confirmed Dead; t 30 Injured I 

1 14-May·O~ '-I FPS has contacted CDC in Atlanta to advise that Emergency Response Team is on stand·by and available to I 
lA 13:08 support their seauhty guards in the event that there are protests or attempts to get into their facility for plague 

1 an~dotes. II / 
r~ J, CCSEMA receiv~~~ ,;(., Cook County Medical Examiner (CCME): report that Chicago Police requested 

IL( 1 4·M:Y~ ~:1 0 and received a cteployment of 8 ,000 National Guard lloops who can assist with mortuary services. CCME's 
office has reque%-led 200 of these troops to be dedicated to Cook County mortuary operations. 
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14-May-03 1 

I 

... 
VNN report: DHS Secretary instructing all citizens working at any of lhe (or was at any of the) target sites 

IL 13:25 should go immediately to a medical facility lor medicatlons. DuPage County Emergency Management Data Collector Log 
Agency response is to 1. Call hospitals. 2. law enforcement. 

\\ tL 14-May-03 13:25 
I DuPage County Commissioner recommends immediate PIO relesase · "Ignore" the FEDS, listen to local 

Data Collector Log 
officers. Conflict between DHS Secretary's exact comments and what had already been released to Media. 

'-

lL 14·May·03 1 13:30 
I ~NS was received at 12:30 by Cook County Sheriffs office; contains only 5% of the shipment we were I suppose to receiVe. I ~\L Age~ 

IL 

1

14-May-03 13:30 
!Request came into IL SEOC from EPA to perlorm monitoring (BIOWATCH) at Union Station, O'Hare field and 
United Center. EPA is moving some portable sampling devices from Wisconsin to Des Plaines (!EPA's 
Regional Olfioe). Target to have the additional sampling locations operational is t 4:30 COT (15:30 EDT) I ~ \\ ~ 0 SEOC Event Log 

IL 1 <~-May·03 13:30 
j VNN report: GLOOO claims responsibility for terrorist attack of plague in Chicago. They say •their terror is 
r•ow our terror.· ~ \~ "'' I 1/ SEOC Event Log 

IL 14-May-03
1 

13:36 !chicago OPH closing major assembiles and events in Chicago. I \\#\.\ ft~ CDPH 

lA 14-May-03 13:59 
I I Cook County has requested VA to supply 25 refrigerated !rucks to serve as morgue I A-\\ )_~( I Data Collector Log 

I Open conference call between IDPH and lhe 5 effected counties. Issues d iscussed involved number of 
~ '+ '\. 

doses and the number of cases which could be addressed. Concern about unexposed people coming to 

IL t 4·May-03 t4:02 
, distribution centers. to get medicabons and g~tting exposed at the site. Medi~ problem · need to get people Earlier request for this "leetnl.€1 ~uggested top officials be 

Data Collector Log 
I to understand that tl they are not symptomatoc, were not at one of the three sotes, and were not exposed" ~present, they don1 appear to ~a e attended 
they don't need to take medications. Medications are not an endless supply and Illinois may only be the 1st 

I i state tobe hit. / """ \I 
lL 14·May·03 1 t 4:24 I Press release: HHS Sends Medical Staff To Chicago 

~ 
r \ I I Email 

Joint Media Release: HEALTH OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE LOCATIONS OF PLAGUE RELEASE. 'l'he o_lli&. o,..___ ,.; 
IL Governor announced this morning three locations where plague was released by terrorists last SaturdaY:'" ~ 

IL 14-May-03 14:28 
May 10. The locations are Union Station in downtown Chicago. the International Terminal of O'Hare airport 

Email 
and United Center on the city's west side. No other sites have been identified ... Those who were a one of >t~ 
the sites on Saturday should receive antibiotics to prevent the dex._elopment of illness. Those in close~uwt 

1
with someone exhibi1ing symptoms should also receive antibiotics. ....._ f 

IL 1 1 <~-May·03 1 t 4:40 I Cook County EOC reports: CCDPH personnel starting to offload an~ \ eak down SNS; CCSEMA duty office:,-1 
onsite at Bridgeview dispensing site. I Email 

IL 113-May-03 14:59 !Good Samaritan Hospital ER received calllrom Loyola Hospital to ac~a\e P~~ oi iC'E~gency MfcJical 
Dosaster Plan 

1 I I Data Collector Log 

Ill Department of Natural Resources (DNR) closing IL state paJI<s \\ 
~ 

I I IL 14-May-03 15:00 SEOC Event Log 

, 
':~ I I WA 14-May-03 15:05 USCG lifted No Sail Order in WA Agency Log .... -

I L 14-May-03 15:20 
Chicago EOC received EmNet Emerge~ Mes~~: the SNSI'iavc beTe~ived, broken down and loaded 
for delivery to the dispensing site. '· 

EmNel Emergency Message 

I Kane County would like wait to release infor111ation about SNS dis~ibution until !he morning of May 15 - only 

IL 14-May-03 15:25 
1 distribution site in Kane County: fear !hat an earlier release would not be beneficial. There appears to be a 
consensus that information will be released this evening stating that distribution si1es will be made public on 
! the morning ol the t 51h. 

IL 14-May-031 15:35 
' FEMA provided inlormatlon to ll SEOC: Presidenti~ Emergency Declaration applies to 4 affected counties 
'in IC: Cook (induding Chicago). DuPage, Kane and Lake 

IL 14-May-03 ! t 5:4~ r Call from CCSEMA Staff & Duty Officer - SNS arrived at Bridgeview dispensing site I 

1 4-M~~ 
'I Burlington Nortl10rn Santa F~~.port ol a possible complete shutdown of Amtrak & Sounder passenger 

WA 16:02 
Service. Some trains in the .. hot zone'" and won't know the extensive assessment of the contamination tor I weeks or mon~~1 Fr/is b ng routed around exclusion area from Ballard to Tukwila. Potential economic .. jlmpact dtscusse 

u:-., 1 1 41.~-o~ 16:10 I Kane County han ecerved its allottment of !he SNS I 
\ 

14-May-J 

] Lake County EOC to lake County Heallh Department Incident Command Post concerning SNS eligibility: 
1 

Shortage of medications through SNS (IL Pharmaceutical Stockpile going to hospitals) ; need 
IL 16:10 recommendations as to how limited supply would be used. REPLY: Vendor Managed Inventory implemented 

- num~ ot antibiotics is no longer an issue; however, mass prophylaxis - to any and all -is being discussed 
~by health departments in region. 
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IL 14-May-03 1 16:15 lcity of Chicago expecting SNS to arrive at 14:45 COT {15:45 EDT) I I Data Collect~~ 
~~RC of Greater Chicago CEO on VNN : confirms blood supply in Chicago is safe - no need lor new (""'.. 

IL 14-May-03 16:15 
donations. Also, ARC of Greater Chicago Disaster Welfare Information System lines are open for separated 

Data Collector Log 
l lamity members. Red Cross health and mental hea~h workers are at hospitals, airports. and rail stations to 

.I\ support stranded passengers. 

II. 14·May·03 16:22 
I ~uttipte hospitals indicate that there are no medical beds available. Concerns regarding staffing. Hospitals 
have gone to lock down mode due to ineteased crowds. 1\\ Data· ed lncid~ Report 

lL 114-May-03 1 16:25 
City Department of Health to distribution site. 
I Chicago Fire Department Chief: 120 boxes of inbound SNS will slay at Fire Department: the rest will go with I ~j\1 Data Coll~o~og 

WA 14-May-03 1 16:25 
IWA Dept. of Agriculture established food control areas and road access checkpoints for agricultural p<oducts 

Oon1 know if th' \ • the lin~ f\":i-rontrol plan 
Talking points for TOPOFF 2. Food 

I in potent.ialty affected counties to prevent people consuming contaminated fresh food and milk products. and Salety Control 

IWA DOH realizing exclusionary zone probably should have been expanded 2 days ago. Concerned about ~~~~ WA 14-May-03 16:32 wind increase and dispersement of the elements. WA DOH very concerned about Seattle's plan to further Data Collector Log 
shrink the exClusion zone 

lL 14-May-03 1 16:35 !c hicago OEMC requested an additional4000 IL National Guard troops K\\ /~( I SEOC Event Log 

IL oHicials concerned that Presidential Emergency Declaration vice Major Disaster Oec.larion results in loss of Jt '\ I 
IL 14-May-03 t6:55 (a) crisis counseling and (b) disaster unemployment aid: Department of Justice may be able lo fill gap with Data Collector Log 

victim fund. 

IL 14-May-03 16:56 I SNS arrived at Lake County drop·otf site. 
I 

~r .... \I '> I Data Collector Log 

lL 14-May-031 17:3 1 Chicago EOC reports th~t s.Ns _arrived_ at the Lake County Reception site at 14:50 COT (1~50 EDT). It ~s ~1Simitar re rt reached IL SEOC at 16,32 COT 117,32 EDT) I 
been broken down and dLStnbut1on to first responders has commenced as ol 16:0S--CDJ {1 ·oo EDT). po 

Emnet Emergency Message 

I I 
Chicago EOC developing a plan lor all city employees to reoeive training and education on the risks and 
hazards ol the current outbreak. Information being developed by all agencies, with the Chicago OPH taking 
the lead. lnlormation will go out to all agencies and PIOs from affected groups. Looking at a coor~ate'-
program for union and non·union employees. Developing training video: copies to all represented 

IL 14-May-03 17:39 
departments and agencies. Training video on Channel 23 - theqnunicipal channel; press releases a Ire dy 
on City's internet site: this training video will be on this internet channel too. Chicago OEMC PIOs putting 
together radio and TV Public Service Announcements- 30 secon~s. Chicago Alternative Police Strategies 

1 I I 
(CAPs) distribution program- to contact block clubs: other languages to reach diVerse P.!)pulations of 

. Chicago: Polish, Spanish, Arabic, English. Leadership by example - management will lead union 
!employees as they enter areas considered 10 be "at risk." \ . 

lL 14·May-03 1 17:40 
ICCSEMA received call from Cook County Sheriff's Command Center : ~s 'J_.fnders have st~ to receive 
the medication at Bridgeview dispensing site ~ 

IL 14-May-03 1 17:40 I Cook County EOC Press Release:~~MMEDI~E RELEASE · GOVER~Of\.70UNCES RECEIPT, 

I BREAKDOWN AND DISTRIBUTION OF S~ . ..... ...... 

WA 14-May-03 1 17:51 IWA DOH just receives fax with radiologi~l data ~!,arrived at SEOC y; (.rday. Clear that the readings 
exceed boundary of City's exclusionary area. 

# I 
JL 14-May-03 18:00 

JCFO Rre Academy Commander reports to d~icago EOC: they have notified outside agencies to begin 
picking up SNS prophylactic meds at Fire Academy; Chicago Police Dept.'s picked up 5500 doses: Chicago 
OPH will release rest as necessary. 

IL 

1

, 4_M _
03 

~ 18.15 l,] ~ake County EOC: IL Governor recommends public and employees ol non-essential businesses to stay 
ay · home until furthet notice: Chicago area- target of terrorist attack. 

I 
IL 14·M}4::2 

~ Chica_go EOC: S~S 7.' holding on to drugs until 08:00 tomorrow morning as was decided with the other 

-.,..., countieS. r,. 
.JL 1 14-May·O~; }8:42 I:L SEOC bliefin;: C lcago distribution centers will operate 8:00am-4:00pm tomorrow 1 Cook and Lake 

Counties will ope,n at 8:00am · closing time not known; DuPage & Kane Counties · no information 

I 
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I 
SNS Receplion Site reported lo the IL JOC that the SNS relay had been delivered and the detail secured. 
The Command Post at O'Hare has been sealed and closed. The relay was completed wijhout incident. 

I Defense Coordinating Officers deployed to Seattle and Chicago 

Analyst Comment I Typeolllata 

L 
... 

SEOC Event Lpg 

This was reported between 18:50 and 19:20 EDT .~ Data Collector Log 

IL 114-May-03 1 19:03 

I 
Chicago OPH received EmNeJ emergency message: DuPage County has begun prophylactic disJribulion 
procedures ~ ~\ EmNet Emergency Message 

WA 14·May·03 20:00 

IL 14-May-03 20:26 

IL 14-May-03 20:37 

IL 14·May·03 20:38 

II. 114-May-03 2 1:30 

I 

IL 14·May·03 22:22 

II. 114·May.Q3 23:15 

IL 114·May·03 23:39 

IL 14-May-{)3 23:45 

IL 15-May-03 0:08 

I I 

lA t 5-May.Q3 O: t 5 

I I 
I I 

lA t 5·May·03 l 0:15 

I ./~ 

lA 

\ 
IL 

WA SEOC reports in SITREP that WA Nalional Guard will activate 2 additionallask forces (a total ol500 
soldiers) to support law enlorcement agencies. 

I
ll SEOC received EmNet emergency message: Cook County Dispensing site located in Bridgeview has 
closed as ol 19:00 COT (20:00 EDT). The lirst responders have been given the medications. The I dispensing site will re-open at 08:00 COT (09:00 EDT) on May t51or dispensing to lhe public. 

I
ll SEOC provided Jhe lollowing inject Vendor Managed Inventory lrom the SNS arrived in IL. The Slate of 
IL has begun distribution ol antibiotics and medical supplies. SNS requests made by local health 
deptanments and hospitals will conlinue to be filled lor the length of the event 

I lL SEOC report: VMI has arrived at O'Hare. Slate distribution stall are breaJ<ing down and will distribute to 
! local jurisdictions as previously reported 

I 
1 SNS Distribution Process: Chicago expected 60.000 doses. SNS broken down at CFA (ChJ9ago fire 
!Academy): only 5,500 sent over . f 

Ill SEOC receives report from IL State Pollee: Unified Command Post advised of~uspect In custody who ~ """' 
provided following info: ( t ) Member ol Free America Group; (2) No hostages in building; (:3) There ·s l.(b" ~ ~ 

I 
equipment in men's room of Nalco Chemical Bldg. 32; (4) A rail car on west side of Bldg. 32 has explosives; ----.._,-
(5) A tank in Bldg. 32 on north side has explosives; (6) A tractorhrailer parked outside Bldg. 32 witil, unknown I 
chemicals: (7) There are several booby traps in Bldg. 32 

I
ll SEOC senl fax to 4 counties and Chicago that VMI has been receiv:d. Being broken down al O'Hare" r:7" 
airport. Available upon request to each county and Chicago. ~r 

!Tactical Response Team (TAT) made entry into Nalco Chemical buil~n( #32 ~are inside ~ ~ I 
I TAT advised 3 males and 1 female in custody ' , ; / 

·~ Report toIL SEOC: TAT entered Nalco Chemical Building; 3 mate. t female, in custody. 4 subjects and 16 
TRT being contaminated. Preparing to sweep for explosives. Investigating personnel waiting to interrogate. 

CBP Update: ............ 1' 
·Holding all containers !rom high· risk co nines (Pi~and, Orangeland, and Red land) uansiting lhrough CSI 
participating countries and increase examination scrutinY.!!p 10 100% oLoo)'tainers destined for the US 
·Deployed Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BOF!TAC) untts (12 members e~ch) to Seattle and Jo a staging 

!

location near Chicago: CBP will coordinate with tHe US Marshals Service for J-PATS llights to provide air 
Transportation Security Administration 
-Passenger Manifests for all international flighi'S departing O'Hare since 11 May shared wilh SJaJe and 
Foreign LE counterparts to locate potential plag~e cases 

~ "' 
T ranspoctatiom 

·Nationwide: ~I passenger rail stopped. TSA authority questioned by Federal Railroad Administration 
-Port of Chicago ~~ MarSee 3- commercial vessel crews restricted to vessels 

1

-Nationwide: Li6My Shield level 1 and 2 transportation restnctions. 

·Chicago: Secood day ol tra'Jr'rtation restriclions in Metro area 

I
:EP&RUpdate: J A 
·EP&R Experts 9n scene in,.Chicago: t3 NOMS specialists, 14 EPI intelligence service officers., CCRF: 150 
Nurses. 25 Physici ans' (aJI"'e 15 May). transport ol 175 Medical Personnel to Chicago 
·EP&R Assels in route;.-2 DMATS, 1 DMORT, 50 respiratory Technicians 

j:L State Police: t.male subject with sucking chest would being transported to Christ Hospital, Oak Lawn. 2 
nvestigators in ambulance. uniformed offk:er atso being sent to hospital for security. Other 3 subjects 
uninjured. being transported to Bedford Park PO. FBI en route. No injuries to ISP. Chemical still unknown. 
Decon-~ Bedford Park Fire department. 
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SEOC Event Log 

Data Collector Log 

SEOC Evenl Log 

SEOC Event Log 
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Command Posl Log 

SEOC Event Log 

Secretary·s Morning Summary 
Operational Response 

Secretary's Morning Summary 
Operational Response 

Secretary's Moming Summary 
OperaJional Response 

SEOC Evenl Log 

7/ 17/2007 9:22 AM 

Source 
Oraanization 

ILStateEOC 

~ VA Ce'ntral Office 

1 Chicago OPH 

I WA State EOC 

ILStateEOC 

ILState EOC 

IL State EOC 

I 
Chicago EOC 

IL Stale EOC 

I IL State EOC 

I 
Nalco Chemical 
Plant Bldg 146 

NALCO chem planl 
bldg9 

ILState EOC 

DHS HSCenter 

DHS HSCenter 

DHS HSCenter 

IL Stale EOC 
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Venue I Date Time 
I Description I Analyst Comment I Typeolllata 

lEOTI lEOTI 

IL 15-May-Q3 0:35 Ill State Police meeting with FBI. 

I 
They are in agreement with bringing in team from US EPA I I SEOCEv~"L~ 

IL 15-May-03 t:32 I Chicago Police Dept. begins distribution ol prophylaxis to Police department I ('._ Data Collector Log 

It SEOC update on Natco Chemical Building: ISP reports Bomb Squad has located two explosive devices. 

f\, IL t5-May-03 1:41 
Device #1 is attached to rail tank car containing hydrazine and is a briefcase. Device #2 is attached to a rail 

SEOC Event Log I tank car containing dichlorobutene and is equipped with a motion sensor. Worl<ing with Chicago Fire/Police, 
i Bedlord Park Fire/Police. lEMA & tMERT to extend evacuation area to 112 mile ~\ 

lA 115-May-Q31 5:45 
IFEMA EST Situation Update: To limit the potential for spreading the disease. the transportation oenters of I ~" 

l 1'Regio:' ROC'<lnpuCto EP&R 
!O'Hare Airport, Midway Airport, Union Station and the Port of Chicago have been closed. 1' situation repon 

lA t5-May·03 7:00 
I FEMA EST Situation Update: DHS reports 11ansportation restrictions in Seatrte have been litted, except the 
nucleaf power plant. ~ \\ " 

\, Data Collector Log 

Joint media release: Dispensing Site Locations tor Antibiotics Announced. Heahh Depts will provide 

\X~ tL 15-May-03 8:30 
antibiotics for all those affected by plague outbreak. Clinics: Chicago, 100 W. Virginia Street: Cook County, 

Joint Media Release 
120 St. James Place, Bolingbrook, DuPage County: 34 Marvin Gardens, Wheaton, Kane County: 46 Pari< 
Place, Aurora, Lake County: 75 Boardwalk, Wauconda 

lA 15·May-03 8:57 
VNN report: 103 Deaths in Canada · 54 Vancouver. 21 Toronto, 22 Ottawa, 1 Edmonton. 2 cases Montreal & 

~"-\ Situation report FEMA NEOC·EST 
Winnipeg 

lA 15-May-03 8:57 
FEMA EST Situation Update: FT A is worl<ing with WA DOH to have Ferries and terminals at Seattle, 

I A\ ~ Situation report FEMA NEOC-EST 
Bremenon. and Bainbridge decontaminated. 

tL 115-May-031 9:00 Chicago EOC announced prophylaxis sites open to the public. I ~ Data Collector Log 

JL 15-May-03 9:00 
I VNN news notifying the public of dispensing of meds: Symptomatic persons are to seek medical attention. 
Persons who were at the 3 sites or those persons exposed to people who were a/ e 3 sites are to go to the 
llacility to get meds. 

I 
I 

Data Collector Log 

lA 115-May-031 9:57 IVNN report: Bio lab found in Bedford, IL ',A--1-- """ Data Collector Log 7 
IL 15·May·031 10:02 I Kane County DPH reports SNS arrives and brought down for distribution " \ I 
IL 15-May-03 10:03 Ill SEOC reports: Lake County began dispensing operations at 8:32 COT (9:32 EDT) "\. 'I 
JL 15·May·03 1 10:06 Ill SEOC reports: Du Page County began dispensing SNS at 08:0~ COT (09:00 EDT) 

l L t 5-May-Q3 10:20 
l iSP and FBI confirm backpacks with aerosol cans were located at ~\rt"and.)(olere used lor distributing of 
plague. 1 
IL SEOC received EmNet Emergency message from IL JOC: FEMA rdpresentalive indicated lhat !!Jcle has 

IL 15-May-03 10:32 
been a toll free # set-up lor financial assistance and lor healing impalreQ,. Alsof eimbursement fs available to 
local and state agencies lor eligible costs of equipment, contracts and persq; nel overtime retaled to 
emergency seiVioes in dealing wltl)._plague event 

IL 15-May-03 10;39 
! ; s 1 reports that they have informat~n t~t suspects dispersed aerosolized ~;gue from backpacks · it is not 
1 known at this time llihey were dispersed at addiUMal sites or same as original attack - state police directed 
to get decon of possible additional releases. -~ ................. 

IL 15-May-03 10:40 IL SEOC is requesting the DMORT assl~t the medicaf .rxa'mtners olllceoi'Cook County. I 
lL 15-May-03 1 10:59 l tl SEOC reports all SNS distribution sftes'veritJed.'Open and oper~onal 

I lihe Governor ol Wisconsin sent a request l"o FEMA Region V which was passed to DHS EP&R lor a disaster I 
declaration: The Governo( s request dated Mfl~ 15,2003 satisfies the various statu!ory and regulatory 

lA 15-May-03 11:06 
requireme'Lts of Public law 93·288, as amend . The Governor has requested a maior disaster declaration 
'lor the counti':f of Kenosha, Milwaukee. and R~cl'ne As a result of an outbreak of Pneumonic Plague. the 
Governor ~plemented the State Emergency Plan on May 15,2003 and declared a state emergency for these 

' !counties on MaY 15. 2003. 

IL 15-May-03 12:30 l1Report lrom d~go EOC that plague is still present at Union station. United Center. O'Hare I 

115--Mt:: 

....... I From IDPH to De~t. of State·Lasion: VNN report stated tDPH did not want assistance from other nations due I IL t4:00 Ito lesser quatily of heat::rca~e & language barrier. tDPH viewed this as arrogance and requested to know 

'h who made this sw e,. ' / 

\L 1 1 5-May-0~ ~:20 
I FBI announces United Center, Union Station, and Terminat 3 at O'Hare cleared as crime scenes. US EPA 
says they can be opened to the public. 
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I 
Data Collector Log 

I SEOC Event Log 

I SEOC Event Log 

Da1a Collector Log 

I Data Collector Log 

Agency Log 

I 
SEOC Event Log 
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Source 
Oraanization 

IL StateEOC 

l Chica90 EOC 

IL State EOC 

DHSIHSCenter 

FEMAEST 

Cook County EOC 

DHS·CAT 

DHS-CAT 

Chicago EOC 

Cook County EOC 

I 
DOT CMC 

IMSA • Kane DPH 

I IL State EOC 

IL State EOC 

IL State EOC 

IL State EOC 

I ILState EOC 

ILSiate EOC 

I ILSiate EOC 

DOTCMC 

ChicagoJOC 

DOS Liaison at 
IDPH 

IL State EOC 
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Venue 

IL 15-May-03 

lL 15-May-03 

IL 15·May·03 

IL 15-May-03 

IL 15-May·03 

IL t5-May·03 

16:10 

16:15 

16:15 

16:50 

20:38 

fOR Offlei:AL tiS!! OI~L) 
DRAFT 

I Description 

Ill SEOC received request from FBI HMRU unit. Request asks for 2 HazMat officers from 5th CST to assist 
in operations. CST soldiers are available. Adjutant General has been notified and approved the mission 

I 
request, with one stipulation · if CST gets talked by StateiFeds as a team. 2 soldiers will return to CST oontrol 
for mission support. 

IL SEOC received EmNet Emergency Message from IL JOC: FEMA Region v ROC has indicated that the 
National Homeland Security Advisory System level will be lowered from Red to Orange with the EXCEPTION 
of Chicago and New York cny, which shall remain at Red. 

I 
Chicago Department of Health & Human Services notities Chicago OEM of reducted alert status from ·Red" 
to "Orange" nationwide except Chicago and New Vorl< City. 

I c hicago EOC receives fonnat notification that Nationwide Threat level lowered from Red to Orange except 
for New York Cny and Chicago 

IIJOC received Update from Chicago Fire Department regarding crash at Midway Airport: helicopter was 
oompletety destroyed. 10 dead. 51 serious injuries, 59 minO< and 79 minimal. CPO says that crash was an 
accident and not terrorist atlack (oorrespcnds to MSEL # 3083). 

20
.40 lAs of 19:30, biological testing results are as follows per the Chicago HMRT and EPA: O'Hare . neg. for 
· yersinia Pestis; Union Station · neg, lor Yersinia Pestis; United Center · Positive for Yersinia Pestis. 
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Analyst Comment Typeolllata 

l SEOC Event Log IL StateEOC 

1LState EOC 

Chica90 EOC 

Data Collector Log Chicago EOC 

Data Collector Log JOC (IL) 
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ABS 
AMS 
ARAC 
ASPA 
ATF 
BC 
BDC 
BICE 
BOLO 
BOMA 
CaDTPA 
CAT 
CBP 
CCC 
CCDPH 
CCSEMA 
CDC 
CDRG 
Ce 
CEPPO 
CFD 
CMC 
CMRT 
COOP 
CPD 
CST 
CTA 
DC 
DEST 
DHS 
DMAT 
DMAT 
DMORT 
DOH 
DOJ 
D@S 
DOT 
DPH 
DPMU 
DTPA 
EDP 
EIS 
EMD 
EMNET 
EMSHG 
EOC 
EPA 

Integrated Acronym List 
Arson Bomb Squad 
Aerial Measuring System 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability 
Assistant Secretary, Public Affairs 
[Bureau of] Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms 
British Columbia [CAN] 
Bomb Data Center 
Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
Be On Look Out 
Building Owner and Managers Association 
[trisodium] Calcium Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid 
Crisis Action Team 
Customs and Border Patrol 
Crisis Coordination Center 
Cook County Department of Public Health 
Cook County Sherrifs Emergency Management 1 gency 
Centers for Disease Control [and Prevention] 
Catastrophic Disaster Response Group 
Cesium 
Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevenion Office 
Chicago Fire Department 
Crisis Management Center 
Consequence Management Response 
Continuity of Operations Plans 
Chicago Police Department 
Civil Support Team 
Chicago Transit Authority 
District of Columbi~ 
Domestic Emergency Support eam 
Department of Homeland Security 
Disaster Medical Assistance Team 
pisaster Medical ·t).sS'istance Team 
Disaster MORtuary Team 
Department ~f Health 
Department of Justice 
Department of State 
D~artment of TranspOitation 

p epartment of Public Health 
Disaster Portable Morgue Unit 
Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid 
Emergency Disaster Plan 
Epidemic Intelligence Service 
Emergency Management Division 
Emergency Network 
Emergency Management Strategic Health Care Group 
Emergency Operations Center 
Environmental Protection Agency 



ERT 
ESF 
ESF-10 
ESF-8 
ESF-9 
EST 
EST 
FAA 
FBI 
FCO 
FDA 
FEMA 
FHWA 
FPS 
FRA 
FRMAC 
FTA 
GLODO 
Gm 
GSA 
HAN 
HAZMAT 
HHS 
HIPAA 
HMRT 
HMRU 
HMRU 
HMRU 
HQ 
HRT 
HSAS 
HSAS 
HVAC 
IC 
ICE 
ICP 
IGS 
IDPH 
lEMA 
ILSEOC 
IMERT 
IMSURT 
IOF 
IOHNO 
ISP 
JIC 
JOC 
JTF 

Evidence Response Team 
Emergency Support Function 
ESF Hazardous Materiel 
Emergency Support Function 8 (Health and Medical Services) 
Emergency Support Function 9 (Urban Search and Rescue) 
Emergency Support Team 
Emergency Support Team 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Federal Coordinating Officer 
Food and Drug Administration 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Federal High Way Administration 
Federal Protective Service 
Federal Railroad Administration 
Federal Radiological Management Center 
Fedearl Transit Administration 
Group for the Liberation of Orangeland and the Destru tfon of Otheli 
Gram 
General Services Administration 
Health Alert Network 
Hazardous Materials 
Health and Human Services , 
Health Insurance Portability and Accounta ility Act 
Hazardous Materials ResRonse Team 
Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Headquarters 
Hostage Rescue Team 
Homeland Securi~ A:dviSo y System 
Homeland Securi~ Alert Status 
High Volume Air ~onditioning 
Incident Commanlcer) 
'Immigration. and Customs Enforcement 
Incident Command Post 
Incident Command System 
Illinois Department of Public Health 

~ 
. Illinois Emergency Management Agency 

llinois State Emergency Operations Center 
Illinois Medical Emergency Team 
International Medical SURgical Response Team 
Interim Operating Facility 
Illinois Operational Headquarters and Notification Office 
Illinois State Police 
Joint Infonnation Center 
Joint Operations Center 
Joint Task Force 



LQRAM 
MARSEC 
MCC 
MCI 
MERRT 
METRA 
MRV 
MSEL 
MST 
NAWAS 
NCEH 
NCID 
NDMS 
NJTTF 
NMRT 
NMRT 
NNSA 
NPP 
NPS 
NRC 
NRT 
OEM 
OEMC 
ONCRC 
osc 
OSHA 
OSLGC 
PAT 
PCR 
PFO 
PHSKC 
PIO 
PPE 
Pu 
RAP 
RAP~:I'] 

RDD 
RDD 
REAC 
REOC 
RHA 
ROC 
RSAN 
RTA 
S-60 
SABT 
SAC 
sec 

Large Quantity RadioActive Material 
Maritime Security 
Master Control Cell 
Mass Casualty Incident 
Medical Emergency Radiological Response Team (Veterans Affairs) 
Metropolitan Rail Agency 
Mobile Response Vehicle 
Master Scenario Event List 
Management Support Team 
NAtional WArning System 
National Center for Environmental Hazards 
National Center for Infectious Diseases 
National Disaster Medical System 
National Joint Terrorism Task Force 
National Medical Response Team 
National Medica] Response Team 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nuclear Power Plant 
National Pharmaceutical Stockpile 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
National Response Team 
Office of Emergency Management 
Office of Emergency Management Com1_2unications 
Office of National Capitol Region Coordination 
On-Scene Coordinator ~ 

Occupational Safety and ~altfi Adrninist9ltion 
Office of State and Local Goverprnent C:oordination (DHS) 
Preliminary Assessment Team 
Polymerase CHain Reaction 
Principle Federal Official 
Public Health-Se ttle & K g County 
Public Jnformatio Officer 
Per&,oqal Protective Equipment 
Plutonium 

\ adiologica Assistance Program 
Radiological Assistance Program [Team] 
Radioloigical Dispersion Device 

adiological Dispersal Device 
Rlctiological Emergency Assistance Center 

1
Regional Emergency Operations Center 
Regional Health Administrator 
Regional Operations Center 
Roam Secure Alert Network 
Regional Transportation Authority 
DOT Office of Intelligence and Security 
Special Agent Bomb Technician 
Special Agent in Charge 
Secretary's Command Center 



SEATAC 
SEOC 
SERT 
SFD 
SHL 
SIOC 
SME 
SNS 
SODO 
SPD 
SPU 
STB 
SWAT 
SWMDT 
TFR 
TOPS 
TRT 
TSA 
uc 
ucs 
US&R 
USAR 
USMS 
usss 
VACO 
vee 
VMI 
VNN 
WA 
WH 
WMD 
Zn DTPA 

Seattle-Tacoma [Airport] 
State Emergency Operations Center 
[HHS] Secretary's Emergency Response Team 
Seattle Fire Department 
State Health Liaison 
Strategic Information Operations Center 
Subject Matter Experts 
Strategic National Stockpile 
South Of DOwntown [Seattle] 
Seattle Police Department 
Seattle Public Utilities 
Surface Transportation Board 
Special Weapons And Tactics 
State Weapons of Mass Destruction Team 
Temporary Flight Restriction 
TOPOFF Pulmonary Syndrome 
Tactical Response Team 
Transportation Security Administration 
Unified Command 
Unified Command System 
Urban Search and Rescue 
Urban Search and Rescue 
United States Marshal Service , 
United States Secret Service 
V eterens Affairs Central Office 
Venue Control Cell 
Vendor Managed Inventory 
Virtual News Network 
Washington [State] 
White House 
Weapons of Mass Destruction , 
[trisodium] Zinc Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid 



ABS 
DEST 
DMAT 
DOH 
EMD 
EOC 
ERT 
ESF 
EST 
FEMA 
HAZMAT 
HMRT 
HMRU 
IC 
res 
IOF 
JOC 
MARSEC 
MCI 
MSEL 
NJTIF 
NMRT 
PHSKC 
PIO 
RAP 
ROD 
ROC 

1
sABT 
SEOC 

fSEOC 
SFD 
SHL 
SIOC 
SODO 
SPD 
SPU 
TFR 
TSA 
uc 
ucs 
USAR 
vee 
VNN 

Washington Acyonyms 
Arson Bomb Squad 
Domestic Emergency Support Team 
Disaster Medical Assistance Team 
Department of Health 
Emergency Management Division 
Emergency Operations Center 
Evidence Response Team 
Emergency Support Function 
Emergency Support Team 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Hazardous Materials 
Hazardous Materials Response Team 
Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Incident Command(er) 

----''-'----

Incident Command System 
Interim Operating Facility 
Joint Operations Center 
Marine Security 
Mass Casualty Incident 
Master Scenario Event List 
National Joint Terrorism Task Force 
National Medical Response Team 
Public Health-Seattle & King County 
Public Information Officer 
Radiological Assistance Program 
Radioloigical Dispersion Device 

1 Regional Operations Center 
Special Agent Bomb Technician 
I State Emergency <:Jperations Center 
Seattle Emergency Operations Center 
Seattle Fire Department 

~ 

State Health Liaison 
-----

Strategic ll)formation Operations Center 
South of Downtown 

--
Seattle Police Department 
Seattle Public Utilities 
Temporary Flight Restriction 
Transportation Security Administration 
Unified Command 
Unified Command System 
Urban Search and Rescue 
Venue Control Cell 
Virtual News Network 



ASPA 
AMS 
ARAC 
ATF 
BC 
BDC 
BICE 
BOLO 
CaDTPA 
CAT 
CBP 
CCC 
CDC 
CDRG 
Ce 
CEPPO 
CMC 
CMRT 
COOP 
DC 
DEST 
DHS 
DMAT 
DMORT 
DOJ 
DOS 
DOT 
DPMU 
DTPA 
EMSHG 
EOC 
EPA 
ERT 
ERT 
ESP 
E§f,-10 
ESR-8 
ESF-9 
EST 
FAA 
FBI 
FCO 
FDA 
FEMA 
FHWA 
FPS 
FRA 

Interagency Acronyms 
Assistant Secretary, Public Affairs 
Aerial Measuring System 
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability 
[Bureau ot] Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms 
British Columbia [CAN] 
Bomb Data Center 
Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
Be On Look Out 
[trisodium] Calcium Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid 
Crisis Action Team 
Customs and Border Patrol 
Crisis Coordination Center 
Centers for Disease Control [and Prevention] 
Catastrophic Disaster Response Group 
Cesium 
Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevenion Office 
Crisis Management Center 
Consequence Management Response Team 
Continuity of Operations Plans 
District of Columbia 
Domestic Emergency Support Team 
Department of Homeland Security 
Disaster Medical Assistance Team 
Disaster MORtuary Team 
Department of Justice 
Department of State 
Department of Transportation 
Disaster Portable orgue Unit 
Diethylenetriamin~Pentaacetic Acid 
Emergency Manage:renvStrategi~ Health Care Group 
Emergency Operations Center 
Envin:mmental Protec i~ Agency 
Emergencr Reponse Team 
Evidence Resp~nse Team 
Emergenc Support Function 
ESP Hazap}ous Materiel 
Emergency Support Function 8 (Health and Medical Services) 
Emet-:gency Support Function 9 (Urban Search and Rescue) 
Emergency Support Team 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Federal Coordinating Officer 
Food and Drug Administration 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Federal High Way Administration 
Federal Protective Service 
Federal Railroad Administration 

FRMAC Federal Radiological Management Center 



FT A Fed earl Transit Administration 
GLODO Group for the Liberation of Orangeland and the Destruction of Others 
GSA General Services Administration 
HAN Health Alert Network 
HHS Health and Human Services 
HMRU 
HQ 
HRT 
HSAS 
ICE 
IMSURT 
JJC 

Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Headquarters 
Hostage Rescue Team 
Homeland Security Advisory System 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
International Medical SURgical Response Team 
Joint Information Center 

JOC Joint Operations Center 
JTF Joint Task Force 
LQRAM Large Quantity RadioActive Material 
MARSEC Maritime Security 
MCC Master Control Cell 
MCCUE Master Control Cell On-Evaluator 
MERRT 
MRV 
MST 
NAWAS 
NCEH 
NCID 
NCID 
NDMS 
NMRT 
NNSA 
NPP 
NRC 
NRT 
ONCRC 
osc 
OSHA 
OSLGC 
PAT 
PFO 
PPE 
Pu 
RAP[T] 
RDD 
REAC 
REOC 
RHA 
ROC 
RSAN 
S-60 
SAC 
sec 

Medical Emergency Radiological Response Team (Veteran Affairs) 
Mobile Response Vehicle 
Management Support Team 
NAtional WArning System 
National Center for Environmental Hazards 
National Center for Infectious Diseases 
National Center for Infectious Diseases 
National Disaster Medical System 
National Medical Response Team 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nuclear Power Plant 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ., 
National Response ITeam 
Office of National Oapitol Region Coordination 
On-Scene Coordinator 
Occupational Safety ancfHealth Administration 
Of'ice of State and Local Government Coordination (DHS) 
Preliminary Assessment Team 
Princ iple ~edera] Official 
Per onal Protective Equipment 
Plutonium 
Radiological Assistance Program [Team] 
Radiological Dispersal Device 
Radiological Emergency Assistance Center 
Regional Emergency Operations Center 
Regional Health Administrator 
Regional Operations Center 
Roam Secure Alert Network 
DOT Office of Intelligence and Security 
Special Agent in Charge 
Secretary's Command Center 



SEATAC 
SERT 
SIOC 
SME 
SNS 
SODO 
STB 
SWAT 
TFR 
TSA 
US&R 
USMS 
usss 
VACO 
vee 
VNN 
WA 
WH 

Seattle-Tacoma [Airport] 
[HHS] Secretary's Emergency Response Team 
Strategic Information Operations Center 
Subject Matter Experts 
Strategic National Stockpile 
South Of DOwntown [Seattle] 
Surface Transportation Board 
Special Weapons And Tactics 
Temporary Flight Restriction 
Transportation Security Administration 
Urban Search and Rescue 
United States Marshal Service 
Uni ted States Secret Service 
V eterens Affairs Central Office 
Venue Control Cell 
Virtual News Network 
Washington [State] 
White House 

WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Zn DTPA [trisodium] Zinc Diethylenetriarnine Pentaacetic Acid 



DMAT 
DPH 
EDP 
EIS 
EMNET 
EPA 
GLODO 
Gm 
HAN 
HazMat 
HIPAA 
HMRT 
HMRU 
HSAS 

ILSEOC 
IMERT 
IOHNO 
ISP 
JOC 
METRA 
NDMS 

SWMDT 

TOPS 
TRT 
VMI 
VNN 

Illinois Acronyms 
-11----

Building Owner and Managers Association 
-1-

Cook County Department of Public Health 
Cook County Sherrifs Emergency Management Agency 
Chicago Fire Department 
Chicago Police Department 
Civil Support Team 
Chicago Transit Authority 
Department of Homeland Security_ 
Disaster Medical Assistance Team 
Department of Public Health 
Emergency Disaster Plan 
Epidemic Intelligence Service 
Emergency Network 

Gram 
Health Alert Network 

-!-

Hazardous Materials 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
Hazardous Materials Response Team 
Hazardous Materials Response Unit 
Homeland Security Alert Status 
High Volume Air Conditioning 

--~~~~~--~--
Incident Command Post 

Personal Protective Equipment 
Regional Transportation Authority 
Strategic National Stockpile 

-If-
State Weapons of Mass Destruction Team 

-11-T_OPOFF Pulmonary Syndrome 
Tactical Response Team 
Vendor Managed Inventory 

-If-
Virtual News Network 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND- THE FACE OF TERRORISM 

September 11, 2001 , stands as a day that forever changed the way Americans view ter orism. 
The magnitude of the events shattered many long-held beliefs regarding the types ofJerrorist 
attacks the Nation might face, and has effectively shattered the image of"Fortress America" for 
many citizens. As former Senator Sam Nunn wrote shortly after the tragedy, "lf.he terrorists who 
carried out the attack of September 11 showed there is no limit to the number of: innocent lives 
they are willing to take. Their capacity for killing was restricted only by the poweruMHeir 
weapons." 

As the Nation worked to recover from the attacks on the World \_rade Benter, 0n the Pentagon, 
and in western Pennsylvania, this statement proved to be proJ!hetic, as oases of a thrax exposure 
began to appear around the country. Cases first appeared in Floriaa, then -ew York and 
Washington, DC, and then in various locations across the country. lthough no one has claimed 
responsibility for the release of anthrax, the country remains on an~venlJI higher state of alert. 
Security at buildings, airports, and other facilities a ·ncreased, and government officials warn 
of the danger of further attacks on the Nation. , 
Many speak of a "new framework for national security" in which the fight against terrorism will 
take prominence. As President Bush stated on the firs ~eekend after the attacks, "We haven ' t 
seen this kind of barbarism in a long eri a oftime. o one could have conceivably imagined 
suicide bombers burrowing into our societx a11d then emerging all in the same day to fly .. . U.S. 
aircraft into buildings full of innocent pe~ple ... and show no remorse. This is a new kind ... of 
evil. And we understand. And the American people are beginning to understand. This crusade, 
this war on terrorism is go·ng to take a wHne. And the American people must be patient." As 
the war on terrorism continues t9Y1:ake shape, the world remains anxious that the next outbreak of 
violence could come from an,y direction, at any time. 

As the couq_try es,ponds to an ecovers from these attacks, citizens tum to political leaders with 
one question: "What will be next?" As the latest operations in the war against terrorism begin, 
theN tion's leadells have reiterated the need for preparedness against all kinds of threats. Long
h~a taboos have oeen broken, and today's terrorist has the potential to be far more deadly than 
ever efore. The tools of the terrorist have evolved from pipe bombs and guns to massive 
ammon· um .•. nitrate bombs, the use of airliners as flying bombs, and the dissemination of anthrax. 

Extremist and absolutist ideologies allow perpetrators to take extraordinary measures in support 
of their goals. At the forefront of this in the international arena is al Qaeda, a group of Islamic 
militants led by Osama bin Laden. Having claimed credit for the September 11 attacks, bin 
Laden declared that more will occur. In recent years, he has stated that acquiring weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) was a goal of his group. As President Bush said in November 2001, 
"These terrorist groups seek to destabilize entire nations and regions. They are seeking 
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chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. Given the means, our enemies would be a threat to 
every nation and, eventually, to civilization itself." 

Because of this, the use of WMD by terrorists has received even greater prominence in the 
United States as a major national security concern. As Senator Nunn wrote, "We have had a 
look at the face of terrorist warfare in the 21st century, and it gives us llttJe hope that if these 
groups gained control of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons they would hesitate to use 
them." 

In March 2002, the Office of Homeland Security (OHS) developed a national alert system tha! 
responds to concerns about terrorist attacks. This system disseminates information regarding the 
~' HOMELAND SECURIT'Y ',!.J ADVISORY 9Y!::ITt:: H 

SEVERE: 

• LOW 

risk of terrorist attacks to all levels of government and the American people. 
There are five color-coded threat levels associated with the level of risk of 
terrorist attacks and what protective measures should be taken. 

When confronted with the question of"Wbaf will be next?'' leaders cannot 
say for sure. However, they reiterate that we as a N.,ation will be committed 
for the long term, that we must steel our resolve, and that we must endeavor 
to ensure that our communities are as prepared as possible to respond to any 
future attacks. 

With that resolve in mind, The Homeland Secmity Act of 2002 was signed into law thus 
changing the OHS and creating the U.S.Department of Homeland Security (USDHS) which 
became operational on March 1, 2003. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The National Capital Region Functional Exercise (NCRFE) was conducted on May 12, 2003, in 
the National Capital Region (NCR). This included the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Headquarters (FEMA HQ) in Washington, DC; The Distiict of Columbia Emergency 
Management Agency Emergency Operations Center (DC EMA EOC) in Washington, DC; the 
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation Washington Field Office (FBI WFO) in Washington, DG; the 
Virginia Department of Emergency Management Emergency Operations Center (VDEM EOC) 
in Richmond, VA; and the Maryland Emergency Management Agency Emergency Operations 
Center (MEMA EOC) in Reisterstown, MD, and the U.S. Department ofHome,and Security 
(lJSDHS), Office of the National Capital Region Coordinator (ONCRC) in Was'~jngto~ DC. 
The exercise was conducted under the aegis of the USDHS, Office for Domestic Preparedness 
(ODP), in cooperation with the NCR. The NCRFE was designed to coincide with the TOPOFF2 
(T2) full-scale exercise in order to assist the NCR jurisdictions in assessing theiv preparedness 
and coordination in response to a general attack on the Nation and chat)ges to the Homeland 
Security Advisory System threat level. The T2 scenario involved a radiological dispersal device 
(RDD) explosion in Seattle, WA. The NCRFE was a no-fault, functional communications 
response to the weapons of mass destruction (WMO) terrorism event in Seattle, WA, as well as a 
simulated but credible tbTeat to the National Capital .R.egionJ The NCRFE was designed by the 
Community Research Associates (CRA) USDHS Exercise Support Team. 

The NCRFE scenario incorporated twe events: a credible threat of a terrorist event directed at 
five U.S. cities and a radiological dispersal device (RIJ>D) explosion in Seattle, W A. The 
exercise included two ·modules. ln Modttle One (which was simulated as six days earli er, May 6, 
2003), the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) national threat level was raised from 
Yell ow to Orange. In Module Two, an RDD exploded in Seattle~ with a subsequent change in 
threat level from Orange te Red. This functional exercise scenario allowed the jurisdictions to 
assess their overall communication aod coordination within the National Capital Region. 

One of the exercise's main objectives was to assess the relationship among all jurisdictions 
within the National Capital Region. Infonnation-sharing and coordination proved to be 
extremely important in mitigating a terrorist event in 
the ~CR. The DC EOC ~eemed to be controlling 
mt>st of the flow of information to Maryland and 
Virginia. MEMA EOC representatives felt that other 
than a conference call, they were pulhng infonnation 
from the oth¢r jurisdictions, rather than having the 
infom1ation being pushed to them. Also, it was 
noted that it would have been beneficial to have 
representatives from FEMA, VA, and MD in the DC 
EOC dming tbe exercise to further enhance the 
jurisdictions' relationships. 
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Technical communications issues within each EOC proved to be an exercise obstacle but all 
jurisdictions were able to properly communicate with each other. FEMA HQ had issues with 
videoconferencing, although they noted that in a real-world setting, they would have had the 
Information Technology (IT) support they needed. The DC EOC had some teclmical problems 
with their internal E-Team software that supported their EOC tracking system. At VDEM EOC, 
sufficient security clearances were not available for the use of the secure video teleconferencing 
(VTC) system. Changes in homeland security require that a National Guard representative be 
present at all times that secure VTC equipment is being used. 

Overall, the exercise was very successful. DC EOC 
felt that they had good control of the situation, and that 
they were disseminating information efficiently. 
MEMA EOC felt that ail of their obje'ctives were met, 
but that exercise informati9n should have been 
disseminated more often (from the DC EOC). VDEM 
EOC needs more funding in order to participate more 
effectively in exercises. FEMA was very effective 
throughout the exercise in their role as the coordinator 
of Federal as;Sets. USDHS's new role of providing 
pplicy guidance and coordination for the NCR was 

accomplished without any problems. The only major questiou that was not addressed during this 
exercise was how well the communications network connection would work between the Federal 
agencies ' emergency relocation sites. 
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EXERCISE DESIGN 

PURPOSE 

The National Capital Region Functional Exercise (NCRFE) was designed to coincide ~ith the 
TOPOFF 2 (T2) full-scale exercise (FSE) in order to assist National Capital Region ~GR) 
jurisdictions in assessing their preparedness and coordination in response to a general a~c 
the Nation and changes to the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS) threat level. 

The NCRFE was conducted on May 12, 2003, at various locatio.n.s within the NCR, including the 
District of Columbia Emergency Operations Center (DC EOC), the State.ofMal)'land EOC, the 
Commonwealth of Virginia EOC, the Federal Bureau oflnvestiga "tm (FBI Washington Field 
Office (WFO), the Federal Emergency Management Agency H~adqoafters (FEMA HQ) at 500 
C. Street, and the Office of the National Capital Region Coorl:linator, tl.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (ONCRC, USDHS). Approximately 100 indivi uals participated in the 
exercise. 

Focus 

The NCRFE events focused on the fol lowing activities: 
.... 

• Observe or exercise NCR coordinat·orlfunctions. 
• Observe use of physica communicat ons facilities. 
• Reinforce established policies and procectures. 
• Measure resource adequacy:. 
• Assess inter-jurisdictional relations. 

The NCRFE was played in realtime. However, some responses and actions required additional 
time or accelerated time in order to meet exercise objectives. 

The NCRFEexamined the connectivity, in a free-play environment, ofvarious NCR agencies as 
they relate to the exercise scenario. The NCR agencies that were represented are: 

• Virginia Department of Emergency Management 
• Federal Emergency Management Agency 
• District of Columbia Emergency Management Agency 
• Federal Bureau of Investigation-Washington Field Office 
• Maryland Emergency Management Agency 
• Office of the National Capital Region Coordinator, U. S. Department of Homeland Security 
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The NCRFE was designed as a 4-6 hour, multi-jurisdictional , weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD) functional exercise, held on May 12, 2003, in the NCR. It was conducted in conjunction 
with, but separate from, the T2 national WMD FSE. The NCRFE used and followed the T2 
scenario and background material to drive the exercise play. 

The NCRFE was designed to exercise individual capabilities, multiple functions, activities 
within a function, or interdependent groups of functions. It was generally focused on exe cising 
the plans, policies, procedures, and staffs of the managerial or direction and control nodes o£ 
each jurisdiction's emergency management agency. Generally, the use of response resources ~ 

was simulated, and events were projected through an exercise scenario and event updc&es to 
stress or drive activity at the management level. 

MATERIALS 

A comprehensive set of exercise materials was developed, includ'ng an Exercise Plan 
(EXPLAN), Controller/Evaluator (C/E) Handbooks, a Masteu Scena · Events List (MSEL), and 
identification badges and hats. 

Each controller/evaluator involved in the execulion of the exercise received a briefing prior to 
the exercise that described their duties and res onsibilrties in d~th. They were provided with a 
CIE Handbook with detailed instructions about the e.._xercise ana the scenario, as well as their 
roles and responsibilities. Evaluatiott forms for each controller and evaluator were also 
provided. An EXPLAN was distributed that containej ~neral information regarding basic 
issues, such as the purpose of the exercise and rul-es 0f conduct. 

GUIDELINES 

• The exercise was not a tess but rat era no-fault learning experience. 
• The exercise was intended to be in an open, low-stress environment. 
• This exercise served as a ~ealistic setting within which participants were given the 

opporWnity to implement previously identified adjustments in standard operating policies 
and erocedures. 

• Responses were based on current capabil ities (i .e., only existing abilities and assets). 

EXERCISE ASSUMPTIONS AND ARTIFICIALITIES 

A number of assumptions and artificialities were necessary to complete the exercise within the 
time allotted. 

Assumptions 

The following general assumptions applied to the NCRFE: 
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• The goals and objectives of the exercise were consistent with functional area operations, 
technical plans, and procedures, whenever possible. 

• NCR agencies, along with the USDHS Office for Domestic Preparedness (ODP) and/or its 
contractor (Community Research Associates [CRA]), were major pruticipants and/or had 
significant roles in coordinating the exercise. 

Artificialities and Constraints 

Although there were a number of artificia lities and constraints that may have de racted from 
exercise realism, the NCRFE planners and participants recognized and accepted that some 
artificialities and simulations were necessary to carry out the exercise. 

SCENARIO 

Several variables were selected by the NCRFE planners and u e<l in tb.e development of the 
scenario and overall structuring of the exercise: 

• The NCRFE was connected with the T2 FS( out was played separately. , 
• Background intelligence events in Module One triggerea a change in the HSAS national 

threat level from Yell ow to Oran~e. 

• A WMD event involving an RDD in Seattle, W b f in Module Two triggered a change in the 
HSAS national threat level from Orange to R_ed. 

Module One. Module One was._played as i&it were May 6, 2003, and used the T2 background 
information that built up a credib e terrorism threat against five major U.S. cities, triggering an 
HSAS threat level change fl om ello to Orange. 

Module Two. Module Two wa played in real time on May 12, 2003, and focused on an RDD 
attack in Seattle, W A, and the~subsequent HSAS threat level change from Orange to Red. 
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EXERCISE OBJECTIVES 

NCRFE was designed to assist Federal, State, and local agencies located in the NCR in 
coordinating a response to changes in the national threat level, as a potential but credible region
wide threat ofWMD terrorism evolves. Seven specific objectives for the exercise are isted 
below with comments: , 

l. Objective: fdentify and exercise communication capabilities (voice, fax, data, and v· eo) 
among NCR jurisdictions. 

Discussion: This major objective was clearly met during the planning and e ec tion 
phase of the exercise. Voice, fax, and data connectivity warRed fine.arnong all ofthe 
players. However, technical communication issues within eaeh EOC p o;ved to be an 
obstacle. A video connection among all NCR jurisdictions is needed; not all jurisdictions 
had the proper equipment to have a video conference meeting. 

Recommendation: Each NCR jurisdiction needs to have 'ts co~unications divisions 
review the requirements for fu ll video conferences and establish the budget to gain the 
equipment and capability. , 

2. Objective: Review information-sharing capabilities among NCR jurisdictions. 

Discussion: This objective was met by each plaier jurisdiction. During the course of the 
short exercise, information was passea among he organizations via voice, fax, and 
computer systems. Had the exer,cise lasted longer, the information-sharing capabilities 
would have continued to improve. 

Recommendation: The t:Rju 'sdictions should continue to exercise their 
communications capabilifies ay10ng the organizations on a day-to-day basis to ensure that 
each system works a~ that there is a continuing flow of information that is second nature 
to all involved in this prQeess. This objective should be first and foremost in all future 
N C , exe Gises. 

Discussion: This objective was addressed very carefully by each jurisdiction 's public 
affa'rs officer (PAO) before and during the exercise. Each PAO connected with his or 
her ; .ounterpart, and opened all channels of communication to ensure that the public 
information strategies were properly coordinated. Again, in a longer exercise, this 
function would have been exercised in depth. 

Recommendation: The PAOs of each NCR jurisdiction should maintain contact with 
each other on a regular basis in order to keep the lines of communication open year
round. 
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4. Objective: Review connectivity within and among NCR agencies in accordance with 
USDHS procedures. 

Discussion: Early in the exercise, all of the player NCR agencies made voice, fax, and 
data connections with their counterparts at all levels (policymakers and staff). Several 
telephone conference calls were made among the NCR agencies, but the use of radios and 
video conferencing was not tested. It should be noted that because of the short length of 
time for this exercise (and the scope of the scenario), the FEMA Interim Opera tin~ 
Facility (IOF) and the USDHS operations center were not used or tested in this exercise. 

Recommendation: The NCR should schedule a longer and mor.e exten ·ve NCR WMD 
response exercise in the near future, which will force the testing o all NQR..emergency 
operations facilities (and communications) at the Federal, State, and l0cal levels within 
the NCR. 

5. Objective: Coordinate the decision-making processes of all three jurisaictions with 
FEMA and the FBI. 

Discussion: The decision-making processe of all three majQr NCR jurisdictions were 
completely coordinated with FEMA, the FBI, and USDHS. Each agency was connected 
to several senior-level conference ca Is, which ensured that the decision-making process 
was properly coordinated. 

Recommendation: The major~CR>jurisdictions should ensure that the senior policy 
council members continue to meet O)l a ~gular basis, and hold at least one general 
teleconference each month to discuss a major policy issue. 

Terrorism Prevention 
Citizen Involvement ~ Preparedness 
Decisie Making and Coordination 
EmergencY; Protective Measures 
InfrastructUre Protection 
Media Relatio s and Conununication 
Mutual Aid 

Discussion: All of the Commitments to Action listed above received at least a review of 
reqmred actions by each major jurisdiction during this exercise. The stated goal of the 
exercise was to follow the elevated threat level recommendations of USDHS (based on 
the T2 threat scenario), and review the coordinated actions that need to be taken in the 
NCR for these areas of concern. Each jurisdiction understood many of the required 
actions, but because of the short length of the exercise, it was impossible to completely 
test each of these rather complex subjects. 
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Recommendation: The NCR should take at least three months to plan a longer and 
more specific exercise that will allow a thorough testing of each of these important 
aspects of a coordinated response to a terrorist WMD attack on the region. This type of 
exercise should run about 8 to 12 hours in length. 

7. Objective: Improve the NCR's readiness to respond to any possible act ofter1orism. 

Discussion: Every practice exercise that can be conducted before a real event occurs 
improves the readiness of an organization, agency, government, or region to respond to a 
real incident. This exercise was the first step in that readiness improverJ?,ent process foe 
the NCR region. Most State-level governments and military organizations beli~ve that 
daily and weekly individual/small organizational training, followed By qiiarte~or 
biannual large organization training or exercising, is the proper> way tc:> prepare an 
organization or agency for the real event. The NCRjurislfc»o~s shoul oo no less. 

Recommendation: The NCR Senior Policy Council s\ aff sn uf(I prepare a three-year, 
region-wide exercise plan and schedule that can be funCled <pJ3'tl'ollowed to improve the 
NCR jurisdictions' preparations for a terrorist WMD attack on t1ie region. Most experts 
in this field truly believe that it is not a rpatt-er of "if' but "when" an attack will occur on 
the very high-profile District of Colun1b ·a an onsequently the NCR. 

~ 
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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION AMONG JURISDICTIONS 

Before the NCRFE took place, a major concern was the communication and coordinat~n among 
all NCR jurisdictions (MD, VA, DC, FEMA, USDHS-NCR) in a terrorist event. Altnough the 
NCR was not an imminent target for a terrorist event in the exercise, it was understood that being 
in or near the Nation's capital, as well as having a credible threat to five U.S. cities, require 
proper action (i.e., communication and coordination among all jurisdictions) in or er to protect 
its citizens. Since the NCR comprises several jurisdictions, it was imperative to assess and 
enhance their communication and coordination effectiveness during a terrorist e . ent. 

• It seemed that the District of Columbia Emergency Managel'l\ent gency (D~ EMA) was 
controlling most ofthe flow of information to the other States MD an VA). 

• The Maryland Emergency Management Agency (MEMA) had the most difficulty with 
communication and information sharing during the exercise. <:£onfer nee calls were 
established that included FEMA, USDHS, MD,-v A, and DC. I~ eemed that there was little 
independent infonnation sharing that took Nlace au side of the conference call format. At no 
time outside of the prearranged conference alls was DC .. ot VA queried as to how they were 
handling these issues of concern. 

• Representatives from FEMA, VA, an MD were ~ofrresent in the DC EOC during the 
exercise. It was stated, however, that in rea -world setting, representatives would be 
present. 

TECHNICAL ISSUES 

There were a number of tech¢ cal issues in each EOC that appeared to hinder the ability of the 
exercise pa,t:ticipants to play e ficiently. 

• At-EEMA HQ video conferencing was inaccessible during the exercise due to technical 
P,roblems. 

• At-illC EOC, computer printers were overloaded; exercise participants were kept waiting for 
their printed material. The location of the printers also obstructed the view of the Operations 
Chief. The location of the printers also made it difficult for the participants to move freely 
throug~out the DC EOC to gather information. 

• The DC EOC also had difficulties with the new E-Team Software, although Information 
Technology (IT) representatives were present to help with any problems that participants 
encountered (such as with training). 
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• At VDEM EOC, sufficient security clearances were not available for the use of the video 
teleconferencing system. Changes in Homeland Security policy required that a National 
Guard representative be present at the VDEM EOC each time that secure VTC equipment is 
being used. 

It is understood that technical issues are ubiquitous and difficult to avoid, and during a real-world 
situation, things would have gone differently. However, it should be stated that IT suppo should 
be available and proper clearances ensured, in order to enhance communication among 
jurisdictions. Coordination and communication were exercised well, and all pa icipating 
agencies understood that they could be improved. 

CHANGE IN HSAS T HREAT LEVEL 

The HSAS threat level change is a recommendation for each Stat ltollowing tHe HSAS threat 
level change from Orange to Red after the event in Seattle, questions arose"'in MEMA and 
VDEM regarding whether it was necessary to change the threat leve throughout their entire 
State(s). 

• Following the terrorist event in Seattle and ubse~uent change in threat level from Orange to 
Red, FEMA immediately responded by activating lmd~tching the NCR ERT-N to an 
emergency relocation site in Maryland, and wa :kept apprised of all actions thereafter. 

• VA controllers noted that VDEM EOGstaff verballyquestioned whether the entire State 
should be elevated to threat level R:ed. 

• MD controllers had a lengthy discussion regarding whether the entire State of Maryland 
should elevate the threatJevelto Red, o just raise the level within selected vulnerable 
jurisdictions. MD contn\)llers also noted that the MD decisionmakers recognized distinct 
liability issues associated with thW'Ciecision. 
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ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 
RICHMOND, VA 

General Statement 

The initial il1formation and injects were handled we11 by the EOC staff. Approprjate notifications 
to State agencies and the Governor's Office and external notifications by fax and the VPEM 
EOC web site were made. All State agencies were notified within ten minutes of the beginning 
of the exercise. 

The State Poliee complex that houses the EOC was 
locked down, one point of entrywas established, 
and mandatory ID use was instituted. The EOC 
paged the Commonwealth Preparedness Working 
Group (CPWG) for a conference call, which took 
place at I :32 p.m. The CPWG conducted a weli
'Organized conference call with State agencies, and 
used a checklist for those agencies that were 
identified to participate in the call. A status review 
by each agency director was given, as well as the 
current condition of the EOC. 

As exercise play continuedjn the NCR, FEMA began notifying area representatives. Ms. Cindy 
Causey, the VDEM NCR fielarepresentative, was notified of the incident by FEMA directly on 
her cell phone. No addition~) notjficatiotfS were made to the VDEM EOC. Dual notification 
should be done by FEMA, however, to ensure that the appropriate agency representative is 
notified. 

During the exercise, it was requested that a video conference call be held among the VA, MD, 
and DC EOCs. J'lbe Vu·ginia EOC cannot open a secure VTC until a National Guard 
repre-sentative is ptesent. The VDEM EOC staff is still undergoing new security clearance 
investigations. 

During exercise play, the VDEM EOC communications center underwent a scheduled dispatcher 
shift change. Shift change briefings were conducted and there were no noted problems. 

All tasks and requests presented to VDEM EOC staff were handled in a timely and appropriate 
manner. Coordination on the State level was excellent. Policies and procedures are in place that 
identify tasks associated with an EOC standup, State coordination activities, and regional 
coOTdination activities. 

Overall, the VDEM EOC handled the scenario extremely well. 
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Specific issues identified at the VDEM EOC: 

• FEMA notification to VDEM NCR representative 
• VDEM EOC secure video communications 
• EOC facilities 

Issue: FEMA Notification to VDEM NCR Representative 

Observation: During the exercise, FEMA placed a cell phone call directly to Gina}' Causey, the 
VDEM NCR field representative. Although this call was handled appropriately nd showed the 
local coordination between VDEM and FEMA, if Ms. Causey had not Been avai able 0 if her 
phone had been out of a service area, no one at VDEM would have been noti I~d. 

Recommendation: VDEM EOC should develop a policy t at prov,·des all agencies with the 
central communications phone number for all emergency-related · ss1:1es. 'Phis iil funnel all 
communications directly to the EOC, who can then pass that ipforma ·on on to the appropriate 
person. 

Issue: VDEM EOC Secure Video Communications , 
Observation: VDEM EOC has the capability and equipmen to use a secure video 
teleconferencing system. Because of changes in Homeland Security policy, existing security 
clearances of the staff were removed and~ew..clearan~es are still being investigated. 
Consequently, a National Guard representafve must,be present at the VDEM EOC each time 
that secure VTC equipment is being used. 

Recommendation: Securib' ctearances sliould be expedited to allow the immediate use of 
secure VTC equipment. 

Issue: EOC Facilities 

Obsenzation: As a key member of the NCR, Virginia is home to many critical Federal facilities, 
such as t e Penta~n. In this new day of heightened security, and the need to handle complicated 
an specialized e!Vergency coordination activities, the VDEM EOC is a small and outdated 
facihtY,. Satellite vJdeo downlink capability was not available during the NCR functional 
exercise. 

Recommendation: Although engineering drawings are available to demonstrate the potential of 
a new VDEM EOC, there is currently no funding for construction. Construction should be a 
priority, however, and the availability ofFederal funds should be investigated. 
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, DC 

General Statement 

The NCRFE was designed to allow the principal 
jurisdictions of the NCR (DC, VA, and MD) to 
exercise their communications and decision-making 
coordination during an elevated threat of terrorism that 
uses WMD in or near the NCR. This process had to be 
tied into and coordinated with the actions of key 
elements ofthe Federal Government, or in this case, 
the FBI, FEMA, and USDHS. 

The major issue facing the entire exercise was: Could 
these major jurisdictions communicate and coordinate 
what they were doing to protect their citizens, infrastructure, and communities with each other 
and the Federal Government in an effective manner? 1iraditionally, FEMA, the FBI, and the 
governments of the three major jurisdictions (VA, MD, and DC) have learned to communicate 
and coordinate through their emergency management agencies during times of crisis response to 
disaster-related problems. This has resulted in a foundation upon which the current process is 
being built. USDHS is the only new player in this process, and is quickly integrating its 
organization into the control of the response system. The NCRFE showed that this system will 
work and that the major objectives were met (as well as possible in a four- to five-hour 
functional or command post exercise). 

The individuals representing FEMA during NCRFE did a superb job. The Federal Coordinating 
Officer (FCO) (Mr. Davies) was acutely aware ofFEMA's roles and responsibilities and was not 
afraid to make recommendations and decisions when called for by the exercise scenario. He and 
his team analyzed the information as it was received, decided on what course of action was 
indicated and pruoent, and then either implemented it or recommended to his superiors that it be 
implemented. The: com~nunication and coordination among FEMA, USDHS, and the NCR 
EOCs was outstanding. 

SpecifiG issues identified at FEMA: 

• Location of NCR crisis management staffs 
• Relationship between USDHS and FEMA dwing this type of crjsis management 
• Change in threat level from yellow to orange 
• Coordination and information sharing within the NCR 
• Press inquires to FEMA 
• Fax direc6ng that all States be informed of the threat level change and specific actions 
• Post-Seattle blast actions 
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• Virtual News Network (VNN) broadcasts 
• Actions taken after RDD was confirmed in Seattle, and change in threat level from orange to 

red 
• Video conference 

Issue: Location of NCR Crisis Management Staffs 

Observation: Although FEMA has an Interim Operating Facility (IOF) located>near the NCR 
(that is in effect a Federal EOC that is designed to give the Federal Governmen a ocation frorry. 
which to operate and communicate during an emergency), it was not used for thi,s exercise. 
FEMA and USDHS were correct in believing that the NCR was reacfng to a scenario that 
presented a "credible threat" to the area, although the actual attack J as on anot~e part of the 
country. Both elements of the government would have been operating Eat least during this 
exercise) from their regular offices. 

Recommendation: During future NCR exercises, the Federal Governfnent should exercise the 
IOF so that DC, VA, and MD can gauge any problems they may l'i ve in dealing with that 
specific location (concerning communications, etc . If the IOF had been used for this exercise, 
the other players (VA, DC, and MD) might have had a better idea of whether they would have 
trouble communicating with the Federal Government at that location during this type of crisis 
response/coordination. 

Issue: Relationship Between USDHS an EMA Dqring This Type of Crisis Management .... 

Observation: Although the relationships are still being developed, the new laws and 
Presidential Directives are quite clear on the relationships and responsibilities of both agencies. 
USDHS (through the Office of. he NCR Q'oordinator) has policy and Lead Federal Agency 
(LF A) responsibility for the NCR. FE has the same responsibilities that it has always had, 
and that is to coordinate the Federal response to the consequences of any type of disaster within 
the region. The only differenee is that the USDHS is acting as the LF A on major decisions that 
are coordinatea with the other State-level jurisdictions. It should be noted that both the USDHS 
and the Federal Coordi~ating Officer (FCO) for FEMA did an excellent job of coordinating their 
actions and responsibilities during this exercise. Both Mr. Ken Wall (USDHS) and Mr. Tom 
Davies (FCO, FE.M ) did an outstanding job of fulfilling their roles during this exercise. 

Recom~ndation: The NCR jurisdictions should continue to conduct a wide range of exercises 
that will pr pafe and train the entire region in the complex requirements of coordinating all of the 
government actions required to protect the NCR community from a WMD terrorist attack. 

Issue: Change in Threat Level from Yellow to Orange 

Observation: The FEMA team took the time to discuss options and actions based 
on the infonnation regarding the change in threat level, and took the following actions: They 
simulated ca11s up their internal chain of command to make recommendations 
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and to seek guidance. They simulated alerting all members of the NCR Emergency Response 
Team - National (ERT-N) of the change in threat level. The FCO ordered his staff to conduct a 
communications check with all NCR EOCs. This was actually done at 1:15 p.m., with no 
prompting. The FCO also had his staff begin keeping a log of all activities. 

Recommendation: None. Based on the available information, the FEMA FCO and his staff 
took proper actions. 

Issue: Coordination and Information Sharing Within the NCR 

Observation: The first of several NCR conference calls occurred at appto ima ely 
1:35 p.m. Participants included the senior leaders of the NCR and FEMA. Available 
information and intelligence were shared and options for action were discussed and coordinated. 
In response to an injected fax from USDHS, the FEMA FCO state~Jha\ under t e circumstances 
outlined in the scenario, FEMA would be represented in the D~ E~ E0 in a real-world 
setting. 

Recommendation: During all future exercises, .EEMA representati es in NCR EOCs should be 
able to act on behalf of their respective organizations (decisionmakers). 

, 
Issue: Press Inquiries to FEMA 

Observation: The FCO fielded the press inquiries h!mtei f; to help ensure a coordinated 
message, he referred the press to USDHS for commen't. This was the correct response both 
operationally and politically. He clearly, understood the importance of a coordinated press 
release. 

Recommendation: Each NCR ress-of.fJcer should continue to develop coordinated NCR media 
response plans. 

Issue: Fax Directing That Sta,.tes Be Informed of Threat Level Change and Specific Actions 

Observation: The FC0 spoke with his chain of command by phone and recommended that the 
N anagemen Q ll be deployed to the appropriate NCR locations as a precautionary 
measure, He also recommended that the Region 3 Regional Operations Center (ROC) stand up. 
He had reyiously notified all FEMA regions of the change in threat level before being prompted 
by the fax. 

J 

Recommendation: None. All proper actions were implemented. 

Issue: Post-Seattle Blast Actions 

Observation: The FCO took part in another NCR senior leaders conference call and simulated 
conversations with his chain of command. He also had conversations with USDHS in which he 
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recommended deployment of the entire NCR ERT-N team. He ordered his staffto ensure that the 
Continuity of Operations (COOP) site is fully "warm" and that they conduct a communications 
check with units in the COOP. 

Recommendation: None. 

Issue: VNN Broadcasts 

Observation: Unfortunately, the FEMA representatives taking part in the exe1ic·se could not 
hear the broadcasts because the sound on their PCs did not work, and they did n . t have control 
of the volume on the big screen. 

Recommendation: Technical support should be available in future exercises to ensure that all 
participants have the ability to hear what is going on. 

Issue: Actions Taken After Seattle RDD Confirmed and Change.i 
Red 

Observation: The FCO, in concert with USDBS an~ the FEMA chain of command, activated 
the NCR ERT-N to the emergency relocatioti,site in Maryland. Otherpertinent EST activations 
were also considered so that units would be operational BEFORE an event occurred in the NCR. 
FEMA operations would have moved to their IOF so at!_9 be out of the DC area prior to an 
event. FEMA regions and NCR EOCs were kept app11i.se d of actions taken by FEMA. 

Issue: Video Conference 

Observation: FEMA represen atives we~e"Unable to access video conferencing during the 
exercise due to technical proble s. Sb:erFCO instructed his staff to ensure that all necessary 
names and phone numbers of-points of contact (POCs) are available for real emergencies. He 
stated that in the real world, h would have had the technical support he needed to take part in 
the video c'onferehce. 

Recommendation: Proper video communications support should be made available to all key 
N~ facilities befl re the next scheduled NCR exercise. 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 

WASHINGTON, DC 

General Statement 

The District of Columbia Government and EMA worked collectively with several other E0Cs to 
exercise their plans. This exercise proved to be beneficial to the DC govemment and the DC 

EMA. The DC EMA stood up all Emergency 
Support Functions (ESFs), even though a few 
agencies either reported late or faile~ to report. 

The controllers witnessed DC EOC participants 
working very well with ~ach other and within theil' 
respective ESFs. Information was passed among 
agencies in a proper and respectful manner. Most of 
the participants understood and perfonned their roles 
in the DC EOC. These same participants carried out 
their responsibilities as they were instructed and as 
they bad pr~cticed in previous training exercises. 

In the beginning of the exercise, the leaders of the L>C EOC appeared to be somewhat loose with 
the management of the operations. As tne exercise prQgressed, they gained and maintained 
control of the exercise EOC staff. The- only recommendation that can be offered is to practice, 
practice, and practice; 

Specific issues identified at the District of' Columbia EOC: 

• Unfamiliarity of the new E-Team Software 
• Technical Issues 
• Security 
• Public Information 
• Reports from ESFs 

Issue: Lack ofFarriiliarity With New E-Team Software 

Observation: Several of the participants in the DC EOC appeared to be having difficulty using 
this software, at least in the beginning of the exercise. Ptior to the start of the exercise, a special 
training session on using the new software was held in the EOC. Not all participants in the DC 
EOC were present for this training. 

Recommendation: Training for participants wbo will use this software in the future should 
have been held several days before the exercise. The DC Information Technology section 
provided several staff members to assist with questions and problems as they arose. The 
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participants should have been given more time to learn and experience the advantages of the 
software prior to using it during a real or simulated terrorism event. 

Issue: Technical Issues 

Observation: Many participants were forced to wait for data from EOC printers. In many cases, 
this is a trivial issue. During this exercise, however, many participants were waiting for rinted 
copies in the area where the Operations Chief and his staff were trying to manag(( the situafon. 
People standing in this area tended to cause several problems: obscuring the OP,erations Chie~s 

ability to see the participants and the information displayed on the video scree~(~); distracting.fue 
Operations Chief and/or his staff by the conversations being held; ancLtne al:ti-litfl of other 
participants to move freely through the DC EOC to gather informatio . 

Recommendation: There should be more than one printer for 4S orkers in thl( DC EOC. This 
printer(s) should be located close to the ESF areas without obscuring the vision of the Operations 
Chief and/or staff, and where they will not interfere with the flow of affic through the DC EOC. 

Issue: Security 

Observation: During the exercise, many observers passed through the main area of the DC 
EOC. The majority of these observers were local dignitaries and/or YIPs of the DC 
Government. The process for checking the identificat~ of all persons entering the EOC 
appeared to be in place, but many of the visitors were not checked against an "authorized access" 
list. 

Recommendation: Implement a more visible method of indicating that security checks were 
performed and a person has been cleared to enter the sensitive area. The liaisons for each of the 
ESFs should be able to qu ickly determiny.;f a person/observer has the proper credentials to be in 
the EOC. This ensures safe tJ)eratio ) of each ESF Liaison. 

Issue: Public I formation 

Observation: The DC pMA public information officer (PIO) and staff appeared to be very busy 
dealing with the v· iting dignitaries. Their participation in the exercise appeared to be minimal. 

Recommendatio : It is understood that when a real-world situation is unfolding in the DC 
EOC, the vi~iters wi ll not be in the DC EOC. This should free the PIO and her staff to perform 
those duties as identified in the DC EOC protocols. 

DC EOC needs to identify a location where joint regional information can be obtained and 
verified, briefmgs can be developed, and contacts can be directed regarding the event(s). The 
contact information and location ofthis Joint Information Center (JIC) should be provided to all 
participants in the DC EOC and the surrounding EOCs. Information to the public and the news 
media regarding the safety of the public is very critical during an incident. 
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Issue: Reports From ESFs 

Observation: Hourly reports were requested from the ESFs. Several, not all, of the ESFs were 
able to give their reports. There appeared to be two reasons for this: the importance of the ESF 
for the particular timeframe, and not enough time allotted for each ESF to make a report. 

Recommendation: Three methods could be implemented to deal with this observatio First, 
develop a template of what information needs to be reported by each ESF; secopd, througH 
analysis of past exercises, detennine which ESF s need to report during a particWar work 
period(s)-develop a checklist to help the DC EMA Operations Chief and/or his staff to manage 
these reports. Third, set timeframes for the presentation ofthe ESF regorts, and nave the ESF; 
practice making reports in that timeframe. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 
WASHINGTON, DC 

General Statement 

For pragmatic reasons, the participation of the NCR in any TOPOFF exercise is indifpensable. 
In any incident, whether natural or man-made, the resources of the Federal Go ernment w1l 
require some time to respond and arrive at the scene of an incident. These resou ces, in the form 
of personnel and assets, are critical to the preservation of life and the restoration of i P,Ortant 
infrastructure. This is particularly true when the incident(s) involves terrorists and t e se of 
WMD. 

An exercise of the magnitude ofT2, with the participation of: thousands o4_indi~i , uals (elected 
and appointed; State, county, and municipal; crisis and conseq e ce re;;ponders), jurisdictions 
within the continental United States, and international implicatmas, pecessitates the 
consideration and active involvement of the NCR. The NCR is th.eTheystone to most if not all of 
the Nation 's central databases; it serves as the condui for national, regional , State, and local 
representation and decision-making; it is posiJi~med to activate and dispatch specialized 
personnel and vital assets to affected areas; it is central in the g)lthering and dissemination of 
information and intelligence throughout the United States and mternationally; and as the seat of 
national government and host to commercial associations nongovernmental organizations, and 
countless other entities, the NCR is directly or indirectly impacted by events that occur anywhere 
in the United States and its territories, and even ih o;ther countries. Therefore, the NCR should 
be integral in all aspects of the TOPOFF. e-xercises. 

The participation of the C in T2 was no ·ntegral and its presence was an afterthought, which 
short-circuited many of the operational procedures that normally take place. The results were 
confusion, miscommunication, misdirection, and ineffective action. The participation of the FBI 
WFO is a case in point. It was tasked with the role of perfonning and executing functions that 
are not within its normal realm;which contributed to actions inconsistent with proper 
proced\tre . As expected, this resulted in questioning of the value of the exercise. 

In a dition to the ra~atic reasons for NCR involvement, there are also symbolic reasons, such 
as con eying the co mand and control of the government by representative leadership. The 
functioning of the government's departments and agencies is a statement of the stability of the 
government. 

J 
Specific issues identified at the FBI WFO: 

• National exercise participation 
• Generation of exercise intelligence 
• Communications and intelligence release 
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Issue: National Exercise Participation 

Observation: The NCRFE was based on the events ofT2, but NCRFE participants were not 
permitted to intenningle with T2 players. Due to the very nature of the NCRFE, participating 
agencies raised questions and concerns regarding T2 events and intelligence generated at the 
Seattle, W A, Incident Command. Because additional exercise information was not available, the 
FBI WFO was forced to break with NCRFE communication protocols and contact the Strategic 
Information and Operations Center (SIOC) regarding Seattle incident intelligence, and pass this 
information on to all participating agencies. 

Recommendation: FBI WFO, National Capital Response Squad (NG,;RS)~eco mends that 
future National Field Training Exercises (FTXs) have either the full garticipation.,o£alf gencies 
involved without limits on communications, or no participation at all in the FTX. Limiting 
agencies' participation is counterproductive and unrealistic during a true WMD event. 

Issue: Generation of Exercise Intelligence 

Observation: A raw intelligence product was developed for the T2 exercise and provided to the 
WFO FBI as part of the NCRFE. WFO was particip~trg as both FBI HQ/SIOC and the FBI 
Field Office, and did not have sufficient time-to genetate a working intelligence product to 
release as exercise intelligence for the initiation of die NCRFE. 

Recommendation: Increased preparation time for FBI analysts would allow for generation of a 
useful intelligence product. This product could then be disseminated to relevant State and local 
agencies for use in asset deployment and event evaruation. 

Issue: Communications a d Intelligence Release 

Observation: Communication among exercise controllers and the release of exercise 
intelligence needs to be re-evaluated. Allowing the intelligence products to control the exercise 
actions is a realistic scenario. aowever, by providing all NCRFE participating agencies with the 
same intelligence product at tlte same time through exercise controllers defeats the nature and 
objec ives of the NCRFE exercise. Appraising the command and control issues among the 
various agencies is nullified by this action. 

Recommendatio : FBI WFO NCRS recommends that the agency responsible for generating 
the intelligence should control the product and disseminate the information accordingly. 

J 
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MARYLAND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (MEMA) 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 
REISTERSTOWN, MD 

General Statement 

As part of the NCRFE, MEMA sought to evaluate its own 
processes and capabilities while engaged in a simulated 
domestic security incident of signjficant scope. 
Representatives from various relevant Maryland agencies 
were present, and the participation level from all players 
was high. 

Representatives from the State of Maryland participated in 
the exercise primarily from a conference room area located 
within the State of Maryland EOC> and all injects were 
received there and disseminated to the participants around the table for discussion. This design 
led to a cooperative information~sharing environment and was a benefit to the exercise 
participants. The State of Maryland was also able to use a secme video conference capability 
that was shared with DC and VA, which would have been critical for any necessary secure 
teleconferences. Unfortunately, due to technical problems with some outside systems, the video 
interface was minimal. However, the Maryland EOC was able to receive the VNN live feeds that 
originated from the State of Washington, which was imvaluable for information acquisition, 
enhancing the exercise as a whole. 

The State of Maryland participated to the. fullest extent in a highly effective functional exercise 
environment, and some very significant issues were brought to the surface throughout the day. 

Specific issues identified at t,he Maryland Emergency Operations Center: 

• Regiona[ized domestic security threat condition change 
• lnfo~ation sharing among the NCR jurisdictions 
• "Essen ial Employee" designation 

Issue! Regionalized Domestic Security Threat Condition Change 

Observation: A critical issue of concern that Maryland had throughout the NCR exercise dealt 
with the shifting of domestic security threat level conditions. Questions arose from the State 
about whether it was a USDHS requirement for Maryland to issue a statewide threat condition 
elevation, or whether that threat condition could be elevated regionally, i.e., affecting only the 
NCR jurisdictions. Maryland stated that a series of required security and legislative protocols 
would be put into effect if the domestic security threat level condition is raised to red, and that 
the State should have the ability to regionalize the threat level elevation to include the areas of 
highest vulnerabi lity, but not be so inclusive as to prohibit "nonnal" operations statewide in 
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areas of lesser vulnerability. Maryland did recognize through its discussions that there is a 
distinct liability issue, as well as a reliance on other jurisdictions and cooperative efforts, that 
exist within the NCR jurisdictions. Decisions for the State of Maryland would not be made 
without, at the very least, consultation with the DC and VA. 

Recommendation: ft was clear that this issue needs to be examined further. Consider a 
collaborative panel discussion or workshop with representatives from the NCR jurisdictions; the 
State of Maryland; the State of Virginia; the District of Columbia; USDHS; anp._other rele ant 
regional and Federal partners and stakeholders, with regionalized domestic secudtx threat level 
condition change as the principal subject for discussion. 

Issue: lnfonnation Sharing Among the NCR Jurisdictions 

Observation: During the NCRFE, there was a minimalleve of i· ~r!T\,atLon sharing and 
collaboration among the NCR jurisdictions within the allocatea response timeline presented in 
the scenario. The sharing of information was primarily done through nre-scheduled conference 
calls in which all relevant jurisdictions and Federal agencies participated. The conference calls 
were facilitated by USDHS and primarily dealt w"th global issues relevant to all involved. There 
was very little independent information sharing tliaf took place outside of the conference call 
format. The State of Maryland struggled with some critical issues throughout the afternoon that 
were presented to them as a result of the exercise event . Simifar issues were likely encountered 
within the other participating NCR jttQ.sdictions as · ell , but at no time outside of the pre
arranged conference calls was DC or \7,4 queried as to liow they were handling these issues of 
concern. This observation goes both ways: either NCR jurisdiction reached out to the State of 
Maryland to discuss situations or share · nfurmation during the exercise. As critical regional 
partners, the sharing of i'\formation is es entia! to a coordinated and effective response. 

Recommendation: Contit\ue to foster ~ egional relationship with DC and VA as NCR partners 
through exercises and training such as tbe NCRFE. Continued collaboration and partnership in 
training, exercises, and plan d velopment only enhances the NCR's overall level of domestic 
preparedness. 

Issue: "Essential Empl9yee" Designation 

Obse vation: Thet:e was a great deal of discussion among players about Maryland's current 
'essential employees" list. This list was designed to address the State's critical employee needs 
in the even~ q:f an emergency triggered by a natural disaster. It lists those employees who would 
be required to report to work despite a situation that would warrant the closing of government 
offices. Players noted that this list may not accurately reflect the State's employee requirements 
in the event of a domestic security threat or act of terrorism. There was some discussion as to 
how this situation could or should be resolved. Also, players discussed how, exactly, such an 
order would be carried out on a statewide basis. That is, would a domestic security disturbance in 
the Washington, DC, or Annapolis area necessitate the closing of government offices in other 
regions? The question remains: how should the recommendation be written to reflect these 
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needs? In many ways, these discussions mimicked those that players had about the elevation of 
the NCR threat level on a regional vs. statewide level. 

In addition, players discussed the financial ramifications of such a move and what variables 
would allow the State to be (or not be) reimbursed. For example, would a liberal leave or 
administrative leave be the best financial approach for the State? Would the State be 
compensated under a Code Red threat level? 

Recommendation: This is by no means a "simple fix" problem, and will requi a concerted_ ~ 
effort and meaningful discussions to resolve. Representatives from all primary State agencies 
should formulate an idea of what types of personnel would be necessacy_in the e en t-o f.-a terrorist 
attack or other domestic disturbance. Employee lists unique to each region..may ery'wel be the 
best approach. 

Anything that can be clarified immediately, however, should be. For examj>~clear 
understanding needs to be reached between the Federal Gover menf aod Maryland as to what 
employee expenses, if any, are reimbursable. This is a particularly acute problem if there is an 
expectation that all NCR jurisdictions will react to the same threats in tHe same manner. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 

NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 

WASHINGTON, DC 

General Statement 

The USDHS, ONCRC was actively involved in the exercise and participated in their role · 
providing policy guidance and coordination for the NCR jurisdictions. This aspect of the 
exercise went very smoothly. 

Unfortunately, the actual NCR Coordinator was detailed to Seattle for 12_l -so hi ' deP, ty 
participated in the exercise and did a great job. In the future, it migllt be be~ficial for all 
principals to participate in these types of exercises. 

The Deputy NCR Coordinator operated out of his office, as tHis is where he would begin during 
an actual incident until the time that the Federal agencies' relocation- ·tes were activated. In 
future exercises it would be beneficial to take the scenario to the point where these sites are 
activated so that agencies can adequately assess how this process will occur, as well as the ability 
to effectively communicate with one another. 

Specific issues identified at the USDHS: 

• Coordination and Policy Guidance 
• Communication and Coordination with Qtlie~ NCR Jurisdictions 

Issue: Coordination and foJicy Guidance 

Observation: Providing p licy~uidance and coordination for the National Capital Region is a 
new role for the U.S. Department offfiomeland Security, and it was accomplished without any 
problems. The Deputy Coordinator has a good understanding of what actions he needed to take 
in order topFevide the necessary information to the NCR jurisdictions. 

Recommendatio : Co~duct more NCR response exercises to further improve new working 
relationships. 

fssue: 6 ommunication and Coordination with Other NCR Jurisdictions 
; 

Observation: The Deputy Coordinator was actively involved in all conference calls that took 
place during the course of the exercise between the Federal agencies and the NCRjurisdictions. 

Recommendation: As noted by the Maryland EOC evaluator, more direct communications 
between NCR jurisdictions is needed in future NCR exercises. 
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TOPOFF2 CYBEREX 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The national infrastructure of the United States is vulnerable to disruption by physical 

attack because of its interdependent nature and by cyber-attack because of its dependence on 

computer networks. Those who intend to do harm to the United States will seek to exploi 

vulnerabilities using conventional munitions, weapons of mass destruction (WMD), and 

cyber-weapons. Over time, such attacks are increasingly likely to be delivered through 

computer networks rather than using conventional munitions alone, ~s the attrac iveness of 

cyber-attacks and the skill of U.S. adversaries in employing them evolve, Cyber attacks will 

provide both state and non-state adversaries with new options 'for action>agains 

States beyond mere words. 

TOPOFF2 is the second Congressionally rna dated, counter-terrorism exercise , 
involving senior U.S. government officials, mu tiple Federal1. State I Local agencies, and 

Canadian government agencies. The goals of TOP<:>em were to improve the nation's 

capacity to manage extreme events; create broader operating frameworks of expert crisis and 

consequence management systems; valilila e authorities, strategies, plans, policies, 

procedures, and protocols; and build a sustainable, systematic national exercise program to 

support the national strateg fo ~omel nd security. While traditional crisis and consequence 

management organizations w re the principal foci of TOPOFF2, there exists another element 

of our country's c11itical infrastl,;cture that experts consider highly vulnerable to terrorist

relateft a tack: the national information infrastructure. 

TOPOFF2 CYBEREX was a functional exercise to examine, in an operational 

context, the in egration of inter- and intra-governmental actions related to a large-scale 
J 

cyber-attack synchronized with a terrorist WMD attack against a major urban area of the 

United States. In the course of these proceedings, players addressed those actions needed to 

limit the potential damage caused by network compromise and to minimize the impact on 

operations resulting from the loss of these resources. While exploring the vast complexities 

of these individual and inter-related actions, this exercise provided an opportunity for 
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decision-makers and staffs to identify, discuss, and resolve critical issues associated with a 

cyber-attack and other significant disruptions to their network infrastructures. During these 

activities players explored potential vulnerabilities and anticipated responses to determine if 

and what changes might be necessary to existing cyber-security programs and organized 

responses. Approximately 125 people participated in the exercise on the 6th and 7th ofM~ 

2003. The exercise was held at the Washington State Emergency Operations Genter in Camp 

Murray, Washington. 

Lessons Learned: 

Participants saw value in a regionally coordinated cybe ·-seoori}¥ effQrts-- in timely 

exchange information and collective response. The development of'this regional approach 

between State and Local government agencies that participated in TQPOFF 2 will continue 

post exercise. 

The exercise highlighted a need to examine how cyber-response plans and procedures , 
correspond to changes of the color-coMed national th.}eat condition promulgated by the 

Department of Homeland Secmity (DHS). From a cyber-perspective, what proactive steps 

should be taken when the threat condition escalates from yellow to orange and then to red? 

The players examined these and ther similar questions. 

Ther e no formally established processes, similar to those in place for a physical 

attack 0r natural disaster, that address coordination between the federal government and its 

state..and local counte arts in the event of a cyber-attack 

Tl)e ab9 ity to maintain information technology (IT) infrastructure is predicated on the 

fact that individuals will be able to get to their workspace. In those instances where this is 

not true, government agencies responsible for IT infrastructure should examine how they 

would perform mission-critical functions such as backups and systems maintenance from 

alternate locations. 
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During the pre-exercise period, federal government agencies responsible for 

infrastructure protection were not yet completely evolved due to the stand-up of the new 

Department of Homeland Secmity. The federal government should develop an integrated 

cyber-response plan that addresses crisis support to both state and local governments. There 

is a need for a single point of direct contact between the federal government and State a nd 

Local governments for dissemination of information related to cyber-attacks. 
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SECTION T WO: 

TASKING 

INTRODUCTION 

The Institute for Security Technology Studies at Dartmouth College (ISTS) is a 

federally funded Institute which was founded in the FY 2000 appropriation as a national 

center for counterterrorism and cyber-security R&D. Our mission is to work to secure 

computer networks against attack, enhance Law Enforcement investigatiYe cap<f,ilities in 

cyber-crimes, and serve as a center for counterterrorism technology researcn, development, 

testing, and evaluation. To accomplish this goal we have ovef, 70 researctters at 'f{artmouth 

College and employ 20 researchers from other institutes workingnm ~es'earch projects related 

to this mission. 

Funding for the ISTS at Dartmouth Cpl ege w.a_s supported under Award number , 
2000-DT-CX-KOOl (S-2) from the Office of Ju ticeiProgram$, ational lnstitute of Justice, 

Department of Justice. 

.... 

The Office of Domestic Preparedness (OOP) had decided after TOPOFF 2000 that 

TOPOFF II should include cyber-component. Representatives from ODP met with the 

Director of the ISTS at Dartmou~ College early in 2002 and the two organizations agreed 

that the ISTS should take a lead role m preparation and conduct of a cyber-exercise for 

TOPOFF JL N t>-only does thi ' task align with the mission of theISTS, but this relationship 

ensured that the ISjfS could provide funding necessary to conduct the cyber-exercise for 

Tt>PQFF II at no <wst to ODP, a necessary condition for completion of the project on 

~chedu e. 
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SECTION THREE 

STAKEHOLDERS 

PRINCIPAL STAKEHOLDERS 

TOPOFF2 CYBEREX players were primarily those Federal, State, County, City, Rrivate 

sector, and personnel from the Government of Canada who have active roles in the daily 

operations, management, and security of their information networks, systems, or infrastructure 

within their organizations. These participants would most likely pla key roles i11-responding to 

or managing the consequences of a significant regional cyber-disru~on or attack. The principal 

stakeholders in the exercise were: 

• IT organizations and Top Officials from: 

J> Washington State 

J> King County 

J> City of Seattler 

Supporting these players were representatives fr<pn the following organizations: 

J> A commercial telecom proy-~er and local Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

J> Federal comput'er incident response agencies 

r Federal law en)brcement agencies 

The fo lpwj ng is a summary of the organizations involved in the exercise. 

• Five Network Operation Centers (NOCs) participated in this exercise: 

J> City of Seattle 

J> King County 

J> Washington State Department of Information Services (DIS) 

J> Washington State Department of Transportation (DOT) 
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::.> Washington State Emergency Management Department (EMD) 

Each exercise NOC was composed of individuals from within the organization who are 

assigned to these NOCs on a routine basis. These groups responded to and managed 

consequences presented in the exercise. Because of the restricted time available during the 

exercise, not all elements of an organization' s response were addressed. Unresolved issues 

necessary to keep a NOC's actions and deliberations flowing were resolved by a group's 

facilitator or the Control Team and brought forward during the final plenary sess·on. 

general responsibilities of the NOCs included: 

::.> Assessing network status. 

::.> Explming the impact of differing proactive response strategies. 

::.> Responding to network disruptions. 

::.> Providing periodic summaries to Top Official 

'::.> Developing recommendatigns for OPOFFs. , 
:.. Sharing information with other ~OCs.---

::.> Sharing resources with other NOC's. 

::.> Responding to moe]} media inqW.es. 

• A group of Top Officials.from Federa, State, County, and City government organizations 

participated in TOPOFF2 G:~BE EX:. In addition to observing exercise activity and assessing 

their ability to work as a team, these officials acted as an executive body to address and resolve 

cyber-secunty · sues challengilrg the NOCs. These senior executives were incorporated into the 

TOPOFJ;;' U:oordin tion and Communication Group (TCCG). The function of the TCCG was to 

pro "de a forum for senior executives to: 

? Gain and maintain situational awareness of emerging events, develop strategic 
courses of action to conduct a concurrent and integrated response, and direct 
appropriate actions. 

::.> Mitigate consequences of enterprise network disruption or loss. 

)> Address and resolve the allocation of limited resources among competing 
demands. 
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Jo> Collect, analyze, formulate, and disseminate information to stakeholders in 
and outside the state, including the media. 

Jo> Develop recommendations for political leadership (chief executive) approval 
or action. 

J;> Respond to inquiries from senior executives of the Federal government. 

Accordingly, to work effectively in an inter-governmental environment the Top 0 ficials 

from each organization assigned to the TCCG had experience, authority, and access to the 

organization's political leadership. Chief information I chief technolog)Lofficers (C ~CTO) 
and/or members of their immediate staffs filled these positions during the e~erci e. 

Officials came from the following organizations: 

:» State of Washington CIO I Director of WasHington ~tate DIS 

Jo> State DOT (Information Technology Section) 

:» State EMD (Telecommunie tions Section I Director's Office) and National 
Guard ' 

}> Office of the Governor 

Jo> King County (lnforw ation and Telecommunications Services Division I 
Office of Information Res,ource-M~agement) 

Jo> City of Seattle (Depattrent of Information Technology) 

:~> University of Washing~n (University Computing Services) 

Jo> Top Officials playe by the Control Team: 

o Governol\ 

o County Executive 

epartment of Homeland Security (DHS) 

Anoth~r group, acting in support of the TCCG, consisted of regional government and 

corporate lepresentatives who would have a logical role to play given the scenarios. Unlike the 

NOCs and the TCCG, the Support Pod had no direct "play" in TOPOFF2 CYBEREX. Rather, 

their role was to provide information to, and respond to resource requests from, the principal 

players. Representatives of support organizations had an in-depth understanding of the 
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technologies, capabilities, and processes that their organization would provide the principal 

players, and the methodologies to avail these resources. 

The following diagram depicts the overall organization of TOPOFF2 CYBEREX. 

Seattle NOC 
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co""' 
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EXERCISE OBJECTIVES 

TOPOFF2 requirements stated that: ''This series of exercise components will also 

improve 'el(rsts Fesistance' through opportunities to measure plans, policies, and procedures 

required to provide an effective response to a weapons of mass destruction (WMD) terrorist 

incident" This type of incident would be more complex and significantly challenge the 

capabilities of organizations assigned the responsibility of providing a first response if 

governmen -related information networks were simultaneously and maliciously disrupted due to 

a large-scale cyber-attack. Accordingly, within the context of a TOPOFF2-like WMD event, the 

players gave due consideration to the following issues and objectives during the development of 

the CYBEREX: 
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Jo> The effectiveness of the various cyber-security plans, policies and procedures 
of the City, County, State, and Federal levels to adequately address issues and 
support the response for a large-scale cyber-attack on government-related 
information networks. 

Jo> The ability of participating NOCs to organizationally integrate and effectively 
conduct or manage a sustained response to a cyber-attack. 

Jo> The planned flow of communications and information in an opera · ona 
context. 

J;> The decision and coordination processes in a range of poten ia cqnsequence~. 

Within these overarching set of objectives, each of the princip,al stakehplpt?f-s had their 

own objectives for this exercise. These included: 

Jo> DIS- Determine that the Washington State C mnuter Incident Response 
Center (W ACIRC) procedures -- including incident eporting, response, 
escalation, communications, containment, etc. -- ~ere sufficient to effectively 
mitigate the effects of cyber-a tackS. 

Jo> City of Seattle & King COunt - Develop policies and procedures relating to 
large-scale cyber-attacks, including federa notification and response. 

);> City of Seattle & King>-County - D)}::··frnine the effectiveness of the draft 
policies and procedures along with federal notification procedures. 

Throughout the development of th,'e e ercise, these objectives guided the design and 

methodologies used to achi ve the stakeholders expectations. A flexible design structure was 

used for the development of this exercise, thus allowing for the incorporation of new objectives 

It 'became r parent during the design of the game that the principal stakeholders realized 

that there might be ignificant value in developing a regional approach to a response to a major 

cyber-attack. The stakeholders held several meetings to address this regional approach to the 

problem. @ne outcome of these discussions was the proposal for a regional information sharing 

system to be used by the stakeholders to report significant anomalies occurring on each 

organization's networks. This prototype system, entitled the Regional Information and 

Intelligence Gathering (RIIG) was exercised in the two-day event. Additional refinement on this 

initiative was planned after the exercise based on how the RUG was used during the event. 
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Additionally, this exercise was designed so that principal stakeholders may develop 

strategies and planning frameworks to: 

> Coordinate inter-governmental responses and consequence management to 
cyber-attacks. 

> Maintain continuity of operations within participating organizations. 

> Develop alternatives and recommendations to senior or executive decision- ~ 

makers in responding to potential cyber-crisis events. 

»- Sustain confidence in government information net orlq;"'duri g a cybe -attack 
and, if necessary, regain public confidence. 

Each participating organization developed its own self-evaluation criteri~ for the 

exercise. Inclusion of these criteria and the results of their as es'Sme zo beyond the scope of 

this report. Here we address information and resour-ees sharing bet · een organizations. 

The following is a summary of the 6t·ganizations partic"pating in TOPOFF2 CYBEREX: 

King County 

• Department of Executive Services 

• Department of Natural Resources and 

• 

• 

• 

Parks 

Information and Telecommunications 

Services Dhnsio'\ 

Office of Eme.rgency Management 

Prosecuting !t\.ttorney' s Office 

Sheriff. l Office 
J 

City of Seattle 

• Department of Information 

Technology 

• Department of Transportation 
J 

• 

Police Department 

Seattle Center 

Seattle City Light 

Seattle Public Utilities 
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Washington State 

• DIS 

• 

• 

• 

DOT 

EMD 

Office of the Governor 

Canada 

Office of Critical Infrastructure and 

Emergency Preparedness 

Other Participants 

Boeing Corporation 

• Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle office 

CERT at Carnegie Melon 

National Communication System 

• Microsoft Corporation 

• Qwest Corporation 

United Sta es DHS 

United ta e Depart~ent of State Province of British Columbia Ministry 

of Management Services • United States Secr:et Service - Seattle 

• Province of Ontatio Information Offiee 

Protection Center 

University of Washington 
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SECTION FOUR 

SEMINARS 

As part of the exercise development and learning process for the stakeholders, we held 

two seminars in the Seattle area at the Criminal Justice Training Center. Each was attended 

by about 125 peop]e from the stakeholder community including State of Washington, King 

County, and City of Seattle's government agencies. Representatives from the Port of Seattle, 

Boeing, Microsoft and lhe University of Washington also attended. The seminars were held 

at no cost to the participants. In general, presenters donated their time and travel expense. 

Seminar 1: Notification Policies Seminar - to review areas of responsibilities of federal 

agencies, reporting thTesholds, trigger points to access resources, and escalation 

procedures. 

• Held 6 February, 2003. 

• ModeTator: ._I (b_l<_6l __ ~-:--_.l former Director of the Department of Defense 

Cyber Crime Center. 

• Presenters 

o l<bl(G) 1- NIPC 

o ~.-l<b_l<_6l_..,.,.-_ _JI -FBI, Seattle 

o ~.-l<o_)(6_l ___ _.l- USSS, Seattle 

o l<b)(G) 1-US Attorney's Office 

o ._l <b_l~_6l ________ ___JI- National Conununications System 

o l<b)(6) 1- Qwest 

o l<1<b)(6) I an~...,(b...,..,}(G.,.,..)----.~ OCIPEP of Canada 

o =~ (;b_l~<_6~l_ ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-'.:._ -::,_.1- ISTS-Dartmouth College on the recent Slammer 

Worm 
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Seminar 2: Threat Assessment Seminar- What are the threats, what are the tools we 

have to defend against them, how do we conduct a cost benefit analysis to determine 

which tools to invest in?. 

o Held: 11 March 2003 

o Moderator: Dr.L.!::II <:::b)=(6)===== 1 CIA Senior Scientist- Info Ops Center 

o Presenters: 

o Dr~ (b)(6) 1-National Security Couneil, Office of 

Cyberspace Secmity 

o I (b)(6) 1- ISTS at Dartmouth College - end effects and 

methods 

0 l (b)(6) 

0 l (b)(6) 

0 l(b)(6) 

0 l (b)(6) 

0 l (b)(6) 

1-CERT 

1-NIPC Undass Threat Assessment 

1- University of Washington 

~ City of Seattle CISO and founder of Agora 

1- Defense in Depth 
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SECTION FIVE 

SIMULATION 

As the CYBEREX portion of TOPOFF2 was conducted on a not-to-interfere basis 

with the principal exercise, the network operation centers (NOCs) of participa~qg 

organizations employed a simulated network, developed by the institute for Seeucity 

Technology Studies (lSTS) at D!lYtmouth College as a primary source of exercise-related 

stimuli . 

This simulated network repJicated the functional elements of reaional wide area 

networks, inter-governmental networks, and access to the public Internet Exercise designers 

worked with network managers of participating organjzations to dew;lop a plausible 

emulation of the organizations' networks, wh:i1e ensuring that the simulation did not reveal 

c1itical vulnerabilities or disclose exact secmity Jt)easures. Participants had final approval on 

the network simulation used by their organization during operational exercise activity. The 

below diagram depicts a simulated network display used by one of the stakeholders: 
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Employing a Master Scenario Event Listing (MESL) developed before the exercise 

with the assistance of stakeholder Trusted Agents, simulation controllers were able to 

generate disruptions to simulated network hardware, such as workstations, routers, firewalls, 

servers, and to the connectivity "pipes" connecting them. These controlled disruptions were 

based on actions of the attacking agents and included malicious events and normal 

disruptions. The effects of these disruptions were revealed to the players on a Web-bas~ 

display application that highlighted the location of the disruption and often its s~ erity. 

Remediation of these problems was made through player interaction with memoers oft e 

network control team. Details of the MSEL are included as an appe Clix te this report. 

In addition to stimuli being provided by the network imu ation, participants received 

injects through an exercise communication system developed for the CYBEREX. From a 

single computer workstation, participants could send and receive e--mail and replicate the use 

of telephone, facsimile or pager systems. 

Before interactive play of the exercise began, operators of the network status display 

consoles were indoctrinated on its use. A briefing of thi( network was also provided to 

participants as part of the opening orien atio.n session. 
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SECTION SIX 

EXERCISE D ESIGN 

CONCEPT OF EXERCISE ACTIVITY 

TOPOFF2 CYBEREX was a facilitated, computer assisted, one and one-half day, 

immersive, scenario-supported, and network-aided interactive exercise where e ecutive and 

staffs of governmental information technology (IT) organizations exglored t e challenges of 

managing disruptions to critical computer networks caused by a errorist cyber-attack. 

Participant activity was centered on three vignettes, each associated with different aspects of the 

complex cyber-security problem. The successive vignettes repre ent~ escalating levels of 

attack and stress for the players. The attacks simulated during the e ercise were designed to 

expose players to a series of exploits which have all been seen in the wild, but which they , 
themselves may never have seen before. The following diagr.am depicts the construct and flow 

of these vignettes: 
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~ 1---------., 
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w 
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a. 

:::E 
::J z 
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0 1---------' 

0 
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1-
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w 
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:::E 
::J z 
w .... 
a.. 

-- :::E 
0 ::J 
a: z 
1- SESSION THREE: w 
~ .... 
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a.. 
I= > a: w MULTIPLIER ~ z :::E 
(!) :::E > ::J 
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The following is a brief description of each vignette. 

• 

• 

• 

Vignette One: Sporadic attacks that affect the State, County, and City network 
operations. These attacks were not to occur simultaneously, and appeared somewhat 
disjointed. The intensity of the attacks represented an above-normal level of 
malicious activity. 

Vignette Two: Coordinated attacks of longer duration that reflected multiple attack 
methodologies. Attack intensity corresponded to the high-end of normal malicious 
activity and was intended to cause minor to moderate disruption of government 
information networks. 

Vignette Three: Attack coincident with the weapons of ~ass destruction (WMD) 
event that incorporated the gamut of public-know led e attack methods. This 
compound attack was intended to be a "force multiplier' of th WM:O event and was 
directed at specific networked entities with crisis or. oonsequence management roles. 

A Hot Wash-up concluded the interactive-portion of this exercise. Each group presented 

the significant and unresolved planning and, ffi:lagellllent concerns, critical issues, and 

recommendations identified in each session. 

First and foremost: This exerc~e was not a test. Rather, it was an opportunity for 

participating organizations and individuals to stress their plans, policies or procedures, improve 

coordination and confidence, augment skllL, refine roles and responsibilities, reveal weaknesses 

and resource gaps, and buiH:l teamw0rlcr 

Althougli the incident ll)<fnagement and cyber-security plans used by participating 

organizatiQ)ls provided a foundation for players' actions, these actions and decisions were not 

colist~ined by the e p ans or other current, real-world plans and management concepts. 

EXERCISE" T;ECHNIQUE 

J 

The overall technique employed for this exercise was based on an input==;. action ==;. 

output paradigm. Using information provided by a scenario, injects, or network status displays, 
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participants responded to issues related to a vignette. Facilitators assigned to each group 

assisted the participants through the exercise process and discussions. The following depicts the 

general flow of this interactive technique: 

INPUTS 
• Scenario 
• Internal Reports 
• Media Reports 
• Network Data 
• Scripted Injects 
• Contingency Plan 
• Others 

Exercise Technique .,,/. 
PROCESS 

• Assess Situation 
• Revalidate Assumptions 
• Identify Implications 
• Develop Courses of Action .., 

L-·~R~e~v~ie~w~R~e~s~o-ur-c-es------~ ~~/,-• Make Recommendation 
• Take Actions 

OUTPUTS 
Recommendations 
Network Actions 

• Internal Reports 
• External Reports 
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The principal organizational structure for each stakeholder was a Network Operations 

Center (NOC). The diagram below provides a notional layout of an organization's NOC: 

Notional NOC Layout 

Communication Network 
Operator System 

Control Staff: 

• Facilitator 
• Recorder 
• Observers 

Administrator 

NOC 
Leader 

Each NOC had three primary entities: 

)> Network S):stems 

Incident Response I 
Consequence Management 

Group 

)> Incidep;t Respohse I Consequence Management Group (IR I CMG) 

)> Commt nieations Operator 

The foTiowing discussioD details the roles and responsibilities of members of the NOC. 

• Network System Administrator (NSA): 

Usin data and information provided from a computer display, the NSA was responsible 

for monitoring the network, and identifying, documenting, and recommending solutions to 

problems discovered. Additionally, the NSA took actions, within his I her authority, to respond 
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to the network situation. The NSA also performed network systems troubleshooting to isolate 

and diagnose system problems. This individual was experienced with the organization's 

network topology and NSA procedures. Additionally, the NSA possessed an understanding of 

the underlying technology behind the hardware operating the network and the principal software 

applications residing on the network. The NSA had the ability to order equipment to be taken 

off-line, rebooted, and could install filters and block ports. 

• Incident Response I Consequence Management Group (IR I CMG): 

The function of the six (6) individuals composing theIR I C ~was to r~spo d tQ a 

significant network disruption or security incident using the org~nization' s plans, policies, and 

procedures in order to contain, investigate, recover from, and,repor the..'ncident or disruption. 

The City of Seattle, King County, and Washington State Departmen~of Information Services 

(DIS) NOCs each had a six-member IR I CMG. The NOCs for t!Je Washington State 

Department of Transportation (DOT) and Emergency Management Department (EMD) had a 

smaller group. 

The activities of this group included, but were not' limited to: analysis of the situation to 

determine potential consequences; emp oyment of an organization's mitigative or defensive 

strategies and resources; ifocumentation of the incident; forensic evidence collection; and 

investigation. The utility of theJR I CMG was similar to each participating organization' s 

incident response team (IRT~ or computer emergency response team. 

Most IRT s have both <an investigative and a problem-solving component. These 

function li~ies resitled in the NOC IR I CMG. This group included management personnel who 

tand the organization's security, emergency, legal, or network policies, and has the 

authority te act; technical personnel with the knowledge and expertise to diagnose and resolve 

problems; ~ecurity personnel able to track security issues and perform in-stride and post-mortem 

analysis; or communications personnel able to keep the appropriate individuals and other 

organizations informed as to the status of the problem and, if necessary, assist in developing 
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crisis response strategies. One of the six members of this group acted as the leader for the 

organization's NOC. 

• Communications Operator 

The function of the communications operator was to monitor external communications 

(e-mail and telephone) for the NOC and relay information coming from these sources to the 

NOC. 

EXERCISE CONTROL 

An exercise Control Team oversaw the execution of this exercise and was composed of 

personnel familiar with the exercise objectives, process, and constru,ct. ,l'his group monitored 

all activities throughout the exercise and adjusted the process as neces . ary to keep the 

participants oriented toward outcomes that support exercise objectives. The Control Team had 

overall responsibility for directing the exer9 se process, administration, and plenary sessions. 

Facilitators and data collectors appointed to each J?OO were members of this group. The Control 

Team also tracked and evaluated critical outcomes at tli conclusion of each session. This 

group assessed the activity of each pod and, if necessary, provided supplemental information 

that clarified the scenario. 

The exercise technical control s aff resided with the Control Team. This staff generated 

scenario injects depicting the status of an organization's network for viewing on each pod's 

network status display and injected scenario elements depicting challenges that consequence 

managers, would h,ave t0 address. 

Th~e:x:ercise Design Team indoctrinated members of the Control Team, stakeholder 

facilitatorsi NSAs, and communicators prior to the conduct of the exercise. Included in this 

training were: 
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);> The exercise process, including the organizational structure, the t1ow of 
activity, and the expectations at the end of each session. A walk-through 
of the participant handbook and facilitator guide also occUlTed. 

);> Exercise pre-play to demonstrate the expected levels of discussion and 
required session products. 

);> A tour of the exercise site to understand the flow of the interacfve 
process and to prepare the pods for exercise activity. 

);> An indoctrination and practice period using the simulated network 
(NETSIM) display console and communication laptops. 

This training provided members of this team with the requisite infq_rmation ana R~Ctice 

to effectively perform their roles. 
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SECTION SEVEN 

GAME PLAY 

In addition to responding to the stimuli provided by the simulated network (NE~IM) 

and other injects, we tasked participants to prepare responses to questions addressing key 

issues associated with the theme of each vignette. During the plenary sessions eld at the 

conclusion of each vignette, a member of each pod discussed the organizatiOn's ,t:espons to 

these questions. The following summarizes this activity and the players' discussions. 

VIGNETTE ONE: NORMAL DAY AT THE OFFICE 

The theme of this vignette was an "above normal" level of di ruptions to the 

information networks of each organization.~Using information and data provided through 

network status displays or injects provided by the Centrol Team, each pod responded to these 

stimuli by employing their incident plans, policies, an procedures. In addition to exercising 

these tools, during this session participants were tasKed to review their incident response plan 

assumptions, review the internal and extei;nal communication flows of their Network 

Operations Centers (NOCs) ancl discuss x;elevant cyber-security issues. Following this, they 

identified and prioritized th organizational implications of prolonged periods of "above

normal" network disruptions an~how these might influence planned processes, courses of 

action, and resource requirements detailed in their response plans. 

• ~hat does the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) "Condition Yellow" 
mean to your organization, in particular to its network security? 
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:;. Practice information technology (IT) callout and alerting plan I verify numbers. 

:;. Consider alternative work schedules of operational staff. If situation escalates, plan 
to maximize staffing & response capabilities. 

)- Increase frequency of review of firewall logs and monitoring of other intrusioft 
detection systems. 

:;. Pass advisory to department emergency contacts. 

:;. Introduce measures outlined in BLUE advisory. 

)- Consider canceling or rearranging vacations and other time o f to insure recall 
capability. 

:;. Conduct security check on all critical systems. 

:;. Be aware of physical access to restricted areas, e.g., copti1mn·cations closet, server 
room. 

)- Consider increasing frequency of backuRs, ensure offsite sto age. 

:;. Review network segmentation plan~. 

:;. Ensure employees (especially those with field I remote responsibilities) remain 
vigilant for spotting suspicious activities and Behavior and are prepared to report it 
immediately to Seattle Police epartment (SPD). 

King County: 

)- Condition Yellow is nmmal (el ated level of network security post-Sept. ll ). 

:;. King County has developed an incident management plan detailing roles and 
responsibilities in the event of various disrupted services. 

:;. DHS Condition Yellow does not invoke any additional security activity at DIS. This 
situation is considered a normal activity. 

)- At Condition Yellow, DIS is at heightened awareness for physical issues-- such as 
building security. 
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Washington State Department of Transportation (DOT): 

:;. Send notification of increased alert level to employees for increased awareness. 

:;. Increase frequency of system log scans. 

:;. Contact response team members to coordinate a plan of action. 

Washington State Emergency Management Department (EMD): 

;;.. Our organization is always at its highest level of network security. 

:;. Block all executable files on a daily basis. 

:;. Daily- run McAfee, updating DAT files. 

:;. Daily- run IP Sentry to monitor network. 

:;. Daily - run full back-up (13-14 hours). 

;;.. Subscribe to various LISTSERV - Multi-State (MS), SAN~ederal Computer 
Incident Response Center (FedCIRC). 

• How is a "normal day" determined in your organization? 

City of Seattle: 

:;. Power is generated, water flows, ad guys get arrested, fires are extinguished, lives 
saved, people play 'in parks. 

:;. National threat level fS sable. 

;;.. Minor problems as ind· cated by number of Help Desk tickets. 

:;. External pings- Internet Team notified of failures. 

Nfain systems up- no major outages. 

King County: 

)- A "Normal Day" is assumed until indications are otherwise. 

)- An extraordinary day looks like: 

)- Global outage. 

)- Global e-mail server attack. 

;;.. Global phone service disruption. 
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> Mainframe outage. 

Washington State DIS: 

> Monitor network on a regular basis. 

> Experience on-going scans from the Internet. 

> Develop and implement on-going security changes. 

> Hold internal security meetings. 

> Continue to monitor logging information. 

Washington State DOT: 

> Equipment failures, network configuration issues, train·ng and use.il)sue , SPAM, 
questions from customers about viruses, testing and apphcaticm of system patches, 
responses to changing architecture software. 

> More exciting than a nonnal day. 

> System monitors indicate problems, n tificatio of threats are received, and incoming 
messages are received that contain unkrlown content. 

Washington State EMD: 

' > All network services are live and accessible. 

• What do you consider your organization's most significant cyber vulnerabilities? 

> Access levels to applications and data are not audited on a regular basis. 

> Internal 802.11 Wireless and other remote access e.g., CDPD, Digital Subscriber Line 
(DSL), Inter-Governmental Network (IGN), Integrated Services Digital Network 
(ISDN). 

> Employees: background checks, training, discovering wayward behavior. 

> Gaps in communication protocols with other agencies I partners I vendors. 

> Lack of policy and staff training for dealing with suspicious e-mails. 
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> Establish consequence management team (IT managers). 

> Viruses externally introduced to the environment. 

> Trust issues with sharing passwords and common logins. 

> Lack of network segmentation and redundancy. 

> Patch levels on old systems - legacy applications cause them to break. 

> External vitt ual private network (VPN) Access - lack of audit ability for firewall 
virus protection. 

King County: 

> Limited County-wide standard for patch and configuratioh-management. 

> Budget constraints prohibit us from implementing inter-department secu.Jtty 
standards. 

> Very limited internal firewalls --perimeter security only. 

> Some external-facing resources on inter arnetwork segments (available to public). 

Issues: 

> No inventory of structured query language (SQL) database and IIS servers within the 
County network. 

> Policy guidance for investigative queries from legal entities. 

> Governing authority by ordinance to set {nd enforce security policy ( cyber world). 

Washington State DIS: 

> Non-disclosure agreement (NDA) would be required before we can answer this 
question. 

J> Standard e mail and Web portal traffic, security awareness. 

> In a confe r tion of government organizations, we are subject to the "weakest link" 
yndrome. 

Washington State DOT: 

> Lack of backup data "hot" site should the primary become unavailable. 

> Incoming e-mail I viruses from attachments. 

> Lack of monitoring tools. 
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> Social engineering. 

> Constantly changing architecture of hardware and software. 

Washington State EMD: 

> Our biggest vulnerability at this point is our single connection to the Internet jhrough 
DIS. We have redundancy. 

> Lack of internal firewall I intrusion detection systems (IDS) 

> Currently, only e-mail is authmized to be transmitted on the State GoveQ.J.mental 
Network (SGN). Authorization and setup of VPNs is time consuming ana cannot be 
done solely by EMD. 

> Internal customers storing files with viruses on their compute , . Interna\firewalls on 
each computer are needed and will be installed in the i~ediate.future. 

Solutions to overcome these challenges: 

> Additional funding is being sought to install two new Tls ror Internet connectivity. 
One Tl should be to a tier one service provider such as Sprint or Uunet. The second 
Tl should be satell ite providing Intel'net connectivity. All of our circuits will be on 
physically diverse routes terminating in c;eb raphica y diverse regions. 

> We have purchased and will lYe installing firewa)lrand IDS systems as well as routers 
specifically for doing our perimeter or- outer layer of cyber-security . 

.... 

What single events might cause your Incident Response Team (IRT) to 
activate? 

> A local area network (L 
network services. 

> A wide area network (W-AN) outage. 

> Detection of a virus I worm outbreak. 

What c mutative events might cause your IRT to activate? 

> Net ork probe accompanies by an intrusion or intrusion attempt 
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VIGNETTE Two: COORDINATED ATTACKS 

The theme of the second vignette was a low-level coordinated cyber-attack against 

stakeholder organizations. Players addressed issues or actions necessary to respond to these 

attacks in a combined manner and to resume network operations. After recognizing 

indications of abnormal events, participants analyzed the problem and responded to re

establish the operations of their networks. Working in their respective NOCs, Barticipants 

initially assessed the situation, implemented their response plans, and determined wl}at 

additional actions, coordination, and/or resources were necessary . 1\.s the situation prese nted 

may become greater than what was anticipated by each organization, ~t may have outstripped 

available internal resources. This session provided the opportuni y for participants to 

discover the need to revise policies, procedures, resource allocatioq., and/or communication 

flows to account for vulnerabilities identified by this vignette that w re not addressed by the 

organizations' plans. 

Questions for Plenum 

• What does the DHS "Condition Orange" mean to your organization, in particular to 
its network security? ' 

City of Seattle: 

);> Pas 

J;> Continue or introduce measures listed in YELLOW advisory. 

~ Via call-out lists, contact all essential personnel regarding their recall availability. 

J;> Exercise te) alert of all 24 x 7 on call staff between departments and coordinate 
scfiedules for critical staff across departments. 

J;> Tes; communications: e-mail, 800 MHz radio, carrier pigeon. 

J;> Suspend public tours of infrastructure. 

J;> Increase staffing and backup for system monitoring. 

J;> Change passwords and physical access codes. 

J;> Verify availability of key vendors. 
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> Notify staff and review policies and procedures on how to respond to an attack that 
occurs during DHS Condition Orange. Condition Orange would command different 
actions from those previously executed in Condition Yellow. 

>- Communicate with other agencies to coordinate policies and procedures that are 
implemented at various DHS alert levels. 

Washington State DIS: 

>- Increased security in all buildings. 

>- Be more vigilant, higher awareness among receptionists to <Jslcit or ID. 

>- Facilities staff would ensure backup generators, etc. are ready to go. 

> Network Security: same as "usual dayJ' activit"es, with reinforcement among staff to 
be aware of their surroundings and peop e iq 

>- Look for anomalies in network activity. 

Washington State DOT: 

>- Limit physical access o computerf cilities. 

>- Deny access to outside venCJors 

> All non-DOT IT pers nnel will be escorted at all times. 

:;. Increased attention to ~ystem monitoring. 

>- How d9es this differ from a "normal level" of security? It does not. 

> Ho¥V does this differ from DHS "Condition Yell ow"? It does not. 

• What is the role of your IT organization in the emergency management 
organization? 

City of Seattle: 
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> Provide logistical and communications systems support,. 

> Monitor IT infrastructure status 

> Respond to IT related problems 

> Restore service, e.g. radio, telephone, computer network, e-mail, messaging, file and 
print services, dispatch, and critical databases. 

Gaps: 

> Focus on City IT resources as an asset, implement policies and practices to safeguard, 
protect, facilitate recovery and assure continuity of business. 

King County: 

> Provide support to King County Emergency Organization. 

> Clarify access procedures regarding King County "meet-me" mom locations. 

> Clarify access procedures for Comcast POPs. 

> Clarify physical access requirements for all stay ing and networking areas relative to 
DHS conditions. , 

Washington State DIS: 

> DIS has a practice of sharing sec~r;·ty incident information with EMD through the 
Washington State Computer Incitlent Response Center (WACIRC) 

> DIS general rule is to: 

> Be a focal point for sparing security information with regional partners. 

> To conduct incident notification and response coordination. 

> To carry ut monitoring and mitigation for SGN and IGN systems, and regional 
partners ( jty o{ Seattle, King County EMD, and DOT). 

:.> DIS Computer Incident Response Team (DISCIRT) was formed in 2002 as an IT 
organizati n internal to DIS. DISCIRT is the statting point for statewide incident 
response that includes EMD. 

> DIS and EMD have joined the multi-state Information Sharing and Analysis Center 
(ISAC) statted in New York. EMD represents the physical side, DIS represents the 
cyber side. 

Washington State DOT: 

> External - communication with W ACIRC via e-mail, fax, pager, phone, and cell. 
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> Internal - As a support organization for our internal Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC). We specifically support EOC e-mail and hardware (printers, PCs, faxes, 
etc.). 

Washington State EMD: 

> To help coordinate resources when the resources of the local jurisdictions are 
overwhelmed. To act as liaison between the Local, State, and Federal ~esponse 
agencies. 

• What are your recommendations for a regional response I defense to a wide-s'cale 
cyber-attack? 

City of Seattle: 

> Develop relationships and protocols related to verticallines.;of business: public 
safety, utilities, human services, etc. 

> Organize an inter-agency "Crisis RespQnse" Teamto immediately activate and begin 
analysis and classification of the agent o~at ack and eoordinate response in a real 
time manner. 

> Support LISTSERV for WACIRC Level 2 8s,3 problems. 

> Activate and communicate with WACIRC, once activated by DIS for Levell 
problem. 

King County: 

> Establishment of inter-agency communication points of contact list. 

> G:reate inter-agency roles and responsibilities plan. 

> Analyze ct1ta enerated from a host-based and network-based IDS inside King 
County Wi e Area Network (KCW AN) perimeter. 

Washington State DIS: 

> Early information sharing about potential security incidents and status of incidents in 
process. 

> Central coordination through regional and statewide LISTSERVs. Out-of-band, non
dependent notification system is in place for W ACIRC. All regional partners should 
consider similar. 
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> Process for states, cities, and counties escalating to federal and international agencies 
is not yet solidified. 
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Washington State DOT: 

:;. Obtain management approval for dropping outside .internet connectivity. 

:;. Increase system monitoring effort. 

:;. Increased reliance on out-of-band communications. 

:;. Have Public information Officer (PIO) send alerts via television stations carrying 
DOT camera feeds. 

Washington State EMD: 

>- In this case, the best defense is a good offense. 
in place. 

>- Having redundant paths to your services. 

>- Early detection determination, and warning with IDS and f irewall protection. 

>- Coordinating response efforts with stakeholdefs and vendors involved. 

, 
• What is your organization's responsibility to entities outside your jurisdiction with 

regard to a wide-scale cyber-attack? 

City of Seattle: 

>- Post W ACIRC Level 2 and 3 incidents to LISTSERV. 

>- Contact DIS Help Desk.; or Level 1 incidents. 

>- Contact King County operations and management. 

>- Engage Internet Servi~e Providers (ISPs) in incident response. 

Gaps requiring clarification: 

>- To be dete~ed (TBD): relationship with FedCIRC, National Infrastructure 
Protection <tenter (NIPC), DHS. 

>- Subur!;lan cities: utility services. 

>- Business Partners: regional wholesale water and power customers. 

>- Regulatory Bodies: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Department of Energy 
(DOE), Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PERC), North American Electric 
Reliability Council (NERC), Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). 

>- Auditors. 
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King County: 

:;. Notification and coordination. 

> Mitigation of attack traffic. 

> Information sharing relative to temporary or permanent solution. 

Issues: 

:;. King County needs a policy for inventory of externally facing websites and where 
they logically reside within our King County network. This will allow us to better 
mitigate risk. 

>- King County needs a global security policy relative to DHS c0nditi<Sln . 

>- Review authorities for threat conditions. 

:;. Cooperation I coordination with Canada. 

Washington State DIS: 

>- Federal: 

:;. Provide for information on suspected illegal activtty. 

:;. Communication and notification about incidents that could have national impact or 
that could be corning from otheF nations. 

>- City/County: , 

> Primary responsibility is notificatio ' 

>- Cities and counties who Have computing assets in DIS environments. 

>- Neighboring states: 

:;. Currently, no process fpr providing information. Responsibility as good Net citizens 
is t notify them that there may be a threat against them. 

:.> Canada: 

);> Currently, 0 process for providing information. Responsibility as good Net citizens 
· s to notify them that there may be a threat against them. 

:;. Example in exercise - requested specific network information from British Columbia 
(BC) to allow us to block the worm coming from the SGN directed toward them. We 
also notified them that we had blocked traffic. 
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Washington State DOT: 

:;. Develop information exchange with DIS I W ACIRC to coordinate response efforts . 

:;. Notify Public of any impact to any DOT external web sites, traffic cameras, ferry 
schedules, etc., via PIO release. 

)- Being a good neighbor and alerting others in "neighborhood." 

Washington State EMD: 
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VIGNETTE THREE: WMD FORCE MULTIPLIER 

The theme of the final vignette was an overwhelming, coordinated cyber-attack 

acting as a "force multiplier" for a combined terrorist WMD attack. Issues and actions 

necessary to re-establish or maintain network operations to permit crisis and consequence 

management were addressed by the NOCs. In a process similar to the previous sessions, 

participants received indications of the events leading to significant disruption to critical 

networks. Participants then assessed the situation and took necessary actions to e-estabhsh 

these networks to enable necessary response and governmental operations to 

Questions for Plenum 

• What does the DHS "Condition Red" mean to your organization, in particular to its 
network security? 

City of Seattle: 

);> Stop all IT changes. 

);> Mayor declares eJllergency, activ(\~es EOC. 

);> Take specified actib'ns geared to wHether Seattle assessed as a target. 

);> Deploy a 24x7 NOC. 

>- IT infrastructure staff scheduled 24x7 for EOC. 

);> Colilfirm call-out information and notify all IT staff. 

otify all I customers of potential emergency disruption of services. 

>- Obtain intelligence. 

);> Obtain direction from King County High Level Officials. 

>- Establish POA consistent with King County plans and Policies. 

);> Posture and respond accordingly. 
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Washington State DIS: 

:;. Increased security in all buildings. 

:;. Broadcast message to all DIS personnel about heightened state. 

:;. Be extremely vigilant, higher awareness among receptionists to ask for ID. 

:;. Facilities staff should ensure backup generators, etc. are ready to go. 

> Network staff would be on heightened awareness, with reinforcement among staff t0 
be aware of their surroundings and people in the area, watch more closely for 
anomalies in network activity. 

> Review logs more carefully and backup systems more frequently. 

Washington State DOT: 

:;. Notify all employees of change in threat level. 

> Ensure 24-hour access to management team regarding threat 

:;. Poll and brief IT emergency respon e e sonnel. 

> Continuous monitoring for IT infrastruct ~ abnormalities. 

> Increase physical security at Ilf facilities (possitHi assistance from Law Enforcement 
I National Guard). 

:;. Ensure operational condition of B ckup p0wer generators. 

Washington State EMD: 

> Awareness and monit0ring. 

> Ho does his differ frDm a "normal level" of network security? No difference. 

ow does this differ from DHS "Condition Orange"? No difference. 

> What extraoroinary actions do I might you take under this threat condition? Increase 
~hysical security to our network hardware. 

• If a regional NOC undergoes a "catastrophic" loss, what resources might your 
organization offer to support the NOC's continuity of operations? 

City of Seattle: 

> Staff. 

:;. Vendor relationships. 
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> Diagnostic support. 

> Communications support. 

> Provide alternative sites for hosting of critical Public Info Web pages and Ctitical 
Response and Recovery Applications. 

King County: 

> Physicallocation. 

> Workstations. 

> Network accessibility. 

> Personnel. 

> Voice communications capabilities. 

Washington State DIS: 

> DIS could act as a conduit to provide possible networl( technical staff assistance. 

> Possibly provide hardware I sqftware network assistance and a facility (management 
decision). 

> Leverage vendors to get priority delivery.Jor equipment and services, and public 
information assistance. 

> Use of satellite-based internet connection 

> se of 800 MH~ radio system 

Washington State EMD: 

> Tal!Qng to vendors and making sure that TWP is being followed. 

• If this loss occurred to your organization what resources might you need and how 
would you get them? 

> Satellite Internet connectivity. Purchase dish from a local vendor and activate 
service. 
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• What are your major requirements for a "NOC in a box"? 

}> 24-hour switch, liquid crystal display (LCD) I keyboard, video, mouse (KVM) 
switch, 1 dual=processor Win2K=based server not to exceed 4U. 

• If your organization's networks are degrading gracefully, but rapidly, wllat are 
your priorities for system continuity? 

City of Seattle: 

>- Systems and Infrastructure required to manage IT resources. 

}> Ports, segments and servers required for Public information and internal coordination 
of event--e.g., e-mail. 

>- Utilities: distribute water, provide drainage distribute p0\\(er, generate /buy I sell 
power, serve critical customers, bill customers (Supervisor); Co trol and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA), wholesale B2B J.Yl!s, Out-dialer, Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR), On-call, geographical information systep1 (GIS) I Asset Management. , etc.). 

>- Public Safety: 800 MHz radio, disp~tcfi, mohlle communications, records systems. 

>- Administration: post payments, pay employees, make purchases, pay vendors. 

King County: 

>- Protect critical applications. 

>- Communicating witl:i sys ems and application owners to ensure they implement their 
business continuity plan. 

}> Investigate the cause an<:!'' develop a protection plan. 

>- InfQrm the public of the impact. 

Issues: 

>- Policies and procedures do not provide a process to formulate response (e.g., assess, 
efine challenges, and develop response options). 

>- How to coordinate internal activities? 

>- How to coordinate external activities? 

>- Intelligence behind the decision to escalate to Condition Red -- what does it mean to 
us? 
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Washington State DIS: 

:;. Keep Access Washington running for the Governor and other government 
organizations to use as a communication tool to the public - in support of public 
safety, health, and welfare. 

> Work with customer agencies to prioriti ze and keep network resources up that 
support emergency services. 

Washington State DOT: 

> E-mail and phone systems are the most critical support asset~ for Transportation 
infrastructure recovery. 

> Public internet access can be jettisoned as a means of mainJaining internal system 
integrity (PIO can be employed to establish and maintain public information t1ow). 

Washington State EMD: 

, 
> Network hardware (routers, switches, firewalts,JDS, \WN). 

:;. Servers (Domain controllers, Exchange, Dynahlic;)Iost Configuration Protocol 
(DHCP)). 

> EOC Workstations (Based on needed pods). 

:;. Printers. 
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EvACUATION PHASE -- KING COUNTY RESPONSE 

As a result of the scenario induced effects, King County was forced to evacuate its 

downtown facilities with no opportunity to perform maintenance and critical system 

configuration changes. All employees in the downtown areas evacuated, with critical 

management personnel assembling to assess the initial consequences and define a course ot 

action to restore services to the employees and the public. Management chose 9._Perform the ~ 

following: 

:.> Define the situation. 

:.> Identify the major challenges. 

:.> Identify solutions. 

:.> Summarize the impact sustained by this cl'jsis. 

The following products were developed: 

• Problems encountered by the crJ.sis 

:.> The following fa ilities were evacuated: 

• Jail 

• 

• 
• 

Cou~ty Cemrtliouse 

A 1 of Kir/f Street 

Ke;y;I'owers 

Wells Fargo 

Exchange 

• Etc. 

J;> All Core cyber-services abandoned and in an immediate state of decay. 

• Transportation system was affected. 

• Impacts on employees evacuated. 

• Work status is undefined, organization is in disarray. 

• Accounting functions are lost and driven to manual recovery and 
restoration. 
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• Challenges facing King County 

• Solutions 

)> Safety of staff. 

)> Restoration of essential services poses challenges in the following 
areas: 

J> Restoration of security and infrastructure. 

)> PIO (information to employees and public) I critical function 
restoration I confidence building actions to restore public confidence. 

)> Legal challenges and authorities - who will make decisio~;ts dl:lffng the 
rebui lding process- especially early when ma~y employees e 
without a workplace? 

J> Coordination and Leadership with res~ect to ~storation activities. 

)> Prioritization of required actions and activ"ties. 

)> Human Resources. 

J> Evaluate and assess facilities and capabilities. 

)> Contract I defi~ alternative fa)ihties - some are defined in plans 
(work through Proper y Management). 

)> Establish initial ne work co nnectivity (including home connections). 

J> Develop work plans and assignments. 

)> Deve 0p plans t communicate to internal and external audiences. 

J> Organize internal and external agencies. 

J> Coordinate with other agencies. 

• Impact of the Crisis I Evacuation 

)> In a week 

• Few lost or essential services will be restored. System is in a 
state of decay. 

• 911 will have been rerouted. 

• Buses are running. 

• Sewage treatment is operating. 
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• Payroll is questionable - a stop-gap manual method at best will be 
in operation. 

• Human resources will be strapped. 

• Court system is not operational. 

• Public safety and confidence in disarray. 

;;. In a month 

• No significant improvement in the Data Processing System. 

• Limited improvement in the other systems. 

• Automatic funds transfer payroll is still a pre 
mode. 

It was assessed the County services would take four to six ( 4-6) mo-uths t be fully restored. 
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TOPOFFS QUESTIONS DURING VIGNETTE THREE 

• What does DHS "Condition Red" mean to your collective organizations? 

;;. How might you coordinate your cyber-security operations in this 
threat condition? 

• What are the most critical elements of your IT infrastructure? 

;;. If your organization's networks are degrading gracefully, bub-rapidly, 
what are your priorities for system continuity and restoration? 

• In the event of a wide-scale cyber-attack that disrupts significant portions of your 
critical infrastructure, from a cyber perspective, what a e t e essential elements of 
information that TOPOFFs need? 

;;. How do you get this information? 

• How do you regain and maintain public confidence that government organizations 
can respond and provide for adequate security to critical infrastructures, 
particularly the IT infrastructure? 

The major findings for the top officials ar 

:;.. The ·e are corollaries between a physical attack and cyber-attacks as to 
the impact on the co tlnuity of operations of governments and their 
agenc·es. ~ability to react to a physical attack or natural disaster 
has appropriate'])rocesses in place with the role of the Federal 
government understood by the State and Local governments, this is not 
true whe)l-ihere is a cyber-attack. 

~ The ability to maintain IT infrastructure is predicated on the fact that 
individuals will be able to get to their workspace. In those instances 
where this is not true, the impact on the IT infrastructure of the various 
government agencies varied as to their ability to do backups and to 
access their systems from alternate locations. 

;;. During the pre-exercise period, the Federal government was changing 
its official way of responding to cyber-attacks through the standing up 
of DHS and its assimilation of a number of organizations with cyber
responsibilities. The attempt by the Federal government is to develop 
an integrated cyber-response capable of many tasks to include support 
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to both State and Local governments. There is still a need for a single 
point of contact within the Federal government for the dissemination 
of information related to cyber-attacks to the State and Local 
governments. 

During Vignette 3, TOPOFFs received a phone call from the Office of the Sec1etary 

of DRS. In the phone call, he asked participants to provide an update to him on the tatus of 

the situation and any assistance they may need. The following is their response: 

THIS IS AN EXERCISE 

This is in reply to your faxed questions of DTG xxxx May 7, 2003,. 

Messages) 

1. We are experiencing several denial of service interruptions over several of our 
networks most are tapering off, many ebsites have been defaced and Hackers have 
attempted to add additional confusion and delay first responder actions through a 
misinformation campaign over official government sites. King County NOC a key 
information node has been eva uated and is in tlie process of determining how to 
restore services since no backuQ facility exists. 

2. While the cyber-~tack has not affected 151 Responder's ability to attend to the WMD 
incident, there has been disruption of our ability to respond to other effected 
populations; but on a limrtedoasjs, we are working through these issues. Our 
concern is what information hemg broadcasted to the general public through media 
outlets. 

3. W~have our FEMA LNO at the State EOC, and have sent our LNO to the DOJ JOC, 
DOE FERMAd assistance is inbound for plume definition and advise local medical 
responders to treat contamination individuals. FBI is conducting an investigation into 
the attacks. Alternate communications were established with NCS using SHARES. 

4. We peed you to provide resources to assist in the rapid restoration of the jurisdictions 
networks. A unique, single, federal response cell is needed to assist in the 
coordination of restoration of our communication and information networks. 
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The Hot Wash-up concludes the interactive portion of this exercise. Each group 

presents the significant and unresolved planning and management concerns, critical issues, 

and recommendations identified in each session. As part of this activity a moderated 

discussion among participants will occur. The outcomes of this plenary session requiring 

action will be carried forward by respective organizations and will be included ! 
report. 

• What are the three most significant insights gained from4'0POFF2 C 

City of Seattle: 

>- Need a clear prioritization of services, assets, and functions for return 
to service (business contjnuity). 

> Need a co-located IT managetnent ]eve consequence team for "real." 

> Need a working definition of "normal" and thresholds for triggering 
escalation. 

>- Ongoing "tug of war' Setween adding and sustaining services vs. 
security vs. cost. 

> Tht\high-level view of system status is important. 

> Need a review of Policies and Procedures to better reflect activities 
t;equired under DHS Alett Conditions. 

Must define authorities consistent with Alert Conditions and span of 
control among King County agencies (Who has precedent?). 

>- Transfer of authority (How does it occur? How do we identify the 
need?) 

Washington State DIS: 

> We affitmed that our incident response plans and processes are 
effective. 
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J> Communications capabilities, having them and using them, are a key 
to success. 

J> Learning how other organizations work in similar situations, and 
where gaps are in response integration across jurisdictions. 

Washington State DOT: 

J> The complexity of regional IT structures in the Pacific N:orthwest. 

J> A greater appreciation for "normal day" services from many different 
government providers. 

J> The inter-relationships of all governments pro:viding IT support for 
public health and safety, and significance of (ahd risk to) the 
Washington State DOT DMZ services. 

Washington State EMD: 

J> Coordination between Local, State, and Federal entities is critical. 

J> Redundancies in systems an~ etworks are needed, to include "Hot" or 
"Warm" sites. 

J> Normal securitY measures neecj.'to be at their highest level. 
.... 

• What are the three most important recommendations we intend to take home? 

City of Seattle: 

King County: 

J> Bring InciDent Command System (ICS) to cyber-response: NOC, 
Management CIRT team. 

Need the system-wide network management view I map complete with 
a network segmentation plan. 

J> Need web site redundancy, backup, and redirection. 

J> Need a redundant NOC. 

J> Review Plans and Procedures to reflect observations from this 
exercise. 
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J> Develop procedures for an integrated cyber and physical approach to 
security (remembering that there is a physical element to cyber 
protection). 

J> Develop procedures for physical relocation and restoration of services. 

Washington State DIS: 

J> Develop backup or alternate methods for obtaining info~ ·on when 
primary resources are compromised. 

J> We want to work on solidifying our regional notification andre p9nse 
strategy for cyber events. 

J> We want to review our own processesi or upR 1 management 
notification and issue escalation during incielents. 

Washington State DOT: 

J> Continue established telat~onsnips and maintain current contact 
information, especially fa numbers, 

J> Define regiona111: standard aetfol}s for each threat condition 
(THREATCO ~ level, publish,guidance and keep current. 

.... 

Washington State EMD~ 

J> Revisit restoration plans and priorities, both TSP and internally. 

J> Refine plans for IT COG with government and industry. 

Assist in all efforts to improve the coordination between the IT and 
Emergency Management communities at all levels, industry, Local, 
State, and Federal. 

• What is the most significant operational cyber-security question that we still need 
an ans<ver to? 

City of Seattle: 

J> What is our dependency on external cyber-nodes? 
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J> Where is the money coming from? 

J> How do we elevate the priority of cyber-security at levels above 
operations to defend against the growing threat? 

Washington State DIS: 

J> How, when, what . .. . gets conveyed to the FederaLlevel durin 
incidents? And to whom? 

Washington State DOT: 

J> What is clear-cut definite authority needed i 
when to do the following: 

J> Employ internet filter~ b~ock e~ternal ports. 
" 

J> Take down external server'S. 

J> Hardening of internal devices and isolating internal routers. 

)> 

J> Is tllere a basic protocol? 

J> Will "besl jui:lgmen "guidance be used? 

~mproving, improving, improving .. . Takes everyone sharing 
information. 
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State of Washington Department of Information Services 

TOPOFF2 CYBEREX Review and Assessment 

Introduction 

On May 6-7, 2003 the Washington Department of Information Services (DIS) 

participated in the TOPOFF2 Cyber Exercise (T2 CYBEREX) at Camp Murray Eunded by 

the National Institute of Justice and designed and executed by Dartmouth 's Instifute for 

Security Technology Studies (ISTS), the T2 CYBEREX was conceived to test loeal, state", 

and federal response capabilities in the event of a coordinated ph);sical and cyber-attack. 

While the CYBEREX was conducted separate from the federal '"{;OPOF..f2 jnit:iative, it 

referenced the same physical event as the main exercise - usi 

multiplier. 

Patticipants in the T2 CYBEREX incluaed D)Si- City of Seattle, King County, 

Washington Department of Transpoq~tion, and the Wa~ngton Emergency Management 

Department. Support resources from eommetoial and federal entities were also included in .... 

the exercise. 

The primary focus of the 1'2 CYBERF: was to test, "The ability to respond to the 

challenges posed by anticipated and unanticipated disruptions of government-related 

information etworks due to a lprge-scale cyber-attack within the framework of a WMD 

event w.ill .address the requirement for increasing complexity." According to documents 

prepared by the exercise developers, the exercise scenarios were focused on helping the 

artici ants evaluate the following: 

};;> TheJeffectiveness of the various cyber-security plans, policies and procedures of the 
City, County, State, and Federal levels to adequately address issues and support the 
response for a large-scale cyber-attack on government-related information networks. 

};;> The ability of participating network operations centers to organizationally integrate 
and effectively conduct or manage a sustained response to a cyber-attack. 

};;> The planned flow of communications and information in an operational context. 
};;> The decision and coordination processes in a range of potential consequences. 
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The specific objective of the Department of Information Services was to "Determine that 

W ACIRC procedures - including incident reporting, response, escalation, communications, 

containment, etc. -are sufficient to effectively mitigate the effects of cyber-attacks." 

Issues/Observations 

Because the exercise involved the use of a simulated network environment, simulated 

support services, and narrowly controlled communications vehicles (single terminal (or..all 

email, listserv, and telephone communications), the primary focus of ttie...DIS Team 

evaluation was on the following: 

);> How decisions were made 
);> Clear and measurable escalation policies 
);> How do we interact internally (DIS Incident Response Te,.am to DIS Management)? 

[Internal Interaction] 
);> How do we interact externally (DIS to state agtkcies and regional partners)? 

[External Interaction] ' 
);> Use of available resources 

./ 
An overall assessment of the per:D r:manGe of the policies and practices of the DIS 

.... 
Computer Security Incident Response eam (DIS CSIRT) and the related Washington 

Computer Incident Response Center (W .A:CIRC) processes indicates that the significant work 

done in developing and implementing th~se programs has pai.d great dividends. The DIS 

CSIRT team worked effecti ely in developing and implementing response activities as well 

as coordinatin effective communications to impacted parties. This was clearly a result of 

sound and tested rocesses combined with quality, well-trained personnel. 

While no key processes were absent, DIS understands that the key to an effective 

incident espo~se process is to engage in continuous process improvement. To that end, the 

DIS team used the T2 CYBEREX to identify areas that would benefit from further 

assessment and process improvement activities. 
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The identified issues/observations include: 

1. Improved categorization of incident severity levels 

);> Define distinct communication processes for all DIS CSIRT Severity Levels (SLl, 
SL2, SL3). 

);> Determine criteria for declaring SL 1 when multiple agencies are effected. 
);> Define metrics for declaring SL1/SL2/SL3 and security incident. 
);> Determine if there is benefit in mapping the DIS CSIRT Severity Levels more closely 

with the color-coded federal kinetic alert indicator model to enable better I' 
communication on a federal level. ' 

);> Investigate feasibility of using the multi-state ISAC cyber-aleLt in icator nodel, 
which maps to the federal kinetic alett indicator model. 

2. Improved management communication and engageme~ 

);> Refine the processes by which high priority security incidents are elevated to DIS 
management, specifically to address: 
);> Specific procedures for communication with DIS Management, DIS Director, and 

the Governor's office, during a secujity incident. 
);> The process and criteria for notify1ng DIS management of specific impact to DIS 

. I 
serv1ces. 

);> Establish a DIS CSIRT "management" lia1-so 
Management during a securitY. ·ncident. 

3. Improved customer communicati<pts , 
);> Review process for notifying customers of impact to DIS services (WA-ST ATE-

NOTIFICATION · i ' t ·e~;:v). Include , arketing the listserv, and security process 
training. 

);> Review and adjust tl:le cunen~Ufacked web site process to include determination of 
whether DIS hosts the compromised customer agency site or the customer hosts the 
COifipromised site and the communication process for both DIS-hosted and customer
he ted site ·. 

Improved regional communications 

Define the process for communicating to PIOs @ City of Seattle and King County 
tlu ing a security incident. 

);> PursuYthe use of the Regional Incident Intelligence Gathering (RIIG) listserv with 
regional partners. 

5. Improved "public" communication 

);> Define what information is released when a state web site has been defaced. 
);> Define W ACIRC/DIS CSIRT roles in disseminating information when non-network, 

non-state related major event occurs (ROD, 9-1 1, threat level RED). 
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6. Improved use of external resources 

);;> Obtain "preferred" status (sign up for alerts/early warning) for DIS with CERT. 
);;> Who/How/When to notify "Peds" or in getting information, or securing any 

additional resources. 
);> Develop "back up" or alternative methods for obtaining and validating information 

when primary resources are compromised (i.e., commercial web sites, Internet access, 
private security resources, telephones, etc.). 

7. Improved response procedures 

);;> Review and document process and procedures to quarantine a potentiall~ 

compromised device (Who? How? What procedure and under what authori~) 

W ACIRC recently adopted "W ACIRC Law Enforcement Guidelines for Reporting 
and Responding to Computer Crimes. 

);;> Revise web page defacement incident response procedure to ia clude check for DIS 
hosting. 

);;> Document the procedure for notifying DIS IT when Access WA link must be 
removed or restored. 

);;> Obtain Law Enforcement notification process and procedures for state agency web 
page defacement. (See WACIRC Law pnforcement Guidelines for Reporting and 
Responding to Computer Crimes). , "-

);;> Add full set of a11 DIS contact numbers t(\Infident Response Handbooks. 
);;> Define the process, procedure, and actions taRen Jor the DIS CSIRTeam and cyber 

incident response, should the US me:ve to "threat level" RED. 
);;> Review DIS Disaster Recovery~lan for mxie sites impacts and communications 

during "physical" events. 
);;> Define DIS CSIR'J: involvement in combined Cyber/Physical incidents. 
);> Develop process an~-proeedure fo ·esponding to a security incident of exceptional 

long duration. (i .e. 24 h9vr staff ng, staff relief or rotation, home/family staff needs, 
site evacuations, etc.' . 

Resulting cf ons 

Under the direction of the DIS CSIRT Coordinating Team, actions are already under way 

to ad ess the issue identified during the T2 CYBEREX. The following is a summary of 

some of the cu; rent activities: 

,._ A DIS CSIRT Severity Level Evaluation Subcommittee has been 
formed to address incident severity categorization issues 

,.. DIS Communications personnel assigned to the DIS CSIRT team have 
initiated the develop and documentation of updated communications 
procedures and will provide appropriate training to DIS CSIRT 
personnel 
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J> All of the identified issues have been assigned to a recommended lead 
resource(s) and oversight of the issues has become a regular part of the 
DIS CSIRT management process. 

J> A draft "Rules of Operation" for the proposed Regional Incident 
Intelligence Gathering (RUG) Listserv has been prepared. Planning is 
underway to engage the regional T2 CYBEREXparticipants in 
finalizing the "Rules of Operation" and initiating a pilot operation of 
the RIIG listserv. 

It is the collective opinion of the those DIS personnel who were hwolved in the T2 

CYBEREXthat the investment of time and resources in exercise p~ icipation res lted in 

significant value in both the confirmation and potential improvement of incident response 

communications processes and the benefit of expanding the boun9aries 0utside of state 

government to city and county government orga,nizations as well as 0ur private industry 

partners. The DIS CSIRT team and WACIRC artic'pants look forward to addressing these 

issues in a continuous effort to provide the best possible environment to protect the 

information assets of the State of Washington. 
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King County Perspective ofTOPOFF2 Cyberex. 

Purpose 

This document is King County's preliminary after-action-report (AAR) for the exercise. 

The point of contact for comments and updates to this report is._l<b_l<_6l ___ __,lin the 

Information and Telecommunications Services Division of the Depa1tment of Exe€,Utive 

Services. 

Exercise Participants 

The Top Officials 2 Cyber-Terrorism Exercise (TOPOFF2 CYBEREX) was conducted at 

the Washington State Emergency Operations Center on May 6-7 2003. An orientation 

session for some of the key participants was 'held on May 5th. TOPOFF2 CYBEREX was 

designed and controJled by the Institute for Security Technology Studies (JSTS) of 

Dartmouth College. Ptimary exercise participants included the City of Seattle, King County 

(DES (ITS), KCSO, DNRP, DoT (Transit)), and the State of Washington Department of 

Information Services (DIS), Emergency Management (EMD) and Transportation (DOT). In 

addition, a group of senior manager~ from each public agency served in the role of "Top 

Officials." For King County1 this included DES (JTS and OEM), KCSO, and PAO. 

Representatives from the University of Washington, Microsoft, Boeing, Qwest, the U.S. 

Secret Set'iVice (representing the Seattle Joint Task Anti-TetTorism Task Force - FBI, USSS, 

US Attorney's Office), and the National Communications Systems (representing the 

Depattment of Homeland Security) were present. serving as a support pod during the 

exercise. 

Exercise Overview 

The exercise occurred in three scenarios or vignettes: (l) normal day at the office, with 

''normal" network and computer problems; (2) an escalating series of events- computer 
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and network problems which might be preliminary symptoms of a directed cyber-attack; and 

(3) a major cyber-attack on participants' computer networks, coupled with a weapons of 

mass destruct (WMD) attack- a radioactive detonation device (RDD) tenorist bomb 

exploding in Seattle. 

Exercise Play 

The CYBEREX was computer-assisted. Each participant group or "pod", tlje 'Controller 

functions and the support pod had computer terminals to use for coll)ymrucation with each 

other. In this fashion the communications between functions (c,ommunications pormally 

conducted via telephone, fax, pager and e-mail) were captured fof'-later analysis. In 

addition, ISTS developed a simulated network for each agency;. ThisJletwork was 

represented on a network map displayed on computer terminals, ill\'! included functions such 

as end-user computers, network switches, firew lls, e- ail servers, application servers 

(applications such as computer-aided dispatch systems or world'-wide-web sites), and the 

networks linking such devices and linking agencies w·th each other and with the Internet. A 

series of injects occuned during the exercise. :J.:!!ese ~vents included, for example, failure of 
.... 

network switches or applications, failure of electronic mail, overloading of devices or 

firewalls by a flood of traffic (a "denial o service" attack), defacing or "hijacking" an 

agency's website - placingJalse ·n(ormation on the site to incite public panic; and physical 

evacuation of key buildings. But the CYBEREX play was mainly about team working 

relationships. lny esponse to ach event, the participants ' teams- both technical teams and 

manageme11t teams- had to determine and implement a technical response to the event, and 

a management or top officials ' response to the event. 

Injects (FoF reasons of confidentiality, this is not a complete list) 

J 

};;> Computer virus attack. 
};;> "Worm" propagated via the Internet (A "worm" is a malicious computer program 

which exploits a specific vulnerability in commercially available software. Worms 
usually have payloads intended to cripple computer systems or networks.). 

};;> Defacing or "hijacking" a government web site (intent: provide misinformation to 
the public). 
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);> Cyber-attack on government computer systems coincident with a physical or kinetic 
attack, e.g. weapon of mass destruction. 

);> Attack by rogue computer programmer or team intended to breach, commandeer or 
compromise a key governmental computer system or network. 

Vulnerabilities (For reasons of confidentiality, specific vulnerabilities are not listed here.) 

What Worked 

);> An ad-hoc IT management team assembled specifically for this event made key 
decisions which prevented compromise of some key systems and netwoflcs, reducing 
the effect of the attacks on the simulated county government etwork. 

);> We have a large amount of redundancy in our existing IT infrastructure which is quite 
useful when the primary systems fail or are attacked. 

);> Collaboration with the City of Seattle and Washingto Sta e agencies proved very 
valuable. The preliminary workshops leading up to thei.GYBERE.X were of good 
value and well attended. The ability to identify peers <With sj:milar interest. 

Lessons Learned 

);> The County's siloed culture is a stro'ng i hibi or. to an effective inter-agency response. 
A major cyber-incident or even our respons_e to a major natural disaster is likely to 
require a coordinated effort, at least for the de~artfuents with major IT resources and 
dependencies. If we daily work in ~iloed egvironment, that is the way we are likely 
to respond in a major disaster. 

);> The cyber-environment is becoming more difficult to assess. We do not completely 
understand a "normal" day. Norrva days are filled with many small cyber-inc.idents, 
computer and netw rk problems ~nich may or may not be indicative of looming 
larger issues. Related t tbis is our need to promote more peer to peer exchanges of 
information to help with the early detection of a potential major incident. 

);> Physka co-location o~ the team during a cyber-event vastly speeds decision-making 
ana actions to counteract attacks. The Network Operations Center (NOC) we 
simulated for the CYBEREX is analogous to the EOC activated during disasters. 
While we ave faci lities at the Key Tower that could support inter-agency NOC 
activities dtti:ing a major incident, we have no fall-back faci lity if we lost the Key 

ower. 
);> H'avi'ng an integrated team (staff responding to actual cyber-incident as well as staff 

supporting IT management response) was not effective. It was too easy to focus on 
the details of some of the technical issues and miss management issues that also 
needed attention. 

);> No patticipating government agency (and perhaps few or no private firms) fully 
understand our dependence on external cyber-nodes - places where private 
telecommunications networks meet and interconnect. 
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~ The County needs to more formally prioritize its business functions and, then, the 
related information technology services, assets and functions for return to service 
during disasters in general and cyber-attacks in particular (in order to maintain 
continuity of government and public confidence in government). 

~ The County should create a formal inter-agency incident response team that includes 
representatives who have real skin in the game. Having every County a&._ency 
involved will not be effective. It is recommended that we explore a bif~rcated 
structure with a group responsible for responding to the technology related aspects of 
the incident and another group responsible for supporting the management decisions 
and interagency communications. The efforts of the two shou)d tie c ese1y' 
coordinated with the former receiving direction from the latter. 

~ Existing response plans (e.g. ITS' Cyber Incident Response Plan, OEM1s Homeland 
Security Plan) need broader distribution and vetting. 

~ Network segmentation plans - plans to purposefully break apa the County's internal 
network to protect key systems and functions - need to be more formal and more 
practiced. 

~ Interactive, computer-based, network views or maps, if createtl and maintained, 
greatly improve understanding of af\1e ent and our ability to react to it, in the same 
way GIS (geographical information syste~ a{)s are useful in understanding and 
responding to any disaster. 
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City of Seattle Perspective of TOPOFF2 Cyberex. 

What Worked? 

);> The established City of Seattle technical incident response team (called the Internet 
Infrastructure Team (liT) worked well together using established procedures to 
counteract many of the injects or events. 

);> An ad-hoc IT management team assembled specifically for this event made key 
decisions which prevented compromise of some key systems and networks, reducing 
the effect of the attacks on the simulated City government network. 

);> We have a large amount of redundancy (alternative paths or s.xstems) il\ our existing 
IT networks which are quite useful when the primary systems fail or ar~ attacked. 

Lessons Learned 

);> We do not completely understand a "nopnal" oay. Normal days are filled with many 
small cyber-incidents, computer and,..network ~oblems, which may or may not be 
indicative of looming larger issues. 

);> Physical co-location of the team during a cx5er-event (preferably in a City 
government NOC) vastly spee S"decision-making and actions to counteract attacks. 
This NOC is analogous to the E00-activateQ,tJy large public agencies during 
disasters. 

);> ICS can be formall applied to information technology (IT) teams responding to 
cyber-attacks. 

);> No participating go ernmentagency (and perhaps few or no private firms) fully 
understands our dependence qn external cyber-nodes, those places where private 
telecommunications networks meet and interconnect. 

'fhe City needs to more formally prioritize its business functions and, then, the related 
mfo mation technology services, assets and functions for return to service during 
disastlrs in general and cyber-attacks in particular (in order to maintain continuity of 
gofernment and public confidence in government). 

);> The ad-hoc IT management team should be formally established and trained to make 
decisions during cyber-events. 

);> Interactive, computer-based, network views or maps, if created and maintained, 
greatly improve understanding of an event and our ability to react to it, in the same 
way GIS maps are useful in understanding and responding to any disaster. 
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SECTION EIGHT 

OBSERVATIONS 

The following comments are based on player observations during the TOPOFF 2 

CYBEREX. 

NETWORK FORENSICS 

In analysis of the "problems" witnessed, players relied heavilY, en normal dia n 

equipment that showed only aggregate (i.e. combined in & out) traffic rates, a(lli simple 

indicators (e.g., green I yellow I red I black) about server stal:\ls. Thjs is typical of network 

management software, so this in and of itself is not a negative thing. During an actual attack, 

however, this does not provide enough information to allow a ragi response and reaction 

(part of their behavior may have been a side-effect of using the simulation, which is less 

detailed than the tools they are used to usin€) . 

In some cases, players asked more detailed qu stfcms from network provider support 

staff, but the standard modus operandi 0 ) of typical regional network providers (and of 

the Northwest GigaPOP q oint of Presence) is not to do detailed traffic capture and analysis 

as a matter of normal polioY. and.pwcedm;.e to assist in incident response. This means that 

customers of large Internet Se-lrt'ice Providers (ISPs) and GigaPOPs should have their own 

capability for-network traffic capture and analysis. It is not know if this is typically 

something thatd igaPOP customers know about and take into their own hands. 

Further more, at the GigaPOP level, fine grained filtering on traffic based on classless 

inter-domain routing (CIDR) blocks or specific Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, or rate 

limiting of any type, is not a normally provided service. Bandwidth utilization is so great 

and the design of the network so optimized for speed and ease of management, that such 

services are simply not available or are not used in fear of affecting network availability or 

performance. Customers want to avoid blocking traffic using access control lists (ACLs) on 

their routers, to save router computer processing unit (CPU) cycles (and ingress interfaces on 
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a distributed denial of service (DDoS) victim's network are not the place to deal with a 

massive bandwidth consumption attack anyway). The upstream provider doesn't want to use 

ACLs on their routers, or rate limiting features, to save their router CPU cycles. Network 

operations will only provide aU-or-nothing filters based on routing tables that leave customer 

networks either wide open or fully disconnected. This was the response that the Support cell 

gave to requests to block attack traffic to Canada in Scenario 2, and block Port 80 traffi m 

the face of a zero-day worm. (In the case of the first days of the Slammer worm, the 

Northwest GigaPOP did, for the first time, block all traffic to I from the affected user 

datagram protocol (UDP) port, but moved as quickly as possible to try to r:emovg these 

filters). 

traffic flows, in a form that can be easily provided to customers an sha~::ed in venues like 

Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (IS~Cs), and policies and procedures that 

supported network traffic capture and analysis, would greatly, speed up incident response, 

especially in multi-site attack scenarios, such as Scenarios 2 and 3 in TOPOFF2. These 

services are not currently provided for man~ reasons,. some of which are technical, some 
.... 

financial, and some political. As there i 91rrently no significant demand for such services, 

or regulation requiring them, network providers are not voluntarily designing them into their 

networks. 

HOST BASED FORENSICS ~ 

Ir one or more )~Stems are found to actually be under attack (or involved as stepping 

stones in an attacJ He contents of those systems' hard drives are critical evidence. During 

the exercise, t~e City team contacted Microsoft and the Computer Emergency Response 

Team (CE&T) when an inject came confirming one of their systems was flooding a site in 

Canada. Microsoft requested the City provide the system to them to analyze, which the City 

agreed to. At that point, the City asked for assistance from the University of Washington 

(UW), but with the system physically in the possession of Microsoft, and no image copy of 

the drive made prior to handing it over to Microsoft, there was no way to independently 
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analyze the system (or to verify the integrity of the system) from that point on. Had this been 

an incident that involved law enforcement action, this could compromise an investigation. 

Had this been a real attack, the lack of initial recognition of the significance of the attack and 

the proper handling of potentially valuable evidence could have also delayed the response. 

RESPONSE TO DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK 

While handling the radiological dispersal device (RDD) force-multiplier. attacks on 

web services of the City and State, players tended to not focus on the actual traffic go·ng to I 

from affected servers, and in several cases their action was to ask for the systems to be taken 

out of service (which effectively accomplished aDoS as effectiv~as ~e attacker. were 

attempting). Given that they have little support to analyze traft1c, and no option to rate limit 

traffic or block to I from specific IP addresses or CIDR blocks, th'e e aren't many other 

options in the face of a concerted attack. This i~ a vu nerability that airectly creates a 

situation where it will be impossible to guarantee 24x7 pl!Q!i' available network based 

services (even though the general public may expect 100% availability). 

Earlier, in the web server worm 'inject, prayers also used patching I rebooting and 

disabling of servers, to re,IDJond. The lack of detailed network traffic analysis capabilities (or 

perhaps just t1ow direction data in the simulation) made it so players could not accurately 
; 

determine if their actions had in fact solved the problems or not. In one case, a player had 

asked for ports to be blocked by the network provider (whose reply that they would not 

honor tha~ request was missed~. Just after this, the attacker stopped the attack (which had the 

same-1fh,ct of lowering ~he traffic line on the network graph), so the player thought the 

5locks had been pu in place. When the attacker restarted the attack a short while later, the 

player (thinking the blocks *were* in place) could not tell if the worm had re-infected the 

server or iflthe server was attacking another site with outbound traffic. (A common theme 

was not asking "what traffic is t1owing on my network and in which direction?" but instead 

asking "is the status green I yellow I red I black" and "how much traffic is flowing?") 

Without more detailed analysis tools and procedures in the simulation software, the players 
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found defense against a concerted attack extremely difficult. Again, this was an artifact of 

the exercise. 

Responding to aDoS attack by blocking traffic based on black-listing specific IP 

addresses, ports, even blocking an entire protocol, can be easily defeated by shifting the 

attack methods. This means the most effective defenses against a bandwidth consumption or 

resource consumption attack will be rate limiting or white-listing to allow only a subse ~f. 

known "good" traffic to get to a host I network. As was discussed earlier, howev r, these 

defenses are not available to the players from their upstream provider. 

DOMAIN N AME S ERVER (DNS) CACHE POISONING ATTACK 

The DNS cache poisoning attack on the City of Seattle's serve1;s redirecting them to a 

UW system could have had longer term effects because DNS time to live (TTL) values are 

set to long (in terms of response - typically 24 hpur-s values. Again, there would be little 

help provided in a normal situation from the Northwest GigaPOP (and perhaps not from 

commercial providers either, if the City uses any other providers.) 

At the point in the exercise where t ams knew they were attacked, there was no venue 

for them to disseminate informacion to ofher agencies above and below them regarding the 

attack. There is currently no tate or regional ISAC, or other incident response related 

communiaation enue. All teatns rely on the same network providers, but even at this level 

there · s n0 means br policy for dissemination of information regarding an attack. Players had 

to as}( the support e 1 if the same kind of traffic was being seen by other players. There was 

no regular status or warning service to push information out to, with the exception of CERT's 

standard a<}visories (even in the case of the Slammer worm, Washington State DIS, King 

County, the City of Seattle, and the Northwest GigaPOP did not voluntarily contact or share 

information among themselves. It was only when individuals took it upon themselves to 

make contact that communication in occurred). A new Research and Education Network 
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ISAC is now in place, but the Northwest GigaPOP and UW are currently not members of this 

ISAC. 
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SECTION NINE 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TOPOFF 3 

1. Campaign-level cyber-attacks and attackers pay no attention to international 

borders. These types of potential attacks are of most concern to members of the 

National Security Council and Homeland Security Council. The policy decisions 

related to attribution to a particular nation-state or equivalent adversary and the 

practice of operational and strategic-level decision-making related to crisis 

coordination and consequence management between international stakeholaers in 

government and private industry (including large multi-n~tionals) are critical areas 

that require further investigation and practice within an exercise environment. These 

will be examined a very basic level in Livewire; they ' e 'mpoqant enough issues to 

merit further advancement within TOPOE 

, 
2. Integrate physical attacks and consequencelc ·sis management with the 

consequences of the loss of critical information ·nfrastructure. Either engage 

operational managers of first re aponders in th, cyber-exercise so that they could 

provide improved feedback as to t e impact of the loss of critical IT services, or 

engage IT service )?roviders in the physical side of the exercise. 

3. TOPOFF 3 should be expan ed to include multiple venues in the exercise. Given 

the aoilit)'l to distribute he exercise to many locations, we would suggest engaging 

multiple venues simultaneously. 

'{he federal sector should be even more engaged. Although the federal sector 

fullY~ supported TOPOFF 2, we feel that due to the changing responsibilities in the 

cyb.er arena with the standup of DHS, it is important to include as many federal 

entities as possible in cyber play planned for TOPOFF 3. This would include the 

Department of Defense and possibly even include simulated attacks against the non

military networks of consequence management agencies such as FEMA, the CDC, 

and the private sector players such as the Red Cross. 
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5. Start early. Exercises are new to IT departments. Police and fire have been doing 

them for years, but not IT departments. It takes a long time to bring them up to speed 

and explain what an exercise is, and what it is not. It is definitely not a vulnerability 

assessment, as many think. It takes time to build trust and understanding among the 

stakeholders. Each player needs to understand that the risk of failure is low, tl;lat they 

are not being graded or exposed to undue business risk, and that there is justifi~le 

business value in improving their response capability through inter-orga izational 

coordination and resource sharing. It also takes time to organize meaningful 

seminars. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROBLEM CHAINS 

1. Background/Normal Activity: 

These injects will be run-of-the-mill challenges that the network operator~are 

accustomed to dealing with on a dai ly basis. There is no tetTOtist motivation for 
these injects, and they are largely unrelated to one another. 

Equipment failures will affect all domains. Routers to city utilities and county 
metro transi t will di e. A router that connects state DOT to St~te DIS will die. A 
cable to the city PO will be cut. The email server at EMD will die. 

Probing sw-ges will periodically occur on aJl domains. 

A wave of Spam will hit: everyone. 

Software vulnerabilities will be identified by CERT. Patches will be made 
available by Microsoft. The players can choose to be proactive or lazy in their 
response. 

A Klez-like worm will spread an email message (spoofed fron~U::I <=b)=(6)===~ 
recommending lax security and containing insulting language. 

2. The Super Flood (Code Red Tin coincident with the WMD 

This problem chain will be much like the Code Red worms in that it wil l exploit a 
vu]nerabi)jty in a,popular web server software applica6on (liS), scan for other 
vulnerable hosts, and then atta~k a series of government domains. It will also be 
a near zero-day exploit in that the vulnerability will be announced by CERT the 
day that the worm starts spreading (vignette2). Initial probes for vulnerable 
versions of the software on port 80 will be largely undetected in the normal 
volume of web traffic . Infected machines are both inside and outside of the 
stakeholder networks. The worm itself wil l be released in vignette 2, scanning for 
15 minutes before going dormant. The malicious part of the worm will sleep for 
severallbours before waking up to contact a master machine (overseas) for attack 
instructions. This could be done vi.a a normal http get request. The master will 
provide the infected machines with a list of 50 IP addresses to attack which will 
be spread ove.r the City, County, and State domains. The attack instructions will 
also specify how long to attack, and when to contact the master again for further 
instruchons. 

Several machines inside the City, County, and State will be infected, so that the 
attacks will be coming from both inside and outside. We may reward aggressive 
patchers by minimizing the internal infections in domains that aggressively 
patched after the CERT warning. 
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The attack mode will be modeled loosely after the Trinoo network of DDOS 
zombies. The malicious code will spawn 50 threads, each one dedicated to 
attacking a different host. The attack packets themselves will be randomized 
TCP syn packets and UDP packets of different size on destined for different ports, 
some containing text such as DIE_AMERICA. The attack will be timed to 
coincide with the physical terrorist event in the City. The net effect will be a 
paralyzing DDOS that will last at least l hour. 

3. Destructive worm combines Slammer and Magistr Virus/Worm 

A scanning worm exploits a vulnerability in MS_SQLbuffer overflow 
vulnerability. It will scan for other hosts listening on port 433. After scanning 
for 10 minutes it will activate the malicious payload which will 

- Erase CMOS on some hosts 
- Erase the Flash BIOS on some hosts 
-Overwrite every 25th file with the text "We Win-:America I:oses" as many 

times as it will fit in the file 
- Delete every other fi le 
- Overwrite a sector of the first hard disk>-

This will destroy the machines ana equire either faetory reconditioning or new 
machines along with installing complete bacJ.<ups. 

4. Anti-American sympathizers defac :web pages 

Due to world events, anti-AJ~Rerican sympathizers work to sow confusion in two 
waves. The fi st wave will b attacks on actual web servers in the DMZ of the 
various domains. The second wave will be a DNS poisoning situation where web 
sites all over the country (including City ,County, and State) will be re-directed to 
a domain at a university which will contain more anti-American propaganda. 

5. No~ter.rorist CriminarForensic Activity 

Var·ousJ<ing County computers are noted by law enforcement as trying to 
break into , database holding credit card information. The computer is actually 
under G0 trol of a remote host, but the software to do its nefarious deeds was 
somehow installed on the computer. Law enforcement shows up and is asking 
about a computer which was logged on some time ago using DHCP and so the 
0gs have to be consulted to go from DHCP address to MAC address and identify 
the specific computer. Sometimes the logs are on backup tapes. Sometimes they 
are gone because it is too long ago. 

Seattle has a threatening e-mail to the President and the Attorney General. 
Dennis will construct header portion to give to USSS to use when they show up at 
the door. The header information will show that it came from a wireless device at 
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Seattle City and Light, and again, DHCP logs will have to be traced to find out 
the source, if they have been preserved long enought. 

R1AA sends strong letters from their attorney to the Attorney General of the 
State threatening to take legal action if the State does not stop their employees 
from downloading MP3 files. This is directed at DIS, EMD, and DOT. 

A federal law enforcement agent will go to each of the player cells to disc 
these issues for about 30 minutes. 

6. Logic bomb engages in cross-border game play (desktop 'J;rojan) 

An email containing a suspicious attachment and everal web links will be 
sent to multiple recipients on every domain. The email will have ne s about a 
new security vulnerability, and recommend that tfie user aownload a patch or 
open the attachment. The attachment will contain a alicious payfoad that 
installs a timed logic bomb. The links appear to b to Mlct osoft, but they are 
redirected to a malicious gopher server will likewise infect anyone using 
Microsoft IE. The infected users wrf become unwitting attack agents for a timed 
DDOS against a domain in Briti~ Columpia. The attack target and time are hard
coded, but a machine in the City with a bad clock wtll start its attack hours too 
soon, tipping off a smart sys adrnin that the machine is infected. A local expert 
will be called in to look a tlie problem. A,ftef a memory dump and some code 
analysis, he or she will determine that..therutack will take place in several hours, 
and realize that potentially Hundreds or; thousands of zombies are waiting for the 
appointed time. He will have to notify the appropriate American and Canadian 
officials to mit" gate the attack. he attack wi ll not actually occur as this problem 
chain is designed to e e cise tlie various fan out procedures. 

7. DHSS :fhreat level escalation from Yellow through Red 

1 The exercise will begin at condition Yell ow. The level will be 
r aised to Orange by DHS when the possibility of a bio-terror event elsewhere in 
the codntry, emerges. The players will be notified by the VNN news network 
(powe!"point slides) or by email from "appropriate authmities". 

J The level will be raised from Orange to Red when the physical 
terrorist event occurs in the City. The offices of the County will be evacuated, 
including the County NOC. 

Workers hear about it and log on to VNN to find out more. 
This loads the newtworks to some degree. Terrorists detonate a Radioactive 
Dispersal Device (RDD) in the flats area south of downtown. The wind is 
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blowing north. As events unfold, the first responders determine there is 
radioactivity at the site, and are concerned over how much and how far it may 
have spread. The reason for the evacuation of county offices and not city offices 
is that different officials receive different inputs and also respond to the same 
inputs different} y. 
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Appendix B 
Master Event Scenario Listing (MESL) 

Vign. Start Inject Nature 
Prob 

Injector Stimulated 
Chain 

0:03 
Port scans within expected range in daily report by 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 
County Net Admin 

0:04 Router (CitylightR) to Seattle Public Utilities fails Senior Network Controller CITY 
0:04 EMD e-mail server (StEMDEmail)dies Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

0:05 
Router (County_ TransitR) to King County Metro Transit 

Senior Network Controller COUNTY 
fai ls 

0:05 EMD NetAdmin reports EMD e-mail server has died Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

0:05 
Port scans within expected range in daily report by City 

Network Admin-City CITY 
Net Admin 

0:06 
City Police Dept writes e-mail complaining of loss of 

Help Desk 
router 

0:10 
Port scans within expected range in daily report by EMD 

Network Admin-State EJAD SJATE EMD 
Net Admin 

0:10 
Port scans within expected range in daily report by DIS 

Network"Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 
Net Admin 

0:10 
Port scans within expected range in daily report by DOT 

STATE DOT 
Net Admin 

0:12 
CERT sends e-mail about urgent Security patch -

5 CERT rep STATE EMD 
Microsoft Windows 
EMD help desk reports that users are reporting they have 

0:13 
received an e-mail purporting to be from Microsoft with a 

12 Help Desk STATE EMD 
clickable link to download a critical patch. Users want to 
know if they should do this. 
CERT sends e-mail about urgent Security patch -

0:14 Microsoft Windows, mentions relationship to past CERT rep CITY 
scanning activities 

0:14 
CERT sends e-mail about urgent SecuritY patch -

5 CERT rep STATE DOT 
Microsoft Windows 

0:14 
CERT sends e-mail about urgent Security_JJatch -
Microsoft Windows, mentions relationship to past 5 CERT rep COUNTY 
scanning activities 
DOT help desk reports thaJ users"ar:e reporting they have 

0:15 received an e-mail purporti ~ to be from Microsoft with a 
clickable link to download a qritical patch. Users want to 

12 Help Desk STATE DOT 

know if the~ should do this. 
CERT sends e-mail about urgent Security patch -

0:15 Microsoft'Windows, mentions relationship to past 5 CERT rep STATE DIS 
scanning activities 
DIS help desk re orts tliat users are reporting they have 

0:16 
rec ived an e-mail purporting to be from Microsoft with a 

12 Help Desk STATE DIS 
clickable link to d6wnload a cri tical patch. Users want to 
know it tlley should do this. 

King County help desk reports that users are reporting 

0:17 
they have received an e-mail purporting to be from 

12 Help Desk COUNTY 
Microsoft with a clickable link to download a critical patch. 
Users want to know if they should do this. 

0:18 EMD e-mail server is restored Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

Seattle DolT help desk reports that users are reporting 

0:18 
they have received an e-mail purporting to be from 

12 Help Desk CITY 
Microsoft with a clickable link to download a critical patch. 
Users want to know if they should do this. 

0:19 
EMD e-mail server is rebooted and seems to be fine. 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 
Don't know cause 



County NetAdmin receives e-mail from Microsoft (without 
0:21 PGP signature) telling of urgent security update and 12 Network Admin-County COUNTY 

directing people to web site to download the patch 

0:22 Router to King County Metro Transit restored Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

EMD NetAdmin receives e-mail from Microsoft (without 
0:23 PGP signature)telling of urgent security update and 12 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

directing people to web site to download the patch 

0:25 Router to SPU restored Senior Network Controller CITY 

0:25 
County Net Admin reports router plug had been knocked 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 
out, now restored 
County Exec has received a media request about the 

0:26 
loss of the Metro Transit Website and is concerned that 

County Executive's Office COUNTY 
county government networks are weak. Please prepare 
talking points for County Exex 

0:27 
Network Admin-router had been accidently unplugged, 

Senior Network ~ontrolle~ City 
now restored 
Law enforcement officer comes over to talk about 

0:30 threatening e-mail written to President, e-mail header 11 JTF 8ep CITY 
indicates source is the city network. 

DOT NetAdmin receives e-mail from Microsoft (without 
0:33 PGP signature) telling of urgent security update and 12 STATE DOT 

directing people to web site to download the patch 

0:34 
load from outside internet directed at DOT server 

'Senior N'etwork Controller STATE DOT 
(StDot_Data) grows to 95% 

0:34 e-mail servers (StateEmail) start to bog dow~ with traffic Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

0:34 
load from outside internet directed at EMD mail server 

Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
(StEMDEmail) grows to 95% 
help desk e-mails complaints of e-mails from various 

0:35 
addresses with newspaper columns concerning war, .... 

Help Desk STATE DIS 
taxes, environment, religion; some include)inl<s to web 
sites 

0:35 help desk e-mails complaints of excessive SRam Help Desk STATE EMD 
0:35 help desk e-mails complaints o! excessive._spam Help Desk STATE DOT 

0:36 
Secretary of Transportation has~eeia inquiries about 

Secretary of Transportation STATE DOT 
spam e-mail on DOT computers- PIO please respond 

0:40 
e-mail from EMD Net admin a,tJvises of a malicious link-
cross site scri~ting 
e-mail from DIS Net admin advises of a malicious link-

12 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

0:40 cross site scriptirng endosed in e-mails and the possibility 12 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 
ef compromised comRuters 
Go ~nor has reGeived a call from media asking about 

0:40 Spam on State ~e:counts- please respond with talking Governor's Office STATE DIS 
points for Gov. 

0:40 
e-mail from DOT Net admin advises of a malicious link-

12 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 
cross site scripting 

0:41 
Governor has received a media inquiry about virus' in DIS 

12 Governor's Office STATE DIS 
e-mails. Please prepare talking points paper 

0:54 
load from outside internet drops back to normal due to 

Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
installation of filters 

0:56 
County NetAdmin determines that the e-mail is not from 

12 Network Admin-County COUNTY 
Microsoft but is a hoax containing a Trojan 

0:56 
EMD NetAdmin determines that the e-mail is not from 

12 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 
Microsoft but is a hoax containing a Trojan 

0:56 
DOT NetAdmin determines that the e-mail is not from 

12 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 
Microsoft but is a hoax containing a Trojan 



EMD NetAdmin writes expressing concern that upon 
0:58 reviewing the logs the same Trojan (Microsoft) e-mail 12 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

has gone to most other users on the system 

1 :01 
extra traffic on port 80 only from Far East (StEmdData), 

5 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
enough to show up on strip chart 

1 :01 
a server (County_EmgData) in county seems to have a 

11 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 
lot of load on it-not overloaded, but a lot 
FBI comes over to ask about a user who appears to be 

1 :01 receiving personal data which could be used for identity 11 JTF Rep COUNTY 
theft 

1:01 
extra traffic load all State DOT port 80 from Far East to 

5 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 
(StDot_Data), enough to show up on strip chart 

1 :01 
extra traffic to DIS on port 80 only from Far East 

5 Senior Network Control1er STATE DIS 
(St_aceme_s), enough to show up on strip chart 
Net admin reports a user has been receiving two e-mails 

1:02 per day, one with names, the other with bank account 11 Network Admin-State DOT COUNTY 
and social security numbers 
DIS Net Admin reports scanning traffic from Far East on 

1:02 port 80, but against non-web machines also - appears 5 Network Aemin-State D S STATE DIS 
random 

1:02 
Port 80 scanning traffic noted in e-mail from EMD net-

5 STATE EMD 
admin, showing up on non-web servers 
extra scanning traffic on port 80 noted in e-mail from 

1:03 DOT net-admin, unique because it is also against non- 5 STATE DOT 
web hosts 

1:04 
extra scanning traffic noted in e-mail from DOT net-

5 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 
ad min 

1:05 help desk e-mails complaints of excessive spam Help Desk COUNTY 

1:10 
e-mail from County Net admin advises of a maliciOus link-

Network Admin-County COUNTY 
cross site scripting 

1:15 traffic from Far East drops off partially Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
1:15 traffic on DIS from Far East drops off partiallY. to 5% Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 
1 :15 traffic from Far East to DOT drops off partially to 15% Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

1 :16 traffic from South America to DIS drops 0ff complejely 5 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

1 :16 traffic from South America to DQT drops o~ompletely 5 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

1:17 traffic from South America drops off co~p letely 5 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
NIPC has notified State DIS via NAS<ZIO only of 

1:20 extensive probin~ going on n~.~wide on port 80, may 5 DHS rep STATE DIS 
be related to earlier CERT ad 1sory 

1:30 
law enforcement comes and asks for disk image of 

11 JTF Rep STATE DOT 
compute serving MP3 fi les 
DOT NetAdmin writes expressing concern that upon 

1:3:1 reviewing the logs the same Trojan (Microsoft) e-mail 12 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 
has gone to most other users on the system 

1:32 
City Pbli e h? adquarters main line (City_Police_r) 

Senior Network Controller CITY (City_r3) ~oes down and rolls over to a slower 
connection. 

1:32 Fire suppressant discharge in mainframe room at DIS Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 
1:32 Loss of gateway router (StEmdR) Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
1:33 Loss of server (St_info_s) in mainframe room of DIS Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

1:33 
EMD Communications line fails and automatic rollover to 

Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
backup fai ls. (StEmdR) (St_client_) 
USSS writes to say that a computer in county clerk's 
office has been attempting to crack into a personnel 

1:33 computer containing SSN's. They want to know which 11 JTF Rep COUNTY 
computer had a certain IP address 2 weeks ago. Police of 
slow response 



EMD reports loss of connectivity to their NOC, may be 
1:34 

software problem 

1 
:
35 

EMD reports that users are complaining they cannot get 
to the internet 
City Police hosts (City_Police_HQ)(Europe) generate 

1 :35 heavy load as they are trying to download big files from 
somewhere 

1 :35 help desk complains of users who cannot get out 
EMD Net Admin reports primary line is dead and 

1:36 
secondary line did not activate - investigating 

01 
:
36 

E~DNet Admin reports he just upgraded lOS before 
fa1lure 

01 :37 City Help desk reports watch commander is really upset 

Mayor has received an inquiry from the press saying the 
01 :38 Police have lost access to their computer network. 

Please prepare a set of talking points for the Mayor 

01
.
38 

DIS Equipment failure (St_client_r) - rtr to DOT -
· coordinated event, not connected with fire suppressant 

01
.
38 

EMD Net Admin reports the router is fine, must be a telco 
· problem on both lines 

01 
:
40 

Equip~ent failure- rtr to DOT - no action required, done in 
DIS InJeCt 

01
.
40 

City help desk reports police department noted utility 
· workers in front of their building digging a trench 

01
.
45 

law enforcement comes and asks for disk imag~of 
· computer serving MP3 fi les , ""'-

01 .
45 

Director of EMD has media inquiry about EMD beihg 
· taken off-line by a hacker - please provide talking points 

01 :53 DIS Server returns to service 

01 
.
54 

If required, EMD Net Admin reports he s oke with CISCO 
· help desk and diagnosed problem 

01 :55 DOT Router returns to service 
01:55 If EMD has not fixed problem by now, 

01 
.
56 

DIS NetAdmin in control reQorts rtr to DOT unplugged by 
· accident, now back in service 

01 :56 EMD Net Admin - if required- reports now on backup line 

01 :56 System back up and running normally 

01 
:
56 

Nott'fr:om DOT help desk that rtr was unplugged, now 
restored 

02:0Q ~~a~y load on host machine (St_HHSadm) (St_HHSs) in 

02
.
03 

law enforcement comes and asks for disk image of 
· compute; serving MP3 files 

02:03 County Communications line fails County_f1) (County_r4) 

02
.
04 

load from outside internet directed at City mail server 
· (CityEmail) grows to 95% 

02:05 help desk e-mails complaints of excessive spam 

02
:
05 

County Help desk reports failure in comms to outside 
world 
Secretary of Transportation has media inquiries about a 

02:05 DOT employee using DOT computers to serve MP3 files. 
PIO please respond . 

02
.
07 

County Net Admin reports primary line dead, secondary 
· line works, but router not seeing it 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Help Desk STATE EMD 

Senior Network Controller CITY 

Help Desk STATE EMD 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Help Desk 

Mayor's Office 

STATE DIS 

Net;"Jork Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

'Hel~ Desk CITY 

JTF Rep STATE EMD 

Director of EMD STATE EMD 
./ 

Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 
Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

Help Desk STATE DOT 

11 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

11 JTF Rep STATE DIS 

Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

10 Senior Network Controller CITY 

10 Help Desk CITY 

Help Desk COUNTY 

11 Secretary of Transportation STATE DOT 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 



02
:
09 

County Net Admin reports router is fine, must be telco 
problem 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 

02
:
10 

e-mail f.rom c.ity. Net admin advises of a malicious link-
cross stte scnpttng 

10 Network Admin-City CITY 

02
.
10 

Governor's office asks for a response to media about DIS 
· employees operating MP3 servers on their computers. 

11 Governor's Office STATE DIS 

If County has not requested by now, County Net Admin 
02:22 reports that router did not rollover to backup ISP Network Admin-County COUNTY 

automatically, he will take care of it 

02
.
24 

load from outside internet drops back to normal due to 
· installation of filters 

10 Senior Network Controller CITY 

02
.
25 

County Net Admin reports that the rollover problem has 
· been fixed and they are on backup 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 

02:25 City Network admin sends e-mail that filters installed 10 Network Admin-City 
Large amount of traffic out of Seattle City records host 

2 00:01 (inside of firewall) . Causes server to waver between red 12 Senior Network Controller cnv' 
and yellow and will not stop. 
netsim raises volume of internet traffic from internal 

2 00:02 County users to 80% to the outside US world as workers 13 STATE DIS 
check news 
netsim raises volume of internet traffic from internal City 

2 00:02 users to 80% to the outside US world as workers check 13 Senior Network Controller CITY 
news 
netsim raises volume of internet traffic from internal DOT 

2 00:02 users to 80% to the outside US world as workers check 13 Senior etwork Controller STATE DOT 
news 
netsim raises volume of internet traffic from internal 

2 00:02 County users to 80% to the outside US world as workers Senior Network Controller COUNTY 
check news 
netsim raises volume of internet traffic from internal EMD 

2 00:02 users to 80% to the outside US world as workers check ./ 13 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
news 

2 00
.
03 

Notice of threat change from NIPC per attaGhed letter 
. forwarded by NASCIO ISAC 

13 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

2 00:04 EMD Users complaining t~at resRonse on ;y.stem is slow 13 Help Desk STATE EMD 

2 00:04 City Users complaining that-response on system is slow 13 Help Desk CITY 

2 
00:0

4 
~elp desk sends e-mail of co~plaints about response 
ttme 

13 Help Desk STATE DIS 

2 00:04 DOT Users complaining that response on system is slow 13 Help Desk STATE DOT 

2 
00:0

4 
County Users complaining that response on system is 
slow 

13 Help Desk COUNTY 

2 00:06 Traffic builds to 95% 13 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

2 
00:0

6 
EMD Users continue to complain system response is 
slow 

13 Help Desk STATE EMD 

2 
00:0

6 
County Users continue to complain system response is 
slow 

13 Help Desk COUNTY 

2 
00:0

6 
DOT Users continue to complain system response is 
slow 

13 Help Desk STATE DOT 

2 00:06 City Users continue to complain system response is slow 13 Help Desk CITY 

NetAdmin of City reports that Cannot figure what is wrong 

2 00
.
07 

with the bad host, and would like help procuring an 
· outside expert. Don't want to just reinstall but analyze 

12 Network Admin-City CITY 

first. Can NOC find an expert? 
2 00:07 Fish and Game complains poor response 13 Help Desk STATE DIS 



2 00:08 Help desk phones DIS to report many more complaints 13 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

County NetAdmin writes expressing concern that upon 
2 00:08 reviewing the logs the same Trojan (Microsoft) e-mail has 12 Network Admin-County COUNTY 

gone to most other users on the system 

2 00
.
12 

Powerpoint presentation makes VNN announcement of 
· increase in threat level from yellow to orange 

13 VNN STATE DIS 

2 00:12 DIS Traffic drops down to normal35-50% 13 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

2 00
.
12 

Powerpoint presentation makes VNN announcement of 
· increase in threat level from yellow to orange 

13 VNN STATE EMD 

2 00
.
12 

Powerpoint presentation makes VNN announcement of 
· increase in threat level from yellow to orange 

13 VNN COUNTY 

2 00
.
12 

Powerpoint presentation makes VNN announcement of 
· increase in threat level from yellow to orange 

13 VNN STATE DOT 

2 00
.
12 

Powerpoint presentation makes VNN announcement of 
· increase in threat level from yellow to orange 

13 VNN 

2 00:14 DIS Help desk still reports complaints 13 Help Desk STATE DIS 
2 00:18 County Traffic drops down to normal 35-50% 13 Senior Network Cont oiler COUNTY 
2 00:18 City Traffic drops down to normal35-50% 13 Senior. Network ~ont olle CITY 
2 00:18 EMD Traffic drops down to normal 35-50% 13 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
2 00:18 DOT Traffic drops down to normal 35-50% 13 Senior etwork <Sontroller STATE DOT 

2 00
.
20 

Governor's Office notifies all State department heads of 
· change in Threat Condition to Orange 

13 Go¥ernor s Office STATE DIS 

2 00
.
22 

DOT Net Admin reports that they have shaped traffic to 
· give lower priority to files of type .ra and .qt 

{Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 

2 00
.
22 

City Net Admin reports that they have shaped traffic to 
· give lower priority to files of type .ra and .qt 

13 Network Admin-City CITY 

2 00
.
22 

County Net Admin reports that they have shaped traffic ty> 
· give lower priority to files of type .ra and .qt 

Network Admin-County COUNTY 

County Help desk reports that public is writing an · calling 
2 00:24 in to report several County websites are defaced with anti- 8 Help Desk COUNTY 

American slogans "' 
County Exec has received a media request aoout who i§ 

2 00:26 hacking the County websites. Please pr,epare talking 8 County Executive's Office COUNTY 
points for the County Exec. 

2 00:32 Governor's website defaced in call from Gov's Office 8 Help Desk STATE DIS 
DOT Help desk reports that pub 1c is writin~:rand calling in 

2 00:33 to report several DOT websrtes are def eed with anti- 8 Help Desk STATE DOT 
American slogans 

2 00
.
33 

City Help desk reports that a couple of primary web 
· pages ha e been defaced with anti-American slogans 

8 Help Desk CITY 

2 00:34 Labor & lndustry website defaced reported in phone call 8 Help Desk STATE DIS 

2 00
.
34 

EMD help desk reports that primary web page has been 
· defaced (index.html) 

8 Help Desk STATE EMD 

Mayor's office called , they have received a Media inquiry 
2 00:35 about web page defacements - please prepare talking 8 Mayor's Office CITY 

points for~he Mayor in 20 minutes 

2 00
.
36 

Governors office asks for talking points to reply to media 
8 Governor's Office STATE DIS 

· inquiry about defaced web sites 

2 
00'40 Director of EMD has media inquiry about website 

· defacement - please provide talking points 
8 Director of EMD STATE EMD 

DIS Net Admin gets really insulting e-mail from Darlene 
2 00:53 telling them to go to website and immediately download a Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

system patch 
2 00:57 DOT Net admin says all web sites are fixed 8 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 
2 00:57 DIS Net admin says all web sites are fixed 8 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 
2 00:57 EMD Net admin says all web sites are fixed 8 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

2 01
.
00 

Secretary of Transportation has media inquiries about 
· hacked DOT web sites, please provide talking points 

8 Secretary of Transportation STATE DOT 



City NetAdmin receives e-mail from Microsoft (without 
2 01 :03 PGP signature) telling of urgent security update and 10 Network Admin-City CITY 

directing people to web site to download the patch 

2 01
.
04 

City traffic from a cluster to a single site on a computer off 
· the internet grows to S5% of that site's capacity 

10 Senior Network Controller CITY 

2 01
.
04 

DIS help desk reports that a spoofed e-mail from l <b)(6) 

· ~is circulating in DIS 
Help Desk STATE DIS 

2 01 
.
05 

DIS Help desk reports that the spoofed e-mail is popping 
· up everywhere. Is it really her? 

Help Desk STATE DIS 

Governor's office calls asking what is going on - media is 
2 01 :09 asking about DIS employee who is spreading malicious Governor's Office STATE DIS 

software 

2 01 
.
15 

City NetAdmin determines that the e-mail is not from 
· Microsoft but is a hoax containing a Trojan 

10 Network Admln-City CITY 

City NetAdmin writes expressing concern that upon 
2 01:16 reviewing the logs the same e·mail has gone to most 10 Network Admin-City cnv 

other users on the system 

2 01
.
22 

Several Internal web servers on EMD network generate 
· external traffic on port SO 

5 Senior Network aontroller STATE EMD 

2 01 
.
22 

Several Internal web servers on County network generate 
· external traffic on port SO-saturate pipes 

5 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

2 01 
.
23 

Several Internal web servers on DOT network generate 
· external traffic on port SO-saturate pipes 

s Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

2 01 
.
23 

Several Internal web servers on City network generate 
· external traffic on port SO 

5 Senior Network Controller CITY 

2 01 
:
24 

Stat~ DOT h~lp desk reports user complaints of getting 
out, mternet 1s down. 

s Help Desk STATE DOT 

2 01 
:
24 

Stat~ EMD h.elp desk reports user complaints of getting 
out, mternet IS down. 

s Help Desk STATE EMD 

2 01 
:
24 

~ity hel~ desk reports user complaints of getting out, 
mternet IS down. 

s Help Desk CITY 

2 01 
:
24 

~ounty ~elp desk reports user complarnts of 9e1ting out, 
mternet IS down. 

s Help Desk COUNTY 

2 01
.
2
S Several Internal web servers on DIS network generate 

· external traffic on port SO-saturate pipes 
s Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

NetAdmin for City reports 1tlat tlie traffic coming from the 
2 01 :26 web servers looks like port 80 web traffic destined for 5 Network Admin-City CITY 

random addresses 

2 01
:
27 

Stat~ DIS he.lp desk reports user complaints of getting 
out, mternet 1s down. 

s Help Desk STATE DIS 

2 01 :27 County Net admiljl says all web sites are fixed s Network Admin-County COUNTY 

2 01 
.
30 

All Internal web servers Scanning traffic drops abruptly 
· from EMD networks 

s Senior NetworkController STATE EMD 

2 01 
:
30 

All l'n!e~nal web servers Scanning traffic drops abruptly 
from C1ty networks 

5 Senior Network Controller CITY 

2 01 
.
32 

All Internal web servers Scanning traffic drops abruptly 
. tram DOT networks 

5 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

2 01 
.
33 

All Internal web servers Scanning traffic drops abruptly 
· on State DIS networks 

5 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

2 01 
.
34 

All Internal web servers Scanning traffic drops abruptly 
· from County networks 

5 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

2 01 :50 Net Admin writes seeing unusual scanning on port 1433. 6 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 

2 01 
·so Outside sources generate traffic detectable on strip chart, 
· port 1433 

6 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

2 01 :50 Net Admin writes seeing unusual scanning on port 1433. 6 Network Admin-County CITY 

2 01 
·so Outside sources generate traffic detectable on strip chart, 
· port 1433 

6 Senior Network Controller CITY 



2 01
.
50 

Outside sources generate traffic detectable on strip chart, 
· port 1433 6 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

2 01 :50 Net Admin writes seeing unusual scanning on port 1433. 6 Network Admin-State DOT STATE DOT 

2 01
.
50 

Outside sources generate traffic detectable on strip chart, 
· port 1433 6 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

2 01 :50 Net Admin writes seeing unusual scanning on port 1433. 6 Network Admin-City COUNTY 

2 01 :50 Net Admin writes seeing unusual scanning on port 1433. 6 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

2 01
.
50 

Outside sources generate traffic detectable on strip chart, 
· port 1433 

6 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

2 01
.
52 

Inside MS-SQL servers generate traffic detectable at 
· 1 00% capacity, port 1433 

6 Senior Network Control1er STATE DIS 

2 01
.
52 

Inside MS-SQL servers generate traffic detectable at 
· 1 00% capacity, port 1433 

6 Senior Networ~xontroller STATE DOT 

2 01
.
52 

Inside MS-SQL servers generate traffic detectable at 
· 1 00% capacity, port 1433 

6 Senior Network ~ontrolle~ CIITY 

2 01
.
52 

Inside MS-SQL servers generate traffic detectable at 
· 1 00% capacity, port 1433 

6 Senior Ne~o~ Gony:olle( COUNTY 

2 01
.
52 

Inside MS-SQL servers generate traffic detectable at 
· 1 00% capacity, port 1433 

6 'Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

2 02:00 Outside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops. 6 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 
2 02:00 Outside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops. 6 Senior NetworK: Controller CITY 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops 6 STATE DIS 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops 6 .Senior etwork Controller STATE EMD 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops 6 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops 6 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stops Senior Network Controller CITY 
2 02:00 Inside scanning traffic on port 1433 stop Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

2 02:03 EMD reports cannot retrieve data from ct ntact database 6 Help Desk STATE EMD 

2 02
.
04 

County help desk reports users complainif11g they cannot 
6 Help Desk COUNTY 

· get to GIS data base 

2 02
.
04 

City help desk reports tha electric utility reports they 
6 Help Desk CITY 

· cannot get data from sever~l databases 

2 02
:
05 

DIS help d.esk reports Health /Human Services 
6 Help Desk STATE DIS 

Database 1s down 

2 02
:
05 

DOT help desK rep?rts that us_prs complaining their data 
bases are not workmg 

6 Help Desk STATE DOT 

2 02
.
07 

Col:Jnty help desk reports users complaining they cannot 
6 Help Desk COUNTY 

· retrieve data fro~ their other data bases also 

2 02
.
08 

E~IS> help desk reRorts cannot retrieve data from 
6 Help Desk STATE EMD 

· Emergevcy Procedures database 

2 02
.
08 

City help desk reports that water utility cannot retrieve 
· data from ct:Jstomer database 

6 Help Desk CITY 

2 02:08 DIS help aesk reports State Police Database is down 6 Help Desk STATE DIS 

2 02
.
09 

DOT help desk reports more users complaining data 
· bases are completely non-functional 

6 Help Desk STATE DOT 

Secretary of Transportation has media inquiries about 
2 02:10 loss of computer data bases. please provide talking 6 Secretary of Transportation STATE DOT 

points. 

2 02
.
10 

Governor's office asks for talking points to reply to media 
· inquiry about loss of state government databases 

6 Governor's Office STATE DIS 

3 00
.
02 

NetAdmin for DIS reports that NASCIO has forwarded a 
· msg from NIPC to set Threat Condition RED 

13 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 



3 00:04 Traffi~ load from many places on internet to PNW 
doma1ns. 

13 Senior Network Controller CITY 

3 00:04 Traffi~ load from many places on internet to PNW 
doma1ns. 

13 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 

3 00:04 Traffi~ load from many places on internet to PNW 
doma1ns. 

13 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 

3 00:04 Traffi~ load from many places on internet to PNW 
doma1ns. 

13 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

3 00:04 Traffi~ load from many places on internet to PNW 
doma1ns. 

13 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

3 00
.
05 

VNN comes on to say that DHS has moved threat 
· condition from orange to Red for the Seattle area 

13 VNN COUNTY 

3 00
.
05 

VNN comes on to say that DHS has moved threat 
· condition from orange to Red for the Seattle area 

13 VNN STATE DOT 

3 00
.
05 

VNN comes on to say that DHS has moved threat 
· condition from orange to Red for the Seattle area 

13 VNN 

3 00
.
05 

VNN comes on to say that DHS has moved threat 
· condition from orange to Red for the Seattle area 

13 VNN c1rf 

3 00
.
05 

VNN comes on to say that DHS has moved threat 
· condition from orange to Red for the Seattle area 

13 STATE DIS 

3 00
.
06 

Media has asked what the government IT department 
· does differently when they move to condition RED 

13 CITY 

3 00:06 help desk complains about slow response to users 1' Help Desk STATE EMD 

3 00
.
06 

Media has asked what the government IT department 
13 Governor's Office STATE DIS 

· does differently when they move to condition RED 

3 00
.
06 

Media has asked what the government IT department 
· does differently when they move to condition RED 

13 'Secretary of Transportation STATE DOT 

3 00:06 help desk complains about slow response to users 13 Help Desk CITY 

3 00
.
06 

Media has asked what the government IT department 
· does differently when they move to condition RED 

County Executive's Office COUNTY 

3 00:06 help desk complains about slow response to users Help Desk COUNTY 
3 00:06 help desk complains about slow response to users Help Desk STATE DOT 
3 00:06 help desk complains about slow respol'lse to users Help Desk STATE DIS 

3 00
.
06 

Media has asked what the government IT department 
· does differently when they move to condition RED 

13 Director of EMD STATE EMD 

Net Admin of DIS reports that they have just received a 

3 00
.
10 

notification from NASCIO'that says that DljS has 
13 Network Admin-State DIS STATE DIS 

· declared condition RED due to ~ confirmed threat to the 
Pacific NorthWest in the nex~ 24-48 heurs. 

NetAdmin of-state EMD repoiitsj lley have just received 
notification of an increase in threat condition from Orange 
to RED due to a aonfirmed threat to the Pacific 
NortnWest in the next 24-48 hours. Was received over 

3 00:19 th National War~ing System (NAWAS) and National Law 13 Network Admin-State EMD STATE EMD 
Enforcement Tele ){pe (NLETS). The Governor, TAG and 
Director of EMD were also briefed by Secure VTC and 
STU-Ill in a eonference call from Secretary Ridge, prior to 
the effectjve time in the change in level. 

3 00
.
10 

NetAdmin for City says that heavy traffic is coming from 
· streaming video and suggests traffic shaping to fix it 

13 Network Admin-City CITY 

Director of EMD has media inquiry about what their IT 
3 00:12 department actions are when they go to condition RED. 13 Director of EMD STATE EMD 

Please provide talking points. 
Governor's office asks for talking points to reply to media 

3 00:12 inquiry about what of threat level RED means for state 13 Governor's Office STATE DIS 
computer systems 

3 00:33 DDoS starts up against City networks traffic maxes out 5 Senior Network Controller CITY 



3 
00:

34 
DDoS starts up against State DIS networks and maxes 
out 

5 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 

3 00
.
35 

Call from fire dept friend tells them that an explosion has 
· occurred south of the city 

13 Help Desk COUNTY 

3 00
.
35 

Call from fire dept friend tells them that an explosion has 
· occurred south of the city 

13 Help Desk STATE EMD 

3 00
.
35 

Call from fire dept friend tells them that an explosion has 
· occurred south of the city 

13 Help Desk CITY 

3 00
.
35 

Call from fire dept friend tells them that an explosion has 
· occurred south of the city 

13 Help Desk STATE DOT 

3 00
.
35 

Call from fire dept friend tells them that an explosion has 
· occurred south of the city 

13 Help Desk STATE DIS 

3 
00:

35 
DDoS starts up against State DOT networks and maxes 
out 

5 Senior Network Control1er STATE DOT 

3 00
.
36 

VNN comes on to say there has been an explosion at a 
· warehouse south of the city 

13 VNN COUNTY 

00
.
36 

VNN comes on to say there has been an explosion at a 
, 

3 
· warehouse south of the city 

13 VNN STATE EMD 

3 00
.
36 

VNN comes on to say there has been an explosion at a 
· warehouse south of the city 

13 CITY 

3 
00:

36 
DDoS starts up against State EMD networks and maxes 
out 

5 STATE EMD 

3 00
.
36 

VNN comes on to say there has been an explosion at a 
· warehouse south of the city 

13 STATE DOT 

3 00
.
36 

VNN comes on to say there has been an explosion at a 
· warehouse south of the city 

13 STATE DIS 

3 00:37 DDoS starts up against County networks and maxes out 5 Semor Network Controller COUNTY 

3 00
.
43 

VNN comes on to say that there are rumors ef 
· radioactivity in the explosion south of the city 

VNN CITY 

3 00
.
43 

VNN comes on to say that there are rumors of 
· radioactivity in the explosion south of the cit¥ 

VNN STATE DOT 

3 00
.
43 

VNN comes on to say that there are rumors of 
· radioactivity in the explosion south of the city 

13 VNN COUNTY 

3 00
.
43 

VNN comes on to say that there are rumers of 
13 VNN STATE EMD 

· radioactivity in the explosion south of the city 
"r 

3 00
.
43 

VNN comes on to say tha there are rumors of 
13 VNN STATE DIS 

· radioactivity in the explosio~ south of tfle city 

3 01
.
05 

VNN shows all players their best guess of what the range 
· of the spread of radioactivity is. 

13 VNN CITY 

3 01
.
05 

VNN showS-all players their best'guess of what the range 
13 VNN STATE DOT 

· of the spread of adioactivity is. 

3 01
.
05 

VNN sho\vs all pl~yers their best guess of what the range 
13 VNN COUNTY 

· of he spread of nadioaetivity is. 

3 01
.
05 

VNN shows all pla~rs their best guess of what the range 
· of the SRread of taaioactivity is. 

13 VNN STATE DIS 

3 01
.
05 

VNN shows ~I I players their best guess of what the range 
· of the spread of radioactivity is. 

13 VNN STATE EMD 

3 01
:
15 

DDo~ stops and network traffic drops to 90% from inside 
the c1ty 

5 Senior Network Controller CITY 

3 01:16 DDoS against State DIS stops 5 Senior Network Controller STATE DIS 
3 01:17 DDoS against State DOT stops 5 Senior Network Controller STATE DOT 
3 01:18 DDoS against State EMD stops 5 Senior Network Controller STATE EMD 
3 01:19 DDoS against County stops 5 Senior Network Controller COUNTY 

City is receiving complaints that the information on the 
3 01 :30 city transportation web page is telling people to evacuate 8 Help Desk CITY 

town 



DOT Help desk reports that there is confusing information 
3 01 :30 on their website about how to use all traffic lanes to leave 8 Help Desk STATE DOT 

town, no inbound traffic is allowed 

3 01
.
33 

City NOC employees hear from friends that the County 
· has been ordered to evacuate the NOC 

13 Network Admin-City CITY 

We ask the County Executive to evacuate all the people 

3 01
.
34 

from his NOC due to danger of radioactive plume, the 
· ventilators for the building are still on and bldg mgme has 

13 County Executive's Office COUNTY 

evacuated. 

3 01 :45 DDoS starts up against City networks traffic maxes out 5 Senior NetworkController CITY 

3 01 
:
46 

DDoS starts up against State DIS networks and maxes 
out 

5 Senior NetworkController STATE DIS 

3 01
:
47 

DDoS starts up against State DOT networks and maxes 
out 

5 Senior NetworkController STATE DOT 

3 01 
:
48 

DDoS starts up against State EMD networks and maxes 
out 

5 Senior Network0ontroller- STATE EMD 

3 01 :49 DDoS starts up against County networks and maxes out 5 Senior Ne~o~Ceptpller. COUNTY 

3 02
:
05 

H~avy DDoS on City's e-mail servers casuses them to 
qUit. 

'Senior NetworkController CITY 

3 02
.
07 

load on e-mail servers goes to 100% in a prolonged 
· DDoS, preventing outgoing mail also 

5 Senior NetworkController STATE EMD 

With the Email servers down, we are also having 
3 02:08 problems with out of band communications. Please Ad:.min Support & runners STATE EMD 

discuss. 
With the Email servers down, we are also having 

3 02:08 problems with out of band communications. Plea e Admin Support & runners CITY 
discuss. 

3 02
:
10 

Mayor asks City NOC how their staffiog is to handle the 
workload 

./ 13 Mayor's Office CITY 

Employee in bldg calls to say that they cannot get an .... 

3 02
.
13 

outside line, all phones are tied up- Need t0 call CISCO, 
· and worried even if they get thru, CISCO might not be 

13 Help Desk STATE EMD 

able to call back 

3 02
.
20 

Governer calls to ask that DIS facilitate the recall of all 
· essential governmental employees. 

13 Governor's Office STATE DIS 



For Official Use Only 

TOPOFF2 CYBEREX - After Action Report 

APPENDIXC 

SAMPLE SIMULATION COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUT 

1218 20030506T13:46:34 

To: netadmin.dot.control 
From: dot.state.player 
Subj: Email from city.player 
Please apply filters to block that east coast domain. 

20030506Tl4:53:49 

To: netadmin.city.control 
From: city.player@simservel 
Subj: Email from city.player 
Please set egress filters at pol ice_r to block everything other than 8$), 8080 and 443 message 

2991 20030507T13:58:50 

To: dis.state.player 
From: university.support 
Subj: Email from dis. state. player Enabling such filtel'S wl11 greatly deminish the overall 
throughput of the routers as this will cuase all packets to be process-switched throught the .... 
router. 

20030506Tl9:25 :39 

From :cert.support 
From: cit)l.playe 
How i · the worm being propagated? 

To: cer .sugport 
/ From: county.player 

, 

Can you please provide us with any information on how to contact British Columbia 
Information Technology groups? 
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APPENDIXD 

PRESS RELEASE 

Gov. Locke Touts Success of TOPOFF2 Cyber Exercise 

News Release- May 15,2003 --SEATTLE, Wash-- Governor Gary Locke announced the 
successful completion of the TOPOFF2 cyber exercise. The cyber exercise tested the 
response of the government's computer networks in the event it should experie~e a series o( 
widespread, escalating cyber events. 

The TOPOFF2 cyber exercise was part of the national TOPOFF2 exercise that @egan ay 12 
in Seattle and Chicago. The exercises featured sophisticated compute· simulations, creating 
situations where state and local government information technol~gy OFganizatjons had to 
respond in concert to a series of cyber security scenarios. 

"This cyber exercise will help us be better prepared to respond o the possibility of 
disruptions or outages in our computer networks," Locke said. " am pr~ud of how our 
agencies performed and our ability to work across jurisdiction at the Jod i, state and federal 
level." 

, 
Participants in the TOPOFF2 cyber exercise examined the..actions required to limit potential 
damage caused by network compromise, and to minimize the impact on operations. The 
exercise required participants to make decisions in real-t1me in response to different, 
escalating events that slowed or stopped network operations. These events triggered 
management decision-making exercises about tht?associated business and communication 
functions required to recover the systems and resume providing essential public services. 

"Working together in collaboratt n with the city of Seattle and King County, this exercise 
truly helped us organize a reg~onal , coordinated response to a potential cyber event," said 
Stuart McKee~ director of the state Department of Information Services. "The training was an 
excellent opportunity to test assu mptions and effectively respond to a highly complex cyber 
incident." 

1-gencies involve i · the cyber exercise included the state's Department of Information 
Service , Departm nt of Transportation and Emergency Management Division, along with 
numerous agencies from the city of Seattle and King County, and the U.S. Department of 
Homeland'S~curity, the U.S. Department of State, the local Joint Task Force of the FBI, the 
U.S. Secre~Service and the U.S. Attorney's Office, as well as the private sector and Canada. 

The TOPOFF2 cyber exercise is the first time an interactive, computerized network 
simulation has been used in public government, and was designed to create an "immersion 
experience" for participants. The Institute for Security Technology Studies (ISTS) at 
Dartmouth College created the network simulation. 
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